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The standard disclaimer applies. The following story contains explicitly described consensual sex acts between adults, young teens, and a preteen female. If you are not old enough to read this, or if it is illegal for you to read this, stop now. Go away! This is an adult FANTASY ONLY! 

Author's note: Although this story is make believe, a total fantasy on my part, there are elements of truth as well, to add some sense of realism. For instance, I do live in Seattle (aka 'Latte Land'), and in a later chapter I make mention of a trip to Australia, which I really did take. If you have read my earlier works Katy 1 & 2 (which is still in progress), the main female characters do have the same names, but are totally different - I just like those two names. Last but not least, there really was a special lady in my life named Mary, all too briefly, but she looks nothing like the Mary in my story. At the time I knew the real Mary, she was 34 years old, brunette, very pretty with a killer figure. I met her through my job, and trained her for a short time, but lost touch with her when I left to take a different job, as she was living in a women's shelter at the time - and no, I don't know the circumstances of that, nor did I ask - and she didn't have a phone of her own. Mary if, by some strange twist of fate, you happen to stumble across this story, I would really like to get back in touch with you again. You're a very special woman.




Chapter 1

It all started one weekday as I was out and about, not really doing anything special, and not really looking for anything special, either. We'd been having a nice stretch of warm weather here in Seattle in July, with the temperature up in the mid 80's (no, it doesn't rain every day here - just seems like it, sometimes), so I decided to see what the rest of the folks living and working around my neighborhood were up to, by going for a walk. Having won the state lottery, and living alone, makes it possible for me to do whatever I want, whenever I want to, and that day I decided on the way home, to pick up one of the weekly rags to check out the 'personal' ads in the back.

Most of the ads don't really appeal to me - we have a lot of what I consider to be 'kinky' folks who live here, and a lot of what I was reading just didn't interest me. I was just about ready to bag the whole thing, when one ad caught my eye. It said, "SWF, with daughter, seeking older SWM/DWM for discrete life lessons. Good things come in small packages, others need not apply. Only those responses with a picture included will be considered.", and gave contact information. 

Now this really intrigued me, for you see, I'm in my late 40's, 5' 8" tall with a few extra pounds, and as much as I wish otherwise, I've been saddled with a somewhat "small package" (the main reason I'm living alone - my ex left me in 1990, telling me she wanted a 'real man' that could satisfy her - ouch! Oh, well ... such is life, I guess). Anyway, I dashed off a quick letter to this gal, describing myself (completely), enclosing a recent photo of myself, stating that I was interested in possibly meeting her on neutral ground of her choosing. I dropped the letter off at the post office, hoping for but not really expecting a response, and after returning home, quickly forgot about it. Little did I know just how profoundly my life was going to change, by acting on this whim.

A few days went by, with no response, which made me kind of shrug my shoulders in an 'Oh, well' thought, and I just continued doing things as usual - surfing the web (I have a killer computer, with all the latest "bells and whistles", connected to a T1 line - hey, I can afford it!), visiting all of my usual porn sites (I live alone, OK?), and playing video games, until THE DAY when THE LETTER arrived. I quickly went back inside, and with a certain amount of excitement, opened the letter.

The letter said: 

"Dear Mr. Smith (not my real name, of course, but I will tell you that my first name is Kevin),

I'm writing in response to your letter responding to my ad in the (weekly rag), and I would like to meet you at your convenience at (and gave a location of one of the chain coffee shops Seattle is famous for, located near by), on either Tuesday or Thursday of this week, at either 10 in the morning or 1 in the afternoon, if that is possible. If you are interested in meeting me, to make it easy to recognize me, I am in my mid 20's, have long red hair, am 5' 4" tall with long legs, and my measurements are 36D-26-37. If this sounds appealing, you may reach me at 555-1234.

Sincerely yours,

Mary Jones (also not her real name)"

Interested? Appealing? Hell, yes! I LOVE redheads, and from the measurements she provided, she also "fits" my preference in women, as I like women with "a little meat on their bones". I quickly grabbed my cell phone and called her, and after introducing myself, I told her I was VERY interested in meeting her, at her convenience, stating that I could meet with her at any time, without mentioning the fact that I was "comfortably well off". We agreed to meet the next day at 10 at the coffee shop, and agreed to be dressed casually, and we described to each other what we would be wearing.

Needless to say, I was really excited, not having had many dates over the past years, and began preparing for our meeting. On the off chance that she would agree to come home with me, I ran around being "domestic", giving my place a thorough cleaning (my part time live in housekeeper/cook having some time off), and then got my clothes for tomorrow ready. Once all that was done, I tried to just relax, which wasn't easy. 

The next day, I just puttered around until it was time to get ready, and then I was off to the coffee shop. On the way, I stopped in at the local florist and picked up a small bouquet of flowers - something nice, but not too fancy - and then continued on my way to the coffee shop. When I got there, I saw that Mary hadn't arrived yet, so I placed an order and found a seat at one of the small tables, and sat facing the door, nursing my iced coffee until she arrived.

About five minutes after I sat down, Mary arrived, looked around until she saw me, giving me a slightly nervous smile, and walked over. I was absolutely stunned! The verbal description she gave me over the phone did not do her justice, at all! 'She's gorgeous!' was my first thought. Mary was wearing a floral print dress, as she had said she would be, but what she didn't tell me was that it was a light summer dress, with thin shoulder straps, low cut in the front which showed off her more than ample cleavage, which showed she was also obviously braless causing her breasts to bobble nicely as she walked, and also showing that she had rather large nipples which were standing out about a half inch, and only came about a third of the way down her thighs, showing LOTS of leg, which were bare, and she was wearing strappy little sandals. Oh, and by the way, she has beautiful delicate feet, too! As I said, I was stunned! As she came over to the table, I stood, and could only stare open mouthed at this vision of beauty standing in front of me, which made her laugh in a husky chuckle.

"Kevin?” she said, reaching out her hand to shake mine.

"Mary? Um, excuse me for being rude ... I wasn't expecting someone ... well, someone so lovely. Please, have a seat. Can I get you a coffee?"

This made her smile (she has a beautiful smile, too!), and said,

"Thank you, and yes I 'd love a coffee. As a matter of fact, what you have looks good. Are those flowers for me?"

"Yes, they are. I hope you like them. One iced coffee, coming up."

"Thanks, I do like them."

After getting her coffee, and sitting down again, we each just sat there for a moment, contemplating each other. I don't know about her, but I was a bit nervous. I mean, here I am, a no great shakes kind of guy (not bad - I don't frighten people, but not a "hunk" by any stretch of the imagination), sitting across from an absolutely gorgeous woman, who was smiling - at ME! I was slightly at a loss for words, and I think she may have been, at first, too. Then, we both started to say something at the same time, stopped at the same time, and both of us laughed a little at that.

Then I said, "Why don't you start first? I mean, you were the one who placed the ad ..."

"OK, but is there some place a little less, well, public we could go to. What I have to say has to stay private and discrete. Do you live around here, or is there somewhere else we could go?"

I was a little surprised by her asking if we could go back to my place. I mean, here we are having just met, and have spent less than 15 minutes chatting, and she wants to go back to my place? Wow!

"Sure, we can do that. I live only a couple of blocks from here, and there are three hotels within a couple of blocks from here as well - your choice."

"Why don't we go back to your place? That will eliminate some concerns - cost being one, and wagging tongues for another, especially as this is mid-morning. As I said, I need this to be as discrete as possible."

"The wagging tongues could be a problem since I have lived around here for some time, and most of the merchants do know me. The cost part doesn't matter, though. You see, what I haven't mentioned before is the fact that I don't have to worry about money. I can pretty much do as I please."

"Oh, well that explains why you were able to meet me today. OK, your place it is, then. Shall we go?"

And with that, we were off. As we left the coffee shop, Mary placed her arm in mine, and walked very close to me, which surprised me again. When I looked at her, she just smiled at me, asking, "You don't mind, do you? I feel comfortable with you already, even though we've just met."

"Mind? A beautiful redhead - by the way, I love redheads! - wait ... let me start over ... Mind? A beautiful, very sexy redhead, wants to walk arm in arm with me? Are you kidding?! Of course I don't mind - not one bit!"

That made her laugh again, and she looked at me, her eyes twinkling, and leaned up and kissed me on the cheek. You could have knocked over with a feather! This gal was full of surprises. What I didn't realize at that time was just how many more surprises she had in store for me!

We soon arrived at my place, and when we walked in, it was her turn to be surprised. She ooohed, and aaahed as I took her around to show off my place. Oh, I haven't described my place yet, have I? Well, let me take a moment to do that (don't worry, the "good parts" are coming soon!). Before I won the lottery, I was living in an OK one bedroom apartment, which had originally been the resident managers apartment, in an older 1920's vintage building, and was doing facilities maintenance type work. When I won the lottery (over 200 million bucks, I might add), needless to say, I quit my job (with glee!), and began looking for somewhere else to live. I wasn't really finding anything in the area, and was getting a little frustrated, and happened to mention this to my apartment manager, and the fact that I was also looking to invest in some property. He then told me that he didn't know of anything in the area that I might be interested in for myself, but that his employer was looking to sell the building where I lived.

An idea came to me during that conversation, and to try to make this part a tad shorter, I bought the apartment building with the idea of converting it to a "single family residence", which didn't go over too well with the City at first, until I committed to building a mixed use facility (residential and retail space, which is the current vogue here in Seattle), nor did it go over too well at first, with the current (now my) tenants of the building. I persuaded them though, by committing to relocate everyone to the new building upon its completion at my expense, and paying their first years rent in the new place. I also told them they could remain in their current units rent free (hey, I'm a nice guy, OK?). The two projects - building a new facility, and then converting my building - took a little over a year.

Since this is an older building, I wanted to retain as much of the "old-timey" feel as much as I could, and left the basic structure intact. The building is 3 stories, with a ground level "basement" entry with a small lobby, and has the building services located there, with two stairs leading up to the upper floor. I had the front entry stairs removed, and installed an elevator in their place, and had each floor gutted, and rebuilt with various rooms on each floor. The entire upper floor became my bedroom, and computer room, with a huge master bath that has a sauna, two Jacuzzi’s (one for one or two people, the other holds up to 15), a separate shower with a bazillion heads so water hits you from just about every angle. The next level down is entirely my "play room", and has a couple of pool tables, arcade type video games, an a huge entertainment center, with all the "bells and whistles" you could imagine.

The next level down had the kitchen, which I had designed by one of the more well known chefs in town, and living rooms - one large for entertaining about 30 people, and the other a little more intimate for smaller gatherings (yes, even though I do live alone, I do entertain every now and then - I'm not a recluse like Howard Hughes was!). 

Last but not least, on the ground level, are a couple of apartments for my live in part time housekeeper/cook (she only has clean the place a couple times a week, and as for the cooking part, she only does that when I need her to, like for my infrequent parties, since I like to cook, and am a pretty good cook, if I don't say so myself), and my live in (again part time) handy man/driver/"go-fer". Oh, yeah, I also bought the lot next door, which was used as a parking lot (and yes, I took care of the people I displaced from there, too), and had a secure garage built there for my small fleet of vehicles - a brand new Mustang, custom built by Carol Shelby (which only I drive), a Hummer, a Cadillac Escalade, and a Mercedes mini-limo.

Anyway, back to the main part of the story. As I was showing Mary around, as I said she was ooohing and aaahing, and checking out various things as we went along. I have super plush carpet just about everywhere, and I like to walk barefoot, so I asked,

"Mary, I really prefer being barefoot, so would you mind if I took off my shoes and socks? I'd be more comfortable that way." I didn't, however, mention that I also prefer to be completely naked, too (except, of course when the "help" or guests were there).

"Oh, no, go right ahead! This IS your place after all. Besides, I like to be barefoot as much as I can, too ... " Then, she hesitated a brief moment, and then surprised me again by adding, " ... and ... well ... when I'm home, and not expecting company, I like to be naked as much as possible, too ... does that surprise you?"

She laughed again at my reaction, as I was just a little shocked by her telling me that so soon after we met. Pleasantly shocked, however! 

"Ha! I can see by the look on your face that you are surprised by that, but I think you like the idea by your smile, and by your "other" reaction." she said, looking pointedly at my mid-section - I looked down, and was a little embarrassed to realize that I was becoming erect, enough so that it was becoming obvious.

I stammered a bit, and asked her if she'd like to have some refreshments and if she'd like to go to the living room to sit and chat for a while (no, I'm not the most "suave" guy in the world, and was becoming just a tad intimidated by this beautiful woman, and kind of wanted to get myself, and the situation, under a bit more control).

"Some wine would be lovely, if you have some, and yes I would like to go sit down to talk, but not in your living room. Although you've described your bedroom to me, you haven't shown it to me yet. Why don't we go up to your sitting room there to talk?"

This woman is bold, bold, bold! Most women I know wouldn't even consider going to my bedroom so soon after meeting me, let alone suggest it themselves! Another surprise from this sexy, beautiful, redheaded woman. "Wine is available - red or white?" After she told me her preference - white - I asked her to wait right there, and literally ran to grab a bottle and two glasses, and was soon escorting Mary up to my "inner sanctum" - where few people had been.

When we arrived in the sitting room (two couches, a love seat, a recliner, small TV and stereo - the place I relax in to read, mainly), after ooohing and aaahing some more, Mary chose to sit in the love seat, and patted the cushion next to her. After I poured us both a glass of wine, I sat down next to her, and she began to explain her ad.

"First of all, thank you for taking the chance to meet me. I'm sure you had no idea, and probably still really don't, of what you are getting yourself in for. I want you to know that I have had more than one response to my ad, and have had other meetings with other men. Before you become concerning about any possible, shall we say, competition from any of the other men I've met with, I have decided that you will be the man to provide me (here comes the biggest surprise of all), and my daughter, with the discrete "life lessons", after I discover a few more things about you, and if you are willing, of course. Have you figured out what those "life lessons" might be, yet?"

"Er ... um ... no, not really ... I could guess, but I don't want to offend you by guessing wrong ..."

"Don't worry about offending me, you won't. I'm a little concerned that I may shock you by some of what I'm going to ask you over the next little while, and all I ask is that you hear me out before giving me your answer. Will you please do that for me?"

Being an easygoing guy, as well as being curious as to what the big secret was all about, I agreed to hear her out.

"Good. Now, you fit the general description of a "small package" I requested in my ad - you're not too tall for me, and in your letter you stated that you're divorced. You are a decent looking guy - please don't take that wrong, I like what I've seen so far! - and you're polite, well mannered and groomed, and oh, by the way, I love men with beards, and you've been very nice to me up to now. We'll see if you stay that way, after you hear me out!" she laughed.

"OK, now for the explanation. The 'life lessons' I mentioned in my ad, in case you haven't figured it out, or even if you have, and were too polite to say it, are about sex. Yes, you heard me right, sex. Wait, I can see by the look on your face you may not believe me, but it's true. You see, I've only had sex once in my life, and got pregnant that one and only time. I didn't know what I was doing, having grown up semi-secluded ... my family is extremely wealthy, by the way, so your money is safe from me (grin) ... and when I became pregnant, my family sent me away to have the baby, so I became even more secluded than I was before. That one sexual experience was not exactly the most pleasant for me. It hurt losing my virginity, and the oaf who took it was only really interested in his own pleasure. As a result, I have not had sex since that one time. I'm not frigid by any means, as I enjoy sexual pleasures a great deal, but have only masturbated to achieve those pleasures. I felt that it was time for me to have the experience of a real sexual experience with another person, and although I appreciate the female form, I decided that I wanted to have sex with a man. An older man, who could teach me about sex, in all its forms. Even though I haven't had sex, I'm not totally ignorant about the subject, as I have quite an extensive collection of porn, which I watch on a regular basis.

"I also want this older man - you, if you are willing - to teach my daughter about sex. In all its forms. In case you don't get my meaning, that means oral, vaginal, and anal sex as well. That is the main reason I specified a 'small package'. Because of my lack of experience, and because of my daughter’s age, I didn't want someone with an overly large penis to teach us about sex. I want this to be a pleasant experience for my daughter, so she doesn't go through what I did. I forgot to mention one thing earlier. I was only twelve when I had sex, and got pregnant - abortion was not an option for me, even if I had wanted to do that, which I didn't - and my daughter has just turned twelve - yes, twelve - and I want her to learn about sex from a caring, gentle man. Someone who is not just concerned about their own pleasure. Someone who can get pleasure by giving pleasure.

"My daughter Katy is also beautiful, and also has red hair - I hope you like redheads! (I nodded, with a big smile) - is a little over 5' tall, and her measurements are 34D-22-33. Quite well developed for her age, and is actively masturbating, almost as much as me. A couple of unique things about my daughter are, although she has developed quite a lot, she has absolutely no pubic hair. None. She is as bare as the day she was born. How do I know? As I mentioned before, I prefer to be completely naked as much as possible, and from the time she was little, Katy also likes to be naked as much as she can, which since she is home right now, is probably her current state. I don't have much pubic hair either, and keep myself bare as well. The other unique thing about Katy, which is also true for me, is that she has very large labia which constantly protrude from her vagina, as do mine, and she also has a very long clitoris, which is true for me as well. Mine is very sensitive, so I don't usually wear panties, as that keeps me constantly aroused, which can be embarrassing, as I also produce a lot of lubrication when I'm aroused. As a matter of fact, I ejaculate when I have a strong enough orgasm, and I believe Katy does as well, based on the 'evidence' on her sheets. The last thing you need to know about Katy is that her hymen has already been broken, but not from having intercourse so you won't have to contend with that. She was injured a few years ago, partially tearing it, so the doctor removed the rest so she wouldn't get an infection. So, she's still a virgin, but without a hymen.

"My concern for Katy, is that with all the boys naturally drawn to her, is that some jerk that is only thinking about himself, is going to get in her pants, and not give a very good experience, and she may end up following in my footsteps, so to speak. I don't want that to happen. I want her to have the best sexual experience that she possibly can, especially her first time. 

"What I need to know now is, would you be willing to commit to being our teacher for as long as it takes with no other commitment beyond that, and can you be discrete about this? I understand the legal ramifications just as well as you do, for including my daughter in this. As a matter of fact, I've put myself out on a limb just by asking you to do this. The other things I need to know are, do you find me attractive enough? My daughter is almost a carbon copy of me, so if you find me attractive enough, you will also find her attractive enough, I believe, and last but not least, because I really only know what your face looks like, would you be willing to let me check out what you have to offer, 'package-wise', and let me try you on for size? I need to know if you are going to be a good fit. If you need some time to think, and would like me to leave, I understand. All I ask is that you mention this to no one else. Just so you know, Katy is aware of what I am seeking, and is in full agreement."

Whew! I was flabbergasted! Here I have this stunningly beautiful, 24 year old redhead, asking me if I would be willing to have sex with her, and teach her about sex in all its forms (I've never had anal sex before, but that being one of my main fantasies, I sure wanted to try it!), and not only did she want me to have sex with her – now - but with her twelve year old daughter, as well! Another fantasy of mine (ok, I admit it - I'm a closet pedophile, but have never acted on that tendency, just thought about what it would be like, you know?). And to top all that off, she was asking me if I wanted her to leave while I thought about what she wanted?!?! Are you kidding me?!?! I already knew what my answer was, the vote between my brain and cock (which was rock hard) being unanimous, so I wasted no time in giving her my answer.

"Mary, that's quite some tale you told. First of all, let me reassure you that I will NEVER discuss this with anyone else, period! You are way too beautiful to spend even a second behind bars, and I don't want to end up being Bubba's play thing, myself, if you catch my drift, and NO, I don't want you to leave. To answer your questions, I would be honored to commit to this, and will do anything, up to but not including anything that causes pain, or something anyone is not comfortable doing - this has to be mutually consensual - to fulfill your desires. 

"As to whether I find you attractive enough, I think if you were to look, you would have your answer. But I'll put it into words for you as well - you are probably ... no wait, strike that last word ... you are the most beautiful woman I have ever met, and I would love to see the rest of you. You fit, by what I've seen so far, every one of my fetishes. Number one - you're a redhead; number two - you have gorgeous legs and feet; number three - from what I can tell, your breasts are not only large, but natural (she nodded her head yes to that), and you have nice, large nipples (which when I began counting these off began to get hard as I watched); number four - I love shaved or bare pussy with thick meaty lips, and large clits - pardon my language; number five - you stated that you wanted to have anal sex, which I have not had either, but have a very strong desire for; and last but not least, you are not only willing yourself to have sex with me, but you have tacitly stated that your daughter is also willing to have sex with me - in all its forms including anal ... yes, no make that hell yes, I find you very attractive! What man in his right mind wouldn't?!

"To answer your last question, if you show me yours, I'll show you mine!" I said with a big grin. That cracked Mary up, and she flung herself at me, covering my face with little kisses, murmuring little "thank you's", and "I knew you would. I just knew it!". Those little kisses eventually found their way to my mouth, and turned into a fiery passionate kiss (hey, she's a redhead - just living up to the stereotype!), with dueling tongues, and drawing moans from both of us. As we were kissing, I started to caress her arms, the back and sides of her head, and down her beautiful, bare, back. This was wonderful for me, and evidenced by the fact that her breathing started to become a little erratic, must have felt nice to Mary, as well.

Mary broke our kiss long enough to say, "Oh my God, you're a good kisser. And what your hands are doing to me ... ohhh, don't stop ... your hands feel sooooo good ...", and then slammed her lips back on mine. Her hands were also roaming, but in the position we were in, she couldn't reach too much, and so basically just cradled my head.

I broke our lip lock, and began trailing little kisses and nips across her face, over to both of her ears, and down her neck. By the incoherent moans Mary was making, and her labored breathing, I knew I was doing something right. When I started kissing down her neck to the top of her chest, she moaned out, "Oh, yes! Kiss me there. Lick me! Unzip my dress, so you can go lower ... oh, sooo gooooood ... oh, yeah, oh, yeah ...", with which I happily complied.

I slowly unzipped her dress in the back, and still nuzzling her neck and chest, moved my hands farther down her back, caressing her all over. Then I slid my hands up her back to her shoulders, and under the straps of her dress, and started to move them down her arms. She paused her caressing of me long enough to slip her arms out of the straps, and leaned back, letting the front of her dress fall away, exposing her beautiful breasts to my eyes in all their glory. They were milky white, with the skin almost translucent, letting the veins show through (milky white skin is another big turn on for me!). I gasped when I first saw her bare nipples - they were huge! The areole wasn't too big, about the size of a fifty-cent piece, but her nipples - totally different story! They are about as big around as a pop bottle cap nearly filling her entire areoles, and they were sticking out almost a full inch! It just doesn't get any better than that, in my opinion!

As soon as the dress was out of the way, I said, "Oh man, you have beautiful breasts ...", only to be interrupted by Mary, who said, "Talk dirty to me. Don't call them my breasts, calls them tits! And don't call my vagina that, call it my pussy! Now, suck my tits, please ... suck my tits, and bite my nipples ... they are very sensitive ..." I replied, "OK, you have fucking great tits, and I love how big your nipples are, and I can't wait to see, and taste, your naked pussy!", and then proceeded to suck and bite on her nipples, starting with the left one. As I was sucking on one tit, I was kneading the other, pinching and pulling the nipple, stretching it out a little ways, and then letting it snap back. Each nipple bite and pinch, pull, stretch caused Mary to moan louder and louder, and she also began to squirm, rubbing her pussy over my crotch. I worked on her tits, alternating from one to the other, for about 15 minutes, while Mary was getting louder, begging me to suck them harder, and pinch them harder, until suddenly, Mary sat straight up, pulling the one nipple away from my mouth, and yelled out, "Pinch both of my nipples hard, and stretch them out!!! I'm going to cum!!!!"

So, I pinched both nipples hard, even twisting them a little, and pulled out on them, making the entire front of her tits stretch out, and them let them snap back. Mary's pussy rubbing pace turned almost frantic, and she was gasping and moaning continuously, almost sobbing. I grabbed her nipples again, this time really hard, and pulled them out even further, and this sent her over the edge into an orgasm.

"AAAAHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I'M CUUUMMMMIIIINNNNGGGGGG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"

As her orgasm swept over her, I continued to pinch and twist her nipples, as her body went totally rigid. Then, when I again stretched her nipples out and let them snap back, she started to convulse, with her whole body shaking and squirming, and causing her to gasp and moan even louder. Then I felt the front of my pants get soaked! She told me the truth - she actually did squirt!! Watching her cum, and feeling her squirt, almost made me cum, too! It was totally wild!

After she squirted, she began to tremble, and collapsed forward, burying her face in my neck, trying to catch her breath in great heaving gasps. I began to gently caress her body, trying to help her come down from her orgasm, murmuring in her ear. As she came down from her high, she was lightly kissing the side of my neck, and quietly mumbling little thank you's and so good's. When she finally recovered, she realized that she had ejaculated when she came, and turned red in the face, and started to apologize, but I cut her off by kissing her full on the mouth, and embracing her tightly.

When I broke the kiss, I said, "I forgot to mention one other little fetish of mine - female ejaculation is a huge turn on for me! I almost came in my pants when you squirted, so no need to apologize!"

"But what about your clothes, they'll be stained ... and the love seat?"

"Don't worry about that at all. I think I'll keep the pants just the way they are, stain and all, as a reminder of the fact that I brought a woman to such a powerful orgasm just by playing with her tits! I've never done that before, and I want to remember this first time."

Chapter 2

Mary thought about that for a moment, and a small smile came to her face. "I'll remember this, too. Now, I think it's your turn to receive some pleasure. Why don't we both get more comfortable by getting out of our clothes? I want to see you, and touch you, and taste you."

"Sounds like a plan. Let's take the comfort level up another notch by going to my bed, OK?"

"Oh, yes ... c'mon, up with you!", she said grabbing my hand and standing up. As she stood, her dress slipped down her legs, exposing the rest of her body, allowing me to see her pussy for the first time, and I was in awe. Her labia, which were flushed a deep red, stood out from her body, and were gaped open and slightly pulsing with the beat of her heart. And her clit! Her clit was sticking out from the top of her slit a good inch, and was as big around as the end of my little finger!!! I couldn't believe it! I also noticed that the inside of both of her thighs were drenched with her pussy juices, and could see some of it running down her legs. I couldn't wait to taste her!!! 

As I stood, Mary quickly started to unbutton my shirt, fumbling with the buttons in her haste, so I reached up to help her. She swatted my hands away, saying, "No, let me do it. I've never undressed a man before ... I have a lot of "first's" to experience, and this is one of them!", so I let her continue, even though the anticipation was agony. She finally got the rest of the buttons undone, and practically ripped my shirt off, and then my undershirt went just as quickly. As soon as my upper body was bare, she began to kiss, and caress me all over, starting at my neck, and moving down my chest. She spent a few moments sucking and nibbling on my nipples, which crinkled in response. This felt really good, and I was surprised by the sensitivity of my own nipples!

As she went lower, she kneeled on the floor in front of me, and started working on undoing my belt and slacks, and quickly had me unzipped. She lowered my slacks, and I lifted each foot so she could pull them off my feet. After she had my pants off, I was left with just my under shorts, which were tented out by my rock hard cock. Mary looked at my cock, licking her lips, and then reached up her hand, and began to stroke me through my shorts.

"Oh, so hard ... so nice ... just the right size, too, I think, but just to make sure ...", she said, and then she grasped the waistband of my shorts and began to pull them slowly down my legs, until my cock was finally freed of its constraints, and popped out, pointing straight at her face. As my shorts cleared my hips, she let go, and they fell around my feet, and I quickly stepped out of them, kicking them to the side.

Mary, still on her knees in front of me, stared at my cock for a moment, and reaching up with both hands, began to fondle my cock and balls. "Oh, yeah, so hard, so hot ... so nice ...", and began to nuzzle my cock, rubbing it across her face. Then, she looked up at me saying, "I've never done this before, but I want to suck your cock ... or do you want me to call it your penis?"

"Whatever you want to call it is fine with me."

"OK. I like the word penis ... I want to suck your PENIS, until you cum! I want to make you cum with my mouth ... IN my mouth ... would you like me to suck your PENIS, and make you CUM IN my mouth ... I want to taste your sperm ... and SWALLOW it ... would you like that?". As she was saying this she was planting little kisses along the shaft, and giving little licks.

"Oh, yes!", I groaned, "Suck my cock ... I want to feel your lips sliding up and down my cock ... and I want to cum in your mouth, and watch you swallow my sperm!"

"I've never done this before, so tell me how to do it ... I want this to be good for you ..."

"Just keep doing what your doing, for now ... yes, that's it ... lick it ... lick my balls, too ... ah, yes ... soooo gooood! ... oh, yeah, oh, yeah ... when you're ready, put the head of my cock in your mouth - be careful with your teeth though - and slide your lips down my shaft, and start sucking, like you were eating a pop sickle ... oh, yeah, just like that .... ah, ah, yeah ... wow, that's good! ... OK, now start moving your mouth up and down, and move your tongue around as you do it, and keep sucking ... oh, man, are you sure you've never done this before? You're a natural at sucking cock!!!"

As I was giving instructions, Mary started to slowly bob her head up and down my cock, slithering her tongue back and forth across my shaft, and softly sucking. She was also keeping eye contact with me, watching my reactions. At first, she was only taking in the head of my cock, and about an inch of my shaft, so I told her to take my cock deeper in her mouth as she felt comfortable doing so, to let her saliva thoroughly coat my shaft, and to fondle my balls as she sucked my cock. 

Mary began to take my cock deeper into her mouth, and started sucking harder. As she let her saliva seep out from her lips, and bobbed her head faster, she began making smacking and slurping noises. Then she paused for a moment, pulling her mouth from my cock to ask, "Am I doing this right? Am I making you feel good? Are you going to cum soon, and spurt your sperm in my mouth so I can swallow it? I want to swallow your sperm when it CUMS out of your PENIS!! CUM for me!!!"

"Oh, yeah, baby ... you're doing great! Your mouth feels SO GOOD on my cock!!! I'm almost there ... keep sucking ... I'll let you know when I'm gonna cum."

She again engulfed my cock in her mouth, and began to suck really hard, bobbing her head up and down faster and faster, never breaking eye contact. Having her look me in the eyes, while she enthusiastically sucked my cock, was bringing me closer and closer to cumming. As I came closer to cumming, I reached out and grabbed her head, and started to gently fuck her mouth, in time with her bobbing. I soon sped up, however, as I could feel the familiar tingling in my balls, signaling the beginning of my orgasm. A couple of times I went a little too deep (hey I may not be John Holmes, but I'm long enough, OK?) in her mouth, causing her to gag a bit, but like a trouper, she never backed away, and let me continue to fuck her mouth.

Then, it was time! I could feel my orgasm begin, welling up from my balls. "I'm gonna cum SOON!!! Ahhhh!!! Ahhhh!!! Ahhhh!!! Here it comes ... I'm CUMMING!!!!", and jammed my cock deeply into her mouth, just reaching the start of her throat when the first jet of my cum blasted from my cock, causing her to choke a little. She quickly pulled her head back until just the head of my cock was still in her mouth, and quickly swallowed the first load, just in time for the rest of my sperm. My cock spurted a second, and then a third, fourth and then I lost count ... it seemed as if I just kept cumming "forever", my orgasm was so intense, but it was just a short time in reality. I can't remember the last time I came so much ... I don't know if it was from the excitement of having such a beautiful woman giving me a terrific blow job, or because it had been quite a while since I'd had sex with anyone other than Rosy Palm ...probably a combination. Whatever, it was definitely intense!

Mary, still keeping eye contact, kept sucking me through my orgasm, letting my semen pool into her mouth, and smiling around the head of my cock. That allowed a small amount to seep out from her lips. Also, during the whole time she was sucking my cum out of my cock, while one of her hands was jacking my shaft, I could see that her other hand was busy - she was shoving three fingers rapidly in and out of her pussy!! Just as I thought I was done cumming, the sight of seeing her masturbating, caused me to shoot one more large jet of sperm into her mouth, which caused Mary to squeal, and took her over the edge as well. I watched as she came, as her body began to tremble and shake. At the peak of her orgasm, her mouth opened as she screamed out her pleasure, and I could see my semen pooled in her mouth. WOW, what a turn on!!! This lady was amazing!!!

As Mary came down from her orgasm, she looked me straight in the eye, opened her mouth again to show me my cum, and then, closing her mouth, she swirled my cum around and around, tasting it, and then made a great show of swallowing. When she was done swallowing, she opened her mouth again to show me it was empty, saying, "Oh, yes ... I LOVE the taste of your sperm!!! I can hardly wait to taste MORE of it!!", and then looking at my now only semi-rigid cock she said, "Ohhhh ... there's some more ... I WANT IT!!!", and gently took my sensitive cock back into the moist heat of her mouth, and cleaned the rest of my cum off of my cock, even licking my balls, getting every last trace she could find. When she was done, I noticed some cum that had dribbled down her chin, and telling her there was a little more, used my finger to scoop it up, and fed it to her. She licked and sucked my finger clean until she had swallowed all of my cum.

When that was done, I pulled her to her feet, and embracing her, kissed her hard on the mouth, shoving my deeply into her mouth. Pulling back, I said with a smile, "Thank you! That was the best blowjob I've EVER had! Are you SURE you've never done that before?"

"Nope! That was my first ... blowjob? (I nodded) ... I've ever done. I liked it a lot, too! The feeling of your penis sliding in and out of my mouth and over my tongue, and watching the expressions of pleasure on your face was so much of a turn on, that I HAD to finger fuck my pussy - I was SO HOT!!! And feeling your sperm as it shot up your penis into my mouth, made me have an orgasm, too. Now I know why they do that so much in the porn flicks!"

"Speaking of porn flicks, I have quite an extensive collection. Would you like to watch one while we recuperate? It's going to take me a bit to recover, before I can continue your lessons."

"YES! I LOVE watching porn!"

"OK. Why don't you stretch out on the bed, while I pick something out? Do you have any preferences?"

"Anything that shows lots of fucking and sucking, including anal - I LOVE watching anal sex, and that's why I REALLY want to try it! Oh! Do you have any ... well ... any movies showing ... um ...", and she hesitated.

I said, "What? Don't be afraid or embarrassed to ask for anything. The only things I don't have movies of are BD/SM and anything else involving pain, water sports, and bestiality - UGH! But, I pretty much have everything else, including some from eastern Europe, which are a little ... naughtier ... than those made here. So ... name your viewing pleasure."

"Do those ... naughtier ... movies show anything like what we've agreed to?"

"Do you mean a threesome, with an under aged girl involved?"

"Yesss!!!! I'd like to see that, if you have any ... oh, I 'm getting hot just thinking about it!"

"One eastern European flick "cumming" right up!"

I have quite a few movies, as a matter of fact, from Eastern Europe with that very thing as their subject matter that I watch a lot, but there's one in particular that is my favorite, which I watch when I get especially horny - it ALWAYS gets me off! - so, I pulled that one out, and put it in the DVD player connected to my high definition flat screen TV, and joined Mary on the bed. As soon as I was stretched out Mary slid over into my arms, laying her head on my chest, so she could watch as the movie started, and reached down to fondle my flaccid cock, and balls.

As the movie started, I began to run my hand across her back, and moved down to rub her ass, and ran my fingers lightly through the crack of her ass, reaching down as far as I could. When Mary felt me exploring her ass, she moved her right leg over me to allow me greater access, and hissed, "Yesss! Rub my ass! Rub my ass!!! That feels so good ... oh, yesss!"

The credits now done, the movies first scene started. It starts out showing the living room of a house, with a man and a woman kissing passionately on the couch. Soon they are both moaning, and caressing each other, and then the clothes start flying off of them both. The man starts to fondle, kiss, and suck on the woman’s' now bare breasts, and is feeling out her pussy, while she is stroking his cock. Then the man moves down her body until he reaches her dripping wet pussy - apparently this woman is really aroused, and not faking it like movies made here - where he then begins to eat her out, causing the woman to start writhing on the couch.

Mary spoke up and said, "Oh, that looks like fun! She looks like she really likes what he's doing to her - will you do that to me, please?"

"Definitely - that's one of the next lessons! I LOVE eating pussy!! Now watch - this next view is very interesting."

"Oh, cool - I can hardly wait!"

The next scene in the movie has a different camera angle - it's from the hallway leading into the living room. At the bottom of the screen, you can see the top of the back of a head, and as the camera pans further out, you see that it is a young girl kneeling on the floor in the hall, watching what's happening in the living room. Her left hand is touching the floor for support, and you see her right arm bent at an angle, with her hand in front of her body, moving slowly. Although you can't see exactly what she's doing from this angle, you get the idea that she's rubbing her pussy. I put her age at between ten and twelve.

Then the camera angle changes to the side of the young girl, while still keeping the proceedings in the living room on screen - and by this time, the man and woman have switched places, so the man is sitting on the couch while the woman is kneeling between his legs slowly sucking his cock - and you can see that the young girl has her panties pulled down to mid-thigh, and she is in fact rubbing her pussy. She soon stops, however, and standing up, removes her panties to allow her greater access to her young pussy, and tucks the bottom hem of her skirt into the waistband to keep it out of the way. As she kneels down again, you can see that she has absolutely no pubic hair. Her pussy is totally bald (one reason it's my favorite)!

As that scene enfolds, Mary gasps, "OH! What a little darling! She's gorgeous! Look at that sweet little pussy!!! Oh, I'm getting really hot!", and she starts fondling my cock more vigorously, which soon has me as hard as a rock - again! She then turns to me and asks, "Please rub my ass some more. Put your fingers in my crack, and rub my asshole ... I want to feel you touching my asshole ... oh, yessss! ... that's it ... ooooooooh, that feels good!" I was only too happy to oblige, and started stroking my fingers up and down through the crack of her ass, and lightly stroking over her puckered asshole. Each time I touched her asshole, it would flex, almost as if it was trying to capture my finger, and suck it in. I reached further down until I reached her sopping wet pussy, and coating my finger in her juice, brought it back to her asshole where I rubbed her juice around, and did this several times, until her asshole was well coated in her pussy juice. I then gently started to push my finger against her pucker, telling Mary to relax.

"Oh, yes ... stick your finger in my ass! Oh, I've never felt that before ... it feels so GOOD!!! Stick it in ... in my ass ... oh, yes ... finger fuck my asshole ... uh, uh , UH!!!!"

As I continued to apply gentle pressure to her asshole, Mary soon relaxed enough that I was able to push my finger in her ass up to the first knuckle. As I started to push my finger in and out, Mary started to move her body, so that she was pushing back against my finger, trying to get more in her ass, but I didn't want to get Mary too excited just yet, as there was a really good part coming up in the movie that I didn't want her to miss, so I slowed down, until I pulled my finger out, but kept it there, massaging her pucker, causing Mary to groan in frustration. I told her to watch the movie again.

In the movie, the camera had switched to the dining room (I think that's what it is, anyway), so that now the couple on the couch as well as the young girl are visible. The couple on the couch have changed positions again, and the woman is sitting on the couch, legs spread wide, with the mans arms hooked under her knees while he's fucking her hard, and the young girl now has her top off, and while she's now finger fucking her pussy with one hand, she's pinching the little nubs of her tits, which are little more than tiny bumps, and her nipples. The young girl then starts to pant and gasp in her excitement, which the couple on the couch hear, which causes them to stop what they're doing to look for the source of the sounds the young girl is making.

The man then stands up (with a camera zooming in to show his slimy cock sliding out of the woman's highly excited, and dripping wet, pussy leaving it gaping wide open), and the woman, placing her feet on the floor also stands up, and says something to the young girl (I have no idea what, though), which causes the girl to stop in shock at getting caught - but she doesn't pull her fingers out of her pussy just yet - and then begins to cry.

The woman hurries over, and stoops to embrace and comfort the girl, who buries her head against the woman’s naked breast. As the woman comforts the girl, the woman begins to caress the girls back, sliding her hands up and down. On each downward caress the woman’s hand goes farther, until she is soon caressing the girl’s ass, then going back up. Soon, the woman’s hand is only caressing the girls tiny little ass, rubbing each cheek, and then begins to rub in the crack of her little ass, and then begins to dip further down, until you see the woman’s hand begin to slowly but surely begin to rub the little girls pussy.

Meanwhile, the little girl has removed her fingers from her pussy, and is hugging the woman around the neck, her face pressed against the woman’s naked tit, still crying quietly. That soon subsides as the woman is caressing the young girls ass, and then changes to soft moans of pleasure, as she feels the woman’s hand move down to her pussy. (By the way, they are using two cameras to show this - one showing the woman’s hand, and the other showing the little girls facial expression, which has changed from fright to pleasure) The man, meanwhile, is shown sitting on the couch slowly stroking his cock, keeping it hard.

As the woman is caressing the girl, her hand moves from behind the girl to her front, so she can reach the little girls pussy more easily, and she starts to vigorously rub the girls outer pussy lips. The little girl arches her back, moaning in pleasure, and in the process brings her mouth level with the woman’s nipple, which she then puts in her mouth, and begins to suckle.

The woman then moans from pleasure, and with one hand, pushes the little girls face harder to her tit. With the other hand, she then inserts her middle finger into the little girls pussy, and begins to move it in and out. The woman then turns and says something to the man, and he gets up off the couch, and approaches the woman and the little girl, and begins to caress them both.

The woman releases the little girls head, and reaches over to stroke the mans cock. When the woman does this, the little girl pulls her head back, mouth open and eyes partly shut from the pleasure she's getting from the finger fucking, and looks over to watch the woman stroking the mans cock. In an almost dream-like state, the little girl also reaches over, and begins stroking the mans cock, which causes both of the adults to moan. The woman moves her hand down to the mans balls, allowing the little girl free access to his cock. The little girl is soon moving her hand up and down the full length of his shaft, her little fingers not able to fully encircle his girth. Then the woman, placing her hand on the back of the little girls head, begins to push her towards the mans cock, aiming the girls mouth at the tip.

As soon as the little girls lips touch the tip of the mans cock, she opens her mouth, as the man slowly pushes his cock in. The little girls closes her lips over the head of the cock, closes her eyes, and you can see when she begins to suck. Everything up to this point has been slow, and gentle, but as soon as the little girl starts to suck the mans cock, he begins to fuck in and out of her mouth, building up speed, until he erupts in her little mouth. As the little girls mouth begins to fill with sperm, her cheeks balloon out, and some cum leaks out around her lips. As the man is still cumming, she begins to swallow his sperm, to make more room in her mouth (they do things differently over there - not so many 'facials', and more actual sperm swallowing). The woman speaks up, and the little girl removes her mouth from the mans cock, with a quick shot showing her mouth full of cum, and the woman then shoves her own mouth on the still spurting cock, and jacks him off into her mouth until he finally finishes cumming. The woman then has the little girl open her mouth, while the woman squeezes out the last few drops of cum into the little girls mouth, and then kisses the little girl, and you can see both of their tongues moving, and then when they break the kiss, they both swallow. When everything is done with this scene, the man and the woman pick up their clothes, and the panties and top of the little girl, and proceed to the bedroom, where the man takes off the little girls skirt and they all stretch out on the bed, with the little girl in the middle, to cuddle and caress each other.

Now this is one hot fuck scene, with the little girl sucking that guy’s cock, and it never fails to get a rise out of me. It apparently also got a rise out of Mary, because as the scene was unfolding, she began to finger fuck herself, and was licking my cock, and giving it the occasional suck. She then panted, "Stick your finger in my ass - NOW!!! I want you to finger fuck my asshole, while I do my pussy ... oh, look at his penis ... look at it going in and out of her darling little mouth ... oh, that's so hot!!!! ... yessss! ... in my ass!!! ... fuck my ass with your finger!!!! ... oh, oh, unh, unh ... I'm going to cum ...". I was fingering her asshole during the movie scene, and then when the little girl started to suck the guys cock, and Mary practically demanded that I finger fuck her ass, I decided that I better do as she asks, and started to slowly push my finger in, until it was buried all the way, bringing a moan of pleasure from Mary, and then I began to slowly move it in and out of her ass, gradually building up speed, until I was literally slapping her ass, as I finger fucked her asshole hard and fast. I could feel Mary's fingers (she had at least two, now, in her pussy) through the thin membrane as she started to really finger fuck herself hard!! When the man came in the little girls mouth, and some of his sperm leaked out, Mary went over the edge into her own orgasm, panting and moaning in ecstasy. Although Mary had stopped manipulating my cock as she concentrated on her own pleasure, it took a lot of willpower on my part to not cum at the same time - I wanted to save that for a little later, after the next scene of the movie.

I paused the movie while Mary recovered from her orgasm, and took the opportunity to go get a towel, as we were both sweaty from what we had been doing over the past couple of hours. I wiped down the front of Mary, and then had her turn over, so I could dry off her back. As soon as I was done, she rolled back over, took the towel from me, and dried me off, and then fiercely kissed me, shoving her tongue down my throat, thanking me for letting her watch the movie.

"Oh, I can't believe how hot that movie was! That little girl - how old do you think she is?"

"It's hot alright, but it isn't over yet - there's one more scene to watch. How old? My guess is probably somewhere between ten and twelve. Oh, not trying to spoil the next part of the movie, but she's definitely not a virgin, either, as you'll soon see. Did you enjoy your cum?"

"Mmmm, yesss ... I love to CUM. I can cum over and over and over ... sometimes it's hard for me to make myself stop, I love the feeling of cumming soooo much! But, what about you? You've only cum once, and I can see by how hard your penis - I like that word, penis - PENIS - is throbbing that you need to cum, too. Why don't you let me make you cum again? Would you like to have me suck your penis again, so you can cum in my mouth, spurting your sperm in my mouth so I can swallow it again? Would you like that? I know I'd LOVE to swallow your sperm again, as your penis fills my hot, wet, sucking mouth. Hmmm?" As she was saying this, she was stroking my cock, and leaned her head down to blow her hot breath over my cock.

"That sounds like a good idea, but I have something else in mind right now. I want to eat your pussy ..."

"Oh, yes! I LOVE having my pussy licked and sucked!"

"Whoa - wait a second ... I thought you said you've never had sex with a partner before?", I asked. Her reply was just one more exciting - VERY exciting - surprise!

"I've only had sex once with a man, and all he did was ram it in, pump me for a few minutes until he came in my pussy, making me pregnant. What I haven't told you yet ... I was kind of waiting for the right moment, which seems to be now ... is that a couple of years ago, I "caught" Katy masturbating. One night, I had to go to the bathroom, and after I was done, and on my way back to bed, as I was approaching the door to Katy's bedroom, I heard her moaning. Thinking she was in some sort of pain, I opened the door, and there she was, laying on top of the bedding, rubbing her cute little pussy as if her life depended on it. I stopped, and was about to turn around and leave, when I heard her speak. She was saying, 'Rub me Mommy, rub me ... it feels so good, Mommy! Rub me harder, Mommy, and make get that special feeling!!!', which kind of shocked me, but also started to get me aroused, too! She was quite the sight - her legs spread wide, pussy juice covering her entire groin area, and part way down the inside of both legs, a rosy flush to her cheeks, that had spread down to her little nubbin titties, with hard, prominent nipples ... she was obviously close to cumming, and I was tempted to join her, but I didn't want to scare her, you know? Like the little girl in the movie? Anyway, I stood rooted to the spot watching my little girl masturbating, my own pussy starting to gush, as I got hotter and hotter. She didn't see me watching her, as she had her eyes closed, and then she started to cum. She grabbed her pillow, and stuffed it in her mouth, but I could still hear her squeal when she came. And, when she came, she made ME cum - even though I hadn't even begun to touch myself yet - because she began to EJACULATE her pussy juice!!! I didn't know she took after me in that way! She squirted three or four times, soaking her sheets in the process, and her whole upper body flushed a deep red color as her body went into convulsions, When I saw that, I orgasmed as well, stifling my own scream. After I finished cumming, before Katy could see me, I gently closed her door, ran back to my room, and finger fucked myself like crazy - I have no idea how many orgasms I had, either. I soon fell into an exhausted sleep."

"Wow! That's hot - wish I could have seen that! But ..." 

"There's more to the story ... I didn't realize it until a short while later, but Katy WANTED me to catch her masturbating, and began rubbing her pussy every now and then, where she was sure I could see her. Nothing like that one night in her room, but ... kinda like she was trying to entice me, in a way ... well, that was getting me hot every time she did that, and I would go back to my room, and finger my pussy until I came, and I started doing the same thing to her that SHE was doing to me. 

"I'm also a 'touchy-feely' type, and have always caressed Katy, hugging and kissing her, which she has always accepted and returned. Well, our mutual caressing began to get ... well ... a little more intimate than before. After we started getting a little more intimate, whenever we were hugging, Katy began to place little kisses on the side, or top, of my tits, while my hands were dropping down a little lower each time we hugged, until I was rubbing her cute little buns. Then she started doing the same thing to me. This went on, gradually building in intensity, until one day when we were hugging, Katy began to knead my ass cheeks, and took my nipple in her mouth and began to suckle. She was pressed up tight against me, and I could feel the heat from her cute little pussy. Then I could feel that her pussy was getting wet - as was mine! - as she continued sucking on my nipple - and you know how sensitive my nipples are! Well, anyway, one thing led to another and we were soon lying on her bed, touching and kissing, and licking each other all over. I then had her lay on her back and spread her legs, telling her, 'Mommy is going to try something that I think you'll like. Just lay back and enjoy!', and I started licking her pussy - like I had seen in the porn flicks. The first taste of her pussy juice drove me wild - she's so sweet tasting, I can't seem to get enough of licking her pussy!! I was licking and licking like mad, and then saw that her clit was jutting out at the top of her slit, and quickly sucked that into my mouth, flicking it with my tongue, and mouthing it with my lips. Katy was going absolutely wild, moaning, and panting, saying, 'MOMMY, Mommy, Mommy!!!!!!! That feels SOOOO GOOOODDDDD!!!!!!!!!! What are you DOING to me?!?!', and I asked her if she liked it. She said, 'Oh, Mommy ... I LOVE what you're doing - DON'T STOP!!!'. So I continued.

"I then inserted my index finger up to the first knuckle, and started moving it gently in and out - and, boy, is she ever tight, which is why I insisted on a 'small package', so she wouldn't be hurt really badly - and this made her cum - HARD! She even squirted again, which drenched my face in her pussy juice, which I didn't mind one bit. I was really pleased that I could bring so much pleasure to my little girl! As she was coming back down to earth, I cuddled with her. When she was completely done, I told her that she mustn't ever tell anyone about what we did, or would do, because I'd get into big trouble, and she’d be taken away from me forever. She became a bit alarmed at that, and after I explained why that could happen, she promised she would never tell, and she hasn't.

"After she had fully recovered, she told me to lay back, and she then proceeded to eat my pussy. I was already really hot from eating her pussy - and, oh, by the way, her nipples and pussy lips and clit are like mine, big and very sensitive! - and fairly close to cumming, and then I came really hard when she sucked on my clit, and then gently bit down on it! I don't know where she learned that, but it made me literally gush! I squirted so much that Katy's hair got soaked, and my pussy juice was all over her back. I think that while she was eating my pussy, she was fingering herself, because when I came, she did too! We've been having fun ever since, and I think, now that I'm done with telling you that, that you need to start eating my pussy right now, buster! I need to CUM!"

Hot, hot, hot!!! I could hardly wait to meet Katy, let alone start eating Mary's pussy! But, I wanted her to suck my cock, too, as by this time, I was starting to almost hurt. So I told her, "Mary, not only was that a hot story, but it also made me really want to meet Katy even more now, and I do want to eat your pussy, and right now! But I also want you to suck my cock - right now!"

"But how ... OH! I know - you want to do a 69, don't you? Oh, yesssss!", and she pushed me flat on my back, got over the top of me, with her pussy hovering inches over my face. Her juices were flowing already, and started to drip on my face, and I stuck out my tongue to try to catch as much as I could. The stuff was going everywhere, but I wasn't getting much on my tongue, so I grabbed her hips, and pulled her pussy down where I could get at it, and I started to lick, causing Mary to moan. Meanwhile, Mary had grabbed my cock and started to stroke it. Then she started to drool on my cock, and using her hand to spread her saliva around, was soon stroking at a fast pace. I started humping my hips up in time with her strokes, and soon I felt the moist heat of her mouth as her lips closed around the head of my cock. She put both hands on my hips, and pressed down to stop me from humping, and said, "Wait. I want to try something ... oh, your tongue feels soooo gooooooooood on my pussy ... keep licking me!"

I managed to control myself from humping up into her mouth, wondering what she had in mind, as I continued licking her pussy, and squeezing her ass cheeks. Then I got my answer, as I felt her slide her mouth down as far as she could, the head of my cock bumping the back of her throat, causing her to gag slightly. She backed all the way off my cock, and took a deep breath, and plunged her mouth back down until the head of my cock once again reached the entrance of her throat, where she paused. She then pushed her mouth down until I could feel the head of my cock start to enter her throat, and then she started to swallow, allowing my cock to enter more of her throat until her nose bumped into my ball sack. She had my cock all the way in her mouth! Then she raised her head all the way off again, took another deep breath, and plunged her mouth all the way down without stopping this time, swallowed again, and started doing it over and over. I've never experienced being deep throated (OK, relative term) before, and it was terrific!

As she was doing this, I had stopped what I was doing, concentrating on what she was doing to me, until she wiggled her pussy over my mouth, and said, "I've been wanting to try deep throating a man, to see if I could - I can, and I like it! - but, unless you start eating my pussy, buster, I'll quit, and all you'll get is a hand job - maybe!" So, I got busy! As soon as I started back in, she started deep throating me again, and we were off to the races.

I sucked each of her pussy lips into my mouth, and licked the outside of her lips, first one side, then the other. Then I flattened my tongue, and swiped it up and down the entire length of her pussy, to her perineum, trying to reach her pucker, but couldn't very well, so decided to leave that for later, and returned to her pussy slit. Pointing my tongue, I started to tongue fuck her pussy, and Mary started to grind her pussy on my face, and groaning around my cock, sending wonderful vibrations through it. Mary's pussy was dripping a steady supply of pussy juice, which I was trying to lick up, but I just couldn't keep up with the abundant flow. Then, I sucked her huge clit into my mouth - the prize of prizes! - and began to flick my tongue across it rapidly, while sucking gently on it.

Mary reacted to that by humping her pussy even harder on my face, and at the same time sucking harder on my cock. She had stopped deep throating me, and was now using one hand to jack my cock, and only putting about 2 inches of my cock in her mouth. She was bobbing her head furiously now, and sucking really hard, trying to get me to cum, as her own orgasm neared. She surprised me again when she used both of her arms to hook my legs and pull them up and back. No one had ever done that to me before, and it felt both strange and exciting at the same time. I didn't know what she was up to, but I soon found out! She stopped sucking my cock for a moment, but I couldn't see what she was doing - she was trying to smother me with her pussy, man! And, that's all I could see! Not a bad way to go, I guess, but ... I digress. What she did was to coat her middle finger with a copious amount of saliva, and then I found out what she was up to. She stuck her finger up MY asshole, shoving it in all the way in one stroke, until her palm was flat against my balls, wiggling her finger around until she found my prostrate. A couple of finger massages later, I came! Oh, boy, did I EVER CUM! It felt like my balls had completely melted and were being forced up my cock! I came so much, that Mary choked from the force of my sperm hitting her directly at the back of her throat, making her pull off for a moment. She also got a "mini-facial" when she did that, but soon had her lips clamped over the head of my cock, sucking like mad, and pumping my cock with her hand. I felt her swallow - three times! - as her mouth filled to overflowing. I had never had anyone massage my prostrate before, although I've heard about it, and have NEVER come that much before in my life! Not even as a bundle of raging hormones teenager!

The other thing that happened when I shot my load was, it caused me to bite down on Mary's clit, which sent her into orbit (mental note - remember to bite her clit when I want her to cum hard!), and she came hard, too, clamping her thighs around my head in a vise like grip, flooding my mouth and face with her pussy juices. My beard was soaked, the pillow and sheets were soaked, everything was soaked! When this girl cums, she CUMS!!! We were both left in a panting heap, gasping for air as we struggled to regain our "cum"posure (sorry - couldn't help it), and then Mary rolled off of me onto her back - which was a good thing, 'cause I could breath again! Whew!

I was the first to recover, at least somewhat anyway, and lifting up on my elbows, I looked at Mary, and saw a bunch of my cum streaked across her face. I thought, 'Oh, that's nasty, very hot!', and as soon as Mary saw me looking at her, she said, "What?"

"Go in the bathroom, and look at yourself in the mirror!", I said with a smile.

"What? Why?"

"Just do it. You may like what you see. I know I do!"

Mary rolled on her side, and staggering to her feet, walked into the bathroom to look in the mirror. I got up and followed her in, and found her staring at her image in the mirror, wide eyed, with a lust filled look on her face.

"Wow! Look at all of your cum on my face! I've seen 'facials' in the porn flicks before, and thought it was kind of dumb, and wondered why they did that all the time, but now that I see my own face covered with cum - YOUR cum - I like it. It's making me hot! Watch me in the mirror ... get behind me, and put your head on my shoulder, and watch me in the mirror ... I'm gonna use my finger to wipe my face off, and eat your cum ... watch me as I EAT your CUM ... oooooh, I 'm getting hot just thinking about it!"

I moved behind her, as she asked - demanded? - and hugged her body close to mine, and looked in the mirror. As she started to use her finger to clean my cum off of her face, when she stuck her finger in her mouth to suck it clean, I moved one hand up to her tit, and grabbed, pinched, and pulled on her nipple, and moved the other down to her pussy, where I grabbed, pinched and pulled her clit, and bang! Mary went into another orgasm, loudly groaning and humping her clit rapidly against my hand. More pussy juice flowed, running down the inside of both her thighs, and she kind of collapsed back against me. I held her up, letting go of her nipple and clit, and placed gentle kisses along the side of her neck until she recovered. I saw that there was still a little cum left on her face that she had missed, so I scooped it up with my finger, and held it in front of her face until she saw it. She immediately sucked my finger all the way into her mouth, closing her eyes savoring the taste of my cum, and had a mini-orgasm. I have been able to give other women orgasms before, but not THIS many - at least not in such a short span of time! I was starting to feel like "King Stud" here, you know? Wow!

We both wandered back to the bed, and collapsing in a heap, and were soon both sound asleep. It wasn't too long before I woke again, feeling refreshed, and also feeling something else I hadn't felt in a while - a warm, naked body next to mine. I liked this feeling. As I was looking over this beautiful, warm, naked female body lying next to me, Mary opened her eyes, looked around for a moment almost in a panic, and then relaxed when she saw me.

"For a second there, I didn't know where I was! Whew! Now that I know, I know that I'm safe. Thank you so much for showing me so much today! I've learned a lot, and it's been a lot of fun. I don't remember when I've cum so hard so many times in one day!"

"Believe me when I say this - I've NEVER come so hard this many times in one day, so I should be the one thanking YOU! You're simply amazing ... beautiful, extremely sexy, hot, did I say sexy?, gorgeous, sexy, hot ... and really, really sexy!"

Giggling, Mary asked, "Am I sexy, too?", which caused us both to crack up. After we both calmed down, I drew her into my arms, and gave her a slow, languorous kiss, which she returned in kind. When we broke the kiss, we just looked into each others eyes, smiling, and then my stomach growled, which elicited another giggle from Mary.

"Sounds like someone is hungry."

"You got that right. Actually, I'm famished. How about you?"

"Hmmm ... I've had quite a bit of protein today already, but I think something more filling would be in order."

"OK. Since I don't know what you like, come with me down to the kitchen, and I'll see what I can scrape together."

"Sounds great. Can you cook, too?", she said with a smirk.

"I'll have you know, wise ass, that I've been cooking since I was twelve, and am a pretty damn fine cook, even if I do say so myself!"

"Ooooh! This, I've GOT to see!", she said, again laughing.

I grabbed Mary by the hand and started dragging her to the elevator, when she pulled against me, trying to stop me. "What about clothes?"

"Like I said earlier, I like being naked, and nobody but us is here. Is that what you were worried about?"

"Um, yeah. OK, since nobody else is here, what are we waiting for? Let's eat! I'm starving!"

So we hopped in the elevator and went down to the kitchen, where I rustled up some food. Mary was pleasantly surprised by how good a cook I actually am, and after we were done eating, we returned to the upper floor, feeling quite satisfied. I was feeling a bit grubby, so I suggested that we take a shower, after which we could watch the rest of the movie, to which Mary quickly agreed. In the shower, we washed each other without getting too sexual - more like sensual - and then we toweled each other off, and returned to the bedroom, where Mary quickly stretched out on the bed while I grabbed the remote, and after joining her, I hit play so we could continue watching the movie.

Chapter 3

When the movie restarted, the couple and the little girl were now in the bedroom, lying on the bed, with the little girl on her back in the middle of the bed, with the man and woman on each side of her, laying on their sides facing her. They began to stroke and caress the little girls body, kissing her in various places. The man was concentrating on her little nubbin titties, while the woman was stroking the little girls stomach and thighs, and occasionally running her hand up and over the little girl’s bald pussy. The little girl had her eyes closed, and was obviously enjoying the attention she was receiving from the two adults.

After a few moments the woman began concentrating her attention on the little girls bald pussy, while the man took one of the little girls hands, and placed it on his semi-rigid cock, where he encouraged her to start stroking it, which caused it to soon be fully erect. The woman was using both hands on the little girls pussy, where using one hand she had spread the lips open, and with the other was gently finger fucking in and out. The little girl was now panting and gasping, indicating her heightening arousal.

The woman then moved down to kneel between the little girls outstretched legs, moving them farther apart. She then leaned down so her face was very close to the little girls pussy, while she continued to gently finger fuck her. The camera zoomed in to show the woman’s finger going in and out, and you could see the gleam of the little girls pussy juice. The woman then inserted a second finger, and continued to finger fuck the little girl, increasing the speed of penetration. 

The woman then leaned down farther, and began to lick the little girl’s bald pussy, causing the little girl to buck her hips up to the woman’s tongue, while the woman continued fingering the little girl. As the woman began licking her pussy, the little girl lost her concentration on the mans now fully erect cock, so he replaced her hand with his own, slowly jacking himself off, while he watched the woman eating the little girls pussy.

The man soon got up off of the bed, and moving behind the woman, while fisting his cock, rubbed his cock head up and down in the woman’s pussy slit, coating it with the abundant juices, and then in one stroke, buried his cock to the hilt in the woman’s pussy, and began to slowly fuck her, while she continued to eat the little girls pussy. This continued for a few moments, eliciting a few comments from Mary about how hot that was, especially watching the woman eat out the little girl. I told her to keep watching as the scene got better in a few minutes.

The man began to pick up the pace, fucking the woman more vigorously, while the woman had inserted a third finger into the little girls pussy, and had also sped up her fingering, while at the same time, each time the man lunged into the woman’s pussy, that caused the woman’s face to slam into the little girls pussy, and soon, the combination of getting her pussy finger fucked, and her clit sucked by the woman, the little girl arched her back in an obvious orgasm. While she was in the throes of her orgasm, the woman slowed down her finger motions, and the man stopped fucking the woman so they could both watch the little girl having her orgasm.

The woman then said something to the man, and he pulled out of her pussy, and the woman moved from between the little girls legs, so she could cuddle the little girl as she came down from her orgasm. When the little girl had recovered, she looked up to the woman with a smile, reached up to embrace her, and they began to passionately kiss. The little girl then said something to the woman, bringing a big smile and a nod from the woman, who then moved over the little girls face, slowly lowering her pussy down, and the little girl was soon licking away at the woman’s dripping wet pussy, while the woman began to stroke her own tits, and pinch and pull at her nipples. I heard a couple of "Oh, yeah" and "that's so HOT!" comments from Mary, and I told her that it gets better.

Just after I said that, the man said something to the woman as he was getting back on the bed, kneeling between the little girls legs. The woman smiled broadly, and then reached down to the little girls legs, where she grabbed them at the knees, pulling the little girls legs back and up, spreading them widely, exposing the little girls pussy more fully, while the man moved up, positioning his cockhead at the entrance to the little girls pussy, rubbing it up and down through her little slit.

I looked over to Mary to see her reaction to this, and saw that she was becoming flushed, and had one hand down at her pussy rubbing her huge clit, while rubbing a tit and pinching her nipple at the same time. When she saw that I was looking at her, she smiled, and reached over to start fondling my fully erect cock, while still rubbing her clit. We then both turned back to watch the movie.

The camera zoomed in for a moment to show the little girls tongue dancing over the woman’s pussy, and she had also inserted three fingers and was finger fucking the woman, while she was eating her out. Then the scene shifted to a close up of the head of the mans cock, just at the moment when he first began to penetrate the little girls pussy.

"Oh, look at that! He's going to FUCK that little girl!! Is his cock really going to fit? He's so BIG!!!", Mary excitedly asked.

I just said, "Watch. It gets even better!"

The man slowly pushed forward, and as he did, the head of his cock began to push into the little girls pussy, spreading her lips, until his cockhead popped in, which caused the little girl to emit a short squeal, and she bucked her hips at the moment of initial penetration. The man stopped pushing for just a moment to (I suppose) let the girl get used to his cock being inserted in the entrance to her little pussy.

Then he began to gently start pushing more of his cock in and out of her pussy, only going in a short distance each time, eventually getting most of his cock firmly embedded in her pussy. Once he was in as far he could go, he stopped to again allow the little girl to get used to having his cock buried in her little pussy. After a moments rest, the little girl began humping up at the man, indicating that she wanted more, so the man began to slowly pump his cock in and out of her pussy, pulling all the way out until only the head of his cock was still inserted, and then slowly pushing all the way back in.

The little girl soon began to get frustrated by the slow pace, and began to hump up at the man more vigorously, trying to get him to speed up, which he soon did. He slowly began to increase the pace, until he was slamming in and out of the little girls pussy. Mary was making little comments while this was going on, indicating to me that she was becoming more and more aroused by what she was watching - I was too, but I knew that this was going to get even better soon!

When the man began to fuck the little girl hard, the woman let go of the little girls legs, and reaching down began to rub, and pinch the little girls nipples. As soon as the woman let go of her legs, the little girl wrapped them around the man, and dug her heels into the mans ass, urging him on. With the better leverage she gained with her legs wrapped around the man, she was soon bucking her hips up to the man, meeting him stroke for stroke. The combination of having her nipples pinched, and her pussy pounded soon brought the girl to another huge orgasm. As her orgasm hit her, she lunged up at the man, burying his cock fully in her pussy, locking her legs around him to keep him buried, her body arching up, going into convulsions as she screamed out her pleasure, directly into the woman’s pussy, which sent the woman into her orgasm, causing her to fall forward, where she used her hands to brace herself.

After the girl peaked, her legs relaxed, dropping back to the bed. The man then slowly pulled out of the girls pussy, and gently stroked her legs, running his hands from her feet up to the top of her thighs, and back down again. As soon as the man pulled out, the woman leaned down and began to gently lick the girl all over her groin area, cleaning up the copious juices from the little girl’s pussy. The man, who hadn't cum yet, and whose cock was still stiffly erect, then said something to the woman. The woman smiled, and again nodding her head, then spoke to the little girl who was beginning to recover. The little girl also smiled and nodded, and the two began to shift their positions on the bed.

As the little girl moved out of the way, the woman quickly laid down, with her feet at the head of the bed, and her head at the foot of the bed. The little girl quickly moved over above the woman on her hands and knees in the classic 69 position. She quickly lowered her head to the woman’s pussy and began to lick and suck her pussy, which drew moans of pleasure from the woman, who returned the favor to the little girl. The man, who had also moved out of the way, while the women got into position, quickly moved up behind the little girl, and placing the head of his cock at the entrance of her pussy, quickly entered the little girl, burying his cock fully in one stroke, causing the little girl to lift her head and arch her back in reaction, but she quickly returned to eating the woman’s pussy. The man then proceeded to fuck the little girl, quickly building to a rapid pace. The camera zoomed in showing the mans cock, as it was moving rapidly in and out of the little girls pussy. As he pulled his cock out, the little girls pussy lips clung to his shaft, and as he drove in, her pussy lips were pushed back in. They continued their hot fuck session in this way for the next few minutes.

Mary, still rubbing her huge clit, and still gently stroking my cock, said, "Oh, I LOVE this!!! This is SOOOOO HOT, watching that darling little fuck slut getting her pussy pounded from behind doggie style!!! I can't WAIT to see you fucking Katy that way ... oh, yeah ... that'll be so hot!!! I can hardly wait for you to fuck ME doggie style, too!!! Oh ... uhng ... I'm getting close to cumming ... oh, this is turning me on so much ..."

"Don't cum yet - it gets even better, just wait!", I said, reaching over to grab Mary's hand to slow down her rubbing of her clit. This made Mary groan in frustration, but she soon slowed down her clit rubbing pace, and turned her attention back to the movie.

As we watched, the man would occasionally pull his cock out of the little girls pussy, and would offer it to the woman, who greedily sucked it into her mouth. The man would then mouth fuck the woman for a few strokes, and then would pull out of her mouth, slamming back into the little girls pussy, where he would then resume pounding away. Then the camera switched briefly to the mans face, showing him coating his index finger with his saliva. He soon began to rub his slickly coated finger over the little girls rose bud. Evidently she liked this new sensation as she pushed her tight little ass back at the man, trying to increase the pressure from his finger. The man then extended his finger to the woman, who sucked it into her mouth, coating it with a generous amount of her saliva, which he then placed back on the little girls asshole and began rubbing again, this time pushing down a little. 

This was repeated several times, until the little girls rose bud was glistening with moisture. Then the man pulled his cock from the little girls pussy, and inserting two fingers, scooped up a generous supply of her pussy juice, quickly applied that to her asshole as well, and reinserted his cock in her pussy. When he had finished spreading her pussy juice to her asshole, he began to gently insert his index finger in her asshole, applying more and more pressure, until it slipped in to the first knuckle. The little girl started to hump her ass up at the mans finger, obviously enjoying this sensation, trying to get more of his finger in her ass, but the man moved with the little girl, preventing her from doing that. When she settled down, he began to gently thrust his finger in and out of her asshole, and wiggled it around, loosening her up, allowing him to insert his finger to the second knuckle.

The little girl again started to push her ass back at the man, trying to get more, but again the man moved with her, which caused the girl to moan in frustration. Again, when the little girl settled down, he began to pump his finger in and out of her asshole, until it was fully inserted. He began to pump his finger in and out of her ass harder and harder, causing the girl to squeal in pleasure, and move her ass in time with his finger.

When he pulled his finger completely out of her ass, the little girl wailed, and looked over her shoulder saying something to the man, who grinned, and said something back. As he was speaking, he moved his hand under the girl, scooping up more of her pussy juice, this time on two fingers, and rubbed them over her asshole, again lubricating it. He then slid his index finger back in her asshole, making the girl sigh with pleasure, and after pumping it in and out a few times, inserted his middle finger along side his index finger. The little girl went wild, as he pumped both fingers in her ass to the hilt. Oh, yes, forgot to mention - each time he inserted first the one finger, and the two fingers, the camera would zoom in to show the penetration, and then would zoom back out as he finger fucked the little girls tight little ass.

Mary was constantly moaning at this development in the scene, and had inserted first one, and then two fingers in her pussy imitating what the man was doing on screen. Her hips were also beginning to move at the same pace that the man was fucking the little girl. This was a HUGE turn on for me, let me assure you! Before today, I had never seen a woman masturbate in front of me, live and in person - only in videos - and this was really exciting to see.

"Oh, wow ... this is SO HOT!!! Look ... look ... he has TWO fingers in her ASSHOLE!!!! Oh ... ung ... ung ... I don't know if I can hold off too much longer ... I'm so close to cumming!!!", Mary panted.

Again grabbing her wrist to slow down her hand motions, I said, "Try to hold off ... it's going to get even better, right now - watch!"

The man, who was really pumping the little girl’s tight ass hard now, began to spread his fingers as he moved them in and out, stretching her little hole. The little girl was constantly squealing and moaning now, no longer paying any attention to the woman’s pussy as her pleasure continued to build, as the man continued to finger fuck her asshole and the woman licked her pussy.

When the man thought the little girls asshole was stretched out far enough, he then inserted a third finger in her now gaping asshole, and really started to hammer her asshole hard, while continuing to fuck her pussy. The girl’s eyes, which had been shut, popped open at this new intrusion, and she began pumping her ass and pussy back at the man even harder. As the man was pumping his three fingers in her ass, he again spread his fingers, stretching her tight little asshole ever further. The camera again zoomed in when he inserted his third finger, and then stayed there to show her gaping hole as the man stretched it out further and further. Then it zoomed back out to show the man suddenly pull his fingers completely out of her asshole, but was still close enough to show that her hole stayed open for a brief moment and then slowly closed back up. When the man pulled his fingers from her ass, the little girl howled, and snapped her head around to look at the man in frustration.

But, she didn't stay frustrated for long. As soon as her hole closed back up, the man reinserted all three fingers to the hilt, at once, causing the little girl to scream and arch her back again. The man resumed slamming his fingers in and out, and then abruptly pulled them completely out once again, while at the same time pulling his cock out of her pussy. Again, the little girl howled at the loss of penetration of both of her holes, and again looked back at the man.

Her frustration again was short lived, as, before her asshole could close up completely again, the man pressed his cockhead against her asshole, and began to slowly push. As he slowly pushed against her pucker, it began to stretch back open, until the head of his cock suddenly popped in past her sphincter, which then closed around the base of the head of his cock. The camera again zoomed in to show this initial penetration of her tight little hole. The little girl groaned, dropped her head down so it was laying on top of the woman’s pussy (who was still licking the little girls pussy, and was now also stroking the shaft of the mans cock), as the man paused to let her get used to his cockhead being in her asshole.

After only a brief moment, the girl started to push back against the mans cock, signaling him that she was ready for more. The woman, then reached up to the little girls pussy, coating her hand with pussy juice, which she then spread over the shaft of the mans cock, lubricating it. When she was finished, the man started to slowly push his cock into the little girls ass. The little girl, getting close to sexual overload, opened her mouth in a silent scream as she felt the mans cock entering her asshole. As soon as the man was fully buried to the hilt in the little girls asshole, he again paused for a moment, but the little girl soon opened her eyes, and looking back at the man, said something, which in my mind every time I've watched this movie, I've translated to mean, "Fuck my ASS!" - whether that's true or not, I don't know ...

As the man was beginning to push his cock in the little girls tight little asshole, I let go of Mary's wrist, so I could reach up to grab a nipple, and I began to pinch, pull and twist it. As soon as I let go of her wrist, Mary began to pound her pussy, inserting a FOURTH finger - WOW! - and moaned out, "Oh, yessss!!!! FUCK her ASS!!!! Stick that cock in her hole, and BUTTFUCK THAT LITTLE GIRL!!!!! Yeah, FUCK HER ASS!!! OOOOOOOOHHHHHHHHH this is SOOOOOOO HOOOOOOOOOTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT!!!! I'm going to ... ung ... ung ... ung, yeah ... oh, FUCK ... I'm going to CUUUUUUUUUMMMMMMMMMMMMM AAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!", and she did! Somehow she managed to keep her eyes glued to the screen, though!

As Mary was starting her orgasm, the man had started to slowly fuck the little girl in the ass, but soon, the little girl started to beg the man to go faster. The man complied, and grabbing the little girl by the hips, was soon just pounding her ass, and his balls were slapping into the little girls clit from the force of his anal assault. Sweat was pouring from both of their bodies, as they slammed against each other, flying all over the place. After several minutes the man said something, and the woman scrambled out from under the girl, and kneeled next to the rutting couple.

The man made one last powerful lunge into the little girl burying his cock to the hilt, and throwing his head back yelled at the top of his lungs, and by the way his body began to jerk, you could tell he was cumming. Before he finished, though, he pulled out, and the woman quickly grabbed his spurting cock, and began to jack the last of his cum from his cock. When the man buried his cock in the little girls ass, and started to cum, she went into another huge orgasm, her body jerking all over.

As all this was happening on screen, Mary's orgasm peaked, and she emitted a scream of her own. As Mary was coming down from the peak of her orgasm, still slowly pumping her fingers into her pussy, as I looked over, I saw she was beginning to close her eyes. I quickly told her to keep watching, so she opened her eyes again, and slowly focused them back to the screen.

As the woman was pumping the last of the mans cum from his cock, it was spraying over the little girls ass, and exposed pussy, and some was already beginning to seep back out of her asshole. As soon as the man was finished releasing his load, the woman scooped the last glob of cum from the end of his cock, and quickly sucked her finger into her mouth, swallowing. She then began licking up all of the cum from the girls ass and pussy. While the woman was doing this, Mary began to pump her pussy faster and faster, and moaning and groaning louder and louder. After the woman had cleaned all of the cum from the girls ass and exposed pussy, as the girl started to lower her hips, the woman pushing the man out of the way, grabbed the girls hips to keep her ass up, and began rimming the cum out of the girls asshole. Just as the woman was pushing the man out of the way, I reached over and grabbed both of Mary's nipples, and pinched hard while at the same time pulling them out from her body. When Mary saw the woman rimming the little girls ass to get the cum leaking from her asshole, and when I grabbed her nipples, Mary went into another convulsive orgasm, screaming, and AGAIN squirting pussy juice all over the place. It was all I could to do hold back from coming myself from the sight of that. The movie then ended with the man pulling on the woman’s clit, and when he pinched her clit hard, she went into her orgasm, and then it was over.

As Mary laid exhausted from her two orgasms, I turned off the movie and TV, removed the DVD, returned it to the shelf, and returned to the bed, laying next to Mary, pulling her to me. I began to stroke her body, and started kissing her face, quickly moving to her neck and chest. I then moved down her body, kissing and licking her upper chest, slowly moving to her tits, moving up to, but going by her nipples. Mary had started to coo as I started this, and then groaned when I skipped her nipples, and pushed her chest up, trying to get me to kiss and suck her nipples, but I moved back, kissing my way down the sides of both of her tits, and back up to her shoulders, and down each arm.

When I got to her hands, I licked each finger, paying special attention to those that she had been using on her pussy - man, she tastes GOOD! - and sucked each one into my mouth. Using her free hand, Mary was caressing my head and the back of my shoulders, trying to pull me back up. I then started back up the one arm, and repeated the process on the other one, eventually getting back up to her neck. I began nibbling on the side of her neck, moving up to her ear, first sucking on her earlobe, and then putting my tongue in her ear, and then moving back down her neck, across her jaw, where I repeated the process up her neck to her ear, and back down to her jaw. The whole time, Mary was groaning, panting and cooing, her eyes closed, with a deepening flush coming to her face and upper chest.

As I got to her jaw the second time, her eyes snapped open, and she ferociously grabbed my head, pulling me up so she could plaster her mouth over mine, and shoved her tongue deep in my mouth in a passionate lip lock. After a few moments of this, I broke the kiss, and started trailing my tongue back down to her tits, and this time I went straight for her nipples, one after the other, sucking and gently biting each one. Mary, still grasping my head, pulled me in tighter against her tits, while pushing her chest up to increase the contact.

After laving her tits and nipples for a while, I again started moving downward, trailing my tongue over her mid-section to her navel. I spent a few moments stroking her body, while I licked in and around her navel, getting a giggle from Mary - "It tickles!" - and then I began to continue moving down, and over to her right hip. Trailing little kisses and licks down the outside of her right leg, I finally reached her foot. Oh, man, she has simply beautiful, delicate feet, with each toenail painted a pretty shade of bright red.

I started at her ankle, licking and kissing all over the top of her foot, until I reached her toes. I kissed each toe in turn, murmuring about how beautiful her toes were, which got a sigh of enjoyment of what I was doing in response. Then I started sucking on each toe in turn, which got some moans and cooing sounds from Mary, and when I was done sucking on each toe, I lifted her foot, and began kissing and licking the sole of her foot, which got another giggle, and a few jerks from Mary as I continued. I then moved back up the inside of her ankle, to her calf, and then up the inside of her leg, running my hands constantly over her legs and lower body as I went.

By the time I reached her upper thigh, and was close to the crease, Mary was beginning to hump her hips up at me. As I got closer, she reached down trying to steer me to her pussy, but I gently removed her hands from my head, and moved up to her mound, avoiding her pussy altogether, which got me another groan of frustration, and I had to smile at that. 'Such sweet torture', I thought.

I kissed and licked my way across the top of her mound, over to her left hip, where I repeated the process that I did to her right leg, spending a little more time on her left foot than I had on her right one. The whole time that I was doing this, Mary was writhing on the bed, and when I looked up, I saw she was kneading her tits, and pinching and pulling on her nipples. 

She was also moaning, cooing, and sighing, saying things like, "Oh, yes ... so good, so good ... yes, lick me there ... more, more ... oh, no, don't stop ... OH, that's NICE ... yes, I LIKE that ... keep doing that ... oh, go back ... ooooh, that's nice, too ... oh, so good ... oh, what you're DOING to me! ... oooooh, ahhhhh, yesss ..."

I continued my journey up the inside of her left leg, licking, kissing, and giving her little nibbles on the way. Mary's hips were now in constant motion, so when I reached the crease of her leg, and started to move over toward her pussy, I had to grab her hips to try to hold her still. As soon as she felt my tongue swipe up the outside of her pussy lips, she lunged up with her hips trying to increase the contact, which made me chuckle a bit. 

I now began to concentrate on her beautiful pussy, which was sopping wet, her juices flowing out of her pussy, and down the crack of her ass. I bent my head, and starting at her perineum, began licking up those wonderful juices, licking around the outside of her pussy lips on both sides, and then back down to the bottom of her slit. Mary's hips were really starting to gyrate now, as I moved ever closer to her slit. As I reached the bottom of her slit, I flattened my tongue, and in a broad stroke, licked from the bottom of her slit to the top, stopping just before I got to her clit.

I repeated this several times, lapping from the bottom of her slit to the top, stopping just before I got to her clit, which was driving her crazy! She finally sat up, reached down and grabbed me by the ears, pulled my face up to look me in the eye, and literally screamed,

"SUCK MY CLIT, YOU SON OF A BITCH!!!! YOU'RE DRIVING ME CRAZY, SO SUCK MY CLIT - NOW!!!!!!!!! AND QUIT LAUGHING AT ME!!!!!!"

Then she shoved my face back to her pussy, where I complied with her request/demand, still chuckling a little at her reaction. I again licked her pussy slit from the bottom to the top, and this time, sucked her hugely throbbing clit into my mouth, and began to gently suck on it, while flicking my tongue over it. I slowly began to increase the speed of my tongue, and the suction pressure on her clit, until I was lashing, and sucking on her clit as hard and as fast as I could. As Mary was building to another orgasm, her back began to arch, and she was bucking her hips up at me with so much force, she a) almost bucked me off, and b) almost broke my nose with her pubic bone in the process. But I was able to hang on, and as she began a keening wail that was growing in loudness, I gently bit down on her clit. This time, when her orgasm hit, she DID manage to buck me off, and I almost fell off the bed, her hips heaved up with so much force!!

Mary screamed out, "IIII'MMMMMM CUUUUMMMMMMMMMMIIINNNNGGGGGG!!!!!!!!!!!!!! AAAAAAAAAAAAAAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!", and started to bounce all over the bed, pounding her legs, and her fists into the bed, while her pussy gushed again! This was her most intense orgasm yet, and I just sat there and watched in awe and total amazement!

As Mary's body started to calm down, I moved in between her legs, grabbed both of her ankles, lifting and spreading her legs, and positioned my cock at the entrance of her pussy.

"OH, YES - FUCK ME!!! PUT YOUR PENIS IN MY PUSSY, PLEASE, AND FUCK ME!!!", Mary yelled when she realized what I was doing. With my cockhead lined up, all I had to do was push, so I did. As I did, Mary pushed her hips up to meet my thrust, and I was buried to the hilt in the tightest pussy I've ever been in (not that I've been in a lot, but ...), and when I bottomed out in her pussy, I just stopped to relish the feeling of this tight, warm, velvety sleeve of pussy wrapped around my cock, and groaned, which was echoed by Mary.

"Oh, fuck, fuck, FUCK!!! You are SO TIGHT!!! Holy shit, I love your pussy!!!", I moaned.

"Ooooooooooooh! SOOOOOOO GOOOOOOOOOOOD, so good ... so hot ... so hard ... your penis feels so gooooooood in my pussy!!!! Just the right fit ... oh, yes, soooo goooood ... fuck me ... fuck me with your hard COCK ... FUCK MY PUSSY ... FUCK MEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!"

I couldn't hold off fucking this wonderful, beautiful, woman’s pussy any longer, so I started to slowly pull out until only the head of my cock was still in her pussy, and then slowly pushed back in, gradually building up to a steady in/out pace. Each time I pushed in Mary grunted, and each time I pulled out she "ooohed". Pretty soon, all she could do was grunt, as I increased the force of my thrusts into her tight pussy. I pulled back a little so I could watch my cock, as I pumped in and out of this gorgeous hairless, damn tight, damn fine, pussy. I could hardly believe that this was happening to me - fucking this beautiful 24 year old woman. WOW!!!

"How does this feel? Do you like me fucking your pussy? Do you LIKE it, HUH? Or, do you want me to stop? TELL me!!!", I asked her.

"Oooooooh, yeah ... ung ... I ... ung ... love ... ung ... feel ... ung ... ing ... ung ... your hard ... ung ... ung ... COCK ... UNG! ... in ... ung ... my ... ung ... pussy! UNGH!! Don't ... ung ... you ... ung ... DARE ... UNGH!! ... stop ... ungh ... oooooo ... ung ... FUCKING ... UNGH!!! ... ME!!!! OOOOMPH ... oh, yeah ... fuck me!!"

Her response made me smile, so I started to pound her harder and faster - "OH, YES!!! HARDER!!!! FUCK ME HARDER!!!!". I let go of her ankles, and hooking the backs of her knees with my elbows, pushed her legs up to her chest, changing the angle of penetration. With each thrust, I was now slamming her clit between our pubic bones, making Mary squeal with each thrust. She reached up, grabbing my head, and pulled me down so she could plunge her tongue deep in my mouth, panting through her nose each time I bottomed out. She broke off the kiss, and started throwing her head from side to side, squealing, grunting, panting and gasping as I continued to pound into her pussy as fast and as hard as I could. I was panting and gasping myself, getting a real workout!

Soon, Mary managed to free her legs from my grasp, and planting her feet firmly on the bed, began to meet me thrust for thrust, until our bodies were slapping hard against each other. The flush had returned to Mary's face and upper chest, and was now extending down her tits, so I knew she was getting close to cumming. I was doing the best I could to hold off, as I still had plans for today, and didn't want to cum just yet. 

Mary started to tremble, and her thrusting motions, as well as her breathing, were becoming erratic. Then as she again started to cum, she wrapped her legs tightly around me, pulling me fully into her pussy, and screamed, while her body went rigid, and then started to shake. I felt her pussy clamp down on my cock, and then begin to ripple, which almost made me shoot my load, but I gritted my teeth, and barely managed to hold off. Both her legs, and her pussy were holding me so tight I couldn't move, so I just held on for the ride, as her orgasm swept over her.

Eventually her spasms lessened as her orgasm ran it's course, and she finally unlocked her legs from my body. When I got my leverage back, I wrapped my arms around her, and without slipping out of her pussy, rolled us over, so she was now on top. I started to caress her back, running my hands up and down, finally stopping when I reached her ass. Grabbing a cheek in each hand, and using my legs to spread hers farther apart, I started to gently fuck my cock up into her pussy. Mary was still dazed from cumming, and wasn't moving yet, and had her head lying on my shoulder, her hair splayed out over my face.

As I was slowly fucking her, Mary soon started to respond, moving her hips in time with mine, and was soon cooing into my ear. She then started kissing my shoulder and neck, and then moved up to my lips, and we enjoyed a slow, sensual kiss, while I continued to gently fuck her.

"Oh, fuck that feels so good! Keep fucking me just like that ... oh, yeah, that's so nice ... you're so good to me, I don't want you to ever stop!"

"Better than the first time?", I asked.

She leaned up, and just before kissing me again, said, "There's NO comparison!".

We continued to kiss, and stroke each other, as I gently fucked in and out of her pussy, until Mary leaned up, looked me in the eye, and said, "Now it's my turn to fuck you! I really like this position! It seems like you're going deeper in me." When she was finished saying that, she placed both hands on my chest, and started to slowly raise her hips, until my cockhead was just barely inside her pussy, and while looking down at our joining, SLAMMED her hips down fast and hard, groaning when pubic bone met pubic bone, and then started to repeat the process several times, gradually picking up the pace.

As she plunged down, I pushed up, and we kept this up for several moments. Soon, however, her motions started to become erratic, so I grabbed her hips, and started using my arms to help move her up and down. As soon as I grabbed her hips, she sat all the way up, grabbed her tits, and started to knead them, and pinch and pull on her nipples again. Her mouth ovalled, and she was huffing, and oomphing, with each thrust. Her face and chest were starting to get redder and redder, and I knew she was getting close again. As the pace grew faster and harder, my arms were starting to get tired, but I didn't want to stop until she came again. I wasn't as close to cumming this time, as I find it difficult (usually) to cum in this position, so I concentrated on getting Mary to cum. 

Mary shifted her feet around, so they were flat on the bed, and once again took over setting the pace. This allowed me to be able to reach up and fondle her tits, while she continued to pinch and pull on her nipples. Mary was wheezing, and gasping, and panting quite heavily by now, and the flush on her upper body had reached her tits. I figured one more sensation will do it, so I reached down, and after a few misses, was finally able to synchronize my hands movements to Mary's up and down motion, was finally able to grab her clit, and give it a good hard squeeze. When I did that, Mary slammed her hips down trapping my hand, and started moving her hips back and forth on top of my hand, scraping her clit across my pubic bone, and began another keening wail, as she again began to cum. And, once again, her pussy gushed, soaking my hand and my entire groin area, to where I could feel her pussy juices dripping off my balls. 

Just after the peak of her orgasm, she fell forward, and crushed her mouth to mine in a post-orgasmic kiss, again shoving her tongue deep in my mouth. Breaking that kiss, she started placing little kisses all over my face, and murmuring little 'thank you's' in between kisses. Then she laid full out on top of me, as she embraced me, putting her head in the crook of my shoulder. After a few moments, when her breathing had returned to normal, I felt her flex her pussy around my cock, and leaned up in surprise looking me in the eye.

"You're still hard! Did you cum yet?"

"Yep, to the first part, and nope to the second. There's a couple more things I want to do before we're finished today. The lessons aren't quite done yet."

"But doesn't your penis being so hard for so long without cumming hurt? I've heard that it does!", she said with concern showing on her face. "And, what other lessons? What else do you want to do?"

"To answer your first question, there have been a few times where I've been hard for hours, without cumming, and no, it doesn't hurt ... kind of not comfortable instead of painful. In answer to your other question, whenever you're ready for more, I want to do you doggie style! Would you like that?"

In reply to my question, Mary closed her eyes, smiled while biting her lower lip, and began to flex her pussy muscles around my cock, and wiggled her hips. Then, she opened her eyes, and with a gleam in her eyes, and a big smile on her face, said, "Oh! So ... you think I'm a bitch in heat, and want to fuck me like a dog, hmmm? Well, guess what? You're right - this bitch IS in HEAT, and would LOVE it if you'd FUCK her like a dog!!!", and with that, she slowly lifted her hips, and watched as my cock was pulled out of her pussy, hissing at the sight, and licking her lips. Then she pushed me out of the way, and got on her hands and knees. When she pushed me out of the way, I moved around behind her and got on my knees between her legs. As soon as she was on her hands and knees, she looked over her shoulder at me, wiggled her ass enticingly, and growled (yep, like a dog) "Grrrrowlll. FUCK this bitch in heat, like a DOG - NOW! Grrrrowlll!!", and then giggled, while trying to maintain a stern look on her face.

I laughed at what she was doing, and then lined up my cock with the entrance to her pussy, grabbed her hips, and slowly drove my cock all the way in, until my balls were rubbing her clit.

"OH! That feels SO GOOD. I LOVE the fact that your balls are resting against my clit. I understand NOW, why people fuck this way. Speaking of FUCKING, what are you waiting for? This BITCH is in HEAT, and needs to be FUCKED LIKE A DOG - HARD!!", and then she howled like a wolf and barked!!! Needing no further incentives, I began to pump my cock in and out of her still tight pussy, my balls beginning to slap her clit with more force with each thrust.

Soon, we were going at it hard and fast. With each thrust forward, Mary would push back, while I pulled her to me by her hips. I moved my hands up to her ass cheeks, and started to kneed them in my hands, and as I was alternately pulled her cheeks apart, and pushing them together, I was able to see the pretty pink of her little ass pucker, which gave me the idea I'd been looking for, to get her to let me get into her ass.

As I continued to fuck her from behind, while still kneading one ass cheek, I reached down underneath Mary to the front of her pussy, and coated three of my fingers with her juices, rubbing her clit at the same time. Once my fingers were well coated, I brought my hand back up, and began spreading her juices in the crack of her ass, only touching her rose bud a couple of times.

"Oh, yeah ... squeeze my ass, that feels GOOD! ... Oooooooooo, rub my CLIT!!! Yesss!!! ... oh, your fingers in the crack of my ass feels good, too ... oh, fuck ... fuck me, keep fucking me ... oh, so good, so good ... rub my asshole some more ... oh, oh , oh, yeah ... just like that ... keep doing it ..."

I had to reach around her to get more of her natural lube, and while I had my hand down there, I pinched and pulled on her clit for a little while, and brought my finger back up to the crack of her ass, where I applied her juices directly to her asshole this time, instead of all through her crack. As I was applying her juice to her asshole, I was rubbing my finger in little circles, and exerting just a little downward pressure. This, from Mary's reaction, met with her approval!

"Yes! Rub my asshole ... harder! Stick your finger in my ass ... I want to know what it feels like ... oooooooooooh, that feels GOOOOOOD! MORE ... do it MORE!"

This was going better than I had planned. Even though Mary had said that she wanted to try anal sex just as much as I did, I wasn't sure that she'd be ready when I was, and I was definitely ready to see if I could fuck her beautiful tight little ass today. So, as I was rubbing her pucker with my finger, I asked her, "Remember the last scene of the movie, when the little girl got fucked in the ass?"

"Oh, YES! That was SO HOT!!! Do you want to fuck my ass? I think I'd like to try that, if you want to."

"That's the answer I was hoping for! Yes, I would LOVE to fuck your tight little ass, baby. Hell, YES!"

"OK ... the thought of that is SO kinky ... so DIRTY ... but SO EXCITING, TOO! I want it!! I WANT you to fuck me in my ass, please ... please FUCK MY ASS!!!"

"Oh, baby ... I'm definitely going to fuck your ass! But first, I need to get you ready. I'm going to pull out of your pussy now, and I want you to stay on your knees, but lower your shoulders to the bed, and reach back and spread your ass cheeks for me, OK?"

"Ohhh ... I don't know if I want you to stop fucking my pussy yet, it feels so good ... but, I want you to fuck my ass, too, so ... OK, go ahead and pull out, and I'll drop down like you said. And you want me to spread my asscheeks with my hands for you?"

I stopped, reluctantly, fucking her pussy and pulled out, while Mary lowered herself, and then reached back to pull her asscheeks apart. When she did that, I groaned, and almost came right then. The excitement of knowing I was going to fuck a woman’s ass for the first time was almost too much for me! But, I somehow managed to keep myself in check - I didn't want to blow this opportunity, you know?!

I told her, "Yes. Spread your cheeks apart, as that will allow easier access to your beautiful tight little asshole. The other thing I want you to do is, first close your eyes, and second - relax! The more relaxed you are, the better it will be for both of us. Now, I'm going to get you ready for your first ass fucking. Eyes closed?"

"Uh huh. I'm ready."

I looked to see if her eyes really were closed, and when I saw that they were, I bent down to her pussy, and began to lightly lick up and down her slit, gathering as much pussy juice on my tongue as I could. 

"That feels nice what you're doing, but that's not my ass, silly! I thought you were going to get my ass ready - not that I'm complaining!"

With my mouth full of pussy juice, it was a little hard to say an intelligible reply, and after the third try that she still couldn't understand, I decided to just show her, rather than try to speak, and leaning my face over her cute little pucker, I slowly let the combination of her pussy juice and my saliva dribble out of my mouth at the top of her crack, where it slowly began to run down her crack. When the little "river" reached her pucker, I quickly moved my face into her crack, and using my tongue, began to push the lubricant into her ass.

"OOOOOOOOOOHHHHHHHHHHHH!! Is that your TONGUE?!?! Oh, FUCK, that's GOOD! YES, LICK MY ASS - I LOVE IT!!""

I was loving it too - I like giving willing women rim jobs. I even made one gal cum, just from giving her a rim job. Hadn't even fucked her yet! But that's a different story. I started to really go to town on Mary's asshole with my tongue. Her tangy taste was actually really exciting, and I couldn't seem to get enough of it. I pointed my tongue, and with gentle but firm constant pressure, was finally able to loosen up Mary's sphincter enough to penetrate her asshole with my tongue, and I began to tongue fuck her.

"Oh, yeah, oh, yeah! Tongue my asshole ... oh, shit, fuck that is SO GOOD! ... tongue my asshole ... tongue my asshole ... tongue my asshole ... oh, FUCK, I love that!"

As I continued to rim Mary's hot, tight little asshole, I could feel that she was beginning to loosen up, so I thought I'd up the pleasure level, and soon had my index finger next to my tongue, rubbing and pushing against her pucker, until I was able to replace my tongue with the tip of my finger, which was in her hole, now, up to the first knuckle. As my finger entered her ass, I spit more saliva on my finger and her hole, and started to gently move my finger in and out.

"OH, FUCK YES!!!! STICK YOUR FINGER IN MY ASS ... FURTHER!!! FASTER!!!! HARDER!!!!!"

At this point, after Mary had let me know what she wanted, she seemed to relax a lot, and as I pushed, my finger went into her ass all the way. I could feel her sphincter pulsing around my finger, almost like it was a mouth trying to suck it in further. I started to pull my finger out, stopping before completely removing it, and then pushed it back in, a little faster this time. As I pushed in, Mary pushed her ass back, and was urging me to go faster and harder still. So ... I started to go faster, and harder!

When her hole loosened enough, I then inserted a second finger, which brought a squeal and a moan from Mary. I started to pump both fingers in her ass, gradually building up speed, while at the same time spreading my fingers further apart, spreading her hole more and more. When she again got to the point where I thought she could take it, I inserted my third finger, and after starting slowly, quickly built up the speed of my finger fucking, until her ass cheeks were shaking at each inward thrust. By this time, Mary was moaning incoherently, and pushing her ass back meeting my hand thrust for thrust.

"OH, FUCK!!!!!! TAKE YOUR FINGERS OUT OF MY ASS, AND STICK YOUR PENIS IN AND BUTTFUCK ME!!!!!! I CAN'T WAIT ANY LONGER!!!!! BUTTFUCK ME, BUTTFUCK ME, BUTTFUCK ME!!!!!!!!"

I had already figured that she was ready to take my cock up her ass, so I had no problem with complying with that! Without pulling my fingers out of her ass, yet, I lined my cock up with her pussy and shoved it in to the hilt, and pumped in and out a few times to get it coated with her pussy juices (I didn't have any anal lube handy - mental note to self - get anal lube! Lots of it!), and when my cock was dripping, I pulled my cock out of her pussy, and then my fingers out of her asshole. I was totally amazed when I saw her hole stay open!!!

'PUT IT IN!! PUT YOUR PENIS IN MY ASS, AND FUCK ME - NOW!!!", Mary demanded. 

What the lady wants, the lady gets! I placed my cock head at her gaping asshole, and pushed forward. Oh, FUCK, she's TIGHT!! As the head of my cock entered her hole, her sphincter closed around my shaft, and seemed to pull me further in. I started to stop, thinking that Mary probably needed to get used to having my cock in her ass, but she was having none of that! As soon as she felt me in her ass, she lifted up on her arms, and pushed back against me, until I was buried to the hilt in her ass. I almost came right then, but bringing math tables to mind got me past that initial feeling.

Mary looked at me over her shoulder, and hissed, "Start fucking my ass, and fuck it HARD!!! This is the best feeling yet today, having your hot, hard COCK IN MY ASS!!! I can feel every inch of it, and it feels SO GOOD. FUCK ME!!!"

WOW! Sure, you bet, no problem!! I started to pull my cock out, and as I did, Mary rocked forward, and then when I started to push back in, Mary rocked back, drawing my cock into her ass. After a little while of the in and out, apparently Mary didn't think I was really "with the program", yet.

"HOLD STILL. DON'T MOVE A MUSCLE!!! I want to fuck your COCK with my ASSHOLE, so hang on!!"

I held still, while Mary began moving back and forth, moving her asshole over my cock. I couldn't get over the buttery feel of her asshole, and was amazed to feel her inner muscles rippling all along my cock. Gradually, Mary started picking up speed, going faster and faster, and grunting with the exertion. I could feel her clit slapping up against my balls every time she bottomed out on my cock. 

Mary looked at me over her shoulder again, and said, "I want to try a different position, but don't take your cock out of my ass. When I move forward, come with me, and when we have enough room, I want you to lay on you back, so I can fuck your cock with my ass from on top, OK?"

I smiled and nodded, and went with her when she moved forward, and when we had enough room, started to lay back. We eventually got situated, but it was a little awkward considering my size (or lack thereof, if you prefer), but we somehow managed to do it without me slipping out of her ass. When we were repositioned, Mary leaned down and kissed me on the lips.

"Now I know why anal is so prominent in the porn flicks. I love the feel of your cock in my ass ... almost more than in my pussy or mouth! I want to experience this many more times, with you, if you're willing and want to continue our relationship after the lessons are finished. No, don't answer me yet - later. It's time to get back to business, and this time, I want you to cum. I want you to cum in my ass. I want to feel you cum in my ass, and I want to feel your cum when it drips out of my ass. Will you do that for me? Will you please cum in my ass? I want you to CUM! IN MY ASS!!! OK?"

I couldn't believe what I was hearing! Not only did Mary want to finish the lessons, but she wanted to continue to be with me after they were done! I was speechless, and all I could do was give her a goofy grin, and nod my head. She smiled back at me, kissed me again - hard! - and got back to the business at hand, which was fucking my cock with her ass!

She started a little slowly until she got a rhythm going, and then increased the speed of her movements up and down on my cock. I reached up and grabbed her tits again, and started to semi-roughly paw them, which only made Mary speed up! Soon, we were fucking just as fast and as hard as we were earlier, but this time I was in her asshole, instead of her pussy. 

As she continued her by now almost frantic fuck pace, I could see she was getting closer and closer to her orgasm, and I was getting close too! I could feel the familiar tingle in my balls building up, and knew it wouldn't be much longer.

"I'm getting close to cumming, Mary. Your ass feels so GOOD on my COCK. So good, in fact, that pretty soon, I'm going to be pumping my cum up your ass, filling it to overflowing! You want to feel me CUM in your ASS? Well, get ready, 'cause here it CUMS!!!!!! AHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!"

And I finally let loose, blasting my cum deep in Mary's ass. I lost track of how many times my cock pulsed, but I know it was a lot!

"Oh, fuck yes! I want you to CUM in my ASS. CUM for me - CUM!", Mary had replied to me, while I was nattering away, and then when I did cum in her ass, it triggered her, and she yelled out, "I CAN FEEL YOU CUMMING IN MY ASS!!! OH, FUCK, FUCK, FUCK!!!!!!! I'M CUMMING TOO .... UUUUNNNNNGGGGHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!"

One more time, when Mary came, she squirted!! She sprayed my groin, my stomach, my chest, and even my face! Watching her ejaculate prolonged my own ejaculation. It was an amazing sight, as I watched the lips of her pussy pulse, then flower open, and then pulse again as she squirted! I think she squirted three or four times, but I'm not sure. All I know is that I ended up soaking wet!

After Mary passed the peak of her orgasm, she fell forward, and laid out on top of me, almost sliding off, my upper body was so slick. I grabbed her in my arms, and hugged her to me, sliding her around a little on top of me. As she fell forward, my rapidly deflating cock was pulled out of her ass, which sent another minor orgasm rippling through her body. She buried her head in the nook of my shoulder, and began to quietly weep - which, being a guy, kinda freaked me out! When I asked Mary what was the matter, she laughed a bit, and sniffling a bit, said nothing was the matter, and that she was just very happy.

"For years, I've been both very lonely, and also feeling a little lost, and that I wasn't "normal" ... despairing of ever finding someone who I felt not only comfortable around, but safe with. I know it's only our first day together - and what a day it's been! - but ... well ... I feel ... like I've found that someone I've been looking for, and right now, I feel very safe, and even ... loved. Does that sound crazy to you? Or ... does that scare you in any way?" Mary said, as she pushed herself up, and looked me in the eyes.

I looked up at her, my heart filled with joy, and grinned at her, and said, "Mary, Mary, Mary. What a wonderful person you are! I'm not always the best at expressing myself to others verbally, especially when it comes to my feelings, so let me show you how I feel instead, OK?", and with that, I reached up, taking her head in my hands to draw her down for a kiss. When I did that, she immediately began to slide off my body, and ended up lying next to me, from the slickness still covering me. I started to laugh, and after a moment, Mary joined in, and said, "Oh, my! Did I do that?". I could only nod my head, because I was laughing so hard.

When I calmed down, I turned to Mary, and again taking her head in my hands, said, "Where were we? Oh, yeah ... I was going to show you how I feel.", and drew her face to mine, and placed the most gentle kiss on her mouth, and then drew her body close to mine, while we deepened the kiss. It wasn't a kiss of sexual passion, but it WAS a kiss of passion! 

When we broke the kiss, Mary looked deep into my eyes, and with a small smile on her face said, "You may not be verbally eloquent, but what you just showed me spoke volumes! I wish we could stay here just like this forever, but ... we're a MESS! I don't know about you, but I really want a shower!! And to be completely honest, you REALLY need a shower! A WATER shower this time!", and then she started to laugh again.

"Um, yeah ... guess I could use a shower about now. Want to share?"

"You better believe it! I hate taking showers by myself, now. It's more fun with two."

As we were getting up to head to the shower, I glanced over to the clock, and noticing that it was after 4 PM, asked, "Mary, it's after 4. Won't Katy be wondering where you are about now?"

"Oh, not really. I told her this morning that I was going to be meeting you, and that if I wasn't home by the time she got home, that things were probably progressing in a positive way - which I believe they have, don't you? - and that if I was going to be later than 6 that I would call her. Plus, I have a cell phone in my purse, which is right over there, and if she got worried, she would call me, which she hasn't yet. So ... as the Australians are famous for saying, no worries, mate!", she replied with a smile. "And besides, she has your address available, from the letter you sent me, so if there were any problems, she'd be able to sic the cops on your perverted ass!", now said with a wide grin and a laugh.

"OK, OK. Wise ass ... I was just wondering, is all.", I muttered.

Mary laughed even harder, and grabbing me by the hand said, "C'mon, lover. Let's jump in the shower.", and so off we went. We spent a long time in the shower, lovingly washing each other, and when we were done, toweled each other dry. After we were done, Mary picked up her dress, and slipped it over her head, and then turned her back to me, and asked me to zip her up, which I did. I also took the time to kiss and nuzzle the back of her neck, and down her gorgeous back, until she stepped forward out of my reach.

"If you keep that up, I'll be late getting home. Besides, I don't think I could do much more right now, as I'm a little sore, both front and back, AND, I don't think your penis is quite up to the task, either.", she said, pointing to my very flaccid cock.

"You're probably right ... sigh ..."

"Well, time for me to go. Would it be all right if I brought Katy over here, say 9 in the morning, Saturday? I'd love to come back sooner, but both of us are busy the rest of the week until Saturday and Sunday. I'll call you tomorrow, too."

"Oh, groan! That long? Oh, well ... I guess if that's the soonest, that will be fine - no more than fine, terrific! - with me, and 9 is fine, too."

"Good. Just so you know, Katy is going to want to hear all the juicy - no pun intended! - details, which I plan on giving her, if that's all right with you. Also, after I tell her what a wonderful, kind, considerate lover and man you are, I'm sure she'll be impatient to meet you, too. She's been bugging me for ages about choosing someone for this! Now come here and kiss me, so I can go. Don't bother to show me the way out - you're still naked, and I know where the front door is."

I just shrugged my shoulders, held out my arms, and we moved together for our last kiss of the day before she left. I thought that our last kiss was going to be a simple "good bye" type, but was I ever wrong! Mary threw a kiss on me that made my toes curl, and almost brought "Mr. Stiffy" back to life! It was a doozy!

"Just something for you to remember me by, and to hold you over until Saturday.", she said, laughing at my expression. Then, she entered the elevator, and was gone. What a day this had been! I could hardly wait for Saturday to arrive, when she promised she would be back ... or would she, I wondered? I could always hope, couldn't I? I realized how exhausted I was, and went to bed where I fell asleep almost instantly.

Chapter 4

When I woke up the next morning, I puttered about, cleaning up from the day before, and then began my normal daily routine - going on-line to check my e-mail, and catching up on the news of the day. I also checked out some of my investments, which because they were doing fine, and owing to the fact that I was a little distracted thinking back on the events of yesterday, I decided to not make any changes, putting that off until another day.

I decided to go out to do a little shopping, laying in some supplies for the weekend, in the hope that Mary would actually come back, bringing her daughter Katy with her. I bought some food that I thought Katy might like (stuff that I hadn't had since I was a kid), and also went to the pharmacy to get that lube that I didn't have! I wanted to be prepared this time, you know?

When I returned home after my brief shopping excursion, I called my two employees to have them come in on Friday to have them make some special preparations for the weekend, and told them that when they were finished, that they could take the next two weeks off (with pay, of course!), asking them where they wanted to go on their time off. Once they told me, I made the arrangements for them - I'm really a nice guy, eh? - And went back to my computer to play some video games.

I was right in the middle of some rather intense game action, preparing for my final assault on the current objective, when my cell phone rang, scaring the SHIT out of me, and getting my character killed in the process - bummer! I jumped up, and ran over grabbing my cell phone, answering it just before the call would be sent to voice mail.

"Hello?", pant, pant, pant (I was still a tad shook up, and my heart was beating a mile a minute!).

"Hi, lover. Wow, what's the heavy breathing for - were you running a marathon, or something?", followed by a giggle. It was Mary! She DID call me back! Oh, man - I was ecstatic!!!

"Mary! You called! Oh, wow, it's good to hear your voice. No, no marathon ... I was in the middle of something, and wasn't expecting the phone to ring, and it startled me, is all ... "

"You weren't expecting my call? Well, maybe I should just hang up, then!", she replied sarcastically.

"Don't you dare hang up!! Yes, I was ... well, to be more honest, I was HOPING you would call ... I was concentrating on what I was doing, and wasn't thinking about you calling me at this very moment, is all, OK?", sheesh!

"Uh, huh ... sure ... and just what was it you were concentrating on so much that would make you totally forget about me?", she laughed. 

This was starting to get out of hand! Yikes!

"Actually, I was playing a video game, and was getting ready to make my final assault on the current objective. Then, the phone rings, scares the CRAP out of me, and my character got blown away ... now I'll have to start that level all over again."

"Oh, wah! Poor baby. Did Mommy's little boy get all scared?", she laughed harder this time. "Awwww that's so cute!"

"Oh, bite me, wise ass!", which only made her laugh even harder. "Can we change the subject, here? I really was hoping that you would call, and now that you have, you have my full attention. How are you?"

STILL laughing, she said, "OK, OK. I'll have mercy on you, you big baby! I'm a little sore today - but pleasantly so! - but otherwise, I'm fine. But what's this 'hoping' business?! I told you I would call! Didn't you believe me?"

"I'm fine, too - thank you for (not!) asking. As for 'hoping', to be honest, I really wasn't sure you would call. When you left yesterday, I wasn't sure of anything, from having you call, to you coming back ... I've been promised things before that didn't pan out, so I've become a little cynical, I guess, when it comes to hearing things from people, and ... well ... I guess I just didn't want to let myself be set up for a big let down, you know what I mean? When you left yesterday, I was both happy - VERY happy! - and also a little sad, too ... both at the fact that you had to go, and ... well, deep down, I thought I may never hear from you, or see you, again ..."

"Oh, wow! A MAN revealing his feelings! Amazing! Baby, I would never do that to you. If I didn't want to see you again, I would have told you, straight up, to your face. Just so we're clear on this - I WILL be back, with Katy, on Saturday! Got that? We WILL be there! I've made all of my calls to all of the other guys that responded to my ad that I hadn't met with yet, to let them know that I won't be meeting with them - and they were all 'crushed', by the way - letting them know I had found the man I was looking for. That man, in case you haven't figured it out by now, is YOU! Now get this through that density you call your brain - as Arnie said, I'LL  BE BACK, OK? I really will, sweetie, if for no other reason than Katy really wants to meet you, too, and I do want you to meet her."

I was feeling a lot of different emotions as Mary was telling me these things - elation that she called, and that she really did seem to want to come back; regret, from having doubted her; and a whole bunch of other feelings, that had me on the verge of tears. It's been a long time since I've allowed myself to have strong feelings towards a woman, having been burned several times in the past, and I was feeling a little overwhelmed by all of this.

"Oh, Mary ... I don't know what to say, except that I'm sorry for doubting you ... I'm SO glad that you called me ... I think that I'm ... well ... um ... I know it's crazy to feel this way, but ... um ... I, uh ..."

"Are you trying to tell me what I think you are? If you are, just say it - I want to hear it!", she said, interrupting my stuttering and stumbling.

"Well ... OK, then ... I think I'm falling in love with you! There, I said it!", I said, all in a rush.

"Oh, baby ... I thought that's what you were going to say, what I was hoping you would say! Thank you for having the courage TO say that!", she replied.

I was shocked! "You were hoping I'd say that I loved you? Really ... you really did?"

"Yes, I did ... you see, I know I love you. I fell in love with you in the coffee shop, but didn't want to 'scare' you away, by letting you know. I wanted to be with you, be intimate with you, and then, just to be sure in my own mind, I needed to go away from you, so I could think about it all, to get it straight in my own mind, to really be sure that what I thought I was feeling was really true. 

"But, I knew in my heart yesterday, as I was leaving, that I DO love you. How did I know? Because, when I left, it was one of the hardest things I've ever done. I didn't WANT to leave, but I knew that I had to - if for no other reason than I had to return to my daughter. But I also needed to think, and to be able to honestly sort out my feelings, I couldn't be near you. I had to do it right, OK? It hurt to go, and I can hardly wait until Saturday, when I can see you, and touch you, and hold you in my arms again. Honey, I don't ever want to let you go.", and by this time, I could hear the emotion in Mary's voice, and I knew she was telling me the truth.

I quietly said, "I understand. I had a bit of a hard time getting to sleep last night, thinking about you, what we had done, and what we might be - will be - doing ... I didn't want you to leave last night, but I knew you had to, if for no other reason than to get back to Katy. I thought long and hard last night, and when I woke up this morning, I knew ... I knew that I wanted you in my life, and not just in a casual way, but all the time. I need you, but I wasn't sure how you'd react, and I didn't want to 'scare' you, either ... I was afraid that you would laugh at me, and tell me to get lost, or something ... I didn't say it right the first time, so instead of beating around the bush, and to take all of the 'maybe' out of this, I'll be straight with you. Mary, I love you, and want you  - no, NEED you - to be a permanent part of my life. And, even though I haven't met her yet, I want Katy to be a permanent part of my life, too! Whew! There, I said it!"

"Oh, baby!", Mary choked out, beginning to cry ...

"Don't start crying - you'll get me doing it, too!", which got a tearful laugh from Mary.

"Oh, baby. I can't help it - I'm so happy right now. Saturday can't get here soon enough!", she said.

"Speaking of Saturday, what about Katy? Did you tell her what we did?", I wondered.

"Changing the subject, huh? Too much emotion for ya?", she giggled.

"Yeah, I guess, smartass ... what about Katy? I want to know what her reaction was ... did you tell her?"

Mary said, "Yes, I told her - everything! From how nervous I was about meeting you at the coffee shop, to our conversation there. About going to your place, and how cool that is - you've really done some amazing things there, that I really like! Much better than our simple place - to how good a kisser you are ... about the size of your penis, which I really like - not too big, and definitely NOT too small, just the right size! - to how you made me cum just by caressing and sucking on my breasts and nipples, to how you made me feel orally, to the movie we watched. Oh - Katy wants to see that, too, and ALL of the other movies you have! I told her about our love making, and how good you are in that department, and the thing that intrigued her the most was telling her about how you fucked me in the ass - she REALLY was interested in that, and said she wants to try that, too!

"As a matter of fact, when I first got home, and started to tell her about my day, we were both dressed. As soon as I started in on what we did sexually, Katy insisted that we both get naked, so we did. As I was telling her about our lovemaking, she was getting more and more aroused, and began to finger her sweet little pussy. Watching her do that, got me aroused too, but I really couldn't do anything about it, from being just a little sore, so I just contented myself with watching her.

"By the time I got to the part where you were fucking my ass, Katy was really going to town on her pussy, and was pushing three fingers in her pussy. When I told her how hard I came from you fucking my ass, she came, and squirted her little girl pussy juice all over the place, and I had a little orgasm myself, just from watching her! I LOVE watching Katy cum, and can hardly wait to see you make her cum! Would you like to make my sweet little twelve year old daughter, with her sweet little bald pussy, cum? Hmmmm? Does that turn you on, thinking about that? I bet it does ... I'll bet your penis is hard right now. Is it? Is your penis HARD? Tell me your penis IS hard ... tell me! Are you playing with it?"

As Mary was telling me about telling Katy about our 'adventures' yesterday, making me remember them, too, my cock started to 'rise to the occasion', and was getting rock hard. As I was naked, all I had to do was reach down, and I was soon slowly stroking it - not hard to try to get off, just enough to make it feel good.

"Yes, my cock is hard - has been for a little bit now."

"Oh ...", Mary groaned, "Tell me what you're doing. Are you stroking it ... are you rubbing you hot, hard penis? Do it for me. I want you to masturbate for me ... put the phone down so I can hear you stroking that wonderful hard PENIS of yours ... do it for me ... my pussy is getting wet, thinking about you stroking your hard penis for me."

"Yeah, I'm doing it. Here, listen.", I said, as I moved the phone down so Mary could hear the sound of my hand stroking my cock. I could faintly hear a groan, as I held the phone next to my cock. I quickly brought it back up, and said, "Are you fingering your pussy? Are you really wet? Let me hear you finger fuck your pussy."

"Unh ... unh ... yeah ... I'm fingering my pussy ... listening to your beat off is SO hot ... hear, listen ...", she panted. Soon I could hear the wet squelching sounds as she was moving her finger in and out of her pussy. Man, this girl was really wet, from the sounds of it. That was really hot!

"Mary ... Mary ... MARY! Listen ...", I yelled into the phone. I wanted her to bring it back up, so she could hear what I had to say.

"Oh, baby ... you make me so hot! I wish I was there so I could see you jacking off ... to see your hot, hard COCK, as you make yourself cum! I want you to do that for me and Katy, when we come over Saturday. Will you do that for me? Will you jack off for me ... I've never seen a man jack off before, and I want you to do that for me, so I can see you CUM!!! Oh ... unh, unh, unh ... oh, I'm so hot ... I want to suck you off, too ... oh, yeah ...  I want you to cum in my mouth again, so I can taste your sperm ... I want to see Katy put your PENIS in HER mouth too ... watch her suck you off, and swallow your cum ... oh, yeah ... so hot!"

"Baby, I want to jack off for you and Katy ... and I want you to suck my cock ... I want Katy to suck me off, until I fill her little twelve year old mouth with my CUM, and watch her swallow it! I want to fuck both of you, in your pussies, AND your asses, and fill all your holes with my cum!", I panted, starting to really jack off now. All this talk, and thinking about doing all sorts of things to and with Mary and Katy (especially Katy!), was really getting me hot, and close to spewing my load. As we were talking I had moved back to my bedroom, and was sprawled out on my bed.

Unbeknownst to me, as our conversation was heating up, Katy had entered Mary's bedroom (where Mary had called me from), and had crawled up on the bed between her mother's legs, and after moving Mary's hand out of the way, had started to finger, and lick, Mary's pussy.

"Oh, fuck yes! Oh, yeah ... that feels so good! Yeah baby, lick Mommy's pussy ... shove your finger in my pussy, too ... oooooh, yessssssss!"

"Mary! Is Katy there? Tell me what she's doing to you!"

"Oh, unnngggggg ... yes ... she's (gasp, pant) here ... she's fucking my pussy with one finger ... (pant, gasp) ... oooohhhhhh, yes, right there! AH, yesssssss! ... she's sucking ... unh ... on my ... clit. Oh, Honey, that feels so good to Mommy! Stick another finger in my pussy, please!"

Way cool! This was really getting good! I increased the speed of my hand, starting to really get into it. Little did I know it was going to get even better, and soon! I could faintly hear a muffled conversation, going on between Mary and Katy. Apparently Mary had moved the phone away from her to talk with Katy, and then she came back.

"Oh, fuck ... this is SO HOT! Here we are, having phone sex, and my daughter comes in, and starts doing me. She asked me what we were doing, and got really excited when I told her, so now, not only is she fingering my pussy, but she's doing hers, now, too! Oh, wow, this is getting me close to cumming!"

Then I heard Mary squealed out, "Oh, MY GOD!!!! Katy!!!! Oh, fuck ... oh, FUCK!!! She's got her WHOLE HAND in my pussy now! She's FISTING ME ... AHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!! I'm gonna CUM!!!! OOOOOOOOOOHHHHHHHHHH, FUCK, I'MMMMMMMMMM CUUUUUUMMMMMMMMMMMMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINNNNNNNNNNNNGGGGGGGGGG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!", and I could hear the now familiar sounds of Mary as she began to have a huge orgasm, and then it became quiet - I almost thought the connection had been broken, until I heard the phone being picked up again.

"Hello? Mary? Is that you?", I asked into the phone, and then got a big surprise when I heard a little girl giggle come from the phone.

"Hi! No, this isn't Mommy. She's feeling too good right now to talk on the phone. This is Katy.", she said. I was a little bit more surprised by what she said next!

"Mommy said you're masturbating. Are you? Did you squirt your stuff yet? I can't wait to see you do that. Will you let me touch your thing? I want to ... I really want to do that, and other stuff, too ... like lick it. Would you like me to lick your thing? Mommy says you like that!", Katy said with another little girl giggle, and then continued, "Want to know what I'm doing now? I have two fingers in my little pussy ... watching Mommy play with herself got me all excited, and made me want to do that to her ... and lick her pussy, too! I like licking Mommy's pussy. She said you do too - I think that's cool! Would you lick my pussy too? Please? I know I only have a little pussy, but I like it when Mommy licks it. Are you still playing with your thing? You're breathing awful hard, just like Mommy when she plays with herself, and especially when she plays with me! Are you? I wish I could see that - it'd be SO COOL! I want to see you squirt your stuff. Are you going to squirt soon?"

I couldn't believe my ears! When Mary went into her orgasm, she dropped the phone, and then Katy picked it up, continuing the conversation I had been having with Mary, and I was now having phone sex with a TWELVE YEAR OLD!!! Holy SHIT!!!

"Yes, I am masturbating, and no I haven't 'squirted' yet, but I'm getting REALLY close!"

"Oh, cool! I wish I could see that! Will you let me know when you do squirt, please? I’m getting close to gettin' it, too! I've never talked to a man before, when he was masturbating. This is REALLY exciting! You didn't answer my other questions, though ... would you like to see ... and touch ... and lick my pussy? Do you want to show me your ... penis? ... and will you let me touch it? Please? I want to see it, and touch it ... and put it in my little mouth, too! ... oh, this is getting me there!!! OH, OH, OH!!! Oh, YEAH ... I'M GETTIN' IT!!!!! OOOOOOOOOOOHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!", she squealed into the phone. As she apparently went into her orgasm, that sent me over the edge too, I started to spew my load in thick, ropy gouts, all over my stomach, and groin area, with the first blast reaching my chin! Man, this was a good cum!

As I was starting to come down from the peak of my orgasm, I could faintly hear someone talking on the phone, from where I had dropped it next to me on the bed, when I started to cum. I picked it up to hear, "Hello? Kev? Are you there? Honey ... Honey, are you there?"

"Yes ... yes, I'm here. Mary?"

"Yes, it's me. Whew! Thought I lost you for a second there. Did you cum yet?"

"Oh, hell yes, I came! The combination of hearing you describe what Katy was doing to you - was she REALLY fisting you? - and then hearing you cum, and THEN talking to Katy, asking me if I wanted to see her little pussy, and do things with her little pussy, and then asking me if - IF! - I would let HER do things with my 'thing', was too much! Yeah, I came all right - all the way up to my chin! Whew!"

"As Katy likes to say, way cool! Do you still have cum all over you? I wish I was there so I could clean you up with my tongue! I LOVE the taste of your sperm, and want to taste LOTS of it!"

"Yep, it is ... and yep, I wish you were here, too, so I could watch you lick it up, and swallow it. That's a huge turn on for me, watching a woman - YOU - swallow my sperm! By the way, it sounded like Katy had an orgasm, too - did she?"

"Oh, boy, did she ever! She was still kneeling between my legs when I came, pumping her pussy like crazy, and as I was coming down, I heard her side of the conversation you two were having - you pervert! Having phone sex with a twelve year old! Not that I mind - it was hot! - and then when she came, she squirted all over my pussy and thighs, which gave me another little cum just from watching HER come, and feeling her pussy juices hit my pussy! She's laying on her side right now, with a contented little smile ... awwww, she's such a little darling! I just know you two are going to get along great! I can hardly wait for Saturday!"

"You're not the only one! Hey, check this out - that was the FIRST time I've ever had phone sex! HA! NOW, I know why guys spend so much money doing that! That was wild, and oh so hot! I love it when you talk dirty to me, and when Katy started doing it, I almost passed out! Where'd you learn to do that - obviously Katy learned it from you."

"Yes, she did - just one of many sexually related things she's learned from me. I learned it from watching porn flicks, and reading sex stories from the web. I've downloaded a bunch of stories, and at some point, I'll share them with you, if you'd like."

”Oh, yeah, I like reading stories, and have a TON of 'em myself. That's usually how I get myself off - reading stories. I can paint a picture in my head that is sometimes better than what I have on my tapes and DVD's. I'll share mine with you, too."

"Cool! It looks like we have even more in common! See, I KNEW you were the one I was looking for. I'm very happy! Well, sweetie, I need to go - have a growing little girl that needs to be fed - me too! So ... I'll see you on Saturday, OK? I love you!"

"OK, babe. I'll let you go. I'm feeling in need of some food myself. I'll see you at 9 AM SHARP, on Saturday - don't be late! I love you, too ... more than you realize!"

"We'll be there - 9 AM for sure. Love you - bye, Honey."

"Bye for now, gorgeous.", and then the phone went dead.

I sighed, and laid there for a while, thinking about this amazing woman, and her even more amazing daughter - it's not every day you have phone sex with a TWELVE YEAR OLD, eh? - and about how much I felt towards Mary ... and the fact that I even got up the courage to say the "L" word! I've loved before, and was burned badly in the past. I was married for a time, until my ex stepped out on me and got pregnant by another guy, which devastated me ... she told me I wasn't "man enough" for her, which was another blow to my male ego! Ladies, want to know the fastest way to kill a relationship? Just tell the guy you want to dump that his dick is too small for you. He'll be gone from your life in a heart beat, tail between his legs - guaranteed to work every time! But I digress ... bitter? Me?

Things were definitely beginning to look up for me. A young, beautiful redhead, who shared a lot of my interests (not to mention a twelve year old daughter that I just had PHONE SEX with! WOW!), and who told me that she was in love with me, and I told her the same, that wants to BE WITH ME! I almost couldn't believe all of this had happened, and was happening to me. Then I felt my cum starting to cool - ugh! So, I got up, and went in to take a shower, and after that went down to eat.

Chapter 5

Thursday rolled around, and my two employees showed up to begin the preparations for the weekend. Mike, my handy man/driver made sure that everything in the building was working properly, and then took each of the vehicles out to get them washed and detailed, while Val, my housekeeper/cook did her magic throughout the house. We were both in my bedroom when she found my clothes on the floor (which she always scolds me about!) that I had been wearing Tuesday when I first met Mary, which had the dried 'evidence' from what we had to been doing still showing. When Val saw that, she just looked over at me, gave me a mock stern look, and then, not able to help it, began to chuckle.

"Oh, now I know why you're sending me and Mike away! Now I know! Tell me, boss, is she pretty? It's been a long time since a woman, other than me, has been here. Will she be staying long? I hope so - you need a woman in your life! Mike will be happy to hear about this, too!"

I had to laugh at being "caught". There aren't many things that Val misses, although she usually keeps it to herself, and there aren't a whole lot of secrets of mine that she isn't aware of ... come to think of it, I'm not sure I have ANY secrets that she isn't aware of! 

"Yeah, I've invited a woman over on Saturday. I don't know how long she'll be here - I haven't asked yet. And, yes, she's VERY pretty. Beautiful, in fact. And get this - she's only 24! And, she has a daughter, too. Oh, Val - promise me you won't say anything about this - her daughter is twelve."

"Twelve?!" Val gasped. "Then that means that your lady was ... also ... twelve ... oh, poor baby. That's not right!"

"Val, take it easy. She said she made a mistake, had sex that one time, and ended up pregnant. She comes from a wealthy family, who didn't believe in abortion, thankfully, and sent her away to have the baby. Although she says they didn't cut her off financially, they did cut her off from the family, and since she turned 18 has been on her own, raising her daughter. She's very smart, and very mature, and from a brief conversation with her daughter, I think she's done a good job raising her daughter (yeah - to be a little fuck slut - which I didn't mention to Val, of course!)."

"Oh, OK, boss. That kind of makes me feel better. Now, do you want me to have these slacks cleaned, or do you want to keep them as they are, as a memento to your 'obvious prowess' at being able to satisfy a woman in such a spectacular way? I wish my husband could do what you did to your lady ... maybe I should bring him over, so you could teach him!", she smirked wistfully.

"I'll take that as a compliment! Let them be for now, so I can ask Mary - her name is Mary, and her daughter is Katy - what she wants done with them. As for your husband, I'll give you a couple of my tapes if you want, that are 'educational' as well as arousing. No, wait.", I said, holding up my hands as Val started to protest, "I'll be glad to lend those to you. They really ARE instructional, and aren't raunchy at all. I got them for me, so I could learn as much as I could about how to bring pleasure to a woman. Remember a few years back, that tall brunette I was seeing?", she nodded, "Well, when she split, she told me some unflattering things about my lack of abilities, which made me feel bad - for her - so I went out and found these tapes, so I could do better the next time. I was finally able to put to use some of the things I learned, with Mary, and, without going into details, was able to give her a lot of pleasure, which in turn gave me a lot of pleasure. Does your husband want to see that you receive pleasure, or is he only concerned about himself?"

Val blushed a little, and said with a touch of sadness, "He tries, but is a little clumsy ... he was very romantic when we first met, but that has pretty much disappeared over the years. I do love my husband very much, so would never consider cheating on him with someone else, or leaving him, but I wish ... I just wish he would take more time with me, is all."

Val and Mike and I all had a very good relationship, developed over the years. We'd gotten to the point of being friends, rather than having an employer/employee type of relationship. I had met both of their spouses and kids (both of them had great families, which I now realized I envied them for), and had really been able to get to know them well, and we often talked of family stuff, but never this intimately before. I was both a little surprised, and touched, by her frankness, and wanted to help if I could.

"Val ... let me lend you those tapes. As matter of fact, I'll just give them to you. You've done so much for me, and held my hand when I needed it. I don't know what I would have done, if you hadn’t been there for me. Let me repay you, and try to help you out here. It's the least I can do."

Val started to cry, so I went to her, and gently took her in my arms to try to comfort her, until she stopped and stood back, trying to compose herself.

"I'm ... I'm sorry ... I didn't mean to stick my problems on you. It's just that ... well ... when I saw your slacks, and I finally understood why you seem to be so happy, it made me think ... made me realize that I want to feel as happy with my husband, is all."

"Val. Take the tapes. Watch them by yourself first, if you want, but get your husband to watch them, too. If I can learn from them, both of you can, too! Don't go away, I'll be right back.", I said. I rushed to my tape library, found what I was looking for, and brought the tapes back. Val was in the process of stripping the sheets off the bed, and once again was smiling.

"Ooh, la la! You had a GOOD time, didn't you?", she asked with a big grin, and then shocked me by asking, "Did she actually squirt? I have never seen such large stains from a female before, and I've been doing this kind of work for a long time!"

"Ummm ... yeah ... she did ... several times, as a matter of fact ... it was pretty wild."

"Really? When I was a teen, I had a friend who squirted a couple of times when we ... oops! Not sure I want to go there!", she said, blushing deeply now.

"Here's the tapes, Val. Take them home with you, and watch them. Keep them, and make your husband watch them, too, ok?"

"OK, I will ... thank you ... would it be alright if I watched one of them here, after I finish making your bed? I'd like to see what they have to offer."

"Of course you can watch one, if you like. Why not do it now? I can always make my own bed. Here, let me put this one in right now.", I said, taking the best one of the bunch from her. It wasn't raunchy - none of them were - but it was still hot, with beautiful women, and handsome men (not all of them hung like a horse, either - some had small to average endowments, as this was an instructional tape, geared to everyone, not just "super studs"), engaged in various forms of sex, from solo masturbation (both male and female), to petting, to oral, all the way up to intercourse - both vaginal and anal - in lots of different positions. I knew Val would probably get off on it. I know I sure did! She tried to protest, but it was too late. I had already put the tape in and started it, fast-forwarding it through the credits, until the female host appeared. Then I just let the tape run, and went over to sit in my recliner. 

At first, Val was probably too embarrassed to watch, but I knew she was listening as the first scenario unfolded. She eventually sat down on the end of the bed, and began to watch. The first scene showed a single female as she masturbated using both her hands and a dildo, and then the second scene was an average sized guy who was looking through a "girly mag", checking out the pics. Soon he was touching himself, as his cock became more and more erect, until he started to run his hand up and down his hard on, gradually picking up speed. When he finally shot his load all over himself, I heard a small gasp from Val, and when I looked at her, she was flushed, and was staring wide eyed at the screen.

"Just wait - it gets better.", I said. This caused her to jump a little, and she blushed a deep red.

As the movie went on, showing more and more graphic - yet tastefully done - examples of sexual activity, I could see that Val was getting more and more aroused. She kept licking her lips, and was breathing more and more heavily through her mouth, and her chest was starting to heave, and her nipples were showing through her blouse. Her thighs were moving together, as she squirmed on my bed, in an apparent effort to apply more pressure to her clit as her arousal grew. Every now and then, out of the corner of my eye, I would see movement, as Val would bring her hand to her crotch and begin rubbing herself through her mid-thigh length skirt. Then she would remember that I was there, too, and quickly move her hand away, sighing in frustration. 

After about the fourth or fifth time of her doing this, I quietly asked her, "Val? You can touch yourself if you want. If you're uncomfortable by me being here, I'll leave you to continue watching this by myself. Do you want me to go?"

"Umm ... yes ... wait, no! Oh, I don't know ... you won't try anything will you? I'd like you to stay, but I want to ... no, I need to touch my pussy, this has gotten me really hot, but you ... I want you to stay over there, OK?"

"You have my word, Val, that I won't move from this spot. I want to touch myself, too ... is it alright with you if I do?"

"Umm ... uh, yeah ... I guess ... won't be the first one I've seen, and won't be the first time I've seen yours, so I suppose it's OK ... if you want to."

Let me take a moment to describe Val. She's an attractive blonde, in her early 50's, with blonde hair turning to gray. She has a slim figure, with great legs and a tight ass, smallish breasts, and must have been an absolute drop dead gorgeous gal in her younger years! Did I ever fantasize about her? I tried not to, due to the fact that she is married, but there were a few times when I just couldn't help it. I never let on to her that I did, and always tried to keep our relationship on at first a professional level, and then as time went on, on a platonic friends level. Now, although I had no desire to touch her - both out of respect for her, and because I was now in a relationship that I didn't want to wreck (although I started to feel like I was treading on thin ice as this situation was unfolding) - to actually see her, and watch her touch herself, well, yeah, I wanted that.
Besides, Val had seen me naked on numerous times, a couple of times when I was erect. She had never said anything, but after getting an eyeful, had always excused herself, leaving to do whatever.

After she said that, I stood up, and quickly stripped off the t-shirt and sweats I had been wearing, and sat back down, where I slowly began to stroke myself, while watching the action on screen, trying to watch Val with my peripheral vision. What I soon saw, soon had my undivided attention, the video being completely forgotten. Val had started out caressing her breasts through her blouse, but that wasn't enough stimulation apparently, for soon the blouse came off, and she went back to caressing herself through her lacy little 3/4 cup bra. Although it did cover her nipples, a lot of the upper part of her breasts was showing, and from what I could see, they were pretty nice! I started to rub my now very hard cock a little faster.

The bra soon joined the blouse, revealing her tits to my eyes for the first time, and I really liked what I saw! They were firm, with almost no sag at all, with upturned ends. Her areole were small, not much bigger than her nipples, which were crinkled, standing out proudly from her tits, and about the size of a pencil eraser. Val started to really rub her tits hard, occasionally pinching, and pulling at her nipples. Then she lowered her right hand to her crotch, which let me see her tits better, as I was sitting to her right, and began rubbing at her pussy through her skirt. This went on for a little while, and then Val shocked me again.

"Do you like them?", she asked.

"Wha ... what?", I stammered.

"I said, do you like them? Do like my tits?"

"Ye ... yes, I ... um, do. They're ... um ... very nice!"

"You don't think they're too small?"

"No ... not at all. I like all sizes, really ... it's the shape that interests me more than size."

"Then, do you like the shape? Of my tits? I'm not sure my husband likes them ..."

"Yes. I do. If he doesn't, he's an idiot for that.", which made her laugh a bit.

Val didn't say anything more, after that, returning her attention to the movie. On the screen, they were showing a MFF threesome, with the guy on his back with one gal riding his cock, while the other was sitting on his face, and all three were enjoying what they were doing from the groans and moans you could hear. Soon, the gal having her pussy eaten began to cum, which apparently triggered the guy, as the other gal pulled off his cock, and began quickly jacking him off until he shot his load, while she was frigging herself. When the guy shot his load, the gal who was jacking him off, also came. As his cock was spurting, Val spoke again.

"Look at him cum! Wow, he's shooting a lot! Oh, yeah ... shoot that cum!", and was frantically pinching her nipples, and rubbing herself through her skirt. I could see she was getting frustrated, so whispered to her, "Take it off, Val.".

"What?"

A little louder this time, "Take it off, Val. Take off your skirt ... you can get at your pussy better if you take off your skirt."

"What? Oh ... yeah ...", she said. As this just completed scene was fading off, and before the next scene started, Val stood up, and quickly removed her skirt, placing it with her bra and blouse. When her skirt came off, I could see she was wearing stockings and a garter belt, and not pantyhose, which I would have thought she would wear. Her panties were a French cut style, cut high on the sides, and matched her bra. Before she could sit down, I said, "The panties, too."

She hesitated a moment, and then looking me right in the eye, hooked her thumbs in her panties, and wiggling her hips, slowly began to push them down. What I was expecting to soon come into view, never did. I was expecting to see a bush, but, surprising me again, I saw that Val kept her mound completely shaved. There was not a hair to be seen! I also saw that she also had fairly prominent pussy lips, and that her clit, although not as large as Mary's, was already beginning to peak out from under it's hood. She was also very wet, and I could see where some of her pussy juice was starting to run down the inside of one thigh. She stood there like that for a moment, allowing my gaze to travel up and down her body. I groaned out loud at the sight of this very attractive woman, standing naked, except for her stockings, before me! I was in awe! Then, with a little smile on her lips, she again sat down, spreading her legs as she did, returning her gaze to the movie.

Then next scene was a MMF threesome, and after the usual preliminaries, the gal was soon on her hands and knees, with one guy pumping his cock in and out of her mouth, while the other was pumping in and out of her pussy. Val was now emitting little gasps and moans, in time with the guy’s thrusts, and her right hand was very busy rubbing her pussy. She must have been really wet, because I could her squelching sounds as she was rubbing herself. I love the sound of squelching coming from a nice, wet pussy, and I was getting more and more turned on - to the point where I had to slow down my stroking, as I didn't want to cum just yet.

Val was starting to moan almost continuously, only really stopping to breathe, and was now finger fucking her sopping wet pussy, while watching the events on the screen. As the guys were fucking the gal, they would occasionally switch, so they both had a chance at her mouth and pussy. After a while of this, they switched positions again, with both guys pulling out of the gal (which got a groan from Val. I told her to keep watching), the gal moving out of the way so one of the guys could lay down, flat on his back. Then the gal moved over the top of him, and impaled herself, sinking his cock to the hilt in her pussy. Then she lay out fully, on top of the first guy, and as the gal looked over her shoulder, the second guy came up behind her, and slowly penetrated her ass, causing the gal to loudly groan. Soon, both guys were fucking the gal, alternating their strokes. One in her pussy, one in her ass, back and forth, and in and out they went. This was a really hot scene, and I had shot a lot of loads watching it.

I looked over to see Val's reaction.

"Oh, fuck! They're double teaming her! That is SO HOT! I have never seen this before ... Oh, I LOVE it up the ass! Look at that guy fuck her ass ... he's going so DEEP!", she panted. Her hand movements began to really speed up, as she began to really finger fuck her pussy hard. She started to lean back on the bed now, and really had her legs spread wide, as she pounded her pussy faster and faster, as she watched the action on the screen.

"Val, turn towards me. I want to see what you're doing. Turn your body more towards me, and spread your legs for me so I can see. Please!"

"Oh, yeah ... you want to watch me finger fuck myself? You want to watch as my fingers go in and out of my hot pussy? OK, I want to watch you jack off your hard dick, too. I want to see you cum! Are you ready to cum, yet?", she said, as she shifted around. She finally got to where she had her pussy pointed straight at me, with her legs widely spread. I could see that she now had four fingers pounding in and out of her highly aroused pussy, with her thumb held out, so that with every inward thrust, her thumb was banging against her clit. Wow, was this EVER HOT!

"Or, is this better for you?", she asked, as she suddenly rolled over on her stomach, and lifted her ass high in the air. As she was pounding her pussy with one hand, she reached down with her other hand, scooped up a generous amount of her pussy juice, and then reached back, and stuck two fingers in her ass, alternating inward strokes with the fingers in her pussy. 'Oh, FUCK, this is getting REALLY hot!', I thought.

"Oh, shit, you have a hot ass! Yeah, finger fuck that ass, while you pump that beautiful shaved pussy! That's FUCKING HOT! I'm getting closer to cumming watching you shove your fingers in your ass and pussy!"

"How close?"

"Very close ... almost there."

Val quickly pulled her fingers from her ass, which momentarily disappointed me, and flipped over on her back again, pulled both of her legs way up, and hooked her legs with her arms, which exposed both her pussy and her asshole to me. Then she quickly reinserted her fingers in her pussy, and telling me to watch, pushed THREE fingers this time in her ass! Holy SHIT, this woman was fucking hot! Then she surprised me again!

"Come over here. Come closer ... stand in front of me so I can watch you jack off ... tell me when you're going to cum ... I want to watch you cum ... I want to watch you cum on my pussy and asshole ... I want you to coat my hands, as I frig myself, OK? Get UP! Come over here, please."

I stood up, still jacking off, getting closer to Val, as well as shooting my load.

"Wait ... how far do you shoot your sperm? I hope not too far, because I want you close to me, when you cum! Hurry ... I'm getting so close to cumming myself ... I want to watch you cum first!"

I didn't give her an answer, just moved in until I was almost touching the back of her upturned thighs, jacking furiously now. I saw Val's pussy juice dripping down to the crack of her ass, lubricating the three fingers she had jammed there, as she furiously pounded both holes.

"Tell ... me ... when ... you're ... going ... to ... cum! I  ... want ... to ... see ... you ... CUM!!!! CUM FOR ME!!! CUM ON ME - CUM, NOW!!!!"

I yelled out, as the cum welled up from my balls, spraying out of my cock, right on her hands, pussy, and ass, "Oh, FUCK!!!!!!!!! AHHHHHHHHHHHH!!! I'MMMMMMMMM CUMMMMMMMMMMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINNNNNNNNNNNGGGGGGGGG!!!!!!"

When I started cumming, she pulled her fingers out of her ass, moved her hand in front of my cock, took a couple of spurts on her fingers, and quickly jammed her fingers back in her ass, furiously pounding her asshole. She was panting and gasping, and when my third or fourth spurt shot up, and hit her open mouth, she screamed, and began to go into convulsions as she began to cum, fingers still churning in both her pussy and her ass. This sight was so hot, I shot another load up to her face, some of which also hit in her open mouth. The rest of my cum then began to ooze out, and I stroked up my cock several times, milking all the cum I had out of my cock, letting it fall on the back of her hand in her pussy. As I watched, she swiped her tongue around her mouth searching for any more cum there, and then swallowed.

I staggered back to my recliner, and flopped down, too exhausted to keep standing, and watched Val as she began to come down. As she did, she pulled her fingers from her two holes, and let her legs fall to the floor, and then started to lick my cum from both hands, until her hands were completely clean. 

"I love the taste of cum, and it's been a long time since I've had that pleasure.", she explained. I just sat and watched for a bit, and then reached over to grab the remote, and stopped the tape, and began it rewinding.

"I don't know what came over me ... I was so excited, and just wanted to watch you cum, over there ... then I just had to feel your cum hitting me as you shot your load. When you started to cum, I started to cum, too, but then you shot some in my mouth, and the intensity of my orgasm just went way up! By the way, your cum tastes good! Thank you for letting me taste it. But, this HAS to be the ONLY time, and you can't say ANYTHING to ANYONE about this, please!"

"You have my word on that. This never happened, OK? By the way, you have a beautiful body, and you looked terrific when you orgasmed. Thank you for sharing this experience with me!", I assured her. "Now, I think it's time you took a shower, and then take those tapes home to your husband. I know - take them with you on the trip! It'll be just you and your husband on the trip, right? What a perfect time to watch them!"

"Both good ideas. I think I will.", she said, as she got up, and headed for the bathroom. I waited until she passed, and then got up to go to the guest shower, to also clean up. By the time I finished, and got back to my bedroom, Val was already dressed and gone, and had left me a note:

"Boss,

Thank you for today - it was a wonderful experience, and I'll always remember it, but won't repeat it. Thank you for caring, too, and sharing the tapes with me. I know that if I can get my husband to watch, that we'll both be better 'educated'.

See you in two weeks. I hope you and Mary have a wonderful time, and will look forward to meeting her - don't worry, I won't say anything to her, either.

Val"

I smiled, folded the note, and ran it through my shredder. As I heard Mike get back with one of my vehicles, I threw on my sweats and t-shirt, and went down to see how he was doing. Mike told me he was done for the day, and asked if he could take off. I good-naturedly told him to get "the fuck outta here", and laughing, he was soon on his way home, after I wished him to have a good time on his trip, and to greet his wife for me. After Mike left, I called my accountant, and told him that I was raising both of my employee’s wages, and he said he would take care of it, after I told him how much. Then I just kind of wandered around a bit, not sure what I wanted to do. I finally settled down with a good book, and was soon lost in its pages.

Chapter 6

Friday morning broke sunny and warm, and I found myself wishing it was Saturday instead. After bouncing aimlessly around my place, starting in on things and soon finding my attention wandering, I got disgusted with myself, and decided that a walk would do me good. I got dressed, and headed out the door, not really sure of where I wanted to go, or what I wanted to do, so just kind of wandered around, soaking in the sun and doing a little people watching. I finally decided that a good place to do that was at the Seattle Center, which is only a few blocks away from where I live.

Now, you'd think that on a work week day, that there wouldn't be a lot of people at the Center, but surprisingly enough, there are always people at the Center no matter what day of the week it is, and today was no exception. Tourist season is in full swing, what with the cruise ship business we have, and from the looks of it, one of the boats must have been here, as there were a lot of folks strolling around taking in the sights, and enjoying the rides and food.

After walking for quite a while I decided to take a break over at the International Fountain, which has been a "fixture" ever since the Center opened in the early '60's. It's quite the fountain, too. There is a rather large plaza around it, in the shape of a circle, and the main part of the fountain is this huge dome, with various waterspouts over the dome, and around the dome on the flat part. They play music during the day, and through computer control, water jets out of the spouts in time with the music, which is pretty cool to watch.

On hot days, like today (hot being a relative term here in Seattle - anything over 75 degrees, and people start to "melt" - ha!), there are always a lot of people at the fountain, running through the water jets to cool off, and today was pretty typical in that regard. Lots of kids, some family groups, and the odd single person (like me) strolling around, or "camped out", all around the fountain. I found an unoccupied space under a tree, and sat down in the shade to indulge in one of my favorite past times, which is people watching. People can do the strangest things when they don't realize they're being watched, and can be a great source of amusement.

Today, however, most everybody was just kicking back and relaxing, so I just kind of gazed around, looking at everything in the area, but not really looking at any specific thing, lost in thoughts of tomorrow, when all of a sudden, they arrived! No, I didn't know who "they" were, but they sure got my attention! They were a couple of young teenage girls, about 14 or 15 years old, one blonde, and one brunette, and they were, well, I don't know if the term "dressed" really applies, as they were both wearing REALLY short "Daisy Dukes", and the smallest tops that barely covered their areoles! 

Both were around 5' 2" to 5' 4", and had really long legs for their height - NICE legs, too! - and were showing quite a bit of butt cheek from the bottom of their cutoffs. The blonde had long hair, pulled back into a pony tail, while the brunette had her hair cut just short of her shoulders. Both girls looked to be about a C cup, and in their tiny little string bikini tops, their tits had a nice bobble to them as they walked. They were both carrying towels, and backpacks, and it was looking like they were going to find a place to lay out to catch some rays.

As they were walking into the area, they were looking around for a suitable place, and with all of the people there today, there really wasn't a lot of places for them to lay out - except near me! Way cool! As they were walking over to the flat area near me, I pretended indifference to their presence, but was watching their every step. They couldn't tell if I was looking right at them or not, due to the extremely dark (think ZZ TOP) sunglasses I was wearing, and the fact that I kept my head turned slightly in the direction of the fountain.

As they got closer, they kept looking in my direction, whispering to each other, and occasionally giggling among themselves, until at last they decided on the place they were going to lay out, and after setting their backpacks down, spread out their towels. After they spread out their towels, they dug into their backpack, pulling out some sun screen, and a small portable radio, and some other items. When they were done doing that, I thought they were just going to lay out, but no! Each of them, after looking around, and looking specifically at me, decided that the "coast was clear" enough and that nobody was watching them, began taking off their "Daisy Dukes". It was really hard for me to keep my head turned while they were doing that, but I fought off the impulse to look right at them, while they struggled out of their shorts.

Those shorts were tighter than I first thought, and it took them a bit of time to get them over their hips, but each finally managed to do that, and as their shorts were being lowered, I definitely sat up and took notice of the fact that they were both wearing VERY skimpy thong bikini bottoms, and I got a GREAT view of both of their luscious little asses, as they had their backs to me as they were dropping their shorts, and from where I was sitting, it was hard to tell that they had anything at all on, under their shorts, as the string of their thongs completely disappeared in the cracks of their tight little asses! This was really getting interesting, indeed! 

As they were pushing their shorts farther down their legs, they both bent over at the waist, and old "Mr. Stiffy" finally took notice, as I could feel my cock beginning that familiar tingling sensation, and was starting to lengthen down the leg of my pants. I couldn't help myself, and turned my head to watch them, as they were taking off their shorts, and got busted by the brunette! Oopsy! As she was bent over, she happened to look back at me over her shoulder and caught me looking, and turned to her friend, and said something, causing the blonde to look in my direction, too. She said something back and they both started to giggle, and I swear they started to put on a little show for me, because they slowed down the process of taking their shorts off, and increased the wiggling of their hips, occasionally looking back at me and smiling! 

They finally got their shorts off, and set them aside. The blonde quickly laid down on her stomach, but the brunette decided that she needed to look in her backpack again, and, still with her back turned to me, spread her legs a little more than shoulder width apart, and slowly bent over again to dig in her backpack, making a "production" out of the process. With her legs spread, as she bent over, I could see the barely covered lips of her pussy protruding against the material of her bikini bottom, and I definitely liked what I was seeing! The blonde said something to her, and they both giggled again, and the brunette ended her little show, and quickly lay down on her towel. As they were lying down, I was treated to a nice view of skin, but soon returned my attention to other areas.

In just a few minutes, however, my gaze was drawn back to the girls, when they started applying sunscreen. After covering their fronts, the blonde knelt next to the side of the brunette, and applied the sunscreen to her back and legs. I got a nice side on view as she did this, and her tits were wobbling nicely, as she was putting the sunscreen on the brunette. When she was done, she laid back down on her stomach, and the brunette sat up to return the favor, but instead of kneeling at the blondes side, she got between her friends legs, and whispered something to the blonde, which elicited more giggles from the girls, and then proceeded to apply sun screen to her friend. As she was putting it on her friends back, she raised her ass up, which was pointed directly at me, and as she reached up to the blonde’s shoulders, wiggled it in a very enticing manner! 

When she was finished with the blondes back, she moved to straddle her friends left leg, and although I wasn't entirely sure, it looked like she was rubbing her pussy on her friends leg! It also looked like she was touching her friends pussy, each time her hands went to the top of the inside of her thigh, but again, I wasn't sure, as the view was a little blocked. But when she moved to the blonde’s other leg, I had a much better view, and what I thought I was seeing was confirmed! As the brunette was stroking the blondes thigh, she WAS rubbing her own pussy on the blondes lower leg, and WAS running her hand on the blondes pussy, when she ran her hands up the inside of her thighs! Then, as the brunette moved farther down the blonde’s leg, she rested her pussy on the blonde’s heel, and began a slow grind, emitting a low moan of pleasure in the process. She only did this for a few moments, and then lay back down on her stomach on her towel. The blonde again said something to the brunette, and they both turned to look at me, and smiled! 

Thinking the show was over, I again began to look around, looking back at the girls every now and then, catching them looking at me, too. After a while they both turned over on to their backs, and I noticed that both of them had nice firm tits, as they hardly sagged against their chests at all. Ah, the firmness of youth - especially young girls! I kind of wished, at this moment, that I was a teenager again! Oh, well. Even though I wasn't, I could still enjoy the view!

About an hour after the girls arrived, I was starting to get bored, and was debating whether or not to go home, when the brunette sat up, and looking right at me spoke up.

"Hey, Mister!"

"Yes?"

"Are you going to be here for a little while longer?"

"Well, I was thinking about leaving. What can I do for you?"

"We were wondering if you could do us a favor, and watch our stuff for us. We're both getting a little hot (was there a little emphasis on that word? I wasn't sure ...), and we want to go over to the fountain to cool off, but don't want to leave our stuff where anyone can steal it ... would you be willing to watch it for us for a little while?"

I hesitated for a bit, and she continued, "We won't be gone long, we promise! Please?"

"Well ... I don't know ..."

"Oh, pleeeeaaaaaaaaaaasssssssseeeeeeee? We'll pay you back somehow ... pleeeeaaaaaaaaaaasssssssseeeeeeee?"

'Pay me back?', I thought ... hmmmm ... interesting. I decided, what the heck, I really didn't have any other plans. Besides, somehow women of any age intuitively know that it's damn near impossible for a man to resist when a woman uses that long, drawn out 'pleeeeaaaaaaaaaaasssssssseeeeeeee', and it worked on me too.

"OK, I'll watch your stuff for a while.", which made them both jump up, squealing with glee, and they both came over to give me a hug, and thank me. As they came over, I finally got a look at the front of their bikini bottoms, and where the blondes fully covered her mound, the brunettes front was cut was lower, and only came about a half inch above the top of her slit. The blonde’s suit was white, and the brunettes suit was a light blue, and as they approached, I also noticed a slightly darker blue area where the material (barely) covered the brunettes pussy lips - this girl was getting wet? This was getting even more interesting!

When they got over to where I was sitting, they each in turn bent over to give me a little hug, and I was treated to a view of a nice expanse of cleavage from each of them. The blonde gave me a very quick hug, and quickly stood back up, but the brunette gave me a longer hug, and slowly stood back up, giving me a longer look at her tits, and seeing where I was looking, got a big smile on her face. They both turned, and jogging over to the fountain, treated me to another fine view of their tight little Asses, with hardly a jiggle at all. Oh, man, would I love to get my hands on those! Little did I know, at the time, what was in store for me in just a little while.

As they were frolicking in the fountain, I did watch their stuff ... sort of ... I was watching them, more than I was watching their stuff. Some teenaged boys came through the area, though, and spotted the "abandoned" towels and backpacks, decided that they were going to "check it out". When I saw them making a beeline for the stuff, I got up, and walked over to head them off. Now, I'm no "studly dude" with muscles rippling all over my body, but I am an adult with a little knowledge on how to handle myself in potential "situations".

I reached the stuff before they did, and gruffly said to the boys, "Hey, guys! Don't EVEN think about it! I suggest you go somewhere else, before you make me do something you'll regret."

This drew a sneer from the punk I pegged as the leader, and a comment something along the lines of, "Fuck off old man. We'll do whatever we want.", and then he fucked up, and took a swing at me. Big mistake! I sidestepped his punch, stepping to the outside of his arm, and grabbed his fist in my left hand, and his elbow in my right. I twisted his wrist downward, as I applied pressure to the back of his elbow, until I heard a pop as his elbow dislocated. I then did a leg sweep, knocking him off his feet, and causing him to do a face plant, where he stayed, groaning in pain. The other two punks, who had held back at first, then moved in, one from behind, and the other from the side.

I took one step back towards the punk behind me, and drove my elbow into his solar plexus, knocking the wind, and the fight out of him, and then quickly turned to face the third punk, who seeing his two buddies both laying on the ground decided that he didn't want to join them, and split, leaving his two buddies behind. The second punk, who was starting to get his breath back, was trying to help the other punk up, and looking at me with a certain amount of fear in his eyes. When I started to approach the two punks, he pleaded, "No more, Mister - please?! We'll go, OK?" 

Before I could answer, two of Seattle's Finest appeared on the scene (apparently someone had called the cops), and after asking what was going on, after I explained the situation to the cops, and after another guy came up saying he had seen the whole thing corroborating my story, cuffed the two punks and hauled them off. I was relieved that this was over, and thanked the gentleman for telling the cops what happened. He shook my hand, saying, "I haven't seen those kind of moves in a long time, and am pretty impressed! When I noticed what was happening, I was way over there, and came as quick as I could to help out. I'm glad the cops arrived, though.", and after asking if I was OK, went on his way.

When I turned to go back to where I was sitting - I had to sit down, soon! I was shaking all over from the adrenaline rush - I noticed that the girls had returned, and were looking at me with concern on their faces.

The brunette spoke first, asking, "Oh, my God! Are you OK? What happened? Why were you fighting those boys?"

I told them that I was OK, but just a little shaky, and told them what had happened. They told me they saw the tail end of the fight from the fountain, and ran back, arriving just as the cops got there, and hung back to see what would happen. They then both hugged me, one girl on each side of me, thanking me for "saving" their stuff, and helped me to sit back down. Once I was sitting down, they kneeled down next to me, and each gave me a kiss on the cheek, and were soon talking a mile a minute, as teenagers do, asking me all sorts of questions. Unfortunately, since they were both talking a blue streak at the same time, I couldn't understand what they were saying. 

"Girls ... GIRLS! Stop! One at a time, please!", I said, laughing. "I can't understand a word you're saying!"

They both quieted down, and then the brunette started to speak, but I interrupted her before she could say anything.

"You know ... I just kept your stuff from being stolen by some punks, getting into a fight with them, and I don't even know your names! The least we can to is introduce ourselves. My name is Kevin, what are your names, please?", and then I got a huge surprise!

The blonde spoke first, saying, "Oh, good - we DID pick the right guy!"

The brunette turned to her friend and said, "See, I TOLD you it was him!"

In some confusion, I looked at each of them in turn, and asked, "What's going on here? What do you mean - 'picked the right guy'?", which caused both of them to shyly giggle, as they saw the confused look on my face.

The brunette spoke up saying, "Well, you see ... this is a little surprise for you, from a friend of ours that you know. And, by the way, my name is Beth, and that's Amber."

I was getting even more confused from what I just heard, which got more giggles from Beth and Amber. I managed to compose myself a little, and said, "Pleased to meet you Beth and Amber. Now, would you kindly explain to me just what exactly is going on here, please? Surprise for me? From a friend of yours that I know? C'mon - give!"

It was Beth who answered, quietly saying in a sort of conspiratorial kind of way, "We, Amber and I, are a surprise 'gift' for you, from someone who loves you very much, and felt you might be getting a little lonely as you two are apart - wait, let me finish!", as I started to say something. 

"Mary and Katy send their greetings, and their love, and US, to enjoy in whatever way you wish, although we’re not supposed to wear you out!", and laughed, while Amber joined in the laughter.

I was flabbergasted! Mary and Katy sending me greetings, and these two little hotties?!?! To 'enjoy in whatever way I wish'? I started to stutter out something, but couldn't put together any coherent words, and before I could gather my wits, Amber spoke up.

"Mary said you have a really nice house not far from here, and also told us you like coming here. We tried your house first, and when we found you weren't home, decided to see if you were here. If we didn't find you here, we were going to go back and hang out at your place until you got back, but - you're here, which is cool! She also told us that you're a really nice guy, and if and when we found you, we were supposed to be nice - VERY nice - to you too. You've definitely been very nice to us, keeping our stuff from being stolen and all, so Beth and I are supposed to be nice - VERY nice - to you too. AND we want to be - NICE - to you. Will you let us be - NICE - to you? Please?"

Beth joined in saying, "That's right. Mary told us to be VERY nice to you when we found you ... or, would you rather that we were 'naughty', instead?", and looked at me with smoldering eyes. "I think I'd rather be 'naughty' with you ..."

I still wasn't quite believing this was happening to me, so to clear it up in my mind, I asked, "You say you know Mary and Katy.", they both nodded, "And you say that Mary told you to be 'nice' to me, right?". Again they nodded. "OK, prove to me that you know Mary, so I know this isn't some sort of set up."

Beth asked, "If I told you what she and Katy looked like, and was able to give you Mary's cell number, would that be proof enough?

"I think that might do, depending on what you tell me."

"Alright. Mary's cell number is ...", and she rattled it off perfectly, " ... and she's a beautiful redhead, which she says is your favorite hair color - do you like blondes and brunettes too, though?", I nodded, "Oh, good! Anyway, she has 38D tits, and shaves her pussy. Is that a good enough description for you?"

"Um, yeah ... that'll do. How do you know about that last part though?"

Amber spoke up this time and said, "Mary used to be our babysitter - Beth and I are cousins, and we saw her shaving her pussy one day, and asked her what she was doing. We hadn't started growing any hair down there yet, though, and asked her if we were going to grow hair. When she said that we would, we told her that we didn't want to have any hair there, that we wanted to look just like her, so when we did finally start growing hair there, she showed us how to shave ourselves bare, and we've often taken turns shaving each other, me and Beth doing each other, and Mary doing each of us, while we did her. We like having bald pussies, and Mary told us that you love pussies with no hair, too. Is that right? Do you like a pussy that has no hair?"

This was definitely getting more and more interesting by the second!

"Umm ... yes, as a matter of fact, that is my preference. Are both of you shaved completely bare right now?"

"Yes, we are ...", Beth quietly replied. "Would you like to see? We'd both like to show you ... that would be one way we could be 'nice' to you … would you like to see our bare little pussies, hmmmm?"

Now, I was more than a little interested in what these two young girls had to offer, and wanted to get out of the public view, saying, "Yeah, I'd really like to check you out. Why don't we go back to my place, where we can have a little privacy?"

Beth, who had been looking at my crotch, checking me out, said, "Yeah, we can tell you like us. We'd like to go back to your place, and were wondering when you'd ask! Since you might get a little embarrassed if you stood up right now, we'll let you carry our towels, OK?", pointedly staring at my cock, which was tenting the front of my pants.

"We'll go grab our stuff, and be right back, OK?", Amber said.

"Sounds like a plan - I'll be waiting right here."

Both girls jumped to their feet, causing their tits to wobble deliciously, treating me to a nice eyeful, and quickly gathered their things, and came back, handing me the towels. I suggested that they put their shorts back on for the short walk back to my place - didn't want too many people taking too much notice of an older guy walking with two scantily clad nymphet’s in public, you know? They both agreed, and after making quite a show wiggling back into their shorts, we were soon on our way. 

Getting the two girls in wasn't too much of a problem, since my place has a semi-private entry, and it's located just where the businesses end, and residential buildings start, and as it was after lunch, there weren't too many people still around, as most of the workers in the area were back at their desks. After we got in, I took the girls around, giving them the nickel tour, and when we were in my office area, I noticed that the "message" light on my phone was blinking. Very few people have this number, as I don't have it listed, and don't usually give it out, so I figured it was probably from someone I knew. I asked the girls where they wanted to wait for me while I checked my messages, and they pointed to my bedroom door. When I said OK, they went into my bedroom, and closed the door behind them, while I went to check my messages.

Once I got to my voice mailbox, I found I only had one, which had come in while I was at the Center. What I heard both made me relax, and got me really excited, at the same time - it was from Mary, who said,

"Hi, lover. I really miss you, and can't wait for tomorrow to "come", and hope you're not too lonely. Just in case you are though, I'm sending you a surprise package, which I'm sure you'll really enjoy - just don't enjoy them too much!", and she giggled. "The surprise package contains two lovely little gifts for you, from me and Katy, to kind of 'hold you over' until tomorrow, and their names are Amber and Beth! Amber is blonde, and Beth is a brunette, and they are cousins. They are about 5' 2" tall, and have really shapely little bodies, which if you haven't hooked up with them yet, by the time you hear this, you will soon see. Oh, and before I forget, these two luscious little nymphos are both thirteen, but look closer to sixteen! Did I mention that they're both nymphos? Well, they most certainly are! They've been sexually active since they were ten, and like both cocks, and pussies ... oh, do they ever like pussies! I'll tell you all about how we met when I see you tomorrow. I've given them instructions, telling them to be nice to you, and they promised me that they will do whatever you want, and that means ANYTHING you want! So enjoy my little gift package, and I'll see you tomorrow, sweetie. I love you, and Katy sends her love, too. Bye-bye!"

HOLY SHIT! What the girls told me was true! Mary DID send them, and told me to ENJOY them! Then the thought hit me, for a long time I was only getting laid sporadically, if that much, and now, I hook up with Mary, and over the past few days, I got pussy coming out my ears! Don't get me wrong - I'm definitely NOT complaining! Just trying to figure out this little phenomenon - first, little to no pussy, then almost more pussy than I could handle! Speaking of pussy, no time to ponder this now - I got two little hot pussies - thirteen year old nympho pussies at that! - waiting on my ass in my bedroom right now! Time to get a move on!

As I burst into my bedroom, I was treated to the sight of these two little nymphet’s stretched out on my bed in a hot embrace. Beth and Amber each had a leg between the others legs, and they were both grinding against the others pussy, while engaged in a passionate lip lock. When I came in, they both broke off the kiss, and while still grinding against each other looked up at me with smoldering eyes, and licking their lips, gave me a big smile, and held out their arms to me.

"We're so glad to see you again. We hope the phone call isn't something you have to go away to take care of, because we want to be both nice and naughty to you. You don't have to leave, do you?" Beth asked.

"No, I'm not going anywhere ... except to join you. That was a voice message from Mary about you two, telling me to enjoy my little surprise package, which I fully intend to do - starting now!", I replied, as I was climbing up on my bed. 

Both girls shifted apart to make room in the middle for me, and as soon as I lay down between them, Beth grabbed my head, and drew me in for a kiss. She wasted no time on preliminaries, and quickly had her tongue buried deep in my mouth, and was already starting to breathe heavily. Meanwhile, Amber had started planting little kisses on my neck, and on my one exposed ear, sticking her tongue in my ear, and sucking, and nipping on my earlobe. Both girls were running their hands all over me, caressing my body everywhere they could reach. Beth had her groin pressed up tight to mine, and was grinding her pussy against my rock hard cock.

I broke the kiss with Beth, and rolling over, began kissing Amber. Amber was more gentle in her kiss, at first, but soon matched Beth's passion as we tongue wrestled for a while. While Amber and I were kissing, I felt Beth move down to the foot of the bed, and soon she had my shoes and socks off, and making my cock get even stiffer, she began to suck on my toes, licking in between each one, and the bottom of my foot! Oh, man did that feel good!

Amber then broke off the kiss, and seeing what Beth was doing, said, "Wouldn't you be more comfortable without all these clothes on? Mary told us you like to be naked whenever possible ... this seems to be a good time for that, don't you think? Here, let us help ... you just lie back, and let us do all the work, OK?"

I just nodded, and then watched as Amber started to undo my shirt, while Beth moved back up the bed, and straddling my legs, began to undo my belt, running her hands over my cock until she reached the buckle. Amber soon had my shirt undone, and she helped me get out of it, and then pulled off my t-shirt. Beth had gotten my belt undone, and after undoing the button of my pants, slowly dragged the zipper down, again running her hands over my cock.

"Oh, Amber ...", Beth husked, "Mary was right ... he does have a nice hard cock, and from what I can tell, it's the right size to be a perfect fit for our tight little pussies!"

"How about for our mouths? Do you think it will fit OK in our tight little, hot, mouths, too?", Amber asked.

"Oh, yes! Definitely! It'll fit in our hot little mouths, and we won't gag, and our jaws won't get sore, either! Would you like to put your hard cock in our hot little mouths, and feel our tongues as we swirl them around and around?" Beth asked. "We both want to feel your hard cock in our hot little mouths ... and in our hot little wet pussies ... and in our hot, tight, little assholes ... would you like to put your hard cock in all of our holes, hmmmm? We'd like it if you would."

As Beth was saying this, she had started to pull my pants down my legs, with me lifting up so she could get them off over my butt. As soon as my pants were past my crotch area, Amber started rubbing her hand over my cock and balls, through my underwear.

"Ooooh, Beth ... he DOES have a nice HARD cock! I think he likes us! You do like us, don't you? Do you like our nice titties, and asses? We saw you looking earlier ... we didn't mind, though, as it made us hot! Did you like looking at our tits and asses? Would you like to see our pussies, too? We want to show you our pussies ... would you help us show you our pussies? Please? Please take off our clothes for us, so we can show you our naked tits, pussies and asses ..."

I groaned, "Hell yes, I want to see your pussies, and tits, and asses! Stand up, and let me take off your clothes!"

Beth said, "Not yet ... you're not naked yet, and you're first! Stand up, so Amber and I can finish getting you naked, OK? Then you can help us get naked."

We all moved off the bed, and I stood at the foot while the girls kneeled on either side of me. They each reached up, and taking the waistband in their hands, started to slowly pull off my underwear, lifting it over the head of my cock. As soon as my cock was exposed, they each squealed, and leaning in, both began to lick and kiss my cock and balls. Soon they had my underwear around my ankles, and while I stepped out of them, they both continued their oral ministrations to my cock, and were rubbing their hands all up and down my legs. Beth then sat up, and taking my cock in her hand, guided the head to her open mouth. As the head of my cock reached her lips, she started to lash the head with her tongue, starting on the bottom, and then moving to the top and sides, until it was coated with her saliva. Then she ovalled her lips, and looking me in the eyes, sucked the head of my cock into her hot little mouth, and continued her tongue action.

Meanwhile, Amber was watching Beth, and massaging my balls in her hot little hand, and then bent her head down so she could lick my ball sack, and one at a time, gently drew my balls into her mouth, and sucked lightly. The sight, and feel, of these two little nymphs sucking my cock, and balls, was quickly bringing me to a boil.

"Girls ... ahhh ... while this ... oh, yeah ... feels really ... oh, man ... good ... ahhh ... if you ... oh, fuck! ... keep it up ... oh, oh yeah, just like that ... oh, shit, you're ... gonna make ... ooohhhhh, yeah! ... me cum!" I said, as Beth had started bobbing her head up and down my shaft, keeping eye contact with me as she did, and Amber was still sucking my balls while trying to worm a finger up my ass.

Beth stopped bobbing her head, and removing the head of my cock with a wet slurp, said, "We want you to cum ... on our faces ... so we can both taste your sperm ... we LOVE the taste of cum! Mary told us your cum tastes delicious ... we want to find out for ourselves ... so we want you to CUM for us ... so we can eat it. Don't you want to cum, and let us eat your sperm? Hmmmm? Don't you think it will look hot ... to see our little faces ... covered in your cum?"

Who was I to deny them their pleasure? 

"OK ..." I managed to gasp out. As soon as I did, Beth went right back to sucking my cock harder and faster than before, keeping constant eye contact with me - it turns me on in a huge way, to have a girl look me in the eye while she's sucking my cock! It just adds the right extra thrill to the whole experience! 

Soon, Beth was only sucking the top two inches of my cock, furiously lashing her tongue at the base of the head right on the most sensitive spot, while Amber had reached up, and grabbing the base of my shaft was jacking me hard and fast. I was getting close to blowing my load, and then I felt a finger enter my ass, drive up until whoever it was found my prostrate and began to massage it, which quickly sent me over the edge.

"Oh shit, oh shit ... finger in my ass ... yes, fuck yes ... I'm gonna cum ... oh, fuck ... suck me harder! ... get ready ... here ... it ... CUMMMMMMMMSSSSSSSSSSS!!!!!"

And I started to blast my cum, in huge spurts. As soon as Beth felt the end of my cock swell in her mouth, she quickly pulled off, and pulled Amber's head close to hers. They both stuck out their tongues, holding their mouths open directly under the head of my cock as I started to spew my load, while one of them (probably Beth? Amber? Who cares!) continued jacking the cum from my cock. My first jet of cum splattered them both, where their heads were together, and left a huge streak of cum from the tops of their head to their chins. As my cock continued to spurt, whoever was jacking me, began to aim, so that my next few loads went directly into first Beth's mouth, and then Amber's mouth, coating both of their tongues.

As my sperm was jetting out of my cock, both girls were squealing and moaning in obvious pleasure, especially when the first loads were aimed into their mouths. By the time my orgasm had peaked, and all that was left was a little ooze, both girls faces were covered by thick, stringy globs of my cum. What a sight! My legs were soon shaking, and unable to keep standing, I sat back down on the bed, and leaned back on my elbows, panting hard as I tried to recover. I was staring at the girls, and as I watched, they were both licking around their mouths, lapping up what cum they could reach. Soon they turned to each other, and began cleaning my cum off of each others face, licking with their tongues, and sucking the cum off with their lips, making little smacking and slurping sounds as they ate all of my sperm from each others face. This was quite a turn on, for me, and although I had just shot a huge load, I stayed hard!

"MMMmmmmmmm, your cum IS delicious ... Mary was right! I can't wait to taste more! Oh, Amber ... look! He's still hard! Why don't you suck him for a little to make sure he stays that way ... I'm sure there will be another drop or two of sperm you can get. Doesn't his cum taste yummy?", Beth asked.

Amber wasted no time, and gently taking the very sensitive head of my cock into her sweet little wet mouth, began to gently nurse on my cock, sucking out whatever cum was still there, and soon had brought my cock back to full hardness. Oh, man did her mouth feel good! Where Beth was insistent, and sucked hard, which I really liked, Amber was far more gentle in her approach, but was just as nice! I liked both of their techniques, that's for sure!

"Oh, thank you, Beth, Amber. That was a great blow job! You're both very talented - especially for being only THIRTEEN!", I said.

Both girls cringed a little, when I mentioned their ages, so I quickly reassured them.

"Hey, it's OK! I don't mind at ALL that you're only thirteen. As a matter of fact, that really turns me on! I LOVE young teenage girls, and you two are the first I've ever had sex with, which is very special to me, OK? As you can plainly see, "Mr. Stiffy" here is really liking it, too, and wants more! LOTS more!"

Both girls started to laugh at the "Mr. Stiffy" part, and visibly relaxed. They both climbed up on the bed on either side of me, and each of them gave me a deep passionate kiss. I soon broke it off, though, as we had some unfinished business.

"OK, girls - it's my turn to get you naked. I'm going to sit on the end of the bed, and I want you each to stand in front of me, OK?". They each gave me an OK back, and were quickly standing, almost at attention, at the foot of the bed. I moved down until I could place my feet on the floor, and just looked at them for a moment, building the suspense I guess, letting my gaze wander from the top of their heads to their pretty little feet, each girl in turn. I didn't really know where to start first, but finally decided that the "Daisy Dukes" had to go first, and also decided to start with Amber.

"Amber, honey, I'm going to start with you first, and take off your shorts. Then I'll take off your shorts, Beth, and then I'll alternate between each of you, until you're both naked, and I can see your naked tits, pussies and asses. Amber, step up closer, please?"

When Amber stepped in front of me, instead of going right for the snap, I started running my hands all over her shorts, starting at her hips, and then moving to her ass, where I cupped each ass cheek in my hands, giving those firms little butt cheeks each a good squeeze, getting an "Mmmmmm" from Amber. I moved my hands down a little until I could run my fingers over the skin of the exposed part of her ass, sliding my fingers up under the tight material of her shorts as far as I could. Amber gave out a little moan as I did this, as pushed her ass against my fingers, and when I moved my hands around to the front, at first she gave out a little sound of frustration, but quickly changed that to a sound of pleasure, as I ran my hands over the front of her mound, and then down so I could push my fingers under the legs of her shorts, where I briefly tickled the crease of her thighs where they met her crotch. When my fingers reached this area, I could feel a lot of moisture, indicating that Amber was pretty turned on herself. Cool!

I quickly brought my hands up to the snap of her shorts, and after undoing that, moved her zipper all the way down, and peeled the flaps of her shorts back to where I could see the top of her bikini bottom. I then grasped the top of her shorts at her hips, and started to pull them down. 'Damn, these shorts are TIGHT!', I thought, as it was a little harder to get them off than I thought.

"Amber, honey ... give me a little help here ... wiggle your hips for me, just like when you take these off yourself.", I asked. Amber was soon wiggling her hips, and I was able to get her shorts to start to move. When I finally got them past her hips, I slowly drew them down her legs, taking the opportunity to run my hands down her legs in the process. Oh, what smooth, firm legs she has! As I got them to her feet, she started to lift her foot, but I grabbed it, and held it down, and looked up at her face.

"Let me do that, sweetie, please? You have such pretty feet ... I want to look at them, and hold them while I finish taking your shorts off, OK?", I asked. Amber nodded her head, and let me lift each foot in turn, taking her shorts completely off. As I was bent over doing that, my head was at her crotch level, and I breathed in deeply, as the scent of her arousal hit my senses. Unlike older women with their sometimes strong musk (which I DO like), she smelled fresh and sweet, making my mouth water. I could also see the large wet spot on the front of her suit, where her pussy had been leaking. I leaned in, pressing my nose directly on the wet spot, and inhaled, making Amber moan at first contact. I also heard a little moan from Beth.

Once I finished removing Amber's shorts, I gently placed my hands on her hips, and moved her a little to the side. As soon as Amber moved, Beth quickly moved into place in front of me. I started the same process with Beth as I had used on Amber, and Beth's hips were soon gyrating in little circles and bumps and grinds. She was also moaning louder than Amber had been. When I got Beth's shorts past her hips, I could see a very large wet spot on her suit, and also saw that the inside of her thighs were damp, as well. When I did the pussy sniff thing with Beth, she pushed her pussy forward, and began to grind it on my nose, groaning out loud. She also smelled fresh and sweet, and I could hardly wait to taste both of these girls!

I moved Beth back out of the way, and brought Amber back in front of me, and turned her around. I spent a few moments just looking at her entire backside, drinking in the sight of her flawless, lightly tanned skin, and then stared at that incredibly tight little ass of hers, licking my lips in anticipation. I then reached up, and untied her top at her neck, keeping the strings over her shoulders, and then untied the string across her back. As soon as I did, her top gently slid down her front, to the floor. I turned Amber back around so I could gaze on her now naked tits, and when I first saw them, I gasped. They were beautiful! Just about any adult woman would be proud to have these tits! They were firm and full with no sag whatsoever, and had very nice size pinkish red nipples, that were already puckered in arousal.

I reached up, and gently caressed both of her tits, and then leaned forward, and kissed each nipple in turn, bringing little gasps and moans of pleasure from Amber. Then I began to suckle on a nipple, while massaging her other tit, nipping and biting gently. Amber brought her hands up and cradled my head, pushing her chest forward, as I sucked on her nipple, her sighs and moans getting louder. I switched back and forth for a while, leaving both nipples hard and extended, and shiny with my saliva. I moved Amber to the side again, with Beth quickly taking her place, already standing with her back to me, her arms outstretched.

I repeated the process with Beth's top, and gasped hard when she turned around. She had a huge smile on her face at the reaction I had to her tits. They were really - I mean REALLY - magnificent! They were a little larger than Amber's, but what really stood out - literally! - were her nipples! They were almost the same size as Mary's nipples, and looked like they could poke your eye out, they were so stiff! Her nipples reminded me of the "natural shape" baby bottle nipples - straight on the sides, with a flat tip, with an "X" bisecting the tip! Whoa! Major turn on time!! I quickly engulfed one nipple in my mouth, and sucked and bit at it hard, eliciting a squeal that turned into a low groan from Beth. I switched back and forth to make sure each tit got equal time, for a little while, and although I'm not 100% sure, I think Beth had a small orgasm from what I was doing to her tits! I do know that the wet spot on the front of her suit was larger than it had been!

I then turned my attention back to Amber, and saw her eyes were shiny, and she was biting her bottom lip, almost as if she was about to cry. I grabbed her gently and drew her close, nuzzling her belly, and whispered up to her, "What's wrong, Amber honey?"

She looked down at me, and sort of leaned away from me, as if she wanted to get away, and said in a shaky voice, "You don't like me! You like Beth, and don't want me - just her!" and started to sniffle. 'Uh-oh - damage control time', I thought.

"Oh, no, Amber - that's not true at all! Look ... you and Beth are responding differently to what I'm doing with each of you, and I'm just trying to key what I'm doing according to how you respond. Wait - let me finish, please?", I said, as she tried to pull away from me, "Amber, you are having softer responses to what I'm doing than Beth is, so I'm trying to be more gentle with you than I am with Beth - that's all! I like you both, equally! You are both so pretty, with pretty bodies, and I'm enjoying being here with both of you. I don't want Beth more than you - I want you both. Didn't I start with you, first?", and she nodded, sniffling a little bit still, "I wanted to start with you first. You want to know why?', and she nodded again, "It's because I can see that Beth is already highly aroused, and it won't take much to get her over, but you don't look as aroused - even if you really might be - so I want to take my time with you, and bring you more gently to the heights of arousal. I want to bring you both to that point, but I want to just do it more gently with you, OK? Please say it's OK, please?"

Beth then stepped over, and cuddling Amber, gently said, "He's not playing favorites with us at all, baby. You know I always show I'm turned on more than you do, but who usually comes harder - me or you, hmmm?"

"I do ... I guess ... but ... but he has been liking you better than me! When he took off your top, and then saw your boobs, he liked them better than mine!", Amber said. 'Aw, shit - more damage control needed!', I thought.

Just as I was going to say something, Beth spoke up, "Baby, would it make you feel better if we made you have an orgasm first? You know how I like to make you cum, and I'm sure Kev can hardly wait to taste your sweet little pussy, right Kev?", she said looking at me. I piped up and said that was true, and then Beth continued, "Don't you want to show him that sweet little pussy of yours, and let him lick it and suck it until you cum? I know I can hardly wait to watch him get you off ... it really turns me on when you cum, baby, 'cause you cum so spectacularly! C'mon ... let me show you off to him ... let us make you cum, so he can see what I'm talking about, please? Hey, you know I'm jealous of how you cum, right?", and Amber nodded at that, "Well ... I'm willing to take the chance that, once he sees how you cum, that he'll only want to make you cum, and won't bother with me ... will you please let us make you cum? Pleeeeeeaaaaaaaaaaasssssssseeeeeeeeeeee?"

Amber thought about it for a few moments, and turning to me, asked, "Are you sure you want me here, too?", I nodded my head vigorously yes, and she continued, "OK ... I believe you ... I'm sorry, too ... I do want to be here, and I do want to cum ... and I want to make both of you cum, too."

Beth whooped and hugged Amber tight, momentarily catching my head between them, until I got squeezed out like a watermelon seed, at which, both girls started to laugh. 'Whew - crisis over!', I thought. Right then, Beth reached down with both hands, and deftly untied the strings holding Amber's thong on, and yanked the skimpy article from between Amber's thighs, making me gasp out loud, and making my mouth water at the sight of Ambers pretty little hairless pussy. My cock, which had begun to flag while we were in crisis mode, immediately perked back up.

"Doesn't she have a pretty little pussy? No hair, nice big pussy lips, and check this out!", Beth said, while reaching down to Amber's pussy. Beth rubbed Amber's pussy for a few moments, and then pulled back the hood covering Amber's clit, and I gasped again! For such a small girl, she had a very large clit! Almost as big as Mary's! Beth then started stroking Amber's clit directly, and it got even bigger! WOW! I was amazed! Amber was getting off on what Beth was doing, as she was now moaning, and grunting, with each stroke, until her legs began to tremble, and her moans started getting higher in pitch, and closer together becoming a long drawn out keen, which only stopped when she inhaled.

"Watch this ... she's getting close to cumming ... in a sec now, she'll stop making any sounds, and when she stops breathing, that's when she'll cum ... watch closely, now ... get closer ... no, silly, your head ... you want to taste her, right? ... get closer, and start licking her pussy - that'll get her off for sure!", so being the good boy that I am, I did what Beth said to do, and leaned forward, and started licking Amber's pussy lips, while Beth continued rubbing Amber's clit. As soon as I stuck my tongue between Amber's pussy lips - and, oh, man did she ever taste sweet and delicate! - and licked her entire slit, she became silent, drew in a big breath, and held it ... and came - HARD! 

Beth wasn't kidding when she said Amber would cum spectacularly! When Amber started to cum, I got a small initial gush of pussy juice straight into my mouth, which because I was surprised, jerked back - which was a good thing! As Amber built to the peak of her orgasm, she began to thrust her hips forward, almost like a guy would do, and with each thrust, she ejaculated! Her pussy juices covered the distance between us with ease, soon soaking the front of my entire body. This girl squirted at least SIX times! I was in awe - totally in awe!

As Amber was coming down from the peak of her orgasm, her legs buckled, and Beth struggled to ease her gently down to the carpet, and began to cuddle Amber, giving her tiny little kisses all over her face, and murmuring something to her, until Amber passed out. Beth got up and walked over to me, with a glint in her eye, a small 'told ya so' smile on her face, biting on one corner of her bottom lip, and said, "See? Was that spectacular, or what? Have you ever seen a girl do THAT before? Ooooh, you're a mess, aren't you?", she giggled, "Here, let me clean you up ... was that hot, or what, hmmmm?", and she started to lick Amber's pussy juice off my front, saving my cock for last.

I could hardly believe what I had just seen! HOLY SHIT! I said to Beth, "That WAS spectacular - almost beyond belief! If you had told me she could do that, I wouldn't have believed it! I almost shot my load when her third squirt hit my groin, too! WOW! Oooohhhhh, honey ... you DO have a VERY talented tongue ... don't stop what you're doing!", which got another giggle from Beth, which was slightly muffled, seeing as how she had my cock stuffed back in her mouth, and was doing her magic with her tongue again. When I saw Amber beginning to stir, I gently grabbed Beth's head, and reluctantly pulled her luscious little mouth off my cock, and turned her head, so she could see Amber.

We both went over to Amber, and when she started to sit up, I gently pushed her back down, and kissed her hard, and started running my hands everywhere I could reach, and was soon concentrating on fingering that amazing pussy, while Beth was laying on her other side, and sucking on one of Ambers tits, both of our actions making Amber moan into my mouth, while her hips were gently hunching up to meet my fingers, as I caressed the outside of her pussy.

I soon broke the kiss, and moving down her body, quickly latched on to her other tit, sucking and gently nipping on her nipple, while speeding up my hand action on her pussy. Soon, I felt Beth's hand join mine at Amber's pussy, and then Beth grabbed my middle finger, and making sure it was straight, guided it to the entrance of Amber's little pussy, and began to push my finger in. Oh, man, was this one tight pussy! I wasn't sure my finger was going to fit, let alone my cock! 

Beth was watching my face as she was pushing my finger in Amber's pussy, and with a little giggle, asked me, "Tight, isn't it? Bet you're wondering if your hard cock will fit, too, aren't you? Don't worry - it will. We have a dildo we use at home that's a little bigger than you are that does fit - in both of us! I'm just as tight as Amber is ... here, feel!", and before I could react, Beth plunged my finger in her own pussy, and moaned. Sometime when I didn't notice, she had pulled off her suit bottom - oh, well, no problem! Beth moved my finger in and out of her very wet pussy a few times, and then reluctantly pulled it out, and pushed it back into Amber's pussy, which got a groan from Amber.

Releasing Amber's tit, and looking down her body to where my finger was being pushed in out of her pussy by Beth, I saw that Amber was almost as soaked as I had been, and I looked at Beth, and said with a grin, "Why don't we clean Amber up a little - she's a mess!", and I started down Amber's body, trailing little kisses and licks, and was joined by Beth. We continued our oral ministrations to Amber, until we had cleaned up her copious pussy juices, making Amber moan and writhe in pleasure. When we were done, Amber sat up, saying she was thirsty - no doubt! - and headed off to the bathroom.

When Amber left, Beth turned to me and said, "I'm the only one who hasn't cum yet. Want to eat my pussy for me? I'd really like to cum, and I REALLY love having my pussy licked. But I won't drown you like Amber." she finished with a giggle. Rather than verbally answer her, I grabbed her by her shoulders, and flipped her over on her back, got in between her legs, spread them as wide as they would go - which was pretty damned wide! - and dove into her pussy, where I started to lick and suck her pussy with abandon, causing Beth to squeal out in pleasure, which soon turned into moans of passion.

I licked up one side and the down the other of her outer pussy lips, which were very plump, and then one at a time, sucked each of her meaty inner pussy lips into my mouth, making wet slurping sounds. Then I plunged my tongue as deeply into her pussy as I could, tongue fucking her fast and hard. Beth was gasping and moaning, and writhing on the floor beneath me, and her hips soon began to undulate in time with my tongue plunging in and out of her hot, tight, sweet tasting little pussy. Beth was soon reaching her peak, and I thought I'd be a nice guy, and help her get over, so I sucked her nice fat clit into my mouth, and lashed it with my tongue. When I thought Beth was ready, I gently bit down on her clit, and pulled my head back, letting her clit snap back, and then did it again just a little harder. That did it, sending Beth into orgasm! Her back arched, and bucked, almost tossing me off, and then her thighs clamped my head in a tight grip, while her body began to shake. As she was cumming, she was screaming a really high pitched little squeak, and her pussy juices were flowing pretty heavily. I tried to lap up as much as I could, but a goodly amount ended up soaking into the carpet (oh, well!). 

I kept Beth at her peak for as long as I could, and then eased off sucking her clit, to let her start to come down, and started to gently lick and kiss around her pussy, staying away from her clit, which I knew was pretty sensitive right now. Just as I started to move up to cuddle Beth, Amber reached down and gently grabbed my cock, and began to stroke it.

"I was watching you eat Beth's pussy ... it made me hot ...I want your cock in my pussy ... wanna fuck my little girl pussy? ... wanna see me cum again? ... did you like that? ... when I came, and squirted all over you? ... that made me cum harder, you know ... when I saw my first big squirt hit your chest ... I was so turned on ... did it make you hot, too?", Amber asked, as she was leaning on my back, reaching around my front, still stroking my cock, her tits firmly pressed against my back.

"Oh, yeah, baby ... I do want to fuck your little girl pussy ... you almost made me cum, when you ejaculated all those times ... yeah, it made me fucking hot! Let's get on the bed, so I can fuck that sweet little amazing pussy of yours!"

Amber and I stood up, Amber never letting go of my cock, just switching hands, and she led me over to the bed by my cock. As we reached the bed, she laid back, spreading her legs wide, and still holding my cock, guided me between her legs, and right to the entrance of her pussy.

"I'm not a virgin, but my pussy is tight, so you will need to push gently, but firmly, OK? Your hard cock will fit in my pussy, so don't worry when you first start inside me ... I'll stretch. Now, put that nice hard cock in my sweet little girl pussy, and fuck me!"

Amber was stoking the head of my cock up and down her little girl pussy slit, getting the head well lubricated in her juices, and then centered the head at her entrance, and I began to push. What she said about her pussy being tight was an understatement - I wasn't sure I was going to fit! 

"Ooooooh, yeah ... that feels good ... keep pushing ... it'll go in ...", she cooed softly.

So I kept applying pressure, until the head of my cock finally penetrated the entrance of her little girl pussy, and I was in! As the head of my cock penetrated her, Amber gasped, and pushed her hips up toward me, sinking my cock farther in her tight, hot, wet little girl pussy.

"Ahhhh ... more ... push more ... I want it all ... push!", she moaned.

So I kept pushing slowly, until I was in her to the hilt.

"Oooohh, yessss! ... I feel sooooo full! ... Your cock feels sooo good ... in my little pussy ... now fuck me ... fuck me with your hard cock!", she groaned.

I started to gently stroke my cock all the way out, until only the head of my cock was still in her pussy, and then push all the way back in until the head of my cock would bump against her cervix, setting up a nice, steady rhythm, gradually building up in tempo. Amber wrapped her legs around me, digging her heels into my ass, and began meeting me stroke for stroke.

"Oh, fuck ... your pussy is so tight! Oh, shit, yeah ... so fucking hot ... and tight ... and wet ... yeah, baby!", I said.

"You like my tight ... ung! ... little girl ... ungh! ... pussy?"

"Hell, yes ... I LOVE your tight little ... girl pussy!"

"Then ... ooooooh, yeah ... fuck it ... ooomph ... ung, yeah ... harder!", Amber replied, urging me on with her heels.

I started to speed up, and was soon pounding into the little thirteen year old fuck slut, causing her to squeal and moan and gasp, as my cock was ramming in and out of her sweet little bald, girl pussy. She reached up and started to maul her lovely little titties, pulling and twisting on her extremely hard nipples, and then reached up to grab my head, and pulled me down, planting a passionate kiss on me, shoving her tongue deep in her mouth. This spurred me on to greater efforts, and as I pounded even harder into her pussy, Amber broke off the kiss, flailing her head back and forth, squealing, and moaning and grunting.

I then reached back, and grabbing the backs of her knees, pushed her legs up towards her chest, until her thighs were pressed up against her titties, changing the angle of penetration. Each time I slammed my cock into her sweet little girl pussy, her clit would be pulled down, and my pelvis would mash it against her pelvic bone, causing her whole body to jerk from the added stimulation to her clit. She started to emit a high pitched keening wail, only stopping to inhale in great heaving gasps, and I knew she was getting close to cumming. I was also getting close, feeling my balls pull up tight against me, and start that familiar tingling sensation.

Then I felt Beth move up against my side and back, placing her hand on my ass, shoving me forward into Amber.

"Fuck her harder ... HARDER! POUND her little pussy, and make her CUM!!!", she breathed into my ear. Then Beth moved her hand down and grabbed my balls, and began to gently squeeze, as I was furiously pounding my cock in and out of Amber's sweet, hot little girl pussy. When Beth squeezed my balls, it sent me over the edge.

"OHH, FUCK!!!! I'MMMM CUMMMMIIIIINNNNNNGGGGGGGGGG!!!!!!", I bellowed, as my cum began to jet forcefully up and out of my cock, spurting into Amber's waiting vaginal canal. I rammed my cock hard into her pussy, as I continued to shoot my sperm into her sweet little pussy. As my first jet of cum splashed into her pussy, this sent Amber into her orgasm, and her whole body went rigid, her mouth gaping wide open in a silent scream, and then she began to buck and jerk, as her body went into orgasmic convulsions, squirting her little girl cum around the shaft of my cock. It wasn't as much as earlier, but was still a considerable amount, and I could feel our mixed emissions splattering against my balls, dripping down on Beth's hand as she continued to squeeze the cum out of my balls.

Soon, my cock stopped spurting my cum, and I gently lowered Amber's legs to either side of me, and as she began to come down from the peak of her cum, I pulled my rapidly deflating cock out of her pussy, and laid down next to her to cuddle her, planting little kisses over her face and neck. As I laid down, Beth moved in between first Amber's legs, and then mine, licking and slurping up our mixed fluids, cleaning us both up. When she finished doing that, with her mouth full of both our cum fluids, she moved up and began kissing Amber, sharing our fluids with her. When they broke the kiss, I watched as they both swallowed, grinning big grins. Amber then turned to me, and kissed me, at first hard, and then backed off to a gentle kiss. 

"Oh, thank you, thank you, thank you! That was a fantastic fuck! I LOVED the feeling of your hard cock in my little pussy, and when you really started to fuck me hard, I began to see stars, it felt SO GOOD! Thank you sooooo much!", Amber said, breaking off our kiss. "Did you like fucking my tight little girl pussy? Did it turn you on to have your HARD COCK buried in the little pussy of a thirteen year old, hmmmm?"

Before I could answer, Beth chimed in, saying, "Want to fuck another hot, tight, wet thirteen year old little girl pussy? I hope so ... my pussy is aching to feel your hot, HARD cock inside ... pushing in and out ... until you cum, spurting your hot, wet sperm ... deep ... in my hot little pussy ... would you like that? Would you like to spurt your CUM deep in my bald little pussy, hmmmmmmmmm?". As she was saying this, I saw that she was rubbing her pussy, and occasionally dipping a finger deep inside.

The thought of fucking a SECOND hot little thirteen year old pussy, and the hot, nasty words these two girls were saying, soon made my cock begin to stir. I could hardly believe it! Here I just had an almost marathon fuck session, and my cock was starting to get hard again! As my cock began to stir, Amber sat up, and noticing my cock beginning to harden, reached down, and began to softly stroke it, making my cock stiffen further, but only to a point.

"Ooooh, I think 'Mr. Stiffy' likes the idea of fucking not just one, but TWO, little thirteen year old girl pussies. Look, Beth ... it's waking up!", Amber said when she first reached down to stroke me. 
"Hmmm ... I think it needs a little more encouragement, though ... oh, I know what will make it stand up tall!", she continued, as my cock only got partially erect, and soon lowered her head, gently taking the head of my cock into her warm, moist little mouth, and began to flutter her tongue against my glans. I lay back, closing my eyes, and groaned as the wonderful feelings swept over my cock. Soon, as my cock began to stiffen further, Amber began to slowly bob her head up and down, gently sucking my cock, until it reached full erection.

"Oh, goody! It looks like he's ready to FUCK ME, now. Thank you Amber!", Beth squealed out excitedly. Amber released my cock with a wet slurping pop sound, and turned smiling to Beth, saying, "He's all yours - enjoy!", and then turning to me, asked, "Are you ready to fuck your second, hot, wet, bald little thirteen year old girl pussy, hmmmm? Do you want to feel that tight little pussy surround your HARD COCK, as you push it in and out, until you CUM, spurting your hot sperm deep inside? Do you, hmmm? She's ready ... and waiting ... and is very wet ... thinking about how it will feel ... having your HARD COCK ... DEEP inside ... oh, mmmmmm ... I'm getting hot just from thinking about it, myself ... oh, yeah ... FUCK her little pussy! Do it! I want to watch!"

"Oh, yeah ... I'd LOVE to fuck another tight little hot pussy! Come over here, Beth, and get on your hands and knees. I want to fuck you doggie style!", I answered.

Beth excitedly squealed, "OH, YEAH!! I LOVE being fucked from behind! DO ME!!! HURRY!!! Fuck my sweet little pussy!", as she quickly moved into position, while Amber scooted up to the head of the bed, sitting with her legs lewdly spread widely, and began to gently rub her pussy in anticipation of the action that was to come. As Beth and Amber were changing positions, I moved in behind Beth, and started to lightly stroke her back, from her shoulders down to her ass, where I gave each tight cheek of her tight little ass a good squeeze. Then I bent down, and started planting little kisses from her shoulders down her back to her ass, following the trail my hands had taken.

When I got to her ass, I started kissing and licking and lightly nipping each cheek in turn, moving lower and lower, until I reached the crease where her ass merged into the top of her thighs. Trailing my tongue across the crease, I slowly moved closer to her pussy, making Beth squirm, and coo softly, wiggling her hips around.

"Oh ... that feels sooooo goooooood! ... Yes ... lick me ... I like that ... oooooooooh, yeah, right there ... lick my pussy, too ... lick me ... oh, yesss!"

I continued my slow, gentle tongue caresses, until I finally reached her pussy. When I did, Beth moaned, and pushed her hips towards me, trying to get better contact with my tongue on her pussy, and groaned in frustration as I moved back a little, which then turned into a moan of pleasure when I moved my tongue from the top of her slit, all the way up through her VERY wet slit. I continued past the end of her slit, over her perineum, and on up the crack of her ass, spending a brief moment on her pretty little pink asshole.

"OH, YES! ... OHHHH ... LICK my asshole! ... Oh, yeah ... oooooh, that's nice!", she moaned out when I reached her little rose bud.

After licking her asshole for a bit, I slowly worked my way back down to her pussy, spending a little time tongue fucking her. When I figured she was ready, I moved up behind her with my cock in hand, and began rubbing the head of my cock up and down her, by now extremely wet, pussy slit coating the head of my cock in her abundant juices, eliciting more moans and groans of pleasure from Beth.

As I started to press my cock to the entrance of Beth's hot, tight little girl pussy, Amber scrambled under Beth with her head directly under Beth's pussy, saying, "I want to watch! I want to see his cock go in your pussy!"

As Amber got into position under Beth, I continued to push my cock into Beth's tight little pussy, until the head of my cock popped in, making Beth hiss in pleasure. I stopped for just a moment to savor the feeling of Beth's tight little pussy, and then began to slowly push further in, until I was buried to the hilt.

"Oooohhhhhhh, Beth! He's all the way in your pussy! Oh, that's so hot!!!", Amber moaned, as she watched my cock as it entered Beth's pussy.

"Oh, fuck, oh, fuck, oh fuck ... oh, that's SO GOOD!!!! Your cock is ALL the way IN ME!!!! Ooohhh, yeah ... fuck me ... FUCK me ... FUCK ME!!!!!!", Beth squealed, as I bottomed out in her pussy.

I felt the head of my cock bump into Beth's cervix, so I knew I was ALL the way in, and began to pull back out, once again until just the head of my cock was still in her tight little pussy, and then pushed all the way back in until I again bottomed out fully inside this tight little girls pussy. Beth wasn't quite as tight as Amber, making me think that maybe she had more experience, but she was definitely tight enough - no complaints here! I soon began a steady rhythm, fucking my cock in and out of Beth. When I would bottom out, Beth would emit a little grunt, and as I pulled back, she would hiss. As I sped up, shoving my cock a little harder with each stroke, Beth began moving her hips with me, matching my tempo.

I soon got a nice little surprise when I felt Amber's tongue, as she pressed up between Beth's thighs, and began licking us at the point where we were joined, causing Beth to moan loudly, as she felt Amber's tongue caress her pussy. After a moment, I saw Beth drop her head, as she began to lick and tongue Amber's little pussy in return, eliciting a moan of appreciation from Amber.

As I was watching Amber licking my shaft where it met Beth's pussy lips, I got an idea, and pulling out of Beth, offered the head of my cock to Amber. She eagerly opened her mouth wide, and I shoved my cock deep into her mouth, until I felt the head of my cock reach the opening of her throat. Amber quickly closed her lips around my shaft, and I stroked in and out of her hot, moist sucking mouth a few times. Then I pulled my cock out of her mouth, which made a loud slurping, sucking sound, and rammed hard, back into Beth's tight little pussy, causing Beth to moan loudly, and arch her back, as I bottomed out in her pussy.

I started to really pick up the pace, pounding my cock hard into Beth, occasionally pulling out so I could stick my cock back into Amber's hot little mouth. As I was fucking Beth, Amber continued to tongue my cock and Beth's clit, while Beth continued to avidly eat out Amber's pussy. All of us were beyond any coherent words, as we gasped, and moaned and groaned, building up to our individual orgasms, as I furiously pounded into Beth's sweet little pussy.

Soon, the intensity of the feelings - my cock sawing rapidly in and out of Beth's tight little pussy, and Ambers tongue furiously lashing my shaft and Beth's clit, while Beth furiously ate Amber's pussy - began to overwhelm us all. Beth was rapidly reaching her orgasm, as I could feel the walls of her pussy begin to flutter against my shaft, which caused my balls to begin to tighten up against my body, as I felt the tingle of impending orgasm approach.

Suddenly, Beth began to moan loudly into Amber's pussy, and her movements began to become erratic, and started to buck and jerk her hips, as she started to cum. When she started to moan in Amber's pussy, this apparently sent Amber over the edge as well, as I felt her tongue leave my shaft, as she threw her head back down to the bed, and began her keening wail, and began to buck and thrash under us, as her orgasm swept over her. Seeing that, and feeling Beth's pussy begin to milk my cock, as I continued to pound into her pussy, sent me over the edge, as well, and with one final lunge, burying my cock to the hilt in Beth's sweet little pussy, I began spurting my cum deep into her. I closed my eyes, and leaned my head back, as I arched my back, pushing my cock as deep in her pussy as I could, and groaned with each pulse of my cock.

As each spurt of cum jetted from my cock into Beth's little pussy, and splashed against her pussy walls, Beth's orgasm would flare anew, finally causing her to arch her back, lifting her head from Amber's pussy, and grunt loudly in time with each spurt of cum from my cock. As my orgasm started to fade, and the pulsing of my cock slowed, I pulled out of Beth's pussy, making a wet squelching noise. As my cock came completely out, Amber reached up, grabbing the shaft of my cock, and pulling down, engulfed my cock in her hot little mouth, and began to gently suckle on my cock, swirling her tongue all around, sucking off the combined cum smeared over my cock. That caused me to moan loudly, as my cock was now very sensitive - but, damn, it sure felt good at the same time!

Once Amber had my cock completely clean, she reached up, grabbing Beth by the hips, and pulled Beth's pussy down to her face, and began to rapidly lick and suck at Beth's pussy, cleaning our combined juices from Beth's pussy. Occasionally, Amber would brush her tongue across Beth's clit, causing Beth to jerk as if she's just received an electric shock. I had fallen back, and was laying on my side, watching Amber licking and sucking Beth's pussy until Beth was clean. As soon as Amber was finished cleaning Beth's pussy, she scrambled out from beneath Beth, and moved up to cuddle, and caress Beth, while Beth was enjoying her afterglow, and then, with her mouth full of our combined cum juices, kissed Beth full on the mouth, where she shared our fluids with Beth. When they finally broke the kiss, they were both smiling broad grins.

"Oh, wow, that was hot watching his cock going in and out of your pussy, Beth! I just HAD to taste you both at the same time!", Amber breathed excitedly.

"I bet it was! Your tongue felt so GOOD on my clit, too! Then when I looked down, and saw your little pussy spread out right under me, I just couldn't resist it! I just HAD to lick and suck your pretty little pussy. You KNOW how much I LOVE licking your little pussy! It's so pretty ... I just can't stay away from it!", Beth pantingly replied.

I piped up, saying, "And I LOVE fucking BOTH of your sweet, tight little girl pussies - that's for sure! You two have the tightest pussies I've EVER fucked. Man!"

This made both girls squeal in appreciation, and soon I had my arms full of wiggling little girl flesh, and they grabbed me and started kissing me all over, caressing me wherever they could reach, and both straddled my legs with theirs, and gently humped their little pussies against my thighs. I wrapped an arm around each girl, and hugging them close, kissed each in turn, exploring each of their mouths with my tongue, and running my hands up and down their sides, arms, and backs, until I reached down and cupped a butt cheek in each hand, gently squeezing each girls tight little ass. This caused each of them to begin breathing a little more deeply, and hump their sweet little pussies a little harder against my thighs.

Before I got them too worked up, I slowed down my caresses, and said, "I don't know about you two, but I need to recuperate for a little while! I don't have near the same amount of energy you do! Can we just rest for a while, please?"

"Oh, no problem ... we want you to get your energy back ... so you can get hard again ... because we're not finished with you yet ... you still have two more holes to fill ... we want you to fuck our tight little girl asses ... would you like to fuck us in our tight little asses, hmmmm? I bet you would ... you'd like how it feels, as you ram your soon, we hope, hard COCK up our tight little asses ... we LOVE getting it up the ass ... and can hardly wait to feel your HARD cock ... as you stick it in  ... and BUTTfuck us! Isn't that right, Amber? Tell him how we really LOVE to get it up the ass." Beth cooed into my ear.

"Oh, yeah ... I LOVE the feeling of a good, hot, HARD COCK, as it shoves DEEP up my ass ... Beth REALLY loves it up the ass ... I think more than she likes getting her pussy fucked!", Amber giggled, and then continued, "I LOVE it in all my holes ... whether it's my hot little mouth ... or my tight little pussy ... or in my even tighter little ass! I just LOVE the feel of a hard cock ... going in and out ... until it spurts ... shooting it's thick, creamy load of sperm deep inside me ... I love how it feels ... to have CUM seeping out of my ass ... after some stud has buttfucked me HARD ... in my pretty little ass ... you do think my ass is pretty don't you? ... I sure hope so, 'cause I want you to stick your COCK in it ... and FUCK me up my ass ... until you shoot ... deep in my ass ... all of your thick creamy sperm ... so I can feel it ... when it oozes back out again ... ooohhhhhh, I'm getting hot ... thinking about how good it will feel ... having you shove your HOT, HARD COCK up my ass ... and BUTTFUCK me ... oooooooh, I can hardly WAIT!"

While each girl was talking hot and nasty, they both reached down, and started to fondle my cock and balls, which amazing me no end, began to once again respond! As my cock again started to engorge with blood, the girls began stroking my cock, and rubbing and squeezing my balls, more vigorously, until I was once again, fully erect and throbbing! I was really surprised that I could get it up again! Must have been the thought of fucking each girl in the ass, and hearing them describe so hotly, how much they loved getting buttfucked. These girls were something else! Both thirteen years old, and both loved sucking and fucking, even in the ass! This was SOME gift! I was definitely going to have to think of an appropriate way to thank Mary - but later! Right now, it was time to get busy!

Considering how tight their hot little girl pussies had been, I realized that engaging in anal sex with either of these two nymphs was going to need a lot of lube. Turning to Beth, I said, "Beth, honey ... over in the bedside table drawer is some lube ... will you get that out, please?". She nodded, and releasing her hold of my cock, reached over and got it out, setting it aside, ready for use, and rejoined Amber in stroking and fondling my cock and balls, once again. As they were doing that, I was caressing each girl's body wherever I could reach. I just couldn't get over how exquisite their little girl bodies were ... so firm, and yet so soft, at the same time. 

Soon, Amber moved down and began to lick and plant little kisses all up and down my shaft and cock head, and Beth moved up, and began kissing me. Amber was on her knees, leaning on her elbows as she orally began to pleasure me, with her sweet little girl ass thrust up, and within easy reach, so I began to caress her ass, and the backs of her thighs, occasionally dipping down to run my fingers through her sopping wet pussy slit. With my other hand, I was stroking Beth's tits, pinching her nipples between my thumb and forefinger, getting appreciative moans from each girl, building the sexual tension in both.

Then I moved, pulling my cock from Amber's sweet, hot little mouth, getting behind her. I bent my head down, and began kissing all over each of her cute little ass cheeks, and caressing her back, from her shoulders to her ass. As I moved my hands down to her ass, I began kneading her cheeks, pulling them apart so I could gaze at her pretty little hairless pink rosebud, and began to lick up and down her crack, getting close to, but still avoiding her asshole for the moment. Amber was softly cooing and moaning as I paid loving attention to her ass. As I was starting to do this, Beth slid under me, and was gently licking my cock and balls, every now and then, sucking the head into her mouth, gently tonguing my glans.

I moved my head down Amber's body, and began to gently lick, and suck at her sweet little pussy, and then moved back up to the crack of her ass, drawing as much pussy juice up into her crack as I could. I did this several times, until her crack was slick, and then zeroed in on her little asshole. When my tongue made first contact with her asshole, Amber emitted a loud sigh, and pushed her hips back at me, trying to increase the pressure of my tongue on her asshole.

I then concentrated all of my efforts directly on her pretty little asshole, licking all around it, and gently applying more and more direct pressure, until I felt her asshole starting to relax, allowing my tongue to push in a little more each time I pressed. I stopped for a moment, and turning to look down at Beth, said, "Beth, could you go into the bathroom, and grab a towel, please?". Beth, who had my cock in her mouth at the time, reluctantly pulled off with a wet slurp, gave me a brief pout, and then quickly scampered off to get a towel, while I returned to orally pleasuring Amber's sweet little ass. When Beth returned, she flung the towel on the bed, and almost literally dived back under me, and resumed licking and sucking my cock and balls.

Soon, Amber's asshole had relaxed to the point where I was beginning to be able to insert my tongue into her ass, and I began to tongue fuck her, increasing the amount of pressure I was applying with my tongue.

"Ooooooh, your tongue ... oh, yeah ... it feels sooooooo goooooooooooood! ... yeah, right there ... oh, fuck yes ... I love getting my asshole licked ... OH, yessss!", Amber moaned and cooed to me, as I continued to tongue fuck her sweet little girl asshole. When I felt Amber's asshole had relaxed enough, I reached for the lube, and squeezed out a generous amount directly on her asshole, making Amber jump a little from the coolness of the lube. Then I applied a small amount to my index finger, and began rubbing my finger over her asshole, spreading the lube around, and then started to push my finger into her asshole.

"OH, YEAH! Stick your finger in my ass! That feels GOOD!", Amber squealed. I continued rubbing her little asshole with my finger, gently applying more pressure, and a little more lube as I went, until finally Amber's asshole opened up, allowing the tip of my finger to penetrate her ass up to the first knuckle, drawing a loud gasp from Amber as it did. Beth, who had been orally pleasuring my cock during this, stopped what she was doing, and got up on her knees next to Amber's hip to watch what was happening. She also reached down, and began to lightly stroke my cock and balls.

As my finger penetrated Amber's asshole, I continued to apply more lube, and began to gently thrust my finger in and out of her asshole, going a little deeper with each thrust, until my finger was buried to the hilt. I continued to gently thrust in and out of her ass, wiggling my finger around as I did, until Amber's tight little ass had relaxed to the point where my finger was easily moving in her asshole. Then I pulled my finger out of her asshole, which immediately closed back up, and applied more lube to first her asshole, and then to both my index and my middle finger, and pressed both against her asshole.

"Oh ... put your finger back in my ass ... it feels so good ... don't stop ... please!", Amber moaned, when I first pulled my finger out, and then when I started to push two fingers in, she wailed, "OH, YES! Put TWO fingers in my ASS ... finger fuck me! ... Oh, FUCK, yesssss ... oh, sooooooo goooooooooood!"

At first, I didn't think I was going to be able to get both of my fingers in, her little asshole was so tight, but soon, she relaxed enough, and both fingers popped in to the first knuckle, making Amber grunt and push back at my hand. I didn't move my hand at first, wanting her to get used to the sensation of having two fingers in the opening of her asshole, but soon began slowly pushing my fingers in, applying more lube, until both my fingers were all the way up her tight little ass. I pulled my hand back slowly, until just the tips of my fingers were still lodged in her opening, and then began to slowly thrust my fingers in and out, gradually building up speed. As my fingers moved in and out of her asshole, Amber began to moan and hiss with each thrust of my hand, and began to push back, matching my tempo. Meanwhile, Beth had stopped fondling my cock and balls, and began to caress Amber, and was planting little kisses on Amber's back and ass cheeks as she intently watched as I finger fucked Amber's tight little ass.

Soon, I was able to freely thrust my fingers in and out of Amber's asshole, and then I spread my fingers apart, stretching her tight little asshole, applying more lube as I continued this. Soon, my hand was lightly slapping her ass cheeks, as I sped up my finger thrusts. Again, when I felt that Amber's asshole had relaxed enough, I pulled my fingers out of her ass, getting a moan of frustration from Amber when I did, and applied more lube to her asshole, and to my ring finger. When I pulled my fingers out of her asshole, it didn't close up all the way this time, and I quickly pressed my now three fingers back into her asshole.

"OH, SHIT! YESSSSSSS! Put THREE fingers in my asshole! FINGER FUCK MY ASS ... HARD!", Amber shrieked, as my three fingers penetrated her asshole. Her asshole, although somewhat stretched out, was STILL super tight, and I had to push pretty hard to get my three fingers in her ass! As I applied more and more pressure, though, they soon popped in, and I kept pushing until all three fingers were buried in her ass, making her gasp loudly. I stopped for a moment, to give Amber a little time. 

After a few moments of some heavy panting from Amber, she looked over her shoulder at me and said, "Do it! Ram me with your fingers! Fuck my ass ... HARD ... with your fingers!", and she pressed back against my hand.

I started to slowly push my fingers in and out of her ass - at first I couldn't move my hand very fast, she was SO tight! - and gradually sped up the tempo, working her ass with my fingers. Her asshole began to loosen up more and more, and soon I was hammering her ass pretty hard, with each thrust of my hand making lewd slurping and sucking sounds as my fingers went in and out of her asshole. I as continued to plunge my fingers in her ass, I was gradually spreading my fingers apart, stretching her little hole open more and more, until I was again able to freely finger fuck her ass. 

When it got to the point where I was slamming my hand against her ass, making her little butt cheeks quiver, and pushing her whole body forward with the force, I turned to Beth and said, "Beth ... lube my cock for me ... please." I was beginning to pant a little now from the exertion of finger fucking Amber's sweet little asshole. "Then, when you have my cock lubed ... I want you to spread her ass cheeks for me ... so I can get at her asshole easier ... with my cock ...", I continued. Beth quickly grabbed the lube, and squeezing out a generous dollop in her hand, began to coat the shaft and head of my cock until it was completely covered with lube. After wiping her hand off on the towel, she positioned herself next to Amber again, and grabbing a cheek in each hand, pulled, spreading Amber's ass wide.

I pulled my fingers out of Amber's asshole, and noticed that it stayed open this time, and quickly wiped the lube from my hand. Throwing the towel down, I quickly moved in position behind Amber, pointed my cock at her waiting little asshole, and pressed my cockhead against her pretty pink little rosebud. All the time I had been finger fucking her ass, Amber had been moaning and grunting, and again, when I pulled my fingers completely from her ass, had moaned loudly in frustration.

After Beth lubed up my cock, and then spread Amber's asscheeks, Amber moaned out, "Oooohhhhhhhh ... put your cock in my ass ... I want it! ... put your cock in my little ass ... fuck my ass ... please, fuck my ASS!!! ... I want to feel your hard cock ... in my ASS!!! ... oh, fuck ... hurry, please hurry ... fuck me ... FUCK me ... in my ASS!!!!", and when she first felt the head of my cock pressing against her asshole squealed out, "OH, YESSS!!!!!! Stick it IN - NOW - and FUCK MY ASS!!!!!!!"

So, wanting to accommodate her wish - as well as my own! - I began to press my cock against her little rosebud. At first nothing happened, and as I pushed harder, my cock shaft began to bend a little, until suddenly, with an audible "shlup" sound, the head of my cock popped through her extremely TIGHT little sphincter, followed by about half my cock shaft from the force I had to apply to get through. I stopped for a moment, wanting Amber to have the time to get used to having my cock in her tight - did I mention TIGHT?! - little asshole, but she didn't want to wait, pushing her hips back at me, until I was buried to the hilt in her little teenaged asshole.

"OH, FUCK YES! Your COCK in my ASS is SO GOOD! Don't STOP! Fuck me ... fuck my ASS ... HARD!!!!", Amber shouted.

Her sphincter was clamped pretty tightly around the base of my shaft, and I wasn't sure I could even move, let alone actively fuck this tight little ass, but I was damned determined to give it my best effort! Holy shit, this felt SO amazingly GOOD, I could hardly believe it. 'I actually have my cock buried to the hilt in the ass of a THIRTEEN YEAR OLD GIRL!', I thought in awe. I was brought out of my brief reverie, by Amber's impatient moves, as she began to wiggle her hips back and forth, and was pushing back against me, trying to get me to move.

I got the hint, and grabbing Amber by the hips, slowly pulled my cock back out of her ass, leaving just the head of my cock in, and then slowly pushed forward again with some difficulty. Beth, noticing that I was having a 'hard' time (sorry ... couldn't help it), grabbed the lube, and as my cock shaft slowly appeared from Amber's ass, began squeezing lube on my cock, continuing as I pushed back in. As I pulled back out again, Beth applied more lube, which was making it easier for me to penetrate Amber's sweet little ass. As soon as I began to move freely, and began to pick up the pace a little, Beth dropped the lube, and again spread Amber's ass cheeks for me.

I gradually began to increase the speed of my thrusts into Amber's ass, making increasingly loud squelching sounds, as my cock moved in and out of her ass, until I was slapping my body against Amber pretty hard, making her ass cheeks quiver, and causing her to grunt with each forceful thrust. Beth soon leaned her chin on Amber's ass, getting closer to the action, watching intently as I buttfucked Amber in her sweet, TIGHT, little ass.

"Oh, fuck ... that's SO HOT!!!! ... your cock is going in and out of her ass ... oh, yeah ... I love this ... watching you fuck my cousin's little ass ... I can hardly wait until you fuck ME ... in my ASS ... oooooh, yeah ... oh, so hot ... fuck her ... fuck her ass ... do it to her ... fuck her ASS, yeah! ...", Beth was saying, as I was sawing my cock in and out of Amber's ass.

"You like watching, you little fuck slut? You like seeing your little cousin get her ass reamed by my cock, hmmmm?", I grunted out in reply.

"Oh, yeah ... I LOVE watching Amber get fucked ... in ANY hole ... but especially ... in her ASSSSS!!!!!!", she hissed back.

Amber chimed in with, "Yeah! FUCK my ass ... HARDER!!! Oh, fuck ... feels so GOOOOOOOOOD!!!!!! ... unh! ... unh! ... fuck it ... fuck it ... FUCK it ... YEAH, like THAT!!!!!! ... oh, yeah, harder ... FUCK my ass ... umm ... oh, oh, oh ..."

As I continued to fuck Amber's ass, I got an idea. "Beth ... you can let go of her ass now ... why don't you get under Amber, now ... and lick her pussy ... you can still watch me fuck ... her ass ... OK?"

Amber squealed out her approval of that idea, and Beth grinned at me, and quickly slid under Amber. Amber lifted the upper part of her body to allow Beth to slide under, and soon, they were in the classic 69 position as I continued to pound my cock in and out of Amber's little ass. Soon, Beth was vigorously tonguing Amber's pussy slit and clit, which increased Amber's pleasure exponentially. Amber was soon reduced to gasps and mindless babbling, which quickly came to an end when Beth grabbed Amber's head, and pulled it to her pussy, where Amber quickly got the idea, and began eating Beth out, too.

Soon, the only sounds that we were making were unintelligible grunts, moans, and gasps, accompanied by lewd slurping, and wet smacking sounds, as we each tended to the pleasure of the other - Amber eating Beth's pussy, Beth eating Amber's pussy, while I continued slamming my cock into Amber's sweet, tight, little ass. The feelings of having my cock in Amber's little asshole were intense! As I pushed in, she relaxed, and it felt as if her asshole was sucking my cock deep inside, and when I pulled out, Amber would squeeze down hard on my shaft, increasing the tightness. I could feel her anal muscles rippling all along my cock, trying to milk it. "Whoa, this is fucking FANTASTIC!', I thought, 'So fucking HOT - I can hardly believe this!'

After about ten minutes of vigorously pounding Amber's little asshole, I could feel my balls begin to tingle, and start to pull up against my body, and I knew I was soon going to spew my cum in this darling little sweethearts asshole. At about the same time, I heard Amber begin her now familiar little keening wail, indicating that, she too, was nearing her orgasm. When I heard this, I sped up even more, pounding even harder in her little ass, wanting to make her cum before I did. As I sped up, the loudness and intensity of her keening also increased, as did the thwopping sound of my hips smacking into her ass.

Sweat was pouring off of both our bodies by this time, as the feeling continued to build in me as I neared my orgasm, as did the loudness of Amber's wail. My balls were tight up against my body now, and I knew I was going to lose it any moment. I think that, from where Beth was laying watching me buttfuck her little cousin, she could tell I was just about ready to come, and as she would tell me later, began to suck hard on Amber's little clit and then bit it, causing Amber to keen even louder, only stopping long enough to raggedly inhale, and then would begin her loud keening again. Just as I was approaching the point of no return, Amber shrieked really loud as she began her orgasm, and her sphincter clamped down really hard on my cock, causing me to start spurting my cum deep in her ass, as I lunged forward to bury my cock to the hilt. 

As I began to shoot my sperm deep in her ass, I threw my head back and bellowed, as I felt five or six intense spurts come spewing from my cock. Amber's loud shriek quickly ended, leaving her mouth wide open in a silent scream as she arched her back, and slammed herself back against me. As Amber reached the peak of her orgasm, I felt my groin get splashed, as she ejaculated her pussy juice as she came. I felt at least three distinct splashes as I held myself deep in her ass, which only intensified my own orgasm. I heard spluttering sounds coming from Beth when Amber squirted, as she still had her mouth clamped to Amber's squirting pussy. Those quickly quieted, and then I felt Beth begin to lick my legs and balls, cleaning Amber's pussy juice from my body.

As Amber reached her peak, and then started the downward journey from her intense orgasm, she could no longer support herself, and began to fall forward, pulling my now rapidly shrinking cock from her ass, and landed in a heap on top of Beth. Beth wiggled out from under Amber, and then did something that blew my mind! She quickly dove head first between Amber's ass cheeks, spreading them with her hands, and began to suck my cum from Amber's asshole! I just sat on my haunches watching this in exhausted amazement! Beth then moved up, and rolling Amber on her back, began kissing Amber sharing my cum that she just sucked out of Amber's ASS!!! Holy shit!!! I groaned as I watched, and fell over on my side next to Amber.

Beth and I caressed and kissed Amber as she lay in post-orgasmic bliss for a few moments. Then Amber, finally coming around out of her daze, grabbed me tightly around the neck, pulling my head to hers, and planted an extremely passionate kiss on me, shoving her tongue deep into my mouth.

Breaking the kiss, but still hugging my neck, she pulled back and said, "Oh my FUCKING GAWD!!!!!!!! That was SO INTENSE!!!! Thank you SO MUCH for fucking my ass!!! Oh, that felt SOOOOOOO GOOOOOOOOOOD! I could feel each vein and ridge of your HARD COCK, as you were fucking my ass ... I've NEVER had my ass fucked SO HARD, or so well, before! You can fuck me in my ass, ANY day!!! Thank you, thank you, thank you!!!!"

"Mmmmm, Amber, honey ... I LOVED fucking your tight little ass! I agree - it WAS intense!", I replied.

"When I felt you begin to spurt in my ass, that only made me cum harder ... and what Beth did to me ... oooooooooooh, yeah, that was nice!!!", Amber added.

"So ... what did Beth do?", I asked.

Beth spoke up then, saying with a big grin, "I saw your balls pulling up tight, and knew you were getting ready to spurt your cum, and I wanted Amber to cum, too. I was really sucking her clit hard, flicking it with my tongue really fast, and when I saw you were about to cum, I bit her clit. Did you like that Amber, hmmmmmmm?"

"Shit, yes! When you bit my clit, I almost passed out! Wait until he fucks YOUR ass, and see what I do to you!", Amber said back, giving Beth a little playful shove.

"Oooooooh! And just what ARE you going to do, hmmmm?", Beth asked, giving Amber a little shove in return.

"You'll just have to wait and find out!", Amber laughed back, causing Beth to start laughing. 

This teasing back and forth also made me smile, and then I noticed how much of a mess I was, and said, "I don't know about you two, but I need a shower - bad! I need to clean myself before we do anything more, so I don't pass along anything harmful to you, Beth, and I also need time to recover! You girls seem to be trying to wear me out! Why don't we all take a shower? There's room enough for all of us."

Both girls agreed that I was a mess, while only grudgingly allowing that they could probably use a shower, too. As each girl slowly began to crawl to the edge of the bed, in retaliation for their little wise ass remarks, I gave them each a swat on the ass - being a little more gentle on Amber, who was probably sore enough from the pounding I gave her ass just a few moments ago - getting a shrieking yelp from each, which made me laugh. The girls then took off, dashing into my bathroom, to get away from any more swats I might try to dish out, which I wasn't, but didn't say so.

As I reached the bathroom, I saw that the girls were already in the huge shower stall, and were trying to figure out how to turn the thing on. When I joined them, they crowded together in the corner, giggling, and holding their hands over their asses. I held out my arms, saying, "Aw, c'mon, girls. I won't do that again - as long as you don't crack wise again, and heap more abuse on poor little ol' me. Come here, and give me a hug, and then I'll show you how this thing works, OK?"

Beth spoke up with a big grin, "You meany - smacking poor little Amber on her sore little ass!", after which Amber chimed in with a "Yeah! You meany!", as she tried hard to stifle a giggle. They both moved into my arms, though, and we hugged and kissed for a few moments. Then it struck me - Beth only commented on me swatting Amber's ass, but not her own! Hmmmmm!

"So, Beth ... how come you only complained about me swatting Amber's ass? Don't tell me you liked it when I swatted yours? Or, DID you LIKE that?"

Before Beth could say anything, Amber piped up with a loud giggle saying, "She likes having her little butt spanked. It makes her REALLY hot! Doesn't it, Beth?"

"Mmmmmm, yeah ... I do ... I DO like getting my little butt spanked ... almost as much as ... getting my little ass fucked! It does make me ... REALLY ... HOT! Would you spank me, please? I've been such a ... naughty ... little girl today ... I've let you do ... NAUGHTY ... things to me today ... like making me suck your COCK ... and making me lick Amber's pussy ... and ... making me FUCK your HARD COCK with my little girl pussy, too ... and I'm going to be even MORE naughty today ... when I make YOU fuck me again ... this time in my ASS! Don't you think I deserve to be spanked, hmmmm? I think you should ... wouldn't you like to feel my little ass ... as you slap my butt cheeks ... and see them quiver ... and turn bright red, hmmmmm? I bet you would ... and after you finish ... you can then punish me some more ... by sticking your HARD COCK ... DEEP ... in my ASS! Ooooooh, I'm getting HOT ... just from thinking about it! Please say you'll do it ... I've been such a NAUGHTY girl today, and I DESERVE to be spanked ... on my hot, tight, little girl ass ... oh, PLEEAAASSSSEEEEE?", Beth breathed, with a pleading look to her face.

Damn these girls could sure talk hot and nasty - but I loved it! If Beth wanted to role-play, and get her little butt smacked, who was I to argue?

"Yes, you do deserve a spanking, and you ARE going to get one, too!", I growled in mock fierceness, "But first, we need to get cleaned up - I don't want to have your filthy body laying across my lap when I do spank you!", and I turned on the shower. We washed each other down, with me washing Amber, while she washed Beth, who in turn washed me. Soon we were all clean, and stepped out to dry off. As soon as we were all dry, I turned to Beth and told her, "Go into the bedroom, and stand by the recliner and wait for me, and don't move. If you aren't where I just told you to be when I get there, it'll only make things worse for you! I have to attend to Amber for a few minutes. Now go!"

Both Amber and Beth's eyes grew wide as I was gruffly saying this, and as Beth quickly went back into the bedroom, I could see that she had begun to tremble a little. I didn't know if it was from anticipation, or if she was really starting to get scared, which troubled me. I'm not really into inflicting pain, and didn't mean any harm whatsoever to Beth, and hoped that her trembling was from anticipation. I also noticed that Amber was beginning to shiver a bit, and had edged away from me.

"Are you really mad at Beth? What are you going to do to her?", Amber said, with a little quaver in her voice.

I quickly knelt down in front of Amber, and in a quiet voice said, "Oh, Amber honey! I'm not mad at all at Beth, and wouldn't dream of hurting her - or YOU - in ANY way! You said she liked to be spanked, and she asked me to spank her, and I will - GENTLY - just enough to sting, but NOT hurt, OK?"

"You're not going to hurt her? You seemed awful serious! And what did you mean, when you said you had to attend to me? You're not going to spank me too, are you?"

"Oh, no way! I couldn't do that to you - even if you asked! And NO, I'm NOT going to hurt Beth, OK? What I meant about attending to you, was in regard to your sweet little butt. You must be sore there, even if just a little, and I wanted to rub some soothing lotion on you, to make it feel better. Would you like me to do that for you? Please?"

Amber quickly moved the short distance between us, and wrapped her arms around me in a big hug, burying her head in my shoulder, and said, "Oh, I'm so glad you aren't going to hurt Beth - or ME! Yes, I would like it if you put some lotion on my bottom ... I am just a little sore there.", and then kissed me gently. I just held her for a few moments, gently caressing her, and as I did, I could feel Amber slowly relax.

I stood up, breaking our embrace, and after rummaging around until I found the lotion (I don't use it myself that often, so couldn't remember where it was at first!). When I had applied some to my fingers, I had Amber bend over, and spread her butt cheeks, and quickly began rubbing her little asshole with the lotion, as gently as I could. This got a satisfied sigh from Amber. I applied a little more, and then as I was washing my hands, told Amber to jump on the bed, and watch the show. She grinned and scampered out as I was drying my hands.

When I walked out of the bathroom, I had a mock serious look on my face, and slowly looked around the bedroom. I saw Amber sitting at the head of the bed, kind of sideways on one hip, avoiding putting pressure on her tender little ass, and saw that Beth was standing, as I told her to, next to the recliner, with her hands clasped behind her back, and her head hanging down a little, as she was staring at the floor.

"Beth!", I snapped, causing her to jump a little, "You've been a naughty little girl today, haven't you? Do you know what happens to little girls when they're naughty?"

It was my turn to be startled when Beth answered very quietly, "Y-ye-yes, Da-daddy. I have been naughty today ... and, you're going to spank me, aren't you, Daddy?"

'Daddy?', I thought! Whoa, this little nymph is even kinkier than I thought! 'So, she wants me to be her "Daddy", hmmmm? OK, I can play "Daddy for her.'

"What did you say, little girl? I couldn't hear you!", I gruffly replied.

"I'm sorry, Daddy. Yes, I have been a naughty girl, and naughty girls get spanked. You are going to spank me, aren't you Daddy?", Beth replied a little louder, but in still a 'scared, contrite, little girl' voice. Hearing her call me "Daddy" was more than just interesting - it was turning me on! I was surprised to feel "Mr. Stiffy" start to respond again, as my cock slowly began to fill with blood, thickening a little more.

"That's right little girl - naughty girls get spanked, and that's just what I'm going to do with you. After I sit down, I want you to lay across my lap, and don't even think about covering your ass with your hands. You deserve to be punished, and so you will be!", I said as I sat down in the chair. As soon as I sat down, Beth crawled up in my lap, "inadvertently" brushing against my stiffening cock with her hand - was that a tiny smile I just saw at the corner of her mouth? - and laid out over the top of my lap, with her tight little buns sticking up in the air. Beth was quivering all over - I hope from excitement and anticipation - as she finally settled in.

Beth had her head facing to my left, and I had my left hand under her torso, and was cupping one of her gorgeous tits, while I laid my right hand on her ass, and began caressing her ass softly, and said, "You've been a naughty girl today, Beth ... sucking my cock (which was getting harder by the second, and was poking Beth in the belly), and licking out your cousins pussy and ass, and letting me fuck you ... so now I'm going to spank you, like you deserve." As I was caressing her tit and ass, and telling her this, Beth began to squirm, and softly moan in anticipation.

I raised my right hand, and as I brought it (gently!) down to smack her in the ass, I also found her nipple with my left hand, and as my right hand made contact with her ass, I pinched her nipple at the same time. Beth jerked from the swat, and moaned from the pinch. I did this several more times, alternating which nipple I would pinch, and which ass cheek I would swat. Soon, both her ass cheeks were glowing a nice shade of pink, and her pussy was extremely wet, as I could feel her juices on my leg. Beth was moaning almost continuously now, as I continued the 'punishment', as I spanked her pretty little girl ass. 

After about ten minutes of slowly spanking Beth, I said, "Get up now, and go lay on the bed. We'll continue the 'punishment' over there."

"OK, Daddy ...", Beth sniffed, as she slowly got off my lap, dragging her tits across my by now rock hard cock as she got up. She walked a little gingerly over to the bed, and turning to look at me over her shoulder, asked, "How do you want me, Daddy? On my knees, so you can spank my naughty little girl bottom some more? Or do you want me on my back? Please tell me what you want, Daddy?"

"I want you on your knees, so I can attend to your bottom. I have a different method of punishment in mind, now.", I said huskily, my lust having been heightened by spanking her sweet little girl ass. I was a little surprised that I got so turned on by doing that. That was an area that I really had not wanted to explore before, as I really am NOT into pain, you know? But, the tightness in my chest, and my throbbing cock were proof that to me that I was very turned on! Maybe ... maybe it was the fact that she was calling me "Daddy", too. I know one thing for sure though - I wanted in her ass, big time!

"OK, Daddy ...", Beth said, and then turned getting on the bed on her knees. As she was lowering her head and shoulders to the bed, she looked at me and asked, "Do you want me to do anything else, Daddy?"

As I approached the bed, I couldn't help but just stare at that wonderful, tight little ass of hers for a moment, before I responded by saying, "Yes, there is something else I want you to do. Reach up to your ass cheeks, and spread them as wide as you can for Daddy."
 
"OK, Daddy ...", Beth said, and she reached behind her, spreading her ass cheeks as wide as she could. Again, I just stood there, and stared at her now fully exposed little anus, which was pulsing from her increased heart rate. I looked up to where Amber was, and saw that she was now laying on her back, with her head propped up on the pillows, and her legs were spread wide, as she was fingering her very wet pussy, while Beth's head was laying close to Amber's pussy. I also saw the bottle of lube laying up near the head of the bed, and said first to Amber, "Toss me the lube, will you please Amber?", which she quickly did, and then I said to Beth, "Beth, move up some more. As part of your punishment, you will start to lick Amber's pussy, first, and then move down to her asshole. I'm sure it's still a little sore, and I think if you lick it, it'll make it feel better." 

Without saying a word, Beth moved up until she could reach Amber's pussy and asshole with her mouth, and Amber pulled her legs up to her chest, exposing her pussy and anus completely to Beth's now probing tongue, and emitted a contented sigh the moment she felt Beth's tongue on her pussy. Meanwhile, I applied a large dollop of lube to Beth's asshole, and then coated my cock shaft with a generous amount, and moved up behind Beth.

As I started to press my cock head up to her little asshole, I said, "As further punishment for being so naughty, Daddy is now going to fuck your tight little girl ass - and you will like it, too!", causing Beth to emit a lustful moan, directly into Amber's pussy, which made Amber moan, too. I then pressed my cock head against Beth's anus, and began to push hard, causing Beth to gasp loudly.

"Oh DADDY!!!! YES, punish me more by sticking your hard cock in my ASS!!! Please - put it in ME!!", she squealed. 

Apparently, Beth had engaged in more anal sex than Amber, as she quickly relaxed her sphincter, and the head of my cock popped right in! I continued pushing, too, until I was buried deep in her ass. 'Oh, fuck this feels so good!", I thought, as I (pardon the phrase) bottomed out in her ass.

"AAAIIIIIEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!! DAAAAAAAAAADDDDDDDDDDDYYYYYYY!!!!! OHHHHH ... AHHHH ... AHHHH ...FUCK ME DADDY!!! FUCK ME IN THE ASS, PLEASE, DADDY, PLEEEAAAAASSSSSSSEEE!!!!!!, Beth shrieked, as my cock bore through her anal canal without stopping.

"You better believe that's exactly what I'm going to do. Now, I want you to start licking out Amber's ass, and don't stop until you make her cum!", I answered. I pulled back out, applied more lube, and then shoved back up Beth's tight little ass - hard! - making her grunt, when I slammed my hips into her ass, my cock fully buried again in her rectum. After applying more lube when I pulled out the next three times, I was able to freely move in Beth's little ass, and began to furiously pound her ass hard and fast. Each time my hips slammed into her, it caused her face to be slammed into Amber's little ass, which made Amber grunt in response. I was gripping Beth's hips in my hands, and each time I slammed forward, I was pulling her back into me hard, increasing the force of each thrust.

Since it hadn't been that long since I last orgasmed, I thought it would be a while until I could cum again. But after about 15 minutes of pounding Beth's hot, tight, little thirteen year old teenaged ass, I started to feel the familiar tingle in my balls again, and I knew it wouldn't be much longer until I spewed my cum deep in her ass. As I felt the tingle start in my balls, Amber began her familiar little keening wail, indicating that Beth was doing a good job licking out Amber's asshole. Beth, for her part, was moaning deep in her throat, and grunting each time I drove home, but I knew she was getting close to cumming, too, because each time my hips slammed into hers, I would get splashed by her pussy juices, which were flowing in abundance. When I looked down between us on my out strokes, I could see her juices thoroughly coating the inside of her thighs, and also saw a big wet stain on the sheet beneath her.

I was soon nearing my peak, just about ready to flood Beth's ass with my cum, when Amber started her orgasm - and it was another spectacular one, at that! At some point, she had dropped her feet back to the bed, while holding her ass up to let Beth continue to rim her asshole. When she started to cum, she started to hump her hips up, and then she gushed as her orgasm hit. Her first squirt hit Beth square in the face, which made Beth start her orgasm. Her second gush, went over the top of Beth's head, and splattered across her back, which, after I felt Beth start her orgasm, with her sphincter clamping around the shaft of my cock as I was buried to the hilt in Beth's ass, triggered my orgasm. Amber's third and final big gush, managed to reach far enough on Beth's back that some even splashed on me! After that, Amber must have passed out, as she fell flat on her back, and I saw her eyes roll back in her head.

Beth's orgasm was pretty potent too, although not as spectacular as Amber's. When she orgasmed, her sphincter, like I said, clamped down on my cock shaft, and began a rapid pulsing, and I could feel her muscles rippling all up and down my shaft, and as my first jets of cum splashed deep in her rectum, the pulsing and rippling intensified. Beth arched her back, and let out a loud howl as she was coming, and then her entire body started to shake and convulse, almost throwing me off! Damn! These girls cum HARD!!! 

My own orgasm was very intense, but because of cumming for the sixth time in such a short period of time (never mind in a single freakin' day!!), there just wasn't as much sperm left for me to spurt. I felt five or six spasms, but only felt semen leaving my cock for the first three, but it still felt great! Just as I was experiencing the last spasm from my cock, Beth collapsed forward on the bed pulling me with her, my cock still in the vise like grip of her sphincter, and I collapsed on top of her, where I lay in exhaustion for a couple of moments. When I landed on Beth, she grunted as her breath was forced from her body. As my cock rapidly deflated and slipped from her ass, Beth nudged me with her elbow to get off of her, which I quickly did, rolling off to the side.

We all lay exhausted in a sweaty heap of naked flesh on the bed, gasping for air as we slowly recovered from our orgasms, for a while. Then, apparently recovering first (must be nice to be young, dammit!), Beth started to giggle, which soon turned into a hearty laugh. She turned to look at me, and laughed even harder, and after a bit reached out to give me a big hug and kiss. As Beth was laughing, Amber roused and was soon laughing right along with Beth, and soon, even though I had NO clue what they were laughing about, I was laughing along with them. Of course, since they knew I had no idea what was so funny, this only made them laugh harder.

After I while, I gasped out, "What the fuck are we laughing about?", which again of course, set them off into more paroxysms of loud squeals of laughter. Both girls were soon literally rolling around on the bed, holding their sides, while they laughed and laughed and laughed. Of course, being only human, I couldn't help but laugh hard too. Just as my sides were really beginning to ache from laughing so hard, desperately trying to control myself with only partial success, first Beth, then Amber both calmed down.

"You really want to know what we were laughing at?", Beth said, trying to stifle another giggle.

"Yeah!", I managed to eventually gasp out.

"It was the look on your face that was soooooo funny!", Amber wheezed.

"What look? When?", I gasped.

"When I called you 'Daddy'! You were SOOOOOOO surprised, weren't you?", Beth answered. "Did you like me calling you 'Daddy'? I did ... I almost wish you were my Daddy, but my real Daddy probably wouldn't like that!"

"Yeah, I was a tad surprised. But, yeah, I did like it. Made the little scene we just did seem a little nastier."

"Oh, GOODY!", Beth squealed, as she swooped in for another tight hug, and passionate kiss. When she broke the kiss, she continued, "You're the first older guy I tried that with, and I wasn't sure how you'd react. It was all I could do to keep from laughing when I saw the surprised look on your face, but I thought you might like it." 

We continued to chat, while we cuddled and caressed and kissed each other, relaxing after our intense work out. In my mind, I wanted to continue having fun with the girls, but I knew my body just wasn't going to be 'up' to anything more today. These girls about wore me out! But damn, what a good time I had! We eventually all dragged ourselves off to the shower, and after getting cleaned up, I offered to feed them both, but they politely declined, saying they had to get home soon to eat dinner.

After we all got dressed, as I was showing them to the door, they reminded me that the only people I could tell about our day was Mary and Katy, while they promised not to say anything to anyone other than Mary and Katy themselves. At the front door, before I opened it to let them out, they each in turn hugged me, gave me a passionate kiss, thanked me for the lovely day, and asked if they could come back sometime. I told them they were welcome to come back, asking them to call me first, which they agreed to do, and then they were out the door and gone, acting like "normal" little girls as they walked down the street.

Unbeknownst to me, while I was downstairs with the girls saying good-bye, Mary had called, and left another message for me. When I got back upstairs with something to eat after fixing something in the kitchen, I noticed the message light on my phone blinking. When I called to retrieve the message, this is what I heard -

"Hi lover! How are you? Not TOO tired I hope (giggle). Did you enjoy your little surprise package today? Did you have fun with my two little nympho friends? I hope they didn't wear you out too much - I KNOW how active they can be (another giggle)! - and that you'll be ready to continue your life lessons for Katy and me tomorrow morning. Don't forget, we'll be there at 9 sharp, in the morning. Make sure to get plenty of rest, sweetie. If you're a little sore tomorrow, in any part of your body - such as your wonderful COCK! Mmmmmm, I LOVE your COCK, and can hardly wait to wrap my luscious lips around it again and give it a good suck (loud wet slurping, lip smacking noises) - I'm sure Katy and I will be able to soothe away your soreness. Have to go now, lover, because Katy wants to lick my pussy now, so I'll see you tomorrow. Speaking of Katy, she sends her love, as do I. Bye!'

Damn, that woman's voice - not to mention what she says! - is sexy. The thoughts running through my head as I listened to her message, combined with what she said, almost gave me another hard on! But poor ol' "Mr. Stiffy" just couldn't "rise" to the occasion. Maybe that's a good thing for now, anyway. I was really trashed, and in only a short while after I finished eating, I was sound asleep, thoughts of tomorrow morning drifting lazily through my mind as I drifted off.

Chapter 7

You ever have one of those moments where, when you first wake up, you don't know what the fuck is what? Like, what day it is, what time it is, even where the fuck you are? That was the case when I first woke up Saturday morning. When my eyes first opened, the only thing registering in my brain was the fact that I was both really thirsty and had to piss - bad! I just laid in bed for a few moments, though, trying to get my bearings ... sheesh! ... was I ever messed up. Almost as if I had been on a bender last night. I eventually got my shit together enough to be able to drag my sorry ass out of bed, to go take care of my full bladder.

After draining my very full bladder, and drinking a bunch of water, I realized what day it was. 'It's SATURDAY!!! Today is THE DAY when my love will return to me - with her daughter! Holy SHIT! What the fuck time is it?', I thought. I frantically dashed back out to my bedside table where I had put my watch, and saw that it was only 6:30. I was both relieved, and a little pissed off. Relieved at the fact that I had plenty of time to take care of my usual morning routine, and pissed at getting myself all worked up for no reason.

After taking care of my usual morning routines (I won't bore you with the details - I'm sure you have your own, and can fill in whatever details you want), I changed the sheets on my bed, and did some general clean up throughout the place, and went down to the kitchen to fix myself something to eat - heavy on the protein, of course! - and got some stuff out of the freezer for later. When I was all done with that, I went out to check the 'snail-mail' box (mostly junk - when you've got money, everybody wants you to give them some, eh?), and then quickly checked my e-mail. Got one from Val, telling me that she was able to get her husband to watch the video, and things were starting to improve between them, which was great news, bringing a smile to my face. I fired off a quick reply of one word - "BRAVO!" - and logged off.

By the time I got all of that stuff out of the way, when I checked the time, I saw it was a little after 8:30. 'Less than half an hour to go!', I thought, and I could feel my heart begin to beat a little faster in anticipation. At the same time, some worrisome thoughts began to creep in, such as - 'What if Katy doesn't like me? What will happen then? Will Mary still want to be with me? What will I do?', and other such nonsense. I quickly realized that I was getting worked up over something I really had no control over at this moment, which is something I try hard NOT to do, so I did some relaxation techniques that I've learned over the years, to try to calm myself down. 

After sitting around fidgeting for a while, acting all nervous and stuff, when it was 8:55, I got up and went down to the front entry to wait for my ladies to show up, pacing back and forth a bit. Right at 9:00, I saw them through the window of the door as they walked up, and opening the door with a flourish, momentarily startling both of them, welcomed them into my home. Mary almost literally leaped into my arms, enveloping me in a huge hug, and laying a very welcome, passionate kiss on me, squealing in joy. When we broke our embrace, I looked down and saw Katy for the first time. My breath was momentarily taken away as I took in her beauty. She was an almost carbon copy of her mother, in a slightly smaller package. Apparently little of her fathers' genes had had much of an impact on her, which in my opinion was a good thing!

"Kevin", Mary said, breaking into my thoughts, "This is my daughter Katy. Katy, this is Kevin.", Mary continued, making the formal introductions. 

Katy, who had a big smile on her face, made a little curtsy, and said, "I'm so glad to FINALLY meet you!", and ran to me with her arms held open for a hug.

I quickly knelt down, and sweeping her into my arms said, "Welcome to my home. I'm glad to finally meet you, too! Your Mom has told me a lot about you. What she didn't tell me, though, was just how beautiful you are!", causing the prettiest shade of pink to appear on Katy's cheeks as she blushed at my remarks.

"Oooooh, Mommy! You were right! He really IS a nice man!", Katy said to Mary. Then turning back to me, she continued, "Thank you!", and surprising me grabbed my head in both her hands, and laid a huge kiss on me, driving her tongue deep in my mouth. 'Wow! This girl REALLY knows how to kiss!', I thought, as I enjoyed our little tongue duel. 

"Wow! Where'd you learn to kiss like that? That was really nice!", I exclaimed, bringing a delightful giggle from both of them.

"Mommy taught me how - and a LOT more 'NICE' things, too! And ... even some 'naughty' things!", Katy answered. 

Between the two passionate kisses, and what Katy just said, I could feel my cock lurch, as thoughts of what those 'naughty' things were started to go through my head. Before I got all wound up though, I grabbed both of them by the hand, and led them to the elevator, saying, "C'mon. Let me show Katy around. Then we can do whatever you two ladies would like.", which got sounds of approval from both. As I took them on the "nickel tour", which Mary of course had already gone through, I couldn't help notice that Katy's eyes were wide in wonder at seeing what I had, and Mary had a look of supreme happiness on her face watching her daughters reaction to each new thing she was discovering. 

By the time we reached the upper floor, Katy was almost bouncing of the walls in her excitement! I was enjoying watching her delight, but was a little puzzled at the same time. I mean, sure, I have a lot of nice stuff, and I think my place is pretty special and all, but these days kids are pretty tech-savvy, and I was sure that Katy either had, or at least had access to a lot of what I had, considering that they had money too ... I was beginning to wonder what all the fuss was all about by the time we reached the sitting room off my bedroom, when Mary seeing my reaction to Katy's "buzz", surprised me again - almost overwhelmingly, but pleasantly so - which eventually explained everything.

"Kev, sit down, please. You too, Katy. Kev, Katy and I have a very important question to ask you, but you don't have to give us the answer now. We want you to really think about your answer first, before you give it to us, due to the importance of what we have to say. Before I ask the question, though, there are some things you need to know which should help you make your decision. Wait - let me spell everything out first, before you say anything, OK, please?", I nodded, still wondering what was going on, and getting a bit worried, and then she continued.

"When we first met, as you know, I felt like I had met the one man who could make me happy, and as we discussed previously, I fell in love with you. You told me that you felt the same way, which filled my heart with joy. Let me reassure you, as I can see from the look on your face that you're feeling a little tense right now - those feelings have not diminished in any way. In fact, they have grown stronger over the past few days. During that time, I thought long and hard about my feelings for you, and at the same time, I had to think about what was best for Katy.", and I nodded again, understanding that.

"Over the past few days," Mary continued, "while we were apart, I had a very deep ache in my heart caused by being away from you, and I longed to be with you, even though I just couldn't as I had to take care of some very important things. I thought about you the whole time, wishing I could be with you. I talked about my feelings for you with Katy, and she told me that whatever made me happy would make her happy, too, which was a huge relief to me.

"Kevin, I want to be with you all the time, and don't want to be apart from you ever again. I love you so much, and want to be a permanent part of your life, and want you to be a part of my life, and Katy's life, too. When I told Katy that, she agreed that, if you were willing, that she wanted you in her life, even though she hadn't met you yet. Now, for the question. Kevin, will you be the man - MY man - of my life, and fulfill my, and Katy's, dreams? Will you allow us to be a permanent part of your life, as we wish you to be in ours? I realize that this may be overwhelming to you, and Katy and I are both prepared to wait, if you need or want to take some time to answer us. We just hope that you won't need too much time, and we both realize that we may not like what we hear, and are prepared for whatever answer you choose to give. We will accept with grace whatever you decide."

I was, needless to say, completely stunned by what I just heard, and I could feel my heart pounding away as I sat there. I didn't say a word, mulling all of this in my mind. 'They want me to be a permanent part of their lives ... Mary loves me ... I KNOW I love HER ... Katy just met me, and wants me in her life ... do I want them in my life? ... stupid question, as the answer is YES! ...', were some of the thoughts racing through my mind, as I sat there staring, not really looking at anything.

"C'mon, Katy. Kevin obviously needs to think about this, so let's go so he can have that time, without us being here to put any pressure on him.", Mary said, starting to get up to leave, making Katy squeal in disappointment and frustration as she also began to, reluctantly, start to get up. Their movements brought me out of my little 'trance', and I began to panic at the thought of them leaving.

"WAIT! Don't go! PLEASE don't go!", I shouted as I stood. They both stopped, and looked at me expectantly as I continued, "You CAN'T go! Mary ... Katy ... please sit down. You don't need to leave. I don't need any 'space' or any 'time to be alone to think', as I have already made up my mind, and have your answer. I hope this is the answer you want to hear, too. I REALLY hope it is! My answer is this. I don't WANT you to leave - EVER! Mary, I love you SO MUCH! I am already falling in love with you, too, Katy, strange as that may sound, and I WANT BOTH OF YOU TO BE A PERMANENT PART OF MY LIFE, if you are both willing. I hope you are ...", trailing off as I ran out of steam, after making probably my most life changing statement ever.

As I was telling them this, I saw tears welling up in their eyes, and then I was engulfed in sobbing female flesh, as they both ran to me embracing me tightly between them, which almost took my breath away they were holding me so tightly, and were kissing me all over my face and neck, and then Mary placed her head on my shoulder, while Katy placed hers against my chest, and they both sobbed loudly. I was a little emotionally overwhelmed, and started to cry, too! We just stood there, holding each other, and crying for the longest time.

Mary was the first to recover, and reached up to softly hold my face in both hands, and said, "Oh, my love, my love, my love! You have made me - BOTH of us - SO HAPPY! That was the answer we so desperately wanted and hoped to hear!", and then smothered me in one of the most wonderful kisses I've ever experienced! Mary expressed so many emotions in that one kiss, I was just in awe!

Then Katy piped up, making Mary and I both chuckle, saying, "MY TURN!", and when Mary moved out of the way, I bent down to take Katy in my arms, and was just about crushed in a ferocious bear hug, and then almost suffocated, when she smothered me in her kiss! When she finally released me, I was finally able to freely breathe again, and took in a huge gasp of air, which caused both of them to start laughing.

As we were standing there in a group hug, I realized that I needed to sit down. All of the excitement, and all of the emotions, of the past few minutes had made me a little shaky on my feet, and I could also feel Mary trembling a bit, too, so I suggested that we go sit on the couch, together, and got a quick agreement from both of MY ladies. As we walked the short distance to the couch, I was thinking, "Wow! How fortunate can I be? Going from not being in any kind of a relationship at all, to now being in a relationship with not just one, but TWO, absolutely stunningly gorgeous, beautiful ladies! That want to be with ME!'. This was making me dizzy, so I made us all hurry, to get to the couch before I passed out!

When we got to the couch and sat down, I made sure I ended up in the middle, so I could have both ladies at my sides. Mary and Katy both curled their legs under them, and sat somewhat sideways to me, so they could face me, and I wrapped an arm around each of their shoulders, drawing them close. Mary laid her head on my shoulder and started to nuzzle my neck, giving me soft little kisses and emitting soft little cooing sounds indicating her happiness, while caressing my chest with her hand. When Katy saw what her mother was doing, she began to do the same. I was reveling in the feelings, and turned to kiss first Mary, and then Katy, on the tops of their heads, while I gently stroked their shoulders, feeling very content to just remain like that, and let all of the 'warm fuzzy' feelings I was having wash over me.

Katy soon lifted her head, and looking at her mother, asked Mary, "Mommy, can I ask Kevin some things, too? I really need to know what he thinks. Is that OK with you?"

"Of course, darling. Ask him anything you want. Just keep in mind that he may not want to answer right away, and he may not give you the answer you want to hear.", Mary replied.

"Thanks, Mommy. I already know that.", Katy said. Then looking at me asked, "Can I ask you some things? If you don't want to answer, that's OK, I'll understand. I also know that you may not tell me what I want to hear, too."

I looked at Katy, and seeing the slightly nervous expression on her face, smiled at her to try and reassure her, and then answered, "Katy. You have my permission to ask me anything you want, at any time. I promise to be as completely honest as I can be with you, too. I do reserve the right to not always answer you immediately, though, OK?"

"Oh, thank you, thank you!", Katy squealed, as she snuggled in even tighter to me. Then she looked up at me with what was going to soon be a familiar 'puppy dog' look in her eyes (all kids know how to do this instinctively - this is NOT something they have to learn - and is something they use to get what they want, which is almost always 100% effective, too!).

"Kevin, you love my Mommy, right?", and I nodded in reply, and then she continued, "Good! So, that means you want to always be with her, right?"

Turning to look at Mary, I answered, "Yes, I do - always!", getting a big smile from Mary.

"OK ... since I'm part of the 'deal'", and then Katy hesitated, "Um ... well ... um ... does that mean that you ... well, I mean ...", and then it all came out in a rush, "Does that mean you want ME to be a part of your life, too?", and then she stared up at me with a pleading, hopeful look in her eyes.

Letting go of Mary, I turned on the couch to face Katy, and placing my hands on her shoulders, looked her right in the eye. As convincingly as I could, I said, "Katy? I will answer your question right now, and please believe me when I say this that I am being completely honest and truthful. The answer is, YES, I want you to be with me, too! I REALLY, really do! You were right when you said that you are 'part of the deal', and I want you to know that you are a VERY important part – an essential part - of the total 'package'. I think your Mom will agree with me when I say that without you, neither of us is complete!", and got a big hug in response from Mary from behind on that. Then I continued, "You are SO very important to both of us! To be honest, you were the main reason that I met your Mom, although at first I wasn't aware then of how I would feel now ... I was, at the time, really only thinking of myself and being selfish, OK? Things have definitely changed, though."

Katy had jumped up on her knees, and started to hug me around my neck as I first started to give her answer, but when I said the last few things, pulled back with a look of concern on her face.

"Things have changed? How? Does that mean you don't want to teach me things now?", Katy asked in a tight little voice, as tears again started to well up in her eyes. 'Oh. no! Not that! Can't make her cry! She doesn't understand what I meant! Shit, shit, shit!', I thought in a panic. I could also feel that Mary had perked up, and was leaning over my shoulder, looking at me intensely, her motherly instincts apparently aroused.

"Oh, Katy, Katy, Katy! No, that's not what I meant, please believe me! I just meant that, my feelings have changed from being completely selfish, only thinking about my OWN needs, to feelings of ... well, of wanting to share ... to include your, and your Mom's feelings in everything we do together. I still DO want to be your 'teacher', and not just in 'life lessons', but in lots and lots of other things too! Please believe me when I say that I will be honored ...", and when I said that, Katy looked at Mary to see if that was a 'good thing', and Mary smiled and nodded at Katy while I continued, " ... and very excited to teach you those 'life lessons'! 

"That was the original, selfish reason that I met your Mom. I wanted to not only maybe get with her, but more importantly at the time, I wanted YOU!", getting a sharp jab in the ribs from Mary at that comment, making me wince! "OW! Cut that out, will ya?", getting a giggle from Mary. "Hey, that was how I felt THEN, OK? Just being honest here! I have had fantasies for a long time about being with young girls, although I never acted on those fantasies, and here I see the ad your Mom placed, and I got all excited about this dream opportunity! I was only thinking about myself, and didn't take into consideration how my feelings would change when I first met your Mom.

"Your beautiful Mom forced me to change my whole train of thought, about the whole situation. How? By making me fall in love with her, that's how! I don't know if you realize this or not, but you see, your Mom is really an amazing woman, more than I could possibly have dreamed, and that is why I fell in love with her - and by extension, YOU! I knew that because your Mom was so amazing, that you would be, too, and I wanted to be with you, as well as your Mom. I wanted the opportunity to teach you things, to help you grow as a person, instead of just wanting to, if you'll pardon the expression, get my jollies by getting into a little girls' pants, OK? That's what I meant, and it's the truth. I hope that you understand now, and that you believe me.", I finished, and looked Katy in the eye. 

I saw the tears were still there, and that her chin was trembling a little, and I was concerned that she still didn't understand me. That concern disappeared when Katy launched herself, grabbing me in a fierce hug around my neck, and buried her head in my shoulders and began to cry. I wrapped my arms gently around Katy, and just held her for a little while, until she calmed down.

Leaning back, with a big smile on her tear streaked face, she said, "I understand now! You scared me when I thought you didn't want to be my 'teacher' anymore! Thank you!", and then she leaned in and gave me a sweet little kiss, and then hugged me tightly again. Mary was also hugging me from behind, and whispered in my ear, "That was a good answer, which was a good thing buster! You would have regretted it, BIG TIME, if you hadn't cleared that up!', and then she bit my neck! I winced again, and then she soothed my neck, by licking and then sucking, and finally kissing the spot she bit. 'Man! I'm really gonna have to be careful around here, now! Sheesh, she has SHARP teeth!', I thought.

Katy then pulled back from me, and sitting up on her knees, with her arms still around my neck, said, "I still have some questions!", and when I nodded for her to go ahead she continued, "Are you going to marry Mommy?" This made both Mary and me sit up, and I turned to look at Mary. I think my eyes were just as big as hers, as I could tell this question took us BOTH by surprise! As Mary and I sat there looking at each other, I saw her cheeks begin to color a bit from embarrassment. I figured mine probably were, too, as I could feel them getting warm. Then, we both started to talk at the same time, and when we both stopped at the same time, it made us crack up, I think from the nervous tension that had suddenly arisen between us.

I held up my hand to Mary and said, "I hadn't really thought of that subject until right now, but ..." and turning slightly towards Katy said, " ... I think that's a wonderful idea, and I wish I had brought it up first, you little scamp!" ruefully grinning at Katy. Turning back to Mary, I said, "This may sound crazy, seeing as how we've only recently met and all, but I love you Mary, and I want to know right now, this very moment, and I hope you give me the answer I want to hear. Mary, I would be extremely honored, and you would make me extremely happy, if you would say 'Yes' - will you marry me?"

Mary sat there for a moment, with a dazed look on her face, thinking. Then I watched the tears form in her eyes again, as her expression changed to a huge grin, and she lunged forward into my arms, sobbing out, "Yes! Oh, YES! Oh, I love you SO MUCH!". With her head buried in my shoulders, she cried tears of happiness for a few minutes. I took the opportunity to look back at Katy, who was sitting up on the arm of the couch with her hands clasped in front of her face, her eyes glittering in joy. I turned back around to face Mary as I felt her pull away.

"To remove all doubt about my answer to your question, Kev, my love ... Yes, I will marry you. It will make me so happy, and will fulfill my dreams completely to be your lawful, loving, wedded wife.", Mary said through her teary smile. When Mary said this, Katy squealed and clapped her hands in glee! Then a thought popped into my head, as joy filled my heart.

"I'm so happy right know ... thank you so much for saying yes! I have one other question to ask you now that involves Katy. Now that you've consented to become my wife, I want to make the package complete. I have a little problem, that I need you and Katy to solve for me. You see, when I was younger, my folks split up, and my Dad got married again, but my mother never did. I became an instant 'step-child', and I never liked that, not particularly liking my Dad's new wife, or her kids. I want Katy to be part of the family, but I don't want Katy to 'just' be my step-daughter. That would be a problem for me, and the only solution to that, which would make our family complete is if I adopted her. My question is, will you allow me to adopt Katy, and would there be any problems caused by her real father?" When I finished, I heard Katy gasp, and waited for Mary's reaction.

"Wow! You sure move fast, don't you?", Mary said with a chuckle, and then continued, "First of all, when I confronted her father when I became pregnant, he denied he was the father, and since I couldn't prove for a fact that he was, even though he had been the only one I had ever had sex with, we waited until Katy was six months old, and then had a paternity test done, proving that he was in fact her father. Well, his family lawyers, and my family lawyers got together - before my family practically disowned me - and came up with an agreement. The agreement was this - his family had to set up a trust fund for Katy to provide the support I needed for her, which will continue until she turns 21, and, the father gave up all parental rights to her, and agreed to never be a part of her life. I had to agree to not try to force any further funds from him or his family, and not try to have him be a part of her life. So Katy can be adopted without any legal hassles of any kind, other than what will happen in the actual adoption process. 

"It would please me very much for you to adopt Katy," Mary said, and then looking past me to Katy continued, "But the important thing is, do you want Kev to adopt you, and make you his real daughter, sweetie?"

Katy was looking back and forth between Mary and I with an expression of both hope and excitement on her darling little face, and then squealed out, "WHEN? When is all of this going to happen? Can I call you Daddy NOW? I want you to be my Daddy!!", and then launched herself at us, knocking both of us over. I let out a grunt at the impact, and heard an "oomph!" from Mary as I landed on top of her, with Katy on top of me! Katy had me in another bear hug around my neck, and was planting little tiny kisses all over my face, and then I felt Mary pushing hard against my back trying to get me to move.

"Ungh! Get OFF me! I can hardly BREATHE! MOVE you Lug! UNGH!!", Mary said as she was shoving at me. I started to laugh, and holding Katy close to me, was able to sit back up, getting off Mary. "WHEW! You weigh a TON! I thought I was going to be crushed there, for a minute!" Mary exclaimed when I got off of her, making me laugh even harder, and Katy joined in laughing with me at her mother's remarks.

Letting go of Katy, and making sure she was out of the way, I mock menacingly turned back to Mary, and grabbed her rib cage tickling her, saying, "LUG, huh? Weigh a TON, do I? Well, here's what I think of that!" I had no idea if Mary was ticklish or not, but that soon proved to be the case, as I soon had her laughing hysterically, and yelling at me to stop, while she tried to fight me off, gasping for breath, while Katy watched, laughing at the goings on.

Soon, though, as I had Mary writhing helplessly, Katy apparently decided that it was a fair tickle fight, and jumped on my back, wrapping one arm around my neck and tried to pull me off her Mom, while with the other hand began to tickle me! Now, although I'm an adult, I'm still pretty ticklish, and soon we were all a laughing gasping heap, and suddenly we found ourselves on the floor!

Let me kind of back up here for a minute, to tell you what Mary and Katy were wearing - I forgot earlier, so sorry about that! Both Mary and Katy were wearing summer flower print dresses, due to the hot weather, with thin shoulder straps. I could tell that Mary wasn't wearing a bra - she rarely does - by how prominently her nipples were showing, and I didn't think Katy was either. I didn't think either of them were wearing panties either, as I couldn't see any tell-tale panty lines. I filed that info away, intending to get back to that later! The hem of both of their dresses only came down to about mid-thigh, which showed a lot of gorgeous leg on both, and they were both wearing little strappy sandals on their pretty, delicate feet, and both were wearing matching red fingernail polish which they also had on their toenails. In other words, both were visions of loveliness, and sexy as all get out!

Meanwhile, back to the ranch!

Mary had landed on her back, with her legs slightly spread, and the skirt portion of her dress (not all men are dense, ladies, when it comes to women's clothes, OK?) had pulled up to just below her crotch, and I landed partially on Mary on my side facing her, with my left knee between her legs, gently pressing into her crotch. Katy, meanwhile, had landed on my side, and was straddling my left hip and upper thigh with her legs. I quickly lifted my upper body off of Mary, supporting myself on my elbow.

"Had enough? Ready to say 'uncle', yet?" I asked Mary, leering at her, with my left hand poised above her rib cage.

"NEVER!", she laughed back at me, and then she realized where my knee was, and continuing said, "I never say 'uncle'! But I have something else in mind that may change your mind!", and she gently clamped my leg between her thighs, and started a slow grind of her groin against my knee, pressing her pussy against me suggestively, and then waggled her eyebrows at me, smiling seductively at me.

As I felt her begin to move against me, my cock started to twitch and expand in my pants, and I started to lower my hand to begin caressing Mary's body, rather than tickle her. Before I could reach Mary, however, Katy grabbed my arm, thinking I was going to still tickle her mother, and then noticed her Mom's hip movements, and allowed me to reach my intended goal, which was still Mary's rib cage. Katy remained where she was on me, and watched wide eyed at what starting to happen.

I started to caress Mary's body, running my hands gently over the area I had been tickling only a few moments ago, eliciting a small moan from Mary. I ran my hand up her arm to her shoulder, and then gently grasping the back of her head, drew her up into a slow, loving kiss, gently caressing her tongue with my own. Mary rolled up to meet me, and after bumping into Katy at first with her arm, finally found a gap between me and Katy, and draped her arm around me. As our kiss grew in intensity, her hip movements began to also grow in intensity, and she was emitting little sighs and quiet moans as we kissed.

Because of the position we were in, my right arm was kind of trapped underneath me, and I was getting a little uncomfortable. Also, with Katy pretty much planting me in place, I didn't have a whole lot of freedom of movement, not to mention the fact that I felt a little funny having Katy draped on top of me, watching us make out. Yeah, yeah I know - Katy was going to be involved at some point, but I still felt a little odd about the whole thing.

I broke the kiss with Mary, and said, "Why don't we move to somewhere more comfortable? My arm’s starting to fall asleep!"

Mary giggled at that, saying, "OK, let's go! Let's get really comfortable, and get naked, too! I want to feel you against me ... and in me!", looking at me with her sultry "Fuck ME!" look. I heard Katy gasp at her Mom's last remark, and smiled down at Mary.

"Sounds like a plan to me!', and then turning to look at Katy, who had a kind of glazed look in her eyes, asked her, "Would you be so kind as to stand up, so your Mother and I can get up, too, please?"

"Huh? Oh! Yeah ... sorry!", Katy blurted out, as she came out of her little trance, and stood up.

I stood up, and reaching down, helped Mary to her feet, and then wrapped her in a tight embrace, and said, "Much better!", and began to kiss her again, while I reached behind her to get at her zipper. I quickly had that undone, and reached in under her dress, and began caressing her back from her shoulders down to the top of her tight ass, which is when I discovered that, no, she wasn't wearing any panties. That caused my cock to get fully hard, and I pressed my groin tight against hers, making us both groan - and Katy gasp, as she was standing to the side of us, and saw my cock get fully erect through my pants before I pressed it into her Mother's groin.

When we broke our kiss, Mary leaned back in my arms, and started to unbutton my shirt, and since I wasn’t wearing any underwear either, my upper body was quickly exposed. As more and more of my body was uncovered, Mary would kiss each bit of skin. As she pulled my shirt out of my pants, and then pushed it down off my shoulders, she began to kiss, and lick and suck each of my nipples in turn, turning me on no end! I realized, though, that we hadn't discussed how we were going to do the teaching of Katy, so I reluctantly pulled Mary's hot mouth off my chest, and lifted her head up until I could look in her eyes.

"Mary, wait a second. Before we get too involved here, I gotta know something. What do you have in mind, as far as teaching Katy? I mean, how are we going to go about this?", I asked.

Mary looked at me dreamily for a moment, and then said, "Hmmmm. Good question! Why don't we all get naked first, go lie down on your bed, and Katy can just watch us, as we make love ... or, she can join in, too, if she wants.", and then turning to Katy asked, "What would you like to do sweetie? Do you want to get naked with us, and then just watch?"

Katy who was standing there, taking all of this in with even more of a glazed look on her face, dreamily replied, "Yeah ... let's get naked ... I want to see my Daddy naked, 'cause I’ve never seen a real live man naked before ... Mommy, as you two do stuff, can I try it too? ... I'll just watch, if you don't want me to, though ... but I do want to try some stuff ... please?"

"Oooooh, baby, you can try whatever you want! That sounds so sexy to me, and I can hardly wait to see you try some things out. Tell you what, I'll first tell you what I'm going to do, and then I'll show you. And then ... I'll have you try it out, to see if you like it, OK? Just remember, though, that you can always say 'No', and whatever we're doing at the time with you, we'll stop immediately, OK?", Mary cooed to her daughter (soon to be MY daughter, too!).

"OK, Mommy ... that sounds cool with me.", Katy husked back, starting to become very aroused by the thoughts of what she was possibly going to get to do.

Mary looked at me and asked, "Lover, does that sound OK with you? You don't mind me having you take a passive role in this, do you? I think you'll like what I show Katy, and I think you'll REALLY like ... having Katy try things out ... on you ... being able to play with your hard COCK ... taking it in her sweet little hands ... and then in her hot, wet little mouth ... I can tell you like that!", as she felt me shove my hard cock tighter against her groin, and then she continued, "Yes, you'd like her to take your hard cock in her sweet little mouth, wouldn't you? ... Kissing it ... licking it ... and then finally ... SUCKING it ... until you CUM! ... Yes, you like that idea ... I bet you'll like it even more, when you finally see ... and feel ... and taste ... her sweet little bald pussy ... running your tongue up and down, and in and out, over her clit ... making her CUM, too, filling YOUR mouth ... with her sweet little girl pussy juice ... and doing even naughtier things than that, too!"

"Oh fuck yes!", I replied, and then realized what I said, started to apologize, but Mary stopped me, by placing her hand over my mouth.

"Lover, it's OK to use words like that around Katy - I do, and Katy does too, but only when we have sex. Katy knows it's OK to say nasty words like 'fuck', and 'tits', and 'pussy', and now 'cock' when we're having sex, and uses those words freely as it heightens the feelings. She also knows not to use those words, though, in every-day situations, so if you feel the urge to say any of them, while you're sucking on my tits or pussy - or on Katy's! - or while we're fucking, feel free, OK?" Mary explained.

Then she dropped her hand to my cock, and began to rub along it's length, and turning to Katy said, "Come over here, honey, and watch what I'm doing. When people get ready to make love, as I've told you before, they begin what's known as foreplay. That involves a lot of different things, from kissing, to caressing each other's bodies in general area's, to caressing each other in specific, sexual area's, like a woman's tit's, and a man's cock, like I'm doing right now. Foreplay is used to get the people excited before they have sex, which makes the sex they have better." As Mary was talking, and rubbing my cock, Katy came and stood very close and watched what her Mother was doing to me. This was a new situation for me, and I was really starting to get hot!

"I'm rubbing his cock for two reasons. First, I want to make sure he's nice and hard so that later, he'll be able to easily put it in my pussy. The second reason is that I like to feel his cock, whether it's hard or soft, but especially when he's hard. Here, give me your hand, so I can show you how to do it." Katy lifted her hand, and then Mary guided it to my cock, and started moving Katy's hand up and down the length of my cock, which lurched at the added sensation of having this beautiful little twelve year old rubbing my cock with her hand!

"Ooooh, Mommy! It moved! And it's so hot, and hard! I like how it feels ... it's making my pussy tingle doing this. Am I doing this right? Mommy, when a man is hard, doesn't that hurt him?" Katy remarked, as she continued to rub my cock on her own, as Mary had removed her hand.

"Yes, baby you're doing it just fine, judging by Kev's reaction. And no, it doesn't usually hurt. More like, as Kev told me, feel not comfortable. But that goes away when the man cums, because that feels really good! Like you and I feel when we cum. A man cums differently than women do though."

"Oh, I know Mommy. They told us about that in school. When a man cums, or has an orgasm as they said, he squirts sperm out of his penis ... um, I mean COCK! ... and if it's the right time, makes the woman pregnant. Right, Mommy?"

"Yes, that's right, sweetie. OK, let me show you something new now. You haven't seen a real cock before have you?", Mary asked, as Katy shook her head in reply, "OK, would you like to help me take off the rest of Kev's clothes, so you can see a real live naked man, and his HARD COCK? I know he wants you to see his hard COCK, don't you Lover?" Mary asked me. I just nodded my head, and grinned. This was going to be great! I was really getting off on Mary's method, and even though it kind of 'left me out', I didn't mind since I was the center of attention.

Katy answered excitingly, "Oh, yes Mommy! Let's do that! Let's take his clothes off right now. I want to see what he - his COCK - looks like!"

"OK, baby. First goes the shirt, since I've already started. When you're with a man, you can start with any part of his clothes you want, with the only thing you have to keep in mind being that it's a LOT easier taking his pants off AFTER you take off his shoes! Oh, yes - one other thing. A man's zipper faces the other way than our zippers face, but they come down just as easy, and usually faster!", Mary said with a laugh, making me laugh at the truth of her last remark.

"OK, his shirt is off. You take off that shoe, and I'll take off the other one. Then, I'll undo his belt and his pants button, and then you can pull down his zipper - that way, you'll get to see his cock first, if he isn't wearing underwear.", Mary said, looking up at me, and saw I was shaking my head indicating that I wasn't. They finished taking off my shirt and shoes, and then Mary got my belt and pants button undone.

"OK, honey. Reach up and grab the zipper pull, and pull down his zipper. Be careful, though when you do that, or you might catch something he doesn't want caught! Pull the front of his pants out a little from his body - that's it - and pull it down - yes, good job! Oh, look what popped out!"

Katy gasped when she got my zipper pulled all the way down, when my cock popped out right in front of her face, and bobbed there, throbbing. I felt a certain amount of relief feeling my cock finally freed of the constriction of my pants, and my heart rate went up causing my cock to throb, as I saw that Katy's mouth was only about an inch away from the head of my cock.

"Ooooh, Daddy! You have a NICE cock!", Katy crooned

"Yes, he does, baby. He has a VERY nice cock!", Mary added, "Now, let's pull his pants down, so you can see his balls, too, OK?"

"His balls, Mommy?", Katy asked.

"Well, that's another name for his testicles.", Mary answered.

"OH! That's where his sperm comes from, right Mommy? I want to see where his sperm comes from!", Katy said as she started to pull my pants down my thighs.

"That's right, sweetie. That's where all of his thick, delicious, white sperm comes from all right.", Mary answered, helping Katy get my pants down my legs, and off my feet, until I was standing completely naked in front of both of my ladies as they knelt in front of me.

"Oh, Daddy! You look nice! I like you naked. Can you turn all the way around, so I can see all of you, please?, Katy asked. Not wanting to disappoint my soon to be daughter, I turned all the way around, giving her a look at my entire naked body. As I turned, Katy continued, "Oh, yeah! Daddy, I really like your body ... could you stay naked for me all the time, please?"

Mary and I both chuckled at that, and Mary spoke up, "We can all stay naked most of the time, but not ALL the time, honey. Kevin has friends like we do, that I'm sure he'd like to invite over. We don't stay naked when our friends come over - well, most friends anyway - do we? I'm sure that Kevin stays dressed for most of his friends, too."

"Oh, yeah ... I didn't think about that. But, when it's just us, can Daddy stay naked? Please? I'd really like that!", Katy answered.

"Like I said, sweetie, we can do that, most of the time. Right, Lover?", Mary said, looking at me with a sexy grin.

"Of course! I try to be naked as much as I can, and I want to be able to see both of you naked as much as possible too!", I answered. "Speaking of being naked, so far, I'm the only one here that IS naked! It's your turn, now, eh? And then we can all move over to the bed to continue the lessons."

As I said that, I reached down to both of them, and taking each of their hands, helped them to stand back up. Since I had already started undressing Mary, I decided to finish what I started, and taking her shoulder straps in my hands, slowly started to pull her dress down and off her gorgeous body. Mary helped in this process by pulling each arm through her dress straps. I stared goggle eyed, marveling once again at how truly beautiful her body is, as little by little, more and more of her naked flesh was exposed.

First her tits came into view, with her engorged nipples standing out proud from the tip of each tit, making me gasp out loud as my mouth watered in anticipation of getting my lips around each succulent morsel. Then, as I continued to slowly lower her dress, dragging my hands down her sides as I went, I brushed the outer curve of each tit with my thumbs, making Mary sigh with pleasure, her mid-section came into view, soon exposing her wonderful belly with it's slight little pooch, and her perfect navel (an 'inney' - my favorite!), which was a big turn on to me (Side note, here Ladies. Contrary to what you may have seen on some of the infomercials for exercise machines, we men LOVE that tiny little bit of body fat around your navel that makes that little pooch - DON'T try so hard to get rid of it, please? We men usually find that highly erotic! OK, end of side note.), and I could hardly wait to get my hands on her sweet belly. Soon, I had her dress past her hips, and instead of just letting it drop to her feet, I continued holding on to it so I could caress her gorgeous legs all the way down to her pretty, dainty little feet. As I continued down her body, Mary was making soft sighs and cooing sounds, indicating that she was liking what I was doing. I know I sure did!

Still on my knees, I then turned to Katy, who was shivering in anticipation, realizing that she was soon going to be just as naked as both her Mother and I were. She had a demure little smile on her face, with the prettiest rosy tint to her cheeks, and her eyes glittered as she looked at me. I could also see that her breathing had increased, as her chest was heaving, pushing her sweet tits out with each breath she took.

"Katy, does your dress have a zipper in back?" I asked, and when she nodded, I continued, "OK. Turn around please, so 'Daddy' (boy, I sure liked the sound of that, even though I wasn't her 'Daddy', yet - added just the right amount of extra 'kinkiness', you know?) can unzip your dress."

Katy dutifully turned her back to me so I could unzip her dress, and when I had done that, I gently turned her back around to face me, and started to pull her dress straps off her shoulders. When I got them far enough down, Katy pulled her arms out of the straps, and using the same slow method I used with Mary, I slowly started to pull her dress down and off her exquisite little girl body.

When I first exposed her equally beautiful little (relative term - even though she was only twelve, she was quite developed for her age, and I found out later that her measurements are 34D - 22 - 32, which on her 5' body, made her tits look HUGE!) tits, I gasped loudly, amazed at the size and shape of her tits. What was even more amazing, though, were her nipples! I hadn't really been able to determine their size before, as the top of her dress was pleated, which effectively hid them. Now that I had the top of her dress off her tits, I saw that her nipples were almost the same size as her Mother's nipples were, which really made my mouth water! The areole were smaller than her Mother's, being about the size of a quarter, with the base of her nipples being almost the same diameter, and only slightly diminishing in size out to the tips! Oh, and those tips! They stuck out about three quarters of an inch from her tits! I was in absolute awe, and could hardly wait to get my hands and lips on those babies!

As I continued to slowly pull her dress down, as with Mary, I was caressing her body with my hands. When I got her tits completely exposed, I couldn't resist, and flicked both of her nipples with my thumbs, making Katy gasp at contact. I loved how her rubbery nipples felt against my thumbs, and ran my thumbs over her nipples a few times, feeling them stiffen even more. This soon had Katy cooing and making little moans, and she leaned her head back, closing her eyes, and pushed her torso forward to get firmer contact between her nipples and my thumbs.

I was enjoying feeling her nipples, as well as Katy's reaction to what I was doing, but I wanted to see the rest of her body, and so reluctantly stopped caressing her nipples so I could continue taking her dress off. When I stopped rubbing her stiff nipples, Katy groaned in frustration.

"Aw, did baby like having her nipples rubbed by Daddy? Would you like him to do it some more, hmmmm? Be patient, sweetie, we'll get back to them soon, OK?", Mary asked.

"Mmmmmm, yes, Mommy. It did feel good! Just like when you do it!", Katy dreamily answered.

I smiled at that, knowing full well that I definitely was going to get back to those luscious nipples later! I continued to draw Katy's little dress down her body, using the edge of the palms of my hands to push it down, as I caressed her sides as I went. As her little belly came into view, I was struck again by the fact that Katy's body was an almost exact carbon-copy of her Mother's body, as she too had a slight little belly pooch. Oh, man, I was liking this! I lightly ran my thumbs down her belly, briefly dipping into her cute little belly-button, causing her to jerk and giggle a little at the sensation.

"That tickled!", Katy said, making me smile.

As I got her dress down to her hips, I briefly hesitated, and took in a deep breath in excitement, as I knew that I would soon be seeing, close up, this sweet little twelve year old girls' pussy! Mary had told me that, although the rest of Katy's body was well developed, she hadn't started growing any pubic hairs yet, I could hardly wait to see her naturally hairless, bald little girl pussy! I was almost drooling from the anticipation!

I VERY slowly continued to pull her dress down, revealing the top of her mound. I couldn't help making groaning noises of my own, as I revealed more and more of her sweet little virgin pussy. As I continued pulling her dress down, I noticed a nice sweet smell coming from her pussy, and heard Katy as she was starting to breath a little more raggedly as her arousal grew. Then the prize of prizes finally came fully into view, and I groaned loudly at the sight of her naked little pussy! She also, like her Mother, had a very prominent clit, which was beginning to peek out from under its' hood, and her pussy lips were thick and distended, flushed a deep red, with her slit glistening with her pussy juices.

"Oh, KATY! You have a BEAUTIFUL pussy! I LOVE IT!", I exclaimed huskily, as her pussy finally came into view.

"Oooooh, goody! I'm glad you like my pussy ... I was hoping you would!", Katy almost whispered in reply.

I had stopped pulling her dress down when her pussy came fully into view, as I just stared at it in awe and lust. 'Oh, man that is one delectable looking little pussy!', I thought. I then reluctantly tore my eyes away from her sweet little girl pussy, and continued down her gorgeous legs, stroking my hands down the outside of her thighs and calves, making Katy squirm in pleasure. When I got to her pretty little feet, I couldn't resist, and lifting each leg in turn, brought her feet to my mouth so I could kiss and suck each of her tiny little toes.

"Ooooooh, that kinda tickles ... but feels REALLY good, too! Oh, yeah ... I LIKE that! Keep sucking my toes, Daddy ... it's making my pussy tingle a LOT!", Katy squealed out.

"Katy has very sensitive toes and feet, and I've even made her cum just by sucking on her toes!" Mary quietly informed me, as Katy continued to squirm and coo, as I kept up orally pleasuring her toes and feet.

When I heard Katy begin grunting and moaning louder as I was sucking her pretty little toes, I glanced up and saw that she had reached down to her pussy, and had started rubbing her clit with one hand making little squishing sounds from all the moisture she was producing from her little pussy, and with the other was pinching her nipples, going back and forth from one tit to the other. 

I wanted to see if I could make her cum, as I wanted to see what she looked like when she orgasmed, so I started working over her toes and feet harder. I was running my tongue in between each toe, over the top of her feet, and then went back to sucking each individual toe, flicking them hard and fast with my tongue. Katy was having a hard time standing on one foot as I was working on the other, so Mary soon moved behind her, embracing and supporting her. as Katy was growing more excited and getting closer to cumming.

"Does that feel good, baby? Do you like Daddy sucking and licking and kissing your pretty little feet, hmmmm? Is that making your little pussy feel good, baby? Hmmmm? Are you getting close to cumming, sweetie? Would you like to cum for Daddy ... so he can see how pretty you are when you do? Cum for Daddy, sweetie. Cum for him ... and show him what you do ... when you cum. Show him you can squirt, baby ... just like Mommy ... cum for Daddy, and squirt for him ...", Mary said, as she leaned down to Katy's ear.

'Katy can squirt, too?', I thought. 'THIS I've GOTTA see!', and I exerted even more effort to get Katy to cum. By this time both of her feet were covered with my saliva, so I started to suck all of it back off. Katy was really starting to moan louder and louder, and her legs were starting to tremble, while her hips were humping strongly back and forth. Soon she was gasping, and as I looked up, I saw that Mary had reached around in front of Katy, and was pulling on both of Katy's nipples, stretching them out from her body and pinching and twisting them, as Katy got closer and closer to cumming.

As I finished cleaning up Katy's feet, I took her big toe into my mouth, and sucked HARD. This, and her Mother pinching of her nipples, and I think just the entire situation, soon pushed Katy over the edge, and she began to cum - HARD! Her head was thrown back, resting on her Mother's shoulders, with her mouth wide open as she groaned really loudly. Her body started to shake and quiver as she started to cum, and as I was looking up watching, a bright rosy flush began in her face, and quickly went down her torso all the way to the ends of her tits.

Then, as her body went rigid, and she thrust out her hips, I quickly placed her foot on the floor and sat up to watch, as Katy went into full orgasm. As I watched, I saw her pussy lips were fluttering rapidly as they opened and closed. Then her hips bucked forward, and as they did, I saw her engorged pussy lips flare open, as she started to gush her pussy juices! There were three distinct spurts as she ejaculated! After she spurted the first time, splashing me in my lap, I leaned forward, and opened my mouth. I just HAD to taste this little girl's abundant flow, and got what I was after when she squirted the second and third time! My entire face was drenched with her flow, and I could feel her creamy spend running down my chest, as I swallowed as much, and as quickly as I could. My cock was SO HARD, and was pulsing like crazy, and I almost came myself, when Katy started to squirt. She was almost as spectacular as Amber had been (not sure if anybody could top Amber)!

After Katy reached the peak of her orgasm her knees buckled as her legs could no longer hold her up, and between the two of us, Mary and I gently picked Katy up, and took her over to the bed, and laid her down. Mary then quickly turned to me, grabbed my head with both hands, and started to lick my face, neck, shoulders and chest, licking Katy's copious juices from my body, moaning deep in her throat as she did. When she finished doing that, she fiercely planted a hugely passionate kiss on my lips, shoving her tongue deep in my mouth, letting me taste Katy's cum on her tongue.

"Oh, SHIT that was SO HOT!", Mary exclaimed, breaking the kiss and staring deep into my eyes, "Watching you toe suck Katy, was such a turn on that I had to get involved too! When I saw how aroused you were making her, I wanted you to see her cum. Did you like watching her cum? I bet you did ... I saw the look on your face ... the look of LUST towards my little Katy ... as you were sucking and licking her toes ... I bet you almost came, too, didn't you?"

"Hell, yes I liked that! She has such pretty little feet and toes just like YOU - and you KNOW I loved sucking on YOUR feet. Watching Katy cum was awesome, and yes, I did almost cum!"

Mary chuckled deep her throat when I said that. We broke our embrace, and each taking a side laid out next to Katy, to cuddle, caress and kiss her, as she basked in the afterglow of her powerful orgasm. Katy was laying flat on her back, with her pretty legs slightly spread, and with her eyes closed, had a little smile of satisfaction on her face. As Mary and I were cuddling her, Katy's body would every now then shudder as tiny little aftershocks would hit her. As I watched, each time her body shuddered, her pussy lips would briefly flutter open, and a little more pussy juice would ooze out, slowly running down through the crack of her pretty little ass to the bed. 

I sat up and could see that she had created a fairly nice sized wet spot on the sheets, about 4" inches around. From my experience with Amber and Beth yesterday, I knew that Katy needed to have her fluids replenished, and jumped up from the bed, and telling Mary that I'd be right back, went down to the kitchen and got some cold fruit juice, and quickly returned. When I got back, I saw that Katy was sitting up now, with a slightly dazed look on her face.

"Here you go, Honey - drink this.", I said, handing Katy the glass of juice, which she quickly drained.

"Whew ... thank you for the juice, Daddy!" Katy managed to rasp out, and handed the glass back to me. Then she said, "And thank you  - and you too, Mommy - VERY much for the nice cum! That was wonderful! I love cumming! It ALWAYS feels SO GOOD! But ... what about you and Mommy ... you both haven't cum yet ... you do want to cum, don't you, Daddy? I want to see you cum, Daddy ... I've never seen a man cum before - in real life that is ... just in the movies Mommy has ... can I please see you cum SOON, Daddy?"

"I think Daddy will be cumming very soon, baby. As soon as you feel up to it, we'll continue with the lessons and make Daddy cum for you. Are you feeling up to it yet, sweetie?", Mary said before I could open my mouth.

"Oh, cool! I really want to see how to make Daddy cum ... and squirt his sperm ... when Daddy does cum, Mommy, can I taste it, please? I want to know what it tastes like ... when you told me you tasted his cum, that's all I could think of! Can I taste it, please, Mommy? I'm ready now to learn how to make Daddy cum!" Katy answered.

"Of course you can taste Daddy's cum, baby! All men like to see girls eat their cum. It gets them really excited! Since you're ready to go on, get on the other side of Daddy, so he's in the middle. That way we can both reach him, OK?"

"OK! Let's GO!" Katy squealed in excitement.

Katy got up, scooting down to the end of the bed to make room for me, and as soon as she did, I slid over next to Mary. As I did, I took the opportunity to lean over and lightly nip one of her distended nipples between my teeth, getting a moan of pleasure as my reward, while Katy was moving up next to me. When she was even with me, she reached out and grabbed my shoulder, and pulled me until I was flat on my back.

"You can do that later, Daddy! Come on, and lay down so Mommy and I can make you CUM!", Katy mildly scolded me in her impatience to get on with the lesson, making me chuckle, and Mary gave out a little moan of frustration, mock glaring at Katy, who giggled.

"OK ... where were we? Oh, yeah ... as you know, baby, our pussies are very sensitive to the touch, and when touched just right makes us get aroused, and our pussies get wet, making them ready for sex. Men's cocks are also very sensitive to touch, and react by getting hard and erect, showing that the man is excited and ready to have sex."

Katy interrupted Mary to say, "Oh, I know that part Mommy. And I know that our pussies get wet to make it easier for a man - for DADDY - to put his cock in our pussy. But, why is the end of Daddy's cock all wet? He hasn't put it in either of our pussies yet ..."

Mary continued, "You're right again, sweetie. Our pussies get wet to allow a man's cock - DADDY'S cock - to go in our pussies. Daddy's cock is wet because he's very excited right now, and his cock is making what is known as 'pre-cum', which is his lubricant. When added to our pussy juice - our lubricant - it makes things nice and slippery, making it even easier for him to put his cock in our pussy. Now, notice that his pre-cum is clear? His cum is different, because it's filled with his sperm, and comes shooting out of the little hole at the end of his cock when he cums, and is thick and white.

"Now, usually a man isn't hard at the beginning, and one of the ways to get him hard is to use your hand to gently fondle and stroke his cock, which will almost always make his cock get hard. Just so you know, some men have medical problems as they get older, which makes it difficult for them to get hard and erect." Mary continued.

"Oh, that's sad!" Katy said, and then continued, "I'm sure glad Daddy doesn't have any medical problems! I LIKE it that his cock is HARD!"

"Me, too! I love your hard cock, too, Lover. Now, back to the lesson.", Mary answered, turning to me briefly with a lustful look in her eyes, and then she continued, "Since Daddy's cock is already hard, we'll move on. Once you have his cock hard, a man - Daddy - likes it a lot when you start to gently stroke it up and down with your hand, like this."

Mary reached over and took my cock in her hand, and proceeded to give me a gentle hand job, while Katy watched in rapt attention, her eyes growing big knowing that her turn to do that was coming up.

"You see how I'm doing it, baby? I have a firm, but not too tight, grip on his cock, and I'm moving my hand up and down. Right now, I'm doing it slowly, building up Daddy's excitement. You don't want to go too fast at first because you want to make him feel good slowly. After a while, though, if you want to make him cum with your hand, you speed up, going faster and faster until he does cum. Another thing to do is rub your thumb over the top of his head and smear his pre-cum around the head. As you continue to rub his cock with your hand, called jacking, or jerking, him off or giving him a hand job, he will produce more and more pre-cum, which you should use to coat his whole cock, making it slippery. That makes it easier to move your hand faster, and the man - Daddy - really likes how that feels. There's one very sensitive spot on a mans - Daddy's - cock that you need to pay a lot of attention to, and that's the little 'V' groove right here at the base of his cock head. It's almost as sensitive as our clits are. Now, here, you try it. Don't squeeze too tight!"

"OK, Mommy ... but how will I know if I'm doing it right? I WANT to do it JUST right, Mommy, and make Daddy feel REALLY good!", Katy said as her hand replaced her Mother's on my cock. What Mary had been doing was sooooooo nice, but I REALLY wanted to feel Katy's hand on my cock, and now I felt a thrill, as Katy took my cock in her hot little hand for the first time, as she gently began to stroke up and down my shaft.

"Just watch Daddy's reactions, and listen to the sounds he makes. You'll know if you're doing it the way he likes!", Mary said, and then continued as I started to softly moan, "See? You're making Daddy feel pretty good already! OK, baby, when you reach the head of his cock this time, rub your thumb over the head. When your thumb is all wet, smear it around the head ... and if you want, you can taste it too ... Daddy's pre-cum tastes good, too, just like his cum. Go ahead, try it!"

Katy stroked me a few more times, and was squeezing my cock a little tighter which caused more and more pre-cum to ooze from the end of my cock, and then she used her thumb to spread it around my head, making me squirm and moan as the sensations rolled through my body. She briefly stopped, letting go of my cock, and as I opened my eyes to watch, stuck her thumb in her mouth and sucked the pre-cum off, running her tongue all around her thumb savoring the flavor. She quickly returned her hand to my cock, and began stroking me again, with a big smile on her face while she licked her lips and made little smacking sounds.

"Oooooooh, MOMMY! You were RIGHT! Daddy's pre-cum DOES taste good! I want MORE!", Katy cooed out excitedly, and then surprised both Mary and me, as she then quickly bent her head down, and while squeezing out another large glob of pre-cum, darted her tongue out to swipe up the glob. The moment her tongue touched the head of my cock, I gasped out loud, and my cock gave a big lurch from the sensation of having her tongue touch it. 

I heard Mary hiss as she took in a big breath as she watched Katy tongue the head of my cock, and then she said, "Did you like that sweetie? Having your tongue touch his cock?"

"Oh, yes, Mommy! It felt so soft and silky, and a lot better than my thumb! Was that OK to do?", Katy answered with a giggle.

Mary hissed back, "Ohhhh, yessss, baby ... that was a VERY good thing to do! Daddy REALLY likes having his cock licked ... would you like to lick his cock some more? I know Daddy would like that ... and I'd like to see you do that, too ... oooooooooh, that would make Mommy REALLY HOT ... would you like to lick his cock, baby? A man - Daddy - likes that even more than a hand job ... you could even put it in your sweet little mouth ... and suck it ... just like you do with Mommy's clit ... would you like to suck Daddy's cock, baby? Mommy would really like to see you do that ... would you do that, please, baby?"

"Oh, can I? Please? I'd like to suck Daddy's cock, Mommy ... but I don't know how! Would you show me, please? Will this make Daddy cum soon?", Katy nearly shouted in her excitement. I was getting pretty excited by the thought of Katy's hot little mouth wrapped around my cock, too, and noticing some movement out of the corner of my eye, I saw that Mary was getting worked up, too, as she had her hand in her lap, rubbing her clit.

"Ohhhh, yesss, baby ... Mommy will show you how ... to suck Daddy's cock ... oh, I can hardly wait to watch you!", Mary said as she got up on her knees, putting her head above my groin. I could tell that Mary was VERY excited at the prospect of showing Katy how to suck my cock, as she was practically drooling!

"OK, baby, this is what you do. Think of a man's - Daddy's - cock as a pop sickle, or big straw, and put your lips in the shape of an 'O', like this," and quickly demonstrated, "and then slip the mans - Daddy's - cock head into your mouth. Be careful, and try not to let your teeth scrape him, as that will hurt. When you have the head in your mouth, start moving your tongue around like this," again demonstrating, "all over his head, and on his shaft, and especially on that real sensitive spot I showed you a little while ago. Something else that Daddy likes is if you lick up and down the shaft - this part - of his cock, and even his balls. You can even suck on his balls, too if you want, but be VERY GENTLE if you do. His balls are VERY sensitive, and if you suck too hard, you could hurt Daddy very much. Now watch what I do, and then you can try."

And Mary then proceeded with her cock licking and sucking demonstration, starting at the base of my cock. She extended her (actually quite long!) tongue, and just using the tip, started to lick all up and down and around my cock shaft, and then down over my balls, returning to my shaft, working her way back up to the head where she swirled her tongue around and around, paying particular attention to the sensitive 'V' at the base of my cock. Although inexperienced, Mary must have paid strict attention to the cock sucking scenes in the movies she has, as she was an excellent cock sucker, and soon had me squirming all over the place, and moaning quite loudly from the pleasure she was giving me, as she bobbed her head up and down on my shaft. 

Mary stopped abruptly, though, making me groan in frustration, and said, "Oh, yeah ... I LOVE licking and sucking your cock, Honey ... ooooooooh, yesssss! Katy, something else you need to know ... while you're sucking a man's - Daddy's - cock ... you may make him so excited ... that he'll CUM too soon ... you want him to CUM, but not too soon ... you want to draw out the pleasure as long as you can ... until he begs you to let him CUM ... oh, yeah ... I LOVE making Daddy CUM! I'm soooo HOT right now! 

"Ummm ... anyway ... when a man, any man, is getting ready to cum, his ball sack will tighten up against the base of his cock ... and when you're sucking Daddy's cock, you should be gently fondling his balls at the same time ... that way you'll feel his sack get tight ... when he gets ready to CUM! If it's too soon ... for him to CUM ... you can stop him from cumming ... by taking your mouth off his cock ... oh, the thought of your hot, sweet little mouth on his cock is making me HOT! ... and then squeezing the base of his shaft, right above his balls ... right here ... you'll have to do that for a little while ... until he calms down ... and then you can start sucking Daddy's cock again ... ooooh, I want to see that SOOOOO BAD! ... here, baby ... you try it now ... remember to keep your teeth away, though." and Mary reluctantly gave up my cock to her daughter, and sat back to watch.

Katy eagerly took her place, and grasping the shaft of my cock at the base, held it straight up, and a little tentatively at first, began to softly lick my cock shaft from the base to the tip, and then back down, and then back up to the head. Then stopping at the head to swirl her tongue around it, licking up the pre-cum that had gathered there. When she reached the base of my cock, she continued down, and started to very gently lick my balls, and then stopped, and lifted her head to turn to her Mother.

"Did I do that part right, Mommy? I like licking Daddy's cock. It's soft and smooth, and hot and hard at the same time! I want to do this a LOT!"

Mary, who was beginning to rub her pussy faster, gasped out, "Ohhh yeah, baby! That looked just right. Now hurry ... and get back to licking and sucking Daddy's HOT, HARD COCK! Mommy wants to see you SUCK IT! Oh, SHIT YEAH! Please ... please suck Daddy's cock for Mommy, OK, baby?"

"OK, Mommy! I LIKE this. Here goes ... tell me if I'm doing anything wrong, though, OK?", Katy replied, as Mary nodded her head.

Katy once again started licking my shaft, again starting at the base, and flicking her tongue quickly across my shaft as she went, soon reached my head, where she began to swirl her tongue around and around, paying special attention to the 'V' at the base of the head of my cock. This was really intense for me, as I watched this beautiful little twelve year old kneeling between my legs as she orally pleasured my cock! I could feel my balls begin their familiar tingle as Katy was bringing me closer and closer to my orgasm.

As Katy was licking the head of my cock, she was literally drooling, and I could both feel and see her saliva running wetly down the shaft of my cock. As more and more of her saliva slid down my shaft, Katy began jacking my cock with one hand, while with the other she was very softly fondling my balls. She kept this up for a little while, and then lifting her head, while she continued to jack my cock and fondle my balls, looked me right in the eyes.

"I LOVE playing with your cock and balls ... and licking them ... you taste good, Daddy, and I want to do this a lot! My pussy is tingling LOTS right now ... I'm hot, Daddy! Do you like what I'm doing Daddy? Do you like having me play with you ... with your hard cock ... and use my tongue on you? I LOVE licking your cock Daddy ... and now I'm going to SUCK your cock ... putting the head ... in my little mouth ... and SUCKING ... would you like that Daddy? Would you like to see your hot ... hard ... COCK ... in my HOT ... little girl mouth, hmmmmmmm? ... I bet you would ... is that going to make you CUM soon, Daddy? ... I hope so ... I want to taste your CUM, Daddy ... Mommy says it tastes delicious ... I want to try some, too ... I'll even let you CUM in my little mouth ... if you want to Daddy ... it's OK ... I’d like you to CUM ... in my hot, wet SUCKING mouth ... so I can taste it when you do ... right away ... would you like to CUM in your little girl's mouth, Daddy?"

Both Mary and I groaned out loud at what Katy said, both of us imagining the sight of Katy sucking my cock until I came in her mouth. My hips jerked up, ramming my cock through Katy's hand in response, but before I could say anything, Mary spoke up.

"OH, YES, BABY! SUCK his cock! Mommy REALLY wants to watch that!! Make him CUM!! Make him CUM in your mouth! SWALLOW HIS CUM! I want to see that SOOO MUCH! But don't swallow all of it! I want some, too, OK? Would you share some with Mommy, please baby?"

"Yes, I'll share some of his CUM with you, Mommy. That's SO nasty! It makes me hot! Mommy, while I SUCK Daddy's cock, could you do me a favor, please? I'm so hot, and wanna cum again ... would you play with my pussy, while I suck Daddy's cock, please? I promise that I'll make you cum later, too. Please play with my little pussy, Mommy, please?"

Without answering, Mary simply slid over, so she was kneeling behind Katy, and slid her hand down Katy's back, over her ass, dragging her fingers through the crack of Katy's ass, and then continued down, sliding her hand under Katy, and as Katy lifted up a little, I could see that Mary had slid two fingers into Katy's little pussy, and was starting to stroke them in and out, getting a moan of pleasure from Katy in response. Although I couldn't see her other hand, I was sure that Mary had her other hand attending to her own pussy, as I could see her upper arm moving at the same pace as her other arm. 

Katy, who was cooing in appreciation for what Mary was doing to her pussy, turned her attention back to my cock, and looking down at it, licked her lips in lustful anticipation, slowly lowering her head. As she got closer to the head of my cock, she slowly opened her mouth, and stuck out her tongue, quickly licking up the drop of pre-cum that was there. I could feel her hot breath on the head of my cock as she continued to lower her mouth. Just as the head of my cock entered her open mouth, but not being touched by her lips yet, I groaned and closed my eyes in anticipation. When I didn't feel anything more, I quickly opened my eyes to look at what Katy was doing, and when she saw my eyes open, she smiled around my cock head, and then finally closed her lips around me, keeping eye contact the whole time. She swirled her tongue around the head of my cock for a moment and began to gently suck me, but when I started to close my eyes again, she pulled her mouth off my cock head with a soft wet pop and looked at me hard - I had opened my eyes again when she took her mouth off my cock.

"Daddy! Keep your eyes open, please! I want you to watch me suck your cock! I want to watch you watch me suck your cock, OK? Please?", she almost demanded in her little girl way.

"OK, sweetie, Daddy will keep his eyes open for you. That is better, now that I think about it! Yes, I want to watch you suck my cock!", I agreed, not being able to refuse her!

Turning to look at her Mother over her shoulder, Katy also asked Mary to watch her suck my cock, and when Mary agreed, Katy turned back, and in one quick motion, looking me right in the eyes, lowered her mouth back over the head of my cock, and began to gently suck me again. At first she was content to merely suckle the head of my cock, which did feel fantastic, while she swirled her tongue around my cock, but then soon, she began a shallow bobbing motion, taking a little of my cock further into her mouth.

She continued this for a little while, never stopping her tongue motion, and constantly watching my reaction, as I watched her sucking my cock. Then, Katy started taking me deeper into her mouth, and also increased the strength of her sucking. She started slowly, working me deeper and deeper into her mouth, until she felt the head of my cock hit the back of her throat, making her pull up quickly as she gagged a little. She pulled off for a moment, until she composed herself, and looking at me again, quickly lowered her mouth over my cock again, going just far enough that my cock didn't hit her throat again.

Then Katy started to speed up the bobbing of her head, and increased the suction to my cock. Meanwhile Mary seeing Katy speed up her motions, began speeding up her hand action on Katy's - and her own - pussy.

"OH, FUCK! LOOK! LOOK at my daughter! She's SUCKING your COCK! Oh, FUCK! That's SO FUCKING HOT, seeing her mouth on your HARD COCK as she SUCKS IT! Ooohhhhhh SHIT yeah that's FUCKING HOT! I'm getting close to CUMMING! I want you to CUM, TOO! CUM in my little girl's mouth ... fill it ... fill it with your CUM! Fill it with your SPERM! Make her TASTE your SPERM ... oh, oh, oh ... fuck it ... FUCK it ... FUCK HER MOUTH, AND CUM!!!!!!", Mary wailed out, as she was approaching her orgasm. Mine was approaching soon, too, as I could feel my balls beginning to pull up at the base of my cock.

"Katy ... Katy ... Daddy's going to ... CUM ... soon ... get ready, sweetie ... Daddy's going to ... fill your pretty ... little mouth ... with CUM ... SOON!", I gasped out. I wanted to warn her, before I started shooting my load, so she would be ready when it shot out in her hot, little sucking mouth. I was amazed at how well she was sucking my cock - almost as good as her Mom, on her first attempt! The sight of her sweet little lips wrapped around my cock, with her pretty red hair flying around as she rapidly bobbed her head up and down, with the feelings she was giving me and the hot words from Mary, was bringing me ever closer to orgasm.

Katy, in response to what both her Mom and I said, only increased her exertions on my cock, bobbing her head faster and faster, and sucking so hard, I thought my balls were going to be sucked out through my cock, as she continued her task of making me cum in her mouth. As Katy was vigorously giving me a super blow job, my hips had been pumping up and down in time with Katy's head movements, but I was still aware enough to not push up too far, as I didn't want to choke her. Then I felt the cum building in my balls, as it began it's journey up and out of my cock, as I went over into a very intense orgasm.

"OH SHIT! OH FUCK! OH FUCK! FUCK, YEAH! Katy ... get ready Honey ... Daddy's gonna cum ... right NOW! AHHHHHHHH, YEAH!!!!!!!!", I managed to yell out to Katy in warning, as my cock began it's familiar pulsing, as my cock began to shoot my load into Katy's wet, hot little waiting mouth. As Katy felt my balls pull all the way up, and heard me, she pulled her mouth up until only the head of my cock was still in her mouth, and started mewling as the first jet of cum blasted into her mouth. 

She held that first amount in her mouth, but quickly had to swallow as more and more of my cum jetted into her mouth, making her cheeks bulge. As I first began to cum, she started to frantically pump my cock with her hand, trying to get every last drop of cum from my cock as she could. When my hips bucked upward with my first blast, she managed to move her head up and back, keeping me from driving too far into her little mouth, while keeping her lips firmly clamped around the head of my cock. I continued to cum, shooting about six or seven times into her hot little sucking mouth, and filled her mouth to overflowing, with some of my cum oozing out of the corners of her mouth, dribbling down her chin. 

When I started to cum, Mary howled out, "OH FUCK YESSSS! CUM!!!! CUM IN HER MOUTH!!! CUM IN MY LITTLE GIRL'S MOUTH!!! FILL HER MOUTH WITH YOUR SPERM!!!!! OH, SHIT ... OH, SHIT, SHIT, SHIT!!!!! I'M CUMMMMMMIIIIIIIIINNNNNNNNNNNGGGGGGGG TOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!", and through my orgasmic haze, I saw Mary start to buck against Katy's back as she began her own hugely intense orgasm. I felt wetness against my leg, and knew that Mary was ejaculating, too, as she came. This caused my cock to give one final lurch, as I deposited my last spurt of cum into Katy's mouth, which she held so she could share it with her Mom.

As Katy pulled her mouth off my cock, with an audible wet shlup sound, letting my cock fall wetly back against my groin, I watched as she turned around to face Mary, who was still in the throes of her orgasm, and grabbed her head, bringing their mouths together, forcing Mary's mouth open with her tongue, and began to push my cum out of her mouth into Mary's mouth. Mary reacted by going deeper into her orgasm, bucking and heaving against Katy as they shared my cum, swirling it back and forth in their mouths! 'Holy SHIT, that's HOT!', I thought as I watched.

As my cock rapidly deflated, and I recovered, I realized that Katy hadn't cum, and decided to do something about that. As they were still locked in their embrace, sharing what was left of my cum, I saw that Katy was on her knees, with her legs spread widely apart, with her delightful little ass held about a foot above the bed. 'Just enough room!', I thought, as I quickly slid in under Katy putting my face right under her sopping wet pussy. Grabbing her by the hips, I pulled down, which Katy at first resisted, but she quickly realized what I was going to do, and relaxed so I was able to pull her pussy down to my face.

I quickly extended my tongue, and began quickly running it up and down through her gaping slit, licking up as much of her sweet little pussy juice as I could. Katy must have liked what I was doing, as she began to moan loudly, and pressing herself down more, and began humping my face fast! I stiffened my tongue, then, and started to shove it rapidly in and out of her tight little pussy, getting a high pitched squeal from Katy.

I kept up tongue fucking her pussy for a few moments, and then paused when I heard Katy squeal out of sync with what I was doing. Looking up, I saw that Mary was now sucking one of Katy's tits, while mauling her other tit, pinching and pulling and twisting her nipple - which is what caused the out of sync squeal. Seeing that, made me more determined to make Katy cum, so I started sucking on her clit, which by this time was fully extended from it's protective hood. Katy started going nuts! Between what her Mother was doing with her tits, and me sucking hard on her clit, it didn't take long for us to make her cum - especially when I bit down gently on her clit! That sent her into a HUGE orgasm, causing her body to buck, and jerk, and shake all over the place, as she moaned and moaned and moaned. When she started to buck, I quickly let go of her clit, and tried, mainly in vain, to just keep my tongue in contact with it.

Soon, Katy reached her peak, and when she did, she soaked her Mother - as her Mother had soaked her! - as she began to squirt her pussy juices all over the place, as her hips bucked and jerked. Since I was right beneath her, I got my share, too, as my face and neck got drenched! Katy finally stopped spurting after I don't know how many times, and then collapsed backward, landing on top of me with her face right next to my cock, causing me to grunt. Mary fell forward too, but kept her body off of the two of us, bracing herself with her arms, and began kissing Katy deeply, moaning deep in her throat. She finally broke of the kiss, and collapsed next to us on the bed.

As we lay there, all of us breathing hard as we began to recover, I felt another tongue begin to softly caress my shriveled cock. I lifted my head to see who was doing it - I could see past Katy's legs, which were on either side of my head - and saw that it was Katy that was softly licking my cock. She was cleaning off the last of my cum from my cock, and softly cooing as she did. I winced a bit, though, when she reached the head of my cock as it was still very sensitive. Soon Katy stopped licking me, and very gently, and very softly, drew the head of my cock into her mouth, and then just held me there without doing anything more.

As I recovered, I was a little surprised that my cock was very slowly starting to refill with blood, but then I considered the situation. Here I was, with a naked twelve year old girl laying on top of me with her legs spread part way open, letting me see her naked little pussy with her gaping pussy lips, while she was holding the head of my cock in her hot, wet, little mouth - the same mouth I had just recently filled with cum! - while the smell of sex permeated the air. I could smell both Katy's pussy as well as Mary's pussy, as well as feel both of their pussy juices on my body and the sheet I was laying on. As I thought more about this, my cock started to once again swell up as it was in Katy's little mouth. As Katy felt it begin to harden, she began to very gently begin to suck my cock, until I was fully erect, causing her to giggle in excitement.

Mary had recovered by this time, and looking to see what Katy had giggled about, said, "Oh, baby! You got him hard again! Good job! Mommy likes seeing your mouth around his cock - it's VERY sexy! Is everyone ready for the next lesson? I know I am!"

Katy pulled her mouth off my cock long enough to reply, after which she sucked me right back in, "And I like sucking his cock! You were right Mommy - his sperm IS delicious! I want more! Is that part of the next lesson - drinking more of Daddy's cum? I'm ready, whatever the lesson is, but I hope I can drink MORE of Daddy's CUM!"

Mary laughed at that, and as she rose up to look down at my smiling face, answered, "No, not this time - at least not directly anyway! Are you 'up' for the next lesson, Lover? I think you'll like it ... as I KNOW you liked having your cock SUCKED by my - our, soon - twelve year old little girl, until you filled her mouth with your CUM ... that she willingly swallowed! Are you ready, sweetie? Would you get ready sooner, if I told you that it involves Katy's hot, tight, VERY WET, little pussy ... and your HARD, HOT COCK, hmmmmmmmmm? Not to mention my VERY HOT pussy! Does that sound interesting in any way, to you?", and then she leaned down to kiss me hotly.

When we both finally came up for air, I replied, "Sure, I'm 'UP' for anything having to do with two beautiful, hairless pussies! What's the next lesson?"

Chapter 8

"Well ... this next lesson involves what is 'politely' referred to as sexual intercourse ...", Mary started, before she was interrupted.

"Oh! You mean FUCKING? Are we going to FUCK, Mommy? Are we, huh? I want to know how to FUCK!", squealed Katy in excitement.

"Hmmm ... young lady!  IF you please! Yes, that is the subject of this lesson, if you'll let me continue!", Mary said, a little sternly.

"I'm sorry, Mommy ... but I'm SO excited! I'll try real hard not to interrupt again ... I DO want to learn." Katy contritely replied.

"All right ... where was I? Oh, yes ... fucking, as it is commonly referred to is where a man and a woman - usually - get together for sex. As we learned earlier, foreplay usually leads up to the sex act. The man and the woman get each other sexually excited, so that the woman's pussy is wet, and the man's cock is hard, after which the man then inserts his hard cock into the woman's wet pussy, moving it in and out until he cums, spurting his semen with his sperm into her pussy. Sometimes this will end up making a baby, but sometimes it won't - it depends on a lot of different things being just right for them to make a baby. Sex, though, isn't just about making a baby. As you are well aware, sex can be very fun, and can provide a lot of pleasure. Now that the basics are out of the way, do you know that there a lot of different positions that you can have sex in?"

"Well ... some, I guess, from what I saw in the movies we have, Mommy, but ... I don't know what they're called." Katy answered.

"Why don't you describe what you know, and I'll fill you in on some of the others, OK?" Mary asked.

"OK, Mommy ... umm ... well, there's the one where the woman is laying on her back, and the man gets on top ... then, there's the one where the woman is on her hands and knees with the man behind her on his knees ... and ... and, oh yeah! ... there's the one where the man is on HIS back, and the woman is on top! I think that's all I know, Mommy.", Katy answered.

"That's pretty good, sweetie! The first one is called the 'Missionary position', and is the most common. The second is called 'Doggie style', and is very pleasurable - as are all positions usually - because the man can really get his cock deep inside a woman’s pussy in that position. The third one you mentioned is called the 'Cowboy' position. There are others, as well. There's the reverse 'Cowboy', where the woman is on top, but instead of facing the man's head, the woman is facing toward his feet. This can be done laying on a bed, or the floor, or the man can be sitting in a chair. Another is called the 'Spoon' position, where both people are laying on their sides facing the same way, with the man behind the woman, pressed up tightly to her back.

"There are a lot of variations to the positions you can be in, and as you get more experienced in having sex, you can experiment with your partner to see what kind of positions you both enjoy. For instance, in the classic 'Missionary' position, generally the woman has her legs spread so the man can get between them to put his hard cock in her pussy, with the woman's legs being stretched out straight. One variation to that, is if the woman bends her knees, and puts her feet flat on the bed, so she has some leverage to push her hips up to the man as he pushes his cock in and out of her pussy. This usually increases both of their pleasure. Another variation is when the man hooks the woman's legs with his arms, and pushes them up toward her chest. This changes the angle of penetration, causing the man's cock to rub harder on the woman’s clit, increasing her pleasure. There are other variations as well, with the woman's legs in different places, all of which are intended to bring pleasure to both the man and the woman."

As Mary was talking about the different positions, Katy was listening intently, soaking in the information like a sponge. Her eyes were glittering, and her breathing had increased slightly as she contemplated what Mary had to say, probably imagining herself IN each position. Me? I just kind of 'zoned out' what Mary was saying, which caused my cock to lose some of it's rigidity, which Katy noticed and brought to Mary's attention.

"Oh, look, Mommy. Daddy isn't hard anymore! Does that mean he doesn't like fucking?", Katy said with some momentary despair.

"No, I don't think so sweetie ... as a matter of fact, I KNOW Daddy LOVES fucking. I think it's just that he already knows everything I've been telling you, and because we haven't been doing anything with his cock to keep it hard, he may have gotten just a little bit bored, is all. But, we can fix THAT, easily enough, I think! Let me think for a minute ..." Mary said.

"Bored? Daddy! Don't you want to FUCK? I thought you would want to! Do you think fucking is BORING?" Katy asked me in disbelief.

"Oh, no way, Honey! I LOVE to fuck. Your Mommy was right though ... I DO know what she was talking about, and I'm sorry, but I let my mind wander just a little. Don't worry - it won't take much to get me hard again. You'll see!" I said.

"I know what will get him hard again, sweetie, and we won't even have to touch him!" Mary said brightly.

"What Mommy? What would get him hard again without us touching him?" Katy asked with some confusion.

"Men are visually oriented, baby. That means they like to SEE things, as well as hear, touch, taste and smell. One thing that men like to see, and I'm SURE Daddy does too, is two women having sex. Why don't you lay down where you can see Daddy's cock, and spread your legs so Mommy can lick your pussy for a little while, and then you can lick my pussy. I bet THAT will make him hard! I KNOW that will make my pussy really wet, too, so Daddy and I can demonstrate some of the fucking positions. Would you like to have Mommy lick your pussy, and then lick Mommy's pussy, hmmmm?", and then turning to me, Mary continued, "Would you like to watch us ... lick each others pussy ... I bet that will make your cock nice and hard ... and stiff ... and ready ... to fuck. Would you, hmmm?"

As Mary was asking this, Katy squealed, and quickly got into a position where she could watch my cock, which was already beginning to react, while I just looked lustfully at Mary, and with a small groan, could only nod. Mary smiled at me and moved down between Katy's outstretched legs, and while keeping eye contact with me, hissed out a husky "Watch! Watch me lick my daughter's sweet little pussy ... watch me!", and bent her head with her tongue extended, and began licking Katy's sweet little pussy, running her tongue gently up and down through Katy's wet little pussy slit, getting a moan of pleasure from Katy.

As Mary continued orally pleasuring her twelve year old daughter, sliding her tongue up and down her little pussy slit, and then inserting her tongue deeply within Katy's folds, she kept eye contact with me as much as possible, watching my reactions. Meanwhile, as Katy was receiving pleasure from her Mother's tongue was trying to keep her eyes glued to my cock, watching as my cock slowly but surely regained it's full stiffness.

"Ooooooh, Mommy ... that feels SO gooood! I LOVE having you lick my little girl pussy! Oh, yeah ... suck my clit, Mommy ... YEAH! Just like that! ... Oh, yesss! Oh, oh, oh, MOMMY, that's SO NICE! ... Ahhh ... ohhh ... ung, yeah ... Mommy! ... ooooh, Mommy ... I think ... umm, yeah ... I think Daddy ... likes ... ummm, oh yes, right there Mommy ... what ... mmmmm, yeah ... he is seeing ... ohhh, ahhh ... his cock ... is  ... oh, yes, right there ... getting hard ... oooooooh, MOMMY, YES! ... more ... ooooh, yeah ... MORE!", Katy moaned and squealed, as Mary increased her efforts on her daughter's little pussy. When she looked over at my cock and saw that it was standing stiffly, she smiled as she continued to eat Katy's pussy.

'Oh, yeah! We men ARE visually oriented, and what I'm seeing now is oh SO HOT! Damn, she's talented!', I thought, as I continued to watch as Mary brought Katy closer and closer to an orgasm. I was a little surprised by how quickly Katy was responding, but figured that it was probably due to the fact that she was in a new situation, with lots of sex talk, and naked for the first time with a man. I know I'D be cumming fast and hard, if I was in her place!

Mary continued her oral pleasuring of her daughter, bringing Katy higher and higher, her face and upper body flushing a deep pink, and then sent Katy into orgasm when she stuck two fingers in her pussy, curling them up at the front of her pussy, pressing against Katy's G-spot rubbing fast and hard, and clamping her lips over Katy's clit and sucking hard! Katy shrieked, and bucked her hips up to her Mother's mouth, went totally rigid for a moment, and then began her orgasmic convulsions, flooding Mary's mouth with her little girl pussy juices. Mary kept Katy at a high peak for a while, not letting up on her daughter, but soon slowed down her finger actions, and stopped sucking on her clit, and started to gently lick her pussy, bringing Katy down slowly from her peak. When Katy settled down, her eyes closed, a big smile on her face, and her breathing starting to slow down, Mary pulled her fingers with a wet sucking sound from Katy's pussy, and after licking her fingers dry, cuddled next to Katy.

"Oooooh, Mommy! THANK YOU! That was a NICE cum!", Katy said, and then turning to look at me continued, "Oh, GOODY! Daddy's cock is HARD again! Daddy, did you like that? Did you like watching Mommy lick my little pussy and make me cum?", she asked.

"I certainly did! It was VERY HOT! I LOVE watching you cum, sweetheart! You look so pretty when you cum! I also want to watch you lick your Mommy's pussy, too! I'm sure THAT will be really HOT, too! Will you lick your Mommy's pussy for me now? I'd sure like to see that!", I replied.

"Yes, I'll lick Mommy's pussy for you. I LOVE licking Mommy's pussy! She tastes REALLY GOOD! You think I look pretty when I cum, Daddy? Thank you! Do you think I look pretty the rest of the time, too, though?" Katy answered, looking at me with that 'puppy dog' look in her eyes.

"Oh, sweetheart, yes, I do! In fact, you're absolutely beautiful, just like your Mommy, and I'm so happy to be with you and your Mommy!" I replied.

"Oh, THANK YOU! Thank you!", Katy squealed, as she launched herself into my arms, planting a big wet tongue kiss on me, hugging me tight around my neck, which almost cut off my air supply! When she landed on me, she was straddling my hips with her legs, and her pussy came in direct contact with my hard cock. When she realized that, she broke off the kiss, looked down at our groin areas, and started to move her hips back and forth, sliding her wet little pussy slit over my cock.

"MMMmmmmmmm, DADDY! Ooooooh, your cock feels GOOD on my little pussy! Oh, yeah! I can hardly WAIT to feel it IN my little pussy!" Katy exclaimed, as she rubbed her pussy over my rampant cock, sending delicious sensations through me! Mary, having other plans at the moment, grabbed Katy by the arm, and began to gently tug Katy off of me.

"Not yet, little lady! You have a job to do, and need to get busy!", Mary said with a smile.

Katy whimpered a bit in disappointment, as she reluctantly got off my lap, and then smiled as she looked down at her Mother's sopping wet pussy, and then got in between her Mother's outstretched legs on her knees, with her upper body low to the bed, making her cute, tight little ass jut up in the air. I moved around so I was next to Katy so I could watch her eat her Mom's pussy, thinking, 'THIS I gotta see!'.

"OK, Mommy ... but Daddy's cock sure felt GOOD on my pussy! Your pussy is sure WET, Mommy! Looks like I need to take care of that! Will Daddy be putting his cock in your pussy soon, and then ... and then, will he put it in ME, too?" Katy panted out, just before she lowered her head to start licking and sucking her Mother's pussy.

"Mmmmm, baby! That feels good!", Mary hissed, as Katy started in, and the she continued, "Oh, yeah ... lick me ... YEAH, RIGHT there! ... Oh, yesss ... AH! OH, BABY you lick my pussy SO good! ... Umm, yeah ... Daddy will soon ... put his ... ooooooh, KATY!!!!!! ... cock in my pussy ... so we can ... ungh! ... show you ... oh, oh, oh, yeah, baby ... just like that, yeah! ... how to FUCK! YEAH, YEAH, OH YESSSSSS!!! ... oh, ah, oh, ah ... yesss!"

I had a great view, as I watched Katy move her tongue around, up and down, and in and out of her Mother's pussy. 'Wow! This little girl REALLY knows how to lick pussy!', I thought in amazement at Katy's oral ability. Soon, Katy was pushing a finger in and out of Mary's pussy, as she concentrated her tongue action on her Mother's clit. Mary was squirming, and cooing and moaning, and then gasped as Katy shoved two more fingers in her pussy. Soon, Mary was moaning loudly, and as I watched, Katy pulled her fingers out of her Mother's pussy, put her thumb in the palm of her hand, and with her fingers pointing, held tightly together began to insert her WHOLE HAND! 'HOLY SHIT! She's going to FIST HER MOTHER!!!', I thought as I watched in lustful rapt attention. I'd never seen this done before, although I'd seen pictures, and kept my eyes glued to the action as Katy very slowly pushed her entire hand in Mary's tight pussy, up to her wrist!

"OH, YES!!!!!! STICK YOUR HAND IN MY PUSSY!!!!!!! FIST MOMMY'S PUSSY!!!!!!!!!!!! FUCK MOMMY'S PUSSY WITH YOUR FIST!!!!!!!", Mary shrieked, as she bucked her hips up, trying to get Katy's fist deeper in her pussy. Katy just held it in place at first, moving her arm as her Mother bucked her hips, not letting her hand go any deeper. Mary was tossing her head back and forth on the pillows, with her beautiful red hair strewn everywhere, and had clamped her hands tightly on her tits, squeezing and pulling on them. Oh, man this was REALLY getting HOT, as I continued to watch.

When Mary's hip gyrations settled down somewhat, Katy began to slowly, but firmly, push her hand further up Mary's pussy. I noticed that Katy had an almost maniacal smile on her face, biting her lower lip between her teeth, as she concentrated on pushing her hand deeper in Mary's pussy. When Katy had her hand in so that about half her forearm was buried in Mary's pussy, she began to slowly pull her hand back out. She soon began a steady pace, pushing her hand in and out of Mary's clasping, sucking pussy. As she was doing this, Mary's pussy was making obscene wet slurping and sucking sounds, as Katy's hand and arm penetrated deeply into her pussy.

This was getting SO HOT for me, I had to get into the action somehow. Looking at Mary, I saw that she was still busy mauling her own tits, tossing her head back and forth on the pillows as she was climbing ever higher as the pleasure mounted for her. Then I looked at Katy, and seeing her tight little ass sticking up in the air, decided that I would get another taste of Katy's sweet little pussy. Just as I was starting to move, I stopped to watch as I saw Katy lower her head to her Mother's pussy again, and started to suck on her clit, getting quite the reaction from Mary, as she again started to buck her hips wildly, and groaned deep in her throat.

I watched for a few moments, and then knelt behind Katy. I took a few moments to just look at this sweet little girl's sopping wet pussy, marveling at the fact that I was at some point going to be FUCKING that pussy! Amazing, you know? As I watched, I noticed how her pussy lips were flaring open, and then closing, making quiet little wet smacking noises. Seeing that made it impossible for me to wait any longer, and I dove in with gusto, ramming my tongue as deep as I could into Katy's tight, sweet little girl pussy, and pressing my nose to her pretty little rose bud. 

The moment my tongue entered her pussy, Katy squealed into her Mom's pussy, and she shoved her hips back at me, trying to get my tongue deeper into her pussy. As I began to vigorously tongue fuck her pussy, I couldn't help thinking, 'Man! I'm having a hard time getting my tongue in her pussy - how the fuck is my cock gonna fit?'. I figured I'd find out later, and got my attention back to the business at hand.

After tongue fucking Katy for a few minutes, I started to lick her pussy, and all around trying to get all of her copious pussy juices licked up, but that was a losing battle. The more I licked up her juices, the more she produced! She had tracks running down the inside of both thighs down to the bed making increasingly larger wet spots on the sheet, she was drooling so much pussy juice! This didn't stop me from trying, though! I continued licking around and over her pussy lips, thrusting my tongue deeply into her pussy occasionally, while I stroked over her back and pretty little ass.

Meanwhile, Katy was still fisting Mary and sucking hard now on her clit, bringing Mary ever closer to a massive orgasm. I briefly stopped licking Katy's pussy to see what was going on, and saw that Mary was slumped back with the only part of her body in motion being her hips, as she kept pace with Katy's fist being shoved in her pussy. Mary's eyes were closed, and her jaw was hanging slack, and she was emitting a constant moaning groan, only stopping to inhale. Sweat was pouring off of her, and her hair was matted to her forehead. 'WOW! I've never seen ANYONE this sexually high before!', I thought with awe!

After watching Mary for a few minutes, and being reminded by Katy's hips waggling in the air trying to get my attention, I resumed caressing Katy, and licking her pussy. As I was licking her pussy, I was looking right at her tiny little rosebud, and couldn't resist - I just HAD to taste her there! I moved my head up, trailing my tongue up her slit as I did, and then pressed my face into her asscrack, and began tonguing her pretty little hairless pink asshole. Katy squealed even louder from that, and began to frantically hump her ass up to my tongue. 

'Hmmmm! Little girl LIKES having her asshole rimmed, eh? Wonder if she’ll like THIS, too? One way to find out!', I thought as I began to slowly insert my index finger in her TIGHT, tight, REALLY tight - did I mention tight? - little pussy, making Katy go nuts, humping her hips back at me furiously, as she continued fisting her Mother. I continued pushing my finger into Katy's little pussy until it was buried, and then began a gentle in and out motion, which Katy quickly matched, pushing her hips back as I pushed my finger in, and then pulling forward as I withdrew my finger. When Katy first reacted to me putting my finger in her pussy, I moved my head away from her ass - no sense in getting my nose broken, eh? - and now that she was settling down, I returned to licking her asshole again.

As I continued to finger fuck Katy's little pussy and lick her asshole, Mary was reaching her peak, and then exploded into orgasm with an extremely loud shriek! I was told later, that Katy did two things that triggered Mary's orgasm. First, Katy shoved her arm into Mary's pussy so far that she bumped into Mary's cervix with her hand, and second, as Katy did this, she bit her Mother's clit pretty hard. When Mary went into her orgasm, her entire body went rigid and then went into extreme convulsions, shaking all over the place kicking her legs rapidly against the bed, as she also pummeled the bed with her fists. Katy quickly pulled her arm out of Mary's pussy, and I could see her pussy gaping wide open. As she reached her peak, her scream was cut off, and she jutted her hips straight up off the bed, and began to just GUSH pussy juice.

When she ejaculated, her pussy lips spasmed, flaring open as she squirted, and her first squirt went over Katy's head, splashed on her back hitting me right in the face. There was so much juice, that rivulets of pussy juice were soon running down off Katy's back to the sheets. Mary's second and third squirts had less volume, but looked to be just as intense as her first, and drenched Katy's face and head, and her tits. After Mary squirted the third time, she collapsed back on the bed, and passed out from the intensity of her orgasm.

Katy looked back at me, giggling at the expression of amazement I had on my face from watching Mary's extreme orgasm, and said, "Did you like THAT, Daddy? Pretty cool, huh?"

I was kind of frozen in place, with my finger barely inserted in Katy's little pussy when she spoke, which brought me out of my little trance.

"Whoa! That was the most amazing thing I've EVER seen! Where'd you learn how to do THAT?", I asked her.

"From one of the movies we have. One night Mommy and I were watching it, and this girl started to put her hand in another girl's pussy, and Mommy thought that was really hot, and said that she'd like someone to do that to her someday, and after we got all excited from watching the movie, and were playing with each others pussy's, I thought - why not me? So I tried it, and was finally able to get my whole hand in Mommy's pussy! Mommy LOVES it when I fist her, and ALWAYS cums this hard! I usually only do that AFTER she makes ME cum first, though, 'cause she ALWAYS passes out! Could you please stick your finger back in my pussy, Daddy, and lick my bottom some more? It feels REAL good! Please?", she answered with a gleeful giggle, which then turned into a husky plea as she asked me to continue what I'd started.

"Sure thing, sweetheart! Then after I make you cum, and Mommy comes back to Earth, I think we'll all need to go take a shower - we're all really messy!", I replied, getting a smile, giggle, and nod of agreement from Katy. Then she turned back around, laying her head on her arms, and wiggled her ass at me, prompting me to 'get busy'.

I again began to slowly push my finger back into her tight little pussy, and bent my head back to her ass, and continued to lick her asshole, gently exerting more and more pressure on her asshole, getting a sigh of approval from Katy in response. As I was pushing my finger in and out of her little pussy, I began to steadily increase the tempo of my finger thrusts, as well as my tongue thrusts on her pretty little pink rosebud. I reached around under Katy, and began to stroke her pussy lips and clit with my other hand, eliciting a soft groan of pleasure from Katy.

After just a little while, Katy's little pussy started to loosen up a little, and I inserted a second finger very gently and VERY slowly into her little pussy - I didn't want to cause her any pain, but wanted to find out what her pussy could handle, thinking that if her pussy couldn't handle up to three fingers, then it might not be able to handle my cock! - making Katy squeal, and hiss, and push her hips back at me to get me to push them in farther. I again slowly began thrusting my now two fingers in and out of her, and gradually built up the tempo.

Soon, I was able to move my fingers freely in and out of her pussy, and was beginning to lightly slap her pussy in the process as I built up speed. I was also now able to get my tongue partway into her REALLY TIGHT little asshole, and began tongue fucking that hole. Katy was sighing and moaning, as she held her body still, being content to let me do the work, as I continued to pleasure her sweet little body.

When I thought her pussy was ready, I pulled my fingers out, and then reinserted three fingers in her pussy, slowly pushing in until my fingers were fully buried in her sweet little pussy.

"OH, DADDY!!!!!!!!! OH, that feels SO GOOD! Finger my pussy ... FUCK my little pussy with your fingers ... PLEASE ... DON'T STOP ... FUCK MEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!", Katy wailed, as she felt all three of my fingers plunge deeply in her pussy.

I began to slowly push my three fingers in and out of her tight little pussy, while continuing to tongue fuck her sweet tasting little asshole, getting that more and more slick with my saliva. As I began to built up speed finger fucking Katy, with my other hand I was scooping up some of her copious pussy juices which were flowing freely, and depositing the juices on her asshole, rubbing them around her little pucker.

When I felt I had enough lubrication on her asshole, I pulled my fingers out of her pussy, causing Katy to whimper as she felt them leave her pussy. That, however changed to a moan of pleasure when I inserted three fingers of my other hand into her pussy, and resumed finger fucking her. I had been finger fucking her with my right hand, and now using my left hand to continue to pleasure her little pussy, I brought my right hand, which was slimy with her pussy juice, up to her ass, and began to insert the tip of my index finger in her asshole.

"OH, YES!!!!!! STICK YOUR FINGER IN MY BUTTHOLE!!!!!! Oh, Daddy, that's SO goood!", Katy yelled in excitement.

I continued ramming my fingers in and out of her pussy, while applying more and more pressure to her pucker, until at last, my finger popped through the tight ring of her asshole. When my finger first entered her very tight little asshole, Katy moaned deep in her throat, and pushed her hips back at me hard, driving my finger deeper into her ass. I continued to push as well, and soon my finger was buried deep in her little asshole, and I started to move my finger in and out of her ass, and eventually matched the tempo of my fingers in her pussy. Katy was able to really relax her little pucker quickly, allowing me to soon be quickly ramming my finger in and out.

When I felt she was relaxed enough, I inserted my second slimy finger into her ass, causing Katy to buck her hips hard at my hand, and she again moaned deep in her throat at the added sensation she was getting from her sensitive little pucker. I slowly started to build up the speed of my finger thrusts in her little asshole, and was soon freely moving my two fingers in and out of her sweet little ass. As I was doing this, I also began to move my two fingers farther and farther apart, spreading her little sphincter.

Again, when I felt she was relaxed enough, I pulled my fingers out until only the tips were still inserted, and squeezed my third slimy finger into her pucker, and began to slowly push. At first Katy resisted this further intrusion into her ass, making it pretty difficult for me to get more than the tips of my fingers in her little asshole, so, to try to get her to think about something else, I rotated my left hand inside her pussy, and started to massage her little G-spot. Katy again moaned deep in her throat at this new sensation, and as I continued to rub her G-spot, she began to relax, and I started to push my three fingers slowly into her ass, until I finally had all three buried in her ass. I stopped at that point to let her get used to the feeling.

In just a little bit, Katy started to rotate her hips to get more contact with my fingers in her pussy and the fingers in her ass, panting and moaning, and I started moving my fingers in her ass, slowly at first due to how tight she was, but soon building up the speed of my thrusts. Then I began to thrust my left hand in and out of her pussy, alternating the thrusts of my hands, so while I was pushing in with one hand, I was pulling out with the other, while I gradually built up the tempo of my thrusts. Soon, I was slapping both of my hands into her pussy and ass, making wet squelching and smacking noises.

"OH, Daddy, Daddy, Daddy!!!! OH, FUCK ME DADDY!!!!!!!!! What you're DOING ... oh, Daddy, this feels SO GOOD!!! Fuck my pussy ... ung ... ung  ... ung ... fuck my ASSSSSS ... OHHHHHHHHH, DADDY!!!!!!!! ... OH, AH, OH, AHHHHH ... DADDY ... DADDY ... OH, DADDY ... I'm gonna ... ummm, YES!!! ... oh, Daddy, I'm ... gonna cum ... soon ... OH, YEAH, DADDY ... Oh ... oh, oh, ooooooooh, Daddy ... OH, DADDY!!!!!!! I'MMMM CUUUUUMMMMMMMMMMMIIIIIIIIIIINNNNNNNNGGGGGGGG!!!!!" Katy hollered, as I was now furiously pounding both her pussy and asshole.

When Katy went into her orgasm, I could feel her pussy walls as they began to rapidly flutter around my fingers, and then they began to grip and release my fingers hard, while her asshole clamped down hard on my other fingers, preventing me from moving my hand at first, and then I could feel her muscles in her anal canal also begin to flutter around my fingers, seeming to milk them, and I pressed my hand forward until my fingers were all the way in her ass, and then hung on for a wild ride, as Katy began to buck and shake, and bounce all over the place as her orgasm swept over her. I could feel my hand and wrist get soaked, as her pussy gushed around my fingers.

I kept slamming my fingers in and out of her pussy, keeping Katy at her peak. Looking at her face, as she arched her back and threw her head back, I saw her mouth was wide open as she gasped in a huge lungful of air, and her face and neck and shoulders were flushed that pretty rosy color she turns when she cums. Soon, I could tell that she was running out of energy, so I slowly pulled my fingers out of her pussy and her asshole - which remained gaping open for a moment, and then slowly closed up - and as I removed my fingers, Katy slowly fell forward until she was laying on her stomach, her eyes closed, and a soft little contented smile on her face.

When I looked up, I saw that Mary had recovered and had been watching as I pleasured her daughter, and had a huge grin on her face!

"WOW! THAT was HOT! Watching you fingering her pussy was great, but when you started to finger her ASS, I got a little jealous, wishing that it was MY ass you had your fingers in!", Mary said with a mock pout, making me laugh, as I tried to get my breath back from my little workout - boy, my arms were tired!

"I had fun, that's for sure!", I said, still chuckling a little. "I'll take care of you in a bit, OK?"

"Mmmmm, sounds good, Lover. I'm ready to feel your cock in my pussy ANY time!", Mary cooed.

"Well, I can hardly wait, myself, to get my hard cock in your sweet pussy ..." I started, but got interrupted.

"Not to mention KATY'S sweet little pussy, too, hmmmmm? I bet you're almost drooling ... thinking about having your HOT ... HARD ... COCK ... buried deep ... in that sweet ... hot ... TIGHT ... little ... twelve year old girl pussy, aren't you? It's OK ... you can admit it ... I want to watch! I ... REALLY ... want to ... watch ... as you sink ... that wonderful ... delicious ... nasty ... HARD COCK ... in my little girl's ... tight ... hot ... WET pussy!" Mary huskily breathed.

"Oh, yeah! I definitely want in her pussy, too! As you can see, I'm as hard as a freakin' rock, right now, and would definitely like some relief soon! But, I think we should all clean up - we're ALL a mess! Both you girl's just soak EVERYTHING in SIGHT! Sheesh!", I laughed back at her.

"Yes, we do need to get cleaned up ... but you like it when we squirt, don't you? You LOVE it, I can tell! You like knowing that ... you can get us so HOT ... make our PUSSY'S SO HOT ... that we just can't help it ... we HAVE to squirt ... our pussy juice ... ALL over the place ... when we CUM! You DO like that, don't you, Lover?" Mary replied in her oh-so-sexy husky voice, talking oh-so-nasty to me. Then she perked up, changing her expression completely.

"OH! I forgot to ask! We all got a little distracted, I guess", and she giggled at that and then continued, "Did you like my little 'surprise package' I got for you yesterday? Did you have fun with little Amber and Beth?"

"SHIT, YES! And, by the way, thank you VERY MUCH, too! But ... I'm a little confused at the same time ... I mean, you've said that you love me, and you've agreed to marry me, and ..." and she interrupted me again.

"Whoa, there, Lover. I know where you're going, so let me explain. They started out as friends of Katy, as they all go - well, did - to the same school. Katy began inviting them over, and I thought they were really nice girls, not to mention pretty hot, and eventually they were all having sleepovers with each other, going from home to home. Every time they came over to our place, I couldn't help but find myself getting more and more attracted to them, and during one of my love making sessions with Katy, I asked her if she'd like to get with them sometime, and she told me she ALREADY HAD! - the little minx, not sharing with her Mother! - so I began to ask Katy about them.

"What Katy told me about them convinced me that I HAD to have them, and I came up with a plan that I talked over with Katy. She soon agreed, thinking it was a fun, HOT, idea, and invited them over for a weekend sleepover. The girls arrived on a Friday afternoon, and were to stay until that Sunday night, which I figured would give me plenty of time to get in their hot little panties.

"I decided to get things going right away, and instead of being dressed when they first came over, I was totally naked, but in my bedroom, letting Katy answer the door. The girls got kind of a surprise when they first got there, as Katy was also totally naked. They had already seen her that way, but never outside of her bedroom, so they were a little shocked at first. Then Katy 'confessed' to them that she and I usually stayed naked when we were home, and 'forgot until it was too late to get dressed' that Amber and Beth were coming over. Katy then asked them if her being naked bothered them, and I heard them both say that it didn't, and that they thought it was a little bit 'naughty', and they wished they could get naked, too, so they could do 'stuff'.

"Well, they had another shock coming, as I came strolling out as casually as I could in the buff, just as they were saying they wished they could get naked, too, and stifling a laugh at the expressions they had when they saw me standing there totally nude, I casually remarked that if they wanted, they could get naked too. I couldn't help it, and started to giggle when their jaws dropped when they heard that! 

"They just stood there, rooted to the floor, and then Katy spoke up urging them to hurry up and get naked, and started to unbutton Amber's top. That broke them out of their little shock, and while Amber was blushing a deep red, and was kind of resisting Katy undressing her at first, Beth whooped loudly, and in almost no time at all was stark naked, and went over to help Katy strip Amber until she, too, was totally naked. Lover, I did probably the same thing you did when you first saw them naked – I drooled all over myself! They were both such darlings, and oh SO HOT, I really had to fight hard to keep from jumping them right then and there.

"But, I did - even though my pussy was now doing the drooling! - and everybody soon relaxed, accepting the fact that it was OK to be naked. The girls spent a while doing their usual things, while I watched with ever mounting lust, as I saw their nice titties and asses bouncing and jiggling as they moved around the place - they were getting me SO hot, I had to keep going to the bathroom to wipe off my pussy! After a while, I decided to heck with that, as it was a lost cause anyway, and if they saw that my pussy was wet, they might get the right idea. I started taking every opportunity to let them see how wet my pussy was, which soon made it get even more wet!

"Anyway, after dinner, Katy put part two of the plan into motion, and asked the girls if they wanted to watch a movie, which they agreed to, which is what I was hoping they would do. Then Katy asked me what movie they could watch, which we had rehearsed, and I told her that because it was a special night with special friends, that she could pick out one of our special movies - a lesbian flick we both especially like, which I'll bring over so you can see it too - and of course, Katy got 'all excited', bouncing around and clapping her hands, putting on a great act.

"While she was getting the movie, I sat down on the couch, and patting the cushions, invited the girls to join me, which they did, with Beth quickly sitting next to me, with her shoulder, hip, and leg up tight to me - she didn't need to do that as there's room for five on my couch, but I didn't mind one bit! - looking at me with a shy smile on her face, and blushing a bit. I knew this girl was starting to get aroused by being naked outside of her own home, as her nipples were all crinkled up, and when I looked down at her crotch, I saw a hint of moisture there. Oh, boy was this getting good!

"As Katy was putting the movie in the VCR, Amber sat down next to Beth, and kind of snuggled against Beth. All three of us gasped when Katy put the movie in the VCR, as she bent over at the waist instead of squatting down, and had her legs spread a little way apart, and we could all she that she was VERY wet, and her pussy lips were slightly gapped open. I felt Beth shiver in excitement next to me, and heard a little moan from Amber as Katy put on her little show. The last thing Katy did, was as she pushed the tape in, she wiggled her hips from side to side a little, and then as the tape seated, she did a little front to back hip thrust! I'd never seen her do something like that before, and was a little bit surprised - pleasantly so! Then Katy joined us on the couch sitting next to Amber, putting her arm around Amber's shoulder, and leaned over to give her a quick kiss on the lips. I saw Amber quickly pull away, and look at me and blush. I just smiled at her, trying to reassure her that everything was OK.

"Just as the tape started to play, Beth reached up pulling my head to her mouth and whispering, told me she liked the fact that I had no hair on my pussy. When I asked her why - also whispering - she said it was easier to lick a hairless pussy because it had no hair to get in the way, surprising me at the boldness of her statement! As I was soon to find out, which I'm sure you did too, Beth is the more sexually aggressive of the two. Anyway, I gave her a big smile, and reached for her hand giving it a tight squeeze, and we all settled back to watch the movie.

"As the scenes progressed, they got hotter and hotter, and we were all squirming as WE all got hotter and hotter. I was wanting at both of those girls BAD, but not wanting to scare them off, decided to wait and see if one of them would make a move. Then, as the hottest scene of the movie was playing, which involves a foursome, I felt Beth's hand on my leg, as she began softly stroking my thigh. When I turned to look at her, she was looking at me very intently, with hot smoldering eyes, her lips parted. As I watched, she ran her tongue very suggestively over her lips. This was the opening I had been waiting for!

I reached my arm around Beth's shoulder and drew her to me. As I did this, Beth sighed, and started to move up to kiss me. Just before our lips met, I looked over at Katy and Amber, and saw Katy kneeling on the floor between Amber's wide spread legs going to town on Ambers sweet little pussy! After Beth I kissed, I moved down on the floor between her legs, and was soon going to town on HER sweet tasting little pussy. To make a long story just a bit shorter, we all had a lot of fun that weekend, staying naked the whole time, enjoying ourselves as we all licked and sucked pussies and tits and assholes at every opportunity.

"We were all disappointed when that Sunday night came, and the girls had to go home. But we've had many more weekend sleepovers since, which have been every bit as much fun as the first one, not to mention the times I’ve ‘babysat’ them. At any rate, to FINALLY answer your question, I like to share! When I told all three girls what a wonderful time I had with you, Beth and Amber asked if it was OK with me if they met you, too. That was what gave me the idea! Knowing that we were going to be apart for a while, I decided that I wanted to share the girls with you, with the idea that you would like them so much, that you'd be eager to have them back. Am I right about that, 'cause I'd sure like to see them work you over? I think it would be totally HOT, watching you fuck those two little nympho chicks! Would you like to have some more fun with them?" Mary asked.

"Fuck YES! Those two really ARE nymphos! They practically wore me out! And, yeah, I'd like to see you with them, too!", I replied getting a big smile from Mary, and an excited "Yippee!" from Katy, who had finally come back around to the land of the living, again grabbing me in a big squeezing hug, planting little kisses over the side of my head, neck and ear.

"Well! Now that everyone is up and about, how about we all go jump in the shower, get cleaned up, and get ready for the continuation of the current lesson? Sound like a plan, ladies?" I asked.

Without bothering to say a word, both were off to the bathroom in a flash, leaving me momentarily on the bed. I jumped up and followed them, spurred on by the derisive snickers I was hearing from both. When I arrived Mary had started the shower, and they were both standing under the spray, looking at me, still giggling.

"You're gonna have to move faster than that, if you want to keep up with us, Lover!" Mary said through a giggle.

"Yeah, Daddy! Don't be such a slowpoke!" Katy chimed in with a giggle of her own.

As I entered the stall, feeling the refreshing spray hit me, I teasingly swatted them both on the ass, saying, "Slowpoke? I'll show you Slowpoke!", and began to tickle them both in the shower, grabbing them before either could react. This went on for a bit, all of us shrieking with laughter, until I was surrounded on two sides with naked, wet female flesh, and was soon kissing first Mary and then Katy, as they began to wash my body, each taking a side. I started to grab the soap to return the favor, but Mary took it from me, and smiling shook her head 'No'.

":Just let us do it, Lover. We want to wash you first, and then while you're rinsing off, we'll wash each other. We often do this at home, and love it, so just relax and enjoy!", she said, and then continued to lovingly run her soapy hands all over 'her side' of me, while Katy was taking care of 'her side' of me. Both avoided going anywhere near my groin, at first, until they had washed the rest of my body, and then both knelt down in front of me to wash my cock and balls. Mary washed my cock, slowly stroking her soapy hand up and down, cleaning it thoroughly - and keeping me highly aroused in the process - while Katy, ever so gently and softly, washed my balls and even underneath to the crack of my ass. If Mary and Katy had been stroking me just a little bit harder, I would have shot my load right there! But the way they were handling me so softly kept me very aroused, but not so much as to push me over.

When they were finished, they stood up, and each in turned reached up to give me a long deep kiss, full of passion, but without the urgency associated with sex. Just right to maintain the atmosphere they had created - soft and very, very sensual. Man, I was diggin' this! After Katy broke off her kiss, they moved out of the way so I could rinse off, while they proceeded to wash each other, giving each other tender loving kisses as they did. I fell more deeply in love with them both from this wonderful experience! Soon they were finished, and each rinsed off. We all stepped out, and again, I was prevented from taking an active part in drying off, as they each took a towel and in the same manner as they washed me, very sensuously dried me off, and then dried each other off. When they were finished, each took me by the hand, and led me back to bed. As we were walking out of the bathroom, I looked at each in turn, and saw they both had the same expression - understated to a point, but you couldn't help but know that their expressions both said, "FUCK me!". I was more than ready, too!

Chapter 9

Mary and Katy steered me to the bed, pushing me down on my back in the middle. They laid down on either side of me, and began to caress me all over, planting little kisses as they went, all without saying a word. This continued for a short while, and then by some unspoken cue, Katy pulled away from me as Mary pulled me to her, rolling me partially on top of her, while she and I kissed slowly and deeply, our passions rising. My left leg was nestled between hers, with my upper thigh resting on her very wet pussy, and Mary started a slow grind, rubbing her pussy against my thigh.

Breaking our kiss, Mary craned her neck to look past me at Katy, and said, "Katy, we're going to start making love now. I want you to move closer, so you can watch ... as Kev puts his penis in my pussy ... better yet, when he moves above me ... I want you to guide his cock into my pussy ... rub the head ... up and down ... in my pussy slit to get it wet ... with my juices first ... then, when I tell you ... put the head ... at the entrance of my pussy ... and let him slide between your fingers ... can you do that for me, baby? Can you help him ... put his hard cock ... in my pussy, please?"

"Ohhhhhh, yesss, Mommy ... I want to help ... I like holding Daddy's cock ... and I want to see it ... go in your pussy.", Katy softly moaned in answer, while Mary continued to writhe under me.

Mary then urged me into position, and as I moved over her getting between her legs, Katy moved up beside me, reaching for my aching cock, stroking up and down very softly. As I positioned my cock above Mary's succulent hairless pussy, Katy began to rub the head of my cock up and down her Mother's sopping wet pussy slit, coating the head in Mary's abundant flow, causing Mary to coo at the sensation.

After about four or five swipes through her pussy slit, Mary said, "OK, baby ... it's time. Put his head at the entrance to my pussy, so he can enter me ... then relax your grip so he can slide in.", and Katy placed the head of my cock at the entrance to her Mother's pussy, and when the head of my cock was lodged in Mary's opening, Katy relaxed her grip as I slowly pushed forward, moving her hand to rest lightly on her Mother's clit as I entered Mary completely. Both Mary and I moaned as I fully penetrated her, and Katy let out a soft sigh at the sight of my cock going into her Mother's pussy. When I bottomed out, I remained still for a moment, savoring the feeling of once again being in my lover's warm embrace, feeling her pussy walls flutter in excitement around my shaft.

"Oh, yes, Lover! Oh, how I love having your hard cock in my pussy ... where it belongs ... filling me just right. Before you start moving in me, this is what I want you to do, so Katy can see. I want you to start slowly, and use long strokes. Pull all the way out, then re-enter me and push all the way back in slowly. Then, you can gradually speed up ... but don't cum yet, please ... I want to change positions a few times before you do cum ... to show Katy what I was talking about, OK? Try to keep from cumming as long as you can ... but if you can't hold back, that'll be OK too. Can you do that for me, Lover ... and for Katy?" Mary huskily asked.

"Yes, babe. I can do that, and I'll try to hold out for as long as I can. I love feeling your pussy wrapped around my cock ... bathing me in your wet heat ... it feels SO good!" I replied, and started to slowly withdraw my cock from her wet tunnel, pulling my cock all the way out, and then after making sure Katy was watching, re-entered Mary's pussy again, causing her to gasp as my cock head plunged through her pussy lips slowly penetrating her to her cervix. Katy was watching with rapt attention, as I continued to slowly withdraw and then fully penetrate her Mother's pussy.

"Oh, Mommy ... Daddy ... that looks SO nice! Does Daddy's penis feel good going in your pussy Mommy? It looks like it! I can hardly wait for Daddy to put his hard cock in MY little pussy ... oooooh, yeah ... that's SO sexy ... making me get hotter ... Daddy? Does it feel good for you ... putting your penis in Mommy's pussy?" Katy breathily moaned, as she was watching my cock enter her Mother's pussy.

"Oh, yes baby! It feels SO GOOD ... oh, yeah ... nice and slow ... just like that Lover ... oh ... ah ... yesss ... there's no ... oooooooh ... better feeling ... oh, yeah ... in the world sweetie ... ahhh ... ahhh, yeah! ... than having a man's ... OUR man's ... ooooooooh, what you're doing to me! ... hard cock ... mmmmm, yes, Lover ... in you ... oh, yesss that's good ... in your mouth ... ah, oh, ah, AH! ... in your pussy ... a little faster now, honey ... OH, yeah, just like that ... or in your ass ... yeah, baby, do me ... any hole ... oooooh, fuck me ... it just feels GOOD, baby! ... oh, yeah keep it up Lover ... mmmmmm, yeah ... just like that!", Mary moaned in answer as I started to pick up the pace a little in response to her request.

Then I answered saying between gasps and little moans of my own, "Oh, yes, Katy ... it feels SO good ... ung ... to have my cock ... oh, fuck, so good ... in your Mommy."

I began to vary my pace, going from long, deep, slow strokes to rapid shallow hard thrusts, making Mary gasp at the new sensations, as I watched her tits bobbled from the force I was exerting when I went to the shallow rapid thrusts. Mary then lifted her legs, wrapping them around my hips, and crossing her ankles behind my ass, giving her some leverage to start moving with me, as she began to urge me to speed up some more. Katy immediately took note of what her Mother did, and softly moaned as she watched this new development. I glanced at her when she moaned, and noticed that she now had one hand between her legs, and was slowly rubbing her slick hairless little girl pussy, as her own excitement mounted as she watched her Mother and I fucking.

Mary moved her legs again, releasing me from their grip, and planted her feet flat on the bed, and began to hump her hips up at me keeping time with my pace, grunting each time I bottomed out deep in her pussy, and quietly moaning as I withdrew. She also started to squeeze my cock with her Kegel muscles as I withdrew, relaxing them as I pushed back in. This was beginning to have an effect on me, and I didn't want to cum just yet.

"Honey ... if you don't stop doing that, you're gonna make me cum!" I warned, getting a giggle and a "Who, ME?" look from Mary, but she did stop doing that, I noted with relief!

"Mommy? What were you doing? Is Daddy going to cum already? I hope not!" Katy asked.

Mary giggle again, saying, "I was squeezing him with my pussy muscles, baby. Sorry, Lover - I couldn't help it!" as she smiled up at me.

"OH! Like you do to my fingers? And like I do to yours? Is that what you were doing, Mommy? Don't do that, Mommy - not yet! Don't make Daddy cum yet, Mommy, please?" Katy said excitedly.

"I've ... ungh! ... stopped now ... oh, yeah ... oooooooh, good! ... baby. I don't ... ah, yes, mmmmmmmm ... want Daddy to ... OH! ... cum yet, either! ... Oh, baby this is soooo goooooood! ... uh ... uh ... oh, yesss! ... oh, ummmmmmm! ... fuck me ... fuck my pussy ... yeah!" Mary managed to moan out. I had varied my thrusts again, and was very slowly pushing in, and then slamming my pubic bone hard right at the very end, and then slowly pulling back out again to do it again. I kept this up for a little while, and then smoothed back out into a steady in and out as Mary continued to move with me. I looked over at Katy again, and she now had two fingers going in and out of her pussy in time to my thrusts, and was also beginning to thrust her hips at her fingers.

Mary spoke up then saying, "Honey ... let's switch positions, OK? I want to get on top for a while."

"Sure!", I said with a bit of relief in my voice. I knew that if we had gone much longer, I might not have been able to keep from blowing my load, and having her on top was good, in that I find it a little harder to cum in that position. This would relieve the pressure that was building up in me. I slowly withdrew my cock from Mary's sopping pussy, making a wet slurping sound as I fully withdrew. As I began to move from between Mary's legs, Katy also moved back, giving us room to make the switch. When Mary moved out of the way, I took her place, feeling the fairly large wet spot on the sheet as I laid down. It was still warm, so it wasn't uncomfortable at all. In fact, it was exciting to me knowing that I was the cause!

As Mary moved into position, straddling my hips, she turned to Katy and said, "OK, sweetie, time for you to help again. I want you to hold Daddy's cock straight up, as I lower my pussy onto his nice hard cock, OK? Would you like to do that for Mommy ... and use your little hand ... to hold Daddy's cock for me, hmmmmmm? Please?"

"Oh, yes, Mommy! I LIKE holding Daddy's cock!" Katy exclaimed, as she moved up close. She reached out, closing her sweet little hand around my hard cock again, and held it up pointed at her Mother's gaping pussy.

Mary started to slowly lower her pussy down until the head of my cock was again lodged in the entrance to her sopping wet pussy, stopping there for a moment, turning to Katy again.

"Mommy is going to slide Daddy's nice, hot HARD COCK back into her pussy again now, baby, and I want you to hold on to it until you feel my pussy touch your hand, OK? Once Daddy is all the way back in my pussy, I'm going to lean forward, and brace myself with my hands on Daddy's chest, so I can move up and down on his cock easier. Watch Mommy, OK?", as she started to very slowly sink down on my cock. As Mary sank down, Katy moved her hand down the shaft from just under the head where she had first grabbed my cock, until her hand was gently squeezed by our pubic bones as Mary seated my cock deeply in her pussy, groaning as she went. When Katy moved her hand out of the way, Mary leaned over me, bracing herself as she said, and leaned down to kiss me again, shoving her tongue deeply into my mouth.

Breaking the kiss, Mary began to slowly begin her up and down movements. As she did, I reached up to cradle her tits in my hands to give them support.

"Oh, yes ... oh how nice! See what Daddy is doing, baby? He's holding my tits for me ... mmmmmmm, that's nice! Besides how nice it feels to have his hands on my tits, he will be keeping them from moving around too much ... as I fuck his nice, hot, hard COCK! Daddy is SUCH a gentleman!" Mary said with a little giggle through her moan, as she began to move.

Before Mary got too vigorous fucking my cock, she turned to Katy to say, "Mommy and Daddy are going to fuck in this position for just a little while, and then I'm going to turn around to face his feet. Then I'm going to lean back, and let Daddy fuck his hard cock up into my pussy. Then we'll change to another position ... and then ... oh just thinking about this is SO HOT! ... and then ... if Daddy is still hard ... we'll let you try ... Daddy's hard cock ... on for size! If he cums ... in my pussy ... we'll have to wait a little bit ... until we can get ... Daddy's cock HARD again ... OK, baby?"

"OK, Mommy! But, it's OK if Daddy cums in you first ... I'd LIKE to see his cum ... in your pussy, Mommy!" Katy breathed out.

When Katy had answered her Mom, Mary started to speed up, and moaned at the thought of me cumming in her pussy to let her daughter see it, and said, "OH, BABY! You WANT Daddy to cum in Mommy's pussy? Ohhhh, that's hot ... thinking about you ... ooooooooooh, yeah ... watching ... ungh, ah, yeah ... Daddy's CUM ... oh, yeah! SO HOT!! ... as it oozes ... oh, oh, oh yeah ... feels sooooo gooooooood! ... out of Mommy's pussy ... oh, fuck, oh, fuck ... and ... ahhh fuck, yes ... and would you ... oh, oh, OH, YES!!! ... like to  ... mmmmmmm, yeah ... lick his CUM ... ooooooooh, what a nasty thought, so hot, so hot ... from Mommy's pussy, baby? ... ungh, ungh, so, so hot, yeah ... Would you like that, hmmmmmm? ... oh please, oh please ... ahhh ... ahhh ... Mommy would ... ungh! ... REALLY like that ... oh, fuck YES! ... Would you do that ... mmmmmmm ... oh ... AHHH! ... for Mommy, please, baby?"

"OHHHHHHH, MOMMY! CAN I? I LOVE the taste of Daddy's CUM ... and I LOVE the taste of your PUSSY! Ooooooooooh, yeah ... eating Daddy's CUM ... from your PUSSY!!!!! Oh, YES, Mommy, YES! I'll DO IT, I'LL DO IT! Oh, hurry, mommy, HURRY!! MAKE DADDY CUM SOON, PLEASE? I WANT to eat his CUM, Mommy!", Katy squealed in excitement, while furiously beginning to ram her pussy with now three of her little fingers, as the thought of eating my cum from her Mother's pussy drove her to a higher state of arousal.

When my two ladies were discussing this idea, it made my excitement surge as well, and I started to lunge upward into Mary, as she plunged down hard on my cock. Soon we were fucking pretty hard and fast, causing both of us to break out in a sweat. As we were fucking, Mary's pussy was providing a steady flow of her juices, which I could feel running down my shaft and over my balls to drip on the bed. This copious flow of her pussy juices, and Mary's rapid motions were creating louder and louder wet slurping and smacking sounds as our bodies moved together, and the smell of two very highly aroused pussies permeated the air. I LOVE the sounds of hot, wet sex, and the smell of an aroused pussy - there's just nothing else like it in the world! - and I breathed deeply, savoring the scent of my two ladies in heat!

Mary was building herself up to an orgasm pretty quickly, as her face and upper body began to flush a deeper and deeper red, so she abruptly stopped! With my cock fully embedded in her pussy, she looked down at me, panting from her exertions, and said between gasps, "Oh, man! ... Whew! ... Time to switch, again, Lover ... don't move, OK? ... I'm going to try ... to turn around ... without you coming out ... whew, that was getting ... almost TOO good!", she finished with a little laugh. Turning to Katy, she continued, "Honey ... KATY! ... if Daddy's cock comes out of my pussy ... would you be able ... to stop what you're doing ... and help put him back in me, please?"

Mary had to speak loudly to get Katy's attention, as Katy was very involved in her self-pleasure, as she was finger fucking herself pretty hard. After Mary finished asking for her help if needed, Katy simply nodded her head, as she continued fingering her sweet little pussy at a slightly slower rate. When Katy agreed, Mary then started to slowly lift up, sliding my cock out of her pussy about half way, and began to turn around into the ‘reverse Cowgirl' position, finally being able to get herself facing my feet without my cock pulling out of her pussy. Then she leaned back toward me, placing her hands on either side of me to brace herself, and lifted her hips up, until about half of my cock was in her pussy.

"Whew! Did it!", Mary said, and then looking over her shoulder at me with a smile, continued, "Now FUCK me, Baby! Shove that HARD COCK in my pussy, and FUCK ME! Katy! Move over here between our legs sweetie, so you can watch Daddy's cock going in out of my pussy!"

As I began to push my cock up into Mary's pussy, Katy quickly got between our legs, bending down to get her face close to the action. I could feel her hot breath on my shaft and balls, and knew that she was pretty close, getting a GOOD view! Since I'm not in the greatest of shape (not bad, but not great either), I knew that it wouldn't take very long before I got too tired from fucking in this position, so I hoped Mary would want to change to something different soon. But, as long as we were in this position, I was determined to do my best to please her.

When I started to fuck up into Mary, she moaned again in pleasure, and then again even louder, when I reached around her to grab her tits in my hands. I began to knead them, rubbing her very sensitive nipples with my palms, which I knew she liked. After doing that for a bit, I moved my hands so I could grasp her engorged nipples between my thumb and forefinger, and began to gently squeeze and twist them, every once in a while pinching them as I pulled her nipples away from her body. Every time I pinched her nipples, Mary gasped loudly, which then would turn into a moan, as the sensations went from her nipples straight to her clit.

I was starting to fuck Mary a little harder and faster, getting a grunt from Mary each time I drove my cock deep into her pussy, when we both got a VERY pleasant surprise! Katy had apparently decided that she wanted to join in the fun, as I felt her place her tongue at the top of Mary's pussy slit, and on the bottom of my shaft as I was plunging in and out of Mary's hot, very wet, pussy. Then, I felt Katy begin to rapidly begin flicking her tongue, apparently on her Mother's clit, as Mary howled out her approval.

"OH, YES! OHHHHH, FUCK! LICK ME, BABY, LICK MEEEEE! YOUR TONGUE FEELS SOOOOOO GOOOOOOOOOD!!! AHHHHHHHH, SHIT, YESSSSSS!!!!!!!!!!!" she yelled.

It felt pretty damn good to me too, but all I could do was grunt, because of the exertion I was putting out, fucking Mary in this position. Soon, I was starting to get tired, and started to slow down. Not much at first, but then noticeably so, becoming a little more erratic in my upstrokes. As I slowed down more and more, Mary noticed the change, and leaned forward, which made Katy have to move as well, which she did with a reluctant little whine of disappointment.

"Katy, honey ... I think Daddy's getting tired, so we're going to change to a different position now, which I think you'll like, because you'll be able to lick me some more, while Daddy is fucking me. You need to move over to the side for a minute, OK?", Mary said, as she pulled off my cock. Turning around to look at me, she asked, "Lover, are you getting a little tired? Would you like to do it 'Doggie' style now? I'd like that, and that will let Katy go back to what she was doing for us. Is that OK with you?"

"Whew! Yeah, I was getting tired there ... I like having you on top, but it's quite a workout for me. Yeah, 'Doggie' style works for me! It's one of my favorite positions! Let's do it!", I answered with a big grin, anticipating being able to grab hold of her sweet tight ass as I fucked her from behind.

"Great! OK, Katy, time for you to help out again. Mommy is going to get on her hands in knees, and when Daddy moves up behind me, help him put his cock back in my pussy, OK? Then, when he's in me again, I want you slide underneath me, like we were going to 69 so you can watch Daddy's cock going in and out of me ... and you can lick my pussy so more, too! And as an added bonus, I'll be able to lick YOUR sweet little pussy at the same time. Does that sound good, baby?"

"OH, YIPPEE! I was really liking the feeling of Daddy's cock sliding over my tongue while he was in your pussy, and I want to do that some more!", Katy squealed, and then turning to me as she moved up beside me grasping my slimy, pussy juice covered cock gently in her hand as I moved in behind Mary, asked me as she looked at me with that now familiar little 'puppy dog' look of hers, "Daddy, are you gonna CUM soon? I hope so! I want to eat your CUM out of Mommy's PUSSY! Please, cum soon, Daddy, please?"

I had to chuckle at her eagerness, not to mention 'the look' of hers she was giving me. "Yes, honey, Daddy IS gonna CUM soon. I want to watch you suck my cum from your Mom's pussy, and thinking about that, plus the fact that you're here with us, AND the fact that soon I'll be putting my cock in YOUR sweet little pussy has me pretty worked up right now! So, yeah, it won't be long sweetie!"

"Oh, COOL! Daddy, are you ready to get back to fucking Mommy now? I like holding your cock, but I think Mommy really wants it in her pussy!" Katy said with excitement in her voice, as she had noticed Mary looking impatiently over her shoulder, and wiggling her hips to get our attention.

I looked at Mary's expression, laughed a bit, and said "Yep, I am! And, I think you're right about Mommy, so let's not keep her - or YOU - waiting any longer, OK? Steer me in, sweetie!", and as Katy steered my cock to her Mother's impatiently waiting pussy, I pushed forward sinking myself balls deep in her sweet, hot, tight, wet pussy, groaning as I did, and getting an echoing moan from Mary, with Katy letting go of my shaft, and quickly scampering under her Mother, where she immediately started to lick us both at the point where our bodies joined together. Oh, what a feeling! Having my cock buried balls deep in my lover, while her daughter - soon to be mine as well - was licking both of us! 'Dude, you are one fortunate S.O.B. to be involved in a situation like this! Don't think it could get much better!', I thought to myself, as I began to move in Mary.

My initial penetration was very slow, as I just love the feelings of that first plunge into Mary's tight, wet pussy. The walls of her pussy were so soft and velvety feeling, and as I first enter her, they ripple and flutter all along the shaft of my cock, sending delicious thrills up my spine. This happens EVERY time, too! I just couldn't get over how her pussy responded to my cock entering her, and wanted to savor the sensations to the fullest. 

As I bottomed out getting a moan of pleasure from Mary, I paused for just a moment, but she wasn't having any of that, and started bouncing her hips back at me trying to urge me to get going. I didn't need too much urging, though, and grasping her firm ass cheeks in my hands, began to move in and out, pulling my cock out until only the head was still in her pussy, and then plunging all the way back in to the hilt, quickly building up to a steady, powerful pace. As I was building up my pace, Mary was moaning and grunting loudly, which quickly became muffled as she bent her head to Katy's pussy, plunging her tongue deeply in the hairless little pre-teen pussy spread beneath her. As Katy felt her Mother's tongue enter her pussy, I heard her let go with a high pitched squeal, which cut off as she firmly planted her lips on her Mother's clit.

I began to start to really hammer my cock in Mary's up thrust pussy, making her ass cheeks ripple each time I slammed into her, which made her grunt as I shook her body with the force of my thrusts, making 'thwopping' sounds as my hips met her ass. Katy was alternating between sucking her Mom's clit, and licking my shaft and balls, simply sticking her tongue out and letting my cock and balls move across her tongue. As I continued to pound into Mary, and Katy continued to suck on her clit, I could tell that Mary was quickly building to a peak. as I could see her usual flush on the back of her shoulders growing ever larger, and deeper in color. Wanting her to cum first, so she wouldn't 'wash' my cum out of her pussy, I increased my efforts, beginning to use my arms to pull her hard against me as I pounded deep into her pussy.

"OH, YES!!!! FUCK ME ... FUCK ME HARD!!!!!!!! HARDER!!!!!!!!! OH, FUCK! OH, FUCK! ... OH, YESSSSSSSSS, FUCK MEEEEEEE HAAAARRRRDDDDDDDDD!!!!!!!!! ... OH, SHIT ... OHHHHH ... AHHHHHHH ... I'M GONNA ... UNGH!!! I'M SO CLOSE ... FUCK MEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!! I'M GONNA CUM ... OH, YES ... DO ME, DO ME HARD!!!! OHHHHH YESSSSSSSS!!!!!!!! OOOOOOOOOOOOHHHHHHHHHHHHHAAAAAAAAAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!", screamed Mary lifting her head from Katy's pussy, as she began to buck and heave against me as she started to cum - HARD! Her pussy started to spasm around the shaft of my cock, as I continued to pound her pussy from behind, and then I felt her clamp down hard on my shaft as she reached her peak, and then she gushed, flooding my groin - and Katy's face - as she started to squirt her pussy juice.

As Mary was going through the throes of her orgasm, and her pussy was milking my cock, it brought me to my peak, and I fought hard to keep from blowing my load until after she was done squirting, wanting to pump as much of my sperm into her pussy as I could. After the third time Mary squirted, I couldn't hold back anymore, and plunging my cock as deep as I could, began spewing my cum in a torrent.

"OH, FUCK!!!!! I'M CUMMMMIIIIIIIINNNNNNNNNGGGGGGG TOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!!", I yelled, as I spurted and spurted deep into Mary's pussy.

"OH, YES! CUM, DADDY, CUM!!!! FILL MOMMY'S PUSSY WITH YOUR SPERM!!!!" Katy yelled out in glee and excitement, as I shouted and spurted. 

When Mary felt my first jet of cum splash into her pussy, she spasmed, going into another - extended? - orgasm, which only intensified my own, squealing each time I spurted into her pussy. Soon my cock quit pulsing, as my balls drained themselves, and Mary's pussy was awash in my sperm. As I pulled out of Mary's pussy, and started to move back, Katy grabbed the back of my thighs to stop me.

"Daddy, don’t go yet - let me clean you off! Please, Daddy? I LOVE the taste of your CUM! Please, let me clean you off Daddy! Oh, PLEASE?", Katy pleaded with me.

How could I refuse, you know? "OK, sweetie, suck Daddy's cum off his cock. Just remember to be careful at the head, 'cause I'm pretty sensitive right now." I said, smiling down at her.

Katy quickly slid out from underneath her Mother to kneel in front of me, while her Mother collapsed forward on her stomach in exhaustion from the massive orgasm she just had. I noticed that even in the aftermath of her orgasm, Mary had the presence of mind to cup her hand over her pussy to try to hold as much of my cum in for Katy, which really surprised me! Then, Mary rolled over on her back, and put a pillow under her hips to elevate them, surprising me even more! Usually when Mary cums this hard, she's pretty much out of it for a while! 

As Mary was doing this, Katy got into position in front of me and bent down, very gently sucking my now rapidly shrinking cock into her sweet, hot, wet little mouth, swiping her tongue all over my cock, slurping off the combined cum and pussy juices. Although I had just cum, the soft gentle way Katy was lovingly cleaning my cum off my cock, started to bring renewed life back to my cock, as it slowly began to become engorged with blood again, becoming fully erect as Katy continued to clean me. When she was done cleaning my cock, she let it slip from her mouth with a wet pop sound, and looked at it with a satisfied smile. Then she began to lick my groin and balls, and down my thighs, slurping up every drop of cum she could find, gently holding my cock up with her hand, so it was out of the way. I couldn't help groaning in pleasure as she cleaned me with her mouth and tongue - although I was still pretty sensitive, it felt fantastic!

When she was done slurping up all of the cum she could find, she began to gently lick up and down my shaft, looking up at me, keeping eye contact with me and smiling. She continued to lave my cock with her tongue for a while, and then still keeping eye contact with me, closed her lips gently around the head of my cock, and started to slowly move her mouth down my shaft, sending chills up and down my spine from the feelings she was giving my cock with her sweet little girl mouth. She sucked my cock, bobbing her head slowly for a few moments, and then pulled her lips from me with a wet slurping sound.

"Thank you, Daddy. You and Mommy taste really good together! I guess what I did must have felt really good to you! I'm glad you like me licking and sucking your cock, Daddy! It felt really neat, as you got hard in my mouth! I want to make you do that more often. Now, don't go away, and try not to let that nice hard cock get soft! I'll be right back with you in a minute, after I clean up Mommy, OK, Daddy? If your cock does get soft, it'll be OK. I'll just have to make it hard again, is all. I like it when your cock is hard, Daddy, and I need it to be hard, because I need you to put it in my sweet little girl pussy. You DO want to put your hard penis in my little pussy, don't you Daddy?" Katy said, looking up at me with glittering, lust filled eyes.

All I could do was groan and nod my head, as I watched Katy turn to attend to her Mom. I was still sitting back on my heels from when I pulled out of Mary, and as Mary had laid down with her legs stretched out on either side of Katy, I had a great view of Katy's gorgeous little pussy and ass, as she bent her head down to start cleaning her Mother's pussy. In the process of doing that, Katy had her tight little ass jutting up in the air, with her legs slightly spread, allowing me a clear view of not only her sweet little pussy from behind, but also of her pretty little pink pucker, which was flexing as Katy began to lick her Mom's pussy, almost as if it were winking at me.

Chapter 10 

As Katy was bent to her task, making Mary moan and squirm as Katy licked her pussy, I was rapidly recovering and seeing Katy’s pretty little ass and pussy staring me right in the face, I couldn't resist. I moved forward, and first began to caress Katy's shoulders and back. Then as I was moving my hands across her pretty little body, I began following my hands with my lips and tongue, kissing and licking her shoulders and across her back, getting an appreciative moan from Katy.

Soon I moved my hands down to her pretty little girl ass, squeezing and kneading her cheeks, followed by my lips and tongue, kissing and licking all over her pretty little ass, which caused Katy to start to move and wiggle from what I was doing to her. I kissed my way further down, going down the back of one thigh, then back up to her ass, and then down the back of her other thigh. As I neared her pussy, I inhaled deeply, drawing the sweet, fresh scent of her pre-teen pussy deep into my lungs. 

I could hear Mary softly moaning and cooing as Katy was cleaning our combined fluids from her pussy, as well as moans from Katy as I got ever closer to her sweet little pussy. When I made first contact on her pussy lips with my tongue, Katy gasped loudly into Mary's pussy, which made Mary groan too, and Katy pushed her pussy back at me to get more contact on her little pussy. I was happy to oblige, pressing my tongue firmly against her pussy, licking from the bottom of her upturned slit down to her clit, which was extended fully from under its' protective hood, indicating how fully aroused Katy really was.

Another indication was the abundant flow of her juices, which were running in little rivulets down the inside of her thighs. As I continued to lick her pussy, her pussy continued to ooze sweet tasting pussy juice, coating my tongue and chin. Then I began to push my tongue into Katy's pussy, sliding between her slick, thick, pussy lips, causing Katy to lift her head from Mary’s pussy.

"Ohhhhhhh, Daddy!!!!!!! That feels SOOOOOO GOOOOOOOOOD!!!!!!!!! Oh, yes ... LICK my pussy, Daddy ... oooooooooooooh, yeah!!!!!", she moaned as my tongue first began to penetrate between her lips. Katy then laid her head on the bed between her Mother's legs, apparently no longer able to focus her attention on anything beyond what my tongue was doing to her pussy. As I continued to tongue fuck Katy's pussy, I felt Mary get up from where she had been to come kneel next to me to watch me lick Katy's pussy.

"Oh, Lover! That's so HOT! You do SUCH a good job at licking pussy, and watching you lick Katy's pussy is making me hot again! So hot, that I think I want to help. Keep licking her pussy, while I lick her asshole! Let's get her ready for your HARD COCK, OK?" Mary hissed in my ear, and then she began to orally pleasure Katy, too, as she started to lick Katy's asshole. When I saw that, it really got me excited, and I started to lick and suck at Katy's pussy hard, plunging my tongue as far as I could into her sweet little girl pussy. Of, course, as soon as Mary began licking Katy's asshole, that made Katy squeal loudly in pleasure.

'OH, MOMMY! OH, DADDY!!!! OH, IT FEELS SOOOOOOO GOOOOOOOOOOOOD!!! ... OH, YEAH!!!!! LICK MY PUSSY!!!!!!! ... LICK MY ASSHOLE!!!!!!!!!!! OH, MOMMY, MOMMY, MOMMY ... OH, that's goooooooood! ... OH what you're doing to me!!!! Ohhhh!!! AHHHHHHHIIIIIEEEEEEEEE, YES!!! STICK YOUR TONGUE IN MY ASS, MOMMY!!!!!!!! OHHHHHHHHHHHHHH, FUCK ... YESSSSSSSSS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"

Mary and I continued for a while, licking and tonguing her pussy and asshole, which made Katy start to gyrate her hips up and down between us. As I was licking her pussy, in order to get her pussy ready to take my cock, I began to insert my index finger into her pussy, getting a loud groan from Katy, and found that my finger slid into her pussy with ease, until it was all the way in. I was a bit surprised until I remembered that she had earlier had three of her fingers in her pussy. I decided to see how easily two fingers would fit, and inserted my middle finger along side my index finger, getting a pleased gasping moan from Katy as I did. 

I found that two fingers fit in easily, although she was still pretty tight - after all, she IS a twelve year old! - and after I got both fingers buried in her little pussy, began to saw them in and out, making Katy begin to pant and moan in time with my finger thrusts. As I was thrusting into her pussy, I also began to spread my fingers apart to stretch her little pussy. When I first started to do that, I felt her pussy start to clamp down on my fingers from the stretching sensation, but as I continued to move my fingers in and out, I soon felt her pussy relax, accepting being stretched out.

When I felt she was ready, I inserted my ring finger into her pussy, so now I had three fingers in her pussy. I eased up on how hard I was stroking her pussy, giving her some time to get used to having three adult sized fingers in her little girl pussy. Again, at first, she tensed up but soon enough began to relax, as she got used to this new sensation. As I was doing this, Mary was still tongue fucking Katy's little pink pucker, and had also reached under Katy to rub her prominent clit to try to help her relax even more. Mary was leaning over Katy's back, and had her head positioned so she was looking down, and could see what I was doing to Katy's pussy with my hand.

As Katy began to relax more and more as the combined sensations that Mary and I were giving her washed over her, I began to spread my fingers apart, a little at a time, as I continued to finger fuck this sweet little girls' pussy. Each time I spread my fingers, Katy would tense up a bit, so I would wait a bit before spreading them any more. Then as she relaxed, I would spread my fingers apart again, continuing to do this gradually until I had my fingers spread apart in the shape of a triangle, as I continued to finger fuck her pussy. I eventually felt that she was ready for my cock, as my fingers were sliding in and out with ease, and slipped my pussy juice slickened fingers out of her pussy, licking the juice from my ring and index fingers, and then offered my middle finger to Mary, who sucked it in greedily. As I began to move in behind Katy, intending to fuck her from behind, Mary stopped me with her hand.

"No, not this first time - later, sure. I want you to fuck her in the 'Missionary' position the first time, so she can see your cock enter her pussy, OK? Please?", Mary asked.

"SURE! Not a problem, Babe. I'd like that too, now that you mention it. Help me roll her over, and get her in position. She looks likes she's almost in 'La-La-Land'!", I said with an eager grin!

Mary chuckled a bit, and then we turned Katy over on her back. As we did this, she opened her eyes, and spread her legs for me, and looking up at me with a dreamy smile, asked, "Daddy? Are you going to put your penis is me now, and fuck me? I want it! Please put your penis in me, Daddy ... please, fuck me Daddy! I want to feel your COCK in my pussy, Daddy ... fuck me, please, Daddy?"

Mary spoke before I could saying, "Yes, baby. Daddy's going to fuck your sweet little pussy now, and Mommy's going to watch! I'm even going to help, the same way you helped earlier. When Daddy starts to put his penis in your pussy, I want you to sit up so you can see it first go in, OK? Can you do that baby? Can you sit up a little, to watch the first hard COCK go in your little pussy? You've been begging me to let you fuck for a while now, and here's your chance. You DO want to watch as Daddy's penis goes in your pussy, don't you? I know I want to see that!"

"Oh, YES, Mommy, I DO! Especially since it's DADDY'S penis! Ohhhh, Daddy! Hurry up! Put your hard COCK in my little girl pussy, PLEASE! My pussy can't wait any MORE to feel your COCK in it! Please hurry, Daddy! FUCK your little girl! PLEASE?" Katy squealed out in ever mounting excitement.

My cock was really throbbing now, as I moved into position between Katy's very widely spread legs. As I moved in closer, Katy sat up to watch, as Mary firmly grasped my cock in her hand, guiding me to the entrance of her little twelve year old daughters pussy. 'Good thing I shot my load not too long ago! Otherwise, I'd probably blow my load as soon as my cock touched her pussy!', I thought as Mary steered me to Katy's waiting pussy.

As the head of my cock made first contact with Katy's little pussy, she lunged her hips up, firmly lodging my cock in the entrance of her pussy, and squealed out, "OH, DADDY!!! That feels SO GOOD!!!!!! Now PUSH! Get it IN me ... push your PENIS inside my PUSSY! Now, Daddy, NOW! PLEASE!", and she continued to hump her little pussy up at me, trying to get more of my cock in her pussy.

"Oh, YES! Oh, Lover ... that's SO HOT! Yes, PUSH your cock in her pussy! PUSH IT IN!! I want to see your COCK go in her PUSSY, so PUSH!", Mary hotly exclaimed, as she stared intently at the head of my cock seated in the opening of Katy's pussy. 

As I started to push forward, I could feel the head of my cock being squeezed tightly by the muscles around the opening to her pussy, making it a little difficult to make any progress. As I pushed, I heard Katy take in a deep breath, and looking at her, I could see that her eyes were wide open, staring at her crotch, intently watching as I tried to get my cock to penetrate her tight little pussy. I kept pushing until at last, with a quiet little pop, the head of my cock disappeared into her pussy. As it did, Katy let out a loud breath, as she had apparently been holding her breath as she watched. I also heard a lust filled sigh come from Mary.

"Oh, DADDY! IT'S IN! IT'S IN!!!! I want MORE. I want it ALL IN ME. Push more, Daddy, please?" Katy gasped in amazement, as she was being penetrated by a man's cock for the first time.

"Oh, LOOK! Oh, FUCK that's HOT! Your COCK is IN HER PUSSY!!! Put more in, Lover. Put it ALL in, and fuck her!", Mary quietly spoke into my ear, kissing me as she did.

I was waiting for a few moments, in case Katy needed some time to get used to having a cock in her for the first time, but apparently she didn't! Planting her feet on the bed, she began to push her pussy up on my cock, making me start to slide inside her wet little pussy. Even with the large amount of lubrication her pussy was producing, it was still a tight fit, and Katy was biting her bottom lip as she concentrated on getting all of my cock into her pussy. I soon felt the head of my cock bump into her little cervix, causing Katy to grunt, and when I looked down, I saw I was fully inserted in her pussy! As soon as I was fully buried to the hilt in her pussy, Katy quickly flipped her legs up, and clamped them tightly around my body, pulling me down, smiling a very satisfied smile.

Mary spoke into my ear again breathily, "Oh, Lover! It's ALL the way IN!!! This is SO special, SO HOT! I told you she was VERY developed, didn't I?" giggling, "Her pussy is as deep as MINE! Oh, wow! I can't believe that I'm watching my baby get her first fuck! Oh, THANK YOU, Lover! Thank you so much. This is SO SPECIAL for me!", and then planted her tongue deep in my mouth in a VERY HOT kiss, making my toes curl!

When she broke the kiss, Mary looked down at Katy and asked, "Baby, how does it feel to have Daddy's cock ALL the way in your pussy? Does it feel good? All hard, and hot, deep inside your little pussy. Feels really good, doesn't it?"

"Oh, Mommy! I've NEVER felt ANYTHING like this before in my LIFE! I want Daddy to keep his cock in my pussy FOREVER! Well ... except when he's fucking you, that is!" Katy dreamily said. "Daddy, can we start fucking now, please? Your cock feels so good in my pussy, but I want to FUCK now. Please, Daddy, can we please FUCK now?"

I just looked down at her and groaned through a satisfied smile of my own, and instead of answering her verbally, began to slowly pull my cock out of her pussy, leaving just the head inserted, and then just as slowly began to push back in. 'Oh, MAN, this pussy is TIGHT! But, DAMN, it sure feels GOOD!', I thought, as I continued to slowly ease my cock in and out of Katy's hot, wet, TIGHT little pussy! Beth and Amber weren't this tight, and they were tight enough! I was LOVING THIS!

As I continued to slowly ease my cock in and out of Katy's little pussy, Mary was leaning on my back, watching over my shoulder, and whispering in my ear to keep fucking her, and Katy was moaning with each thrust, with her eyes closed, concentrating on the new feelings that were radiating through her little body. After a short while, I could feel Katy's little pussy begin to stretch further, making it easier for me to move in her, and I gradually began to build up the speed and force of my thrusts.

"Oh, YES! FUCK her little pussy! Shove that hard COCK in her pussy, and FUCK her! Yes, fuck her ... fuck her ... fuck her ... faster ... harder ... fuck her ... FUCK her little pussy! Faster ... fuck her ... harder!", Mary started to chant in time with my thrusts, getting worked up watching her sweet little girl getting fucked for the first time. As I built up my pace, Mary moved off to the side, with her head close to Katy's hips so she could see my cock entering her little girls pussy, and when I looked down, I saw she had buried three fingers in her own pussy, and was plunging them in and out in time with my thrusts as she continued to chant, telling me to fuck her, fuck her, fuck her.

Meanwhile, Katy was rolling her head from side to side, and was becoming flushed in the face and chest as her excitement grew. With her legs still wrapped around me, digging her heels into my ass, she was soon urging me to go faster.

"Oh, Daddy, Daddy, Daddy, DADDY! Oh, this feels wonderful! Your hard cock feels SO GOOD in my pussy!!! Fuck me faster, Daddy, faster, please? I'm getting close Daddy ... make me CUM, Daddy, please? Faster, Daddy, FASTER! FUCK ME, DADDY, FUCK ME!!!!!!!", Katy wailed out.

So, what's a guy to do? Fuck the lady faster, of course! I began to speed up my pace even more, slamming into Katy now, compressing her clit between our pelvic bones, which was taking her higher and higher as she rapidly approached her orgasm. I wanted to make this little girl cum HARD, so as I was thrusting hard into her body, I reached down, grabbing an engorged nipple between my thumb and finger, I began to pinch, twist and pull on it, pulling it away from her body, making the end of her tit point as I pulled, which was the final trigger Katy needed as she exploded into her orgasm.

'OH, DADDY, DADDY, DADDY!!!!!!! YES!!!!!!!!!!!!! PINCH MY NIPPLE!!!!!!!!!!! HARDER, YEAH!!!!!!!!! OH, DADDY ... DADDY ... I'M ... I'M GOING ... I'M GOING TO .... OH, OH, OH DAAAAAADDDDDDDDDDDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEE, AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!" Katy shrieked as she hit her peak, and began bucking under me, her pussy clamping down on my cock shaft, preventing me from moving at all! All I could do was hang on for the ride, as sweet little Katy went into her first orgasm caused by being fucked, and what a wild ride it was, too! 

She bucked, and jerked, first one way then the other, as she rode her climax. If her pussy hadn't clamped down so hard, she would have bucked me clean off! As I was riding this out, I heard another shriek next to me as Mary also climaxed! Apparently watching her little girl convulse in orgasm, while she was frantically finger fucking herself was too much, sending her over the edge as well. As Mary went into her orgasm, she reached out both her hands, grabbing both Katy and I wanting to be close, I guess (which I found out later was right).

As both of my ladies were coming down from their orgasmic peaks, I caressed each of them, stroking Mary's head and upper back, and stroking Katy's legs, hips, stomach, chest and face. When I was sure I wasn't in danger of physical harm, I bent down and began to softly and gently kiss Katy, whispering to her how beautiful she looked to me, thanking her for cumming so hard.

Eventually both ladies came around, with Mary being the first to recover. She grabbed me by the head, and planted a hard lip lock on me, shoving her tongue deep in my mouth. When we broke our kiss, I looked down to see Katy holding her arms up to me, also wanting a kiss, so I obliged my pretty little lover. That kiss was more gentle and tender than the one I just got from Mary, with Katy expressing a whole range of emotions in it. As we were kissing, it made me very excited, and I flexed my groin muscles, moving my still hard cock in Katy's little pussy.

"Oh, Daddy! You're still in me, and still hard? Did you cum yet?" she asked.

"Not yet, sweetie. I was concentrating all my efforts at making sure your first time was special, and wasn't worried about me ...", I started to say.

"But, Daddy!", Katy interrupted, "I WANT you to CUM! I want you to CUM in ME!!! Don't you want to cum in me, Daddy?" her lower lip starting to tremble a little.

"Yes, of course I want to cum in you, sweetheart! I REALLY do! The thing is, is that I had a big cum with Mommy not too long ago, and it takes men longer between cums, than it takes women, is all. Don't worry, sweetie. Daddy WILL cum in your pussy, today. I just don't know when yet, OK?"

Katy looked to Mary, who nodding her head confirmed what I had just told Katy, mollifying her a bit. Then she looked at me and said, "Since you're still hard, would you like to fuck some more? I know I would! Can I be on top this time? I want to try EVERY position that you and Mommy used to fuck. Is that OK with you Daddy? Would you like me to be on top this time when you FUCK my hot little PUSSY with your HARD COCK, Daddy? Oooooooooooooh, Mommy! I think he LIKES that! I felt his cock move in my pussy!"

Her talking about me still wanting to fuck her little pussy had made me flex again in excitement, causing my cock head to swell inside her tight little pussy. Her comment about that movement made Mary and I both chuckle at her wonderment at that new sensation.

Chapter 11

"Yes, baby girl, I do still want to fuck your sweet little girl pussy - it feels SO GOOD wrapped around my cock! - and, yes, I would like to have you on top. Daddy is going to pull out now, so we can change position, OK?" I replied, and started to pull my still hard cock out of Katy's sweet, hot, wet, tight clasping pussy.

"Oh, Daddy ... do you have to? I LIKE having your cock in me!" Katy moaned in disappointment as I began to pull out.

"Yeah, sweetheart, I do. It'll be easier this way, and you'll get to feel my cock enter your pussy again! That's something that feels really good, baby, and Daddy likes that a lot. C'mon, let's move now, OK?" I said, as I withdrew from her little pussy with a wet sucking sound.

"Oh, OK Daddy ... ooooooooh, that felt good!", Katy said as she felt my cock withdraw fully from her pussy.

"See? It will feel even BETTER going back in!" I promised, smiling at Katy, as we began to get into position.

As I lifted up, Katy scooted to the side so I could lay down, and as I did, she impatiently straddled my hips, sitting up on her knees, looking down to make sure her pussy was lined up with my cock. Mary reached over, and grasping my cock, held it straight up, pointing at Katy's pussy opening, rubbing the head through Katy's little slit. Since I was already lubed with Katy's juices, Mary quickly lodged the head of my cock in the entrance of Katy's pussy, and Katy began to lower her body, sliding my cock back into the wet, hot embrace of her sweet little girl pussy, making us both moan in pleasure as she was soon resting on my hips with my cock fully buried inside her.

"OOOOOOOOOOOH, DADDY!!!!!!! You were RIGHT!!! That felt SO GOOD!!!!!!!! I LOVE it! I LOVE HAVING YOUR PENIS IN MY LITTLE PUSSY SO WE CAN FUCK!!!!! Katy loudly moaned. 

Mary also moaned at the sight of Katy taking my cock deep in her little pussy saying, "Oh, yes! Oh, look at that ... your hard cock is in her again! Oh, that's SO FUCKING HOT!!! Now, FUCK HIM, Katy! Fuck his COCK with your little PUSSY!! Ride him, baby, RIDE HIM!"

Katy leaned forward, placing her hands on my chest for support, and lifting her knees, put her feet flat on the bed, and began to pull herself up, looking in my eyes as she did so. As she got up to the head of my cock, she stopped her upward movement, and started back down until her groin met mine. She ground her pelvis against mine briefly, stimulating her clit, and cooing at the sensation.

"Daddy ... I love having your penis in me ... in my pussy ... all hot, and hard ... fucking me ... this is the best ... feeling ever ... do you like it? Do you like having your ... hot, hard, penis ... inside my ... little pussy ... fucking me? Do you, Daddy?" Katy asked as she continued her grinding motion.

"You know I do, sweetie! Your pussy feels SO GOOD on my cock! It's so tight ... so hot ... so wet!!!" I answered, enjoying the feeling of my cock deep in her tight little pussy. Then I flexed my cock again, making her smile broadly and her eyes open wide from the sensation this caused. Katy then leaned down and we began to kiss, our tongues dueling.

Then, breaking the kiss, Katy pushed herself back up, and looking hotly into my eyes, said "Watch, Daddy. Watch me as I FUCK you now ... as I FUCK your hot, hard COCK with my HOT little pussy! Daddy ... you know what? My pussy ... my hot little pussy ... belongs ONLY to your hot hard COCK, Daddy! I don't want to fuck ANY other man but YOU, Daddy!", and then she began moving up and down on my cock, arching her head back, closing her eyes in ecstasy.

I watched as she began moving her tight little pussy up and down on my cock, marveling at the sight as I thought about what she had just said. 'She can't be serious! I'm 36 years older than she is! She'll find someone else in time, but for right now, I won't say anything to discourage her, and just enjoy the moment!', planning to talk to her about this at a later time.

As I was pondering this, and enjoying the feelings I was having, Katy began to move faster, and also increasing the force of her movements, slapping her groin down hard to mine, increasing the sensations from her clit, and was beginning to pant and moan as she moved. I had my hands on her hips to help guide and support her in her movements. Mary, who had been kneeling beside us, moved up behind me, straddling my head and reached out to cup Katy's tits to support them, and began to knead them as Katy moved on me, causing Katy to moan in appreciation.

"Oh, yeah, Mommy ... hold my tits ... that's good, Mommy! ... pinch my nipples, too, please?" Katy said to her Mother. As I looked up at Mary's hands on Katy's tits, tearing my eyes from watching my cock being engulfed by Katy's sweet little bald pussy, I saw Mary begin to do just that, as she took Katy's engorged nipples between her thumb and forefinger, pinching and pulling Katy's nipples, pulling on them a little bit, too.

Having her tits and nipples fondled, while moving her pussy up and down on my cock, was definitely having an affect on Katy, and she began to move even faster and harder on my cock, and the now familiar flush began to return to her face as her feelings intensified. She was throwing her head back and forth, every now and then lowering her head to look at my cock as it was entering and leaving her pussy, gasping and moaning louder and louder.

As she continued to bring herself higher and higher, as she pumped herself on my cock, she began to chant in time with her movements, saying, "Daddy ... oh, Daddy! ... I love your cock ... Daddy ... Daddy ... Daddy ... DADDY ... DADDY ... DADDY!!", saying the word 'Daddy' with each downward plunge, as she was now beginning to slam herself down hard and fast, as sweat began to pour from her body from her exertions. That added moisture, along with the copious fluids pouring from her pussy soaking my groin, and dripping down my balls, were making loud wet smacking and slurping noises as our bodies slapped wetly together.

Katy was riding higher and higher on the 'orgasm express', as I saw the flush spread from her face to her upper body, washing down to her tits, and getting deeper in color as her feelings intensified. Mary was having a hard time trying to keep her hands on Katy's tits due to the speed with which Katy was moving, and soon gave that up. She moved out from behind me to kneel next to Katy, and began talking hotly into Katy's ear.

"Fuck Daddy, baby! Fuck his HARD COCK with your PUSSY! Slam that pussy HARD onto his cock! Make yourself CUM, baby! FUCK that COCK with your PUSSY, and make yourself CUM!!! Cum, Baby, CUM!! CUM for Mommy, Baby, CUM for Mommy!", and then began to chant in time with Katy's lunges, "CUM, BABY! CUM ... CUM ... CUM ... CUM, BABY, CUM!!!!!!!" Then as I watched, Mary reached her hand down, and started flicking Katy's clit hard with her fingers.

All of these sensations - my cock in her pussy, and her clit being flicked hard - combined with her Mother urging her on, telling her to cum, soon proved to be too much for Katy, and she began to wail and moan loudly as she started her orgasm.

"MOMMMIIIIEEEEE ... DAADDDIIIIEEEEE!!!!! OHHHHHHH ... AHHHHHHHHHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!! I'M CUUMMMIIIINNNNNGGGGGG!!!!!!!!!!!!", Katy shrieked, as she began to convulse as her orgasm swept over her. She slammed herself down on my cock, burying it to the hilt, as her pussy walls began to spasm, milking my cock, as her pussy juices began to gush, squirting out around the base of my cock, as her hips bucked and jerked against me, mashing her clit between us. 

Then, as she reached her peak, her little body went completely rigid for a moment, and as I watched, her eyes rolled up until only the whites of her eyes were showing, and then she went totally limp, falling forward on top of me as she passed out from the intensity of her orgasm. As she started to fall forward, Mary quickly reached out, grabbing her, and eased her down on top of me. I wrapped her in my arms, softly caressing her as she lay spent. I began softly kissing the top of her head, as she lay there, with her head nestled under my chin. Mary was softly caressing all over Katy's back, and planting soft little kisses as she went, following her hands with her lips. Then, as Katy was still out of it, I felt her pussy convulse one more time, which pushed my still hard cock completely out of her pussy. I made no effort to reinsert it, being content to simply lay there with my little lover in my arms.

Mary soon moved up to lay next to me as I held Katy on top of me, throwing an arm over Katy, and softly began to kiss the side of my face, ear and neck. I managed to move my head to turn to Mary without disturbing Katy, who was now breathing deeply as she peacefully slept in my arms. As soon as I got my head turned to face Mary, she looked at me with a loving smile, her eyes glittering with happiness, and then began to softly kiss me, lightly flicking her tongue in my mouth.

Breaking the kiss, she said, "Mmmmmmmm, Lover. That was SO HOT and exciting to watch! I'm SO happy right now, watching my baby becoming a woman and learning how to not only give, but get, pleasure with a man - with YOU! I'm SO happy YOU answered my ad! It seems as if my every dream is coming true!", and as she was saying this she reaching down to grasp my still hard cock in her hands slowly stroking me, and then continued, "Oh, poor Baby! You're still HARD! You didn't cum yet, did you? Your poor balls must be aching, being so full of sperm! Are they, Lover? Mmmmm, I love how your hard cock feels, covered with my little girls pussy juice ... so slick ... so wet ... would you like me to relieve the pressure on your balls, my Love? Would you like me to suck you off, so you can finally CUM?"

"No, I didn't cum yet, and much as I like what you're doing now, and as much as I LOVE having you suck my cock, I'm going to have to say 'No'. I want to cum in Katy's pussy, Babe ... you'll just have to wait to taste her pussy juices on my cock.", I answered, making Mary give me a mock pout.

"Aw, rats! I was hoping you'd let me do that for you, but I'll wait ... the thought of cleaning you off ... licking your sperm from your cock ... after you CUM in my baby's pussy ... filling her full of your CUM ... well, that's just TOO HOT ... too NASTY ... for me to pass up! So, I guess I'll just HAVE to wait!", she said smiling at me, as she again leaned in to kiss me. This kiss was another of her super hot kisses, as she shoved her tongue deep in my mouth, and then sucked my tongue deep in hers. I really LOVE how this woman kisses!!!

Chapter 12 

As Mary and I continued to passionately kiss, moaning deep in our throats, I felt Katy begin to stir on top of me, as she finally began to come out of her post-orgasmic bliss. As Katy was coming around, Mary and I broke our kiss, and began to kiss and caress Katy. I was kissing the top of her head, and caressing down her left side, running my hands up and down her back, now and then stroking her tight little ass. As I was doing this, Mary was stroking the right side of Katy's body, and was softly kissing all over Katy's face. 

As Katy became more aware, she sighed deeply, and then made Mary and I both softly laugh by what she said.

"Mmmmm that feels nice!" she started, with a little smile on her face and her eyes still closed, and then continued with a bit of a start, "Oh! What ... what happened? Where ... Mommy? Where am I? Mommy? Daddy?"

"Shhh, you're OK, baby. Mommy's here, and so is Daddy. As a matter of fact, you’re on top of Daddy!" Mary said with a little giggle, comforting and reassuring Katy. 

When Katy realized where she was, she leaned up, opening her eyes - which were still slightly glazed - and looked around, seeing her Mother, and then looking down seeing me and said, "Ohhhhh my! Wow! What happened? The last thing I remember ... I think! ... was being on top of Daddy. Were we fucking, Daddy? My pussy sure feels like we were! I don't really remember ..."

As she trailed off, I answered her, "Yes, we were, sweetheart! And you did a really good job of it, too! You were on top, and at first Mommy was rubbing your tits and pinching your nipples ...", and then Katy piped up interrupting me, her eyes shining brightly as she started to remember, with a look of excitement on her face.

"OH! I remember now! Oh, yeah ... Mommy, that felt SO good when you were rubbing my tits - thank you! Then you moved beside me as I was fucking Daddy REALLY hard, and started saying nasty things to me - I LOVED THAT! - and helped me have my cum, right Mommy?"

"That's right Baby. Do you remember everything now?" Mary answered.

"Oh, YES, Mommy! It felt WONDERFUL, too!" Katy replied, and then looking down at me asked, "Daddy? Did you cum, too? I didn't feel it ... as a matter of fact, I don't feel your penis in my pussy anymore, either. Does that mean that you had your cum, too?"

"Not yet, sweetheart. The reason my cock isn't in your pussy right now is that your pussy pushed it out! But, don't worry - we'll fix that little 'problem' as soon as you're ready, OK?" I replied, bringing a look of astonishment to Katy's face making Mary and I both crack up.

"My pussy pushed you OUT? HOW did it do THAT?", Katy exclaimed in surprise, which only made us laugh even harder.

"I guess your pussy just couldn't take having my cock inside right at that moment, and your pussy muscles convulsed, pushing me out, is all." I said.

"Well, you need to but your cock back IN!", Katy exclaimed with determination, which made my cock pulse as I smiled up at her.

"OK, sweetheart. What position do you want to try this time?" I asked, as my cock continued to pulse in anticipation of getting back in her warm, wet, tight little pussy.

"Mmmmmmmm, Daddy ... ANY position is fine with ME, as long as it means having your cock in my pussy! But ... I still want to try all the positions you and Mommy showed me, so this time I want to be on top again, but turned around, just like Mommy did. But only for a little bit so I can feel what it's like, 'cause my legs are a little tired. Is that OK with you, Daddy? We can try something else if you want, just as long as it means that you'll put your penis in my pussy. What would YOU like to try, Daddy?', Katy asked.

"You can be on top again, sweetie, but instead of you doing all the 'work', I'll be doing it instead. What you do this time is have your knees on the bed, instead of your feet, and just keep your body raised up a little so I move under you, OK? I'll be holding you up, too, so it's easier on you. Got the idea?" I answered. As I watched, I saw a dreamy look of anticipation come over Katy, and instead of answering me directly, she got up off of me, and turning her back to me, got into position moving her little pussy above my cock.

As Katy moved into position, Mary also moved, kneeling in front of Katy. Mary grabbed my cock in her hand again, and holding it upright, guided the head to the entrance to Katy's pussy, saying to Katy, "Ok, Baby. Straddle Daddy's hips ... yeah, just like that that ... hold yourself up a little more ... good, good ... OK, lower yourself just a little, so I can get Daddy's cock head started in your pussy ... yes, that's good ... a little lower ... OK, hold yourself right there, and don't move. Let Daddy do all the moving, OK, sweetie?" Mary said, as she guided Katy into position, and lodged my cock in the entrance to Katy's pussy, and then looking at me over Katy's shoulder continued, "OK, Lover, you're there - PUSH! Push your cock into her pussy!"

As I pushed my hips up, sinking my cock up inside Katy's sweet, hot, wet, still very tight little pussy, I heard Katy AND Mary both moan, as my cock made initial penetration, slowly sliding once again deep inside Katy's pussy.

"Yessssss ... fuck your cock in her pussy!!!!! OH, This is SO HOT, watching your cock go in her little pussy!!!! Now, FUCK my daughter!" Mary hissed, as I drove my cock all the way in to Katy. As Katy had moved into position, I had grabbed her tight little asscheeks in my hands, and as I pushed into her pussy, I squeezed her asscheeks, making Katy sigh in pleasure. As I began the slow in and out motions with my cock, I was squeezing and spreading Katy's asscheeks in time with my strokes. Each time I spread her asscheeks, her pretty little pink pucker would flex, almost as if it was winking at me. I licked my lips in hungry anticipation of getting at that hole later today, too!

As I began to speed up my motions, settling into a steady rhythm, sliding my cock deeply in and out of Katy's little pussy, Mary started to kiss Katy, shoving her tongue deep in her mouth, muffling the little moans of pleasure she had been making as she felt my cock moving in her pussy. Mary then reached her arms around Katy, and started to stroke up and down her back, finally settling her hands next to mine on Katy's ass, and began to also squeeze her asscheeks, staying in tempo with me.

As I watched this, and continued my steady pace fucking my hard cock into Katy's sweet little pussy, making lewd squelching noises from the large amount of pussy juice she was producing, I moved my hands to Katy's hips, making room for Mary to move her hands over Katy's asscheeks. When I moved my hands out of the way, I heard Mary emit a little moan of excitement, as she began to move her hands more and more over Katy's tight little ass, which caused Katy to also emit a moan in return.

Soon I watched as Mary dipped her hands down to Katy's pussy, softly stroking her fingers over my cock as I steadily fucked up into Katy's pussy, coating her fingers in Katy's pussy juices. When she had enough on her fingers, I watched as she began to work her fingers in the crack of Katy's ass, concentrating on Katy's pretty little pink asshole, and started to apply a little pressure, working the tip of her finger into Katy's asshole. When Katy felt this new sensation, she broke the kiss, gasping loudly.

"Mmmmmmm, yes, Mommy YES! ... Oh, Daddy ... your cock feels SO GOOD in my PUSSY! ... And your finger feels REALLY GOOD in my ASS, Mommy! More! I want MORE ... from BOTH of you ... fuck me HARDER Daddy! ... Put MORE of your finger in my ASS, Mommy! PLEASE ... oh, this is SO GOOOOOOOOD!!!", Katy gasped out, indicating her pleasure at what Mary and I were doing with her sweet little body.

In response to Katy's gasping plea, I began to speed up the tempo and force of penetrating her tight little pussy with my hard cock, while Mary continued to apply pressure to Katy's little asshole, slowly but surely sinking her finger to the hilt in her ass. Although I couldn't see what was happening, I knew Mary was doing something else to Katy, when Katy began squealing in pleasure. What Mary started to do, as she told me later, was to reach down with her other hand to Katy's protruding clit, and began to rub her finger lightly over her clit, dipping down to scoop up Katy's pussy juices, and then smearing her clit, rubbing it in little circles. I could feel Katy trying to press her hips forward at this new sensation, but couldn't really due to the grip I had on her hips.

As I began to pound harder and faster into Katy's little pussy, I could feel Mary's finger through the thin membrane between Katy's ass and pussy, as she was finger fucking her daughters tight little asshole, while she kept up massaging Katy's engorged clit with her other hand. Then I saw Mary lower her head, and when Katy gasped loudly again, I guessed (right, I later found out) that she was now sucking at Katy's tits, increasing the sensations pouring through Katy's sweet little body.

After a short while as I continued to pound up into Katy, both Katy and I groaned in unison, as we both felt a new sensation. Mary had knelt down even further so she could reach Katy's clit, and the shaft of my cock, and began flicking her tongue rapidly over us where we were joined. Mary alternated between us, holding her tongue in place against my shaft as I moved in and out of Katy's pussy, tasting her daughters pussy juices on my cock, and then moving up to flick her tongue rapidly over Katy's clit, brushing occasionally over my cock as she did, Katy and I both moaning our pleasure at the feelings Mary's tongue was giving us.

As good as all this felt - my cock sliding in and out of Katy's hot, wet, tight little pussy, the sight of Mary finger fucking Katy's sweet little ass, and the feel of Mary's tongue as she orally pleasured both Katy and me - I was beginning to tire, while sweat was pouring from me from the effort I was expending, and I started to slow down my fucking motions, which both ladies immediately sensed.

Mary sat back up, and leaning over Katy's shoulder while Katy looked back at me pensively, said, "Are you getting tired, Lover? Would you like to stop and rest for a bit, and maybe switch positions? You look like it ... your face is all red, honey! Why don't you stop, and rest. Katy won't mind, will you sweetie?", and Katy shook her head 'No', as she continued to look at me with an increasingly worried look on her face.

"Daddy! Are you OK?" Katy asked me with concern, "It's OK if you want to stop, I don't mind! Please, Daddy? You look awfully tired ... here, let me up, Daddy  ... let go of my hips so I can get up, OK, Daddy?"

"Whew!", I gasped in relief, as I stopped moving. "Yeah, ol' Dad's getting pretty tired, all right. Go ahead, Katy, and get off Daddy for a minute, so I can rest, please."

As I let go of Katy's hips, Mary pulled her finger from Katy's ass with a wet shlup, and Katy slowly pulled her pussy off my cock with a wet squelch. They both moved up to lay down next to me, as my chest heaved from the work out I just put myself through, and cuddled next to me, both looking at me with slightly worried expressions on their faces.

"Don't worry, ladies, I'll be OK in a few minutes. Whew! Guess I need to start an exercise program if I want to keep up with you to insatiable women, eh?" I managed to gasp out as I smiled at them, trying to reassure them. My heart was pounding in my chest, and I was gulping air in deep heaving gasps. I don't think I was very convincing though, as they continued to look at me with ever increasing looks of worry.

Mary then jumped up, heading for the bathroom, and said over her shoulder as she went, "Don't move! I'll be right back. Katy, make sure he doesn't try to get up!"

"OK, Mommy.", Katy answered her mother, and then turned to me said with a hitch in her voice, as her lower lip began to tremble, "Daddy ... are you going to be OK? I'm scared, Daddy ... you look really bad!"

Still breathing a little hard, with my breathing still a little ragged, and my cock no longer hard, as my body needed that blood elsewhere, I wrapped my arm around Katy, pulling her part way on top of me, kissing the top of her head said, "I think so, Honey ... Daddy just needs to rest a bit. Please don't be scared ... I'll be OK, I promise! We have some unfinished business to take care of, and I don't want to disappoint my beautiful, sweet little girl! Just let me rest for a little while, OK?"

Katy gripped me a little tighter, and almost in tears said, "Daddy! We don't HAVE to do any more! YOU need to get better, so you just rest now, OK? Don't worry about me at all - I'm more worried about YOU!"

As Katy was finishing, Mary returned with a cold wet washcloth, which she draped over my forehead, and a glass of cold water which she set on the bedside table. After she set the glass down, she kneeled next to me looking down at me with a worried frown on her face, and started to wipe my face and chest with the washcloth, cooling me down. Soon, my breathing began to return to normal, as the flush disappeared from my face, and I could feel my heart beat slowing as well, as my body began to recover. 

This had never happened to me before, and I was just a tad worried, myself! Of course, I hadn't engaged in so much sex in such a short period of time, either, I reasoned with myself, as I laid there recovering. 'Hmmmmm. Not good! As a matter of fact, this is much badness! Better make an appointment to go see the Doc, and soon!' I thought to myself, as Katy and Mary tended to me, caressing and kissing me softly, as they continued to eye me with worried expressions.

"You need to see a doctor, and SOON!" Mary admonished me, and then softening her tone continued, "Lover, you scared me - AND Katy! - and neither of us wants to lose you! Not now ... we just got started together! I don't know what we'd do if we lost you, Baby ... please promise me you'll go see a doctor, please?"

"Yeah, Daddy, please?" Katy added.

"I'm OK, trust me!" I insisted, "But I will go to the Doc, I promise! I'll call him first thing Monday morning, and see if I can get in to see him right away - he owes me a favor, so I think he'll let in - OK? All I need right now is some rest, and a big drink of that water. Could you hand me that, please, Honey?"

Mary quickly handed me the water, still not completely convinced, and I drained the glass, chugging it all down at once, and then loudly smacking my lips I let out a satisfied sigh, smiling at my two lovelies. "Ahhh! Now THAT hits the spot!" I exclaimed goofily, hoping to lighten the mood. I was at least partially successful, judging by the reactions I got.

"Eeuuuwwww, Daddy! That's gross!", Katy giggled, as she sat up, scrunching her nose at me in semi-mock disgust.

"MEN!" Mary said loudly, with a sniff, "You're all such pigs! I don't know why we put up with you!"

We all cracked up at that remark - me with a huge sense of relief, now that the 'drama' was over - and we all hugged together, and snuggled in tight. I had my arms wrapped around Mary and Katy, while Katy laid her head back on my chest with a little sigh, and Mary nestled her head into my shoulder, placing her hand on my chest and began to softly stroke her fingers over my chest while she nuzzled my neck.

"Oh, Lover ... are you feeling better? You look a whole lot better, now ... I love you so much, Baby!" Mary whispered as she cooed in my ear, still planting little kisses on my neck and the side of my face.

I turned my face to Mary, and with a hitch in my voice, from the emotions I was feeling, said "And I love you VERY much, Mary. I love you - and Katy - more than anyone I have ever loved before, and I want to be with you both as much as I possibly can. Not only are you both sexy as hell, and beautiful, and probably smarter than I am, but ... well ..." and my voice broke as tears came to my eyes "You ... both of you ... really DO care about me ... and for me ... and that has me feeling ... a little overwhelmed, emotionally, right now ... no one, except maybe my Mom, has ever cared about me ... as much as you two have shown me ..." I couldn't continue, as a sob welled up from deep within me, and the tears started to flow. (Side note - It had been a LONG time since I had broke down and wept. Ladies, we men DO cry ... it just usually takes something big to make us cry, OK?)

Mary grabbed me around the head, and held me tight, as I began to weep, huge wracking sobs shaking my body. Katy also hugged me tighter, as she lifted her head to look down at me.

"Oh, Lover ... it's OK, it's OK ... let it all out, sweetie ... I'm here ... Katy's here ... with you ... it's all OK ... we love you so much, sweetheart ... it's OK." Mary softly crooned to me as I buried my head in her embrace as I continued to weep.

"Daddy, Daddy, Daddy ... please don't cry ... we love you, Daddy ... we're not going ANYwhere, Daddy ... we love you, Daddy." Katy softly added, as I couldn't stop the flow of tears. I had too much pent up emotion in me - all the long lonely years, with no one, seemingly, giving a rat's ass about me - that I didn't realize that I had bottled up inside. Finally, as the flow of emotions began to ebb, and the tears came to an end, I felt other tears as they dripped on my face. As I lifted my face from Mary's embrace, I saw that she too, had been quietly weeping. She smiled at me through her tears, and re-embraced me, pulling me to her and our lips touched lightly as we began to kiss softly and lovingly.

Breaking the kiss with Mary, I turned to face Katy, and saw that her face was also tear streaked, and her lower jaw was trembling, with love and concern shining from her eyes. I reached for her, and with a little sob Katy lunged into my arms, burying her head in my shoulder, and I could feel her body tremble, as she quietly cried, as her tears feel from her eyes onto me.

"Shhhh, little one ... Daddy's OK now ... please don't cry, baby ... Daddy loves you, too." I said softly, trying to comfort Katy. The irony of the situation didn't escape me, either, as I was now comforting HER, where only a moment ago she was trying to comfort ME! As I was comforting her, I was caressing her back and shoulders, while planting soft little kisses on the top of her head, while Mary was caressing both of us.

"Katy ... sweetheart? Look at me. Look at Daddy, please?" I said quietly, as I lifted her chin. As she raised her head at my urging, I saw she was valiantly trying to smile, even though her lower lip was still trembling as she suppressed her tears. As our eyes met, I leaned over, and began to gently, softly kiss her, trying to let her know how I felt about her in that kiss. She melted into my arms with a relieved sigh of contentment, as I continued to kiss her, and run my hands over her pretty little naked body.

As we continued to kiss, and as I continued to caress her, I could feel my cock begin to fill with blood and start to rise, as our passions were rising. I pulled Katy over on top of me, and as she settled on top of me, she felt my cock hardening beneath her, moaning deep in her throat, as my tongue was now deep in her mouth. As we continued to passionately kiss, Katy began to squirm her lower body against me, making my cock throb in response, while my caresses were becoming more firm, as I moved my hands over her body, feeling every inch that I could reach, until my hands settled on her tight little ass and I began to fondle and squeeze her asscheeks.

Breaking our kiss, Katy pulled her head up, and with her eyes closed in passion and ever growing lust, softly moaned "Ohhhhh Daddy! Ohhhhh, yes, Daddy! Oh, Daddy, Daddy, Daddy, yes ... touch me Daddy ... touch me ... it feels so good, Daddy ... oh, touch me, Daddy, love me ... oh, Daddy, Daddy, Daddy ... oh, yes ... right there ... touch me there, Daddy ... oh, so good, Daddy ... touch me, please, Daddy, please ... make me feel good, please Daddy? ... oh, yesssss!"

I had moved my hands ever lower over her ass, running my fingers through the crack of her ass, and then lower, to lightly caress my fingers over her pussy lips, and then moving my hands back up to her asscheeks starting the process over again, making Katy squirm on top of me. Each time I lowered my fingers toward her pussy area to caress her pussy lips, Katy would spread her legs farther apart, allowing me easier access to her once again sopping wet pussy, until she was straddling me, her knees now resting on the bed. This gave her some leverage, and she began to squirm under my hands more, pushing her hips at my hands to keep in contact, as I ran my hands over her ass, and down to her pussy.

Meanwhile, seeing that I was pretty much recovered, and had initiated a new round of sexual activity with Katy, Mary started kissing the side of my neck, sucking and nibbling me there, moving slowly to my ear. She softly took my earlobe into her mouth and sucked at it briefly, and then gently bit my earlobe, sending wonderful sensations straight to my cock, which pulsed in reaction. Then she made me moan in pleasure when she stuck her tongue in my ear, gently licking me there briefly.

Then Mary began to slowly move down my side, trailing little kisses and licks until she came to Katy's leg, switching from me to Katy, moving up Katy's thigh to her ass, and then moving slowly down Katy's ass, trailing her tongue down the crack of her ass. As Katy felt her Mother's tongue and lips on her body, she moaned in pleasure, and then squealed into my mouth, as Mary moved her tongue down the crack of her ass, lovingly licking at her pretty little pink pucker, before moving lower to briefly swipe her tongue at Katy's pussy slit. 

Then, leaning over Katy's pert little ass, Mary began licking the head of my cock swirling her tongue all around the head getting it wet, coating it with a generous supply of her saliva. Then, moving her head still lower, she engulfed the head of my very hard, throbbing cock with her lips, gently suckling my cock. At first, she was content to simply hold the tip of my cock in her hot, wet mouth as she gently sucked me, but soon she started to slowly move her head, taking more of my cock into her mouth, and then began bobbing her head slowly up and down on my cock, getting the shaft coated with her saliva, as she started to drool on my cock getting me more and more aroused.

Katy broke our kiss, and pushing herself up, looked down at me, her eyes heavy lidded with lust and arousal, and softly said, "Daddy ... I want to feel you in me again ... are you OK enough to do that?" and when I nodded, she continued "Then ... fuck me, Daddy ... please? I need you inside me, Daddy ... I need to feel your penis in my pussy again, Daddy ... fuck me, Daddy, please fuck me!"

Hearing this, Mary moaned around my cock, and started to speed up her sucking of my cock. I moved my hands off of Katy's ass to stop Mary's head movements, as she was arousing me too much, too fast, and I didn't want to blow my load yet. As I stopped her head motions, Mary groaned in frustration, and reluctantly pulled off of my cock, and moved out of the way. I then gently urged Katy to move off of me, as well, and as she moved off I pushed her so that she was on her hands and knees, and quickly moved behind her, while Mary kneeled at Katy's hips, staring intently at Katy's pussy, as I started to rub the head of my cock up and down through Katy's slit, coating my head with her abundant flow.

"Oooooooh, yes, Daddy! Fuck me 'Doggie' style! Please hurry, Daddy! Stick your hard cock in my hot, wet little pussy, and fuck me Daddy!" Katy moaned out, pushing her hips back at me.

Mary spoke up then in a lusty voice, "Yes, fuck her pussy 'Doggie' style. I want to watch you push your COCK in her little PUSSY! DO IT! FUCK HER PUSSY!", and then she reached behind me, and planting her hand on my ass, began to push me hard into Katy's pussy, and continued saying, "Oh, YES! GET THAT COCK IN HER PUSSY! FUCK HER LITTLE PUSSY FOR ME! FUCK HER NOW!", as she continued to shove me in, until I was buried in her little girls sweet pussy, making all of us groan.

I started to slowly pump my cock in and out of Katy's hot, wet, tight little pussy, making Katy sigh in pleasure. As I did, Mary moved under Katy with her head directly under Katy's pussy, and her pussy directly under Katy's head. She lifted her head, and began to lick my cock shaft and Katy's clit again, as I moved in and out of Katy's pussy. As I watched, when Katy felt her Mother's tongue on her clit. she threw her head back and arched her neck and squealed in pleasure. Then Katy noticed that her Mother's pussy was right below her, and lowering her head, began to lick and suck her Mother's pussy, causing Mary to moan loudly in pleasure. As I started to increase my tempo, fucking Katy faster and harder, Mary began to concentrate her oral activities on Katy's protruding clit, sucking and lightly biting it.

"OH, YES MOMMY! SUCK MY CLIT! BITE IT MOMMY! OOOOOHHHHHHH, THAT'S SOOOOOO GOOOOOOOOD! OH, DADDY, DADDY, DADDY!!! FUCK MY PUSSY!!! FUCK IT, FUCK IT, FUCK IT!!! HARDER, DADDY, HARDER!!!!!! RAM ME WITH YOUR HARD COCK, DADDY!!!!!! OOOOOHHHHHHH, YEAH, AAAAAAAHHHHHHH!!!!, Katy squealed out at the increased sensation she was feeling, and then quickly dropped her head back down to her Mother's pussy.

As I was really starting to pound Katy's sweet little pussy, I looked down to watch what Mary was doing. As soon as I looked down, Mary looked up and our eyes locked. Mary stopped sucking on Katy's clit, and still looking me in the eye, ovalled her mouth, and bent her head back in invitation, imploring me with her eyes. I got the message right away, and pulling out of Katy's pussy making her moan at the loss of my cock, I quickly pushed my cock into Mary's mouth. As soon as I did, she smiled and closed her eyes, and groaned loudly, sending wonderful vibrations through my cock, and then began to suck me, as I fucked her mouth for a short time.

Just as Katy was beginning to lift her head to look back to see what the deal was, I pulled out of Mary's hot, wet sucking mouth with an audible slurping pop sound as the head of my cock pulled from her lips. Lining myself back up again, I drove home with force, burying my cock deep in Katy's sweet little pussy where the head of my cock bumped into her cervix, getting a quick yelp from Katy, and my balls slapped into Mary's face. Mary quickly sucked my balls into her mouth, and I held still as she sent wonderful feelings throughout my entire body. As soon as Mary released my balls from her mouth, giving them a lick as she did, I began to just hammer my cock into Katy.

"OH, YES, DADDY, YES!!! FUCK ME, DADDY, FUCK ME HARD, DADDY!!!!!!!! OH, DADDIIEEE!!!!!", Katy squealed out, as I rammed my cock faster and harder into her little pussy. 

She had been moving her hips back at me earlier, but now I had her hips in a powerful grip holding her still, as I slammed into her pussy, while Mary continued to alternate between sucking Katy's clit and licking my shaft as I plowed into Katy. I was beginning to feel that familiar tingling begin in my balls as I neared my orgasm. I could see that Katy was nearing hers as well, from her flushed shoulders and upper back. As I continued to ram my cock as hard and fast as I could into Katy, I could feel my ball sack begin to tighten up against my body, and I knew it wouldn't be long, now.

Mary saw my balls retracting, and stopped her oral activities - getting a disappointed little moan from Katy - and quickly moved from underneath Katy, and knelt next to us, and began quietly speaking close to my ear, "You're gonna CUM, soon, aren't you? Do it! Cum in Katy! Fill her pussy with your sperm! I want you to fill her pussy ... I want you to CUM ... c'mon, CUM for me! CUM in her pussy! I want to lick your sperm out of her, so CUM, CUM, CUM! CUM FOR ME, LOVER! FILL HER FULL OF YOUR SPERM!!!! CUM FOR ME - NOW! CUM NOW!!!!!!" While she was saying this, Mary was frantically finger fucking her pussy, bringing herself close to orgasm as she continued to chant "CUM!" in my ear in time with my lunges.

The combined effects of my cock being squeezed ever tighter by Katy's hot little pussy, hearing what Mary was saying, and watching her ramming FOUR of her fingers frantically in and out of her pussy was simply 'sensation overload' for me, and I felt my cum begin racing up my cock as I started to blast my load deep into Katy's tight, clasping pussy.

"OH, FUCK! OH, YEAH!!! GET READY KATY, DADDY'S GONNA ... CUMMMMMMM!!!!!!!!!!!" I bellowed as the first jet of cum spurted from my cock. I shoved my cock deep into her pussy, holding myself there, as I reached the peak of my orgasm, continuing to shoot blast after blast deep into her pussy. I pumped so much cum, that her little pussy just couldn't contain it all, and I felt it squirt back around my cock as I filled her pussy to overflowing.

As my first jet of cum blasted into her, this set Katy's orgasm off too, and she screamed out, "OH YES, DADDY, YES! CUM IN ME!!! CUM IN MY PUSSY!!! FILL ME WITH YOUR SPERM, DADDY!!!!!!! OH, DADDY!!! I CAN FEEL IT! I CAN FEEL YOU CUM ... OH, DAADDDIIIIEEEE'S CUMMMMMMIIINNNNNGGGGGGGG INNN MEEEEE ... OH ... AHHHHHHIIIIIEEEEEEEEE, DAADDDIIIIEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!",  as her climax swept over her, and she began to buck and jerk against me.

Mary then pulled frantically at me, finally getting me to pull out of Katy. When I was out of the way, Mary plastered her mouth on Katy's pussy, moving with Katy as Katy continued to buck and jerk, sucking hard at Katy's pussy. This new, added, sensation caused Katy to suddenly go rigid, and then she began to gush her pussy juice, squirting with such force that I saw pussy juice streaming across Mary's cheeks, as Mary was frantically sucking Katy's spasming, squirting pussy. I watched in dazed awe as this was happening. 

I don't know exactly how many times Katy squirted - maybe three times? - but I do know that she passed out again! When she did, she fell forward on the bed, with her legs splayed wide apart, her knees still slightly bent, making her tight little ass jut up in the air a little. Mary, groaning loudly in an almost sexual frenzy, dove between Katy's legs, and continued sucking what was left of my cum - IF any WAS left, after Katy squirted, that is! - and Katy's juices from her pussy and inner thighs, moaning the whole time, only stopping when she swallowed, greedily licking every bit of moisture she could find. 

Watching Mary doing this was such a turn on, that my cock, which had begun to soften, now became fully erect once again, surprising the hell out of me! Looking at Mary, with her ass poked up in the air, and her pussy pulsing with arousal, gave me an idea on what to do with my now rampant cock, and I began to move up behind Mary to stick it in the first hole I came to, but she had other ideas, and quickly moved away from me, turning to me as she did.

"Oh, no you don't. You're not putting that nice hard cock anyplace but right here!", pointing to her mouth. "I'm going to suck every bit of your cum and Katy's juice off of you until you're completely clean, and then, and only then, can you stick it in any other hole. Now, lay down, so I can suck you clean!", Mary said, consumed by her lust, and her desire to taste the combined fluids of Katy and I still thickly coating my cock and balls. She was SO consumed by lust in fact, that she was actually drooling, as her salivary glands were working over time, she was so excited! WOW!

I laid down, with my head at the foot of the bed, and spread my legs as I waited for Mary to start, panting with my own quickly rising lust! Mary wasted no time, and dove between my legs and began to almost vacuum the combined fluids from my groin area, making lewd slurping noises, as she licked and sucked. She started on my inner thighs, making quick work of what was there, and then moved to my balls, gently taking them into her mouth, lapping at them softly with her tongue, and as I moaned from the sensation, Mary was making little "Mmmmmmmm!" sounds, only stopping to swallow.

When she finished with my balls, looking me right in the eyes, she grasped my cock in her hands holding it upright, and keeping her tongue as flat as possible, began to slowly lick up and down my shaft slowly working her way all around it, but leaving the head for last. She was still heavily salivating, and I could feel her saliva as it ran down my shaft to my balls, and dripping off onto the bed. I was constantly moaning and groaning from the sensations she was giving me with her tongue, not to mention the visual stimulation I was receiving as I watched this beautiful woman, as she orally, lovingly, tended to the cleaning of my cock and balls, getting me more and more aroused as she went.

She finally had my entire shaft clean, leaving only the head of my cock. Locking her eyes on mine, she sat up, and leaning her head down, opened her mouth over the head of my cock, at first not touching me, wanting to see if I was still watching. When she was satisfied that I was, she oh so slowly closed her luscious lips over the head of my cock, and began to gently suck me, while swirling her tongue all over the head of my cock. 

Then she began to lower her head very slowly down my shaft, swirling her tongue as she went, until her nose touched my pubic hair, and I could feel the head of my cock at the entrance to her throat as she stopped. Still looking me in the eyes, she took in a deep breath through her nose and held it. Then she began to push her mouth down the last part of my shaft, making the head of my cock enter her throat, totally surprising me, as I didn't think I was long enough - I was, just! Then, as my cock head entered my throat, she totally blew my mind, and almost made me cum, when she swallowed! HOLY SHIT, that was wild, as I felt her throat clasp tightly to the head of my cock! Then she swallowed again! I groaned really loudly, and bucked my hips as the sensations exploded in my brain!

Mary started to pull her head back up my shaft, breathing deeply as my cock head left her throat, sucking hard all the way to the end of my cock, making a loud slurping pop noise as she pulled her mouth off of me, smiling broadly. Then she lowered her mouth back onto my cock, and slowly started to bob her head up and down, swirling her tongue quickly as she did. After a short while, she again pulled her mouth off of me, still smiling.

"There ... you're all clean, now. Did you like that, lover? Feeling me take you into my throat ... and swallowing? Did you like that? I did ... I wasn't even sure I could do that without gagging, but I REALLY wanted to try. I liked swallowing your cock head ... and I know you did too ... you almost came, didn't you?", Mary huskily breathed at me, and then continued, "Now ... you can put this nice, hot HARD COCK in ANY hole you want ... where do you want it, hmmmmm? Do you want to ... put it in my hot, wet mouth ... so I can SUCK IT? ... Or, do you want it in my ... hot, VERY WET, pussy ... so you can FUCK it? ... Or ... how about ... and I bet this is what you REALLY want, Lover ... how about my ... HOT ... TIGHT ... ALWAYS ready for YOU ... ASS!! Hmmmm? Would you like that, Lover? Hmmmm? We haven't shown Katy that ... yet ... would you like to ... show Katy some ... white hot ... NASTY ... butt-sex ... Lover? I KNOW you LOVED ... FUCKING ... my ASS ... the other day ... so ... what's your pleasure, Baby? Where would you like to put this nice ... HOT ... HARD ... COCK ... hmmmm? Tell Momma ... tell me! ... Oh, I'm SO HOT for your COCK!!! Oh, Baby, TELL ME ... Want to know where I want it, Lover? Hmmmm? Can you guess? I bet you can ... I bet you KNOW ... where I want it ... if you guessed in my ASS ... well ... you'd be right ... I want it up my ASS, Baby! I NEED it up my ass! Ooooooh, Lover ... be a good Daddy ... and make Momma happy ... and FUCK ... Momma in the ass, please? Please, Daddy? Please FUCK my ASS, Daddy?"

The whole time she was saying this, Mary was softly stroking my cock, smiling each time it lurched in her hand as I reacted to her fucking HOT words! I was moaning and writhing the whole time, too, as shivers were running up and down my back. This woman never ceased to amaze me, you know? Beautiful fucking body to die for with her big tits and shaved pussy, smart, sexy as all get out, and damn near insatiable, seeming to never get enough! Unbe-fucking-lievable! As I was reveling in the sensations Mary was giving me physically, visually, and through her words, I noticed that Katy had recovered, and was sitting at the head of the bed rubbing her pussy, as she too came under her Mother's 'spell'.

"Oh, Daddy! Are you going to fuck Mommy in her ASS? Oooooooh, that seems really NASTY! I wanna SEE THAT, Daddy! Please? Will you please fuck Mommy up the ASS, Daddy, PLEASE? I wanna WATCH THAT! I wanna see you stick your COCK in Mommy's ASS, Daddy!" Katy moaned out lustfully, as she sped up strumming her thick protruding clit. I groaned again in mounting lust, as I heard Katy plead with me to fuck Mary's ass!

"You heard her! She wants to watch! So, what’ll it be, Dear? Disappointing our little girl, or making ALL of us happy by fucking my ass, hmmmmm?", Mary asked, trying to push me into making up my mind. She needn't have bothered, as that was EXACTLY what I wanted to do!

Chapter 13

"Let's not disappoint our little one, Dear, and show her what anal sex is about. I want to do you from behind, so could you please get on your hands and knees?" I lustfully replied, and then turning to Katy continued, "Katy, could you reach into the drawer there, and get out the lube for me, please? We'll need to get Mommy properly prepared, if I'm going to put my cock in her asshole, OK?"

Mary, moaning deep in her throat with her mounting lust, moved to her hands and knees with her head facing the head of the bed, while Katy reluctantly but compliantly stopped fingering her highly aroused clit to scamper over to the bedside table to get the lube as I had requested. Quickly finding the lube, she held it up with a questioning look in her eyes to see if she had the right item, and when I nodded my head, brought it over to me.

"OK, Katy," I began to explain, "As you know, your pussy gets wet, making natural lubrication to make it easier for a cock - or dildo for that matter - go in without causing you any pain. However, the anus does not produce any lubricating fluids, so you have to apply lubrication in order to get a cock, or dildo, inserted. If done right, there is usually no pain involved if the insertion is done slowly and carefully, although for the very first time, there might be some discomfort at first. Something else that can be done that gives pleasure to both people involved is if the man uses his tongue on the asshole of the woman, to both stimulate her, and help her relax, which is what I'm going to do to Mommy. Last but not least here, is you can also insert your fingers - properly lubricated, of course - to help relax her anus, making it that much easier to insert a cock, or dildo."

"Oooooooh yeah Daddy ... I really like it when my bottom is licked, or when I get a finger up my butt!" Katy said dreamily, as I started to move in behind Mary to begin the process of getting her ready to take my cock.

Rather impatiently, Mary said over her shoulder, "Hurry, Lover, hurry! Lick my ass ... finger me ... do whatever you're going to do, but please hurry! My ass NEEDS your COCK in it SOON!"

As Katy looked on, kneeling next to me, beginning to rub her protruding clit again, I reached out to Mary’s beautiful up thrust ass and began to caress and squeeze her wonderful asscheeks with my hands, eliciting a moan of delight from Mary. I loved the feel of her ass - so smooth, and silky soft yet very firm - and couldn't seem to get enough of fondling her ass!

I ran my hands down the back of her thighs, moving to the outside bringing them back up her flanks, going up her back a short way, and then brought my hands back down to her ass cheeks, kneading their firm fullness, repeating this process several times. Then I began to softly kiss and lick all around her lower back, down to her ass cheeks, stopping briefly at the two dimples at the top of her ass, and then continuing down over her ass cheeks to the backs of her thighs. As I came back up one her thighs, as I reached the crease between her thigh and ass cheek, I made a detour to lick at her exposed pussy lips for a short time, causing Mary to moan loudly and push her hips back at me.

"Oh, Lover ... that feels SO nice ... yes, RUB my ass! Ooooooh, yeah! Kiss my ass ... lick me ... squeeze my ass ... oh, yessssss! Oh, BABY, YES! LICK my pussy! Oh, you know I LOVE feeling your tongue on me ... licking ... IN me ... oh, baby, what you're DOING to me! Oh ... ahhh ... yeah ... do me, baby, do me!" Mary cooed and moaned as I went, her desire rising.

After a short time of licking Mary's thick pussy lips and large, protruding clit, savoring the flavor of her abundant pussy juices, my desire was also rising, and I started to move my tongue slowly up the crack of Mary's ass, squeezing and kneading her cheeks in my hand. I started to spread her cheeks as I continued licking up the crack of her ass, returning to her sopping wet pussy to lap up more of her juices, which I started to spread up and down in the crack of her ass. Mary was beginning to slowly squirm, grinding her ass back at me as I continued to give her ass pleasure with my tongue and hands.

I continued the process of applying her pussy juice with my tongue, avoiding for now touching her pretty pink pucker, until her entire ass crack was slick with the combination of my saliva and her abundant flow. Spreading her ass cheeks in my hands, exposing her anus to my gaze, I sat back for a moment to admire my handiwork, as her ass crack glistened with moisture in the light. As I looked, I watched in growing lust as Mary's pussy lips would briefly flare open, and her pretty pink pucker would flex. 

Then dipping back down once again to her pussy, I inserted my tongue as far as I could, wiggling it around until it was thoroughly coated with her juices, getting a groan of pleasure from Mary. I then lifted my head with my tongue extended, and keeping her ass cheeks spread with my hands, began to apply her juices to her pretty pink pucker with my tongue, swirling my tongue around until her asshole was coated with my saliva and her pussy juices, making wet slurping, squelching noises. When Mary felt my tongue finally touch her hairless pink pucker, she pushed her ass back at me to increase the contact, and moaned deep in her throat.

"Oh, YES!!!! Yes, TONGUE my ass! Make it WET! Oh, that feels SOOOO GOOOOOOOD!!!! LICK my asshole, baby ... SUCK it for me ... lick it ... ooooooh, yeah, that's NICE!!! Keep licking me ... suck me, please ... stick your tongue IN ME ... OH, yessssss ..." Mary moaned in obvious pleasure, as I continued to swirl my tongue around and around her tight little asshole.

"Ooooooooh, Daddy!!! That's looks SO NASTY ... your tongue licking Mommy's ASSHOLE ... so HOT ... mmmmmmmm, I can hardly WAIT for you to ... lick my ass, Daddy!!! Oh, yeah! LICK IT, Daddy, LICK IT!!! SUCK it, Daddy ... SUCK Mommy's ass, too ... oh, yeah ... SO HOT ... so NASTY, Daddy, oooooooh, yeah!" Katy breathily moaned as she watched me orally pleasure her Mother's ass, still rubbing her pretty pink clit, her own passions slowly building.

As I continued to lick and kiss Mary's asshole, I began to feel the tight ring of her anus slowly begin to relax. I formed my tongue into a point, and began to apply gentle pressure directly to the opening of her asshole, and as Mary relaxed her anal ring more, I was able to get the tip of my tongue inserted a little way into her hole. I began to wiggle my tongue as I applied more and more pressure, as I let my saliva drool down my tongue, wetting her pretty pink pucker even more, and I began to feel my tongue slide deeper into her asshole.

"Ohhhhhhh, yes, Lover, YES! Fuck my ass with your tongue! Stick in me, sweetie ... deeper ... tongue me ... tongue fuck my ASS!!! Oh, Yes, mmmmm ... oh ... ah ... ungh ... oh, baby, I LOVE IT!!!!" Mary purred in enjoyment pushing her ass back at me more and more, as she felt my tongue entering her pucker farther and farther as I began to tongue fuck her asshole.

I continued my oral assault on her asshole, thrusting my tongue deeper and deeper, as I felt her anal ring relax more and more. I loved the tangy taste of Mary's ass, as she continued to moan and gasp in pleasure, the farther I plunged my tongue going a little deeper with each thrust. Soon, I had my tongue as deep in her ass as I could get it, and was swirling it around and around, letting my saliva pour down the length of my tongue into her anal canal.

As I continued my oral assault on her ass, it was my turn to groan in pleasure, as I felt Katy take my cock in her hand and begin to softly and gently stroke up and down my shaft, occasionally dipping down to softly caress my balls, as she apparently wanted to be a little more active in what was going on. Then, she switched hands, moving her one hand to begin caressing my ass, while she brought her other hand, slick with her pussy juice, and began coating my cock with her fluids. She would stroke my shaft and head for a bit, then get her hand wet with her juices, returning it to my cock, slowly but surely getting it completely coated with her juices. Once she had my cock all slicked up, she returned to stroking me slowly, sending wave after wave of pleasure through me as she did.

When Mary's asshole had relaxed to the point where my tongue was freely moving in and out of her asshole, making lewd squelching noises as I continued to tongue fuck her, I decided to raise the pleasure level. Turning to Katy I said, "Honey, I love what you're doing to my cock and balls - it feels REALLY GOOD! - but could you please do me a favor and stop for a bit, and put a large glob of lube on my fingers for me?"

"OK, Daddy!" Katy said with a big smile, knowing what I was going to do next to her Mother, quickly grabbing the tube of lube, squeezing out a large amount on my fingers, asking "Is that enough, Daddy? Are you going to stick your fingers in Mommy's ass now, Daddy? I want to watch you do that, Daddy ... I want to see you FUCK Mommy's ASS with your fingers!!! I'm getting really hot, Daddy ... watching you ... tongue fuck Mommy's ASS, Daddy! I can hardly wait for MY turn!" as she panted in growing excitement, her eyes glittering with lust.

"Yes, it is, sweetheart, thank you." I answered, continuing, "Now, watch. I'm going to spread the lube on Mommy's asshole so I can put my fingers in. I want you to be ready to put more lube on my fingers, too, because I need to put a lot on her asshole, and work it in deep, OK? When I reach my hand back, put about the same amount of lube on each time."

"Oooooooh, Daddy! I like that! Helping you get Mommy's ass ready ... oh, yeah ... so HOT! ... I'll be ready, Daddy!" Katy cooed with a lustful look on her face, her eyes heavy lidded in anticipation of what she was soon going to see.

As Katy was applying the lube to my fingers while I explained to her what I was going to do, Mary groaned in anticipation, wiggling her hips at me to get my attention back on her, and panted out, "HURRY, Lover! Stick your fingers in my ASS! I NEED to feel your fingers in me!!! Oh, please hurry ... fingerfuck my ASS! Please hurry, Baby!!!

Not wanting to wait myself, I quickly brought my fingers to her asshole to spread the lube on Mary. As my fingers first made contact with her pretty pink pucker, Mary pushed back at me purring and cooing in pleasure, as she felt me begin to spread the lube over her asshole. Once I had her asshole thoroughly coated with lube, I reached my hand back for more lube, and felt Katy quickly apply another big glob to my fingers.

I applied the additional lube to Mary's asshole, and as I spread it over her anus, I began to apply pressure and felt my fingers slowly begin to push through Mary's anal ring, until I had my two fingers in her asshole to the first knuckle. I started to gently push my fingers in and out of her ass, rotating them to coat the inside of her anal ring, slowly working my fingers deeper in her ass as I applied the lube.

Reaching back for more lube, over my shoulder I said to Katy, "Ok, sweetie. As I work my fingers deeper into Mommy's asshole getting her lubed up, I'm going to spread my fingers until I can get three fingers in, so make sure you get lube on my ring finger too, OK, please?". Katy didn't answer, but I felt her put lube on my third finger, so I knew she was paying attention. When Mary heard my say I was going to put three fingers in her ass, she moaned loudly, wiggling her ass even more in anticipation.

With my fingers coated with a fresh load of lube, I quickly re-inserted my two fingers and pushed them deep into Mary's asshole palm deep, and then began working them in and out spreading the lube deep in her anal canal. As I felt my fingers begin to move freely in her asshole, and as Mary became more relaxed, I started to spread my fingers apart, a little at a time as I plunged them in and out of her ass, with Mary constantly moaning, and beginning to actively hump her hips back at me in time with my thrusts.

As Mary's asshole became more and more relaxed, I was soon able to freely move my fingers in and out widely spread apart. I then quickly inserted my third finger into her tight anal passage, and began to slowly work my now three fingers into her ass, until I had all three buried palm deep in her ass. I stopped for a moment to allow Mary to get used to the feeling, as she groaned deep in her throat from the added sensation.

I soon started to work my fingers in and out of her tight pucker, slowly building up speed as I thrust into her asshole. As I moved my fingers, I could feel her asshole begin to loosen up even more, letting me move more easily in and out of her ass. I soon had Mary grunting and moaning, as I picked up the speed of my thrusts, plunging my fingers deeper and faster as I finger fucked her hairless pink asshole. When I was able to freely thrust my fingers in her asshole, I began to slowly spread my fingers apart, dilating her anus more and more.

Looking over my shoulder at Katy, I said "OK Honey. What I want you to do now is squirt some lube directly in Mommy's asshole.", as I stopped moving my hand, holding Mary's anus open with my widely spread fingers, and then continued, "After you do that, I want you to put a bunch on my cock, and spread it all over me until I'm completely coated with lube, OK?"

As I was saying this, Mary groaned loudly with anticipation and held still as I spread her asshole open with my fingers. Katy quickly moved up and squirted a large glob of lube between my fingers into her Mother's now gaping asshole.

"Oooooooh, Daddy! That looks so NASTY ... and SO HOT!!!! Is that enough?, she asked, and I nodded, and then continued, "Oh goody! I get to rub your cock again! I LOVE rubbing your COCK, Daddy! It feels sooooo gooooooooood to touch your HOT, HARD COCK Daddy!" squealing with glee as she squirted lube on my cock and then began to slowly spread it around until my entire cock was slimy with lube, making me moan in pleasure as she did.

"OK, sweetheart ... watch now! Daddy's going to stick his cock in Mommy's hot asshole. Watch me ... as I buttfuck your Mommy!", I moaned out, enjoying the feelings running through my cock as Katy applied the lube to my shaft.

"Oh, YES!!!!!! HURRY, LOVER, HURRY!!! Put your COCK in me, and FUCK MY ASS!!! Please, oh please ... put it in ... hurry Baby ... I can't wait to feel your COCK in my ASS!!!" Mary moaned, begging me now to fuck her in the ass, as I moved into position with my thickly lubed cock.

"Oh, yeah, Daddy!!! Put your COCK in Mommy's ass and FUCK it!! FUCK her, Daddy ... in her ASS ... OH, FUCK this is SO HOT!!! My pussy is DRIPPING WET! PUT IT IN, DADDY! I WANT TO SEE YOU PUT YOUR HARD PENIS IN MOMMY'S ASS, AND BUTTFUCK HER!!!!!!!!" Katy squealed out in increasing excitement at what she was about to see.

I grinned, hearing my two ladies as they literally begged me to buttfuck Mary, and as I started to place the head of my cock at Mary's slick pucker, I got a pleasant surprise as Katy reached out to grasp my cock steering my cock to her Mother's ass. As Mary felt that first contact she groaned deep in her throat and began to tremble with excitement, pushing her hips back at me, increasing the pressure of my cock head against her anus. As I got myself centered on her slack anus, I began a slow steady pressure pushing my cock harder against her anal opening. Suddenly, as Mary pushed back relaxing her anus, the head of my cock popped past her anal ring, making us both groan in pleasure. I stopped pushing for just a moment to let Mary get used to the sensation, but she impatiently began to hump back at me, trying to get more of my cock in her asshole.

"Oh YES!!! Don't stop now! FUCK my ass!! Push your COCK in my ASS ... ALL THE WAY IN ... and FUCK ME - NOW!! I NEED IT SO MUCH!!! FUCK MY ASS!!!!", Mary wailed out, looking at me over her shoulder, her face twisted in crazed lust, as she felt the head of my cock first enter her tight asshole.

As Mary said that, I felt Katy press her other hand on my ass, and starting to push me she said, "C'mon Daddy! You heard Mommy! She wants you all the way IN! Now push, while I help!"

The look on Mary's face, and feeling Katy pushing on my ass only fueled my own desires to get my cock fully in Mary's ass, so I began to apply a steady pressure as my cock slowly began to slide into Mary's hot tight asshole. As my cock steadily pushed deeper in her ass, Mary was emitting a constant moan of pleasure, and I could feel her anal ring alternately squeeze and release my shaft as I continued to sink into her ass

I was soon buried balls deep in her ass, feeling her ass cheeks press against my groin as my balls came to rest on her sopping wet pussy, where I stopped. The feeling of having my cock buried deep in Mary's asshole was extremely intense, and almost made me blow my load right then and there, so I HAD to stop until the intensity level calmed down, as I gasped at the pleasure I was feeling.

"Oooooooooh, Daddy!!! You're ALL THE WAY IN MOMMY'S ASS!!!! OH, that's so FUCKING NASTY, DADDY!!!! How does it feel Mommy, to have Daddy's COCK deep in your ASS? Does it feel good, Mommy?" Katy moaned at the sight of my cock buried in her Mom's ass.

"Oh, fuck ... ohhhh .... ooooooooh, FUCK, this is GOOOOOOOOD!!!!!! It feels ... oh, yeah ... so ... mmmmmmmm, yessssss ... fucking GOOD, baby ... umm ... oh, shit yeah ... having Daddy's HOT ... HARD ... COCK ... DEEP ... IN ... MY ... ASS!!!! Fuck me ... move in me ... fuck me, Lover ... FUCK me ... FUCK my ass, baby ... FUCK MY ASS ... PLEASE FUCK MY ASS, LOVER!!!! Oh, yes ... so GOOOOOOOOD!!!" Mary moaned out, gasping at the feeling of my cock buried deep in her ass.

As soon as my intensity level calmed down, I was ready to start fucking my Love's sweet, hot, tight asshole, and began to slowly withdraw my cock from her ass, stopping when just the head was still tightly held by her anal ring. Then I began to slowly push back in until I was buried once again deep in her ass, feeling her ass cheeks press against my groin. I started to gently move in and out of her ass, making long slow strokes, gradually picking up speed until I was in a steady rhythm. As I moved in and out of her ass, sliding my cock through her slick anal ring, lewd squelching and wet sucking sounds were being made, which served to heighten my arousal even further.

"Ooooooooh, yes ... fuck my ass, Lover ... oh, you feel so good in my ass ... fucking me ... yeah, baby ... fuck me, baby, fuck me ... fuck my ass, baby, faster ... please, Honey? Please ... fuck my ass faster ... it's so good ... mmmmmmmm, yeah ... fuck me ... fuck me ... fuck my ass ... faster, baby ... shove that cock in my ass faster ... do me, baby ... do me in the ass ... oh, yeah ... so good ... so hot ... mmmmmmmm, my lover is fucking my ASS!! I LOVE IT!!! Oh, yessss ... faster! Fuck my ass FASTER!" Mary began to implore me. 

As I steadily fucked in and out of her ass, in response to her request I began to pick up the pace as I fucked in and out of her ass faster. To heighten her feelings, every now and then I would withdraw my cock completely from her ass, making her moan at the loss of feeling, so I could look at her asshole as it gaped wide open for a brief moment. Then, just as her asshole began to close back up, I would plunge my cock back in her ass, burying my cock deep into her ass again, making Mary jump and writhe at this sensation.

As I continued to buttfuck Mary, I felt a new sensation, as Katy had slipped in under her Mother so she could start licking her Mother's pussy and lick my ball's as they brushed against her face. As Katy worked on her Mother orally, Mary squealed in pleasure, and began to hump her pussy at Katy's wet mouth and tongue, and then her ass back at me as I plunged into her ass.

Wanting to keep this up as long as I could before I blew my load in Mary's ass, I had to begin to vary my thrusts as I grew more and more aroused, going from a steady rhythm using long thrusts, to short rapid shallow thrusts, to slow deep thrusts. Each time I changed the pace of plunging my cock in Mary's hot, tight asshole, Mary would squeal and moan in pleasure, quickly matching my pace as she humped back at me. I changed my pace once again, as my arousal was growing ever higher, as I started to pound my cock deep in Mary's ass, moving faster and harder, as I knew I wasn't going to last too much longer, feeling the tingle starting in my balls.

"OH, YEAH!!! FUCK MY ASS HARDER!! YEAH ... UNGH ... OHHH ... UNGH ... JUST LIKE ... OOOOOOOOOH ... THAT!!! OH, YEAH LOVER ... HARDER!! FASTER!!! FUCK ME, BABY ... FUCK MY ASS HARDER ... OH ... OH ... AHHH ... AHHH ... OH, YEAH ... I'M GETTING CLOSER ... FUCK ME, BABY!!! MAKE ME CUM ... OH, YEAH ... I WANT TO CUMMMMMM!!!! ... HARDER ... HARDER ... HARDER ... OOOOOOHHHHHHH FUUCCCKKKK MYYYY ASSSSSSSSS HARDERRRRR!!!!" Mary began shouting as she felt her orgasm approaching, as I saw the flush on her upper body begin to spread and deepen in color.

I felt my own orgasm also rapidly approaching, and really started to pound hard into Mary's asshole, and then Katy surprised me again as I felt her forearm against the bottom of my ball sack, as she started to insert her fist in her Mother's pussy! I could feel her hand through the thin membrane between Mary's pussy and anal canal, and as Mary felt her daughter begin to fist her pussy as I was slamming my cock into her ass, the feelings were too much for her and she began to buck and jerk her hips spasmodically as her orgasm swept over her as she screamed from the intense pleasure coursing through her body.

"OH MY FUCKING GOD KATY!!!!!!!!!!!! YEESSSS, FIST ME!!!!!!!!!!!! FIST MY PUSSY!!!!!!!!! OHHHHH, FUCK ... OHHHHH, FUCK ME ... I'M ... OH, YEAH!! I'M GONNA ... OH FUUCCCKKKK!!!! I'M CUUMMMIIIINNNNNGGGGG ... AAHHHIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" Mary shrieked as she began her orgasmic convulsions.

As Mary began her orgasm, her anal ring began to rapidly clamp down and release my cock shaft, while I felt the muscles of her anal canal begin to flutter around me, as I buried my cock deep in her ass, as I too began to come, spurting deep in Mary's ass. Then, as Mary reached the peak of her orgasm, her whole body went completely rigid, with her anus clamping down so hard on my cock that she stopped the flow of my cum, as I bellowed out my release! Then I felt my balls get soaked, as once again Mary gushed another huge load of pussy juice as she ejaculated again, her pussy lips flaring with each squirt.

"I'M CUUMMMIIIINNNNNGGGGG, MARY!!!!!!!! CUMMING IN YOUR ASSSSSSSSSSSS!!!!!!!!", as I felt the first jet of cum blast from my cock deep in her ass. When Mary went rigid, however, and her anal ring squeezed the shaft of my cock in a vise like grip preventing any more cum from flowing from my cock, the pressure began to build painfully, as my muscles were still spasming trying to pump my sperm out of my cock. 

Just as the pressure built to an almost unbearable level, Mary went limp and began to slowly ease forward, and I went with her as her anal ring still was clamped tightly around my cock shaft. As her anal ring relaxed it's vise lick grip on my cock, my cum once again began to flow. I felt it spurt out in a continuous, long, powerful jet, and moaned loudly in relief. As my cum entered her anal canal forcefully, this triggered another orgasm in Mary as she felt it flowing deep in her ass, causing her to squeal and moan.

Meanwhile, as Mary had begun her orgasm, and was bucking and jerking around, Katy quickly scooted out from beneath Mary, kneeling at her side, watching as her Mother went into convulsions, not wanting to get 'drowned' in her Mother's pussy juices. As Katy moved fully out of the way, Mary collapsed forward, pulling my cock from her ass. As I sat back on my heels, Katy totally blew my mind by what she did next! 

As Mary fell forward, and I sat back, Katy quickly moved behind her Mother, and before Mary's gaping wide asshole could close, Katy rammed her HAND IN MARY'S ASS!!! Katy began to shove her hand farther into Mary's ass until her hand was in past her wrist!!! I was staring open mouthed in total disbelief at what I was seeing! Then Katy began to move her hand in and out of Mary's ass REALLY HARD AND FAST! Mary, who had begun to come down from the peak of her second orgasm, began to convulse - HARD - all over again, as she was roughly shoved into another shattering orgasm when she felt Katy shove her little fist into her gaping wide open asshole!

As Katy continued to fist her Mother's ass, making Mary have a THIRD orgasm, I saw Katy vigorously ramming three fingers of her other hand deep in her own pussy, slapping her clit hard with the palm of her hand. Soon, Mary went rigid again as she reached her peak, locking around Katy's wrist preventing her from moving. When that happened, it sent Katy over the edge into her orgasm, and she began to buck and jerk in convulsions, with her mouth wide open in a silent scream of pleasure as her orgasm swept over her.

As Mary passed her peak, her body relaxed, including her anal ring allowing Katy's hand to slip from Mary's ass, as Katy fell back against me as she went through her orgasm. Just as she fell against me, Katy reached her peak, going totally rigid - I was amazed at how these two had such similar orgasms! - and then Katy's hips bucked once, twice and then a third time, as she too ejaculated, spraying her little girl pussy juice all over the lower part of Mary's body. Mary didn't react to this at all, as she had passed out from the effects of her three powerful orgasms. After the third spurt of her little girl pussy juice, Katy went totally limp, as she too passed out, joining her Mother in the land of sexual overload.

This was all so totally wild! I had NEVER seen anything like this in ANY of the porn flicks I have, and to be honest, if I HAD seen something like this, I wouldn't have believed it, yet here I was witnessing it LIVE before my very eyes! WOW! As Katy went limp in my arms as she passed out, I gently cradled her in my arms, and moved so I could lay her flat on the bed. When I was done doing that, I moved up to lie down next to Mary, and began to softly and gently cuddle, caress, and kiss her. As my hand reached her ass, Mary's body twitched, so not wanting to disturb her, I moved my hand away from her ass, and just gently held her as I began to drift off, exhausted from my exertions, and relaxing in the very pleasant after-glow.

Chapter 14

My eyes slowly opened, as I felt moist lips kissing my body in various places - make that two sets of moist lips, with a little tongue thrown in for good measure - as I slowly woke up, not sure for a moment where I was or what was happening, but just content to lay there in pleasure closing my eyes again and smiling, as I felt the two set of lips continue kissing me. Soon enough, both sets of lips arrived at my face, and taking turns, I was slowly, gently, very lovingly kissed on the mouth, as first Mary, then Katy kissed me fully awake.

As I had slept, for about an hour I discovered looking at the clock, Mary and Katy had recovered, and had shortly gone to clean up in the shower, leaving me to sleep. When they were finished with their leisurely shower, which they took together, and had dried each other off, they returned to bed, each taking their place on either side of me, and just snuggled in next to me, being content to just lie there, close to me, as they relaxed. 

After a while though, Katy wanted me to wake up, becoming impatient to continue the lessons, wanting to feel my cock in her little ass too, and she began to caress my body - carefully avoiding my still slimy cock - and kissing me all over. Mary seeing this, soon joined her, and also began to caress and kiss me all over my body. Their efforts eventually paid off when I woke up.

"Hey, Lover! Did you have a good sleep, baby?" Mary softly whispered to me. "It's time for you to take a shower, Honey. You're all sticky, and we need to get your cock cleaned off, baby. Thank you for fucking my ass, Lover. That was the best ever - so far!" she added with a smile, and then lowering her face to mine, placed a gentle kiss on my lips, lightly flicking her tongue over mine.

"Hi, Daddy. Did you get enough rest? C'mon, let's get you in the shower, OK?" Katy chimed in, in between little kisses to the side of my face and neck. "You stink, Daddy, and really need to take a shower! Mommy! Help me get Daddy in the shower, please? I want to learn how to do that, too! It made me SO HOT watching Daddy put his penis in your bottom ... I want to try!", as she tried to pull me up from the bed.

Breaking the kiss with Mary, I laughingly said, "I stink do I? Well! I guess I BETTER go take a shower, then, hadn't I? Don't want to offend the 'Little Princess', you know?", as I started to get up. Mary also started to get up, but a little gingerly. I watched with a little concern, and when Mary saw me looking at her smiled at me.

"I'm just a little sore ... back there ... so, I'm moving a bit slow, OK? I'll be all right in a little while, though." Mary said to me in reassurance. "I don't mind, though. It's a NICE sore!", she added smiling at me.

"C'MON, Daddy! Let's GO!", Katy said impatiently as she grabbed my other hand, pulling at me. I let her get me sitting up, and as I did, Katy moved out of the way, still pulling with a determined look on her face. I started to chuckle as I moved to the edge of the bed and stood up. Mary had also moved to stand, and when she did she winced a little bit, as she must have felt a twinge from her still somewhat stretched ass.

"Honey! Why don't you lie back down and rest? After I take my shower, I'll come back and give you a massage. I have some lotion that goes on cool, and will help you feel better." I said with a little concern on my face.

"No, that's OK. I'm going with you. Katy and I decided that we were going to start a new family tradition - any time we are all here together, and one person decides to take a shower, we all take a shower together! - and you need to get up to speed on that, and get in the shower! Of course, since it's now a family tradition, Katy and I are going to join you. So ... let's get going, Buster! Tradition awaits! Oh, ow ... guess I can't walk too fast, yet! Oh, well." Mary declared as we all began to move toward the bathroom.

'Hey, I like that idea!' I thought, as I helped Mary move to the bathroom, supporting her with my arm around her. Katy was quickly on my other side, so I wrapped my other arm around her, as we all trooped into the shower.

"I like our new family tradition, and heartily endorse it!", I said smiling, as we all got into the shower. After I got the water on, turned to a very soft spray to feel like a summer rain shower (Hey! I told you earlier - it's fully adjustable to give you any type of shower you want. It's great!), as I reached for the soap and a washcloth, Mary and Katy grabbed my arms, taking those items from me, fully intending to wash me themselves.

"No, no, Lover! You just stand there, relax and enjoy! Katy and I really love washing your body ... Hey! A NEW family tradition! Katy, anytime we're all here, from now on when we take a shower, it's our job to wash Daddy, OK? And, he can help wash us, too! Sound OK to you, sweetie?" Mary said, a big smile coming to her face.

"I like that, Mommy! Yeah, let's do this from now on! I LIKE touching Daddy's body - dry OR wet!" Katy answered, agreeing to the newest family tradition.

"I kind of like that, too ..." I started to say, but was interrupted.

"NO kidding! You're a guy, and what guy in his right mind wouldn't LOVE to have two naked females willingly wash his body - ALL of his body?" Mary said with a hearty chuckle, getting both Katy and I to laugh, too.

I quickly stopped laughing, looking at Mary intently, drawing her into my arms saying with a small catch in my throat, "Oh, Mary, Mary, Mary ... you are so good to me! I love you SO MUCH!", and then planted a deep kiss on her, gently thrusting my tongue into her mouth, lightly and lovingly dueling with hers.

"And I love you VERY much, too, husband-of mine-to-be. I'll do anything for you ... and I know you'll do anything for me. Right now, I want to love your body by getting you clean, OK?" Mary half whispered to me, a noticeable catch in her voice, as she leaned back breaking our kiss, and stared deep into my eyes. My knees almost buckled in reaction to the amount of true emotion I saw in Mary's eyes. Once again, this woman had me awestruck.

I felt Katy begin to scrub my back, and felt Mary pull away, so she could wash my front. As they lovingly cleaned me, there were a lot of gentle caresses and soft kisses shared between the three of us, all adding up to a very sensually experience. That only served to cement the new family tradition - pardon me, traditions - in place among us. All too soon, I was as clean as they were, and even though the water wasn't getting cold by any means (and it won't unless you let the water run for about 6 hours straight!), we were all getting a little water logged, with the skin on our fingers and toes starting to wrinkle.

After we stepped out of the shower, the gals each grabbed a big fluffy towel, and began to dry me off, with Mary doing my back, and Katy getting to do my front. After Katy dried off my face, she leaned up and gave me one of the sweetest, softest kisses anyone has ever given me, while she continued drying me off, down my arms and chest, planting oh so soft little kisses over each newly dried part of me, soon getting to my stomach and hips. Mary saw what Katy was doing, and began to do the same thing all over the back of my body.

As Katy finished drying off my stomach and hips, she kneeled in front of me and began drying my feet, lifting each in her hands, while I placed my hand on her shoulder to keep my balance. As she dried each foot in turn, she would kiss, suck and lick each of my toes, which was highly erotic and soon made my cock begin to twitch and grow as I became aroused. Katy smiled around my big toe, as she saw my cock become fully erect, as she sucked my big toe in and out of her mouth very suggestively.

Soon, she was done with my feet, and began to work her way up my legs, rubbing her body all over my legs as she dried me off. Mary, meanwhile, had finished with the backs of my legs, and as she finished drying off my butt, began to softly kiss, lick, suck and nibble on my asscheeks. Oh, man did THAT feel good! I jutted my ass back towards her, to encourage her to continue, which she apparently was happy to do as she continued to apply her oral talents to my ass, emitting little moans of pleasure as she did so.

As Mary was doing this, Katy finally reached my groin, and very gently began to dry me off there, paying special attention to my balls and my now rock hard cock. When she had me all dried off, Katy kissed my groin area at the base of my cock, working her way down until she reached my balls, which she very gently took into her mouth, swirling her tongue oh so softly around each one, making me moan in pleasure.

As Mary and Katy were loving my body, none of us said a single word. The only sounds being made were soft moans and gasps, and soft wet slurping smacking noises, as their lips and tongues moved across my body. Mary continued to orally make love to my ass, occasionally spreading my cheeks to swipe her tongue up the crack of my ass, lightly brushing the tip of her tongue over my anus, moaning as she did. Katy had moved from mouthing my balls to licking the length of my shaft, starting on the underside, and working around the shaft getting it wet with her saliva, but not yet getting to the head of my cock.

As Katy was orally loving my cock and balls, I felt the pre-cum well up and start slowly flowing from the tip of my cock. Katy noticed this, and as I watched, stuck out her tongue and with just the tip, lapped up the little trail of pre-cum that had slid down the side of my cock, sighing in pleasure as she tasted my fluids once again. The combination of the two of them orally giving me a lot of pleasure, soon had the pre-cum taps fully open, and as I dribbled, Katy happily lapped away, licking up as much as she could.

Soon, though, she was no longer content to lick the pre-cum from my shaft, and moved to get it directly from the source. She licked her way up to the head of my cock, swirling her tongue over the sensitive 'V' at the base of my head, and oh so softly and gently enveloped the head of my cock with her soft, hot, wet lips, and began to gently suckle at the head of my cock, sending intense waves of pleasure shooting through my brain, making me groan.

Meanwhile, Mary had started to concentrate on licking my asshole, humming and cooing in pleasure as she did. She was swirling her tongue directly on my anus, applying more and more pressure as she continued to rim me, also making me groan in pleasure. As my asshole slowly started to relax, I soon felt Mary pushing her tongue a little farther in my ass, while Katy had started to slowly begin bobbing head her on my cock, looking me in the eye as she was sucking me. 

I was really becoming very highly aroused, and didn't want to blow my load, not knowing when - or if - I'd be able to get hard again, so I reached down to Katy, and gently grabbing the sides of her face pulled her off my cock, pulling her up. She let the head of my cock pull out of her mouth with a wet slurp, and pouted at me a little as I made her stand up. I took her in my arms, and kissed her, pushing my tongue deep in her mouth. As I kissed her, Katy melted in my arms, softly purring as our tongues dueled together. Soon, though, I broke the kiss, and turning around pulled Mary to her feet, and wrapped her in my arms to kiss her, too.

After Mary and I kissed for a while, I broke our embrace, and picking up a towel began to dry her body off, trailing kisses down her body as I went, making her coo in pleasure. I quickly dried off her face, neck and shoulders, and started to gently dry her tits, making her nipples harden under my hands. As I moved the towel down her belly, I leaned down, and taking each nipple in turn into my mouth, orally loved them until each was standing hard, and throbbing, as Mary moaned in appreciation.

When I had her belly and sides and hips dried off, I leaned down and stuck my tongue in her belly button, causing Mary's belly to twitch and getting a little giggle from Mary, as I tickled her belly button, and nibbled on her lovely little belly pooch. When I finished doing that I turned her around to dry off her back, working my way down her beautiful back to the top of her ass, licking and kissing her two back dimples.

Continuing down, I VERY gently dried off her ass, kissing each cheek in turn, and then continued down the back of each leg in turn as I kneeled behind her. As I got to the back of her knees, she sighed loudly, as I licked and kissed her in that sensitive area. When I finished with the backs of her legs, I again turned her around to begin on her feet, and the fronts of her gorgeous legs. As she was again facing me, I inhaled deeply, taking in the smell of her now very aroused pussy.

I leaned down, and lifting a foot as Mary put her hands on my shoulders for balance, I dried her foot off, and repeated with Mary's feet what Katy had done with mine, gently kissing, licking and sucking on each of her toes, causing Mary to moan softly each time I sucked on one of her toes. I took my time here, as Mary has really pretty feet and toes, and I was having a GOOD time!

All too soon, though, I was finished with her feet, and began to slowly work my way up first one leg, and then the other. As I ran my tongue through the crease at the top of her thighs near her pussy, Mary again twitched a little as she moaned as I hit these very sensitive areas in turn, still avoiding her pussy for the moment. As I was working up the inside of her thighs, I was treated to the pleasure of licking up little rivulets of her pussy juice, as she was dripping wet, and her pussy juice was beginning to run down the inside of her thighs. As I would reach the top of her thigh, almost touching her pussy, I would blow on her pussy, making her moan and tremble in anticipation.

Then I moved into the center of her pelvic area, and began to lick very softly around the outside of her thick, dripping wet pussy lips, sucking up her pussy juices as I went first up one side and then the other. Mary, who was almost continuously moaning now, began to gently thrust her hips at me, trying to get my tongue in her pussy, but I kept moving away keeping my tongue on the outside of her pussy lips for now.

Deciding that I had teased her enough, I flattened my tongue, and began to broadly lick my way up from the bottom of her pussy slit to the top, avoiding her protruding clit for now. As I did this, Mary groaned deep in her throat and grabbed my head gently with her hands, running her fingers through my hair, as I continued to lap my flat tongue up through her pussy slit, slurping up as much of her pussy juice as I could.

After doing that for a while, when Mary's moans started to become louder, I formed my tongue into a point and with just the tip of my tongue, parted her engorged pussy lips, and starting at the bottom of her slit, dragged my tongue tip up through her slit to her clit, which I very lightly flicked, and then dragged my tongue back down through her slit. Mary was moaning louder and louder as I was doing this, and gave out a little gasp as my tongue first flicked across her clit, and bucked her hips a bit trying to get more contact, and then groaned as I started back down away from her clit.

I continued licking up through her slit for a while, but only touched her clit on every other trip up. I was really enjoying myself making Mary more and more aroused. As I continued to give her pussy my oral attention, she was producing a steady flow of lubrication, which was soon flowing down her beautiful legs to the bathroom floor. I tried to get as much as I could, but the more I licked, the more juice she made! 

As Mary became more aroused, I decided to turn the 'pleasure dial' up a notch, and began to slowly tongue fuck her pussy. As my tongue first began to deeply penetrate between her pussy lips, Mary gasped loudly, and tightened her grip on my head, pulling my face in tighter to her pussy. I really began to lick and suck on her pussy, with my nosed pressed against, and stimulating her clit, causing Mary's hips begin to grind against my face as she continued to moan and groan louder and louder.

Then, I stopped - meany that I am - and pulled my mouth from her pussy, and quickly stood up, kissing Mary hard. At first her moan was one of frustration as I pulled away from her pussy, but that soon turned into a muffled squeal, because as soon as I planted my lips on her, shoving my tongue deep in her mouth, I also shoved two fingers to the hilt in her pussy, and placed my thumb on her clit. As I kissed Mary hard, I began to fingerfuck her pussy - hard - and each time my fingers thrust deep into her pussy, my thumb was bumping against her clit. As I did this, Mary was moaning and squealing in my mouth. This brought me a lot of pleasure, being able to bring so much pleasure to my Love.

I soon brought Mary to a small but satisfying climax, as I continued to plunge my fingers deeply into her pussy, mashing her clit with my thumb, as I had my tongue deep in her mouth, kissing her hard and very passionately. As Mary began to tremble with her orgasm, she moved her hands from my head and draping her arms around my neck, and held on tightly as she rode the 'orgasm express' one more time. As she reached her peak, her knees buckled, and I slowly lowered her to the floor laying her on the towel I had used to dry her, and cuddled her for a short while as she began to come down from her orgasm, having a satisfied smile on her face.

I slowly stood back up, turning to Katy who had one hand massaging her tit, and the other was in her crotch rubbing her clit. As I stood and turned to her, I saw Katy's eyes glittering with arousal and anticipation. She was gently biting her lower lip as she slowly lifted her eyes to mine, with a small smile, and a look of lust in her eyes as she stood there waiting.

I stood there for a moment gazing at Katy, as I drank in the beauty of this red-haired, pre-teen nymph. Her long hair trailing over her shoulders almost to her waist; her pale flawless skin lightly dusted with freckles; her large for her frame breasts tipped with rosy pink nipples which were crinkled with arousal; down her torso to her flat belly with it's cute indented belly button; down to her hairless pussy with her vaginal lips flushed a deep red, parted and dripping with her flow, with her clit protruding from under it's protective hood; down her shapely legs to her pretty, dainty feet which were smaller copies of her Mother's feet. I was in total awe of this vision of adolescent beauty, and my heart beat faster with the realization of both what we had already done, and what we were about to do. Surprisingly enough, as I gazed intently at Katy, she blushed!

As I approached her, I held out my arms and she came to me willingly, melting in my arms as we embraced and kissed, long and deep, our passions mounting as our tongues began the familiar lover's duel, both of us quietly moaning in each others mouths. I broke our kiss and swept her up off of her feet, one arm around her back with the other under her legs to carry her to my bed. She wrapped her arms around my neck, locking her gaze on mine, a gaze full of desire and longing as I made my way out of the bathroom. 

"What about Mommy, Daddy?", Katy quietly whispered to me as I was carrying her.

"She'll be fine, sweetheart, and will join us in just a little while." I quietly assured Katy with a smile, and she relaxed hearing that.

When we got to the bed, I gently laid her down in the middle, sliding in next to her. Katy made to turn to me, but placing my hand on her shoulder I stopped her and said with a loving smile, "Just relax sweetheart, and let Daddy look at you, and love you." as I slowly began to caress her face, and added "Daddy loves you very much - you know that, don't you? I want to show you that I really do. I also want you to know that I will never hurt you, or do anything that you don't want me to do. Do you believe me? Do you trust me, Katy"

"Yes, Daddy, I know you love me and that you'll never hurt me, and I do believe and trust you. You have been so wonderful to me and Mommy, and I have never been so happy as I am right now. I feel so ... so ... safe with you, Daddy ... love me Daddy ... show me, please, Daddy?" Katy replied in a quiet little voice, looking deep into my eyes.

I continued to caress her beautiful face, running my hand down her cheek to her jaw and back up the other side, reveling in the feeling of her soft skin, moving my hand down again, across her shoulders and upper chest. Katy closed her eyes, and emitted a soft sigh, her lips parted slightly as she lay there allowing me to stroke her soft skin. I moved down one arm to her hand, feeling each finger in turn, and then brushing over the inside of her wrist, getting another soft sigh of enjoyment as I softly stroked that sensitive area, moving back up her arm and across to the other, where I repeated my caress.

I then moved my caress back up to her upper chest, grazing my fingers lightly across the upper part of her breasts, as her chest began to move more as her breathing deepened from the sensations she was feeling. I moved my hand down between her breasts and I softly stroked the skin under the curve of each in turn, letting the edge of my palm lightly graze the bottom curve of each breast. Katy purred as she felt me lightly brush against the underside of her tits, lifting her torso to try to make me increase the contact, and giving out a little moan when I moved my hand farther down her body.

I then moved her arms farther away from her sides, and began caressing her rib cage to her sides, and then up under her arms, stroking her body with feather light touches. As I reached her arm pits, she jerked a little pulling her arms in as she giggled as I lightly tickled her, which turned into another soft sigh, as I moved my hands to slowly circle her breasts, slowly moving up her mounds, nearing but not yet touching her nipples.

I continued to lightly caress her tits with my feather light touch, using only my finger tips as I worked to raise her level of arousal, and saw goose bumps appear on her chest and tits. Her nipples had slightly softened as I carried her to my bed, but as my fingers got closer and closer, I watched as they began to harden once again, the skin crinkling and drawing tight, making her nipples stand farther out from the ends of her tits.

I was making Katy begin to squirm under my feather light touches as I continued to torture her, circling but still not yet touching her nipples. Katy was beginning to breathe more deeply as her arousal grew, occasionally drawing in a deeper breath as my fingers drew ever nearer to her nipples, causing her chest to heave upwards with each deep breath. I then started to slowly circle her nipples, my fingers now on the outer edges of her areole, and I watched as Katy captured her lower lip with her teeth as she began to slowly toss her head from side to side, her back arching, sighing and cooing in her pleasure.

I made Katy moan deep in her throat as I finally relented, and began to stroke my fingers softly across her nipples, feeling the rubbery nubs bend under my fingers. I then circled each nipple, starting from the base up to the tip, pressing them down into her breasts and then releasing them to watch as they sprung back upright, and then repeating this several times, making her nipples very hard. Katy was reveling in this attention to her nipples, softly sighing and cooing in pleasure, arching her back to increase the pressure, her chest heaving from each deep breath she took as her arousal steadily built, a light, rosy pink flush beginning to slowly appear on her cheeks.

Katy emitted a guttural moan as I left her breasts, as I again began moving my hands down her lithe body. I moved my hands down past her ribs, lightly tickling her as I did, and was rewarded with a soft giggle as Katy squirmed under my touch, moving to her stomach. I softly caressed across her stomach, lightly dipping my finger in her cute little belly button, causing her belly to lurch from the sensation, as she giggled again.

"Ohhhh, Daddy ... that tickles ... but feels so good ... mmmmmmm, Daddy ... what you're doing to me ... oh, so good ... oh, Daddy ... Daddy ... yes, there Daddy ..." Katy began to softly moan, as I continued caressing her responsive body.

I moved my hands now to her hips, and started to softly work my way down the outside of each thigh, continuing to stroke her with feather light touches. As I moved my body farther down the bed, getting my head closer to her mid-section, I could smell the heady aroma coming from her pussy, as she began to get really wet as her arousal continued to build. As I looked at her pussy while I caressed her thighs, I could see her pussy lips pulse with the beat of her heart, each pulse producing a little bit more moisture in her slit, slowly oozing out and beginning to slip down the crack of her ass.

I moved to get between her legs, spreading her legs farther apart to make room in the process, getting a moan of anticipation from Katy as I continued to softly stroke down the outside of her thighs reaching her knees. As I got to her knees, I began to concentrate on one leg at a time, starting with her left leg. I put my hand under her knee and gently lifted, slightly bending her leg so I could get at the sensitive underside of her knee. Katy sighed in pleasure again as I began to lightly run my hand across the sensitive back of her knee, making her writhe a little more as I spent a moment on that spot.

After a few moments of that, I pushed her leg flat back down to the bed, and continued down the outside of her calf to her ankle, and then to her pretty, dainty little foot. I softly caressed the top of her foot for a few moments, making Katy arch her foot into my hand, as she cooed from the sensations coursing through her young body. I then moved on to her toes, gently rubbing each and getting moans of delight in the process. When I then moved to the bottom of my foot, Katy again jerked from being tickled by my light touch, giggling again. Pressing my palm flat against the sole of her foot, I wiped away the tickle, and Katy again relaxed, moaning and sighing in pleasure.

When I finished caressing her foot, I turned my hand and began to lightly drag my fingernails back up her calf, across the top of her knee to her thigh, raising goose bumps as I went, and making Katy squirm under my still feather light touch. I briefly ran my fingers across the crease of her thigh, getting close to but not touching her pussy mound. As I did so, Katy lifted her hips trying to steer my hand to her highly aroused, and sopping wet little pussy, but I moved my hand away, going across her pelvic area just under her belly button, to repeat my caresses down her right leg.

This time, as I reached the crease of her thigh, I began to run the tips of my fingers of both hands through both of her thigh creases, and smiled as Katy's hips began to undulate, moving against my fingers as I softly stroked her there for a few minutes. When I moved my hands up to the top of her pussy mound, Katy moaned deep in her throat, lifting her hips higher to increase the contact of my hands on her pelvic area.

I continued my feather light touches, as my hands moved slowly down her pussy mound getting closer and closer to her pussy. When I reached just above the top of her pussy slit, I moved my hands away from it, and started running my fingers up and down the folds of the 'V' of her mound, where her thighs met her pelvis. Again, Katy moaned deep in her throat as she felt my fingers close to her pussy, and began to writhe and hump her hips even more to try to get me to touch her pussy, but that wasn't in the plan just yet. Each time she would lift her hips, I would move my hands back up to the top of her pussy mound, frustrating Katy as I did.

"Ohhhhhh Daddy! Touch me ... please touch me Daddy! My pussy is so hot ... so wet ... please touch me Daddy ... ooooooooh, Daddy ... I need it so bad ... please touch me Daddy ...", Katy moaned as she pleaded with me to give her some relief, as I kept from touching her pussy increasing the sweet torment of her little hot body.

"Mmmmm, not yet baby girl. Your pussy isn't quite ready for that yet." I quietly replied, getting a louder moan of frustration from Katy, and then I continued, "It's time to turn over now, sweetheart, so Daddy can love your back.", and as I moved to her side, grabbing her hips, I slowly began to turn her on her side. Katy then completed the motion, rolling over onto her stomach, folding her arms and putting her hands under her head.

As I kneeled at her side, as Katy finished getting into position, I felt the bed move behind me as Mary finally joined us again. I felt Mary wrap her arms around my chest, as she spooned up to my back, pressing her groin to my ass and her firm, large breasts to my back, her hard nipples pushing against me. I turned my head as Mary moved hers over my shoulder and we kissed, trading tongue swipes.

Breaking the kiss, Mary whispered in my ear, "I've been watching you, Lover ... from the recliner ... for a while ... watching you love my baby ... so soft and gentle ... and so hot, too ... I could almost feel your touch ... as I watched you caress her ... my pussy is drenched from watching ... you're so good to us, Lover ... so good. Oh, and by the way ... thank you so much ... for that wonderful ... gentle cum ... earlier, Babe. It felt SO good ... mmmmmmm, yes ... so good.", and then she kissed me again, very softly and full of love and passion.

"You're welcome, my Love." I replied, breaking our kiss, and then continued, "Help me with her, now. Help me get her ready ... please?"

"Oh, certainly! I love getting my little baby hot and ready ... ready for your hard cock!" Mary agreed, reaching down to give my cock a couple of soft strokes, making me moan from the feeling.

Mary moved to the other side of Katy, then, and we both started in caressing Katy's smooth little girl body. I moved Katy's hair to the side, so we could reach her face, neck, shoulders and back without problem, and each of taking a side, we slowly began to run our hands up and down Katy's back, and across her shoulders. Katy opened her eyes briefly when she felt two sets of hands caressing her, and then with a satisfied smile closed her eyes again, as she enjoyed what Mary and I were doing to her body.

"Oh, Mommy ... you're finally here now ... good ... I'm glad ... ooooooooh, Mommy, Daddy ... that's so nice ... oh, yes!" Katy hissed as Mary and I worked on her back and shoulders.

Soon, we started to work our way down Katy's back, also caressing her sides as we went, making Katy squirm a little and giggle, as we tickled up under her arms briefly. As we worked our way down her back, we could see goose bumps forming in the wake of our touches, which we would then wipe down with the palms of our hands, only to watch them reappear in another area as we went back to using only our finger tips, as Katy moaned and cooed, squirming in pleasure.

Then we moved lower, to caress her hips and the top of her tight little ass. I trailed my fingers around, tracing the outline of the two little dimples at the top of her ass, as Mary was stroking her flank. Then we switched, with Mary now caressing the top of Katy's ass, while I stroked her other flank. Then we each began to stroke one ass cheek, Mary doing the left one, while I did the right one, making Katy moan and flex her hips up at our hands.

We each swirled our fingers around Katy's sweet little tight ass from her hips inward to the crack of her ass, taking turns to drag our finger tips up and down the length of her ass crack, and then down to the crease at the top of her thighs where her legs joined her ass. We kept this up for a nice little while, making Katy squirm and undulate her hips more and more, as she moaned, purred and cooed from the pleasure we were giving her.

Then we each began to slowly work our way down the back of her legs, each of us stopping briefly to pay special attention to the back of her knees. As we did, Katy was sighing and moaning loudly, as her arousal continued to grow ever stronger, as she writhed on the bed under our hands enduring the sweet torture from our caresses. We then began to work our way farther down her legs, caressing her calves and ankles as we neared her feet.

As we reached Katy's feet, I decided it was time to turn up the intensity of our foreplay, and began to lick and kiss the sole of her right foot, and running my tongue in between each of her toes, and then I sucked each toe gently into my mouth. As I did this, Mary began to copy my every move, and we soon had Katy moaning very loudly, as we continued to orally pleasure her feet. My arousal level also increased as I tongued and sucked on her pretty little, dainty foot and toes - they were so adorably cute, I just couldn't seem to get enough of her pretty foot and toes!

"OOOOOOOOOOOOH, DADDY! MOMMY! Yessss ... kiss my feet ... lick my toes ... suck them ... oh, so GOOD! ... oh ... oh ... you're making me SO hot ... my pussy is SO HOT ... oh, yeah ... lick me ... kiss my feet ... I love this ..." Katy softly squealed out in response, as we worked over her feet and toes, as she curled her toes, and arched her feet in pleasure.

Reluctantly, I soon moved from her foot, trailed licks and little kisses up the back of her calf, Mary following suit on her other leg. I stopped to lick and kiss the back of Katy's knee, Mary copying my every move, making Katy lift her lower legs and arch her back in response, moaning more and more as we continued to orally give her pleasure.

We soon started up the back of her thighs, and when I reached the crease of her thigh, I traced that with my tongue, moving closer to her pussy. As I did, Katy moved her legs farther apart, and lifted her hips in the hope that I would continue on to lick her pussy, again moaning in frustration as I moved away from her pussy. When I moved back to the side licking and kissing the top of her thigh, Mary copied what I had done, licking the crease of Katy's left leg, and moved a little farther down than I had to get a taste of Katy's pussy juices which were coating the insides of her pretty firm thighs. Katy again lifted her hips hoping, her Mother would lick lower, again moaning in frustration as Mary moved away.

We then moved up to Katy's pretty, tight little ass, and began to lick, kiss, nibble and knead her ass cheeks. Then I started to lick her ass cheek with broad swipes of my tongue, drooling my saliva as I went. Mary seeing this, also began doing that as well, and we soon had Katy's ass slick with our saliva. I leaned up to look at our handiwork, and was turned on by what I saw.

Turning to Mary I asked, "Could you spread her cheeks for me, please? It's time to pay some attention to at least one of her holes!", as I chuckled. Mary, smiling and nodding her head, clasped Katy's ass cheeks in her hands and spread them apart for me, making Katy coo in anticipation.

When Katy's ass cheeks were as spread as Mary could get them, I took a moment to gaze down at her pretty little pink pucker, watching as it flexed, seemingly winking at me in expectation. I couldn't wait any longer, and leaning back down, I started to lick the crack of her tight little girl ass from the bottom near her pussy up to the top, but skipping over her little pucker for the moment. I continued to do this several times until her crack was slick and glistening in the light.

"Oh, YES DADDY!!! Oooooh, lick my ass ... oh, that's NICE, Daddy ... yeah ... oh, yeah ... lick me Daddy, lick me ... I want your tongue on my asshole ... please, Daddy, please ... lick my asshole?" Katy gasped out as she felt my tongue in her ass crack. She again was lifting her hips up at me trying to increase the pleasurable feelings she was having from my tongue. I managed to keep up the sweet torture I was inflicting on her, moving my head to keep away from her asshole - but not for long!

As soon Katy finally calmed her hip movements down, frustrated that I wasn't giving her what she wanted, I began to lick directly on her sweet little pink rosebud, getting a squeal of approval at first contact, which turned in a low, guttural moan as I continued to swipe my tongue repeatedly over her pucker. I continued to do this for a while, until her pucker was coated with a large amount of my saliva - this was so exciting to me, rimming Katy, that I was literally drooling! - and then began to apply more and more pressure to her opening, as I tried to work my tongue into her ass.

"Yessss ... lick her ass ... stick your tongue in her butt ... get her little asshole ready ... tongue fuck her ... make her ready for your COCK! ... Oh, yeah, this is SO HOT ... watching you kiss and lick her little asshole ... oh fuck, yes ... so HOT!!!" Mary hissed at me, as I continued to lick and probe at Katy's little asshole.

"Daddy, Daddy, Daddy, DADDY!!!! Lick my ass, Daddy!!! LICK IT!!! Oh ... Daddy ... oh, Daddy, lick me ... put your tongue in me ... in my ass, Daddy ... oooooooh, this feels GOOD, Daddy!!! Don't stop ... licking me ... my ass ... oh, Daddy, Daddy, Daddy ... it's SO good, Daddy ..." Katy squealed out in pleasure, as she felt the tip of my tongue boring into her little opening.

I could sense that Katy was beginning to relax her little pucker, as I was beginning to be able to get more of the tip of my tongue further in her very tight little anus. I began to apply more pressure with my tongue on her little pucker, and I could feel her anal ring gradually open up, allowing me to finally get my tongue into the opening of her asshole. I started to swirl my tongue around and around, applying more and more pressure to her anus, until I felt it suddenly bloom open, and my tongue slid deep in her ass. 'FINALLY!', I thought as I pushed my tongue as deep as I could get it.

"Yeah!!!!!!! You're IN!! Now, tongue fuck her little ass! Shove your tongue in her ass - as deep as you can!! Rim her!!" Mary exclaimed as she saw my tongue enter Katy's tight little opening, knowing what pleasures awaited her little girl. Mary then returned to caressing, licking and kissing Katy, moving up her back as I began to tongue fuck her little girl.

I started to plunge my tongue in and out of Katy's tangy tasting little pucker, swirling my tongue as I did to try to get her to loosen up even more, making Katy squeal in pleasure as she started to hump her tight little ass at my tongue, quickly matching my tempo as I thrust my tongue into her ass, making lewd squelching noises as more and more of my saliva was drooling into her opening.

"OOOHHHHHHHHHH, DADDY, DADDY, DAADDDIIIIEEEE!!!!!!!!!! OH, YESS!!!!!!!!!! Stick your tongue in my ASS, DADDY!!!! DEEPER!!! Oh, fuck me ... tongue fuck my ASS, Daddy!!! Yeah ... oh .. ahh ... just like ... mmmmmmmm, oh yeah ... just like THAT, DADDY!!!!!!! UMMMmmmmm ... oh, Daddy ..." Katy shrieked as she felt my tongue penetrate her tight little anal ring, and push deep into her ass, as she bucked her hips up at me.

I continued to plunge my tongue in her ass, thrusting as deeply as I could as I now spread her ass cheeks, and soon I could feel her anal ring relaxing more and more as I was sending waves of pleasure coursing through Katy's writhing and bucking little body. As I continued my oral assault on her pretty little pink pucker, Katy was making very low, long guttural moans deep in her throat, which were soon muffled as, looking up I saw Mary grab Katy's head and begin kissing her deeply. I also saw that Katy's flush had grown to cover her shoulders and upper back, as I was bringing her arousal ever higher as I tongue fucked her sweet little, very tight, hairless pink asshole. When I felt her asshole remain open briefly as I removed my tongue, only to plunge it back in, I decided it was time to move on to the next step, and reluctantly moved away from her ass, getting a whine from Katy when I did.

I moved slowly up her torso, kissing, licking and caressing as I went, while Mary and Katy were still locked in their hot, passionate kiss, eventually reaching her upper back. As soon as I got to that point, Mary broke of the kiss with Katy and grabbing my head, looked hotly at me and said, "KISS ME! I want to taste her!", and quickly planted her lips over mine, shoving her tongue in my mouth, licking the remaining residue from Katy off my tongue, moaning deep in her throat as she savored the taste of Katy's ass.

As we kissed, I looked down and saw that Mary was plunging two fingers in her pussy, slapping her clit with the palm of her hand. I also saw that Katy apparently couldn't take it any more, and had reached under her body, and from her arm movements, I knew she was also playing with her pussy. As our kiss continued, getting hotter by the second, I felt Mary's hand close around my rampant cock and she began to slowly stroke my cock, running her thumb across the head, smearing my pre-cum around the head until it was thoroughly coated, making me join my two ladies in moaning as the pleasurable feelings swept over me.

I finally broke the lip lock Mary had on me, and moving back a little, said to the two of them, "Mary, could you get the lube please? It's over there somewhere ...", and I pointed in the general direction of where I thought it was and then continued speaking to Katy now, "Sweetie? Are you ready to try this, now? If you are, Daddy wants to be on top, so I can look in your pretty eyes, OK? As soon as Mommy finds the lube, we'll get you ready, OK?", as Mary went in search of the lube.

Katy quickly rolled over, spreading her legs wide, and smiling up at me in excitement and lust, pantingly said, "Oh, YES, Daddy! I'm VERY ready! I can't wait to feel your penis ... go in my little bottom, Daddy ... but, Daddy? ... Will it fit? My bottom is really small, Daddy ... it won't hurt, will it Daddy? ... I HOPE not ... I want to feel you ... push your COCK ... in my ass, Daddy ... oh, Daddy, I'm so hot ... please, Daddy, please ... put your penis in me ... in my ASS ... please, Daddy?"

I groaned at her response, and the look of lust and anticipation on her pretty little face, all flushed with arousal, as she lay there panting, her pretty legs spread wide making her pussy lips gape open, pulsing with the beat of her heart. I was soon interrupted in my thoughts, though, as Mary fairly leaped back up to us, holding the lube in her hand.

"YIPPEE! I finally found it!" Mary shouted in excitement, "Now I can see my pretty little baby learn just how good anal sex can be. I can watch ... as you plunge your ... HOT ... HARD ... COCK ... DEEP ... in her tiny little ASS ... and BUTTFUCK her. Oh, this is going to be SO HOT!!!", and she then proceeded to open the lube, intending to assist in getting Katy's little asshole ready.

I was finally able to get a word in edgewise, and answered Katy's question, "Sweetheart, Mommy and I are going to get you as ready as we can, and use lots of lube. Yes, you do have a little butt hole, but it will stretch ... and, in reality, I'm not all THAT big, so I don't think there'll be any problems of me fitting, OK? As far as any pain goes, I promise I'll be as careful as I can possibly be and take my time. If you start to feel any pain at all, tell me to stop, and I will right away. Do you trust me about this, Honey?"

Katy, who was now looking just a little pensive, but also with a certain amount of determination to try said, "Yes, Daddy, I do trust you ... I WANT to do this, Daddy ... I just wasn't sure, is all. I'm ready now, I think, Daddy."

I had to smile at her spunk in facing the unknown. "That's my sweet girl!", and then turning to Mary, I continued, "Babe, I'm going to do her on top, and after we get her all lubed up, I'd like it if you would sit up at her head, and help hold her legs up for me, OK? Now ... do you want me to lube her, or would you like to have that pleasure?"

Mary looked at me with smoldering eyes, the smile on her face being, I now recognized, the one where she was really getting turned on from being able to do something with her daughter that was hot and nasty, and huskily replied, "I want to do it ... is that OK with you, Lover? ... I want to apply the lube ... to her hot ... tight ... little ... asshole ... feeling it ... with my fingers ... as I push ... the lube in her ass ... and work my fingers DEEP ... oh, yeah ... yeah, I want to ... finger fuck ... my little girls ... tight little ass ... please, Baby, can I do it, hmmmmm? When I'm done ... lubing her ASS ... I'll hold her legs up ... like you want ... so you can ... put your HOT ... HARD COCK ... up her ASS ... oh, that will be ... delicious!!!". When she finished, all I could do was nod, and gesture for her to proceed, making her smile get even wider as her eyes glittered with lust and excitement.

As Mary turned and began to prepare Katy, Katy spoke quietly to her Mother, "Oooooooh, yeah! Mommy! Get me ready! Lube me up, Mommy ... get my little bottom READY! Put LOTS on, Mommy ... and push it in me ... with your fingers ... you know I LOVE it ... when you stick your finger ... deep in my little butt hole ... it feels SO GOOD, Mommy! Hurry, Mommy! Lube my ass ... make me ready ... for Daddy! Please, Mommy?"

Chapter 15

"Oh, yes baby doll, Mommy's going to get you ready for Daddy ... and for me!" Mary said huskily, as she grabbed a couple of pillows, continuing, "OK, Honey, lift your butt so Mommy can put these pillows under you, so Daddy can get in you easier.", and as Katy lifted her hips, Mary slid the pillows under her, to raise Katy's pretty pink little pucker for me, and as I watched, I slowly stroked my cock.

"Now Honey, spread your legs, and lift them up to your chest and hold them for me ... so I can get at your pretty little asshole ... mmmmmm, yes, just like that ... oh, you look so HOT, sweetie, with your legs spread wide like that ... ooooooh, Mommy's going to have a GOOD time! I want to lick your pussy ... and taste you ... and lick your ass, too ... would you like Mommy to do that, sweetie? Lick your pussy and asshole, hmmmmmm?" Mary added in her low, seductive voice, as Katy moved into position for her Mom.

"Yes, PLEASE, Mommy! Please lick my pussy ... AND my asshole ... you know how much I LOVE your tongue on me ... and in me, Mommy ... it feels so good, Mommy! Please lick me ... suck my clit too, please? Mmmmmmmmm, Mommy, yeah ..." Katy breathed out in anticipation, her eyes heavy lidded with lust.

With a groan, her own lust rising ever higher, Mary kneeled between Katy's up thrust, wide spread legs, and lowered her head to Katy's sweet little hairless pussy, and extended her tongue, began licking Katy's pussy. I moved more to the side so I could watch, and saw that Mary had her tongue pointed, watching as Mary started at the bottom of Katy's dripping wet slit, just barely parting her pussy lips, and licked her way up to just below Katy's protruding clit, wiggling her tongue back and forth as she went, bringing a soft moan of pleasure from Katy.

Mary retraced her route back down to the bottom of Katy's pussy slit, flicking her tongue rapidly back and forth. When she reached the bottom of Katy's wet slit, she went back up again, repeating this several times only stopping to swallow as Katy's abundant flow filled her mouth, just barely penetrating Katy with the tip of her tongue. As Mary was doing this, I saw that Katy had her eyes closed, a dreamy smile on her face with her head tilted back, quietly sighing and moaning as she was basking in the pleasurable feelings as her Mother licked her pussy up and down. I also saw that Katy's pussy was really flowing now, with her juices flowing out and down through the crack of her ass, coating her pretty little pink pucker.

After licking up and down Katy's little slit for a while, Mary changed what she was doing by taking each of Katy's thick pussy lips into her mouth in turn, sucking at those engorged protruding lips, swirling her tongue across them as she did. As Mary would suck one of Katy's pussy lips into her mouth, she would pull back stretching the lip out away from Katy's body and then releasing it with an audible slurp sound, allowing that lip to snap back lewdly. I was getting hotter by the minute as I watched this lewd display, and had to stop stroking my cock occasionally to keep myself from cumming!

"Ohhhh, Mommy ... yes, that feels good ... suck my pussy lips, Mommy ... keep licking me ... ooooooooh, yeah ... like that ... oh, Mommy!" Katy quietly cooed, as Mary continued working at her sweet little hairless pussy.

Mary again changed what she was doing after she had sucked on and nibbled at Katy's thick pussy lips for a while, flattening her tongue and dragging it up and down through Katy's sopping wet slit, loudly sucking up Katy's pussy juices in the process. After doing this a few times, swallowing as her mouth filled with Katy's abundant flow, Mary pointed her tongue again, and began to flick it rapidly back and forth in Katy's slit, moving up to her protruding clit.

"OHHHHHH, MOMMY, YES! Lick my CLIT, MOMMY! AHHHH ... OOOOOOOOOH, YESSSS ... Oh, MOMMY! Ungh ... oh, yeah ... lick it, Mommy, lick it! OH!!!" Katy loudly cried out as Mary began to strum over Katy's sensitive clit, humming lustfully deep in her throat as she did.

Mary then gently sucked Katy's large clit into her mouth, sucking softly, making Katy's hips buck and jerk from this new sensation. As Mary gently sucked on Katy's clit, I could see Mary's tongue swirling and flicking over it, stimulating Katy more and more, moaning and sighing as she felt her Mother working her clit. Every now and then, Mary would pull her head back as she sucked on Katy's clit, letting it slip wetly out of her mouth to snap back.

"Does Mommy's baby doll like what Mommy is doing to her pussy, hmmmmmm? Do you like having Mommy's tongue ... sliding through your pussy lips ... sucking on them ... licking them ... sucking on your clit ... hmmmmm? Are you getting HOT, baby doll?", Mary husked as she pulled back for a moment.

"Yes, Mommy, YES!!! Oh, Mommy ... I'm getting SO HOT ... don't STOP, Mommy!! ... Please, please keep licking me ... oh, ungh ... mmmmmmm, yeah ... OH, MOMMY, YESSSS!!!!!!!!! AHHHHH!!!!!" Katy gasped back, her voice getting louder as Mary went back to work on her pussy.

Mary lowered her mouth back to Katy's soaking wet pussy, and covering Katy's entire slit with her mouth began to plunge her tongue deeply into Katy's opening, wiggling her tongue as she thrust it in. Then Mary began to earnestly tongue fuck Katy, pressing her mouth firmly over Katy's receptive little girl pussy, only stopping her thrusting to swallow as her mouth filled with Katy's sweet pussy juices, doing this for some time. Katy was thrashing her head back and forth, grunting and moaning loudly as her Mother tongue fucked her sweet little pussy, her arousal continuously building higher and higher, with her face and upper chest area beginning to flush that pretty rosy pink color I was becoming more familiar with.

As Mary sensed that Katy was getting nearer to an orgasm, she again changed what she was doing to Katy stopping her tongue thrusts, making Katy groan in frustration. Mary again flattened her tongue, dragging it down over her dripping slit. As she neared the bottom of Katy's slit, Mary again pointed her tongue and began to flick the tip over Katy's perineum, moving lower until she reached Katy's winking little pucker, lapping at her anus rapidly.

"OOOOOOOOOOOH, YEAH, MOMMY!!!! LICK MY ASSHOLE, MOMMY!!!! OH, YEAH ... OH ... OH, SO HOT MOMMY!!!! SO NASTY!!!!! MOMMY, YESSSSSSS!!!!!!" Katy shrieked loudly as she felt her Mother's tongue make first contact with her tight little asshole, heaving her hips up to Mary as she gripped her legs at the ankles.

Mary started to lick up and down through Katy's ass crack, sucking up her sweet tasting pussy juice in the process, moaning as she savored the taste of her little girls flow, running her tongue around and over Katy's anus as she went up and down her crack. Soon, Mary began to concentrate all of her attention on Katy's pucker, swirling her tongue, lapping at it, and began to apply more and more pressure to Katy's tight little opening, making Katy gasp and squeal from the lewdness of having her mother licking her asshole, and making ME groan too, at the sight!

"Oh, FUCK that's HOT, Mary!!! Lick her ass, Baby! Loosen her up for me ... yeah, lick her ... stick your tongue in her ass!!!" I said, urging Mary on as I watched. Then, no longer wanting to merely watch, I moved up behind Mary and began caressing her back and ass cheeks, prompting Mary to push herself back against my hands, as she purred her approval at what I was doing.

I continued to caress Mary, as I watched over her shoulder, as she continued to lick Katy's pretty little hairless pink pucker, moving my hands all over Mary's back and asscheeks. Then I reached my left hand around Mary to get at her thick protruding clit sticking far out from her pussy, while I moved my right hand down through the crack of her ass, lightly brushing across Mary's pucker until I reached her sopping wet, highly aroused pussy, and began to thrust two fingers slowly in and out of her pussy, getting a squeal of approval from Mary as my reward, as she began to hump her hips up to my hand in tempo with my thrusts.

As I was finger fucking Mary, and pinching and pulling her clit, I watched over her shoulder and saw that Mary was now applying more and more pressure with the tip of her pointed tongue to the opening of Katy's tight little ass. Mary was letting her saliva drool down off of her tongue as she continued to press her tongue to Katy's anus, gradually beginning to work her tongue tip through Katy's tight anal ring more and more, as Katy began to relax her asshole.

Soon, Mary began to bob her head as she kept her tongue rigid as Katy's little pucker became more relaxed, driving her tongue farther and farther through her anal ring, little by little, making Katy moan and gasp as she felt her Mother's tongue begin to penetrate into her tight little asshole. Mary continued to apply more and more pressure, getting Katy's asshole to relax even further, and was soon able to plunge her tongue deeply into Katy's asshole.

As her tongue penetrated farther into Katy's ass, Mary was moaning and groaning as her lust mounted higher and higher fueled by both what she was doing to Katy, and by what I was doing to her, as I kept thrusting my fingers into Mary's pussy while I was flicking my fingers rapidly now across Mary's hugely engorged clit. Her clit seemed to be protruding away from her body more and more as I kept up flicking it, occasionally pinching it, pulling it away from her body, releasing it letting it snap back. Each time I did that, Mary would emit a throaty groan from deep in her throat, jumping from the sensation as she felt her clit snap back when I let go.

As Mary continued to tongue fuck Katy's pretty little pink pucker, making her anal ring relax more and more, Katy was moaning constantly from the sensations, no longer able to forms words and only stopping her moaning to gulp in huge breaths of air, starting her moans all over again. As I continued my own assault on Mary's pussy as I watched her orally assault her daughter, Mary too was moaning and groaning, humping her hips more and more.

Soon, Mary sensed that Katy was ready for the next step, and reached for the lube while continuing to thrust her tongue into Katy's loosening ass, driving her tongue as deep as she could. As she fumbled around, looking for the lube, then finding it, Mary had to lift her head, getting a groan from Katy at the loss of sensation when her Mother's tongue left her now loose little pucker.

As Mary found the lube, she turned to me, grabbing me around the neck drawing me to her for kiss, clamping her lips hard over mine and shoving her tongue deep into my mouth, letting me taste Katy's tangy musk from her ass coating her tongue. Just as quickly as she kissed me, Mary broke the embrace to turn back to Katy, saying over her shoulder to me, "Oh, Lover!!! Keep finger fucking me!!! I LOVE having your fingers in my pussy!!! MMMmmmmmmm, it feels SO GOOD!!!", and then as she began to apply a large glob of lube to her fingers as she turned back to Katy, continued, "Katy Honey ... Mommy's going to start putting lube on you now ... on your sweet little asshole, baby ... with my fingers ... and I'm going to put lube IN your asshole ... with my fingers ... to get you ready ... for Daddy's hard cock, baby!"

"Oh ... Mommy, Mommy, Mommy ... oh, yeah ... do it, Mommy ... yeah, Mommy ... lube me up ... stick your fingers in me, Mommy ... oh, please hurry, Mommy!!!" Katy managed to gasp out, her little pucker flexing in anticipation as I watched.

As soon as Mary had enough lube in her finger, she began to apply it to Katy's little pucker, rubbing around in circles until her asshole was slick. Mary applied more lube to her finger, and placing it directly on Katy's anal opening began to apply pressure, moving her finger in tiny circles as she pushed. As she continued to push, Katy's anal ring began to relax even more, and soon Mary had the tip of her finger up to the first knuckle in Katy's ass. As Katy felt her Mother's finger make that initial penetration, she moaned loudly in pleasure.

Mary paused for a moment to allow Katy to get used to the feeling of having her asshole invaded by Mary's finger, and then pulled her finger back out to apply more lube, and this time coating her middle finger as well. Mary returned her fingers to Katy's little pink pucker, rubbing the lube around her anal ring pushing her fingers in at the same time, and soon slipped both of her fingers in to the first knuckle, making Katy gasp and moan at this fresh sensation.

Mary again paused briefly, and when she felt Katy relax again, began to rotate her fingers in Katy's anal opening to loosen her up more, and then began to slowly push her fingers in, still rotating her fingers as she did, coating the inside of Katy's anal canal with lube as she entered. When Mary had her fingers in to the second knuckle, she slowly pulled her fingers back out to apply more lube.

Once she had her fingers lubed up again, she returned them to Katy's little opening, and began to slowly and gently push them back in until her palm made contact with Katy's ass, and then paused again, holding her hand still until she felt Katy relax again. Once Katy relaxed, Mary began to slowly move her fingers in and out of Katy's ass, getting Katy to moan and sigh from the pleasure she was feeling. Meanwhile, I was still finger fucking Mary, and playing with her clit, but not as vigorously as before, concentrating more on watching Mary sliding her fingers in and out of Katy's pretty little asshole.

Mary kept her finger movements into her daughters ass at a steady medium pace until she could move her fingers freely in Katy's ass, as her little pucker became more and more loosened up. When Mary felt that Katy was ready for the next stage, Mary began to gradually spread her fingers apart as she continued to thrust palm deep into Katy's little ass. When Katy felt this new sensation, she yelped with pleasure, and began to writhe more under her Mother's hand as the pleasure she was feeling began to intensify even more.

When Mary had her fingers spread pretty far apart making Katy's hole begin to gape, she reached for the lube with her other hand and squeezed out a large glob directly into Katy's now wide open anus. When she was done with that, she partially withdrew her fingers, keeping only the tips in Katy's asshole, and then applied more lube to her fingers, including her ring finger this time. When she had applied the lube, she formed her fingers into the shape of a triangle, and slowly began to push them back into Katy's asshole.

Katy squealed again as she felt three of her Mother's fingers entering her little asshole, as Mary continued to press her fingers in until she reached her second knuckle, and paused again. As Katy settled back down, enjoying this new sensation, and became more relaxed, Mary began to move her fingers in and out, stopping her inward progress as she reached the second knuckle.

Mary continued to do this until she felt Katy relax even more, and still moving her fingers slowly in Katy's ass, began to push farther until she was again palm deep in Katy's little asshole. As soon as Mary felt her palm touch Katy’s little ass, she began to gradually increase her speed, thrusting her fingers deep in Katy's ass faster and faster until her hand was smacking into Katy's ass, making Katy jump each time, while her fingers were making loud squishing and squelching sounds as they moved in and out of Katy's ass.

"OH ... OH ... OH ... OH, YES, MOMMY, YES!!! FUCK MY ASS, MOMMY ... FASTER!!! ... HARDER!!! OH ... OH ... OH, FUCK ME MOMMY!!!!", Katy began to chant out in pleasure in time with her Mother's thrusts, as she continued to build up the speed and force, beginning to ram her fingers in and out of Katy's loosening asshole.

When Mary was able to move her fingers freely in and out of Katy's ass, she began to gradually spread her fingers apart, stretching Katy's asshole obscenely the more she spread her fingers. When Katy's asshole was gaping wide open, Mary turned to look at me over her shoulder and gasped out, "Mmmmmmmm, Lover ... look at how wide open her asshole is ... isn't it HOT looking? Oh, Baby!!! Mmmmmmm, what you're doing to my pussy ... feels SO good ... oh, yeah ... is your cock all hard ... and ready, Baby? Hmmmmm? Oh, yesssss ... just like that ... pump me, Lover, mmmmmmm yeah ... are you ready yet ... ready to put your hard COCK ... in my little girls pretty little ass ... are you? ... I bet you are ... I bet you can't wait ... to feel her ASS ... swallow up your ... HOT ... HARD ... COCK ... as you FUCK her ... in the ASS!!!! Are you ready, Lover? Ready to BUTTFUCK her ... in her little ... twelve ... year ... old ... VIRGIN ... ASS? Hmmmmm? C'mon, Baby ... tell me! ... Tell me how much ... you want to do it ... to stick your COCK ... DEEP ... in her ASS ... OH, YEAH, DO HER!!! TELL ME!!!!"

"Oh, FUCK YES, I want to fuck her ass!!! Get my cock ready ... put some lube on it! Hurry!!!! I can't wait any more!!!!" I replied, groaning with lust from what I had been watching, doing to Mary, hearing her lusty words - DAMN, that woman could talk dirty! - and in anticipation of what I was going to do, as I moved closer.

"Give me your COCK! Let me lube it! Get closer ... yeah, that's better! Oh, I LOVE touching your HOT, HARD COCK ... and it's making me SO HOT ... thinking about what you're going to DO!!! Ohhhhhh, yeah ... I can hardly wait to see you ... fucking her ... in her little girl ASSHOLE ... Gimme that COCK!!!!", Mary said emphatically, as she pulled her fingers from Katy's ass to lube up my cock.

As Mary squeezed out a large glob, and began to slather it over my cock, I watched in amazement as Katy's asshole gaped wide open, NOT closing when Mary removed her fingers! I knew then that it was going to be a snap to get my cock in her asshole with no problem. I looked up Katy's body and noticed she was staring at my cock with lust in her eyes, as she watched her Mother lube me up, the flush of her face and upper chest a deep rosy color from how aroused she was.

"Hurry, Mommy, HURRY!!!! Get Daddy's cock ready, please, Mommy!!!! I NEED it in my ASSHOLE, SOON!!!!", Katy implored her Mother huskily, her lust plain in her voice, as she impatiently waited for Mary to finish coating my cock.

As Mary was finishing lubing my cock, I plunged two of my fingers hard, deep into her pussy, slapping her clit with the palm of my hand making Mary lurch and moan in response. I quickly pulled my fingers out of her pussy, and brought them up to her face, quickly pushing my fingers into her open, gasping mouth. Mary sucked hard at my fingers, licking all over and between them, relishing her own taste on my fingers, finally pulling her lips off with a loud slurp noise.

"Mmmmmmmmmm, thank you, Lover!!! I LOVE the taste of my pussy on your fingers!!! Makes me HOT!!!" Mary said as she licked her lips. Then turning to Katy she continued, "OK, Baby!!! It's time!!! Daddy's going to fuck your ass now, while I hold your legs for you, so all you have to do is ENJOY! If you want, though, you can lick Mommy's pussy for her ... would you like to do that for Mommy? Please, Baby? Please lick Mommy's pussy for me?", as she was moving up to squat behind Katy's head after wiping her hands off.

"Oh, GOODY!!!!! Hurry, Daddy!!!! Fuck my ass, please, Daddy? I need to feel you in me ... your HARD COCK ... in my ass, Daddy!!! And, yes, Mommy ... I'd LOVE to lick your pussy!!! Especially while Daddy fucks me in my ass ... bring your pretty pussy here, Mommy ... so I can LICK IT!!!", Katy squealed in excitement.

As soon as Mary was squatting over Katy's head, and had grabbed Katy's legs freeing Katy from that, Katy reached up and began stroking Mary's ass, thighs, and pussy, as she extended her tongue to begin eating her Mother's pussy. At the first contact of Katy's tongue on her sopping wet pussy, Mary moaned deep in her throat, and lowered her pussy closer to Katy's willing tongue.

I watched for a moment as the seemingly insatiable little twelve year old nymph began to pleasure her Mother's pussy, licking ravenously at the abundant juices now almost pouring steadily out of Mary's pussy, as Mary began to grind her pussy over Katy's face, moving to get as much tongue contact on her clit as possible, moaning and hissing her approval as she felt her little girl's tongue rapidly flick here, there, and everywhere over her highly aroused pussy.

I couldn't wait any longer by then, and quickly moved into position, placing my cock directly over the gaping opening of Katy's pretty little ass, but stopping to speak to my two lusty ladies.

"Mary, Katy ... MARY, KATY!" I yelled, finally getting their attention, and when I did, continued, "Mary, lift up a little, Honey, please? I want Katy to be able to see, OK? Katy, sweetheart ... watch now. Watch Daddy, OK? Watch me as I enter your asshole ... as I push my cock in, OK?"

As I had requested, Mary quickly lifted up, allowing Katy to crane her head forward, and I saw that they were both intently staring now at my cock. I began to slowly push forward, and watched myself, as my cockhead began to enter Katy's little asshole, until the base of my cock popped past Katy's anal ring, and I paused for a moment looking up at Katy.

"OOOOOOOOOOH, DADDY!!!!!!! OH, DON"T STOP DADDY!!! PUT IT IN MEEEEE!!!!!!!!!" Katy squealed loudly, as she felt my cock penetrate her previously virgin asshole.

"Does it hurt at all, Baby? Do you want me to keep going?", I asked already knowing the answer.

"No, Daddy, it doesn't hurt AT ALL!!! It feels REALLY GOOD!!!! Yes, Daddy, yes ... keep going ... fuck me, Daddy ... fuck my little ass, Daddy, PLEASE FUCK ME!!!" Katy implored me.

I paused for just another moment, as I gazed at her smoldering eyes, as she panted in anticipation of feeling my cock penetrate her ass fully, then moved my eyes down across her body, seeing her face and upper body were now flushed a deep rosy hue from her intense arousal, her chest heaving as she panted in excitement, down across her pretty little belly which was lurching and jumping, and on down to her pussy. Oh, her pussy was beautiful, as her thick, engorged lips pulsed with her heart beat, as they gaped open, indicating just how aroused Katy really was.

I moved my gaze back up, until my eyes locked with Katy's eyes. As soon as she saw me looking at her, she silently mouthed the words, 'Do me', and then lowered her eyes back to my cock poised at the entrance to her ass. I quickly glanced up to Mary, and when I saw that she too was intently staring at my cock, began to slowly push my cock forward, easing my cock into Katy's ass, reveling in the exquisite feeling as her anal ring first expanded around my shaft as I entered, and then closing around my shaft, grasping me in it's tight embrace.

As I began to penetrate Katy's tight little asshole, all three of us groaned in unison - Mary from the sight of her little girl getting buttfucked for the first time, and Katy and I from the intense feelings as my cock entered her ass. I continued to gently but firmly push forward until I was buried deep in her ass, with my balls coming to rest against Katy's little ass. Both Katy and I continued to moan as I slowly sank into her ass.

When I reached bottom (sorry again ... well, not really.), I again paused to relish the intense feeling of having my cock buried balls deep in the tight little ass of this beautiful little twelve year old nymphet. When Katy felt and saw me buried to the hilt in her little ass, she sighed loudly in pleasure, and closing her eyes, tilted her head back, a large satisfied smile on her face.

"Ohhhhhhh, Daddy!!! You're all the way IN!!!! Oh, fuck ... oh, Daddy, it's so good ... I feel so FULL ... your cock ... oh, Daddy, your cock ... it feels SO big in my ass, Daddy! Oh, fuck ... oh, fuck ... oh, Daddy, Daddy, Daddy ... fuck me now, Daddy ... please ... fuck me, Daddy, in my ass ... please Daddy?" Katy moaned out, and then cut herself off as she returned to licking her Mother's pussy. As Mary felt Katy's tongue return to her pussy, she again lowered her hips, moaning in pleasure.

I watched Katy licking Mary's pussy for a moment, and then as I looked up and noticed Mary looking at me through her slitted eye lids, I slowly eased my way back out of Katy's ass until just the head of my cock was still penetrating her anus. When I reached that point, I slowly pushed all the way back in, and then started to gradually increase my speed fucking my cock deeply in and out of Katy's sucking asshole.

When I reached a steady tempo, occasionally I would pull all the way out of Katy's ass, watching as her asshole would begin to very slowly close, and before it could, I would push back through her opening, plunging deeply back into her ass. Every time I did that, Katy would moan at the loss of having my cock in her ass, and then would squeal or gasp as I plunged back in.

I kept that up for a while, and then began to vary my speed, and the depths of my thrusts, going from long full medium speed thrusts, to short shallow jabs, as I continued to work my cock in and out of her pretty little pre-teen ass. The feelings of having my cock fucking in and out of Katy's ass were intense, as I felt her rubbery little anal ring relax and then clamp around my shaft as I moved in and out, as well as feeling her anal canal muscles fluttering around my shaft and head, as if trying to milk my cock.

"Oh, DADDY!!!! Oh, yes, I LOVE this!!!! Your cock in my ASS IS SO GOOD!!!!!!! Ohhhh ... ahhhh ... yeah, Daddy, yeah ... fuck it, Daddy ... fuck my little ass!!! Do me HARDER, Daddy, HARDER!!!! Please, Daddy? FUCK me, Daddy HARDER!!! Oh, DADDY ... DO MY ASS, DADDY ... harder ... ungh ... ummph ... OOOOOOOOOOOH, YES, DADDY!!! JUST LIKE THAT ... Oh, AHHHHHHHHH ... FUCK MEEEEEEEE, DAADDDIIIIEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" Katy wailed, as I began to speed up.

I began to pound her little girl ass a little harder and harder, increasing my speed at the same time, until I was slapping her ass with my groin making wet smacking sounds from the pussy juice that was constantly flowing out of her pussy coating her ass and my balls, as they wetly slapped against her body. As my cock was sliding freely now, in and out of her asshole, I could hear the lewd slurping squelches as I moved faster and harder into her ass.

Mary and Katy both were moaning constantly now, with Katy's moans being muffled by Mary's pussy as Katy continued to lick and suck away greedily, with Katy's tits doing a little dance on her chest each time I slammed into her body. I also noticed that Katy's pussy was flexing open and almost shut, as I thrust in and out of her body - opening as I plunged in, and then almost closing as I pulled back out - and that was so HOT looking!!!

Sweat was beginning to pour from me, forcing me to shake my head occasionally as the sweat ran down my face, from my exertions. When I first started buttfucking Katy, I had placed my hands on her hips. I moved them now, and grasped the backs of her thighs as I began to lean into her, increasing the force of my deep thrusts into her gaping asshole, pounding really hard into Katy now.

As I really began to buttfuck Katy very hard, apparently this, along with Katy's tongue action on her pussy, was too much for Mary, as she began to wail, "OH, FUCK, OH, FUCK, OH, FUCK!!!!!!! YOU'RE FUCKING HER ASS SO HARD ... OH, IT'S SO HOT!!!! OH, KATY!!!!!!!!! WHAT YOU'RE DOING TO MEEEEEEE ... OH ... OH ... OH, YES!! OH, FUCK YES ... I'M GONNA ... OHHHHH ... AHHHHH ... OH, I'M CUMMIIINNNNGGGGGIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"

As Mary started her orgasm, I looked up to watch as I continued to hammer into Katy's ass. I saw that Mary was holding on to the head board of the bed for balance as she squatted over Katy's face, and as she was finishing yelling out that she was cumming, she started to jerk and buck, her face and chest - all the way out to her nipples on her tits! - was flushed a deep red, as her climax swept over her.

As Mary reached the peak of her orgasm, her body first went rigid as she arched her hips, and then she began to thrust her hips in a fucking motion, reminding me of Amber, as her pussy lips flared wide open as she began to ejaculate again, spurting once, twice, three times, and then a fourth time, splattering her juices all over Katy's body, and even reaching my chin and upper chest! With her last squirt, Mary held her hips thrust forward for a few moments, her mouth open in a silent scream of extreme pleasure, and then I saw her eyes roll up in her head, and she fell off to the side as she again passed out! I was once again amazed at the intensity of Mary's orgasms!!!

As Mary went through her orgasm, that triggered mine to build, getting me closer to spewing my sperm up Katy's ass, as I was now furiously pounding my cock in and out of her asshole. Katy was grunting, moaning and squealing loudly now as she too was nearing her orgasm, idly rubbing her hands across her body, feeling the copious amount of pussy juice coating her from her Mother. The flush on her face and upper body, reaching down almost to the tips of her tits, was rapidly approaching the same deep rosy hue as her Mother’s had been, and was also now pushing her pelvis up at me, her feet planted on the bed after both Mary and I had let go of her legs, with me putting my hands on the bed for support.

As I continued to hammer Katy, I could feel the tingle in my balls getting stronger, and my ball sack pulling up closer to my body as my orgasm was rapidly approaching. Since I wanted Katy to start her cum before I did, I reached over with my right hand, and began rapidly stroking her clit, making Katy squeal loudly with the new sensation, as she began to thrust her hips at me harder and harder, our bodies smacking loudly and wetly together.

"Hooo ... hoooooo ... hooooooooo ... HOOOOOOOOOOO ... DADDY ... DADDY ... DAADDDIIIIEEEE ... OOOOOOOOH, DAAADDDDIIIIIEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!! I'M ... I'M ... OHHHHHHHHHHH DAAAADDDDDIIIIIIEEEEEE AAAAAIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE DAAAAADDDDDDIIIIIIIEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" Katy shrieked out, as I pinched her thick protruding clit hard, sending her over the edge into a crashingly hard orgasm, causing her asshole to rapidly flex around my cock shaft.

As Katy began her earth shattering orgasm, and I felt her anal ring rapidly clamping down on and then releasing my cock shaft, my own orgasm soon roared over me, as I felt the cum rush up the length of my shaft, exploding out in a powerful jet, as I lunged forward one last time, burying my cock to the hilt in Katy's spasming asshole. As my cum blasted deep into her ass, this pushed Katy higher as she continued her orgasm, and she too suddenly began to ejaculate, spraying her pussy juice straight up in the air several times, drenching me from the chest down to my groin, as my cock continued to spurt my thick sperm deep in her ass.

As I felt the last powerful throbbing, pulsing of my cock, still buried in Katy's little ass, and I felt Katy go limp beneath me, my arms gave out, not being able to support me any longer as the waves of pleasure swept over me, and I collapsed forward on top of Katy, mashing her little body under my full weight, making her grunt as her breath was forced from her body.

When I realized that I had my full weight on Katy, I started to move off of her, but was stopped from doing so as Katy fiercely wrapped her arms around my shoulders in what I was now beginning to think of as a 'Katy-bear' hug, pulling me back down in a tight embrace.

"No, Daddy, NO! Stay RIGHT HERE, Daddy, and don't move!! I'm OK! You're not too heavy for me, Daddy, at all, and I want you to hold me, Daddy." Katy exclaimed, as she started to plant little quick kisses all over my face, and then added, "Thank you SO MUCH, Daddy for loving me SO GOOD!!!! Feeling your cock in my ass, as you fucked my ass was just FANTASTIC! I LOVED IT!!! I want to do this LOTS MORE, TOO!", and then she planted her mouth on mine, shoving her tongue deep in my mouth, dueling with my tongue, as she caressed my back, and occasionally reached down to squeeze my ass cheeks, pulling me tighter against her, keeping my cock in her ass for as long as possible.

As we kissed, I cradled her head in my hands as I caressed the side of Katy's face, moving my fingers to brush lightly across her ears, getting a soft purr of approval as my reward, I could feel my cock rapidly begin to soften as it was still sheathed in Katy's hot little ass. As my cock softened, it began to slowly slip out of her ass, making Katy whimper as she felt it moving slowly out of her ass, and she clutched my ass harder with her hands, pulling me as tight as she could to try to keep my cock from slipping out of her ass, and when I finally did slip free of her ass, she moaned in disappointment at the loss.

As I slipped out of her ass, I could feel my cum begin to ooze out of her, and trail down across my balls to drip onto the bed between our legs. I lifted up a little and gazed deeply into Katy's eyes, and said, "Thank YOU, my beautiful Katy! Thank you for letting me have the great pleasure of being you first anal lover ... just as you let me be the first in your mouth and pussy. I'm very honored by that, and love you VERY much!", and then I bent back down to begin kissing her again, making Katy coo in pleasure as my tongue entered her mouth.

After we kissed for a while, Katy pushed me up a bit saying, "Daddy ... much as I like kissing you - you kiss great! - and as much as I like you holding me ... I really hate to say this, but ... ummph ... could you get up now, please? You're starting to get heavy now ..."

I had to laugh at that, and knowing she was right, rolled off to the side laying between Katy and Mary - who was STILL out of it! - and as I did, Katy turned part way on her side, laying her head on my chest with one arm draped across my mid-section and said, "That's much better! Thank you, Daddy. Can we cuddle for a while now, please? At least until Mommy wakes up? I think we all need to take another shower - especially YOU! You stink, again, Daddy!" the last part said with a giggle, and a mischievous look in her eye, as she looked up at me.

"Yeah ... I suppose I do, Baby Girl. OK, when Mommy wakes up, we'll all go jump in the shower, and then get something to eat. I'm FAMISHED! How about you?" I ruefully replied, as I lightly began to tickle Katy's side.

"Daddy! Quit it! That TICKLES!!", Katy giggled, "Yeah, I'm hungry too! Mommy!! WAKE UP!!! We're hungry!!!!!", giggling some more, as I tried to shush her to let Mary sleep some more. But, I was too late, and felt Mary stirring, as she finally came back to the land of the living, groaning as she did.

"Ohhhhhhhh!! Oh, man! Whew! Wow, I ... I don't think I've EVER cum so hard before! Whew ..." Mary managed to croak out as she turned to me, adding as she came against my body to hug me, "Oh, ugh! You're sticky ... and sweaty ... and stinky, too!! I feel pretty slimy myself ... I think we need to jump in the shower, eh?" 

Katy and I looked at each other with mirth in our eyes, and not being able to help it, we both began to crack up from what Mary had said, matching as it did what Katy had kidded me about just a few minutes ago. As we started to laugh, Mary got a 'What did I say that's so funny?' look on her face, which only made Katy and me laugh even harder, until we were gasping and wheezing, trying to catch our breath as Mary continued to look at us with a bemused expression.

As Katy and I started to catch our breath, Katy spoke for us, "I told Daddy just about the same thing, Mommy ... but you said it funnier! And the look on your face when you said it was really funny! You had your nose all scrunched up, and everything ... and it ... looked SO FUNNY!!!", and Katy was off to the races again, laughing hard, which made me start to chuckle until I started to laugh hard again, which in turn made Mary laugh, as she joined us realizing the humor in the situation. 

After a little while, we were able to compose ourselves - well, mostly anyway - and we finally dragged our tired asses out of bed, heading for the shower, keeping up the now 'established' family tradition. All we did in the shower was get clean, although it was still a very sensual experience for me to first get washed by two beautiful ladies, and then second, to wash them. After our shower, we quickly dried each other off as food was on all of our minds, and we raced down to the kitchen to get something to eat and drink.

After we finished eating, we returned to the bedroom, and as Katy sat in the recliner (as told to do so by her Mother), Mary and I stripped the sheets off the bed, and put fresh linens back on. When we were done with that task, I promptly plopped myself down in the middle of the bed and holding out my arms to my sides, was quickly joined by two extremely sexy, nubile, naked, beautiful women. With our full stomachs, and having gone through such a strenuous day, as we cuddled and kissed it wasn't long until sleep overtook all three of us, and one by one, with huge yawns, we all slipped into "La La Land", and we all slept soundly through the night.

Chapter 16

The thought running through my fuzzy brain as I slowly regained consciousness Sunday morning was 'I must be dreaming!', as I felt warm flesh pressing against both my front and back, as I lay on my side. I had a generous, firm, female breast in one hand, and could feel my groin pressed against a firm, tight ass, while from behind, I could feel two equally firm breasts pressing into my back, pressing two rather hard nipples into me, while an arm was draped over my mid-section, softly grasping and stroking my erect cock, while the back of my neck was being gently nuzzled.

As I became more aware, I realized that I wasn't dreaming! I was the middle of a 'spoon sandwich', with two very real female bodies pressed against me, front and back. Then the events of yesterday came flooding back in a rush as my eyes popped open, and I found myself between Mary and Katy. I was behind Mary, holding her tit, and with my groin  - and fully erect cock - pressed against her ass, with Katy behind me, with her hand squeezed in between my groin and Mary's ass, softly stroking me and nuzzling the back of my neck. As I began to stir, Katy realized that I was waking up, and propping her self on one elbow, leaned in to softly kiss me on the cheek.

"Good morning, Daddy - I love you." she softly whispered in my ear, as she continued to softly stroke my cock, continuing, "Did you have a good sleep? I know I did! Does that feel good? I love holding and feeling your penis, Daddy ... it's OK if I do that, isn't it?" she asked between little kisses to my cheek and the side of my neck.

"Good morning to you, too, sweetheart ... yes, I did have a good sleep ... and yeah, that does feel good ... you have my permission to feel me about any time you want, Baby Girl. What time is it? Do you know?" I groggily replied, still in that state of coming awake but not quite there yet.

"Um ... it's just after 6, Daddy.", Katy replied, as I felt her turn to look at the clock on the bedside table.

"Hmmmm ... way too early to get up yet.", I said, yawning quietly. "I don't think Mommy is awake yet, and I'd kind of like to just lay here for a little while longer. Is that OK with you, sweetie?"

"Oh ... OK, Daddy." Katy answered with a hint of disappointment in her voice, adding, "Can I still hold you, Daddy? I really like doing that ... your penis feels so good in my hand, and it was neat when it went from being soft to being hard!"

"Sure, sweetheart. As long as you're quiet, and don't disturb your Mom, I don't mind." I softly replied, my eye lids getting heavy as sleep began to overtake me again.

"Thank you, Daddy! I'll be quiet, I promise. You go back to sleep for a little bit, now. What time do you want to get up, Daddy?" Katy softly whispered as I was drifting off.

"Oh ... I don't know ... give me at least another hour, OK, please?", and before I heard her reply, I was gone again, slipping back into a peaceful sleep, with Katy snuggling into my back, still softly stroking me while she planted little kisses on my back and shoulders.

Some time later, I again opened my eyes as I woke up, this time becoming fully aware and feeling refreshed. However, I found that I was now alone, Mary and Katy apparently having decided to get up, letting me sleep. As I sat up, I looked at the clock and saw that it was a little after 8 in the morning, with sunshine streaming through the open blinds on my bedroom window. As I became fully awake, I felt my bladder screaming at me, as usual, so I got up to go to the bathroom to relieve myself. Just after I flushed, I sensed someone behind me, and turning I saw both Mary and Katy had joined me, and Mary came up, wrapped me in a warm embrace and kissed me good morning.

"Mmmmm, good morning, Lover! How do you feel? Ready for a shower, Babe?", Mary asked breaking our kiss and embrace, with Katy then moving into my arms for a hug and kiss.

"Man, what a nice way to wake up! Two beautiful, naked women ..." I started to say, but was interrupted as Katy planted her lips on mine, and when she stepped away, I continued, "Yep, really nice! Good morning to both of you! In answer to your questions my Love, a) I'm a tad bit sore this morning in various parts of my body - you two made me use some muscles I haven't used for a while! - and b) a shower sounds wonderful right now, especially for my aching muscles!"

I got chuckles in response to what I said, as we all moved into the shower stall, continuing the by now well established family tradition. I turned on the shower to "pulse", as I really was sore, and a shower massage would be just the ticket. As the water pulsed down on us, Mary and Katy began to bathe me, rubbing my muscles as they went. When Mary began to wash my groin, I winced a little, as my cock was pretty sensitive, which kind of surprised me, as it had felt good earlier when Katy was fondling me. I figured it had to be the soap, as I felt a little sting as she washed me.

"Oh, poor baby!" Mary remarked when I winced, "Did we wear you out yesterday? Is Daddy a little sore? Here ... let Mommy kiss it for you, and make it all better.", and she proceeded to softly kiss and lick my cock up and down my shaft, softly drawing my cock head into her moist, warm, mouth. I didn't know if it was her intent to do it, but she soon had my cock hard, as she continued to very slowly and gently move her lips up and down, softly suckling my cock. 

As Mary continued to bob her head up and down on my cock, maintaining eye contact with me the whole time, I realized that, yes indeed, she did mean to get me hard, and in a very short time she brought me to orgasm, as I started spurting into her mouth. She quickly swallowed the first two jets of cum, and then held the rest in her mouth, making her cheeks balloon, as I felt the last of my cum dribble out of my cock, as I gasped from the intense feelings.

As my cock rapidly began to deflate, Mary let me slip out of her mouth with a wet, slurping, sound and Katy quickly slurped me into her mouth, swirling her tongue all over licking the rest of my cum off my shaft, letting me slide from her mouth when she was finished. Then Katy turned to Mary and they began to kiss, sharing the cum that Mary was holding in my mouth. I leaned against the shower wall, partially blocking the spray as I watched them share my cum, before they finally broke their embrace. As they stood up, I saw them swallow. 

"Mmmmmmmm! That's my favorite form of protein! Very tasty!" Mary said, smiling at me as she licked her lips, and Katy chimed in with a "Mine, too!", as they both moved back into my arms. We stood there for a few minutes, as I basked in the after-glow of my orgasm, and then I began to bathe them, starting with Mary, and finishing with Katy. As I tried to finger their pussy's in return for the nice blowjob, both Mary and Katy stopped me, smiling at the semi-confused look on my face.

"It's a little too soon for that, Lover. Both of US are a little sore this morning, too! You gave US quite a workout yesterday, too! Something neither of us would trade for anything in the world, but ... maybe later, OK, 'stud'?" Mary explained with a smile that turned into a grin as I smiled at her remarks.

"You're sore, too, huh? Well! Didn't know I had it in me!" I replied, as we were getting out of the shower to dry off, getting a laugh from both of my ladies.

"Yeah, Daddy!" Katy giggled at me, "You did have it in you - AND in US, too! My bottom is especially sore right now - but it's a GOOD sore!", making the three of crack up.

After we were dry, we went down to fix breakfast, and after we were finished eating, we all moved back up to the bedroom to sit on the couch. I took the middle again, and Katy and Mary snuggled in on both sides of me, leaning their heads on my shoulders, nuzzling my neck and face. I turned to each in turn to give them each a slow, gentle kiss, softly swirling my tongue with each of theirs, starting with Katy. Breaking the embrace with Mary, I gazed deeply into her eyes, as she gazed back just as intently.

"Thank you for the special in the shower, Honey. That was really nice!", I said, getting a smile in return from Mary. "Well, ladies, what shall we do today, aside from the obvious?" I added, waggling my eyebrows as I finished my question.

"Oh, Daddy! You're so silly sometimes!" Katy retorted with a giggle.

"Well, Lover ..." Mary said as she rolled her eyes at me, "I think we have some important things to talk about, like ... what are we going to do beyond today, when do you want to get married, what are we going to do as far as you adopting Katy so you become her real Daddy, and ... well ... living arrangements? I'd like to move in, if that's OK with you, and I KNOW Katy really wants to stay here. Do you feel up to discussing these things today? If you don't, that'll be OK, too, as long as we do talk about them soon."

"You're right, we do need to discuss these things as they are very important, and I think now is as good a time as any. First things first - living arrangements. With all my heart, I do want you and Katy to live with me very much. Let's see ... tomorrow is Monday, so ... I'll be making a bunch of phone calls tomorrow, and get the ball rolling on all this stuff, including arrangements to move your stuff here. I'll leave it up to you as far as what goes where - anything of mine that you want to replace with something of yours is fine with me, as I have a lot of available storage here. We'll put Katy's stuff in the next room down the hall ...”, and then got interrupted.

"DADDY! I want to sleep in here, with you and Mommy!" Katy said with a little whine in her voice. "Why can't I sleep in here ..." I held up my hand stopping Katy's complaint, and turned to her taking her hands in mine.

"Katy honey. I know you do, and I want you to, as well. But. I have two employees who also live here part-time, and they would ask too many questions if they knew you slept in here all the time. This is mainly just for appearances, but you will have to sleep in a room of your own when they are here, OK?" I explained, looking back at Mary to see her reaction. I saw Mary look at Katy and nod her head as she agreed with me.

"Oh ... OK, I guess. But I can still sleep with you and Mommy when they aren't here?" Katy said a little dejectedly.

"Yes. When they aren't here, I will expect you to stay in here with your Mom and me." I answered her, getting a hug in response. Turning back to Mary, I continued, "OK, now that we have THAT settled, what is your situation at your place? Did you sign a lease, or do you rent month to month? If you signed a lease, I'll get my lawyer to work on getting you out of it."

"I did sign a lease, but I can get out of it if I give them a month's notice. As this is the middle of the month, we'll end up paying for the next six weeks or so." Mary answered.

"No problem. We'll give them notice today or tomorrow that you will release the unit at the end of next month. That'll allow us the time to have everything out, and get the place professionally cleaned - no sense in you and Katy doing that. As far as when you move in here, again, I'll leave that up to you, but I'd just as soon go over today to get your clothes, toilet items, and any food you have and bring it here today - I want you here from now on, if that's something you want, too." 

"YIPPEE!!!!" Katy squealed as she almost crushed me in another 'Katy-Bear' hug, almost knocking the breath out of me again, while Mary leaned over to kiss my cheek, her eyes glittering in happiness. When Katy finally relaxed her fierce hold on me, I turned to her with a mock-serious look on my face - one that she knew wasn't real, and as I looked at her, she began to giggle.

"I'm going to start calling you 'Katy-Bear' from now on young lady! When you hug me THAT hard, I can't breath! A man's gotta be able to breathe, you know!", I mock-sternly said to Katy, causing both Katy and Mary to giggle loudly.

In between giggles, Katy managed to wheeze out, "Katy-Bear! Daddy, that's silly!!!!! OK, OK ... I'll let you breath - I guess!" and then broke out in peals of laughter, which Mary and I both echoed. When we calmed down again, I continued.

"OK. Now that the living arrangements item is out of the way, the next subject is adopting Katy. Since we don't need to get the lawyer involved in getting you out of your lease, I'll call him tomorrow and get the paper work started on that item. Adoption usually takes a fairly long time, so the agencies involved can do their checking, but I know one of the judges in family court who handles a lot of adoptions, and I'll call him, too, to see if he can move things along more quickly. I'd have to guess that we might be looking at six weeks to a few months before everything is finalized, and I can sign the papers.

"The next item on the list is our wedding. Before I answer that, let me ask you - when do YOU want to get married? How long will it take for you to contact all of your friends? What about your family - do you want to get in touch with them? What kind of wedding do you want - a big one, with all the bells and whistles, or just a simple ceremony with just a few friends and family in attendance? What would you like, Babe?" I asked Mary. She sat and thought for a moment, before she replied.

"Well ... I'm going to be a little devious here, and toss the question of when back in your court, but I will let you know that I want to be your wife as soon as we can arrange it - this week, even - as long as it's soon. I love you so much, and so want to be your wife! As far as the type of ceremony goes ... I've always dreamed of having a somewhat large wedding, wearing a beautiful wedding dress with all the trimmings, with all my friends there. There will be no family there, though ... the only contact I have with them is through lawyers and trustees, so asking any of my family to be there is not an option. But I do have lots of friends! It won't take long at all to let them all know, either, because we have this 'network' kind of thing going. When someone has big news, or wants to have a party, we just call a couple of people, let them know, and then they call others, who in turn call others, until everyone in the 'network' gets the word. I can start that today, if we set a date today that is ... whatever day we decide to get married, I'll make sure the word gets out in plenty of time." she answered.

"OK, a big wedding with all the bells and whistles it is then!" I started, but got cut off as Mary took her turn in giving me a huge hug, and clamping her lips over mine is a big kiss. I thought I felt some moisture on my cheek, and when Mary finally broke the kiss and pulled back, I saw that I was right, as there were tears of joy in her eyes and a huge smile on her face.

I looked lovingly at my wife to be and said, "Dreams are very important for people, and this is a dream that will make me very happy to fulfill for you - and any other dreams you may have, too! I'll be very happy, and proud, to see you walk down the aisle in your beautiful wedding gown, with maybe Katy as your flower girl?" I asked, getting a nod of approval at that suggestion from Mary, and an excited little squeal from Katy.

"As far as when would I like to get married? I agree with you - I want to be your husband as soon as I possibly can! It won't take me too long to get in touch with my friends, since I only really have a few good friends ... oh! I want Val and Mike to be there, too, and I sent them each away for a two week vacation! Hmmmm ... I don't want to ruin their vacations, either ... but I DO want to get married as soon as possible, too ... hmmmm ... what to do?" I mused partly to myself, but quickly continued as I saw a look of disappointment begin to form on Mary's face.

"Tell you what ... I think I have a good idea ... I'll e-mail them both today, to see if they would be willing to come back from vacation to attend the wedding, and if they are willing, since I want to go on a long honeymoon after we're married, I'll just send them back to their vacations and extend the time they can be gone! I'm positive that they'll agree, 'cause I know they like it when I send them on vacation, especially when it's all expenses paid. Does that work?" I asked Mary with a hopeful smile on my face.

"That's a GREAT idea! Do you really think they'll agree?, Mary exclaimed with renewed excitement.

"Shouldn't be a problem, and I'll soon find out - at least when they answer, anyway! If they don't answer me by tonight, I'll page them - they'll just 'love' that!" I said with a chuckle, continuing, "As soon as they say yes, I'll make the arrangements for them to come back, and depending on when they arrive, is when we can finalize the wedding date. 

"Now ... what would you like to do right now? Spread the word, go get your stuff, or maybe you have something else in mind?" I finished, waggling my eyebrows again, partly in jest as I was still a little tender.

"Down, boy!" Mary said with a giggle. "Let's go over to my place and pick up our stuff - Katy, you're going, too. When we get back, while Katy and I put our stuff away - by the way, I just realized I've never seen your closets! How much room do you have, because Katy and I have a LOT of stuff?" Mary interrupted herself to ask.

"Lots of room, so you will have plenty of space to call your own. I have two large walk in closets in here, and I only use one, so the other is completely empty." I answered.

"Oh, good! We really DO have a lot of stuff. Before we leave, I'd like to look at the closet, OK?" Mary asked, and I nodded, as she continued. "OK, where was I? Oh, yes. While Katy and I are putting our stuff away - Katy, your stuff WILL go in your room, not in here - you can start to let your friends and family know, and can get in touch with Val and Mike ... " and she raised her eyebrows in question, wanting to know if she got their names right, and when I nodded again, she continued, " ... and see if they are willing to come back, and if so, when. Maybe after all that, we can find something else to do ... does that sound like a plan, Lover?" she finished with a smile, almost vibrating with excitement.

"Sounds good to me. Let's all get dressed, then, and get this show on the road. I'll put a couple seats down in the big rig to make room for your stuff, and then we'll be off and running. You'll have to tell me how to get to your place, since I've never been there before ... oh, one other question? You're not going to move stuff wearing just your skimpy little sundresses, are you?" I said.

"No way! We have other clothes, silly boy! We'll do a quick change when we get there." Mary giggled at me.

We all jumped up then, and got - ugh! - dressed, the girls quickly slipping their dresses over their heads, and after having me zip them up, slipped on their sandals and were ready to go, waiting mock-impatiently as I finished throwing on my jeans and shirt and shoes. When I was done, I showed them both the  empty closet in my bedroom, which got a "That'll do - for now!" from Mary, and Katy's room, which only had a bed, dresser, table and chair in it. I quickly assured Katy that she could fix it up any way she wanted, and that it would be her 'private space', no uninvited adults allowed, getting her to change from disappointment to smiling again.

After I finished folding down a couple of seats in the Escalade, we were off to their apartment, Mary giving me directions on the way. I was pretty surprised that they didn't live all that far away from me, as we soon arrived. After parking the Escalade in Mary's reserved parking space - she didn't own a car? - we made our way to the apartment, which I was happy to find out was on the ground floor - don't like stairs, especially when moving!

When we got inside, Mary and Katy had me unzip their dresses, with me taking the opportunity to stroke and kiss them as I helped each out of their dresses, and getting a "Not now, you naughty boy!" comment from Mary, and then they quickly threw on simple tops and shorts, with sneakers on their feet. Once they were dressed, Mary had Katy gather their toiletries, and started handing me stuff to take out. 

Boy, Mary wasn't kidding when she told me they had a LOT of stuff! I soon was working up a sweat, as it seemed like I was making a 'bazillion' trips to and from the Escalade, as I carried their stuff out, and I ended up having to put another seat down, as I loaded it up. 'Women!', I thought, as I was going back and forth with a rueful smile on my face, 'Just GOTTA have one of EVERYTHING! Sheesh!' - but, I was smart enough not to complain out loud! I'm not THAT dumb!

After just a couple of hours, we had the Escalade loaded up with their clothes, toiletries, and a few other 'essentials' - most of Katy's stuffed animals, of which I made a mental note to get her another one for her birthday in a couple of months, along with photo albums, and a few books - the kind of things we all have, and just can't live without, and were soon on our way back to my - our - place, where we reversed the process, moving all their stuff in. I was really happy I had decided to install an elevator, as carrying all that stuff up stairs would have been a killer!

After everything was in, and the girls were putting their things away, I quickly went on-line, sending out e-mails to Val and Mike specifically, and also to those family members that lived out of town. I quickly received replies from some of the people I e-mailed, excitedly asking for more details, which I provided - those that I knew, anyway. As I was finishing up, with no response from Val or Mike yet - which I really didn't expect that soon - I heard quiet footsteps approaching from behind me, and soon had a set of arms - Mary - wrapped around me, as I felt her start to nuzzle my neck.

"How's it going, Lover? Katy and I are pretty much finished, and want to take a shower to get the sweat off. Are you about finished, yet?", she softly asked, continuing to nuzzle my neck and slowly working her way up to my ear, taking my earlobe softly between her lips, as she moved her tongue, licking my earlobe, making me shiver from the sensation.

"Mmmmmm ... Honey, that feels good ... please don't stop, yet ..." I softly moaned, adding "I'm pretty much done here for now. Haven't heard back from Val or Mike, yet though ... oh, yeah - I like that!", as Mary slipped her tongue in my ear, beginning to arouse me in the process.

Breathily mouthing my ear, Mary huskily said, "Mmmmm, good ... Katy and I are ready ... anytime you are, my sweet man ... come with me."

Mary turned me in my chair taking my hand in hers, and I noticed that she was totally naked, making me gasp again, as I took in her beautiful, naked body, with her full, firm tits with her nipples standing hard, down to the little pooch of her belly, to her beautiful shaved pussy with her thick pussy lips, already becoming slick with moisture, and on down her sleek legs to her pretty, dainty, bare feet, with her toes still painted with that red, 'Fuck me' color toe nail polish. I groaned as my arousal grew, as I took in her lush body, as she pulled me to my feet, looking at me hotly.

As she was leading me to the bedroom, and then to the shower, as she walked backwards, she was unbuttoning my shirt, finally slipping it off as we entered the bedroom. When we were next to the couch, close to the bathroom door, she slowly knelt in front of me, sliding her hands down my body as she went making me throw back my head, closing my eyes as I felt the pleasure wash over me from her caresses, and then she took off my shoes, as I lifted each foot in turn. 

As Mary was removing my shoes, I felt Katy come up behind me to reach around to my belt, pressing her firm, naked tits into my back, her hot, hard nipples seeming to sear holes in me, as she started to kiss my upper back while undoing my belt. As soon as she had my belt undone, she unbuttoned my pants, and slid my zipper slowly down, pressing her hand against my rapidly stiffening cock. When she got my zipper down, she reached her soft little hand in my pants to softly fondle my cock, and balls.

Then Mary and Katy both grabbed the waist band of my pants, drawing them slowly down my legs, with Katy also sliding her body down my back, rubbing her sweet, firm, tits all the way down to my ass. I lifted each foot in turn, as they pulled my pants completely off, and then took a few moments to caress my lower body, with Katy still rubbing her tits over my ass, and Mary nuzzling and fondling my cock and balls, making me moan from the sensual sensations that were going through my entire being.

Then, as if on some pre-arranged cue, they both stood up, and each taking my hands in one of theirs, escorted me to the shower, and proceeded to wash me, using their bodies to lather me up, their hands in constant motion all over my body as well. When I tried to reciprocate, Mary pushed my hands away with a little shake of her head, whispering that they weren't finished yet, and for me to just enjoy myself.

When they had me all lathered up, they guided me under the soft rain-fall spray of the shower, and again using their hands and bodies, rinsed the soap from my body. As I again made to reach for them, Mary softly placed her hand on my chest, again shaking her head 'No', while reaching for the shampoo. She squirted a little in her hand, and a little in Katy's hand, and then pushing on my shoulders, had me kneel down. 

When I was kneeling, they both started running their hands gently, and oh so sensuously, through my hair, sending chills through me from how good that felt. When they were done, Mary grabbed one of the detachable shower heads, and gently rinsed the shampoo from my hair. After putting the shower head back, she and Katy again took me by the hand, and pulled me back to my feet, pushing me back under the shower head to make sure I was completely rinsed off, running their hands over every inch of my body in the process.

When they finished, Mary leaned in to kiss me briefly, and then moving aside, Katy moved in and also kissed me briefly. When Katy moved aside, Mary handed me the soap saying, "Now it's your turn. I'm first.", as she looked me in the eyes, her eyes smoldering with desire.

I took the soap, and quickly lathered my hands, and began to lovingly, and just as sensuously (I hoped), ran my hands all over her body, washing her, and reveling in the feeling of having my hands on this gorgeous woman's wet, hot, naked body, as she willingly stood there allowing me to do this. As I continued down her body, paying special attention to her very sensitive nipples, Mary was purring and cooing in obvious enjoyment.

I knelt in front of Mary to wash her lower body, taking in the heady aroma of her pussy, as she became more aroused and began to produce her natural lubrication in abundance. I lathered my hands again as I started in on her beautiful legs, as the water spray washed the soap away, and once that was done, I began running my hands up and down her legs, and all around from the front to the back, moving down to her pretty feet. 

As I lifted one foot, Mary placed her hands on my shoulders for balance, and I started in on washing her foot, sliding my hands all around her foot, and my fingers gently between her toes, making Mary moan a little louder. Finished with the one foot, I lifted the other to repeat the process, When I was done, I stood up, and guided her under the shower head, using my hands to make sure all of the soap was rinsed off, with Mary's moans of pleasure getting a little louder.

I pulled Mary from under the shower head, and then reached for the shampoo, pouring some into my hand. I could hardly wait to wash her lush, beautiful red hair! I stood close behind her, and started to run my hands through her hair, relishing the soft silky feel of her hair sliding wetly through my fingers. Once I had her hair all lathered up, I began to lightly massage her scalp, getting soft sighs and coos from Mary in response, as she arched her head under my hands. As I continued massaging her scalp, she reached behind her to my ass, and pulled me tight against her back, grinding her ass against my cock, making me groan, too.

All too soon, I finished washing her hair, and guided her under the shower head to rinse, running my hands all through her hair, and then over every inch of her body to make sure all the soap and shampoo was rinsed away. As I ran my hands through her hair, Mary kept up making her soft sighs, which turned into moans as I moved down her body, again paying special attention to her very sensitive nipples. When I was done, I guided Mary to the side, as she sighed in contentment.

I reached for the soap again and lathered up my hands, as Katy took her place in front of me, a look of anticipated pleasure glowing on her face. As I began to run my hands over Katy's firm little pre-teen body, she let out a loud groan, closing her eyes as she arched her body harder into my hands, apparently already highly aroused. As I went further down her body, paying special attention to her very sensitive nipples, her knees buckled slightly at the sensation, and I had to stop to hold her up.

Katy looked at me through heavy lidded eyes, licking her lips, and nodded for me to proceed, as she got her legs under herself again. To lower her state of arousal just a bit, I lightly tickled her sides and under her arms, getting a lovely little giggle as my reward, as I moved down her sides. Looking at her, I saw that her look had softened somewhat, and I knew that I could proceed without having to worry about catching her again, as she smiled at me, knowing what I did and why.

As I reached her hips, I slowly knelt in front of her, lathering up my hands again, and reaching around behind her to start with her tight little girl ass, began working my way down and around each leg, reaching her feet. I repeated with Katy's feet, what I had done with Mary's feet, making Katy alternate between sighs of pleasure, and little giggles when I would tickle her foot. 

All too soon, again, I was finished, and standing back up, guided Katy under the water spray, using my hands to rinse her off. I only lightly brushed over her nipples this time, wanting to save my special attention for after washing her hair. As I finished rinsing Katy off, I turned to get the shampoo which Mary was handing to me. As I took it from her, I smiled and briefly kissed her as a way of thanking her, and then turned back to Katy.

After pouring some shampoo in my hand, I took my place close behind Katy, and as I started to apply the shampoo, she reached behind me, as Mary had, and grabbing my ass in her hands, pulled me tight against her body and began a slow bump and grind, rubbing her sweet little ass over my now very hard cock, and started to moan as she felt my cock against her ass. As I moved myself to get my cock wedged in the crack of my ass, Katy squealed softly in pleasure when she felt my hot shaft slip in the cleft of her ass, and began to concentrate her hip gyrations, moving in smaller circles.

I marveled at how soft and silky Katy's hair was - softer than her Mother's - as I began running my hands through her lush tresses as I began to wash her hair. I took a little longer washing Katy's hair, just so I could feel her oh so soft, beautiful, long red hair slip and slide through my fingers, relishing the sensual feel. When I finished lathering up her hair, I began massaging her scalp, getting little sighs and coos of enjoyment as my reward.

Once again, all too soon, I was finished. I guided Katy back under the soft spray, and began to rinse her hair of shampoo, running my hands down her body following the soap as it ran down with the water. I moved around her body moving my hands over her, until I was standing in front of her, seeing her eyes closed, and a soft smile on her face. 

When I was in front of her, I began to pay special attention, once again, to her tits and sensitive nipples, wanting to bring her arousal level back up. I plucked at the slippery nubs with my fingers, lightly squeezing them, letting them slip out from between my fingers. Katy began to moan deep in her throat as I did this, and arched her back, pressing her tits harder into my hands. After doing this for a little while, I leaned down and took each nipple between my lips, in turn, lightly nibbling and sucking them, only stopping when I felt Katy begin to tremble.

I again knelt down in front of her, continuing to run my hands down her slick body, inhaling deeply as her sweet musk reached my nostrils. I reached around behind her to start with her tight little girl ass, and as I began to rub my hands over her ass making Katy press her ass back into my hands as she mewled in pleasure, I leaned forward to lightly flick her already protruding clit with my tongue, making her hips jerk forward again. Poor girl! She didn't know which way to move - back towards my hands, or forward to my tongue - and she began to whimper a little. I solved her little problem by pulling her tight against me, as I continued to flick my tongue lightly over her clit.

As Katy began to moan louder and louder from my tongue action, I would occasionally move my tongue lower, swiping across her thick, protruding pussy lips, so I could taste her sweet pussy juices, which she was now making in copious amounts as she became more and more aroused. I only brought her up so far, though, as I wanted to continue this in a dry spot, and standing up - accompanied by a frustrated groan from Katy - I took Mary and Katy by the hand, and guided them out of the shower, turning the water off as we went.

Mary and Katy each grabbed a towel, and with Mary behind me and Katy in front, began to dry my body. As they moved farther down, kneeling as they went, Mary repeated her actions from a previous shower and began to kiss and lick my ass as she dried off my legs, sending wonderful thrills up my spine. Katy spent some time drying off my legs, before turning her full attention to my cock and balls, very gently drying me off. When she had me completely dry, dropping the towel, she reached out to take my shaft in her hand, while slowly lowering her mouth over the head, and began to suckle my cock, as a baby would with a bottle.

As I felt her soft, hot, wet lips close around the head of my cock and then begin to gently suck me, it took everything I had not to thrust my hips forward and bury my cock deep in her mouth, it felt so good! I still lurched a little, though, as I felt her lips on me, and looking down I saw that she was looking up at me, smiling around my cock as she started a slow, shallow head bob, barely taking me into her mouth past the rim of the head of my cock. Then she pulled back just a little, and began to flutter her tongue rapidly on the underside of my cock head, right on the sensitive 'V', sending a new surge of pleasure through me.

Since I didn't want to cum there, knowing that if Katy kept up what she was doing I just might, I reached down to stop her, and drew her to her feet, making Katy pout a little, as she reluctantly let my cock slip wetly out of her mouth. I then turned, moving away from Mary who was still licking and kissing my ass, and pulled her up as well. I grabbed a dry towel, and began drying Mary off, and when I was finished, grabbed another towel, and dried Katy off, leading them to the bed when I was finished.

Chapter 17 

As we neared the bed, Katy and Mary pushed me down in the middle, on my back, while they slid in next to me on either side and began to kiss, lick and caress me all over, as I caressed them in return. As they moved along my body, Katy ended up at my head and straddled my face, while Mary moved to kneel between my legs. As Katy settled into place, I reached up to grab her hips to steady her, as I gently began to pull her pussy to my face.

"Daddy ... please lick me ... lick my pussy for me, please, Daddy? I want to feel your tongue in me ... in my pussy ... and on my clit, Daddy. Please, Daddy?" Katy mewled softly as she lowered herself down onto my face, so I could reach her succulent, sopping wet, little girl pussy, moaning in delight as she felt my tongue make first contact. Meanwhile, Mary had started to lick slowly up and down my cock, and down over my balls, cooing and purring as I felt her velvety tongue caressing me wetly, making me moan in pleasure, which in turn made Katy gasp as she felt the vibrations through my tongue on her wet pussy lips.

Mary continued to slowly lick and nibble at my cock coating it in her saliva, while I licked all over and around Katy's pussy. As I was lapping at Katy's thickly engorged, wet pussy lips, drinking down the sweet pussy juice that was flowing thickly from Katy's hot little hairless pussy getting gasps, sighs, and moans of pleasure from Katy, I felt Mary slip her lips around my cock head, enveloping me in her hot, wet mouth. Mary slowly began pushing her mouth farther down my cock shaft, swirling her tongue languidly across the shaft as she lowered her head, finally reaching the base of my shaft where my cock head nudged the entrance to her throat. 

As Mary began the journey upward on my shaft, she began to softly suck, still slowly moving her tongue on my shaft, while I began to move my tongue between Katy's soft pussy lips licking up and down her wet slit. I could feel her pussy juices flowing down my cheeks as I licked through her slit, from the bottom up to the top. As I reached the top of Katy's wet slit, I flicked my tongue lightly across her protruding clit, getting a gasp of approval from Katy as I did.

As Mary reached the end of my cock, she increased the speed and amount of pressure she was applying with her tongue, beginning to rapidly flick and swirl her tongue at the 'V' at the base of my cock head, and I groaned with the pleasurable sensations I was feeling, as her hot, wet, velvety tongue moved over and around my cock. I began to squirm a little, beginning to push my hips up into Mary's hot, wet mouth as she began to go back down my shaft, again sucking my cock deeply into her mouth.

As Mary began to bob her head up and down my cock, I began to thrust my tongue into Katy's sweet, hot, dripping wet pussy, pushing my tongue in farther and farther. The only sounds we were making were soft sighs, moans and groans, with wet slurping and sucking noises as Mary continued to bob her head up and down my cock, while I was licking and sucking at Katy's lush little pre-teen pussy, as she began to grind her hips on my face as her arousal grew.

As I continued to lick Katy's sweet little girl pussy, although I couldn't see it as her arousal grew more and more, she had grabbed her tits and was kneading them, rubbing her palms over her distended nipples. Then she started to squeeze her nipples between her thumb and forefingers, pulling at them and pinching them, her sighs and moans of pleasure beginning to get louder as her feelings intensified, as I continued lapping at her pussy.

Mary had started to bob her head faster up and down my hard cock now, and was sucking harder as she pulled her head up to the top of my cock. She would occasionally pull her mouth completely of my cock, making a wet slurping sound as she released me, and would lick up and down my shaft to my balls, where she would gently suck my balls into her mouth to lightly swirl her tongue over them. After she released my balls from her hot, wet mouth, she would lick up my shaft to my cock head, and again wrapping her soft lips around me, would start to bob her head up and down my shaft again, making my hips lurch as I felt her wet mouth on me.

Reaching my hands a little higher on Katy's sides I gently pulled her down, changing the angle of her pelvis which brought her clit closer to my mouth. I began to flick my tongue over her engorged, distended clit as her pussy lips slipped over my nose, and as I inhaled deeply, Katy moaned deep in her throat as she felt the air move across her pussy while my tongue was doing it's dance on her pulsing clit. Katy moved her hands to either side of me on the bed for better leverage, and began to hump my face with her very wet, hot, pussy.

Mary continued to bob her head up and down my cock shaft, varying her movements from long deep, slow plunges, to rapid shallow movements, sucking very hard when she did that, and then returning to the deep plunges. Occasionally, as she moved her lips to the base of my cock, she would inhale deeply through her nose, and then would slowly press her mouth down as far as she could, lodging my cock head in the entrance to her throat. As she felt my cock head enter her throat, she would swallow a couple of times, and then would pull back up my cock so she could breath again, and then would repeat this action. Each time she did this, I would have to fight the urge to ram my hips upward, as the intense feelings washed over me.

As Mary was doing this, I began to lightly suck on, and nibble at Katy's fully distended clit, getting louder and longer moans and groans from Katy, as she continued to hump my face with her pussy. As I took Katy's clit into my mouth, I flicked my tongue rapidly back and forth lashing at it, as I sucked her clit with increasing pressure. Every now and then I would clamp my lips firmly around her clit and pull my head back, and then would let her clit slip from my mouth, letting it snap back. Each time I did this, Katy would start a high pitched squeal, changing to a low moan deep in her throat as I sucked her clit back into my mouth.

Just as I started to feel the tingle begin to grow in my balls, as Mary continued to suck my cock, bringing me closer to blowing my load, she pulled her mouth off my cock with a loud, wet slurp, and then grabbed the base of my cock in her hand, squeezing me tightly, effectively cutting off the rising sensations in my cock. When she felt me relax, she released my cock, and moving up my body, straddled my hips.

"Uh-uh, Lover, you can't cum yet!" Mary said as she positioned my cock at the entrance of her pussy and began to lower her pussy over my cock. "As much as I LOVE the taste of your sperm ... and the feel of your hot, hard cock ... as you shoot your sperm deep ... in my hot, wet mouth ... filling it ... until I swallow ... as you shoot more cum ... I want you ... NEED you ... in my hot ... dripping wet ... pussy! I want to feel you ... your HOT ... HARD ... COCK ... in my wet pussy ... filling me ... pumping in me deeply ... until you CUM in me ... in my pussy ... until you fill me full with your CUM!"

Mary and I both groaned from the sensation as she lowered her pussy over my cock until I was fully seated in her hot, wet depths. As she settled completely over me, and our pubic bones met, Mary began a slow grind, rotating her hips in small circles, mashing her engorged clit between us, sighing deeply as the sensations washed through her. After doing this for a few moments, she began slow up and down movements, sliding her pussy over my cock, cooing in pleasure as she moved.

As I felt Mary begin to fuck my cock with her hot, wet clasping pussy, I reached behind Katy to grab her ass cheeks, kneading them and occasionally spreading them apart, as I continued to suck and lick her distended clit, hearing Katy moan loudly from this new sensation. Then I felt both Katy and Mary lean forward, with Mary placing her hands on my chest, as Katy moved her hands farther down my sides on the bed, and soon I heard new, wet smacking sounds. I lifted Katy's hips up a little to see what they were doing, and found that they were engaged in a hot, wet passionate kiss. I smiled at that as I lowered Katy's hips to my mouth, and began thrusting my tongue back into her sopping wet little pussy.

When Mary had leaned forward to place her hands on my chest as she kissed Katy, it gave her better leverage and changed the angle of penetration, and Mary began moving more forward and backward, instead of the up and down motions, increasing the pressure on her distended clit, as she rubbed her pubic bone more and more against mine. Then Mary lifted one hand from my chest, and I heard Katy emit a loud squeal of pleasure. Lifting Katy's hips again, I saw that Mary was now pinching, twisting and pulling at first one of Katy's very sensitive nipples, and then the other.

As I lowered Katy's hips back to my face, lashing her clit hard with my tongue, Katy began to grind her hips faster and faster over my face. I sensed that Katy was getting closer and closer to her orgasm, and sucking her clit back into my mouth, I began to suck it hard, lashing my tongue faster and faster over it. In reaction to what I was doing to her clit, and what Mary was doing to her nipples, Katy began emitting long, low moans, only stopping to inhale, indicating that she was on the verge of erupting.

Mary slowed her movements on my cock to lift her other hand to Katy's tits, as she too sensed that Katy was nearing her orgasm, and with both of her hands on Katy's tits, began pinching her nipples harder, as she twisted and pulled them away from Katy's body, intensifying the sensations coursing through Katy's body. As Katy rose ever higher on the 'orgasm express', her movements above me became more and more erratic, while her moans of pleasure became more hoarse, and started to rise in pitch and loudness.

As Katy was getting closer and closer to exploding I grasped her hips firmly, holding her in place, and began to bite down on her clit, sucking harder and harder as I did, while Mary squeezed Katy's nipples very hard with her fingers, and started to urge Katy on, saying, "Cum, Katy, cum! Let it go, baby and cum for us. Let Mommy and Daddy see you CUM, baby! CUM for Mommy! Cum for Daddy! CUM, BABY! CUM NOW!!!"

With the sensations overwhelming her body from what Mary and I were doing, and the hot words pouring from her Mother urging her on, and the new sensation she felt as I shoved two fingers in her wildly spasming pussy, Katy finally let go, letting her orgasm roar through her heaving, bucking little body, screaming as the intense feelings began.

"OHHHHHHHHH, MOMMMIIIIEEEEE ... DAAADDDDIIIIIEEEEEE ... OOOOHHHHHHHHHHH AAAAHHHHHHHHHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" Katy screamed as she began to violently buck and jerk, as she went over the edge, pulling her clit from my mouth and my fingers from her pussy. I quickly reached up, grabbing her hips to push her away from my face - no sense in getting my nose broken, eh? - as Katy's body began the by now familiar convulsions as her orgasm swept through her, until she started to become rigid as she reached her peak, her scream cutting off.

As Katy reached her peak, her body becoming rigid, I felt several splashes hit my chest, as she began to squirt, bucking her hips in my hands forcefully with each spurt, soaking my chest and stomach with her gushing pussy juices. As she finished ejaculating, Katy started to go limp. Mary quickly reached under Katy's arms, while I held her hips, and as Katy passed the peak of her orgasm, slipping into the wonderful after-glow of her intense climax, we gently moved her off of me, and laid her on the bed, where she curled into the fetal position, a huge smile on her deeply flushed face, as she gasped deeply.

"OK, Lover, it's our turn now!" Mary said with a lustful smile, after we had moved Katy. "Get ready, Baby ... I'm going to fuck the shit out of your HOT, HARD, COCK now, sliding my HOT, WET, PUSSY up ... and down ... hard ... and fast ... ramming myself ... up and down ... until I make you CUM ... spurting your HOT ... THICK ... WET CUM ... DEEP ... inside me ... making ME cum ... and SQUIRT ... ALL ... OVER ... YOUR ... BEAUTIFUL COCK!! Are you ready, Lover?" as she again leaned forward, placing her hands on my chest, lowering her mouth to mine in a hot, wet kiss.

Breaking the kiss I replied, "Yeah, Baby! FUCK me with your hot, tight pussy! Ram it on me ... make me cum DEEP inside you! Fuck me ... HARD AND FAST!"

As I was saying this, Mary began to move her hips on me again, sliding her pussy up and down on my cock, as she began to lick Katy's pussy juices coating my face, moaning as her tongue slurped across my cheeks as she tasted her daughters spend on my face. As she finished, she again planted her lips on mine, shoving her tongue deep in my mouth, and we began to wetly slither our tongues together.

As Mary began to build up speed, plunging her pussy up and down on my cock, I began to thrust my hips up to her, matching her tempo. Mary started to move faster and faster then, until our hips were smacking wetly against each other, causing both of us to grunt with each impact. On the upward pull of her hips, Mary would hiss and then moan as she plunged herself back down, only to grunt again as she bottomed out.

Since I knew it was a little more difficult for me to cum in this position, and as I sensed Mary was beginning to near her orgasm, I decided to change our position, and grabbing Mary's hips firmly, I rolled us over with me on top. 

"OH, YESSSS!!!! YES, LOVER FUCK ME HARD NOW!!!!!!! FUCK THAT HARD COCK IN MY PUSSY, DARLING, AND MAKE ME CUMMMMMM!!!!!!!!" Mary yelled with a whoop as I rolled her over, and began to plunge my cock hard into her wet, clasping pussy.

I reached forward, grabbing her wobbling tits in my hand, beginning to knead them roughly, as I built to a fast, pounding pace, starting to really slam my cock in Mary's pussy, making Mary squeal loudly as I grabbed her tits. I was starting to grunt from the exertion of my powerful thrusts, with sweat now pouring from me, dripping wetly down onto Mary. I got a rush when I saw her dart her tongue out to lick up a few drops that fell on her face, tasting my salty sweat, and smacking her lips, smiling up at me as I fucked her pussy hard.

Mary moved her feet from flat on the bed, to wrap her legs around me crossing her ankles behind my ass, and started to pull me harder against her, increasing the force of my thrusts, mashing her clit between us and emitting little squeaks and squeals each time we smacked together. As I began to feel the familiar tingle in my balls grow as my orgasm began to build, I knew Mary was also getting closer as the flush in her face was rapidly spreading down her chest to her tits, and was deepening in color from a rosy pink to a deep red, and so I increased both the speed and the force of my thrusts into her pussy, and began to squeeze and pull on her very sensitive, and very hard, distended nipples.

As I continued to pound Mary harder and harder, her legs pulls began to become more erratic as the feelings in her body grew more intense, until she couldn't keep her ankles crossed behind me any more. I reached back, letting go of her tits, and hooking my elbows behind her knees, pushed her legs up until they were pressed hard against her chest, changing the angle of penetration, making the head of my cock rub against her G-spot as I plowed deep and hard in and out of her pussy, making Mary groan deeply in her throat each time my cock head passed over this most sensitive of spots in her pussy.

As I continued to fiercely pound my cock in and out of Mary's pussy, I could feel the muscles in her canal flutter and spasm around my shaft more and more, as her G-spot was being stimulated, as well as her clit as my shaft dragged across it pushing it into her pussy as I thrust in, and then pulling it out as I withdrew. I watched as Mary's eyes began to roll up showing more and more white as she got ever closer to exploding, moaning and squealing continuously, only stopping when she inhaled, as my own orgasm was rapidly approaching, and I knew it wouldn't be long until I blasted my load.

"Cum for me Mary! CUM for me! Let me feel your pussy squeeze my cock hard as you cum ... CUM, MARY, CUM!!! CUM NOW!!!!" I shouted at Mary as I felt my balls tighten against my body as my orgasm built higher and higher, as I continued to slam as hard and fast as I could into Mary's now wildly spasming pussy, as she started to go over the edge, wailing loudly as she did.

"OH FUCK ... OHH FUUCCCKKKK MEEEE ... HARDER ... OHH YESSSSSS ... I'MM ... I'MMMM ... OHHHH AHHHH ... FUCK YEEAAAHHHH!!!!!!!!! ... OOOHHHHHHHH AAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEYYYYYYYYYYYEEEEEEEEEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" Mary screamed out as she began to buck and heave as her orgasm exploded deep in her pussy, rolling her eyes up until only the whites of her eyes showed, as her pussy began to rapidly grip and release my cock, which sent me over the edge, too, as I felt the cum boil up from my balls shooting deep into Mary's pussy as I made one final lunge, burying my cock to the hilt as I felt my cum gush into her.

As Mary felt my cum start to blast into her pussy, it drove her to a higher peak, and as her scream cut off she really began to buck and heave under me, as her pussy clamped down hard on my spurting cock, holding me deep in her pussy, her pussy seeming to suck all the cum I could give it from my pulsing cock. As my cock was spurting deep in her pussy, I was grunting with each powerful pulse, and had my eyes squeezed tightly shut, as I grit my teeth from the power of the sensations throbbing through my body.

As Mary reached the absolute peak of her orgasm, her body went completely rigid with her back arched, and her legs wildly trembling in my arms. As I felt her grow rigid, I began to grind my hips hard against hers, mashing her clit between us, which intensified the sensations coursing wildly through Mary's body, triggering her to her own ejaculation, squirting around my cock several times, drenching my entire pubic area with her pulsing jets of hot pussy juice. Although my cock had stopped spurting cum by this time, when Mary started to squirt, this just intensified my own pleasure as I felt the wet splashes hit me, and quickly begin to drip off my ball sack.

As we both started to come down from our orgasmic highs, I released Mary's legs allowing them to fall by my side as Mary became limp, and collapsed forward planting my lips on hers, shoving my tongue deep in her mouth. As I started to kiss her, Mary wrapped me in her arms and legs, and pulled me tight against her body, as she returned the kiss. We slowly moved our mouths together, gently swiping our tongues back and forth as we basked in the after-glow of our love making. My cock was beginning to soften, and as Mary sensed that, she tightened her pussy muscles holding me in.

"Oh, LOVER!!!", Mary spoke breaking our kiss, looking deeply into my eyes with love and satisfaction, "Oh, Baby, I love having your cock in my body ... don't move just yet, please ... I want to feel you a little longer ... Whew, that was intense! I feel so good right now ... holding you in my arms, feeling your body against mine ... hold me, Lover ... just stay here and hold me for a while, please?", and started to kiss me on my face, as she caressed my back softly with her hands.

In answer to her plea, I reached under her - Mary lifting her back for me as I did - and nuzzled her neck and ears, softly sucking and nipping the soft flesh, tasting her salty sweat. 'She tastes so good!', I thought, and I began to softly lick up and down her neck, moving up to her face and across to the other side of her neck, as Mary cooed in delight as she felt my tongue softly caressing her.

"Oooooh, Baby! That's SO nice ... yeah, hold me ... lick me with your beautiful tongue ... oh, Lover I feel so safe and warm ... in your loving arms ... thank you so much for loving me, Darling ... I love you SO much, Baby! I wish these feelings I'm having right now ... ooooooh, yeah, right there ... would go on forever ... oh, Baby that's so nice, yeah." Mary cooed as I continued to hold her, and trail my tongue over her upper body and face.

"I love ... you ... very much ... my Love!" I said in between licks, "Holding you ... in my arms ... is so very ... special to me ... thank YOU ... for loving ME ... for becoming the ... love of my life!"

Then I felt the bed move as Katy finally roused herself, and laid down next to us, draping her arm over my back as she nuzzled her Mother's neck, fitting her face into the crook of Mary's neck. Mary moved her arm as Katy joined us, sliding it under Katy and drawing her close, and turned to kiss the top of Katy's head. Katy never said a word this whole time, and as I looked at her face, I saw that she was fast asleep. I craned my neck, and kissed her on her forehead as I too began to feel drowsy, and knew that sleep was fast approaching. As I made to get off Mary, thinking I was getting too heavy for her, Mary clasped me tightly against her, stopping me from moving.

"Please don't move, Lover. I want to hold you like this longer. If you're worried that you're too heavy, don't. I feel so content right now, my family close to me ... I want to savor this feeling as long as I can, so don't move ... please?" Mary said imploringly, and then yawning as she finished.

Really starting to feel sleepy, and not really wanting to move as I was enjoying the feel of Mary's body pressed to mine, after I too yawned I said, "OK, sweetheart, I won't move, but I'm gonna fall asleep pretty soon. You wore me out - again!" as I smiled at her, and then leaned in to softly kiss her mouth.

Breaking the kiss, Mary smiled up at me and answered, "You go right ahead and go to sleep ... that means a lot to me, you know? It means you feel safe and loved enough by me that you can go to sleep in my arms ... that is SO special to me! So, go ahead, Lover - sleep. I'm not far behind ..." yawning as she trailed off, her eyes closing, with a satisfied smile on her lips as she drifted off to sleep. I kissed her eye lids and then laid my head next to hers, closed my eyes, and was 'gone' - just like that - sound asleep in my Love's wonderful arms, her legs wrapped around mine, my cock still clasped inside her pussy. 

Chapter 18

When I began to wake up Monday morning, my eyes slowly opening, I was slightly surprised to find that I was feeling very refreshed - for once! - and that sometime during the night Mary and I had reversed positions from me laying on top of her to me laying on my back, with Mary partially draped over me, with her upper body on my chest with her had nestled under my chin, and one leg thrown over my groin and upper thighs, and her hand cupping the side of my face. I looked over and saw that Katy was still sound asleep and laying on her side with her back to us.

As my brain began functioning a little more, I could feel Mary's soft, regular breathing as she slept, her soft breasts pillowed on my chest. I didn't move a muscle, not wanting to wake Mary just yet and loving how her body felt against mine, relishing the sensation of having a beautiful woman sleeping peacefully (I thought) in my arms. A woman who had willingly, and without reservation, given me not only her body to enjoy, but her heart as well, and I had given mine. I began to very softly and gently caress her back, hoping that I wouldn't disturb her.

"Mmmmmmm, good morning Lover. That feels nice." Mary quietly whispered, as she raised her head to look at me with a beautiful smile, a look of contentment on her face, and love - for me! - shining in her eyes, as she leaned up to place a very soft, lingering, kiss on my lips, caressing the side of my face. As we kissed, I wrapped her tightly in my arms, as a range of emotions flowed through me - intense love for her, amazement at her love for me, contentment, along with others.

"We have a busy day ahead of us today, Lover, don't we?" she whispered, breaking the kiss, but not making any move from my embrace except to lay her head back on my chest, adding, "I've been awake for a little while, and have been waiting for you to wake up. Want to know how I knew you were awake? I was listening to your heart beat ... when it sped up a little, I knew you were waking up. I like hearing your heart beat, Darling. It makes me feel even closer to you ... makes me love you more ... does that make sense to you?"

"Good morning to you, too!" I whispered back to her, also quietly, neither of us wanting to wake Katy, or break this almost magical spell as we lay in each others embrace. I thought for a moment about what she had asked, finally answering her, "Hmmmm, yes, we do have a busy day ahead of us ... I'm glad you like hearing my heart beat. Want to know why? Because my heart beats for you. It beats harder every time I look at you ... you amaze me, woman! I get a rush each time I even think about you, and Katy, let alone look at you. I'm ... um, well ... still trying to wrap my head around all of this ... I've been in love before, but never like this! I ... feel so ... this is hard to put in the right words, really ... Mary, I guess what I'm trying to say is ... my heart is so full of love for you, that at times it aches, and I have a hard time breathing!", I finished in a rush.

Mary again lifted her head to look me in the eyes, her own eyes watery as tears began to form, but with a large smile on her face, saying "Ohhhh, Lover! That's so beautiful! So romantic! Who says men aren't romantic? I love you with all my heart, and I am so happy right now - more than I've ever been. Kiss me, Lover! Hold me in your arms, and kiss me!", and she leaned up to lower her mouth to mine, as we touched lips again softly at first, becoming more urgent as the emotions welled up in both of us. I don't know how long we kissed, but it was for a good long while, as we transferred and received the intense feelings we felt for each other between us in that kiss.

As we continued to kiss, emotions weren't the only things that were rising, as my cock reacted to the sensation of feeling this beautiful woman's naked body pressed to mine, quickly becoming fully erect. When Mary felt my hard cock pressing against her inner thigh, she slid her body over on top of mine, straddling my legs with hers, and without breaking the kiss, reached down to grasp my cock in her hand, and guided me inside her very wet pussy, both of us sighing into each others mouths as I penetrated her.

When I was embedded in Mary's soft, wet pussy completely, she began to squeeze me with her inner muscles, and we began to gently undulate together, moving as one as my cock slid in and out of her pussy, the walls rippling around my shaft, our passions already enflamed, rising quickly to greater heights as we coupled in the age old dance of lovers. It didn't take either of us long to reach our peaks, as surprisingly enough to me, I felt my balls begin to spasm forcing the cum to rise quickly in my cock, as I began to spurt hot jets of cum deep in Mary's spasming pussy, triggering her own quiet, gentle orgasm, both of us moaning softly into each others mouths. 

We broke the kiss finally as we basked in the after-glow of our very quiet, but very intense orgasms, holding each other in a warm, loving embrace, gazing into each others eyes, not saying a word. I was in total awe of this woman as I tried, but failed (of course) to understand her and the how's and why's of her love for me, gradually allowing myself to simply accept it, discarding all apprehensions and worries. Apparently my thoughts were revealed through my eyes, as Mary gazed deeply at me, as I watched different expressions flit across her face, finally seeing a look of contented understanding on her face that she knew I had reached my final, positive conclusion. Mary sighed deeply, smiling down at me as she lay her head next to mine closing her eyes, embracing me tightly as she kissed lightly across my cheek. 

A short while after Mary and I finished our gentle but very intense love making, I felt Katy begin to stir next to us as she slowly began to wake up, yawning as she rolled on to her back, stretching her arms above her head as her eyes slowly opened. As Katy stirred, Mary lifted her head to look lovingly at her daughter, and reached over to run her hand over Katy's body.

"Morning, Sleepyhead! Are you ready to join the rest of the living, yet?" Mary said quietly, as Katy turned to look at us.

"Mmmmmm ... morning, Mommy ... morning Daddy." Katy said through another yawn, as she stretched again, getting the blood flowing through her limbs again, adding, "You guys made love again, just now, didn't you? I could feel the bed moving ..." as she smiled at us sweetly, grabbing her Mother's hand in both of hers, drawing it up to her lips, softly kissing it.

"Yep, we did ... and it was beautiful and sweet, too! Daddy and I both had our cums ... it was a very special love session, Baby, very special!" Mary replied, smiling down at me as she spoke.

"Hmmmmm ... I'm jealous!" Katy replied with a little pout that quickly turned into a big smile as she continued, "Just kidding! I'm glad you had that special time with Daddy, Mommy ... I really am! It makes me happy knowing that you're so happy, Mommy. I love both of you very much! But ... can I ask a favor?"

"And what would that be, Baby Doll?", I replied as I reached over to Katy taking one of her hands in mine.

"Well ... I'm still a growing girl, you know ... and I need all the nutrients I can get right now, to have a healthy body and all, right?" Katy started saying, as the prettiest shade of pink started to rise in her cheeks, making Mary and I both look at each other with smiles on our faces as we both figured where this was heading.

"Yes, you are still a growing girl and do need all the nutrients you can get." I answered Katy, my smile getting bigger as I added, "So ... why don't you just cut to the chase, girl? You know you can ask anything you want, right? Just spit it out!" as I was beginning to chuckle at her squirming 'discomfort', as Katy began to blush a little more, suddenly shy.

"OK ... well ... can I have my protein early this morning?" Katy asked with her little girl voice, looking at us with her little 'puppy dog' eyes.

Mary and I looked at each other with mirth in our eyes, and as we began to chuckle a little more, Mary said, "I think I know what she's wants, Dear, so let's let her have it." and then Mary rolled off of me, cupping her hand under her pussy as she pulled off of my now soft cock, preventing most of our combined fluids from escaping, and laying on her back with her legs spread wide, gesturing at Katy to come on over.

Katy smiled widely, and licking her lips said, "Oh, GOODY! Thank you Mommy and Daddy!", and quickly lowering her head, began to lick and suck our combined juices noisily off of first my cock, balls and groin area, making me gasp in pleasure as she softly took my flaccid cock into her hot, wet little mouth as she gently suckled me, moving her tongue as she slurped up all of the combined cum, then releasing my cock - which had started to revive, becoming semi-rigid - with a wet slurp, and smacking her lips, making a big production of swallowing what she had gathered in her mouth.

When she finished with me, Katy moved between her Mother's outstretched legs, and gazing up at Mary, slowly lowered her head, tongue extended until she made contact with Mary's wet pussy. Katy began to lick and slurp all around the outer part of Mary's pussy and inner thighs, gradually working her way in to Mary's pussy as she licked up all the juices she could find. As Katy got closer to Mary's pussy, Mary closed her eyes cooing and sighing as she felt the pleasure wash over her from Katy's soft, wet tongue and lips as she licked and sucked. When Katy got to Mary's slit, and plunged her tongue deep in Mary's pussy, Mary hissed loudly, and pushed her hips up to Katy's face.

I watched with mounting arousal, my cock gradually becoming fully erect once again, as Katy began to lick and suck ravenously at her Mother's pussy lips, slurping loudly as she sucked our combined juices from Mary's pussy - which was rapidly beginning to get more aroused, as well. As Katy continued to move her tongue and lips over Mary's wet slit, I saw Mary's belly begin to undulate, and lurching occasionally, as Katy sucked her engorged clit in her mouth, making Mary moan in pleasure.

The action in front of my eyes was getting hotter and hotter, with Katy on her knees with her chest pressed against the bed and her pretty little ass jutting up in the air exposing both her sweet little pink pucker and her now dripping wet pussy to my gaze, as she continued to work her mouth and tongue on her Mother's very wet pussy. My cock was throbbing as I continued to watch, and deciding that fair is fair, moved in behind Katy, and began to run the head of my cock up and down her little girl pussy slit, coating it with Katy's juices which were beginning to flow in earnest now.

"Oooooooooh, yes, Daddy, YESSSS! Please put your hard penis in me, Daddy, and fuck me ... oh, yeah that's good ... fuck me, Daddy, please?" Katy mewled out raising her head briefly from her Mother's pussy as she felt me press in behind her, and then quickly bent her head back to suck and lick Mary some more.

As I heard Katy imploring me, and then the lewd slurping noises as she bent back to the task of licking and sucking her Mother's pussy again, I pressed forward, slowly pushing my cock into Katy's tight, hot, very wet twelve year old, hairless pre-teen pussy until I was buried to the hilt, as Katy moaned wiggling her hips at me, and then gasping as she felt the head of my cock gently nudge her cervix.

I paused briefly to savor the sensation of having my cock buried to the hilt in this little nymphs sopping wet, very hot, tightly grasping pussy. I looked down and marveled at the sight of her thick, very engorged, pussy lips wrapped around the base of my cock, and gasped as I felt her flex her pussy muscles, milking at my cock, seeming to be sucking my cock like her sweet little mouth.

When I felt Katy relax her pussy muscles, I pulled back, leaving just the head of my cock splitting her pussy lips, and then thrust forward again to the hilt, and set up a steady tempo, sliding my cock fully in and out of her sweet, tight little pussy. As I moved, Katy began to moan and coo, transferring pleasant vibrations to Mary's pussy, making her moan louder, as she undulated her hips under Katy's talented tongue.

I kept up the steady pace for a while, thrusting deep into Katy's pussy from behind, but then started to vary my pace and depth, grabbing Katy by the hips so I could pull her onto me. I went from long, full, medium speed thrusts, to rapid, shallow plunges slapping my groin against her, making her ass cheeks jiggle and ripple delightfully with each impact of my hips against her ass. As I changed the pace, Katy squealed deeply into her Mother's pussy, causing Mary to groan deep in her throat and begin to buck her hips a little harder from what she was feeling.

I changed pace again, thrusting slowly all the way in until I bumped into Katy's cervix, making her grunt, and then pulling all the way out, and then forcefully plunging my cock back deeply into her pussy, getting loud moans from Katy as she felt my cock split her pussy lips over and over again as I penetrated her again and again. As I bottomed out, I was pushing Katy's head harder into Mary's pussy, with Katy's nose banging into her clit each time, making Mary moan louder with each impact on her clit.

Again I changed pace, moving steadily in and out of Katy's pussy, moaning myself as I felt her inner walls rippling as my cock moved in and out as I brought Katy higher and higher, reaching for her orgasm, as her upper body began to flush a deeper pink. I could see that Mary was getting closer as well, as she too was becoming flushed a rosy pink color, as she thrashed her head back and forth, her eyes closed in exquisite pleasure, mouth open as she moaned louder and louder.

As I continued to thrust steadily in and out of Katy's tightly clasping little pussy, I reached under her and began stimulating her engorged, protruding clit, running the tips over my fingers rapidly across it. Katy's hips bucked at this new sensation as my fingers made first contact, and she began humping her hips back at me faster as her arousal began to soar to new heights.

As Katy continued to suck and lick at Mary's enflamed pussy and clit, and as I continued to plunge deeply in and out of Katy's hot, sopping wet pussy, and diddle her clit, the only sounds we were making were wet slurping and sucking noises, accompanied by our moans, groans and grunts as we all were nearing our release. I began to increase the speed and force of my thrusts, pushing Katy's face harder and faster into Mary's pussy, and also increased the speed of my finger movements over Katy's thickly protruding clit.

Mary was now constantly moaning, pausing only long enough to breath as she neared her orgasm. The pitch of her moans suddenly changed, making me look up to find out why, and I saw that Katy was now rapidly shoving three fingers in and out of Mary's pussy, the force of which was enhanced by my thrusts into Katy's pussy. From the depth of her flush, and the loudness of her vocalizations, I knew it wouldn't be long until Mary went over the edge, and I decided to see if I could help push her over.

"You like having Katy sucking your pussy and clit, don't you? Feeling your own daughters tongue doing NASTY things to your body is really exciting, isn't it? The fact that it's a forbidden act only makes it hotter, doesn't it? Makes you want to cum, right Mary? Having her finger fuck you at the same time is REALLY HOT, too, isn't it? You're close to cumming right now, right? Cum for me Mary! Show me how hot you are from what your little girl is doing to you ... to your pussy ... and cum, Mary! It's so good, and so NASTY ... makes you NEED to CUM ... DO it, Mary! CUM, Mary. Think about this too ... this should make you CUM ... while you're twelve year old little girl is licking ... and sucking ... and finger fucking your pussy ... a grown man ... an adult ... is FUCKING your twelve year old daughter's hot ... hairless ... dripping wet ... pussy. And loving it! CUM NOW, MARY! CUM! CUM! CUM!"

That did the trick, and Mary screamed out a loud wail as her orgasm exploded through her body. I watched as she began the now familiar bucking and jerking as she went into convulsions, clamping her legs against Katy's head, and then releasing, only to clamp shut again several times, as Katy gamely held on, trying to keep her mouth glued to her Mother's clit, still rapidly shoving her fingers in and out of Mary's spasming pussy, as her juices first poured out in a steady stream, and then gushed out in several rapid squirts splashing into Katy's face as her body went rigid, her back arched in the air completely off the bed as her orgasm washed over her, and then finally collapsing back to the bed.

As Mary began her orgasm, I grabbed Katy's hot, throbbing clit between my fingers and pinched and pulled at her clit, as I pounded into her slickly wet, sucking pussy, making Katy wail into her Mother's pussy, setting Mary off into another orgasm, as I said to Katy, "Cum for me Katy! Cum on my cock! Cum as I pinch your clit ... while I FUCK you ... with my COCK! CUM for me Katy! CUM!"

I guess my timing was good, as just as I finished speaking, Katy began to keen loudly and buck her hips back at me hard, as she too went over the edge, as the sensations I was causing over whelmed her. As her orgasm hit, her pussy began to spasm wildly around my cock, the muscles rippling and gripping and releasing me rapidly, and when Katy began to convulse as she reached her peak, her pussy clamped down tight, pulsing around me, taking me over the edge as well, my cum racing up my shaft, spurting hotly in Katy's pussy.

As my first blast of cum splashed hotly into Katy's spasming pussy, she was pushed even higher in her orgasm, her loud keening being replaced with great heaving gasps as she sucked in a huge lungful of air, wildly bucking and jerking as her convulsions increased in intensity. When I drove my cock all the way in to her pussy, slamming the head of my cock pretty hard against her cervix, the sensation was just too much for Katy, and her body went rigid in my grasp, and I could feel the familiar pulses deep in her pussy as she began to gush her fluids, as I continued to spurt mine.

As her pussy pulsed, I could feel the warm wetness, as her pussy juices squirted out around my cock shaft, splashing hotly against my balls and upper legs, causing my own orgasm to soar to even greater heights, as I held my cock deep in her pussy, with my head thrown back, eyes squeezed tightly shut, groaning loudly through my clenched teeth. When Katy finished her ejaculation, her pussy again clamped down tightly around my shaft holding me deep inside her, and as she passed her peak, becoming limp and falling forward, there was nothing I could do but follow, she had me clamped so tightly.

As Katy and I fell forward on top of Mary, she grunted as the air was forced from her body, but made no attempt to move, instead clasping Katy to her, cooing as she felt our combined weight on her lower body. Although I was still somewhat dazed from my second - already! - orgasm of the day, I tried my best to not put my full weight on Katy, and propped my self up on my elbows. As Katy began to relax in the after-glow of her orgasm, I felt her pussy loosen it's grip on my now rapidly deflating cock. As I felt myself slip out of Katy’s slick pussy, I rolled to the side, as Katy softly whimpered as she felt me slide out.

We all lay there for a while, panting heavily as we tried to catch our breath from our exertions, sweat dripping from all of us. Katy was the first to stir, and I felt her slide over to me, lowering her head between my legs to clean me up yet again, slurping loudly as she sucked our combined fluids from my groin, cock and balls, finally swallowing what she had gathered. At first contact, I lurched a bit, as my cock was still very sensitive, but relaxed as Katy licked and sucked at me very gently until I was cleaned of all our fluids.

When Katy finished with me, Mary reached out and pulled her up until Katy's pussy was in line with Mary's face, and she proceeded to lap and suck our juices from her daughters dripping pussy. As Mary was sucking the juices from Katy's pussy, it made the same slurping noise as if she was sucking soup from a spoon, making all of us giggle at the rude sound. When Mary was done, Katy got off of her Mother, and kneeled on the bed looking at us.

"So ... what's for breakfast?" Katy said with glee in her eyes, and a huge smile on her face, making Mary and I break into gales of laughter until our ribs started to ache as we wheezed and gasped, trying to stop laughing so we could breath! Eventually we began to calm down, our breathing becoming more regular. Whew!

"First things first, young lady!" Mary was finally able to choke out between gasps as she still fought back her giggles, continuing, "We all need to take a shower! We're all sweaty, and we have things to do today ... so ... let's get a move on, shall we? After we shower, THEN we can think about food, OK?"

"OK! LET'S GO! Last one in has to do the dishes!" Katy yelled, and then almost literally flew off the bed, dashing for the shower, as Mary and I looked at each other briefly. Mary was faster than I was, jumping to her feet as I struggled a bit as I got briefly tangled in the sheets. As I finally got to my feet, I heard gales of girlish giggles coming from the bathroom as I heard the shower start.

"No way I'M doing the dishes! Uh-uh! Nope, not me! Better hurry up there, slowpoke! We have things to DO!" Mary laughed at me as I finally joined the two of them, as Katy giggled at her Mother's words. I made a mock-grumpy face as I entered the stall, making both of them laugh harder, and I couldn't keep a straight face, and was soon laughing, too.

"Crap! I HATE doing dishes!" I exclaimed, making my two lovely ladies laugh even harder, and as they moved in to start running their soapy hands over my body, I added "But I LOVE this! I suppose I can do the darn dishes - but only if somebody else cooks!" making Katy and Mary giggle louder still.

Soon their laughter quieted, with the smiles remaining, as they washed my body, sending pleasure chills all through me again as I basked in their attention. After I was pushed under the spray and rinsed, I grabbed the soap, and washed Mary and then Katy, rubbing at this special spot, and tweaking that special spot, getting coos and sighs of delight as I ran my hands over every inch of their beautiful bodies. After getting both of them rinsed, we stepped out and dried each other off quickly and then finished with the rest of our morning wake up routines, food looming ever larger in our minds.

Chapter 19 

When we were finished in the bathroom, Mary and I stripped and remade the bed, handing the soiled sheets to Katy to dump down the laundry chute, and then we quickly made our way downstairs to get breakfast. The girls each took part in fixing a delicious, filling breakfast, and after we all cleaned up the dishes - guess they decided to have mercy on me! - we made our way back upstairs to begin making our calls for the day, setting things in motion for our future.

I went into my office to make my calls and check my e-mail, contacting my attorney first to get him going on the adoption process, and then the judge to call in my favor. After I explained what was going on in my life, and why I wanted to adopt Katy, he said that he would be delighted to expedite his part of the proceedings, promising to coordinate things with my attorney and would get back to me when things would be ready to go ahead.

Then I made the dreaded call to the doctor, making an appointment to get a physical, explaining with as few details as possible why I needed to get in as soon as I could. After listening to what I had to say, he put me on hold to check his appointment calendar, returning to the line shortly. He told me that he had a cancellation, and could see me later today at 3 PM, with the next available date over 2 weeks away, so we made the appointment for today.

Then I checked my e-mail, and saw replies from both Val and Mike, and quickly opened both messages. They both said they could start back today if needed, and would be able to arrive no later than this Thursday, giving me phone numbers and times I could reach them. As I glanced at the clock I saw that it was within the time windows they had both given me, and glad that I had installed a multi-line phone system, I quickly got them both on the line in a conference call, getting Val on the line first.

"OH, BOSS!!!! I'm SO HAPPY for you! Everything worked out the way you wanted?" Val excitedly shouted when she heard my voice.

"It sure did, gorgeous! Sorry to interrupt your debauchery with your husband - by the way, I'm glad THAT worked out for you guys! - but I really need you and Mike back here to help out. It'll only take a few days, and then you'll be free for another two to four weeks, depending on how long we want to take for our honeymoon." I replied.

Laughing low in her throat, Val answered, "Oh, boy did things work out! My hubby's trying to wear me OUT! The big ape can't keep his hands off me, lately! Thanks, Boss! I definitely owe you BIG time for that!"

"Nah, forget about that. I'm glad to help my friends, and am very pleased things are working out. Hang on a sec, and let me get Mike on the line." I answered, as I put Val on hold to call Mike. When I got Mike on the line, I brought Val back, and we made the arrangements for them to fly back, with me putting them on hold while I called the airlines to get the tickets ordered up. When I was finished with that, I got Val and Mike back on line, and gave them the departure times, and let them know that they'd arrive back here on Wednesday. We chatted for a few minutes longer, getting congratulations from both, and then we ended the conversation.

Meanwhile, both Mary and Katy were also busy making calls to their friends, occasionally popping in to the office to ask a question or two, dashing off then to continue their call. Mary also called her apartment management to give them verbal notice of her intent to vacate her unit, promising a formal written notice would be delivered within the next couple of days.

We all took a brief break to confer with each other, trading what information we had, and went back to making more calls. The first call I made after Mary told me she gave notice, was to the moving company I had contracted when I first acquired this property and moved the previous tenants. Since I used them twice to move everybody back then, making them a nice profit, they were more than happy to rearrange their schedule, and we set an appointment for Wednesday, which was turning into a rather busy day this week! I tried to make it for another day, but they begged off saying they were bumping a couple of other customers to make room for me, so I let it go, thanking them for what they were doing.

Mary wasn't exactly thrilled when she heard what day the movers would be there as she wanted to go with me to the airport, but after I explained the situation and said she could drive any car she wanted, she reluctantly agreed to meet the movers, picking the Shelby Mustang to use, grinning at the prospect of driving the hot rod, as she called it - well, it is a hot rod! I had to smile at her excitement of wheeling around in the 'Stang, since I liked to take it out, too! Then, I could almost see the wheels turning in Mary's head, as she got a thoughtful look on her face.

"What, Babe? Something wrong?" I asked.

"No ... nothing's wrong. I’m just wondering what we're going to do with Katy? I don't want to leave her here alone, but I'm not sure I want to take her with me, either. I don't want to have to direct a moving crew - which I've only done a couple of times - and have to worry about her getting underfoot. What are we going to do?" Mary asked a little pensively.

"No problem! She can go with me. I'd be delighted to take her, and I know that Val and Mike will be thrilled to meet her. They are both looking forward very much to meeting the woman - women! - who corralled me, and will be getting me out of my bachelor life. They'll just have to wait to meet you until a little later, is all. Is that OK with you? We can also ask Katy, too, you know, to find out what she wants to do." I answered, giving her what I perceived to be the logical choice.

"Wait right here - I'll go get her." Mary said starting to get up, stopping when I motioned for her to stay seated.

"No need. Something I didn't mention is that I have a PA system here, too, that reaches every room in the place. I'll just use that." I explained, as I reached for the mike, calling out to Katy to ask her to come to the office. In just a few minutes, she arrived, her eyes big with surprise.

"WOW! That's COOL!" Katy exclaimed breathlessly, her surprised delight evident in her face.

"Yep, pretty cool, huh?" I said grinning at Katy, and then continued, "Katy, we have a slight problem here, and need your help solving it. I made arrangements for Val and Mike to fly back home, and they'll arrive early Wednesday afternoon. I also made arrangements for the movers to get your furniture and bring it here for early Wednesday afternoon. I'll be going to the airport to pick up Val and Mike, while Mommy goes to the apartment to meet the movers. With me so far?" I asked, and when she nodded, continued, "The slight problem we have is, what do we do with you? Neither of us want to leave you here by yourself, so that means you either have to go with your Mom, or with me, and I think we would both feel better if you didn't go to the apartment, but wanted to ask you what you wanted to do. So, what do you think?"

Katy sat for a moment, looking back and forth from her Mother to me thinking about this new development. She turned to Mary after a couple of minutes, asking "You don't want me at the apartment, 'cause you think I'll be in the way?", and paused as Mary nodded her head 'yes', adding, "Is it OK with you if I go with Daddy to the airport, then?", pausing again, as Mary nodded again. Katy then turned to me and asked, "Do you want me to go to the airport with you, Daddy? I would kinda like to go, so I can meet Val and Mike. Can I, Daddy? Mommy? Please?"

Mary and I both let out the breath's we had been holding - that we didn't realize we were - in relief, not knowing for sure how Katy would feel or react, at hearing her ask to go with me.

"Katy sweetie. Daddy would love to have you go with him, wouldn't you Honey?" Mary said, and as Katy looked at me I nodded my head 'yes', and then Mary continued, "And I don't think it would be a hot idea having you at the apartment while the movers are there. Not so much you being underfoot, but more with the idea that neither of us wants you to get hurt in some way, OK? Under other circumstances, you would be with me, but not this time, sweetie. It'll only be for a few hours anyway, OK?"

"YIPPEE!!!!!!! I get to go with Daddy!" Katy squealed, jumping up to hug her Mother, and then dashing to me, giving both of us her 'Katy-Bear' hugs, and then dashing out, yelling over her shoulder as she left that she HAD to tell some of her friends, making Mary and I bust up laughing at her child like excitement, and exuberance at such a, to us anyway, mundane thing.

After Katy dashed off, Mary stood up and moved toward me, and then sat on my lap, wrapping her arms around my neck, smiling down at me, and said, "Well that was certainly easy, wasn't it, Daddy-Bear? That's my new name for you - Daddy-Bear! Like it? Let's smooch for a while, OK?"

As I wrapped my arms around her hips, and looked up at her with a smile on my face, I said, "Daddy-Bear? Yeah, I like that, as long as I can call you Mommy-Bear! And, yeah, let's smooch!" As Mary lowered her lips to mine, she was giggling at me calling her 'Mommy-Bear', saying just before our lips met, "I like that! You can call me Mommy-Bear anytime you like, Daddy-Bear!", and then we met in a soft, lingering, loving kiss.

Then, the damn phone rang, startling us both, making us jump and start laughing. Mary tried to grab my hand as I reached for the phone, mewling at me as I picked it up to answer it. When I did, I heard my attorney on the line, apologizing for causing any inconvenience, and saying he had a very important question he needed to ask, which was whether we had set a date to get married yet? I asked him to hang on a sec, and muted the phone to ask Mary.

"Mommy-Bear, when do you want to get married? The attorney is on the line asking, and more than likely it's about the adoption process, so ... what day?" I asked.

"Holy COW! I have no real idea yet! I have to order my dress, make arrangements, do other things, I don't know ...", she started to exclaim excitedly, stopping when I placed my hand over her lips.

"Shhhh! Don't get so excited, silly! Help is on the way! Val has already informed me that she will be delighted to take care of the details, with your input, so you don't have to worry about anything except showing up for the dress fitting, and then the church. And, one of the things I spoke about to the judge, was to ask him to see if he couldn't arrange to get us in (and I named a large church in town) this Saturday, and I'm just waiting to hear back from him - which is why I didn't mention this before - which will be enough time to get everything ready. I guarantee it, OK? Is this Saturday acceptable to you, my Love?" 

Mary's eyes teared up, and as the first drop started to roll down her face, she buried her head in the crook of my neck, and between happy sobs, whispered out a couple of teary 'Yeses!', as she held me tightly.

I un-muted the phone, and told the attorney the day, getting a whistle of surprise in response from him, and then he promised to get the adoption papers finalized before we went on our honeymoon, and to coordinate with the judge. I thanked him, and hung up. Just as I was setting the phone down, the damn thing rang again, making Mary jump again, and this time it was the judge, telling me that everything was set up with the church, and all we had to do was meet the pastor to finalize the details. After we hung up, I told Mary, making her cling to me even tighter, as she sniffled a little longer.

As we were sitting there, I made a couple more calls, one to a bridal shop to make arrangements for Mary and Katy to go there while I saw the doc, to get things going with the dresses, and the other to a high priced restaurant in town owned by an acquaintance of mine, to arrange for the reception. They weren't able to hold it there, but agreed to cater it, and I made a snap decision to hold the reception here, as there was plenty of room for all of the guests, and we agreed on a time for them to arrive to do the prep work. I'd have Mike meet them to let them in, right after the ceremony, as all the food would be ready, just needing to be set out.

After making my calls, I cuddled with Mary for a little while, each of us giving the other light little kisses in various places, finally kissing mouth to mouth, slowly working our tongues back and forth, as our hands roamed, caressing each other. We finally broke off, with Mary getting to her feet, as we had more calls to make, not to mention letting Katy in on the plans, too! I winced a little when Mary stood up, as the blood started to flow freely in my legs again, as I felt the pins and needles burning in my thighs. When Mary saw my expression, she dropped to her knees, and began to rub my thighs, helping to get the circulation going again, stopping when I nodded at her smiling. She then left the room to make her calls, while I finished calling my friends and family.

Looking up after I finished on the phone, I saw that it was time to go to see the doc, and went to get dressed to make my appointment. I got a big hug from both Katy-Bear and Mommy-Bear - Katy giggling when she heard Mary and I use our new nicknames for each other, saying we were silly - as I let them know where I was going, as I prepared to leave. To make an long story a tad shorter, the doc told me that I had high blood pressure, and needed to exercise more, and after giving me a prescription, I left, got it filled, and returned home, knowing I was going to get grilled, and possibly scolded too, when I reported the results. As I went to see the doc, the girls went to the bridal shop, and as they told me later, found two beautiful dresses right away that fit perfectly, and snapped them up, ordering dresses for the brides maids at the same time, which would be ready in time.

Chapter 20

Well, gosh, the doctor's appointment was such fun - NOT! He poked and prodded me here, there, and everywhere, seeming to take perverse pleasure when had me bend over and cough as he checked my prostrate. He had some blood drawn for testing, and then, just as everything seemed to be going OK, he took my blood pressure. When he got the results, he laid into me for not coming to see him sooner, as it was pretty high. After scolding me to change my diet, and giving me an exercise regimen to start in on, he filled out a prescription, telling me to come back and see him in two weeks. I made my promises, and after getting dressed, made another appointment, and then went to the drug store, and then back home.

When I got upstairs, I found Mary and Katy waiting, bubbling over with excitement over our future plans as well as from their own foray out and about. Unfortunately, I wasn't able to share in their excitement to the same degree - although I was very pleased for them - and I knew the questioning was about to begin.

"Lover? What's wrong? Here we are, all excited, and there you are looking down in the dumps. What is it?" Mary asked anxiously.

"The doc says I have high blood pressure, and gave me a prescription. I'm going back to see him in two weeks ..." I quietly murmured.

"WHAT?" Mary fairly shouted, "Are you OK? What does this mean? What do you have to do?”, she asked, among other questions fired off at a rapid pace, until I put my hand up to stop her.

"Mary, Honey, please! Calm down, calm down. It means that I have to take medicine every day, possibly for the rest of my life, and that I have to start exercising. Doc says that if I do that, I can lead as near a normal life as if I didn't have high blood pressure, with the caveat that if I don't, I'll suffer dire consequences, up to having a stroke or cardiac arrest. Other than that, as long as I don't put too much stress on myself, I'll be OK, and I can pretty much do as before ... well, except for exercising, anyway." I explained as calmly as I could, seeing the fear and concern in both of their faces, as they came to me to wrap me in an embrace.

"Well, buster ... all I can say is you BETTER do what the doctor ordered, or you'll be in bigger trouble with ME than him. Got that?" Mary said, somewhat sternly as she looked me in the eye, and when I nodded 'yes', she added, "So ... now we know what happened the other day. Have you taken your pill yet?"

"Not yet. I just got home, for Pete’s sake! I wanted to tell you first." I answered.

Mary turned to Katy saying, "Katy, go get Daddy some water, please. I want to watch him take his medicine."

"OK, Mommy. I'll be right back." Katy said with just a hint of a tremor of concern in her voice as she darted out to go get me some water. When she returned, I dutifully read the prescription - out loud, for their benefit - and getting out the proper dose, swallowed them down, with Mary watching to make sure I did.

"Daddy-Bear, we have too much invested in each other to lose everything, so I'm going to set up a schedule for you to take your medicine every day, on time. What you're going to do is make SURE you DO take it, OK? Just to make sure, I'll be handing out your pills. Both Katy and I love you very much, and want you to get well. We don't want to lose you. As far as your exercise regimen, if it will make it easier for you to stick with it, Katy and I will exercise with you, OK?" Mary stated in a semi-scolding way, taking some of the minor sting out of her words by kissing me deeply.

"OK, Mommy-Bear, I promise to be a good boy and take my medicine on time, and start exercising. I'll begin that part tomorrow morning, too, OK?" I answered with as cheery a smile I could muster as we broke off the kiss, and added, "I have a couple of computer programs we can use to set up the schedule, if you want to do that."

"Marvelous! Just point me in the right direction, and I'll get going on that right now." Mary replied. I took Mary to the computer, and got her set up, showing her how to use the programs, and after just a short time, she was using them better than I could! Once again, I was amazed by this awesome woman! I went back to the sitting area of my bedroom where we had left Katy, and seeing that she was looking a little glum, sat down next to her and wrapped her in my arms, kissing her on the top of her head.

"Daddy ... I'm a little scared. Are you really going to be all right? Does this mean we can't love each other any more? I hope not, 'cause I like it when you love me, Daddy ... do we have to stop, Daddy?" Katy said, sniffling a little as she nestled her head against my chest.

"Oh no, not at all sweetie! We don't have to stop ... maybe not have sex quite as often ... but, no Honey, we don't have to stop. While we're on this subject, I want you to know that if we ever did have to stop, I'd still love my beautiful little Katy-Bear just as much! Sweetie, please believe me when I say this - I love you so VERY much! My heart is filled with an almost overwhelming joy when I just look at you, OK? If, and this is a BIG IF, we ever had to stop making love, I would STILL love you! Do you understand that, sweetheart? The sex part is NOT why I love you. Who you are is the reason why. You're smart, loving and caring, unselfish, not to mention really, really, REALLY beautiful from the top of your head to your pretty little toes ... I'm very happy that you are a part - a large part - of my life, and I'll be even more happy when I'll be your real Daddy. Don't get me wrong - I love loving you in our special way very much, but that's not the really important thing that makes me love you, OK, sweetie?" I said quietly, as I held Katy in my arms, gently rocking as I tried to reassure her.

I felt Katy beginning to tremble a little, and then she pulled back to look me in the eyes, and I could see that tears had formed as she asked, "Do you really mean that, Daddy? Do you really think I'm beautiful, and you love me for being ME?" as Katy stared deeply in my eyes, searching for truth behind my words.

"I love you with all my heart, baby doll ... with all my heart. I will do everything I can for you that I have the power to do because I love you so much. You and your Mom have brought me so much joy and ... well ... peace to my soul, I guess, and I promise you that I will do whatever it takes to be around for as long as I possibly can. I want to watch you grow up, Honey, and see you graduate from school. I want to be there for you, to give you away to whatever young man wins your heart and marries you when you're older. I want to be able to hold my little grandchildren, when you start to have babies, making a family of your own ... I want all of these things very much ... to be able to share all of these future events in your life with you, and be there for you when you need me." I said softly, choking up a little as I became emotional, gazing into this wondrous child's beautiful eyes, as I tried to make her understand the truth of my words. I guess I was successful, as Katy threw herself tightly to me, holding me in another of her 'Katy-Bear' hugs, tears flowing down her face.

"OH, DADDY, Daddy, Daddy ... you DO mean it! You really DO love me! I KNEW it! Oh, thank you, Daddy, thank you! Oh ... Daddy ... Daddy ... Daddy ..." Katy cried softly, as I held her tightly in my arms feeling her tears wet my chest though my shirt, shushing her, and softly caressing her, trying to comfort her. Soon enough, her tears stopped, her fierce grip relaxing a little, but not letting me go. I looked up and saw Mary leaning against the door frame, arms crossed, tears streaming down her face as she smiled at me in that special way of hers. When I looked up, she came and sat down next to me, leaning her head in to kiss me on the cheek, as she wrapped both Katy and me in her arms.

"That was so beautiful, Lover. I heard every word you said ... and the truth in your words as you expressed your love to Katy. It was so beautiful, Darling, that it sent chills up my spine! I'm so proud that YOU will be MY husband ... that I'll be the wife of such a worthy, gentle man ... and that my daughter will have such a man as her father. I'm so very, very happy right now ... thank you, Lover, for being who you are ... and for truly loving us as much as you do ... mmmmmmm, yes, I am one fortunate girl ... and that's a fact!" Mary quietly whispered in my ear between kisses to the side of my face, ear and neck, as she ran her hand softly through my hair, and her other hand gently over Katy's shoulders.

I turned to look at Mary, my own tears falling slowly done my face, and as I gazed deeply in her eyes, I realized that I was the one who was really fortunate. I had gone from being very lonely with no one special in my life, to having two beautiful women to love - which I did with an intensity that almost hurt! - who in turn, loved me ... ME! I was having another one of those moments where I was having kind of a hard time wrapping my mind around all of this, hardly believing this much GOOD had, seemingly, just fallen in my lap out of the sky! I shuddered at what I would have missed out on, if I hadn't picked up that paper that one day on a whim, and seen that ad!

We stayed on the couch for a long time, cuddling each other as our emotions ran their course. Leave it to a child to change the atmosphere, though! Katy struggled out of my embrace, shoving back to look at Mary and I, getting our attention.

"Hey! When's dinner? I'm starved!!!" Katy exclaimed, breaking the earlier mood by making Mary and I crack up, and then added, "Daddy! What's for dinner? When are we going to eat? I'm a growing girl and I'm hungry! Can we get something to eat, like now, PLEASE?"

"Yeah, Daddy-Bear! I'm hungry, too!" Mary chimed in, gently poking me in the ribs, continuing with, "Let's go out to eat ... no, wait! I know! There's a really nice little place with a really healthy menu - don't worry, it'll taste great! - and they deliver. You two wait right here - I'll be right back after I order us something you'll both enjoy!", and with that Mary dashed out of the room to go place the food order.

When Mary returned, she announced, "Dinner will be here in about 30 minutes.", as she settled back on the couch next to me, wearing a big grin on her face. I looked at Katy, and saw that she was grinning widely, too!

"So ... what's for dinner? You said healthy food? You sure it's going to be even remotely edible, and I won't gag on it?" I asked, causing Mary and Katy to break out in peals of amused laughter.

"You'll just have to wait and see, 'cause I'm not gonna tell ya. Katy knows what I ordered, don't you sweetie? Tell Daddy-Bear that it'll taste good - but don't tell him what it is, OK?" Mary answered, with a distinct 'cat ate the canary' look on her face, as she tried to stifle more giggles, as she saw the look of utter dread on my face.

"Oh, Daddy! Don't worry! You'll like it! You'll see - promise!" Katy stated with ill-concealed mirth in her voice, her eyes twinkling with barely suppressed glee. I just resigned myself to my fate, deciding to see what it was that these two expected me to pass though my lips. Healthy food? I wasn't too sure about this, and that's a fact.

We spent the time waiting for 'dinner' to arrive cuddling on the couch, with the girls occasionally breaking out in giggle fits as I contemplated my 'impending doom', as we gently caressed and lightly smooched each other, with nothing being overtly sexual, just enjoying being close to each other. Soon enough, the intercom buzzed, and Mary jumped up, told the delivery person she would be down, and went to get the food. When she came back, I was pleasantly surprised at the rich aroma that was coming from our dinner, and I started to salivate, realizing that I was really hungry too. I won't bore you with the details, but suffice to say, it really did taste good - even though I didn't know what everything was that I was eating - and made a mental note to be sure to inform Val about my new dietary needs, and to get the info on this place from Mary.

After dinner, we all cuddled with each other and watched a little TV. Mary leaned in close after a while to whisper in my ear, bringing a rush of excitement over me.

"Hey, Lover ... why don't you get that movie out and put it on ... you know, the one with the couple and little girl? I just KNOW that Katy would LOVE to watch that ... IF you're up to it, that is! I'd like to see it, too ... I'm getting horny again, Baby ... it's been a while, and I need to relieve my little 'itch'. Wouldn't you like to watch that movie, and ... watch Katy watch it? I just know she'll get really HOT ... making her pussy ... wet ... and ready ... for a nice ... hard ... cock ... for your cock! You'd like that, wouldn't you? Hmmmmm? Yeah ... I can already tell you do ... I see your cock getting ... hard ... ready ... needing ... to be in a ... hot ... wet ... pussy ... until you cum! Would you, please, Darling? For me? For Katy?"

Holy shit! Mary's words, and the little tongue flicks on and in my ear, had me hard as a rock in no time. Then she turned up the heat another notch by grabbing my face in her hands and kissing me deeply, shoving her tongue hotly in my mouth, as she pressed her tits in my chest, rubbing them lewdly against me, her nipples two hard points tracing lines of fire across my body.

I broke the kiss, and standing to my feet said, "Movie time! Everybody has to get naked!" bringing excited yelps from both Mary and Katy as I went to go get the movie, stripping my clothes off as I went.

When I returned a few moments later, Mary was buck assed naked, sitting on the couch with her hand already busy in her crotch rubbing her clit and over the outside of her pussy lips. Katy, on the other hand, was still in her clothes, surprising me a bit. I quickly put the movie in the VCR, and grabbing the remote, sat back down between the girls, looking at Katy.

"Sweetie, how come you're still dressed?" I asked Katy.

"Because I want my Daddy to undress me." Katy answered with her 'little girls' voice, and then she asked, "Will you take my clothes off for me, so I can be naked with you and Mommy, please Daddy?"

Grinning at her, instead of saying anything, I simply grabbed the bottom of her little top and started to pull it up. As I did, Katy put her arms up in the air to make it easier to get her top off, and as I pulled it off revealing her beautiful, luscious tits, I gasped again at their shape and firmness, with her nipples getting hard before my eyes. When I had her top off, I flung it to the floor and reached for her feet, taking off her sneakers, caressing her feet a little as I did. Then I slowly ran my hands up the outside of her legs to the waistband of her cute little shorts, sliding my fingers between the fabric and her lovely little belly, making Katy suck in her breath and giggle a little at the sensation.

I quickly unbuttoned her shorts, and slowly pulled the zipper down, pressing my hand against her mound as I went, getting a sexy little sigh from Katy. As the zipper progressed downward, I could see that Katy wasn't wearing panties, and as I pulled the zipper down, I could begin to get a whiff of little girl pussy, raising my own arousal level. When I got the zipper all the way down, I grabbed the waistband and began to slowly inch her shorts down. As I got her shorts past her hips, Katy lifted her butt as I continued to pull them down, over her sweet little ass, down her legs and finally off her feet, tossing them on the floor to join her top.

Katy lay there, one arm across her tits, and one hand covering her pussy with her legs held tightly together, a coy look on her face, and said, "Do you want to see my tits, Daddy? Or, do you want me to move my hand so you can see my little pussy, hmmmmm, Daddy? Or, do you want to see both? I like it when you look at ... and touch ... my tits ... and especially my ... pussy, Daddy ... do you want to see?", making me groan in anticipation.

"Oh, yes, baby doll! Daddy wants to see your tits AND your pretty little pussy. Would you please let me see?" I replied. Katy then slowly moved her hands out of the way, and spread her legs, revealing her succulent tits, and sweet, wet, little hairless pussy. As she was doing this, Mary leaned against my back to look over my shoulder, and we moaned in unison as Katy's charms were presented to our hungry gazes.

"Daddy? What are we going to watch? Is it something dirty and nasty, with lots of fucking and sucking, Daddy? I like those kinds of movies!" Katy asked, her growing arousal evident in her voice.

"Just sit back and watch, sweetie. You'll see just how dirty and nasty this movie is!", I replied as I reached for the remote. Then I paused for a moment, remembering the bedroom scene, and added, "Sweetie, before I start the movie, why don't you and I switch places so you're in the middle?"

Katy looked at me for a moment asking, "But Daddy, don't you want to be between Mommy and me? Why do you want to move?"

"You'll find out, baby doll, when you watch the movie ... can we switch, please?" I answered with a little grin, with Mary also grinning, having figured out what I was up to.

"Well, OK, I guess Daddy ..." Katy said a little dubiously, but bowing to my request, we switched places. As soon as we were settled, I started the movie, and then leaned over to kiss Katy on the cheek, whispering a 'thank you' as I did.

Chapter 21

The movie started, with the very familiar scene - to me - of the couple on the couch locked in a hot embrace, and then quickly shedding their clothes appeared, getting a quiet little gasp of excitement from Katy, which soon turned into a coo of pleasure as the man started to lick the woman's tits, while she fondled his large cock.

"Oooooooooooh, Daddy! He has a BIG cock! Is he going to be able to fuck her, Daddy? Isn't he too big?" Katy exclaimed wide eyed.

"Yes, he will, baby doll ... a woman's pussy will stretch, I mean after all, that's where babies come from, right? Just keep watching." I answered.

As the man moved down to start eating the woman's pussy, Katy sucked in a breath, and apparently still thinking about the man's size, reached over to grasp mine, and stated, "Daddy, I think he's TOO big ... I LIKE the size of your cock! It's not too big, and not too small. Just the RIGHT size!" 

"Why, thank you, Katy-Bear!" I replied. I think you can imagine how that made me feel! 

Then as the scene moved to include the little girl partially shown, while the man was eating the woman's pussy, Katy gasped in delighted surprise.

"Oh! There's a little girl! What's going to happen now, Daddy?" Katy asked.

"Just keep watching - you'll see." I replied, as Mary and I both chuckled at Katy's reactions.

As we watched, the scene showed more of the little girl, masturbating as she watched the couple in action, with the couple switching places so the woman could suck the man's cock. As the woman gives the man a blow job, the little girl's bald little pussy is revealed, making Katy gasp in surprise. I also heard Mary moan quietly, and looking over I saw she had her eyes fixed intently on the screen.

"Daddy! She has NO hair on her pussy, just like Mommy and me! How old is she, anyway? She looks really young ... is she MY age?" Katy asked, turning to look at me with wide eyes, glittering in surprised excitement.

"Yep, just like you and Mommy, and I think she's about your age, too. Now watch what happens - I think you'll like this next part!" I replied, enjoying Katy's reaction at what she was seeing.

The couple were now fucking, getting a gasp from Katy as she watched the man's large cock slide easily into the woman's pussy, while the little girl was now furiously masturbating, and beginning to make louder noises as she pleasured herself watching the action on the couch. As the scene was unfolding, I looked at both Mary and Katy, and saw that they were both softly rubbing the outside of their pussy's. Katy was still holding my cock, and was now starting to rub her hand up and down, almost absent-mindedly, her attention riveted to the screen.

When the little girl makes too much noise, and attracts the woman's attention, Katy gripped my cock a little harder.

"Uh-oh ... is she in trouble now, Daddy?" Katy asked me, looking up at me again.

Sounding like a broken record, I repeated, "Just keep watching, sweetie." smiling down at Katy.

As the little girl begins to cry at being discovered, and the woman goes to comfort her, Mary begins to mimic the woman's actions. As the woman puts her arm around the little girl and pulls her to her breast, Mary does the same with Katy but in a way that Katy can still see the screen. As the woman starts to feel up the little girl, Mary also starts to feel up Katy, getting a sigh of approval from Katy. Then when the little girl begins to suck the woman's nipple, Katy turned to start sucking Mary's nipple, picking up the idea of what we were going to do.

As the man gets up to go over to the women in the movie, I also got up and positioned myself so as to not block Mary and Katy's view of the screen. As I got in position, Mary reached out and began to softly stroke my cock, repeating the action on the screen. Then when the little girl reaches out to grasp and then stroke the man's cock in the movie, Mary removed her hand from me, with Katy then taking my cock in her hand, moaning quietly as Mary continues to stroke her little pussy.

"Ohhhh, yesssssss!" Katy exclaimed, watching as the woman pushed the little girl's face to the man's slimy cock, beginning to suck it. Katy watched the little girl as she took more and more of the man's cock into her mouth for a moment, and then when Mary applied gentle pressure to the back of Katy's head, she eagerly sucked the end of my cock into her hot, wet mouth, making me gasp in pleasure as I felt her lips encircle the head of my cock while she began swirling her tongue, lapping at the head.

"Oh, goody! I LOVE sucking your cock, Daddy!" Katy said, pulling her mouth off with a little slurp, and then quickly sucking me back in her mouth, her eyes glued to the action on the screen, and then adding, "Your fingers feel good in my pussy, too, Mommy! Don't stop, please."

Katy's eyes bugged out when she saw the man cum in the little girl's mouth, and moaned around my cock shaft sending delightful vibrations through me. Although what Katy was doing to me as she sucked on my cock felt great, I was nowhere near ready to cum yet, holding back to dump my semen elsewhere. After the little girl pulled off of the man, Mary urged Katy to also pull off of me, and then Mary sucked my cock into her mouth and locked her eyes on mine, as she smiled around my shaft. After a few sucks and slurps on my cock, Mary pulled off and kissed Katy, imitating what was happening in the movie.

"Oh, Daddy, that was really hot! This is fun, doing what they are doing ... I LOVE sucking your cock, Daddy, but ... you didn't cum like the man did ..." Katy remarked as I paused the movie, adding, "Didn't it feel good to you, Daddy?"

"It sure did feel good, sweetie. You're a great little cock sucker, and I really do love cumming in your hot, sweet little mouth! But there's more to the movie, and I'm saving my cum for later, is all." I replied, with Katy smiling at my compliment at her cock sucking skills and getting excited at the prospect of seeing more action.

"There's more, Daddy? Cool! What are they going to do next, Daddy?" Katy asked.

"You'll see in a bit, little one, but first, why don't we all move to the bed? Katy, you get in the middle, OK?" I answered. We got up off the couch and made our way to the bed, with Katy in the middle and Mary and I on either side of her, propping ourselves up against the headboard. Once we were all settled in, I started the movie again, and we watched as the three in the movie made their way to the bedroom. As the movie started back up, when Katy's attention was again riveted to the screen, out of the corner of my eye I saw Mary quickly reach in the drawer and get the lube out, setting it aside, as she watched to see if Katy noticed - which she didn't. I caught Mary's eye, and we both smiled at what we knew was coming up.

When the trio were situated on the bed, and the couple began to kiss and caress the little girl, Mary and I went into action as well, acting out what was happening on the screen. After caressing and kissing Katy around her face and shoulders for a bit, as she watched what was happening to the little girl, as the man began fondling and kissing the little girl's tits and sucking on her nipples, I followed suit, as Mary started to move down Katy's body.

"Katy, sweetie ... sit up a little more, and spread your legs a bit wider, please?” Mary asked, as she moved in between Katy's legs. When Katy had readjusted her position, Mary began to softly stroke the outside of Katy's pussy, pausing to ask, "Can you still see the TV, Baby? Do you want me to move?"

"I can see fine, Mommy ... please keep doing what you started. It feels sooooo nice when you play with my pussy, Mommy!" Katy answered, moving her hips a little to get Mary to stroke her some more, as I was starting to lick, nibble and suck on Katy's hard, succulent, engorged nipples.

The action started to heat up on the screen, with the woman beginning to finger fuck the little girl, as the man continued to suck her little tits. Then the man pulled the little girls hand to his cock, guiding her hand up and down for a bit until she got the idea. I started to reach for Katy's hand, but she beat me to it, grasping my hard cock in her dainty little hand, and began to gently stroke my cock. At the same time, Mary, who had been watching the movie over her shoulder, turned back and slid her index finger into Katy's pussy emulating the woman's actions, getting a moan of approval from Katy.

Soon the woman had a couple of fingers moving in and out of the little girl's pussy, making the little girl moan and begin to move her hips as she felt the woman's fingers thrusting deeply into her little pussy, distracting her from what she was doing with the man's cock, causing her to slow down her stroking. The little girl soon stopped stroking the man altogether, as the woman lowered her head and started licking the little girl's pussy, making the little girl arch her hips in pleasure.

As this was happening, Mary had inserted her middle and ring fingers in Katy's dripping wet pussy, occasionally looking over her shoulder to see what was happening in the movie, and then returning her attention to Katy. When Katy felt her Mother begin to finger fuck her little pussy with three fingers, she moaned loudly in pleasure, and her stroking also became a little erratic from the feelings coursing through her body. Mary then lowered her head and began licking Katy's clit while she continued to finger fuck her sweet little pussy, getting a squeal from Katy at the new sensation.

Shortly after the man got up to move behind the woman, sliding his cock up and down the woman's drenched pussy slit, as Katy had also stopped stroking my cock, I too got up to position myself behind Mary, after nudging them to move a little sideways so as to not block Katy's view, I began sliding the head of my cock through Mary's sopping wet pussy slit, making Mary moan deep in her throat, sending delicious thrills through Katy's pussy, making Katy moan too.

As the man began to fuck the woman from behind, while she continued to lick and finger fuck the little girl's pussy, I pushed forward slowly sinking my cock in Mary's hot, tight, very wet pussy until I was balls deep in her. Mary hummed as she felt me enter her deeply, and increased her efforts on Katy, making Katy squirm and hump her hips at Mary, groaning as her arousal continued to quickly grow higher and higher, as we continued to follow what the trio in the movie were doing. Soon, the only sounds being made were the wet slurping and squelching sounds, and soft moans and little squeals from us, as well as the trio in the movie, as the little girl began to cum.

As we continued our actions, we all watched as the trio moved into different positions, with the man pulling out of the woman to let her move up to straddle the little girl's head to let the little girl lick her pussy. Then, as she reached down to lift the little girl's legs up, spreading them wide to let the man position himself at the little girl's pussy, I stroked a couple of more times into Mary's pussy and then pulled out.

"Let's take a break for a while, and just watch what happens in the movie now, so Katy can see the rest of the movie before we get too far along, OK?" I suggested, getting little moans of disappointment from both Katy and Mary, although I got a smile from Mary when she lifted her face, drenched with Katy's pussy juices, as she knew what was going to happen. Then Mary and I quickly moved to lay down next to Katy, and we all turned our attention to the screen.

We watched as the little girl began to lick and suck at the woman's pussy, as the woman pulled the little girl's legs up and out. The man crawled up onto the bed between the little girl's lewdly wide spread legs, and began to run his cock head up and down the little girl's slit before pushing his cock slowly into her pussy until he was balls deep. You could hear a muffled squeal of pleasure from the little girl as the man penetrated her little pussy, and the woman gasped from the vibrations sent through her pussy as the little girl was tonguing her.

Soon the man built up to a steady pace fucking his cock in and out of the little girl, bringing the little girl higher and higher until she rocketed off to another wrenching orgasm, her little body shaking and jerking violently as she orgasmed. As the little girl began her climax, the man plunged his cock fully into her pussy and held on for the ride, finally pulling his slimy cock from the little girl's still spasming pussy as she came down from her peak. Even though I had watched this movie many times, I was still amazed at how many orgasms this little girl had! Kind of like my two ladies, who were both multi-orgasmic themselves!

Then we watched as the trio moved again, with the two women getting into the 69 position with the little girl on top facing away from the man, the woman underneath with her head close to the man. As the women began to lick each others pussy's, the man repositions his cock at the little girl's pussy and shoves his cock deep into her little pussy. As he bottoms out, the little girl briefly arches her head in pleasure, and then drops her head back down to continue licking the woman's pussy, while the woman is lapping at the little girl's clit and the man's shaft as it slid in and out of the little girl.

As the man continued to fuck the little girl, occasionally pulling out to shove his cock deep in the woman's mouth, I looked over to the girl's to see their reaction, and what I saw made me smile. They had one hand caressing their tits, pulling and pinching their nipples as they alternated from one to the other, while they had their other hand in the others pussy - Mary doing Katy while Katy did Mary - rubbing over each others clits, and occasionally dipping a finger or two inside. Both had their eyes slitted with lust and pleasure, cooing and hissing as they pleasured each other, watching the action on screen. When I returned my attention to the screen, the man was rubbing the little girl's asshole getting it wet, and ready for his cock.

"Oooooh, Daddy! Is he going to do what I THINK he's going to do? Is he going to fuck his huge cock in her little ASS, Daddy? Will it even FIT? Oh ... wow, this is sooooo hot, Daddy! Are WE going to do that, too, Daddy?" Katy moaned out in excitement and hopeful anticipation.

"Keep watching, little one, and you'll soon find out. In answer to your question, we've copied everything they've done so far, haven't we?" I answered, as I reached over to pinch and pull one of her engorged nipples. Katy only groaned deep in her throat as my answer sunk in, and as she felt me pinching her nipple. Mary also increased her efforts on Katy as we were talking, and was now thrusting three fingers rapidly in and out of Katy's sopping wet pussy, rubbing Katy's clit with her palm, as Katy began to pant with pleasure.

We turned our attention back to the screen in time to watch as the man began to finger fuck the little girl's tight little pucker while he continued to fuck her pussy, making the little girl hump her hips wildly at the man. Then we watched as the man pulled his slimy cock from her little pussy, with the little girl looking at him over her shoulder to see what he was doing. As the man pressed his cock on the entrance to her ass, she moaned loudly arching her back and neck, dropping her head back down to the woman's pussy as the head of the man's cock popped through her anal ring.

At that moment both Mary and Katy moaned loudly in unison, as they watched the man penetrate the little girl's asshole, and slowly begin to buttfuck the little girl. As the man began to pick up his pace, fucking his cock deeply in and out of the little girl's tight little asshole, Mary began to match her finger thrusts into Katy's pussy with the man's thrusts into the little girl's asshole. I leaned over and began tonguing Katy's nipples, and felt Katy grab my head pushing me tighter to her tit, moaning and groaning from both what she was seeing and what she was feeling.

"Ohhhhhhhhhh, DADDY!!!! This is SOOOOOO HOT! Oh, LOOK at what he's DOING!!!! He's fucking her poor little ass with his HUGE cock, Daddy!!!!!! Oh, fuck ... that's so NASTY!!! Oh ... oh ... oh ... ah, yes ... oh, Mommy ... that feels so GOOD!!! Oh, mmmmmmm, Daddy ... yes, keep sucking my tits ... oh, yeah ... just like that ... yesss!!! Daddy ... Mommy ... ooooooooooh, yeah ... Oh, LOOK!!!!" Katy squealed, as the action on the screen reached it's crescendo.

What was happening now, was the man was pounding the little girl hard, and then he arched his back driving his cock deep into the little girl's asshole as he began to cum hard, his ass flexing as he pumped his load in her ass, pulling out to spray the last few spurts on her widely gaping and spasming asshole. Then, when the woman quickly moved from under the girl, shoving the man out of her way to suck the cum from the little girl's gaping asshole, I felt Katy tense up and start to quiver as she began her orgasm, as what we were doing and what she was watching overwhelmed her, sending her over the edge.

"OOOOOOOOOHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH FUCK ... SHE'S EATING HIS CUM FROM HER ASSHOLE!!!!!!!! OOOOHHHHHHHH ... AAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH ... OH, SOOOO HOT ... I'M ... I'M ... OOOOHHHHHAAAAHHHHHHHHHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" Katy screamed out as she began her convulsions, her hips wildly humping and jerking, from what Mary and I were doing. When we knew Katy was starting her orgasm, Mary pinched Katy's clit hard while pulling it up, stretching it from her body, while I clamped my lips tightly around her nipple, sucking hard, as I bit down, pulling my head back as I did.

As Katy's body was convulsing from her powerful orgasm, Mary positioned herself between Katy's legs and lowered her face close to Katy's wildly spasming pussy, watching as her pussy lips flared open and shut, waiting for what she knew was going to happen. Mary didn't have to wait long, as Katy's body suddenly went rigid, and then her pussy lips pulsed several times as she began to spurt her fluids as she ejaculated, splashing Mary in the face, as Mary held her mouth open to catch as much of Katy's sweet pussy juices as she could.

Soon Katy began to relax, slumping back down to the bed, gasping and panting from her climax. As she did, Mary began to lick all over Katy's groin and inner thighs, slurping up Katy's pussy juices. Not wanting to miss out on this, I moved to join Mary to also lick and slurp at Katy. When we had Katy pretty much cleaned up, I grabbed Mary's head, and began to lick all over her face, cleaning Katy's fluids from her, with Mary moaning and panting as I did. When I finished, Mary grabbed my head, locking her lips over mine, shoving her tongue deep in my mouth in a very hot kiss, making me moan from the pleasure. We continued to kiss for a while, as we caressed, groped and fondled each other, both to give and receive pleasure, and to let Katy recover from her powerful orgasm.

We broke our kiss to move on to other parts of each others body, with me moving down the side of Mary's neck and across her shoulders, down to her tits which were heaving from her heavy, excited breathing. As I working my mouth down to her tits, I was running my hands over her back, sides and ass as we kneeled on the bed, while Mary was running her hands through my hair, pulling me closer to her body, then moving to stroke up and down my back, hissing in pleasure as I finally sucked one of her engorged nipples into my mouth, as she arched her back in pleasure.

As I began to suck on her nipples, alternating back and forth, I was rubbing and squeezing Mary's asscheeks. making Mary moan out, "Yesssssss! Suck my nipples! Bite them! Rub my ass ... OH! ... Bite harder ... oh, yes just like that ... oh, fuck I'm soooooo hot ... finger my asshole, please ... ohhhhhhhhhh, mmmmmmmmm, yeah ... oh so gooooood ... Oh, Lover ... yessss ... you make me so HOT!!!"

As I continued to suck and bite on her nipples, I began to rub over Mary's tight little pucker, making her thrust her hips back, while pushing her chest forward to increase the pleasurable contact. I then moved my other hand to her sopping wet, dripping pussy, and after rubbing her pussy lips for a bit, thrust three fingers palm deep into her pussy, making Mary squeal loudly and begin to pant as she gasped from the new pleasure she was feeling.

"OHHHHHHHHHH, YESSSSSSSSSS!!!!!! Finger my PUSSY! Suck my TITS!!!! FINGER my ASS ... Ooooooooooohhhhhhhhh, Lover, you make me feel SOOOO GOOOD!!!" Mary squealed, as I was vigorously 'attacking' three of her most sensitive pleasure zones. As I increased the speed of my fingers plunging deeply into her pussy, I also increased the amount of pressure I was applying to her asshole, and could feel it flexing as it began to dilate, allowing me to get the tip of my finger barely in through her tight pucker. Once I got that far I quit pushing, as my finger wasn't lubed and I didn't want to hurt her, and so just wiggled it around.

Then Mary surprised me when she pushed me away from her, looking at me with a hot, wild expression, saying, "Give me your COCK! I want to SUCK your COCK - NOW! Lay down so I can suck that fucking COCK of yours. Give it to me!!! I HAVE to have it in my mouth - NOW!!!!!!!!"

I quickly moved to lay down, with Mary almost frantically pushing at me trying to get me to move faster, and as soon as I was on my back, she immediately plunged her mouth over my raging cock, sinking her lips wetly all the way to the base of my shaft until her nose was pressed in my pubic hair, and the tip of my cock was lodged firmly in the entrance to her throat. As soon as she felt that, she swallowed, and then after pausing for a bit, swallowed again, sending exquisite waves of pleasure zooming to my brain, making me groan deep in my throat.

Mary pulled her mouth almost completely off of my cock, sucking in a huge breath of air, and started to rapidly bob her head up and down on my cock, as she flailed her tongue roughly along my shaft, drooling her saliva on me, making it easier for her to slide her lips up and down. After several bobs up and down my cock, she pulled her lips off with a loud sucking slurp, and as she began to jack my cock in her hand looked up at me with fire in her eyes.

"Did you like that, Lover? Did you like it when I swallowed on your cock head? Did I almost make you cum when I did that?" Mary asked me hotly, and when I nodded my head, she continued, "You can't cum yet ... as much as I LOVE how your sperm tastes ... you can't cum yet! I want you to cum in Katy's ASS ... so I can suck your CUM out of her ASS ... would you like that, Lover? Would you like to buttfuck Katy ... and then watch me suck your cum from her ass? Hmmmmm? I bet you would ... OH, NO YOU DON'T!!!" she loudly exclaimed, sensing that I was beginning to cum just from her words, as she squeezed the base of my cock hard, until she sensed that I was under control again, and relaxing her grip.

"Don't you dare cum yet, Lover! Hold on as long as you can - please! I want to suck your sperm from Katy's hot little asshole, OK?" Mary asked demandingly.

"Whew, woman! You almost made me cum just talking about it! Yeah, I do want to fuck Katy's ass ... and it will be SO FUCKING HOT to see you suck her ass after I fill it with my sperm. Let's get Katy ready, OK?" I answered as I got my breathing and excitement under control again. As we turned to Katy, we saw that she was already sitting up, and fingering her pussy and smiling widely at us in excitement and anticipation.

"Oh, look ... our little angel is waiting for us! Doesn't she look just darling, fingering her sweet little pussy, Lover? She's SO HOT looking, too! OK, Baby, time for us to 69! I'm on the bottom, and you get on top facing away from Daddy so he can get at your sweet little pussy." Mary exclaimed with an excited grin on her face, as she moved to lay down, spreading her legs wide and holding her arms out to Katy.

Katy didn't hesitate, and soon my two ladies were locked in a torrid 69, licking and sucking at each others pussy, both of them moaning and groaning as they undulated their hips as they both felt the pleasure flowing from their pussy's. As they were doing this, before I moved behind Katy, I found the lube and placed it within arms reach. I moved in behind Katy then, and began to caress her back and sides, running my hands up and down her body, eventually moving to her ass cheeks, getting soft moans and coos from Katy in the process.

As I was doing this, while Mary was licking and sucking Katy's sweet little pussy and largely engorged clit, she reached up to fondle my balls and cock, rubbing the head through Katy's slit, coating it with her abundant pussy juices. Once it was slick, Mary positioned my cock head at the entrance to Katy's pussy, then reached behind me to grab my ass, and then pulled me forward making my cock slide slowly into Katy's tight little pussy. As my cock slid forward, Mary extended her tongue, resting it on Katy's clit and on my cock shaft, making both Katy and I groan from the sensations.

As I bottomed out in Katy's sopping wet, clasping pussy, I placed my hands on her ass cheeks and started to squeeze and spread them as I began to thrust in and out of her pussy. As my cock slid in and out, I would occasionally feel Mary lap at my shaft, releasing her lip lock on Katy's clit, which I could hear Mary loudly sucking. Katy was beginning to hump back at me, quickly matching my thrusts, while still licking and sucking her Mother's pussy and clit. We were all soon moaning, sighing, and gasping as we felt our lusty passions building, with other noises being wet slurps and squelching noises as we moved our bodies together.

As I was building up to a steady pace, I was staring at Katy's pretty little pink pucker as I spread her ass cheeks apart, watching it flex and wink at me. As I was thinking about what I was soon going to be doing with that pretty little asshole, Mary moved her hands from my ass to the front of my groin, pushing me back until I slipped out of Katy's pussy. When I looked down, Mary leaned her head back and opened her mouth wide in invitation, and quickly getting the hint, I pushed my cock into her mouth. 

As Mary's lips closed around my cock, she moved her hands back to my ass and pulled me deep into her hot wet mouth, until my cock head was beginning to press against the opening to her throat. She paused in her pulling for a moment to take in a large breath of air through her nose, and then pulled me even deeper into her mouth, lodging my cock head firmly in her throat, and then swallowed three times, making me groan from the sensation, before she pushed me back, taking in another deep breath.

Mary repeated this action a few more times, and then relaxed her grip on my ass. I started to gently fuck her mouth with my cock, and saw her close her eyes and smile around my cock. After sliding in and out of her mouth for a bit, just as Katy was looking at me over her shoulder, I pulled out of Mary's mouth to push back into Katy's waiting pussy. As I pulled out of Mary's mouth, she grasped my cock in her hand to guide me back inside Katy, holding me as I pushed forward until my balls made contact with her hand.

When I was completely buried in Katy's pussy, which was beginning to flutter around my shaft, I began a more vigorous thrusting, slapping against her ass with my hips, causing her ass cheeks to quiver with each impact, getting a moan of pleasure from Katy as I re-entered her pussy, and little grunts each time my hips impacted against her ass. We kept this up for a while, me fucking Katy's tight little girl pussy with Mary sucking her clit, and every now and then pulling out of Katy to mouth fuck Mary, and then back inside Katy, as we were getting more and more worked up. With my cock sliding forcefully in and out of her pussy, and Mary beginning to suck harder on her clit, Katy was having a hard time concentrating on her Mother's pussy as she was arching her back and head, moaning and panting louder and louder.

I could sense that Katy was rapidly building to another orgasm, and since I wanted her to do that when I was fucking her ass, I slowed my pace to the point where the only contact I had with her was my hands on her ass cheeks, and my cock shaft slowly sliding in and out of her pussy. When I slowed down, Katy whimpered a little, and then began to softly sigh as I continued to slowly slide in and out of her.

When I sensed that Katy had relaxed, coming away from the edge, I decided it was time to begin preparing her asshole to take my cock. Grabbing the lube, noting that we were getting a bit low, I squeezed a good amount directly on her pretty little pink pucker, making Katy gasp from the cool sensation, which turned into a quiet sigh as she felt me begin to rub it into her anal orifice, warming it with my finger.

As I rubbed the lube around her pucker, Katy pushed back at me increasing the pressure being applied to her willing asshole, and soon I was able to pop my finger through her anal ring as it began to relax. making Katy moan out loud.

"Ohhhhhhhh, yesssssssssssss, Daddy ... get my ass ready ... stick your finger in deeper ... finger my ass, Daddy ... ooooooooooh, yeah that feels gooooood!!! Hurry, Daddy, hurry! ... Oh, yeah ... oh, fuck it with your finger, Daddy ... make me ready ... for your COCK!!! ... Oh, Daddy ... faster ... harder ... more fingers, Daddy, use more fingers ... oh, please hurry Daddy ... I want to cum, Daddy ... I want to feel your COCK ... in my ass ... fucking it ... ahhhh, yeah, that's better ... more, Daddy, please? Oh, put more fingers in my ass ... OH, YES!!!!" Katy moaned and squealed as she felt me bury first one finger, then a second, and finally a third finger in her ass.

As I was getting my finger into her ass, I was applying more lube until my finger was sliding easily in and out of her pretty little pink pucker. As I felt Katy relax her anus, I then added my second finger and another glob of lube, and was soon finger fucking her ass with both fingers, and starting to spread them apart as I did, stretching her asshole more and more. When I pushed my third finger in her ass, adding more lube - can never use too much lube, the more the better! - Katy bucked her hips back, pushing herself onto my fingers until I was palm deep in her ass. I quickly began thrusting my fingers in and out of her asshole, spreading my fingers as I went. Every now and then I would pull my fingers completely out, leaving her asshole gaping open, and as it started to close again, I plunged my fingers back in to the hilt, making Katy squeal loudly.

As I was working my fingers in and out of Katy's asshole, Mary had started to thrust three of her fingers in and out of Katy's dripping pussy as she continued to lick and suck her clit. Katy was beginning to thrust her hips back and forth as her two holes were being invaded by our probing fingers, moaning and groaning, and gasping for breath as the sensations were building to a fever pitch in her body. When I suddenly pulled my fingers out of her ass, she mewled at the loss of sensation, but I knew that she wasn't going to be empty for long!

As I wiped my fingers off, I looked down at Mary and asked, "Want to watch from up here, or do you want to stay where you are?"

"Well, since Katy isn't paying any attention to me, I'll move so I can both watch and help." she answered, and quickly moved out from beneath Katy, kneeling next to Katy's hips. When she was in position, she grabbed the lube and looked me in the eye.

"I'm going to lube up your lovely, hot HARD COCK, and then I'm going to guide you to her sweet little asshole, but don't push in until I tell you, OK?" Mary said with a lustful gleam in her eye. When I smiled and nodded, she poured a large glob of lube into her hand and then smeared it all over my cock, stroking up and down and around in little circles until I was completely coated. Then she put another glob directly on Katy's slightly spasming asshole, making Katy jump as the cool lube made contact with her now extremely sensitive asshole.

Once Mary had us both lubed, she grasped my cock and guided me to Katy's asshole, pressing my cock head against it, and said, "Now, don't do anything yet. Let me clean my hand off so I can spread her ass for you, OK?" as she reached for the towel we always kept handy, as I nodded, my cock poised at the entrance to Katy's asshole.

When Mary was finished wiping the lube from her hand, she moved into position next to Katy, facing me, and grabbing Katy's ass cheeks in her hands, began to spread them apart. As she did, I could feel Katy's asshole begin to open up again and looked at Mary with a questioning look. When she nodded, I pushed forward applying gentle but firm pressure until my cock head popped past Katy's anal ring, where I paused.

"OH, YES, DADDY!!!! PLEASE DON'T STOP!!!! SHOVE THAT HARD COCK ALL THE WAY UP MY ASS, DADDY!!!!" Katy screamed out as she felt the head of my cock penetrate her little pucker. 

When I still didn't move, she pushed her ass back, slowly impaling herself on my cock. As I felt my cock sliding into her ass, I had to clench my teeth to keep from cumming right then, as I felt my cock being squeezed tightly as more and more of my shaft sunk through her tight sphincter. As I finally came to rest with my groin pressed up against her ass cheeks, and my balls against her pussy, I had to stop, as I groaned from the intense feelings, Katy moaning loudly as well.

"Ooooooooh, yesssssssssss ... oh, FUCK that's hot!!! Your cock is going in ... deeper and deeper ... oh, fuck you're all the way IN!!! Fuck that's SO FUCKING HOT, seeing your cock buried in her ass ... now, fuck it! Fuck that ass ... ram that COCK deep ... and HARD ... in that ASS!!! Make her CUM! FUCK THAT ASS, AND MAKE HER CUM!!!!!!" Mary exclaimed as she watched Katy's asshole suck my cock deep inside.

When I got myself back under control where I didn't think I was going to cum too soon, I began to withdraw my cock from Katy's tightly gripping asshole, until only my cock head was still in, and then plunged - hard! - back in, smacking Katy's ass and pussy with my groin and balls. When I smacked into her, Katy squealed with pleasure, and as I pulled back again, she moaned loudly. I moaned too, as I felt her squeeze my cock with her anal muscles as I pulled back, only to have her relax as I plunged forward again.

I kept that pace up for a while, quickly thrusting balls deep into her ass, then slowly pulling back, as Katy flexed and relaxed her anal muscles around my shaft with each thrust I made. I loved how her butt cheeks quivered from the impact, and watched as I continued to do this, hearing Katy grunt as I filled her ass with my cock. After a little bit, I changed my pace and started to make long, full, evenly paced thrusts deep in her tight little ass, hearing Katy moan and gasp as I slid in and out.

As I got a steady rhythm going, I gasped myself when I felt Mary's fingers through the thin membrane between her pussy and anal canal, as she began to enter Katy's pussy, alternating her hand thrusts with my thrusts, so that as one of us penetrated Katy, the other was pulling back. This added sensation was a definite thrill for me, raising my arousal level even more, and I could see by the flush on Katy's back and shoulders as it got darker, that she was loving it too. Mary and I continued our assault on Katy's holes, working her up more and more, pushing her closer to her orgasm. Mary then almost made me cum when she started to speak!

"You like fucking under aged girls, don't you? Especially in their ASSES!! You're a fucking pervert ... fucking this sweet little twelve year old in her ass ... and I LOVE you for that ... 'cause I'M a pervert, too ... I LOVE watching you fuck her ass ... fuck it, fuck it, FUCK it ... oh, yeah ... I'm so hot ... and my pussy is SO wet ... can you hear the sounds ... listen ... do you hear how wet my pussy is? I have four fingers in my pussy ... and three in Katy's pussy ... I'm finger fucking her ... while you fuck her ass! It's SO FUCKING HOT ... I just HAD to finger fuck myself ... want a taste? Want to taste my pussy from my fingers, hmmmmm? Oh, fuck ... ah ... ah ... oh, yeah ... here, lick my fingers ... suck my pussy juice off ... then I'll let you suck Katy's pussy juice off ... just keep fucking that ASS!!!" Mary hotly said to me. 

And then she offered her dripping fingers to me, which I greedily sucked into my mouth, savoring her delicious pussy flavor as I licked each of her fingers, still pumping my cock in and out of Katy's asshole. When I finished cleaning her fingers, she quickly brought her other hand up to me, slick with Katy's juices, and slammed her now clean fingers deeply back into her own pussy. I again sucked her fingers clean, savoring the sweet taste of Katy's pussy juices as I continued to pound into Katy's asshole. I knew that I wasn't going to last much longer, and was pretty sure that Katy was close too, as all she was doing was moaning continuously, only stopping to suck in a deep breath, and her flush was now half way down her back, and getter a darker red as I watched.

"Are you going to cum soon? I hope so. I'm going to suck your cum from her asshole, remember? That'll be so fucking nasty, and I can hardly wait! Are you almost there, Lover? I think you are ... I can see it in your face ... the grimaces you're making ... as you feel her tight little asshole gripping you ... squeezing your shaft ... as you keep buttfucking her ... do you want to cum, Baby? Are your balls heavy ... with thick, hot, sperm ... just waiting to spew your load ... deep in her pretty little ass? Hmmmmmm? Are you almost there? Or do you want to wait until SHE cums? Oh, yeah ... I saw the look in your eyes ... that's what you're waiting for ... you want her to spurt all over your balls, first, don't you? That's what you want ... oh, yeah ... here, let me help ... I'll make her cum ... and then I want YOU to CUM ... DEEP in her ass ... can you do one other thing for me, Lover? When you do CUM ... before you're finished ... pull out for me ... and squirt the rest of your sperm ... all over her pretty little ass cheeks ... so I can lick it ... and suck it into my mouth ... my mouth that's hungry ... hungry for your sperm ... mmmmmmmmmm, it's sooooo delicious ... I LOVE tasting your sperm, Lover! OK, now I'm going to help Katy cum ... then, when you're ready ... pump her full for me ... so I can suck it out ... of her fresh fucked ass!" Mary said hotly, whispering in my ear, occasionally licking my ear between words - which almost made me blow my load! 

Mary then pulled her hand from her own pussy, leaving it gaping wide, and reaching under Katy began to rub her pussy juice up from Katy's stomach to her ribs, and then finally over her nipples, pinching and twisting them, letting them slide slickly from between her fingers, while she was madly rubbing Katy's clit with her other hand. She then leaned down to speak into Katy's ear, loudly enough that I could hear what she was saying, as I continued to pound my cock hard, fast and deep in and out of Katy's now wildly spasming asshole, as Katy began the climb to her orgasm.

"Daddy and I are such dirty perverts, aren't we sweetie? Here I am, rubbing your pretty clit, and pinching your rubbery, hard, nipples making all these feelings go through your body ... while your dirty, pervert Daddy, who likes fucking under age little girls ... pushing his COCK in and out of their wet little pussy's ... but especially in their tight little butt holes ... like he's doing to yours right now ... feel it, baby ... feel his cock ... his HOT, HARD COCK ... with his balls FULL of CUM ... sliding hotly in and out of your tight little ass ... FUCKING it ... you want to know something, baby? Daddy can hardly wait ... to spew his sperm ... deep in your pretty little ass ... you know Daddy LOVES fucking you ass, don't you? It's so naughty ... so NASTY ... as he feels you ... feels your ASSHOLE ... around his COCK ... he's waiting though ... to fill you full of his ... HOT ... WET ... THICK ... CREAMY CUM, baby ... he's waiting, but can't wait much longer ... he wants you to cum first ... Mommy wants you to CUM, too, baby! Are you almost there, baby? Can you CUM for Daddy ... and for Mommy, baby? Hmmmmmm? Do you know what I'm going to do ... after Daddy fills your ... TIGHT ... HOT LITTLE ASS ... full of his hot sperm, hmmmmm? Do you? I'll tell you, baby ... Mommy is going to ... SUCK ... DADDY'S ... CUM ... FROM YOUR ... GAPING LITTLE ASS UNTIL SHE GETS ALL OF IT ... and then ... and then I'm going to ... share it with YOU ... want to share Daddy's cum with Mommy, baby ... after I suck it from your fresh fucked little asshole, hmmmmm?" Mary said hotly to Katy, and as Mary finished she pinched a nipple and Katy's clit hard, sending Katy over the edge, as she keened a very loud high pitched squeal as she did.

Katy's hips began to buck and jerk all over the place, and I rammed my cock deeply into her ass as I gripped her hips trying to hold on, and her anal ring spasmed tightly around my cock shaft, finally clamping down so hard I couldn't move even if I wanted to - which I didn't! - and that triggered my own orgasm. As the first jet of cum pulsed upward, though, it came to a screeching halt, not being able to get past Katy's tightly clamped anal ring, and as I continued to pulse, the pressure built and built as the cum filled the tube in my cock, making me groan from both pleasure and pain!

Just as I thought my cock was going to burst, Katy went rigid and began to ejaculate her pussy juices all over my balls and inner thighs soaking me thoroughly. After the third or fourth spurt, her anal ring relaxed as she began to go limp, and I felt my cum race up in a steady stream spewing deep in her ass. I was holding Katy tightly by her hips, not letting her collapse from under me, as I felt the cum shooting into her ass. As I felt the pressure rapidly drop, I let Katy down on to the bed, which pulled my cock from her ass, leaving her asshole gaping wide open, and I aimed my cock at her asshole, spraying the last of my cum in, and around her asshole, groaning in relief. Then I felt Mary grab my cock, and she squeezed my cock from the base to the tip to get the last little bit of my cum out, and just before the large drop fell off, she wiped it up with her finger, and promptly sucked it into her mouth, closing her eyes in pleasure as she savored the taste.

As she was doing that, knowing what Mary wanted to do, I fell on my back to the side, and tried to keep my eyes open to watch what she did next. What I saw was so FUCKING HOT!!! Mary quickly got between Katy's legs, and lifted her hips enough to get a pillow under her. Once that was done, Katy's ass was pushed up in the air, exposing her still gaping, cum covered asshole to view. 

Mary gasped at the sight, pausing for a moment to stare, and then quickly bent her head down, covering Katy's wide open asshole, and began to suck, making really loud, obscene schluping sounds as she sucked my cum from Katy's asshole. I watched as Mary did that several times, swallowing my cum, and then when she was done sucking Katy's asshole, she licked up all of the cum I had sprayed on the outside of her ass, locking her gaze with mine, smiling as she licked. 

As Mary was finishing up, I could see that her eyes were beginning to glaze over from lust overload, and then I noticed that she was furiously jamming four of her fingers in her pussy, as she rolled the cum around and around in her mouth, grinning as she enjoyed the taste of my cum. Then she motioned for me to help her roll Katy over, and as she reached for Katy from one side, I pushed Katy from mine, until Katy was on her back, her eyes still glazed with post-orgasmic bliss and panting hard.

Mary then leaned over Katy and waited for a bit until Katy was aware that her Mother was there, and when Katy's eyes cleared seeing her Mother, I saw Katy's eyes get big as she knew what Mary was doing. Mary leaned down, and as Katy wrapped her arms around her Mother's shoulders, they began a deep, open mouthed tongue kiss, and as I watched the muscles in their throats moving, I knew that they were sharing the mouthful of cum Mary had. Soon, Mary pulled away breaking the kiss, and turning to me, she opened her mouth to show me my cum still in her mouth, and then closing her mouth, swallowed. Katy quickly sat up, and smiling, did the same thing, showing me the cum in her mouth, and then swallowing. I just groaned and fell back on the bed, mulling over the totally nasty, depraved scene I had just witnessed, and loving every second of it.

After I laid there for a little while, I realized that Mary hadn't cum yet, and turning to Katy asked, "Hey! Mommy-Bear hasn't cum yet! You up to helping me make her cum, baby doll?"

"Ooooooh, poor Mommy!! Yeah, Daddy, let's make Mommy-Bear cum!!! Hmmmmm ... OH! I know! How about I lick her pussy, and then FIST her, while you lick her asshole, and then finger fuck it? How does that sound to you, Daddy?"

"Mmmmmmmmmm, mighty dirty, little one ... mighty dirty! Let's!", I answered, and rolled over to Mary to lift her up on her knees, as she squealed in surprised delight. As Katy squirmed in under Mary's spread thighs, and began to lick her pussy, I pulled Mary's head to mine and kissed her deeply, making her groan. As we kissed I began to fondle her tits, pinching, squeezing, twisting and pulling on her fat, engorged nipples, getting another throaty groan from Mary. When Mary reached for my cock, I grabbed her hand to stop her.

"No, Babe, not right now ... I'm dirty, and still hyper-sensitive, and I don't think 'Mr. Stiffy' is going to wake up for a while anyway. Just relax, and let Katy and me take care of you, OK? I know you REALLY need to cum, so let us do the work" I said, and then mashed my mouth back over hers. We both kept our eyes open this time and gazed lovingly into each others eyes - admittedly a little cross-eyed, but what the heck, you know? - as we kissed each other deeply, as I continued to work over her tits and nipples, getting heavy sighs from Mary.

As we broke the kiss, Mary squealed again, starting out high pitched then quickly getting lower in tone, and when I looked down, I saw Katy was already trying to get her fist in Mary's pussy, and had her fingers in all the way to the knuckle closest to her palm, as she continued to work her hand in. After I watched this for a couple of moments, I gently applied pressure to Mary's back with my hand to have her bend over, so I could have access to her luscious, tight asshole.

When I had Mary bent over far enough, I got behind her and started to lick all up and down her ass crack, intentionally missing her anus for the moment. I had to stop once when Katy finally got her fist inside Mary's pussy, making Mary lift her hips up, and then quickly push them back down, as she felt Katy's whole hand penetrate her pussy, groaning loudly deep in her throat.

When Mary settled back down, I went back to licking her ass crack, keeping my head moving to stay in contact as Mary began to fuck her pussy on to Katy's fist. Eventually, on one of Mary's thrusts, my tongue brushed over her pretty pucker, making Mary suddenly push back at me to get more contact on her asshole. I did the best I could, and began rimming her, feeling her anus flex and relax and flex again as Mary felt my tongue sliding wetly across her anal opening, while she continued to hump Katy's fist, mewling, moaning, hissing and groaning as waves of pleasure washed over her.

I paused my rim job to locate the tube of lube, and after finding it, applied a nice glob to my finger and began rubbing it over Mary's pucker, which was beginning to spasm a little as Mary had all these sensations zooming through her body. From the flush of her upper body, and the throatiness of her moans, I knew it wasn't going to take too much more to push Mary over the edge.

After I got her asshole slicked up, I applied more lube to two of my fingers this time, and again began rubbing her anus, pushing gently but firmly until I felt her asshole begin to relax. As I did this, Mary was still fucking her pussy up and down on Katy's fist, sliding down until she went past Katy's wrist, apparently until the ends of Katy's fingers bumped into her cervix, making her grunt each time. I watched over her shoulder as I continued pressing harder and harder against her pucker.

Just as I felt her asshole begin to open, I quickly pulled my fingers away to put more lube on, and just as quickly returned to her asshole, pushing harder now, trying to get my fingers through her tight pucker. Then suddenly, Mary relaxed, and my fingers slid in, only stopping when my palm hit her ass. Mary Squealed very loudly this time, as she felt her ass being penetrated as my fingers plunged deeply in her ass.

As I started to move my fingers in and out of her ass, settling into a steady rhythm, Mary paused in fucking Katy's fist with her pussy, and after a moment began to thrust again, opposite of my thrusts. As I pushed in, she lifted up, and as I pulled out, she pushed down so we were alternating thrusts. As I began to slowly speed up, Mary was able to match my pace, shifting her position as she did. Mary was now squatting over Katy, with her feet flat on the bed, which exposed more of her asshole to me, making it easier for me to shove my fingers in and out of her ass.

Soon though, my arm began to tire, so I just held my hand in place as Mary continued to fuck up and down, with Katy’s fist and my fingers now entering her two lower holes at the same time. When I stopped thrusting, and Mary felt both her holes being filled simultaneously, she groaned deeply, and started to hump her hips up and down faster and faster, her hair flying around wildly, and her mouth open as she gasped for breath, and her eyes closed as she concentrated on what she was feeling. Her blush was now creeping lower on her upper chest, beginning to reach the top of her tits and was getting darker in color as Mary neared her orgasm.

I knew what would bring her off, and when my arm was rested, I squirted more lube on my hand as Mary lifted up, and when she plunged herself down again, I had three fingers ready, making Mary gasp loudly at this new sensation, pausing for just a moment. When Mary paused, Katy and I began to move our arms, as I put my hand on Mary's shoulder to steady her, and were again soon alternating our thrusts in and out of Mary, building our speed and force, matching each other thrust for thrust. As the intensity of the feeling flowing through her body grew, Mary tilted her head back and opened her mouth and began to scream out.

"OH FUCK OH FUCK OHFUCKOHFUCKFUCKFUCKFUCK MEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!! OHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!! AHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!! OHOHOHOHOHOHOHOH OH FUCK, I'M GONNACUMMMMMMMMMMMMMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" Mary screamed out loudly as her orgasm exploded through her body as she was being double penetrated by Katy's fist in her pussy, and my three fingers in her ass. I wrapped my free arm around her belly to support her as she began to buck and heave, her thigh muscles trembling, her pussy and ass spasming wildly as she reached her peak, her scream being cut off.

Suddenly, Mary pushed down with her legs as she was leaning back, forcing me to pull my fingers quickly from her ass while Katy's fist was pulled from her pussy, which just sent Mary higher, and her body went rigid, and her pussy lips flared open, and then her hips bucked up in the air as she reached her peak, and ejaculated an almost steady stream of pussy juice in the air, splashing down onto Katy as it completed it's arc. For a minute, there, I thought Mary was peeing, but quickly changed my mind as I smelled her sweet pussy juice aroma swirl strongly in the air. 

Soon Mary began to relax, and as she did I pulled her back so she wouldn't land on Katy's head, laying Mary on the bed as she passed out from the intensity of her climax. After I let her down, I looked at Katy and began to laugh. Katy looked like she had just lost the water fight and got hosed down, she was so drenched. She was wiping her face to be able to get her eyes open when I started to laugh.

"WOW! I've NEVER seen Mommy squirt THIS much before! What are you laughing at, Daddy? What's so funny?" Katy said in amazement, as she continued to wipe her face.

"Go look in the mirror! You look like you just lost a big water fight, and got hosed!" I laughed in response, getting a mock-scowl from Katy as she got up and went into the bathroom. As she saw herself in the mirror, I soon heard her begin to giggle, too.

"Boy! You're right, Daddy, I DO look like I got hosed ... and that's because I DID get hosed! WOW, I'm soaked!", Katy laughed in response to what she saw.

"Come here, Slippery! Help me revive your Mom, so we can all take a shower" I said, as I began to kiss and caress my Love, joined shortly by Katy, who had brought a big glass of water for Mary, too.

After a short while we were able to revive Mary, and after we made her chug the water down, we made our way - Mary on still slightly wobbly legs - to the shower. Katy and I bathed Mary, and then made her sit down on the built in bench while Katy and I then washed each other. When we were done, we helped Mary out of the stall and dried her off, and then Katy and I dried each other off, and returned to the sitting area, laying Mary out on the couch while Katy and I stripped and re-made the bed.

"That was a LOT of fun, Daddy! Some day, I want to watch that movie again, too. I loved watching that little girl fuck and suck, and could hardly believe she could take that man's HUGE cock in her pussy, let alone her ASS - that was AMAZING! Then when you and Mommy made me feel SOOOOOO GOOOOOOOOOOD, oh, MMMMMMMM!!!!! I loved feeling your cock in my ass, Daddy. You can have my ass ANYTIME you want! My ass, like my pussy, belongs only to YOU, Daddy!" Katy said, wrapping me in another Katy-Bear hug, and as her face was pressed against my chest she added, "Daddy, I'm HUNGRY! Can we eat, now?" making me laugh.

"Yeah, me too, and I imagine Mary is too. OK, let me go rustle something up, and you go take care of your Mom, OK? Get her to drink more water, and YOU drink some too! Your Mom isn't the ONLY one who hosed the bed down, you know!" I said, getting a slightly embarrassed giggle from Katy, as she dashed back to the bathroom to get more water. 

I went down and fixed something for all of us to eat, bringing up three sports drinks for us - to replace lost fluids, and electrolytes, eh? - and stopping to get my medicine as I returned with food. When I got back up, Mary was sitting up, looking just a little pale, but smiled softly at me when she saw I had food. I set the tray down on the coffee table in front of the couch, and before I sat down, got Mary's attention, showed her the pill, and as she looked on smiling, I swallowed the pill. Then I sat down, and we all dug in to eat.

After we were done, I ran the dishes back downstairs, and once back upstairs put the movie away. Then I plopped myself down on the couch between my two ladies, and wrapping my arms around their shoulders, pulled them to me in an embrace, feeling them put an arm around my mid-section and lean their heads on my shoulders. We just cuddled there for a while enjoying being close, until we all started to yawn, so we moved back to the bed and were soon sound asleep.

Chapter 22 

Tuesday morning arrived bright and sunny and warm, and as I slowly came awake, I could feel my two ladies curled up next to me, snuggled in close. As I laid there still in that half awake/half asleep state, I thought about the amazing events that had happened over the past few days, realizing just how fortunate I was, and how very foolish I had been for so long.

I mean, here were two women that had pledged themselves to me - one to be my wife, the other to become my daughter - and in the preparations for the upcoming wedding, through contacting various people, I came to the realization that I actually had more friends than I had thought I had. For so many years, I had taken so many people for granted, really only thinking about myself. I felt somewhat ashamed over that, and vowed to make amends by letting them all know how I felt about them, and thank them for being true friends. I also came to the realization that my life was permanently changed for the better, and I was no longer able to be - nor desired to be! - the recluse that I had allowed myself to become. As all these thoughts were going through my mind, and I became at peace with the life changes now upon me, both Mary and Katy began to stir.

"Mmmmmmm, good morning, Lover." Mary said quietly, yawning and stretching as she came awake, and then leaning in to softly kiss me, and snuggle in as she gazed lovingly at me, her eyes shining brightly.

"Good morning to you. Did you sleep well my Love?" I answered, as I caressed her back softly.

"Morning, Mommy and Daddy ... what's for breakfast?" Katy interrupted, as she too woke up and kissed me on the cheek, and then kissed her Mother as she leaned over me. Mary and I both got a kick out of Katy's mention of food - typical for a growing kid, eh?

"Good morning, sweetie. In answer to your question, Darling, I slept very well, thank you. As a matter of fact, I have been sleeping much better the past few nights than I have for a long time. Ever since we met ... must be because of you, sweetheart. You make me feel so safe, and loved ... I feel as if I can really relax, now, I guess ..." Mary said with a soft smile.

"Me, too, Mommy! I mean, I felt safe and all with you, but now ... I don't know how to explain it right, but it's ..." Katy added, trailing off when she couldn't find the words to express her feelings quite right, and looked a little lost.

"Hey, that's OK. We know what you mean, sweetie. Want to know how I feel?" I asked, trying to reassure Katy, and getting a nod from her.

"OK, here goes ... but remember, I'm a guy so I might stumble a bit ..." I continued, getting smiles and little giggles from the two of them at that remark. "I also feel safe, and loved, and ... and ... really alive for the first time in a long time! You two have brought such a HUGE change, definitely for the better I might add, to my life, and have made me realize that I am so very fortunate ... not only have I gained two lovers, but really, two very good friends that I cherish and will do everything in my power to make happy ... two people who will become my wife and my daughter in the very near future ... two people who mean everything to me. I now know that I will never be alone again, that I have someone - two someone's! - that will grow old with me, that I can share my life with, while you in turn, share your lives with me. I get chills every time I look at either of you, and my heart beats faster when you're with me ... 

"Mary, those few days we were apart after our first meeting were probably the longest, hardest days of my life ... because I really didn't know for sure if I was ever going to see you ever again ... and when that thought entered my mind, my heart just ached ... but you took that ache away and replaced it with joy, and I am forever thankful for that.

"And when I met you, Katy ... well, to be completely honest, I got a rush knowing what we would be doing ... a selfish feeling, really, only thinking about me ... but now that I've had a chance to know you ... and to know that you really love me beyond the physical, and to know that I really, really do love you too ... Katy, what I'm trying to say is this ... I so wish that I was your real Daddy, and that I could have been there from your birth, to love you and hold you, and protect you as you grew from a baby to where you are now ... but, I wasn't. However, in the very near future I will have the highest privilege a man can have, I think, when I do become your Daddy ... I am SO VERY excited knowing that you want to be, and soon will be, my daughter! I make this promise to you. I will be the very best Daddy for you that I can possibly be, and will be there for you whenever you need me. I will do my best to protect you, and care for you, and lead and guide you as you grow into adulthood ... and beyond, for as long as I'm alive. Do you both understand what I've tried to express, how I truly feel?" I asked, finishing up my little speech. I got my answer when I had two teary eyed, smiling women try to smother me with their kisses and tight embraces.

"Oh, Lover ... for a guy, you sure know which buttons to push!" Mary sniffled, giggling softly at the same time, as she planted soft loving kisses all over my face, holding tightly to me, and then continued, "You are an amazing man, Darling. Kind of silly sometimes, too, though! You keep trying to fit the 'male stereotype' of not being romantic, or being very good about expressing your feelings, but that's just not true! You DO express your feelings very well, and when you do, you make me melt inside, filling my heart with more and more love for you. Keep it up, my gentle man ... don't ever stop expressing how you feel so beautifully, please?"

Then Katy chimed in with her response, saying, "Oh, Daddy, Daddy, Daddy ... I feel like I'm going to cry ... not because I'm sad, but because I'm so happy! I SO want to be your little girl, and can hardly wait until I really am, and you're really my Daddy! I feel ... excited ... knowing that I'm going to have someone to help Mommy help me grow up ... thank you for promising to be my Daddy. I know that I'm going to have the very best Daddy in the whole world! But there's one question you haven't answered yet, Daddy!"

"And what's that, gorgeous?" I asked, a little befuddled.

"What's for breakfast? I'm starving!" Katy asked again, making Mary and I crack up, breaking the spell that had been woven by our discussion. 

"Oh, you! Always talking about food! You got a hollow leg, or something? I mean, where the heck do you put all the food you eat, anyway?" I replied, tickling her a little in the ribs, and then continued, "Come to think of it, I'm kind of hungry, too, so ... how about pancakes or waffles for breakfast? I know a great place up in Edmonds that serves up a great breakfast. How's that sound?"

"YIPPEE! Let's GO!" Katy shouted excitedly, jumping up and grabbing my arm, trying to pull me out of bed, as I looked at Mary to get her reaction.

"Hmmmmm, let me think ..." Mary said, knitting her brows in mock-seriousness. "OK! Let's go. But first, shower everybody! Can't go out without looking our best, now!", and then she too started to pull me out of bed. Only problem with that was, I found myself in a tug of war, Katy pulling me her way, and Mary pulling me her way! We all started to laugh as my arms got fully stretched out, until they both let go, letting me get up on my own.

We all strolled arm in arm to the bathroom, relieving our bladders, brushing our teeth, and jumping in the shower. This time, with the mild 'urgency' of our empty stomachs, we all washed each other at the same time, and dried each other off at the same time to be able to get out the door sooner. We quickly got dressed, me in slacks and a pull over polo shirt, while Mary slipped on a pretty blue, flower print sun dress with little shoulder straps and a low scooped front, showing a lot of cleavage, with the hem only coming down to mid-thigh, showing a lot of leg - and nothing else! - with matching strappy sandals with 3" heels, making her calves look REALLY nice - damn she has gorgeous legs! - while Katy chose a tight, purple, rib-knit crop top that showed off her pretty belly, with it's cute belly button, and fairly tight, but not obscenely so, shorts - also with nothing else underneath! - that molded her cute tight ass, and showed the barest hint of her tight little pussy, with flat heeled sandals. 'WOW! They are gorgeous, and HOT looking!' I thought, as we all finished getting dressed.

As we made our way to the garage, I couldn't help notice how nicely both sets of tits bobbled, unrestrained by bras as they were, as we walked. I didn't know which way to look, as I walked in the middle, and ended up swiveling my head back and forth to watch their tits bounce and jiggle, feeling my cock begin to stir at the sight. The view got even better, as soon both sets of nipples were poking out prominently, as Mary and Katy both saw where my eyes were glued, and apparently were enjoying me ogling their bouncing, jiggling tits, and they both smiled as they looked at me from the corners of their eyes.

When we got to the garage, I turned to ask which vehicle they wanted to use, "So, Ladies! Your choice - Mustang, or Escalade?"

"Oh, definitely the Mustang! Both have bucket seats, but the seats in the mustang are closer, Lover, and I want to be close to you so I can reach you easier!" Mary said, looking at me with eyes that were beginning to smolder, making my knees a little wobbly, and my cock get a little stiffer tenting the front of my slacks a bit, which Mary noticed, smiling and running the tip of her tongue across her lips, making the tent grow a little more.

"Yeah, Daddy, let's use the Mustang!" Katy piped up, finalizing the decision.

"Okey doke, the Mustang it is. Ladies first." I replied, as I opened the passenger side door. 

I flipped the seat back forward, so Katy could climb in the back, and as she started to bend over to climb in, her shorts pulled up tight against her ass and pussy, and I could see the outline of her plump pussy lips, making the front of my slacks tent ever further as I neared full hardness. As Katy got part way in, she looked over her shoulder at me with a big smile, wiggling her hips at me.

"Like my shorts, Daddy? Don't they show off my bottom nicely?" Katy asked with a slightly husky voice, and then finally settled into her seat, looking at me through half closed eyes right at my crotch.

"Very nice, baby doll, VERY nice!" I replied, looking at her as she slowly spread her legs for me, allowing me to see the seam of her shorts pulled up in her crotch, splitting her plump pussy lips. I reluctantly tore my gaze away to help Mary get in the car then, taking her right hand in mine.

As Mary moved to the doorway, she brushed first her left hand, and then her hip across my now stiff cock, sending a thrill through me, and then as I let go of her hand as she lowered herself to the seat, she pulled the hem of her dress up, and as she got in she left her right leg outside the car, spreading her legs widely, and with the hem pulled way up, I got a very nice flash of naked, bald, slightly glistening pussy. She held that position for a brief moment, allowing me to get an eyeful, and then pulled her right leg inside the car, as she looked up at me with a very hot, sexy look on her face, making me groan a little as I closed the door.

I ran around to the drivers side and quickly got in, and after making sure everyone was belted in, took off for Edmonds, and breakfast! As we were driving up the freeway, I looked at my two gorgeous ladies, and got another surge as I saw that the shoulder straps ran between their tits, seeming to make them push out farther. I also noticed that Mary had not pulled the hem of her dress down, and with the occasional breeze blowing softly through the car, I got quick little flashes of bare pussy, with Mary holding her legs slightly spread apart. I was glad that the windows were tinted fairly dark, as I didn't want to get busted from Mary putting on her little show!

As we continued on our way, Mary reached over to caress my arm, and when she reached my hand, which was on my thigh, she reached farther over to run her hand up and down my thigh, occasionally brushing over my crotch, making my cock lurch from the contact, bringing a smile to her face each time she felt me react to her touch. Then she almost made me lose control of the car when she pulled my zipper down, reaching in to begin fondling my cock! 'Holy shit! We're doing 60 - 65 on the freeway, and she's playing with my cock?" I thought in a slight panic, as wonderful feelings were flowing through me.

"If you don't quit that, Babe, we're going to get in a wreck!" I said, reaching to grab her wrist.

"Ooooooh, but it feels soooooo gooooooooood, Lover! Don't you like me touching your hard cock, Baby?" Mary said with a husky little chuckle, enjoying my discomfort.

"Um ... oh, shit ... ahhh ... under normal circumstances ... yes, I do ... c'mon Babe ... ohhh, man ... ahhh ... give me a break, OK? Please? We can do this later, I promise" I implored, finally getting her to stop stroking me, and then added, "Besides, we're almost there, and if you keep doing that, I'll have a problem going out in public!"

"Mommy, are you playing with Daddy's cock? That's not fair - I can't see, or reach him!" Katy said, giggling as she tried to see what was going on.

"Yeah, I am ... well I was, anyway!" Mary said answering Katy, and then turning back to me, continued, "Oh, poor baby. Momma made his cock all hard, and now he's embarrassed because people will see he has a hard on. Poor thing ... too bad ... I like it when you have a hard on, but ... I guess I'll have mercy on you - for now.", and as she finished, she pulled her hand out of my pants, and got me zipped back up, being careful not to snag anything, as I wasn't wearing any underwear, either. I let out a sigh of relief, and turned my full attention back to the road, shaking my head and smiling ruefully at my brazen wife to be.

We soon arrived, and I was able to walk in without too much embarrassment, and we had a delicious breakfast - me eating mostly fruit and light stuff, with Katy wolfing down a huge stack of pancakes, and Mary having one of the specialty waffles the restaurant is known for - and then we departed to return home. I had to walk closely behind Mary, holding her in front of me, because she wouldn't keep her hands off my cock as we were sitting in the restaurant! Once, when the waitress came by to check on us, Mary let herself get 'caught' rubbing my cock through the front of my pants, letting the waitress get an eyeful. When she saw what Mary was doing, she gasped, and paused briefly in her rounds to watch the show, smiling and giving Mary a wink as she left. I, of course, was mortified and could feel my face get hot as I blushed deeply, making Mary and Katy giggle at my consternation.

When we left, I opened the door letting Mary put the seat back forward so Katy could get in, and as Mary bent down to lift the latch, I gave her a quick swat on her ass, getting a squeal as my reward, and a giggle from Katy. Then, as Katy was bent over getting in the back, I gave her a swat for good measure, getting a little howl from Katy as my reward. When Mary got in, she looked at me with a little pout, but that changed to a happy smile as I closed the door. I was soon seated, and we were on our way.

We didn't go home right away, instead deciding to spend some time out and about. We went to the zoo - Woodland Park Zoo is a world class zoo, and if you're ever in Seattle, make sure you go! - and then cruised downtown, stopping at Pike Place Market and then strolling along the water front, stopping in the many shops along the way, having a light lunch around noon. We spent a little money, had a great time, and as we were getting a little leg weary got back in the car, driving around but not going anywhere in particular, just enjoying the day and having a good time.

We ended up at Alki Beach over in West Seattle, and after finally finding a place to park, we strolled along the beach checking out the view, while the guys and some gals there were checking out my two gorgeous ladies. When it started to get pretty hot out, Katy and Mary both took off their sandals, handing them to me, and waded a little bit into the water of Puget Sound to cool off, splashing a little as they went. 

Apparently Mary was in a very playful mood still, as she reached down and scooping up a double handful of water, splashed Katy soaking her top, and as the cool water hit her tits, her nipples were soon standing stiffly, poking out prominently, getting some raised eyebrows and a couple of whistles, too, as Katy gasped from the coolness of the water. Not wanting to be the only one wet, she of course retaliated, and with a mighty swing of her leg, caught a squealing and giggling Mary with a big spray of water, drenching the entire front of Mary's dress.

This caused several things to happen, the first of which was the hardening of her nipples. The second was, as the material of her dress got wet, it also became partially transparent, and as it plastered to her body, her nipples and areole could be plainly seen proving she wasn't wearing a bra, and where it pressed into her crotch, you could tell she wasn't wearing panties, either! The third thing was, as Mary was 'showing off', EVERYBODY was staring, some with open mouths, and some with desire plainly showing on their faces - both men and women! Last, was Mary's reaction, as she first gasped from the coolness of the water, and then gasped again as she looked down at herself and realized that she was practically naked in public!

As Katy was laughing from getting her Mother back for splashing her, and as Mary attempted to cover herself, I broke in saying, "OK, I think we've had enough fun for now, Let's get the heck out of here before someone calls the cops!", joining Katy in laughing at the situation.

Mary and Katy both gathered themselves together, and as we reached the street, they dried off their feet as much as they could, and after they put their sandals on we quickly made our way back to the car, laughing as we went, got in and left Alki to go home so they could both change. I was enjoying this big time, after what Mary had put me through earlier, so took my time going home, smirking the whole way home, as Mary tried valiantly to hold the cold wet material of her dress away from her body, with only partial success!

When we pulled back in the garage, Mary had to get out of the car quickly, as Katy stated she had to pee, and was off like a shot as soon as Mary let her out. As Katy went up in the elevator, Mary stripped off her dress, and standing completely nude except for her sandals, wiped down the front of her body with the drier areas of her dress. As she was doing that, I got the packages out of the car, and started to the elevator, but stopped when Mary came over and grabbed my arm, pulling me into a hot embrace, shoving her tongue deeply into my mouth, as I let the packages fall from my hands.

"I'm SO HOT and SO WET and SO TURNED ON! I want you to fuck me right now, right here! I NEED your cock in my pussy, NOW!" she exclaimed hotly when she broke our kiss to kneel in front of me, frantically undoing my belt, and opening the front of my pants, fishing my cock out, which was already hard in reaction to her physical demands. As she started to feverishly stroke my cock, she lowered her mouth and began to lick the head of my cock while looking hotly into my eyes, stopping long enough to add another 'demand', "Fuck me NOW! Bend me over the trunk of the car and shove this hard cock in my pussy from behind and fuck me HARD and FAST!"

When Mary finished saying that, she stood grabbing my hand and pulled me to the back of the car, bending over the trunk as she spread her legs. Then she looked over her shoulder at me, pleading with her eyes as she wiggled her ass, enticing me to fuck her as she wished. I needed no further enticement, and after swiping the head of my cock through her dripping wet pussy, which was flared open with arousal, I shoved my cock in to the hilt, getting a loud moan from Mary as I penetrated her fully.

"OH FUCK YES!!!!!!!! Fuck me, Lover, FUCK ME!!!!!! Bang me HARD, BABY!!!! POUND MY PUSSY!!!!!!!" Mary cried out, her flush already spreading down to her chest from her face, indicating how aroused she really was.

I immediately began to thrust hard and fast into her sopping wet, clasping pussy, feeling her muscles already beginning to ripple and flutter around my cock shaft, getting me hotter knowing that Mary was so aroused. Each time I slammed into her, driving my cock deeply into her hot wet pussy, I felt the head of my cock bang into her cervix, getting a grunt from Mary from the impact. I also saw her ass cheeks quivering with each impact, too, as I gripped her hips firmly in my hands, pulling her back into me as I lunged forward, as we fucked furiously on the back of the car.

Soon, I began to feel the tingle building as I pounded Mary's pussy, moaning as I thrust hard into her, feeling my orgasm begin to build. Each time I lunged forward, slapping my hips into her ass, a wet smacking sound could be heard from the large amount of pussy juices that were flowing from Mary were forced out of her pussy by my cock, and were splashing against my groin and dribbling down to my balls, and were in turn getting all over the backs of her thighs and ass. I was working up quite a sweat as I continued to slam my cock deep in her pussy, and looking up as Mary began to squeal, I knew she was very close to orgasm both from her vocalizations, and seeing her deep blush had now reached below her shoulder blades.

"Oh, YES!!!!!!!! Oh, you're fucking me SO GOOOOOOOOOD!!!!!!!! OHHH ... AHHH ... UNGH ... Yeah, YEAH!!!!! KEEP IT UP ... MORE ... HARDER ... OH, YEAH, JUST LIKE THAT ... OHHHHHHHH ... AHHHHHHH ... UNNNGGGGHHHHH ... FUCK ME ... FUCK ME ... FUCK ME, FUCK ME, FUCK ME ... FUCK ... FUCK ... FUCK ... FUCKFUCKFUCKFUCK MEEEEEEAAAAAAAAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" Mary screamed out as her orgasm began, humping and bucking her hips back at me hard, with her pussy clamping down on my cock, triggering my own orgasm.

"OH SHIT YOUR PUSSY IS SO HOT ... SO TIGHT ... CUM, BABY, CUM!!! OH FUCK!!!!!!!!! YOUR PUSSY ... OH, YEAH AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" I yelled out as I felt my balls suddenly tighten against my body, and felt the first powerful surge as my cum raced up my cock blasting hotly into Mary's pussy as my orgasm exploded over me.

'OOOOOHHHHHHHHHHH ... YOUR CUM!!!!!!!! ... I FEEL YOU CUUMMMIIINNNNNGGGGGGG IN MEEEEEEEEIIIIIIIIIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!" Mary shrieked as she felt my first jets of cum blast deep into her wildly spasming pussy, my cock jammed deeply inside, sending her even higher as her orgasm continued to wash over her.

As I was shooting my cum deep inside Mary's gushing wet pussy, as she bucked and heaved in the throes of her orgasm, as I was mine, her body began to tremble violently as her voice was cut off, and then with another scream, her body went totally rigid, and then I felt the warm wetness hit my groin, as Mary's pussy pulsed around my cock as she squirted her pussy juice over me, several times, going totally limp on the trunk of the car when she stopped ejaculating, gasping deeply as she lay there. I also fell forward from the intensity of not only my own orgasm, but Mary's as well, as my knees partially gave out, and I ended up partially on top of Mary's back, my cock still in her pussy, but soon slipping out as it quickly softened.

We lay there for a brief time, as we panted trying to catch our breath. As my strength returned, I stood up and when Mary started to rise, I helped her to her feet. When she was standing up, I shuffled back - my slacks were around my ankles at this point, so graceful mobility on my part was pretty much out of the question - to give her some room, and then turned her to face me, wrapping my arms around her and kissing her hard, shoving my tongue deep in her mouth. Mary sighed deep in her throat as she dueled with me, slipping her tongue around mine and into my mouth, as we held each other tightly.

"BRAVO!" we heard from behind us with clapping, startling us both, as Katy had returned to see what was taking us so long, and as we turned we saw a huge grin on a now naked Katy as she sat next to the elevator, with her legs spread wide, and her pussy red and glistening with wetness from the self pleasure she had obviously engaged in as she watched us fuck like bunnies.

"WOW! That was REALLY HOT, Mommy and Daddy!! REALLY hot!" Katy exclaimed.

"Glad you enjoyed the show, sweetie. How long have you been there? Why didn't you say something?" Mary asked, giggling slightly.

"I sure did enjoy the show! I got back down just as you pulled Daddy to the back of the car. Why didn't I say anything? I saw how hot you were Mommy, and didn't want to interrupt, and boy am I glad I didn't! What you guys were doing made me really hot, too, so I fingered my pussy and had a nice little cum when you guys had your screamers! Like I said before, WOW! That was really cool! Too bad I didn't have a video camera, though ... would have been nice to have that on film!" Katy answered with a gleaming smile.

As Mary and I wiped ourselves off using her dress, and after I took off my shoes and slacks, we all grabbed the packages and headed for the elevator. As we got in to go upstairs, Katy had a thoughtful look on her face, biting her lower lip.

"What's up, little one?" I asked.

"Daddy, do you have a video camera?" she asked me quietly, looking up at me a little pensively.

"Sorry, no I don't sweetie. Never felt a need to have one, since I have a couple of regular cameras ..." I started to say as what she was asking came to my mind, adding, "Why? Do you want to film our activities? You know that if anyone saw those, that we'd get in a lot of trouble, right?"

"Well ... kinda, Daddy. I think it would be neat, 'cause we could watch ourselves in action later ... but, I guess it's not such a good idea after all, because we couldn't let anyone else see them ... never mind, Daddy ..." Katy said, a little dejected at what she thought was a refusal from me on getting a camera. 

Just then we arrived upstairs, and we carried our goodies to the bedroom, dropping Katy's stuff in her room on the way, no one saying anything further on the subject, as we were all lost in thought. I don't know what they were thinking, but I was thinking about going out to get a video camera, beginning to like Katy's idea more and more, the longer I thought about it. Another idea hit me, and as soon as Mike got back and got situated, I'd get him going on my new project, something I was sure to please the girls as much as I was pleased! My project? Installing mirrors on the ceiling over the bed, of course! Wonder why I never thought of that before? Hmmmm, don't know. Another question going through my mind, was what got Mary so worked up that she couldn't wait to get upstairs to get fucked? Not complaining about that, just curious. I made a mental note to remember to ask her about that.

Chapter 23 

After we put our new goodies away, we all jumped into the shower to get cleaned up from the days activities, and after drying off, we settled in on the couch to watch a little TV, snuggling together, and all still thinking about different things. Noticing that Katy still seemed a little glum, I made up my mind that, yes indeed, getting a video camera was a rather good idea, as we could use it to not only make our own home movies, but also film our wedding - hey, great idea! - so during a commercial, I turned to Katy.

"Hey, little one, guess what?" I asked, a big smile on my face.

"What, Daddy?" Katy answered me quietly, still somewhat bummed.

"I have an idea for something to do tomorrow, before we go to the airport, thanks to you, and I think you'll like it, too!" I teased, still smiling.

"What's that, Daddy? What are we going to do?" she asked, still not real enthusiastically, which I intended to change.

"I've been thinking about your idea, and I think you're right. We do need a video camera. Not only for what you suggested, but for the wedding, and for when we pick up Val and Mike, too! What do you think?" I said, preparing myself for what I knew was coming.

"REALLY? You mean it? Oh, Daddy! When are we going to get it? Can we get one today, Daddy?" Katy squealed happily, and as I had guessed, launched herself at me to grab me in another 'Katy-Bear' hug, and planting little kisses all over my face in her excitement.

"WHOA, Girl! Settle down, and let Daddy breathe, OK?" I said, laughing at her reaction. I took a quick peek at Mary to see her reaction and was a little surprised when I saw only a small smile on her face, expecting something more, before I continued, "Yep, I really mean it. Since we'll be going out tomorrow anyway, though, I think we'll put off picking one up until then. Sorry about that, but I just don't feel like going out again today, OK? But we'll leave here about an hour earlier, so we can pick out a good one with all the 'bells and whistles', and get a tripod and everything. How's that sound, sweetie?"

"Oh, darn ... OK, Daddy, we can wait until tomorrow I suppose. Thank you, Daddy!" Katy replied, giving me another squeeze, before sitting back to watch the TV again, her mood tons brighter than it had been, making me glad.

Turning back to Mary again, wondering what was on her mind, I grabbed her hand and as I stood up, pulled her to her feet, saying as I did, "C'mon, beautiful, we need to talk. Katy, sweetie, your Mom and I have something to discuss, so we're going to my office for a bit, but we'll be back soon, OK? When we're done, we'll let you know what's up - don't want any secrets, but we need to talk in private, first."

"OK, Daddy - no problem." Katy said, her attention more on the TV show than on what we adults were going to do, while Mary stood next to me, not saying a word.

After we got in the office, I sat down in my chair and pulled Mary onto my lap, and taking her face gently in my hand turned her to look me in the eye, and asked, "OK, my Love, why so quiet? Does it have anything to do with the video camera? If not, then what? You're unusually quiet, and I love you and am a little concerned. Can you tell what's bothering you? Oh, and while we're at it, what got you all worked up earlier?", smiling to try to reassure her as I asked that question, getting a shy smile in return.

After taking a few moments to gather her thoughts, Mary started to answer my questions with a bit of a sheepish smile on her face, "Well, Lover ... not sure how to start, but here goes ... I'll answer your last question first. You know that I prefer not to wear a bra or panties when I'm dressed, right?" and when I nodded, she continued, "The reason for that is that I have a bit of an exhibitionistic streak in me ... I like the feeling of being naked under my dresses, knowing that others can tell too ... it feels nice knowing that people are watching my breasts jiggle, and can see my nipples get hard ... it gives me a thrill when I see men get hard, I guess, and I feel really sexy.

"When I was teasing you when we went to Edmonds, making you hard ... I got really aroused thinking that other people would see that ... knowing that I caused you to get hard ... then, when we were at Alki, and people were staring at Katy and me, especially after we got in our little splash fight and my dress got soaked, making it obvious to people that I wasn't wearing anything under my dress ... well, I got so hot, and so wet ... I almost had an orgasm right there, and I really needed to have you fuck me as soon as possible. I just couldn't wait any longer ... I just HAD to have you right then.

"After we were done, though, I realized that ... well, that I may have opened us up to things we can't have other people knowing, specifically our relationship with Katy, and I began to worry about what you would think about my little show ... and about what might happen. I'm worried that some of the people who saw us today may have called the police to report us, and I'm a little scared ... I'm also a little scared that you're mad at me, too ..." and Mary began to sniffle as the tears started to flow, as she buried her head in my shoulder.

I wrapped her in my arms, hugging her tight to me and whispered in her ear to try to calm her down and ease her fears, "Oh, no my Love ... I am in no way mad at you one bit! Not at all! I was just curious about what was going on today, is all. Hey, I was having a blast today, and thought it was pretty funny when your dress practically 'disappeared' when Katy soaked you, and I got turned on, too, knowing people could see your gorgeous body, OK? As far as anyone calling the cops? I'm not at all concerned about that. We didn't do anything wrong, and didn't do anything that would lead people to suspect a thing about what our relationship with Katy is, and since we parked several blocks away, I know we made a 'clean get away'! Nobody saw us drive away, OK? So, as the Aussies like to say, no worries!" I finished as I lifted her chin, wiping at her tears, smiling up at her, and getting a small smile in return.

"You're not mad at me? Even though I didn't tell you I like showing off?" Mary asked, looking deep in my eyes to see if I was telling the truth.

"No, Mary. I am definitely not mad at you, even if you were a bad girl by not telling me. You deserve a spanking for that, though, you naughty girl!" I answered with a big smile as I lightly swatted her rear end, and then added, "OK, now that we have that out of the way, what else is on your mind, hmmmmm? Tell me, or you will get a spanking for sure!", again swatting her rear end, and being a little surprised at Mary's reaction when she cooed softly, wiggling her ass against my hand. New mental note - explore this a bit more later!

"I'm so glad you're not mad at me ... I don't ever want to do or say anything to make you mad ... I want to make you proud of me, and need you to want to be with me and be happy with me." Mary stated, and then went on, "The other stuff on my mind? Well ... I guess I'm a little nervous ... about what's coming up this week ... moving out of my apartment, for one thing. What if the movers don't show up? What if something happens and I can't make it? What if something happens to you and Katy either on the way to the airport, or coming home? Then there's the wedding. What if, after we move in here, something happens, and you want us to leave? What if you change your mind, and don't want to marry me ... or adopt Katy? Kev, what if ..." 

I stopped Mary from continuing on by placing my hand over her mouth, as I could see she was getting very worked up, and was starting to tremble, and said almost scoldingly, "Mary, STOP! Listen to me ... c'mon, Honey, please listen?" and when she relaxed a little and nodded her head, I moved my hand and continued, "It's time for a real life lesson here - one I'm still trying to master myself - and it goes like this. There are many things in life that can cause worries and fears, but the thing is, try to concern yourself only with those things you have direct control over, and don't worry about, or fear, those things you don't have direct control over. Why? Because of this truth. Something you don't have direct control over is either going to happen, or not going to happen, and worrying about it isn't going to change that. If something does happen, well then you can deal with it. But if it doesn't happen? By worrying about it, all you've done is waste a lot of energy over nothing.

"All of the concerns you just brought up start with 'what if?', and most of them, you don't have any direct control over, right?" I asked, continuing when she nodded, "There's no point to being worried about those things then if you agree with my little life lesson. Honey, I LOVE you, and there are only TWO ways I WON'T marry you! The first is if I die between now and Saturday, and I'm certainly not planning on doing THAT, and the other is if YOU say no. I really don't have direct control over either of those two possibilities, except to be careful, and to do nothing that would convince you that you're making a mistake by marrying me, so I'm not going to worry about either, OK?

"If the movers don't show up, call me, and I'll get them there. If you want, Katy and I can drop you off at the apartment, and either pick you up later, or I can have the movers bring you here. I'm sure some studly dude would jump at the chance to have you share his truck cab, you gorgeous woman, you! Katy and I are going to be in one of the largest, safest vehicles on the road, and I'm a good driver - heck, you should know that by now from what you were doing to me earlier today! - and I'm leery of what other people do when they drive, and constantly keep an eye out for something stupid happening on the road. Just so you know, I'm a little nervous about the wedding too. Not 'cold feet, I'm not sure if I want to do this' nerves, just ... well, I guess you can maybe call it 'stage fright'. I'm going to be up there being 'Mr. Average', and you are going to be joining me, being 'Miss Absolutely Drop Dead, Gorgeous Knockout, Total Babe', looking fabulous and making me look ... well, frumpy? 'Mr. Not Worthy of this Babe'? Me, nervous? Yeah, I'm nervous all right ..." and then it was my turn to stop talking, as Mary plastered her lips over mine in a fierce, but brief kiss, after which it was my turn to get scolded.

"Don't you DARE even think that you're not 'worthy' to be my husband. Not EVER, do you hear me? You are more than worthy, so very much more than just 'worthy' to be MY husband! You are a wonderful, loving, gentle man who has proven on more than one occasion that you truly do love me and my daughter, and have proven your worth to me over and over and over again. 'Mr. Average'? Not in MY book, buster! In my mind, you are SO FAR ABOVE 'average' that you're off the charts! And this 'Absolutely Drop Dead, Gorgeous Knockout, Total Babe' will have to restrain herself from RUNNING down that aisle to marry you! I love you to the very core of my being, and will be HIGHLY pissed off if anyone even THINKS they're going to stop me from becoming your wife! So get any thoughts of being 'unworthy' out of that possibly pea-sized brain of yours, Buster, RIGHT NOW! Do you read me?" Mary said with great intensity, holding my head in her hands as her eyes blazed with passion into mine, staring deep into my very soul.

"Wow! Wow ... I, um ... I guess I owe you an apology ... and I'm humbled by your complimentary words ... please forgive me?" I said contritely, fearing that I may have blown things, but found that I needn't have, as Mary softened her look and leaned down to softly, passionately kiss me.

"Apology accepted, and you're welcome even though it wasn't really a compliment, but what I consider to be the truth." Mary softly said, breaking the kiss and looking at me with such a look of love - for ME - in her eyes, that I started to briefly choke up.

"Well ... it looks like we cleared some things up, eh? Do you feel better now that we've talked? I know I do." I said.

"Yes, I do, Darling. I was being a little silly, I guess - but so were you! I like your little philosophy, and will try to keep it in mind, and try to not worry so much about things. Let's go back now OK? I don't want Katy to start worrying about what's going on with us." Mary replied, and made to get up, but I wouldn't let her yet, wrapping my arms tighter around her, pulling her to me as I tilted my head and kissed her softly, but putting as much feeling in the kiss as I could, getting a soft moan from Mary as my reward.

Breaking the kiss, I patted Mary's rear end indicating that she could get up which she did, and when we were both standing, I wrapped my arm around her holding her tightly to my side, and she did the same as we started back to the sitting area in my bedroom. We both giggled a little when we got to the door and made our first attempt to go through, having to turn sideways after we bumped into the door frame.

As we got into the hall, I got a little playful, reaching down to Mary's ass cheek and lightly pinched her, getting a yelp when I did, and a hip shove in retaliation - of course, just as we got to the door to my sitting area, knocking me into that door frame. As I bounced off the door frame, Mary giggled and waggled her finger at me as I came after her, making her scoot through the doorway, laughing harder now. I managed to just barely reach her, giving her a swat on her ass, making her yelp and laugh harder, as she put a hand back for protection as she darted to the couch, flopping down quickly, covering her butt from any further 'attack'.

After getting my balance back, rubbing my hip from the door frame hit, I dashed into the sitting area room and jumped to the couch, making Mary put her hands up and emitting a little squeak, landing in the middle of the couch between Mary and Katy, making them both bounce from the impact, laughing as I saw Mary almost bounce off the couch, exposing her ass to me. As she was scrambling to sit back down to protect her tight butt, I managed to sneak my hand under her and goosed her as she sat back down, making her jump away from my hand, as she squealed in reaction.

Mary made to dive on me, and when she did, I wrapped her up in my arms, trapping hers against her sides, and started blowing 'raspberries' on her neck and upper chest, making her shriek with laughter as I tickled her with my mouth. I kept that up for a while until she began to pant and gasp from laughing so hard, fighting for breath and yelling for me to stop.

"Say 'Uncle'! You want me to quit? Then say 'Uncle'!" I demanded, laughing as I tried to restrain her, going back to blowing 'raspberries' on whatever part of her I could reach.

"NEVER!" Mary shrieked, still laughing hard, and then added, "Help me, Katy! Get him OFF of me, please?"

I knew I was in for it now, if Katy decided to help her Mom, and quickly turning my head gave her a mock-menacing glare, hoping that would deter her from whatever she might be planning, to no avail, as Katy jumped on me, pulling at my arms while trying to tickle me - I may be in my late 40's, but I'm still ticklish! - at the same time, and having a certain amount of success, all of us now laughing hard.

As Mary continued to struggle to get away from my grip, with Katy pulling harder on my arms, I knew it was only a matter of time that I would lose my grip, as I was beginning to tire from both holding this wild woman thrashing in my grip, and from laughing so hard. Just as Katy was really starting to loosen my grip, freeing one of my hands, I reached down and smacked Mary kind of hard on her ass, making her jump from the impact, and making what sounded like a moan of pleasure, too. 

'Hmmm! That was interesting, let's see if it happens again!' I thought, and smacked her ass again, a little harder this time. The reaction I got from Mary surprised me a little as she moaned loudly pushing her ass against my hand, and wiggling it as her body relaxed in my arms, and Katy surprised me, too.

"Mommy likes to be spanked, Daddy. Do it some more, Daddy, and watch what happens!" Katy whispered in my ear, after letting go of my arms.

So I did, smacking her on the ass again, this time on the other cheek, getting a combination moan and sigh from Mary that I knew was from feeling pleasure, as she stopped struggling completely, panting from her earlier exertions as she leaned her forehead against my chest. As Mary calmed down more, I smacked her again, causing her to jerk and then press her ass harder against my hand as I slowly rubbed her ass cheek. Mary began to writhe against me, straddling my thigh with her legs, and as she pressed her pussy down on my leg, I could feel that she was wet - very wet! - as she began to undulate her hips, rubbing her pussy on my thigh.

Just then, Katy started to move getting to her feet on the couch, and leaned down to whisper in my ear, "I'm going to sit on the arm of the couch, and I want you to make Mommy lie across your legs while you spank her some more. Make sure she has her head towards me, and 'make' her lick my pussy, Daddy. She likes to be dominated sometimes, and I think this is one of those times. OK, Daddy? Tell her to do it.", and when she finished saying that, she sat on the arm of the couch and spread her legs wide, and I saw that she was beginning to get wet, too. When I didn't do anything right away, Katy impatiently motioned at me, urging me on.

Reaching under Mary, I straightened her up, and in a mock-stern voice said, "Remember that spanking I mentioned earlier that I thought you deserved for being naughty? Well, it's time! You need to be spanked, and right now, so lie across my legs you bad, naughty girl, so I can teach you not to be naughty!" Mary, who kept her face looking down as I spoke, whimpered a little, but made no move to do what I said, so I smacked her ass moderately hard, and harshly spoke "MOVE!", as my hand landed on her ass, making her jump again, and she scrambled off of me, and laid her body across my lap, her face barely an inch from Katy's sweet little pussy.

When Mary made no move to do anything to Katy, it dawned on me that she was waiting for me to tell her what to do, as she morphed into being a true submissive, showing me another facet of her personality, something else she hadn't told me about, and I decided to use that as I 'punished' her, saying in a very stern voice, as I landed another stinging slap to her ass cheek, "Lick her pussy while I give you the spanking you deserve!", making Mary jump and whimper again, but still making no move to lick Katy's little pussy.

Looking at Katy I said, "Push her head to your pussy, and make her lick you while I spank her for disobeying me, and for being bad for not telling me that she's a slut!" and landed another slap to Mary's ass. Katy reached down and pulled her mother's face to her pussy, and began rubbing her face in her wet slit, trying to get Mary to start using her tongue, but having no success.

"Start licking her pussy, slut!" SLAP! "Use that tongue! Make her cum, slut!" SLAP! "You want to know why I'm calling you a slut?" SLAP! "Because only sluts like showing off their bodies to strangers, slut!" SMACK! "It turns you on being a slut, though, doesn't it?" SMACK! "Your pussy gets wet showing off, right, slut?" SMACK! "Tell me, slut! Does your pussy get wet when you show off your slutty body?" SMACK!

The whole time I was asking Mary these things as I was smacking her ass, alternating cheeks, Mary was whimpering, and moaning with each impact, getting more and more aroused in the process, her pussy really beginning to flow, and her juices dripping onto my lap, as she finally reached her tongue out to lick Katy's now very wet pussy. My cock was as hard as a steel bar, and was being pressed down under Mary's belly just above her pelvis, and as she felt my hardness, she began to squirm against my cock, almost distracting me from what I was doing.

When Mary didn't respond, I smacked each of her ass cheeks five times, real hard, and yelled "TELL ME!! TELL me you like being a slut, and showing off your slutty body!", making her ass cheeks turn bright pinkish-red. Mary arched her back under the rapid assault on her ass, moaning loudly as she felt the impacts, and then lifted her head from Katy's pussy, gasping from the pain/pleasure.

"Oh, yes! ... AHH ... I AM a slut ... OWwww ... and I deserve to ... Yiiii!!! ... be spanked ... AHHHoooo ... by my ... UNnnnggghhhh ... Master ... oh, OWWwww ... oh, please ... AAiiiiee ... spank me ... UNnnggghhh ... Master ... Yiieee ... I've been so ... OWWW!!!  ... naughty!!! Ahhhowww!" Mary gasped, moaning and groaning as I continued to paddle her ass, and then went back to licking and slurping at Katy's pussy.

I was rather surprised that Mary was getting so aroused by having her ass spanked, while I was getting hotter and hotter from doing the spanking! I'm not really into the whole Dom/Sub thing, but I was starting to really get into this, watching as the flush spread further and further across Mary's body, indicating that she was getting closer and closer to cumming - without me going anywhere near her pussy!

As I continued to spank Mary, I noticed that her ass was getting very red, and not wanting to really hurt her, started to slow down, and ease my spanks. Apparently this was not what Mary wanted, as reached under herself to get at her pussy, rubbing vigorously to increase the sensations in her pussy that she lost when I slowed down. When I noticed that I smacked her ass harder, and reached to grab her hand, pulling it away, making Mary whimper.

"You want to finger a pussy, slut? Finger HERS, then, NOT yours! I'll decide when it's time for you to cum - if ever tonight!" I yelled, smacking her ass several times in a row, as I moved her hand to Katy's pussy, and adding, "Suck her clit, and finger fuck her pussy! Make her CUM, slut, so you can drink her pussy juices!" Smacking her ass hard for emphasis, getting a groan from Mary, who did insert two fingers in Katy's pussy as she began to suck on her clit, getting a delighted squeal from Katy as she started to hump her pussy on her Mother's fingers.

I stopped spanking Mary for a while, rubbing her ass cheeks as I watched her finger fucking Katy's tight little, sopping wet, pussy while she sucked on Katy's engorged, protruding clit. Then it dawned on me that Katy might fall off the arm of the couch when she came, so I leaned over until I could reach, and grabbing Katy's ankles, dragged her off the arm of the couch, and then with some struggle, slid over on the couch until Mary's mouth was once again in position over Katy's pussy. When I made these moves, I got groans of frustration from both girls, and then moans of pleasure when I finished, as Mary went back to what she had been doing, with gusto now.

Watching Mary sucking and finger fucking Katy's clit and pussy was getting me more and more aroused, and I knew that Katy was highly aroused as she panted and moaned, her body writhing, and the flush from her face spreading further down her torso reaching the top of her heaving tits. As Katy got closer to her orgasm, she shifted her feet, pulling them under her and lifted her hips off the couch cushion, squatting now and really humping her hips with the better leverage, matching the tempo of her Mother's fingers as they slid deeply in and out of her soaking wet pussy, making squelching noises as they moved through Katy's wetness, as Mary continued to slurp loudly at Katy's clit.

Not wanting to merely be a spectator, and not really into spanking Mary any more - much to her disappointment, I found out later - while reaching down to rub Mary's pussy with my right hand, with my left, I reached out to grasp Katy's engorged, and by now very sensitive nipples to lightly pinch, twist, and pull them away from her chest. Both girls moaned in pleasure, and mounting excitement, as they felt my hands contact their bodies.

"OH, yeah! Pinch my nipples, Daddy ... SUCK my clit HARDER, Mommy! Make me CUM ... ooooooh, yeah, just like that Mommy ... oooooohhhhhhh, YEAH, THERE! Rub me RIGHT THERE, Mommy ... HARDER ... AHhhhhh, yeeeeeessssssss oooooooooooooooh ... pinch my nipples, Daddy ... harder ... pull them ... oh, YEAH, I like it, I like it ... HARDER, DADDY, PINCH HARDER!!! ... SUCK ME, MOMMY, SUCK MY CLIT!!!! ... PUT MORE FINGERS IN MEEEEEAAAAAIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEE, YEAH!!!!!! FUCK ME FASTER ... OH ... AHH ... OOHHH, YEAH ... I'M ALMOST ... OOOOOOOOOOHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!! ... YESSSSSSSS, RIIGGGHHHHTTTTT THERE, MOMMIIIEEEEEEEEEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIIIIIIIII'M CUMMMMMMMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINNNNNNNNNNNNGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" Katy shrieked, as Mary rotated her fingers in Katy's pussy to rub her G-spot, shoving four fingers in and out of her wildly spasming pussy, and softly biting her clit, while I roughly pinched, twisted and pulled hard on her engorged nipples, sending Katy soaring, racing, plunging over the edge into a massive orgasm, her hips bucking up once as she reached her peak very quickly, and then as I watched, her pussy lips flared open as her pussy juice began to gush, squirting right into Mary's face. When Mary felt the first gush, she let go of Katy's clit, and opened her mouth wide slurping noisily, swallowing frantically as Katy's sweet pussy juice filled her mouth to overflowing.

As Katy's body went through her orgasmic convulsions, and then began to relax, Mary followed Katy's pelvis with her mouth and tongue, lapping up as much of Katy's pussy juice as she could, and caressed the inside of her thighs wiping up more, then licking her hands off, until Katy was fairly cleaned up. Then as Katy leaned her head back on the arm of the couch moaning softly in the after-glow, Mary crawled up and began kissing Katy, shoving her tongue deep in her mouth, letting Katy taste her own pussy juice still coating Mary's tongue, and caressing Katy as she came down from her peak.

When I saw Katy was relaxing with her eyes closed, her head leaning on the arm of the couch, and a very satisfied look on her face, I decided it was my turn now, and reverting back to the 'Master' tone, spoke gruffly to Mary saying, "You've been a good girl, making Katy cum like that, and so as a reward, you can now make me cum, too. If you're real good, I might even let you cum, too. Get down on the floor on your hands and knees, so I can fuck you like every slut should be fucked - from behind, 'Doggie' style! You do want to be fucked like you deserve, don't you? Like the slut you are, from behind like a dog in heat? You better assume the position then, and right now, or I won't let you cum tonight!"

Mary looked at me with wild, blazing hot eyes, her nostrils flaring as her chest heaved from her heavy breathing, and without saying a word quickly moved to the bed getting on her hands and knees. When she was in position, she looked over her shoulder and said, "Yes, Master, I do want to be fucked like a slut - from behind, like a bitch in heat. Please fuck your little slut, Master ... in either hole you wish ... in my pussy ... or in my ass ... I just want you to be pleased, Master ... whatever you wish is my desire ... please let me please you, Master ... take me the way you want." and then turned her head forward again, waiting for me to use her body for my pleasure.

I quickly knelt behind her, and running the head of my cock up and down through her drenched pussy slit to coat it with her juices, I leaned over and said, "Oh, I'll fuck you all right, slut, but there isn't any 'or' involved here. If I want to fuck both your pussy AND your ass, I will, whether you want me to or not. I might even let you suck my cock, too, but I don't think so. I think I just want to FUCK you!" shoving hard into her pussy as I said that, plunging balls deep in her sopping wet pussy, making Mary grunt as I bumped into her cervix.

I quickly built up to a hard, fast tempo slamming hard into Mary's pussy, slapping my hips hard into her ass cheeks making them quiver from each impact. Mary quickly matched my tempo, fucking her pussy onto my cock, moaning and gasping louder and louder as our bodies slapped wetly together, as her pussy juices stared to dribble down to my balls and then to the floor. 

After about 5 minutes of heavy pounding, I could sense that Mary was getting really close to her orgasm, so I pulled completely out of her pussy, and pinched both of her hips hard, breaking her concentration as she worked towards her climax, groaning in frustration as she felt me pull out, and yelping in pain as I pinched her. I waited for a little while until I heard Mary’s breathing slowing down, and then slowly inserted my cock back into her pussy, getting a happy sigh from Mary as I pushed all the way in.

I slowly fucked my cock in and out of her wet, slick pussy, feeling her muscles fluttering around my shaft, occasionally pulling all the way out, and then slowly pushing back in, changing both the depth and angle of penetration, reveling in the feel of her hot, wet pussy. I had to stop a couple of times, and pull out, as I could feel my orgasm building faster than I wanted, which just frustrated Mary more each time I did. Once I was calmed down, and knew I was going to be able to last for a while longer, I rammed my cock hard and deep into Mary's pussy making her squeal in surprise, feeling my balls lightly smack into her clit. Just as I started building to a fast hard tempo again, I felt Katy come up beside me, and she tapped my shoulder to get my attention, and I saw she had the new tube of lube we bought earlier.

"Mommy probably wants you to fuck her ass, Daddy ... I could tell from what she said ... so I'm going to start putting this on, OK? You keep fucking her pussy, but you better slow down so you can cum in her ass." Katy said as she was opening the lube, and kneeling down next to Mary's hip.

"OH fuck YES!!! Lube my ass baby! Get me ready ... oh, fuck ... oh ... oh ... ahh ... ahhh, yessss ... please ... fuck my ass, Lover ... I need you to fuck me ... oh, yeah that feels gooood! ... in my ass ... please? ... OH, YEAH!!! STICK YOUR FINGERS IN MY ASS ... OH FUCK, YEAH!!!!!! ... OH, SOOOO GOOOOOOOOOOD!!!!!!! ... Ungh ... oooooooh, yeah baby ... lube me goooood!!!!! ... please, Babe, fuck my ass ... I NEED IT ... fuck it, please? ... AHH ... OHHH, YEAH! ... OOOOOOOEEEEEEEEEEEE BABY!!!!!!! ... How many fingers do you HAVE in my ass, Baby ... OH FUCK IT'S GOOOOOOOOD!!!!!!!!!!!!!" Mary howled as she felt Katy begin to lube up her asshole, while I kept fucking her pussy, slowing down to an easier tempo, heeding Katy's advice.

I watched as Katy squirted a large glob to her Mother's anal orifice, and then applied some to her index and middle fingers, and then start to rub Mary's tight pucker. As she got Mary lubed up, she squirted some more on Mary, and then began to slowly push both of her fingers inside Mary's asshole, eventually getting them all the way in. Katy then began to slide her fingers in and out of Mary, squirting more lube directly into Mary's anal opening. As Mary's anus relaxed, Katy then inserted her ring finger, and began picking up the pace as she finger fucked three fingers in and out of her Mother's anus. What prompted Mary's last loud remark was Katy inserting her fourth finger, pushing deeply into Mary's ass, spreading her fingers as she did to loosen Mary's anal ring even more. Soon, Katy was easily moving all four fingers in and out of her Mother's asshole, as I continued to fuck her pussy. Occasionally, I could feel Katy's fingers through the thin membrane separating Mary's pussy from her anal canal, giving me an extra thrill each time.

"OK, Daddy, she's ready. Pull your nice hard cock out of her pussy, so I can put some lube on you, OK? Daddy, c'mon! Mommy's asshole is ready! See?" Katy informed me, and when I didn't pull out right away, she pulled her fingers out of her Mother's asshole to show me how gaping wide open it was, and I was surprised that it stayed open, closing only a fraction. Mary was definitely ready, all right!

I quickly pulled out of Mary's pussy, while Katy was putting a large glob of lube on her hand, and when I presented my cock to her, Katy began to smear the lube all over my cock, coating the entire shaft and head. When she was finished, she guided me to her Mother's gaping wide asshole, and centered my cock head at her opening.

"OK, Daddy - PUSH! FUCK MOMMY IN THE ASS! I WANT YOU TO, AND MOMMY DOES TOO, FUCK IT HARD AND FAST UNTIL YOU CUM, DADDY. CUM IN MOMMY'S ASS, DADDY!" Katy exclaimed as she let go of my shaft as I penetrated Mary's asshole.

Because of how widely her asshole was dilated, I was able to easily push my cock all the way in her ass. When I was completely ensheathed in her hot, clasping rectum, I felt her anal ring close around my shaft as I paused momentarily, savoring the hot feeling of being deep in my lovers ass. As I paused, though, Mary got impatient, and as she humped her ass at me, she urged me to start fucking her.

"OHHHHHHHH, YEAHHHHHH!!!!!!!!! I LOVE having your cock in my ASS! Now, FUCK it, please? FUCK IT!! FUCK me ... fuck my ASS, Babe! ... Shove it in me deep ... and hard ... and fast! Make me cum, please, Babe? Make me cum by fucking my ass ... I want you to cum, too, Honey ... in my ASS!!! Oh, this feels SO GOOOOOOOD!! FUCK ME BABY, PLEASE?" Mary squealed as she felt me penetrate her ass, with the last part imploring me to move.

I started to move slowly at first, but quickly picked up the pace when I found I could move freely in and out of Mary's hot asshole, and was soon at a steady, medium strength rhythm, sliding my cock in and out of Mary's slick anal canal, her anal ring gripping the shaft of my cock, almost possessively. As I got into my steady rhythm, Katy began to act as a cheering section, whispering quietly in Mary's ear first, then mine.

"Oh, Mommy that looks SO HOT! Daddy's cock sliding in and out of your asshole ... I bet that feels real good, huh, Mommy? I kind of wish Daddy was fucking my ass, but he's not, and that's OK, there'll be another time ... right now, it's your time, Mommy ... feel his cock sliding in ... and out ... fucking your ass ... oooooooooh, yessss ... squeeze down on him Mommy ... make your asshole tighter for Daddy ... mmmmmmmm, I bet that feels even better now, huh, Mommy?" Katy said, and then not waiting for an answer moved closer to me.

"Wow, Daddy, I sure envy Mommy! She's getting her ass buttfucked by your nice ... HOT ... HARD ... COCK! ... Oh, yeah that looks so hot ... watching your cock going in ... and out ... of my Mommy's butt hole ... Oooooooh, it's so nasty, too! ... Fuck it, Daddy ... harder, Daddy! ... Yeah, just like that, Daddy ... see how her butt quivers each time you hit it? I think that's really hot ... and sexy ... ooooh, yeah ... keep fucking her asshole, Daddy. CUM in her ass, too, Daddy! Mmmmmmm, Daddy ... your cum ... tastes sooooo goooooood! ... Daddy? ... Can you do me a little favor, please? ... When you CUM ... can you pull out ... and squirt some ... for me ... on Mommy's ass, please? ... I love the taste of your CUM, Daddy ... can you let me have some of your ... HOT ... THICK ... WET ... CUM, Daddy, please?" Katy was saying softly to me, and then when I nodded at her request, she squealed her pleasure, and kissed me - in the ear! - shoving her tongue in as deep as it would go, almost making me blow right then!

"Mommy, guess what? Daddy said he was going to share some of his CUM with me, and squirt some on your ass so I can lick it off ... and swallow it ... mmmmmmmm, I love Daddy's CUM ... do you want some, too? I'll share some of Daddy's CUM if you want, Mommy ... hmmmmm? Bet you would ... bet you can hardly wait ... to feel his CUM ... squirt deep inside ... your butt hole ... and then on your ass ... are you going to cum soon, Mommy? I think you are ... would you like a little help, Mommy? So you can CUM sooner? Here ... let me help ... I want help make you ... CUM, Mommy ... CUM for Daddy, Mommy ... CUM for me, Mommy!" Katy said to Mary, enflaming her already hot passions ever further, as Mary could feel her orgasm building and building as I kept pounding her ass, fucking her faster and harder.

Katy then slid on her back underneath her Mother, and reaching up grabbed one of Mary's tits to stop it from swaying, and quickly sucked Mary's extended, extremely sensitive, nipple into her mouth, lashing her tongue rapidly across the rubbery flesh, making Mary groan deep in her throat from the added sensation, feeling a bolt of lightning flash from her nipple straight to her pussy and asshole.

As I was pounding hard into Mary's sucking, clasping, wildly rippling anal canal, feeling my orgasm steadily build, suddenly I felt Mary's anal ring clamp tightly around my cock shaft, limiting my movements somewhat. As I looked up, I saw that Katy was laying under Mary, and knew she was probably sucking on her tit, causing Mary's body to react as it had. I loved it, as it gave me added friction, and I sped up to increase not only my own feelings, but Mary's as well, slapping my hips hard against Mary's ass, making her grunt louder and louder.

I was beginning to pant and gasp hard from the exertions, sweat pouring from my body, and just as I was beginning to worry I wasn't going to be able to keep this up much longer, I felt the familiar tingle in my balls as my orgasm began to quickly build. Then I felt my balls start to retract, and as I felt the first jet of cum start up my shaft, Mary screamed out as she too went over the edge, as her orgasm flashed through her body, and I felt her anal ring begin to pulse wildly, and clamp and release my cock shaft as I spurted my cum deep in her ass. 

I managed to pull out just before Mary's body went rigid, squirting three more thick jets of cum on Mary's ass for Katy, and then collapsed back, as Mary gushed pussy juice in a flood as she reached her peak. I found out later that Katy had pushed both of Mary's tits together so the nipples touched, and after sucking them in her mouth, sent Mary screaming into orgasm when she bit down hard, and pulled her head back, stretching Mary's nipples away from her tits. As Mary went rigid, Katy quickly scooted out from beneath her Mother before she fell forward, and after Mary did fall forward, began lapping my cum from her Mother's ass cheeks, cooing and moaning, and frantically fingering herself, giving herself another, small, orgasm. 

We all lay on the bed, exhausted from our exertions, covered with sweat and feeling sexually spent, as we panted and gasped. I was the first to stir, as the wet sheet under me started to cool, and I sat up on the edge of the bed, and reached out to caress both Katy and Mary as they lay there recovering. As I glanced at the clock, I saw it was time for my pill again, so got up to get a glass of water and took the pill, getting Katy's attention as I did, and a smile from her as she watched me swallow it down. Soon, we were all recovered enough - although Mary and I had shaky legs - and we all trooped off to take a shower. After we finished, as Mary sat and rested, Katy and I stripped and then remade the bed, and we all piled back on and were soon fast asleep. I made sure to set the alarm before I drifted off with thoughts floating through my head about how 'kinky' my wife to be is and wondering what other surprises she may have for me, but putting those thoughts aside for another day, as we all had a busy day ahead of us tomorrow, and I needed to get to sleep.

Chapter 24 

I woke up with a start Wednesday morning when the screeching tones of the alarm began to blare, almost leaping from the bed in my haste to shut it off. My heart was pounding from the scare the stupid thing gave me, since I don't usually turn the alarm on, my eyes wide open, as I sat on the edge of the bed panting for a few moments, as I tried to gather my wits, as the thought 'What the fuck?' flitted through my mind, not knowing why the alarm went off until I remembered what day it was. As I was trying to get my act together, I noticed that both Mary and Katy were awake and looking at me with amusement in their eyes as they tried to stifle their laughter, but eventually failing due, I suppose, to the wild eyed expression I had on my face, and they finally burst out laughing.

"Oh shut up you two. Give a guy a break, will you please? I hate that thing, and rarely use it, 'cause it scares the shit out of me!" I said a little petulantly, which only made them laugh even harder.

"Well, good morning to you, too!" Mary finally managed to gasp out, as she sat up to give me a hug and kiss, adding rather sarcastically, "Poor baby. Did the little alarm clock scare you?", then bursting into another fit of giggles, as I scowled at her for a moment until I started to chuckle ruefully.

"Morning, Daddy! I'm sorry I laughed at you, but you had such a funny look on your face, I couldn't help it!" Katy said as she too sat up to give me a hug and kiss good morning, adding, "Are you OK now? You sure did look scared!"

"Yeah, yeah ... I'm fine. We better get a move on, ladies, as we have things to do, places to go, and people to see, eh?" I said as I stood up, taking their hands in mine and pulling them to their feet.

We all trooped in to the bathroom to do our usual morning routine, and after showering, we all began to get dressed for the day. I put on jeans and a pull over polo shirt, choosing to wear underwear today, and I noticed that Mary was even putting on a bra and thong panties - surprise! - which Katy also did, although her panties were of the French cut variety instead of a thong.

"So, ladies ... just out of curiosity, what's with the bra and panties?" I asked, as we continued to dress.

"Well, Dear." Mary said as she too pulled on a pair of loose fitting jeans, followed by a loose fitting top, "Katy and I are going to be meeting new people today, and don't want to give them the wrong impression, and in my case, I don't want to 'distract' the movers TOO much. Might make them unable to do their job if I dressed like I usually do, don't you think?" smiling a little wickedly at me as she waggled her eye brows, and continued, "I told Katy that she might give some poor old folks heart attacks at the airport if she didn't wear a bra and panties, not to mention Val and Mike and their spouses, so ... ta-da!", her answer making me chuckle. Katy had put on a nice blouse, and some knee length, baggy shorts, and both ladies 'charms' were hidden for the most part, although they both still looked great.

"Great idea! May have to continue doing that the rest of the week, too, with all the things we're going to be doing. By the way, as usual, you two look terrific! Now, who's hungry?" I replied, getting "Me!" from both, as we headed down to get some breakfast.

After we ate, and were finishing up with the dishes, the front door chimes sounded, and as I looked at my watch I figured that it was probably one of the movers who would be stationed here to wait for the first loads to arrive from the apartment, and when I went down to the front door, I found I was right. I let the guy and his crew in, and showed him where they were to stage the stuff, and left them to begin setting up, rejoining the girls.

"OK, ladies, the shows starting. Let's hit the road. Mary, the mover foreman informed me that the other guys are going to meet you at the apartment in a little while, so you better get a 'move' on." which drew a groan from both Mary and Katy at my horrible pun. I pulled Mary into my arms, giving her a deep kiss and tight hug, and after we broke the embrace, Mary grabbed the keys for the Mustang, and she was on her way, tossing a quick 'See ya later, Lover' over her shoulder as she left.

"OK, Munchkin, ready to go shopping for a video camera?" I asked, taking Katy by the hand as we headed out the door, squeezing past the movers.

"Yeah, Daddy! Where are we going?" Katy said, a little excitement evident in her voice.

"There's a great little camera shop just up the street a ways that I want to check out first. If we don't find what we want there, then we'll just have to go to the mall down by the airport, OK?" I replied, and then added as we stepped outside into beautiful sunshine, "Wow! What a gorgeous day - just like my little sweetie! This is perfect!", getting a beaming smile from Katy at my compliment.

"Thanks, Daddy! It is nice out today. Sure glad it isn't raining!" Katy responded, as we walked up to the camera shop.

We soon arrived, as the camera shop is only a couple of blocks away from my place, and we started looking at all of the cameras and other equipment in the store, chatting about the various features we were looking for. After a brief delay waiting for our turn, as the one clerk who was on shift took care of the customers who were in front of us completed their transactions, the clerk - Bill, the owner - finally turned his attention to us, smiling when he recognized me.

"Well, hello Mr. Smith. What brings you here on this fine day? What can I help you with?" he asked, adding as he looked at Katy, "And who's this very pretty young lady graciously deigning to brighten up my little shop with her presence?", getting a smile and a bit of a blush from Katy at his compliment.

"Bill, I'd like you to meet Katy, the daughter of my fiancée. Katy, this is Bill, the owner of this shop." and after they exchanged greetings, with Katy thanking him for the compliment, I continued, "We're looking for a quality video camera, with all the best features, a professional model, if you have one. Also, a tripod and some lights, and anything else you might suggest. We want to video the wedding, which by the way is this Saturday at ..." and I named the church, " ... and you and your wife are invited, of course, if you can attend. Starts at one o'clock."

"Well, congratulations! That's wonderful news! Marsha and I will be delighted to attend, and she'll be thrilled to finally see you get hitched! You know how she has been after you to find a good woman, eh?" Bill replied with a chuckle, adding, "OK, let's see ... professional video camera with all the 'bells and whistles', and accessories ... what about price range? I have several models that I think will fit the bill, and the prices do vary quite a bit."

"Price is no object, Bill. We want the best you have." I answered.

"OK, I think I have just what you want with this model." he said, pulling a camera off the shelf, and started explaining all of the features, and the operation of the camera. I won't bore you with the details, but both Katy and I were very impressed with both the camera and Bill's knowledge, and since I trusted his expertise I told him we'd take it. After getting outfitted with all of the other accessories, Katy and I were soon the proud owners of a very good, professional - not to mention spendy, but worth the price! - video camera, which included sound, as well as a few extra batteries, which were fully charged and ready for action.

When we got home, we saw that the movers were all set up, waiting for the first load to arrive from the apartment. When the foreman, who I was acquainted with from the earlier jobs, saw the new camera he made a few comments of admiration about it, explaining that he had looked at the same model when he bought his video camera, but couldn't quite afford it. After he gave me a few pointers, we parted company, and Katy and I went upstairs to put away what we didn't need, and bringing the camera with us, jumped in the Escalade and headed for the airport.

After finally finding a place to park the Escalade - hey, it's a huge rig! - we went through the throngs of people to the baggage area to wait for Val and Mike to arrive. With the new security procedures in place, as we couldn't go to the gate, we had to settle for waiting where we did. We were about a half hour early, so we sat and chatted about this and that, trying to guess where people were coming from and going to, as they gathered their luggage from other flights.

I was really glad that, although Val and Mike were on different flights they were on the same airline, and would be arriving at about the same time, as the airport was packed with all of the summer travelers, and I didn't want to have to go from one end of the airport to the other to pick them up. As the time drew near for them to arrive, Katy began to fidget a little.

"Daddy, when are they going to get here? I'm a little nervous about meeting them, and want to get it over with ... will they be here soon, Daddy?" Katy asked.

I looked up at the monitor to check the status of the two flights, seeing that they were both on time, with Val's flight showing that it had arrived, and Mike's flight right behind, I turned to Katy and pointing to the monitor, said as I patted her leg, "Look, Honey. Val and her husband should be here any time now, and Mike will be here shortly after."

"Yippee! I can hardly wait!" Katy squealed in excitement.

Soon the baggage from Val's flight began to come down to the carousel, as people began to also arrive to pick up their luggage, and Katy and I stood up and went a little closer, staying back to be out of the way. I scanned the crowd, looking for Val, eventually spotting her and her husband as they wearily made their way toward us. I leaned down to Katy saying, "There they are!", and taking Katy by the hand started towards them, waving my hand as we went.

"Val! Over here!" I shouted to get her attention, getting a big smile as she finally spotted me among the throng of people.

"BOSS!! Oh, it's good to see you! Is this Katy!" Val exclaimed excitedly as she hurried over to hug me, her husband smiling as he extended his hand to shake mine.

"Welcome home, you two. Sorry I had to pull you off your cruise ..." I started to say as Val and I broke our embrace, as she knelt down in front of Katy, who was hanging back a little bit, being a little shy

"Oh, don't be silly! We are happy to come back!" Val said interrupting me, and then turning to Katy, she softly continued, "Hi Katy, I'm Val. I'm so happy to meet you. Kev has told me a lot about you, but one thing he didn't mention was just how truly beautiful you really are! I'm so excited that you're going to be a member of our little family! Can I give you a hug, sweetheart? I just know we're going to get along great, and have loads of fun!", and reached out her arms to Katy. Katy hesitated for just a brief moment, and then moved into Val's arms, as Val's husband and I looked on smiling.

"I'm glad to meet you too. Daddy's ... oops, I mean Kev, has told me a lot about you, too!" Katy said, looking at me a bit worriedly.

"Hey, that's OK, Katy. If you want to call him 'Daddy', I certainly have no problem with that! After all, he will be your 'Daddy' soon enough!" Val quickly said, smiling in reassurement over Katy's little slip up, adding as she looked up at me, "I'm sure Boss doesn't mind either, do you, Boss?"

"Heck no. It's a nice boost to my ego!" I replied, getting laughs and rolled eyes from Val and her husband.

After finishing the introductions between Katy and Val's husband, I had Val and Katy wait while her husband and I went to grab their bags, and after grunting from the weight of Val's bag, wondering why women always seem to have to pack 'everything', we were soon waiting by the side, as we waited for Mike to show up. After he and his wife showed up, we went through the introductions between them and Katy, who wasn't quite as shy this time, and then it was time to load the luggage and head on out. I had everyone wait while I went to get the Escalade, and was soon pulling up in front of them. As I loaded, Katy grabbed the video camera and began shooting the 'action', and making little comments as she zoomed in on my sweaty face, and then on Val's and her husbands faces, over to Mike and his wife, then back to mine again as I shooed them into the Escalade.

We all chatted up a storm as we made the trip back from the airport, with Val's husband sitting up front with me, and Val, Katy and Mike and his wife sitting in back, the ladies often getting their heads together to whisper about 'girl stuff', I presumed, breaking into excited giggles as they got to know one another. Looking in the rear view mirror back at the bunch of them, I was pleased that they were getting along so well, acting as if they had known each other for years instead of minutes, gratified that Val and her husband, and Mike and his wife were such good, friendly people.

After dropping Val's husband off at their house, and waiting just a short while so Val could change clothes and freshen up, and then Mike's wife at their house, the four of us headed back to my place. When we got there, we found semi-controlled chaos as the movers were busy finishing up with the last load. We picked our way gingerly through the stacks of furniture, trying our best not to be in the way, and occasionally having to press ourselves flat against the wall, as we ventured further inside, finally running into the head honcho of the movers.

"Is Mary here?" I asked after we greeted each other, as the movers bustled around us.

"Yeah, she is, somewhere ... I think she's upstairs showing my guys where to put stuff. Just to let you know, if she wasn't getting married to you, I'd offer her a job as a supervisor! I'm really impressed by how she's handled herself, both at the apartment and here, working with my guys. She's been in control the whole time, directing my guys both professionally and very, very nicely. The guys have been raving about her the whole time! And, if you don’t mind me saying this, she's VERY easy on the eyes, too!" he answered, slapping me on the shoulder as he grinned broadly.

"Yes, she certainly is easy on the eyes." I answered with a grin of my own to show I didn't mind his comment, adding, "If you're serious about the job offer, go ahead and ask! The worst she can say is no, right? Who knows, she might surprise you and take you up on that!", and we laughed at what we thought of as the absurdity of that ever happening.

After we were finished chatting, and after I introduced Katy to him, and Val and Mike and he greeted each other knowing each other from before, the four of us went upstairs, searching floor by floor, trying to find Mary among the furniture and movers. As we reached the top floor, I heard her voice finally, as she was giving instructions to the crew on where to put certain items, and then she walked into the hall. As Mary appeared, I heard Val gasp as she saw Mary for the first time, and as I looked at Val, I saw she was looking back and forth between Mary and Katy with wonder in her eyes, as she took in the fact that they looked almost identical. Katy let go of my hand when she saw Mary, and dashed to her Mother.

"Mommy, Mommy! We're home! Come here, Mommy, and meet Val and Mike!" Katy shouted with excitement, grabbing Mary by the hand, and pulling her toward us, Mary smiling hugely as Katy ran up to her.

"Oh my God, Boss! She's absolutely beautiful! Is she as nice as she looks, too?" Val whispered in amazement in my ear as Mary and Katy walked up to us, as Mike softly whistled.

"Most definitely!" I said quickly, and then turned to hug and kiss Mary briefly, and then making the introductions.

"Mary, this is Val, the lady that has held me together for many years, and is like my sister in many ways, and this is Mike, a guy I couldn't get along without. Mike, Val, I present my future wife, who has taken over that particular job from you, Val - which will make your life a whole lot easier! - and is the absolute love of my life!" I said, as they all smiled at my comments. When I finished, Mary surprised all of us, as she wrapped her arms first around Mike in a warm embrace, and kissed him softly on the cheek, and then turned to Val, embracing her just as warmly, and also kissing her on the cheek.

"I'm so happy to finally meet you two, and I can finally say something that I've thought about for several days, now that you're here. First, though, I'm sorry to have interrupted your vacations - wait, please. I'm not finished yet." Mary said with a smile, as Val began to protest the apology as she had done with me earlier, and when Val stopped, Mary continued, "I want to thank you, Val and Mike. Kev has told me all about you, and how well you've taken care of him, and how loyal you've been to him, and I hope with all my heart that you'll stay on and take care of Katy and me, too. I want to thank you for holding my Love together so that I could meet him, and love him, and have him love me. His love has made my dreams come true, and for that Val and Mike, I'll forever be in your debt. If you two hadn't been here, I would never have met the love of my life.", and when she finished, she again hugged Val. I saw that Val was struggling to hold back tears from what Mary had said, as was I, and Mike coughed a little in embarrassment, and then Mary and Val broke their embrace, as Val wiped at her eyes a bit.

"Wow! I ... I don't really know what to say ... um, well ... of course I'll stay on! How could I not, after that?" Val replied as she sniffled a bit, and then went on, "I adore my boss, who's the best boss I've ever had, and ... well ... Katy has already stolen my heart, and if she's anything like you, well ... I just know that you and I are going to get along fabulously, and I do want to stay on!"

Mike added his two cents, and in the process managed to lighten the mood a bit, saying, "Heck, I can't leave! This bozo would get lost in this place if it wasn't for me!" smiling hugely at me, as we all cracked up. I leaned in close muttering under my breath, "I'll get you for that, buddy! Don't know how, don't know when, but I will get you back for that!", to which Mike quietly replied, "Promises, promises!", making us laugh ever harder.

"Great!" Mary exclaimed, with Katy bouncing in happiness seeing her new friend and her Mother were getting along nicely - with me breathing a contented sigh, too - as Mary and Val smiled at each other. Then Mary pulled Val with her saying, "C'mon. Let me show you what I've been doing. You can give me a hand as the last of the stuff is brought up.", and with that they were off, chatting like magpies as Mary took Val around.

"Hey, Boss, I'm going to check some stuff out. Will you be needing me for anything later?" Mike asked, wanting to check out his equipment, and then get home for some rest, I assumed.

"Nope. Just take a quick look around, and then get the heck outta here, and go home, Mike. Thanks again for cutting your vacation short. It means a lot to me." I answered, and as Mike just smiled at me, he was off and running, leaving Katy and me to fend for ourselves.

"Looks like we're on our own, Kiddo! Want to get your butt beat on some video games, while we stay out of the way?" I asked Katy.

"No way! But I DO want to kick YOUR butt, Daddy! Let's go!" Katy answered, giggling at me as we headed off to the computers, soon losing ourselves in the make believe worlds. I must confess ... she not only was better than me on the games we played, but was WAY better, and totally trashed me! On the bright side, she taught me a few new tricks that I wasn't aware of, and as we played on, I got a little better, although she still beat me most of the time. Adults take note - unless you wrote the code for the game, don't EVER assume you can beat a kid! They'll kick your ass just about every time! As Katy was beating me up, for the umpteenth time, Val and Mary reappeared.

"Darling, the movers are done, and are packing up." Mary announced as she came over to give me a kiss and hug, and then adding, "Val and I need to pick up a few things, and then I'm going to run her home, OK? I'll be gone about an hour or two. You and Katy able to fend for yourselves for that long?"

"Can I go, too, Mommy?" Katy quickly asked, wanting to spend some more time with Val.

"Sorry, sweetie, not this time. Mommy and Val have some grown up stuff to do this time, but for sure next time, OK?" Mary answered.

"Oh, OK, Mommy." Katy answered disappointedly. Then Katy jumped up and ran over to Val, and gave Val one of her 'Katy-Bear' hugs, making Val oomph as she was squeezed tightly by Katy, who said as she looked up at Val, "I'm so glad to have met you Val. When are you coming back?"

Before Val could answer, I spoke up as I chuckled, "Val, you have just been 'Katy-Bear' hugged! Get used to it, 'cause she does it a LOT!", and as Val looked, Mary nodded her head in both agreement and 'warning'.

"Whew! That's some hug! Katy, I'll be here everyday to help out with things, and that's one reason your mom and I have to talk. So I'll see you tomorrow about ten-ish?" and she turned to look at Mary and I with that question, and when I deferred to Mary she smiled and nodded, and then Val continued, "I'm really happy to have finally met you, too. Be good now, and don't beat up on your poor Daddy too much, OK?" chuckling at me as she said the last part.

"Bye! Wait! I have a question ... is it OK if I call you Auntie Val? You seem like you would be a good Auntie ..." Katy said, looking at Val shyly.

"Way cool! Sure! I don't have any nieces or nephews, so yeah. I'd like that ... if it's OK with your Mom and Dad, that is?" Val answered with delight, turning to look at Mary and me, Mary being the one to answer with a smile of her own.

"Fine by us! That sounds sweet. Ready to go, 'Auntie' Val?" Mary asked.

"In a sec. Have to do one more thing first, then we can go." Val answered as she swept Katy up in a big hug, kissing her on her cheek, saying softly to Katy, "Thanks for calling me that, sweetheart. That makes me very happy. Gotta go, now, OK?"

"OK, bye Auntie Val. See you tomorrow!" Katy said as Val put here back down, and then they were off to do whatever, as I kissed and hugged Mary.

Turning to Katy, I motioned for her to get back in her seat, and after she settled in, we were back at it, blowing each other up in fierce combat for the next couple of hours as we waited for Mary to return home, laughing and yelling, and having a ball. As we were playing, I made a mental note to remember to make sure I did stuff with just Katy, knowing that kids need some one on one time with a single parent, and not always with both parents.

When Mary finally returned, I was relieved to say the least, as it meant that I didn't have to get my ass kicked any more - at least for tonight, anyway! - and after we warmly embraced, kissing each other deeply and lingering there enjoying being close, Mary broke the embrace, and grabbing my hand pulled me to the hall.

"C'mon, let me show you what we did today. I want to know if you approve, or not. C'mon Katy, go with us!" Mary said, excitement in her eyes as she took us on a tour of the place.

I was totally amazed at the transformation! Where before it had a total masculine feel, and was a little dark and forbidding - even with the futile efforts of Val to get me to change some things - Mary had lightened and brightened the entire place, with my office being the only exception. She had artfully combined our two households into something that was ... well, spectacular! I was in total awe of what she had done, as was Katy as she 'ooohed and aaahed' seeing the dramatic changes.

"Holy cow! Mary! This is FABULOUS! I LOVE IT!" I shouted, wrapping her in my arms, kissing all over her face, finally zeroing in on her mouth, shoving my tongue deep in her mouth, as I lifted her off her feet and swung her around, getting a surprised squeal from Mary as she broke the kiss laughing, as I twirled us around.

"Put me down, ya big ape! I'm getting dizzy!" Mary said laughing harder, and then adding as I set her down, "You really mean that? Do you really like it? What I did with rearranging everything is OK?"

"Oh, YES! I really DO love it!" I exclaimed excitedly, my eyes shining as the tears began to form, adding "Oh, Mary ... what you've done here, with OUR things ... is a reflection of what you and Katy have done with my heart and my life. Up until now, I hadn't really realized it, but my house reflected what was in my heart ... it was all dark and gloomy before ... but now, you ... and Katy ... have brought light and life to my heart ... and to my - OUR - home. I love what you've done ... just as I deeply love you! Thank you so much!", and then I broke into tears holding Mary tightly as I sobbed, as the enormity of the darkness that once filled my life hit me hard, replaced now by the lightness and beauty that had come.

As I wept, Mary held me in her arms, as she too teared up, softly cooing in my ear as she tried to comfort me. Soon I felt Katy join us as her arms went around Mary and me, as we stood in the entry area of OUR HOME. That thought kept going through my mind as Mary held me - our HOME - and I fixed that firmly in my mind, replacing 'My place' with it's cold darkness, with the warmth and light of 'OUR HOME', as my emotions flowed over me. Oh, how I LOVED THIS WOMAN!!!

After a while, my emotions subsided, and I pulled back to look deeply into Mary's eyes and said, "Thank you for what you have done, and for who you are. You have made me so very happy, my Love, the light of my life. Now ... what's for dinner? I'm hungry!"

This made us all crack up, lightening the mood considerably, and Mary said, looking deeply into my eyes and smiling, "You goof! Food, sex, food, sex! Is that ALL guys think about? Oh, wait I forgot one other thing - beer!", cracking us up again, and then adding with a mock heavy sigh, "Oh, all right, let's go eat - out! I'm too tired to cook, and for some reason, I don't trust your culinary skills today, either. How does Chinese sound?"

Katy and I both agreed with that, and we all went to one of the local Chinese restaurants in the area, and after a fine meal, returned to our home to relax. We watched a little TV and chatted, and since we were all pretty tired from the days activities, turned in for the night, cuddling together with me in my now usual spot in the middle between my two wonderful lovers.

Chapter 25

Some time in the wee hours of the night, I was awakened by the warm moist mouth of one of my ladies sliding slowly and sensuously up and down on my cock which was quickly becoming totally rigid. I lay there for a few moments enjoying the sensations as I became more awake, and when I finally opened my eyes and looked down to see who it was, I saw that it was Mary. She was looking at me to see if I would wake up, and when she saw my eyes open, she smiled around my cock as she slowly bobbed her head up and down. She then released my cock from her warm, wet mouth and after giving my cock one final loving lick, moved up my body to kiss me deeply, grasping my cock in her hand and slowly stroking me.

"Let me make love with you, my Darling. Let me show you what your words mean to me, what your love means to me. Let me love you, Lover." Mary said breaking the kiss, as she straddled my hips, lowering her already sopping wet pussy to the head of my cock as she held my cock in her hand, guiding me into her hot, wet depths. As she lowered her pussy over my cock, completely engulfing me, I couldn't help moaning. Mary quickly covered my mouth with hers to stifle the sound.

"Shhhh, Lover. I want us to be quiet so we don't wake Katy. I want this time to be for us, Darling, OK?" she said, breaking the kiss to softly whisper her desires, adding "I know this is selfish of me, but I want this to just be us this time ... I need this time for us to be close ... as one ... do you understand, Lover?" and when I nodded, Mary began to gently undulate her hips on me, moving forward and back slowly, leaning back down to kiss me deeply again.

As Mary began to move, I wrapped my arms around her, softly caressing all over her back, over her wonderful tight ass, and over her thighs, and then back up repeating the process, getting soft sighs and quiet coos from Mary in response. Mary continued her slow forward and back movements, using her pussy muscles to grip my cock shaft as she moved back, and releasing me as she moved forward, maintaining a slow gentle pace.

As the sensations slowly began to build, I started to move my hips with Mary, matching her stroke for stroke as I humped my hips up in shallow thrusts. We continued this slow gentle love making for a while, and then Mary changed her movements to up and down as she leaned up, placing her hands on my chest for support. When she leaned up, her breasts were exposed and I reached up to lovingly cup each beautiful orb of flesh in my hands, feeling her rock hard nipples burn into my palms. As I started to knead her breasts, sliding my palms lightly over her engorged nipples, Mary quietly hissed as she inhaled deeply from the sensations I was causing.

As Mary continued her up and down thrusts on my cock, she gradually began to raise up higher until only the head of my cock was still lodged in her hot, wet pussy, before plunging back down engulfing me completely again, still maintaining the slow steady tempo, as she made exquisite love to me, her loving gaze locked with mine. As we kept thrusting our bodies together, I occasionally would look over to Katy to see if we were disturbing her sleep, but we weren't as she lay curled up on her side with her back to us, breathing slow measured breaths as she slept peacefully.

As Mary continued her slow up and down movements, I began to lightly pinch one of her nipples with one hand, moving my other hand down to stroke over her protruding, engorged clit, further stimulating Mary. When she felt me begin to pinch her nipple, and rub her fat clit, she had to bite her lip to stifle the moan that came from the enhanced sensations, as she arched her back and tossed her head back as the pleasure streamed through her body. Mary snapped her head forward again, and in the dimness I could see her eyes blazing hotly as her arousal began to build to new heights.

"Ooooooh, yeah, Lover ... rub my clit ... pinch my nipples ... harder, please ... I love making love to you this way ... moving my hot ... wet ... pussy ... on your ... hot ... hard cock! I love feeling you ... deep inside me ... filling me ... exciting me ... oh, yeah, Baby ... more ... mmmmmmmm, yessss ... just like that ... oh, soooo gooood!" Mary whispered hotly as I continued to manipulate her clit with one hand, as I pinched and pulled on her nipples, alternating between the two of them with my other hand, her arousal building and building.

When Mary changed her motions from up and down to forward and back again to rub her clit against my pubic bone, and leaning down as she did, I moved my one hand from her clit to her ass, running my fingers up and down through her crack and lightly caressing my finger tips over her tight pucker, while I leaned my head up to suck one of her nipples into my mouth, using my tongue to lash the rubbery nub. Mary quietly gasped from the new sensations, and pressed her breast more firmly to my mouth, lowering her upper body more, letting me lay my head back, relieving the tension in my neck.

As I continued to rub over her tight, hot, anal orifice I could feel it begin to flex, inviting me to stimulate it further. As I began to apply gentle pressure to her anus, Mary pulled her breast from my mouth, and dropped her torso on me to kiss me hotly, plunging her tongue deep in my mouth, as she wiggled her ass more to increase the sensations my finger was causing, humming low in her throat as the pleasure built.

I broke the kiss to check on Katy again, and after seeing that she hadn't moved at all and was still sleeping soundly, I found Mary's mouth again with mine and began kissing her again, our tongues engaged in the familiar lovers duel, as our bodies undulated together. As my cock slid in and out of Mary's pussy, her muscles rippling around my shaft, I could hear the wet, squelching sounds, and feel Mary's pussy juices flowing out, dribbling down over my balls. As Mary's breathing started to become a little more ragged, as she sucked in huge breaths through her nose, I knew that she was getting closer to her climax as her passions continued to build ever higher.

My arousal was also growing more as we continued to move together, but I wasn't at the point yet where I was feeling the tingling in my balls, and as I wanted us to cum as close together as we could, I gripped Mary's hips firmly in my hand and rolled us over, getting a muffled squeal from Mary, our lips still locked in our deep kiss. When the move was over and Mary was now on her back with me on top, she wrapped her legs around me, locking her ankles behind my ass, and began to pull me deeper inside with her legs, as I began to slowly move above her.

Breaking our kiss, I lifted up so I could lower my mouth to her bobbling breasts, and capturing one of her nipples between my lips, I began to gently suck and flick my tongue back and forth, feeling the rubbery nub bend from the pressure of my tongue, switching then to the other breast to repeat the action. I continued at the same pace that Mary had started our love making session for a little while more, varying the depth of my thrusts, making Mary hiss and groan softly.

As I felt my arousal building to greater levels, I began to steadily increase my tempo, moving faster as I also increased the force of my thrusts, with Mary keeping up, matching me thrust for thrust, lifting her hips to meet my plunges and pulling back as I withdrew. Soon, the wet squelching sounds were getting louder, and our hips started to make wet smacking sounds as Mary's pussy juices were flowing heavily now, coating the inside of her thighs and my groin area, as I continued to thrust deeply in and out of Mary's clasping pussy.

With the pale moon light softly streaming in, I was able to see that Mary's face and upper torso were flushed as she neared her orgasm, and that it was beginning to creep farther down, reaching the top of her breasts. Mary was gasping and moaning a little louder now, as she tossed her head back and forth, and she had the presence of mind to grab a pillow, placing it over her mouth to stifle the sounds she was making as her pleasure continued to mount. I was having to clamp my own lips tightly to keep what sounds I was making as quiet as possible, grunting with the exertion as I began to pound faster and harder in and out of Mary's pussy, which was beginning to spasm more and more around my cock shaft.

As I pounded harder and faster in and out of Mary's hot, gushingly wet pussy, the bed began to move more, shaking to the rhythm of our thrusts. I shot another glance over to Katy and saw that she was now awake, watching as we made love, and as we made eye contact, she smiled and blew me a kiss. I could tell from her expression that she understood our need to do this without her participation, and I smiled gratefully back. As I watched, Katy closed her eyes again, and rolled back on her side, with her back to us, and I returned my attentions to Mary.

The tingle had started in my balls, letting me know that my orgasm was soon to arrive, and wanting to increase Mary's pleasure, I hooked my arms behind her knees, lifting her legs until her thighs were pressed against her breasts, and changing my angle of penetration in the process. As my cock slid faster and harder into Mary's sopping wet spasming pussy, my shaft was rubbing and pulling at her engorged, protruding clit, sending thrills through Mary with each thrust. As I slammed in, I could feel my cock head bumping against her cervix, and with each impact, I could hear Mary grunt, as she panted and gasped beneath me, as she neared her climax.

As I continued to pound Mary's pussy, the tingle in my balls continued to grow stronger, and as I started to feel my balls begin to tighten up against my body, signaling my impending orgasm, I began to whisper to Mary, saying, "I'm going to cum soon, Love. Cum with me. Let yourself go ... let the feelings wash over you until you explode ... cum for me Mary ... show me your love, and cum with me ... cum, Mary, CUM ... cum WITH me ... CUM ... DO IT ... CUM!"

As I was speaking, I had increased the force of my thrusts, slamming my cock hard in and out of Mary's now wildly spasming pussy, bouncing Mary's body into the bed. The combined actions, and my words, triggered Mary's orgasm, and after she took in a huge gasp of air, she began keening loudly into the pillow over her mouth, and her hips began their familiar bucking and heaving as her body went into convulsions. 

As she reached her peak, her body went rigid, her pussy muscles clamping down on my cock shaft, triggering my orgasm sending hot jets of my cum deep in her pussy as I slammed one last time into Mary, burying my cock to the hilt, my cock head pressed firmly against her cervix, flooding her womb with my sperm. When Mary felt my cum splash wetly inside her pussy, she arched her back pressing herself tightly against me, lifting us both off of the bed. As I finished spurting my cum in her pussy, I realized something was different, but couldn't quite grasp what it was as the sensations roared through my body.

When Mary felt my spasms slow and then finally stop, she relaxed her body, and lowered us back down to the bed. When I released her legs, she wrapped them around me again, holding me tightly to her body, as she flung the pillow to the side. Then she wrapped her arms around me, pulling me down to lay on top of her, and kissed me deeply - a kiss of sexual gratification, yes, but more than that, too. A kiss of supreme love, pouring from her soul to mine, as we basked in the sweet after-glow, slowly catching our breath.

"Oh, Lover ... that was soooooo gooooooood! You make me feel so wonderful ... thank you for your gift, too ... this special time ... it's so very special, and I'm sooooooo happy right now ... knowing what you have given me ... thank you, thank you, thank you soooooo much, Lover!" Mary quietly said, as she kissed my face all over breaking the lip lock, finally kissing me on the mouth again, sighing in deep contentment and joy as we held each other. I failed to notice in my haze that a tear had formed in Mary's eye and was slowly making it's way down her cheek.

I was just a little confused by her remarks, but in the light hazy feeling I had, I didn't think to ask her what she meant. There was also that niggling little thought still floating around in the back of my mind that there had been something different about our love making, but I still couldn't quite figure it out, and these thoughts quickly faded as I slipped off to sleep, safe in my lover's arms, as she softly caressed my back and shoulders, continuing to softly coo her supreme pleasure in my ears. Eventually, Mary fell back to sleep as well, a smile of contented joy on her face.

Chapter 26 

When my eyes began to open Thursday morning, I discovered three things - one, I was laying on my back. Two, my right arm was stretched out fully to my side, and there was no warm body next to me, and three, once again I felt my cock inside a hot, wet mouth, which was busily bobbing up and down, sending very pleasant sensations from my cock to my brain. Looking down, I expected to see Mary again, but I saw that it was Katy instead.

When Katy saw that I was awake, she smiled around my cock shaft, as she continued to bob her head up and down, her tongue swirling quickly over the head as she moved her mouth up. Then, she pulled her mouth off my cock with an audible slurp, and after giving me a long lick, said "Good morning, Daddy! I hope you don't mind if I suck your cock, but what you and Mommy did made me really horny, and I wanted to taste you and Mommy, so I'm cleaning you off! Since there wasn't very much, is it OK if I make you cum in my mouth, Daddy? I want to taste your sperm, and feel your cum slide down my throat. You would like to CUM in my hot ... wet ... little mouth, wouldn't you, Daddy, and let me swallow your sperm?" and as she finished, she wrapped her luscious little lips over my cock head, and began bobbing her head, keeping her eyes locked on mine.

"Oh, yeah ... oh, Babygirl, that feels soooooooo gooooooooooood! You suck Daddy's cock so well ... yeah, keep it up ... oh, shit, yeah ... yeah, I'll cum in your mouth, Babygirl ... and soon, too, if you keep doing that! Oh, SHIT, yeah that's good!" I replied, as Katy had started to slowly lower her mouth all the way down my shaft until my cock head lodged in her throat, and then doing the swallowing motions Mary liked to do. Since Katy's mouth was smaller than Mary's she was able to get my cock further into her throat, and that was quickly bringing me closer to blowing my load.

Katy deep throated me a few more times, swallowing each time my head entered her throat, and then slowly raised up, sucking very hard as she reached the end of my cock, and then began bobbing her head up and down on my cock rapidly, swirling her tongue hard against my shaft. As she raised her head, she would suck hard, making her cheeks collapse from the suction, all the while watching my reactions as I began to moan louder and louder as the feelings coursing through me grow more intense.

Katy began to hum and squeal as she continued to bob her head on my cock, enjoying what she was doing, not only to me, but to herself. As I looked down, I could see she had her hand under her as she frigged her sweet little pussy. As she continued to bob her head, I began to hump up at her face in small hip motions, trying not to go too deep. As I stared to do that, though, Katy encouraged me to hump deeper by lowering her head even farther down my shaft, and I was soon fucking up into her mouth, occasionally bumping the entrance to her throat.

When I felt that, I tried to make my thrusts more shallow, but Katy wasn't having any of that, and pushed her mouth farther down on my cock so that I was beginning to enter her throat with each thrust, moaning deep in her throat each time, sending delicious vibrations through my cock shaft. Katy then deepened my thrusts into her throat by reaching under my ass and pulling up hard as I thrust my cock into her hot, wet, sucking mouth.

The feeling of having my cock enter her throat, the vibrations from her moans when my cock left her throat, the hot breath from her nose as she buried it in my pubes, the heavy suction she was applying, and then her hand gently squeezing and pulling as she fondled my balls soon brought me to the point of no return, as the tingle in my balls roared to life and my ball sack quickly tightened against me.

"Oh, fuck Katy ... I'm going to cum any second now ... get ready, sweetie ... here ... it ... CUMMMMMMMMMMMMSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS!!!!!" I yelled as the first blast of cum jetted up my shaft, splashing hotly right down her throat. As Katy heard me warn her, and felt my balls tighten, she plunged her mouth all the way down, pressing my cock head as far as she could get it into her throat, and began to swallow rapidly, pulling my cum forcefully from my balls.

After the second jet of cum blasted from my cock, Katy pulled her head back until only the head was encased in her hot, sucking mouth, and as I blasted my third shot of cum, she sucked harder, letting the cum pool in her mouth as I continued to spasm. I was a little surprised at the amount of cum I produced, considering that I had cum not too long before, but soon Katy's cheeks began to balloon outward as her mouth filled with my sperm, and before she could swallow what she had, a little cum oozed from the corners of her mouth, slowly dripping down her chin.

As my orgasm peaked, and then began to wane, my spasms also slowed as my cum stopped spurting into Katy's little girl mouth, slowing to a trickle. As my flow slowed, Katy swallowed, and continued to suck hard on my cock, drawing out every last drop of cum she could get. When my cock rapidly deflated in her mouth, she began to gently suckle my cock head, which I quickly made her stop, as I was hyper-sensitive now. She let my cock slip from her mouth with a wet slurp, and then after swiping the cum from her chin with her finger, licked her finger clean and swallowed that. Then she bent her head down to my groin, and licked all over to make sure she got every last drop.

Finally finished with her task, she sat up, smacking her lips as she smiled at me and asked, "Did you like that, Daddy? After watching Mommy do that to you, I wanted to try, too! It was fun deep throating you, and I'm going to do that a LOT! I like making you cum with my mouth, Daddy - your cum is really YUMMY!"

"Wow, Babygirl, that was fantastic! Thank you for the nice wake up. But ... what about you? Don't you want to cum, too?" I answered, as I basked in the pleasant after-glow of a fantastic blow job.

"That's OK, Daddy. Mommy gave me a really nice cum earlier. I was just rubbing my pussy 'cause it felt good, and wasn't trying to make myself cum." Katy replied as she moved up to lay beside me and cuddle with me. 

As she laid down, I turned to her and gave her a gentle kiss as another way of saying 'thank you'. As our lips met, Katy closed her eyes and sighed into my mouth in pleasure, both from the kiss itself, and from her new talent, happy knowing that she made her Daddy feel so good. 

I broke the kiss to ask, "Speaking of Mommy-Bear, where is she? What the heck time is it, anyway?" as I tried to peer over Katy to look at the clock. When I saw that it was TEN in the morning, I was really surprised, and started to move to get up, but was stopped when Katy wrapped her arms around me, holding me tightly.

"Oh, please don't get up yet, Daddy. I want to cuddle with you for a while. Mommy had to go out and run some errands, and she told me to take care of you until she got back. She'll be home later this afternoon, Daddy ... can we stay here for a little while longer? Please?" Katy answered, imploring me with her little 'puppy dog' eyes, which she had already learned - smart kid! - I just couldn't resist ... and would see quite often as the years went by ... sigh.

"OK, Babydoll ... we can stay here and cuddle. Daddy has to think about some things anyway, and having this quiet time with you will be a good time for that." I replied, smiling down at my precious little girl, as we snuggled in close together, our arms wrapped around each other, with Katy laying her head on my chest under my chin.

"What kinds of things, Daddy? Can you tell me? Maybe I can help." Katy asked, raising her head to look in my eyes, and adding with a smile "After all, I am pretty smart, even if I'm still only a kid, and don't always know what you goofy adults are up to!", making me chuckle as she giggled. I wrapped her a little tighter in my arms, and leaned up to kiss her nose, getting another giggle, and then she lay her head back on my chest.

"Well, sweetie." I started, pausing to kiss the top of her head before going on, "I'm a little confused about something your Mom said last night after we finished making love. Oh, by the way ... I'm sorry we woke you up ..."

"That's OK, Daddy. Mommy told me before we went to bed, and said something about it being a special time ... I'm not exactly sure what she meant, but ..." Katy interrupted me and then trailed off.

"That's what she said to me last night, too, but I was too tired to ask her what she meant, and I still have no clue!" I said, getting a little excited at the possibility that Katy might know, or at least might be able to help me figure it out, and asked "Do you know, Katy? Or even think you know what she meant? Please tell me ... maybe between the two of us, we can figure it out!"

"Welllllll ..." Katy started, drawing out the word, "I'm not sure ... but ... you know that Mommy told me everything about sex, right? How the man's penis gets hard so it can go into the woman's vagina which gets wet, and when the man gets real excited he has an orgasm, and shoots his sperm into the woman? And if the time is right, what Mommy called the 'special time', she said that if everything was right, the man and woman would make a baby ... Mommy sure looked really happy this morning, Daddy, and kept saying that you guys had a very special time last night ... and that made me think ... well, maaaybeee ..."

As Katy was saying all of this, I was floored, and got a tremendous rush, gasping loudly. Sitting up, and holding Katy away from me as I looked in her eyes, I excitedly asked her, a huge grin splitting my face, "Katy? Are you saying what I THINK you're saying? That Mary thinks she might be PREGNANT? Oh, MY GOD! I can't believe this! Oh, WOW! Did your mother tell you that I was married once before a long time ago?"

"Yeah, Daddy ... but what does that have to do with Mommy?" Katy asked a little confused by my question.

"Well, sweetie, my first wife and I tried to make a baby ... for a long time ... but just couldn't for some reason. We went to her doctor, and he explained about when a woman is the most fertile, and gave us a chart to track my ex-wife’s menstrual periods, and to track her temperature before, during and after her periods, explaining when the best time would be for us to try to make a baby ... and, with your Mom being so smart, I'm sure she knows about that, too ... Honey, I think you're right, and that the time is right, and Mommy is in her most fertile stage right now. Wow ... wow, this is great! But wait ... hmmmmm. Until Mommy gets home, and I can ask her what she meant, we better not get too excited. After all it could be something diff ... WAIT! I know now!"

"What, Daddy, what?" Katy exclaimed, her excitement beginning to match mine.

"There was something different about our love making last night, and I couldn't figure out what it was until just now! Both you and your Mom are 'squirters' when you cum, right?" I asked, and when Katy nodded and blushed a little, I went on, "Well, guess what? When your Mom had her orgasm, she did NOT squirt, and even though she was as wet as she usually gets, she did not squirt! Amazing! She didn't squirt ... and the other thing! When I had my orgasm, you Mom moved in such a way that I shot my cum directly - DIRECTLY - into her cervix ... the entrance to her womb ... where babies are made ... where most of my cum MUST have gone! You said something about there wasn't much for you to clean up, right? That has to be why, Katy! That HAS to be it, I'm SURE of it!" I was almost shouting I was so excited!

"Daddy ... do you want to make a baby - babies - with Mommy?" Katy quietly asked, becoming a little subdued.

Gripping Katy by her shoulders, and then lifting her chin to look in her eyes, I answered "If your Mommy wants to make babies with me, my precious one, yes I do. I would love to father a child, or children, with your Mother, and raise a family. Wouldn't you like to have a brother or a sister, sweetie?" I could sense that Katy was troubled, and answered her as gently as possible.

"I don't know, Daddy ... Mommy and I have been the only ones in our family ... and now there's you ... I kinda thought ... well ... that it was going to stay that way ... I never thought about you and Mommy maybe making babies ... I'm sorry, Daddy ... but, I want you to love ME ... and Mommy ..." Katy said, her lower lip trembling as tears formed in her eyes and beginning to drip down on her cheeks.

Sweeping Katy into my arms, holding her tight as I caressed the back of her head, I said "Oh, Sweetheart! I will still love you! As much, and more, as I do right now! That will never change - I promise you! Just because we might make a baby won't make me stop loving you. It will just mean that there will be another person for us all to love ... another family member. Honey, love can stretch to fit as many people as we allow it to, as we allow into our hearts, and just because someone is added doesn't mean that we stop loving one who was there first to love the new one. We just let the love grow, to fit the new one in. Does that make sense to you, sweetie?"

Katy pushed away from me and stared long and hard into my eyes searching for the truth. After quite a while I guess she saw that I meant what I said, and relaxing a little she asked, "You mean that you'll still love me just as much as now, and that you'll make your love bigger if you and Mommy have a baby, to include the baby, and won't stop loving me? Do you really mean that, Daddy?"

"With all my heart, my darling sweet Katy, with all my heart. One other thing I know will happen too, IF your Mom and I make a baby, and that is that YOU will love that baby too, and might even love your Mom and ol' Dad even more for giving you the precious gift of a brother or sister. I'd even bet on that!" I answered with as sincere a smile as I could muster, trying to ease her fears. I guess it worked, as Katy flung herself on me, and I got to 'endure' another of her 'Katy-Bear' hugs as she tried to squeeze every last ounce of breath out of me!

After a while, I pulled her away and after kissing her lightly on the lips, as a father would do with his distraught daughter - I was learning! - I said, "I hope you're felling better now, and will let me up, 'cause I gotta go PEE!" and I started to lift Katy off of me, relieving some - but not all - of the pressure on my bladder, as I really did HAVE to go!

Katy moved off of me, breaking into a giggle at my pained expression, and said "Me, too! Then we need to take a shower, Daddy! You're all sweaty and you stink!" laughing out loud at her own comment as she dashed into the bathroom, beating me by only a fraction. When I had the place remodeled, I had the foresight to have two toilets installed in the bathroom with little privacy walls, and when Katy picked one I very quickly moved to the other, and as we both relieved ourselves, I let out a loud groan, making Katy giggle even more. We finished our business, dealt with the rest of our morning routine, and quickly showered, taking turns washing each other.

After our shower, we dried each other off, and stripped and re-made the bed. Since I hadn't eaten yet, I headed down to the kitchen, with Katy tagging along. She had already eaten, so I fixed something for myself, and after wolfing it down and clearing the dishes, I looked at the clock and noticed that Val would be here any second. Although Val had seen me naked more than once, she had NOT seen me naked with Katy yet, who was also naked.

"Katy! We need to get upstairs and get dressed right now! Val will be here any second, and we can't let her see us like this, OK? Oh, and when you're getting dressed, mess up the sheets on your bed, too." I said, a little worried that we might be caught.

"It's OK, Daddy. Val called and told Mommy that she would be a little late this morning, and won't be here until a little after eleven, so we don't have to hurry too much. But you're right, we do need to get dressed. Mommy made sure to tell me not to let Val see us naked together." Katy answered, smiling at my discomfort, and then seeing me relax.

We went upstairs and got dressed, and Katy messed up her bed by climbing in - while she was still naked - and rolling and twisting around, and then straightened it back up. When I was finished dressing, I checked and saw that it looked like Katy had slept in it, and satisfied, swooped her up in my arms and ran down to the office to see if I could beat her butt in some more video games, Katy shrieking with laughter as she bounced in my arms. We were soon lost in fierce battle in our make believe world, me still getting my butt kicked by this wonderful, beautiful bundle of energetic joy sitting next to me, chortling in glee every time she blew me up, as we waited for first Val, and then Mary, to show up, our minds taken off the subject of Mary possibly being pregnant for the time being. My heart soared as I shared this time with Katy, beginning to feel the pride all truly loving fathers feel for their daughters.

Chapter 27

When Val showed up a little after eleven, she was all hustle and bustle as she darted about the place making sure everything was ship-shape, barely taking the time to give us a quick greeting. Finally, she was caught up on what she needed to do, and stopped by the office to bring me up to speed on some things.

"Hey, Boss. Everything's ready for the rehearsal dinner tonight. I took the liberty of calling the caterer to have them bring the food, and do the clean up afterward. Is there anything else you need or want me to do?" Val said as she leaned on the door frame.

"What rehearsal dinner?" I gaped in total surprise, not knowing what in the world she was talking about.

"Daddy! The wedding rehearsal is tonight! Didn't Mommy tell you?" Katy asked in disbelief of my cluelessness, smiling.

"That's right, Boss. Since it's as plain as the nose on your face you have no clue, here's the deal. The rehearsal is at 6 tonight at the church, with the dinner here at about 7 or so. Clothing is casual - what you're wearing now is fine as long as you don't screw up as usual, and get dirty somehow. Mary and I called everyone in the wedding party to let them know, and they will all be there. Looks like we forgot someone, though!" Val said, chuckling at the bemused look on my face.

"Wow! You guys were sure busy, weren't you? OK, I'll make sure to show up, I guess. Will I need to pick anyone else up? Who all will be going with me?, I answered.

"You won't have to pick anyone up, as everyone has a ride. It will be just you and Katy, since Mary has volunteered to pick up some people in the Escalade. She said for you to take the Mustang, so you can impress you friends." Val answered with a big smile, adding, "Mary called me to let me know she will be home sooner than she thought, as the errands she was running didn't take as long as she thought they would."

"So what has she been doing? Seems like I'm being kept out of the loop for some reason, and don't know what's going on around here! I mean, I wanted to do a lot of stuff related to the wedding and all." I asked with a mock scowl.

"Oh, don't be silly. You got the ball rolling, and when Mary and I had our chat yesterday, we decided to simply deal with the details. Mary got all of her bridesmaids in and fitted, and the dresses will be ready tomorrow. The dress shop was kind enough to expedite things, since Mary promised to pick up the over time costs, while I got the flowers ordered, and have taken care of the dinner for tonight, as well as the food for the reception here after the wedding, following up on your initial call. Mary also got in touch with your guys, and got them in for their tuxes. I guess in all the running around we've been doing, it just slipped our minds to fill you in. Sorry about that." Val said, informing me of what they had been doing.

"Wow! Well, OK then. Since the rehearsal is at 6, what time should Katy and I get there? You know how I hate to be late for anything." I asked.

"I think no later than quarter to will be fine. Any other questions? Anything else I can do for you? If not, hubby and I need to go shopping to get you guys something for your wedding gift, and you know how hard it is for me to get him to go shopping with me - like pulling teeth from an angry mule!" Val replied, making Katy and I chuckle at her last comment.

"Not that I cam think of right now. I'll call you if I do, though. Thanks for all the hard work Val. Think of a special place that you and your husband would like to go, some place you've never been and have always dreamed about, OK? I want to do something extra special for you guys." I answered, making Val's eyes light up.

"Oooooh! I already know just the place! I'll tell ya later though, OK? Gotta dash. See you two later." Val said with delight, as she made to take off.

Katy and I said our good byes, and Val was off and running, while we returned to our game, losing ourselves in our make believe world again. After several defeats at the hands of my unmerciful little tormentor, I was finally making headway against her, setting her up for the big ka-boom, and just as I was ready to pull the trigger, I was thwarted again, as Mary snuck up behind me and wrapped her arms around me, kissing me on the side of my neck, totally distracting me as she scared the crap out of me, making me try to go ten different directions at once from being startled, allowing Katy to escape my trap, after which she promptly blew me up, giggling at both beating me - AGAIN! - and the 'deer caught in the headlights' look on my face.

"Hey, Lover. Miss me?" Mary said as she too chuckled at the expression on my face, and then before I could reply, she leaned over and kissed me on the mouth.

"Yeah ... I did. Dog gone it, you scared the crap out of me! I didn't even know you were here ... and you messed me up, too, just as I finally had Katy in my sights!" I said with a little pout, as I tried to get my breathing back under control.

"Oh, poor baby! Katy, have you been 'killing' Daddy again?" Mary replied, chortling at my expense.

"Yep, I have Mommy, but Daddy's getting better. He would have won this time if you hadn't saved me from his 'evil clutches'!" Katy replied, giggling loudly, as I mock glared at her.

Changing the subject, and affecting my best 'Ricky Ricardo' voice (from the "I Love Lucy" show, in case you don't know), I said, "Lucy! You got some 'splaining to do!" as I looked at Mary, pulling her onto my lap, continuing, "Like, how come nobody told me about the rehearsal tonight, and something else, too ..."

Mary smiled at me at my poor 'Ricky" imitation, and kissed me again before explaining, "I'm sorry, Lover. Val called me just a bit ago to let me know we screwed up. Guess we just forgot. Are you up to speed now? And, what else is on your mind?"

I just looked at Mary for a few moments before saying anything, as it seemed that she was ... well, totally serene and almost glowing, whereas not too long ago she had been a nervous wreck. I wondered if it was because of all the stuff she had been taking care of getting things organized, putting her mind at ease, or if it was because of what Katy and I had talked about earlier ... or both, maybe? Taking a deep breath, I plunged in head first, wanting to know.

"Yeah, I'm up to speed, now. Mary, I have a very important question to ask, and it has to do with something you said last night when we made love." I started to say, and then hesitated a minute to get my thoughts together, as Mary patiently waited, a small 'Madonna' like smile pulling at the corners of her mouth, making me think she already knew what I was going to ask.

"You said something about it being a special time last night, which it was - every time we make love is special to me, my love - but I think there was more meaning behind that, and I'd like to know if there was more meaning, what did you mean?" I asked a little nervously, looking up at Mary expectantly (sorry - no pun intended), hoping to hear what I almost desperately wanted to hear. Katy was also on the edge of her seat in quite excitement, as we both waited to hear Mary's reply.

"You're right, Lover." Mary said as she gazed intently into my eyes, the love blazing into the depths of my soul, and then continued "It was a very special time last night, and you gave me a very special gift - at least I think and hope so, anyway. I won't know for sure for another few days until the test results come back ..." stopping as I interrupted her.

"Tests? What tests?" I exclaimed excitedly.

"Well, if you'll let me continue silly, I'll tell you!" Mary answered, and then went on "I went to the doctor early this morning, as she was able to squeeze me in first thing, and she ran a number of tests, some of which confirmed what I already knew." stopping to put her hand over my mouth when I started to say something. "Wait, let me finish, sweetheart. I'll cut to the chase right now, so you can quit fidgeting like a little boy that has to pee, OK?" and when I nodded, she continued "Some of the tests proved what I already knew, and that is that I'm at my most fertile right now, and I think you gave me a very special gift last night. I might be pregnant, Darling, but I won't know for sure for another few days until the other test results come back. How does that make you ..." I cut off the rest of what Mary was going to say, crushing her in my arms, and kissing her fiercely, as tears of joy welled up in my eyes, as Katy squealed in excitement, jumping up to join us in a group hug.

"Mommy, Mommy! Are you really going to have a baby?" Katy yelled, quivering in her excitement.

"Mmmmmmm, Lover ... I guess I know how you feel about this possibility!" Mary said to me, as I finally allowed her to come up for air, and then turning to Katy she added, "I don't know for sure yet, sweetie. Like I said, we have to wait for the other test results to come back in a few days, but we'll know for sure early next week. Dr. Young said she would put a rush order in with the lab, so we don't have to delay the honeymoon too much ... by the way, when do you want to leave, and where are we going, anyway?" Mary asked me with a smile, as Katy showed a little disappointment at having to wait to find out for sure.

As the tears of joy still flowed gently down my face, I looked up at Mary with awe and wonder as I contemplated the possibility that I really might BE a father, and that such a wonderful, beautiful woman as this was my partner in this miracle of creating a new life. I was left both speechless and a little breathless as this concept rolled around in my almost disbelieving mind, and I tried to compose myself as Mary gazed lovingly at me, waiting patiently for my response.

Placing my hand gently on her abdomen (as if I could feel anything yet), I looked up at Mary and half-jokingly said, "Man! I don't know if my heart can stand too much more happiness! Wow ..." making Mary giggle softly, and then I added, "Mary ... the light and love of my life ... if you really are expecting, and I REALLY hope you are ... I will without a doubt be the happiest man on this planet ... I probably already am ... I love you SO much, Mary! Not to put a downer on anything, but I want you to know this. Even if the tests come back negative, and you aren't pregnant, that will NOT change how I feel about you one bit! We'll just have to try again, is all. Mary, do you want to have a baby with me? If not, I'll understand ... but I hope you do, as I definitely would like to with you ..." I trailed off as a little uncertainty crept into my voice.

Mary placed her hand over mine and intertwined her fingers with mine, and leaned down touching her forehead and nose to mine as she looked at me with a blaze in her eyes, and said "Kevin. I want, with all my heart, to be able to give you the children that you weren't able to have before. I want that gift from you, as well. As you said, if this time doesn't prove positive, then we WILL try again, and again, and again, as many times as it takes. If necessary, if we don't succeed naturally, we WILL take the step to have me get pregnant by other means, do you understand? I wasn't sure how you felt up until this point, but now that I do know, the only question left is, how many babies do we want to have?" and as she finished, she kissed me oh so softly, pouring such a stream of emotion through her kiss to me that I was almost overwhelmed with the intensity.

As we broke the kiss, I gasped from what I had felt, and forming my reply as I looked at her, I said "You are SO amazing, Mary! I promise you this with all my heart. I will do whatever it takes to give you the gift of children before I take my last breath ... and as many as you want, which I will leave up to you since you will be bearing most of the 'burden' in this. You already know what it is like to conceive, carry, and give birth to a beautiful baby," and as I said this I reached to put my arm around Katy, continuing "so how ever many more you wish to have is automatically my desire as well. We can either set a fixed number, or let nature take it's course. Either way, I'm leaving that up to you, and I promise to honor your desires.

"As for where we want to go? I don't really know yet, so let me think for a minute ..." and I did, coming to an almost instant decision, and asked both Mary and Katy, "How does Australia sound? I went there for a month back in 1980 (which is really true - had a blast, too!), and have always wanted to go back. I know you have done some traveling in your life - have you ever been there? It's a wonderful country, and the people are so friendly. When they found out I was a 'Yank', I got the royal treatment, to the point that there were several times when they wouldn't even let me pull my wallet out of my pocket, let alone spend my money on anything! What do you think?"

"Daddy? You were in AUSTRALIA? Did you see any kangaroo's? Or ... or ... how do you say it ... kow ..kowa ..." Katy exclaimed excitedly, visions of kangaroos and koala bears dancing in her eyes.

"Yep, sure was, sweetie. And, yes I did see kangaroo's, and it's k-o-a-l-a's, and little kangaroo's called wallaroo's, and a whole lot of other unique animals and neat places." I answered with a big smile, and helping her with 'koala' (by the way, they are not koala 'bears', just koala's), and then I turned to Mary to get her reaction to my idea.

"That sounds lovely, Dear! No, we haven't been there before, although we have been other places in the Pacific. Two of my favorite places are Fiji and Tahiti. Can we go there, too? I just love those places, and they're so beautiful ... and there are some nude beaches there too, that we can go to." Mary answered, waggling her eyebrows as she said her last comment, making me chuckle.

"Yeah, Daddy! Can we go there, too? It's really fun being naked on the beach, and there's lots of other stuff to do too. Can we, Daddy, can we? PLEASE, Daddy?" Katy squealed in excitement, bouncing in front of me as she looked at me with her 'puppy dog' eyes again, making me make a fake groan as I rolled my eyes, while Mary giggled at my response.

Since I had never been there, and had always wanted to go, the decision was easy, but I wanted to tease Katy a bit, so acting a little reluctant I 'gave in', saying, "Oh ... I suppose so ..." sighing heavily, and adding "but only if we go to Hawaii first. I was stationed there when I was in the Navy, and I want to go back there, too. We can make a nice cruise through the Pacific, starting with Hawaii, then Tahiti and Fiji, then on to Australia, and then back home in time for Katy to start back to school - with a very nice tan she can show off to all her friends! Does that sound like a plan, girls?"

I got happy squeals from Katy, along with another thankfully brief 'Katy-Bear' hug, with a bunch of little kisses she plastered over my face as she murmured little 'thank you's' and then she was off, dashing to call her friends to tell them the good news, as Mary and I were left with amused looks on our faces at Katy's youthful exuberance. I turned to look up at Mary again, and saw her eyes shining with happiness and love as she gazed back at me.

Chapter 28

"That sounds like a wonderful idea, Darling. You know the nude beaches I mentioned?" pausing until I nodded my head, "Well, there are some secluded areas there, and we could try to make babies there, if you want. Ever make love outdoors before? I hear it's VERY exciting, and I'd like to try it." she asked, her voice taking on a husky quality that I was becoming very familiar with, indicating that Mary was becoming slightly aroused. Before I could answer, Mary got off my lap and closed the door, locking it. When she turned back around, her eyes had that smoky, lusty look, and she started to unbutton her blouse as she slowly walked the few steps back to me, standing between my legs. When she asked me if I'd ever had sex in public before, it made me remember happier times with my ex-wife, and I felt my cock stir from that, as well as the expectant look on Mary's face as she continued to unbutton her blouse.

"Yeah, I have. Twice, as a matter of fact." I said with a smile on my face, and a gleam in my eye, as I thought back to those times.

"Tell me ... I want to hear ... did that turn you on, Lover? Does it turn you on now to think about those times? Please ... tell me ... with all the details ..." Mary asked in a hot, sultry whisper as she pulled her blouse open, revealing the fact that she was not wearing a bra, exposing her luscious tits to my gaze, her nipples already hard and standing tall, jutting out from her tits. My cock was fully erect now, making my slacks tent, and as Mary looked down, she licked her lips in anticipation.

"Well, both times were with my ex-wife, with the first happening before we were married. We had gone out on a date, and as the evening progressed, things heated up, and we were both wanting to screw like bunnies. We drove around Ballard and Magnolia looking for a place to park, with my ex rubbing my cock through my pants as we drove around. There were others already at all the places we knew about, and since we wanted some privacy for our first time together, we kept going.

"After a while, I finally remembered an empty lot that had a driveway and a bunch of trees and bushes - I think a house had been there in the past, and had been demolished, as at the bottom of the lot were the remains of a foundation - anyway, when we arrived, we both jumped in the back seat, and feverishly began to undress each other, kissing and caressing each other's body as more and more skin was revealed, until we were both buck naked." and as I said the part about undressing each other, Mary started to undress me.

"She was dripping wet, and I was hard as a rock, " I continued, "and she pushed me down on my back on the seat, straddling my hips, as she reached down to take my cock in her hand, guiding me to her soaking wet pussy. As soon as she wedged the head of my cock in her pussy, she plunged down impaling herself on my cock. At the time I was pretty inexperienced, and I had a hard time to keep from blowing my load right then and there, as the feelings of her hot, wet, tight pussy as it slid down my hard cock were very intense." at this point, Mary having shucked her pants, revealing she wasn't wearing panties either, knelt in front of me taking off my shoes and socks, and then began to feverishly undo my belt to get at my pants, quickly unzipping me. I lifted my hips as she tugged at my pants, and I was soon naked from the waist down, with my shirt being next to go, making me totally naked.

Standing up then, Mary grabbed my hand pulling me out of the chair, smothering me in a hot embrace as she kissed me, shoving her tongue deep in my mouth, her breathing already becoming a little ragged. After we tongue-dueled for a bit, Mary broke the kiss, and began to push down on my shoulders to get me to lay down.

"You were flat on your back in the back seat? Lie down on the floor then ... please ... hurry ..." Mary panted out, her arousal building quickly as my words painted a picture in her mind. I laid down on the floor, and continued my story as Mary began kissing and caressing my feet and legs, slowly working her way up to my groin, making me gasp from the sensations she was giving me, my cock pulsing with each heart beat as it stood almost straight up.

"Ohhhh, Mary ... that's nice. Where was I? Oh, yeah ... she had just sunk my cock fully into her hot, wet pussy, and I had to grab her hips to keep her from moving until I calmed down a bit, and then when I gave her the go ahead, she started to hump up and down on me, sliding her wet pussy up and down on my very hard cock. I reached up to fondle her tits, making her go faster and harder, and she began to squeal and moan really loud." at this point Mary had reached my groin and had started to stroke my cock, licking at the head, and then paused to look up at me.

"Did she do this?" And plunged her mouth down over my cock, bobbing her head a few times, pulling off with a wet slurp to move further up my body, until she finally swung her leg over me, and taking my cock in her hands guided me to her entrance and sunk down, burying me to the hilt in her very hot, very wet pussy. She paused for a moment, gasping as she felt my cock penetrate her pussy, and then began to rhythmically squeeze and release my cock shaft with her pussy muscles, adding, "Or this?", as I groaned from the sensation.

"Ummm ... oh, fuck, Mary ... damn, that feels good! In answer to your first question, not then, and rarely after. She wasn't really into oral, and I feel a little guilty about this, but I don't think I ever gave her an orgasm, although I tried ... oooooooh, yeah, nice ... oh, shit, fuck, yeah ... whoa ... as for the second ... what you're doing now with your pussy muscles ... yeah, she eventually learned how to ... dooooooooo, yeah ... that! ... Oh, yeah, I like that ... anyway ... back to the story. Whew ... she was really beginning to get loud, screaming and yelling as we continued fucking up a storm, and as we were close to houses, I had to put my hand over her mouth, and told her to be quiet, or someone would catch us, which she didn't really appreciate me doing ... OH! Wow, that was strong!" my comment making Mary giggle - she had really reefed down hard on me! Shit, I didn't know she could do it THAT hard! Then Mary started to move up and down on me, still squeezing my cock as she moved, making me moan in pleasure, as I paused in the telling of my story.

When Mary settled in to a steady up and down motion, and mercifully stopped squeezing my cock so hard with her very talented pussy muscles, I continued "After I got her to quiet down, we went back at it hard and fast. Mary, she was so wet that I felt her pussy juice starting to dribble down on to my balls, which was a new experience for me, and it made me get really hot, and I felt my orgasm starting to build, as we were slamming together making wet slapping and slurping noises, and fogging up the windows from the sweat flowing from our bodies." and as I said this, Mary sped up her up and down motions a little, and I reached up to grab her tits, making her moan.

"Pretty soon, I could feel the tingle getting stronger and stronger, and my balls were getting tighter, and I knew that I was going to cum, and told her. Remember now, this was in the days before AIDS, and other wide spread STD's, and I wasn't wearing a condom. When I told her I was going to cum soon, thinking that she'd pull off and finish me with her hand, she surprised me, telling me to cum in her pussy. Well, this REALLY got me hot, and sent me right over, and I started spurting my cum deep in her pussy. When she felt me cum, she yelled again, as I filled her pussy to overflowing. As I finished my cum, my cock getting soft and finally slipping out of her pussy, with our combined fluids dribbling all over my groin, she slumped down on top of me, and began to kiss my face, thanking me and telling me it felt good - just like what you're doing feels REALLY good! Keep going, yeah ..." I said, as Mary kept up her steady pace, as she fucked her pussy on my cock. It wasn't enough to make either of us cum, but did keep our arousal fires stoked.

"Is that all? Did she clean you up? What happened next ... tell me, please! I'm really hot from hearing your story, Lover!" Mary said lustily, as she continued to move her pelvis up and down.

"There's just a little bit more, and you should get a kick out of it. After the fact, I find it pretty funny, but at the time I was just mortified, as was she. As we lay there, me in post-orgasmic bliss anyway, not sure about her, all of a sudden there was a bright light shining in through the windows, blinding us, as someone was yelling and pounding on the windows. We scrambled madly to get dressed, as the cops as it turned out to be, yelled for us to get out of the car. They let us finish getting dressed after I politely, and very sheepishly asked if we could, and after they found out what we were doing, told us that a neighbor had heard a woman screaming - making my ex blush a deep red, by the way, as the cops started to laugh - and had called them. After scolding us, telling us to find somewhere inside, they let us go, laughing their heads off as they watched us drive off." and I started to laugh in the retelling of that most embarrassing moment, with Mary giggling along with me, still pumping her pussy up and down on my cock.

"Oh, wow! Busted! Did anyone you knew find out? That's too funny, sweetie, just too funny! Did you two ever go back to that place?" Mary said between giggles.

"Yeah, pretty funny all right - now, anyway! No, we never went back there again, and as a matter of fact, we didn't have sex again until after we got married, we were both so freaked out about the whole thing!" I laughed, allowing those memories come peeking out of the vault I had shoved them into many years ago, and then growing quiet as other memories tried to force themselves into my mind again, with me trying to slam the door shut on them, locking them back in the vault. Mary saw the change of mood flash across my face, and leaned down to kiss me, and whispered in my ear.

"I'm sorry, Honey ... you don't have to tell me any more if you don't want to. I just thought it would be fun to hear of your outdoor experiences, is all. I'm not trying to make you drag any skeletons out of the closet." and as she whispered this, she leaned down to kiss me again as an apology, now no longer moving on me, just sitting still as she looked in my eyes.

"No ... no, that's OK. That's one of the good memories, and it was just a few not so good ones tried to jump out of the vault I try to keep 'em locked up in. I'm OK ... I'd like to tell you about the time, too, if you want me to. It was a little nerve wracking, but I had one of the most intense orgasms I'd ever had, up to then. Want to hear about it? If so, and you want to emulate what we did, we need to change positions." I replied, smiling up at her, the bad memories back safely under lock and key again.

"Yeah ... I would like to hear about it. Did you do it in a car again? What position?" Mary asked, slowly sliding her pussy up and off my cock, making us both groan at the sensation.

"Wasn't in the car. Outdoors entirely, over on the Peninsula, I forget which park it was, but it was on the beach in a semi-secluded spot, where it was possible that someone could have seen us. We did it 'Doggie' style, mainly so I could keep an eye out for anyone coming. I remember that it was a bright sunny day, pretty warm, and we had decided to camp out on the beach one weekend, and very early Saturday morning, we set out. We didn't have a tent, but since we had a station wagon at the time, we figured we could just sleep in the back, and brought our sleeping bags and a few extra blankets - to use on the beach and for extra padding if we had to sleep in the car.

"We arrived some time around noon I think, and after eating lunch, we headed for the beach to lay out and catch some rays. It was pretty hot, and there were a lot of people out and about, most of them our age - early twenties - and there was a lot of skin on display, and we did a lot of people watching for a couple of hours. Then this particularly attractive couple walked by us pretty close, and both the girl and the guy had really skimpy suits on. She was wearing a teeny tiny string bikini, so small that you could see the outer edges of her areole, and the top of her butt crack, and the guy was wearing a Speedo, showing a decent package.

"They seemed to be a little dazed, by what I thought at first was from being in the sun too long, as they were both red in the face, and were a little unsteady on their legs. Both my ex and I had perked up when we first saw them, and were trying not to stare too obviously as they got closer. Just as I was laying back down, my ex gasps and grabs my arm to get my attention, and then leans down to whisper at me to look at the inside of the girls thighs, so I sat back up and took a look. What I saw gave me an instant hard on, as I could see streams of cum running down the insides of both of her thighs, and I also saw that the front of her bikini bottom was darker than the rest from getting soaked from their combined fluids seeping out of her freshly fucked pussy. When I looked up and saw that, I quickly looked at the girls face, and saw that they were both looking back at us as we looked at them, and the guy was starting to get a little tense.

"Just as I thought the guy was going to start something, mad 'cause we were staring, my ex started to clap her hands quietly, and with a big smile directed at the girl, said a soft 'All right!', giggling as she did. That made the couple relax, and as they moved past us they smiled down at us a little sheepishly. I turned to watch the girls ass - and it was a fine ass, too, but not as good as yours though! - they finally disappeared from our view. Oh, yeah - one other thing! As they got close, I could smell their cum, and I know if I could, my ex could, too!" and then I inhaled deeply, taking in the musky aroma of Mary's hot, and by now very wet pussy, as we got into the 'Doggy' style position, adding "Just like I can smell the wonderful aroma from your beautiful pussy right now!", and then I leaned down to run my tongue up and down her dripping wet slit, finishing with a little quick suck on her engorged clit, making Mary coo and gasp in pleasure.

"Mmmmmm, you taste so good, you gorgeous hot woman! Anyway, back to the story ... after the couple left, my ex and I started to make out, and she started to run her hand over my hard cock, as we both started to heat up. We stopped making out, though, when an older couple walked by making comments about how disgusting we looked, and we decided to move somewhere else to continue our activities, as we were too much in the open where we were. After we walked around for a bit, we found this little hollow a ways back from the beach, and away from the trails leading to the beach, that had these little dunes all around in a circle, with a couple of gaps between the dunes.

"When we checked it out, we discovered that this place had been visited many times before as there was some trash laying around, which included condom wrappers, although we thankfully didn't see any used condoms. We spent a little time cleaning up the trash putting it in a pile off to the side, and laid out our blanket, and started making out again, laying on our sides facing each other. Soon, hands were caressing here, there, and everywhere, hers going straight to my cock, and mine doing this," and I started to caress Mary's tits from behind, as she knelt on all fours, with me kneeling behind her, then adding "and doing this," as I slid my hands down to her ass, squeezing her ass cheeks, "and this - but it was through her bikini at first." and then I slid my hand to her pussy, and began to rub her outer lips, getting my hand wet as I rubbed over the slick surface, gently rubbing my palm over her pulsing clit, as I kissed her ass cheeks, getting sighs and moans of pleasure as my reward.

"As we heated up, getting more and more aroused, I took off her bikini bra, and started to lick and suck on her tits, making her moan and gasp, and push her chest harder into my face," sliding briefly under Mary, I sucked and licked both of her tits, nibbling on her engorged nipples, making her press her chest down at my face, and then I slid back behind her, my face close to her dripping wet pussy and continued my story, "and then I moved down her body, pulling her bikini bottoms off, and began doing this," and I started to lick Mary's pussy slit, pushing my tongue in and out a few times, licking down her thighs to get the juices that had dribbled down, and then went back to her pussy again for a few more licks.

"Oh, yeah ... that's good ... lick my pussy, Baby ... oh, your story is making me fucking hot! I can feel my pussy juices leaking down my ... ahhh, oh yeah, right there! ... my legs ... ooooooooooh, Baby, what you're doing to me! ... I like it ... a LOT ... keep ... oh, Baby ... don't stop yet!" Mary moaned out in pleasure, and then in slight disappointment when I stopped to continue my story.

"After I got her bottoms off, and licked her pussy for a while - and she got really wet, really fast, too, just like you are - she pushed me away from her, and tore at my shorts, and soon had me as naked as she was. She stroked my cock a few times, licking a little bit at the head of my cock, and quickly got on her hands and knees, and looked over her shoulder at me, telling me to do it now ..." and before I could say anything more, Mary interrupted me, looking at me over her shoulder as I knelt behind her.

"You mean like this? Do it now, Lover ... do me ... stick that hard cock in my hot ... wet ... ready ... pussy, Baby ... fuck me! Just do me one favor, though, please? Tell me when you're going to cum ... and push your cock deep ... inside me ... as deep as you can ... against my cervix, Babe ... in my cervix if you can ... I want you to cum there for me, OK?" Mary asked as she voiced her desire. I moved into position, and after swiping the head of my cock through her dripping wet slit, I pushed slowly inside, sliding my cock all the way in until I was buried to the hilt, my cock head occasionally brushing against the side of the entrance to her womb. As I pushed in, Mary pushed back as she hissed in pleasure, and as my groin met her ass we both paused to savor the feeling of my cock deep in her pussy again.

"Ohhh, yeah ... just like that ... oh, fuck you're still so tight, Babe ... I love being in your sweet pussy! Anyway, back to my story," I said, as I began a slow pace pulling out almost all the way, and then sliding back into Mary's pussy. As I pulled out, she started to squeeze my cock shaft with her pussy muscles, then release me as I pushed back in, both of us moaning at the sensations, with me going on "I started fucking in and out of her pussy, squeezing her ass cheeks, and now and then looking around to see if anyone was watching, and she started to fuck back at me, making little moans and squeals as she felt my cock sliding in and out of her wet pussy ... oh, yeah this is good ... I LOVE fucking you Mary ... your pussy is so wet ... and soooo tight ... oh, shit yeah! ... and she was really responding excitedly as we fucked out in public ... oh, yeah ... I want to have that experience with you too ... mmmmmmm, fuck me back, Babe, yeah like that!"

Mary and I were now moving faster together, matching each other thrust for thrust, gasping and panting from our exertions. Mary looked over her shoulder at me again to ask, "Did anyone see you? Was it really exciting, knowing that someone might catch you as you ... oooooooooooh, Baby, mmmmmmmmm ... oh soooo goooood! ... as you were fucking ... oh ... ahhh, yesss, fuck my pussy ... harder ... yeah! ... in ... ungh ... public? Ohhhh ..."

"Oh, fuck yes it was exciting! We didn't get caught by anyone, although I could see people not too far away, and if they had looked, they would have seen me as I pounded her pussy, like this!" I answered, as I began to plunge my cock in and out of her slick, wet, clasping pussy, feeling her pussy walls begin to ripple as Mary started to get more and more aroused, gasping and moaning as I thrust faster and harder into her.

As I started to slam my hips into her ass, making her ass cheeks bounce from the impact, Mary started to grunt from the impacts, mewling as I withdrew, only to have me slam back in, making her grunt again. I had a pretty good grip on her hips as I was sawing my cock in and out of her sopping wet pussy, and then I reached down, grabbing her swaying tits in my hands, squeezing them, rubbing the palms of my hands over her nipples, getting a squeal of pleasure in response, which turned into a low guttural moan as I slid my hands down to grab her nipples in my fingers and started to pinch and twist and pull at them. When I pinched down a little harder Mary arched her head back, her mouth open as she panted loudly, and bucked her hips back at me harder as her passion grew even stronger, her orgasm getting closer and closer.

As I continued to roughly paw at her tits and nipples, while slamming my cock hard and fast into her now spasming pussy, I could see her flush spreading down from her shoulders to her upper back, and combined with the guttural then high pitched groan and squeals she was making, I knew it wouldn't take much more for her to cum, and I could feel that I wasn't going to last much longer either. The tingling in my balls was growing stronger with each hard thrust, and I could also feel my balls beginning to tighten up against my body.

"Mary ... ungh ... ungh ... Mary ... ommph ... it won't be ... arhh ... long now ... ungh ... I'm going to ... CUM ... unh ... unh ... soon ... I want ... unh, oh shit! ... you to ... CUM with me ... Babe ... unh, unh, unh ... CUM for me ... oh, fuck ... do it, Mary ... oh, yeah, Baby ... unh ... CUM ... CUM ... CUM ..." I said, starting to chant with each hard thrust I made as I plunged into Mary's sloppy wet pussy, which was beginning to spasm wildly around my cock, as her climax was rushing ever closer, building to the breaking point as we smacked wetly together harder and faster.

"OH, YEAH ... FUCK ME HARDER ... FASTER ... AHHH ... AHHH ... OOOOOOOOOOOOOH, FUCKFUCKFUCKFUCK ME ... Remember ... OH! ... stick your COCK HEAD AAAAIIIIIIEEEEEEEEYEAH ... in my cervix ... when you CUMMMMMMM ... OHOHOHOHAHAHAHYESSSSSSS ... OHFUCKI'MSOCLOSE ... FUCK ME FUCK MEFUCKMEFUCKMEFUCKMEEEEEEIIIIIIIIIIAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAI'MCUMMMMMMMMMMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINNNNNNNNNNNNNGGGGGGGGGGGGGGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" Mary reminded me as she went over the edge, exploding into orgasm as I reached down and pinched hard on her clit, making her hips buck and jump against me. 

As I felt my cum boil up from my balls, I rammed my cock forward searching for her cervix with the head of my cock, and as the first jet of my sperm blasted from my cock, I felt my cock head penetrate the opening of Mary's cervix, and lunged forward pulling Mary tight against me, holding her as still as I could as we both experienced crashing orgasms. As my cock head entered her cervix, my cum pumping in huge gouts directly into her womb, Mary screamed from the pain as I thrust almost savagely into her cervix, but having the intensity of her orgasm grow almost exponentially from that, she passed out, the top portion of her body slumping to the floor, while I held her hips in my fierce grip, preventing her from slumping full to the floor.

As my cock finally finished spurting my cum deep in Mary's womb, furthering our chances of making a baby, I relaxed my grip on her hips, and pulled back while I slowly let her slide the rest of the way to the floor. As her lower body reached the floor, my rapidly softening cock slipped wetly from Mary's still spasming pussy, and I also slumped to the floor, wrapping Mary in my arms. 

As I regained my breath, I heard for the first time the frantic pounding on the door, as Katy was yelling for her Mom, rattling the locked doorknob as she tried desperately to get in. I struggled to my feet, and went over to the door. As soon as I unlocked the door, Katy flung the door open, only to have it bang shut again as it bounced off me, pushing me back with a grunt in the process. As I staggered back, Katy opened the door again, but slowly this time, peering around the edge to see what she had hit.

"Daddy!" Katy yelled when she saw me, her eyes wide with fright and worry, "Where's Mommy? Is everything OK?", and then when she saw me rubbing my face asked, "Was that you that I hit with the door, Daddy? Oh my god, I'm so sorry! Are you OK, Daddy? Is Mommy OK? Where is she? I heard her scream, Daddy, and it scared me!" and as she came into the room, I could see she was crying, and I took her in my arms. 

As I did, she saw Mary laying on the floor passed out, and screamed loudly, right in my ear. "MOMMY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! DADDY, WHAT'S WRONG WITH MOMMY? WHY IS SHE JUST LAYING THERE?", and started to struggle, trying to break free of my embrace.

Holding her tightly to my chest, I tried to calm her down, "Katy, it's OK. Everything's OK. Mommy just passed out from a really strong orgasm, is all ... she's OK, really! I'm the one in pain here. You really clobbered me with the door, kiddo!" smiling at her to let her know I wasn't mad, and as she relaxed from what I told her, she finally noticed that her Mother and I were naked, and I watched as she began to sniff, detecting the strong odor of sex that hung in the air. As she relaxed more, I loosened my grip around her, and she pulled away from me and looked down at my slimy cock.

"You guys were at it again, huh? I can smell it, and your cock is all shiny and wet, Daddy. But why did you guys lock the door, Daddy? Don't you want to love me anymore?" Katy said, and I saw her chin begin to tremble again, as the tears welled up.

"Oh, Katy, yes I do want to keep loving you, and I will as soon as there's time. Your Mom locked the door, I suppose, to keep from being interrupted ... she wanted to make sure I pumped my sperm in her cervix again, in case the first time last night didn't take, I guess. We both really want to make a baby, sweetheart, and unfortunately that is kind of leaving you out of the picture right now. I promise to make it up to you as soon as there's time, OK, sweetheart? You know Daddy loves his little sweetie, don't you?" I replied, holding her close as she sobbed quietly in my arms.

Katy finally quieted down, and leaning back to look in my eyes said, "Yes, I know you love me, Daddy ... and I know you and Mommy want to make a baby ... but could you promise me something, please Daddy?"

"What's that kitten?" I asked back.

"Can you guys just tell me you want to try to make a baby, and not lock me out, please? If you just tell me, I'll find something else to do. I got really scared when I heard Mommy scream, and couldn't get in, and I didn't know you were in here, too. Please don't do that anymore ... please, Daddy?" Katy asked as she sniffed back her tears. I felt a stab of guilt, realizing that locking the door was wrong, and held Katy close so I could whisper gently in her ear.

"I'm so sorry, Katy. We were wrong to lock the door, and I sincerely apologize for that. I promise that it won't happen again, ever! I also promise that we'll tell you when we want to be alone, too, so you know what's going on. Until your Mom really does get pregnant, that'll happen for a few days each month, but the rest of the time you'll be part of the deal, OK? There's also going to be times when it will be just you and either Mommy or me, and not all three of us at once, OK? Do you forgive us, sweetie?" I explained, a hopeful expression on my face. Just then, I felt Mary wrap her arms around Katy and me, joining the discussion.

"Katy, I'm very sorry too. I don't know why I locked the door, and I promise that won't happen ever again. I love you, and you are an important member of the family, and I want to include you in everything we do ... I'm so very, very sorry for scaring you ... can you forgive me, sweetie, please?" Mary said very quietly, as she too felt the guilt I did. Katy didn't say anything, simply nodding her head as we continued our group hug. Soon enough Katy's mood had brightened, and kissing me and Mary both on the cheek, she disentangled herself from our embrace.

"It's almost time for you to go pick up our friends, Mommy. You and Daddy better go take a shower and clean up. You're all sweaty and sticky ..." Katy started to say, and then when she used the arm of her top to wipe the remaining tears from her face added, "Yuck! Now I have to take a shower, too! Daddy, you got your stinky sweat all over me too! Daddy, you're a bad boy - kiss my butt to make it up!" she demanded, giggling as she began to strip her sweaty clothes, and bending over to present her tight little ass to me for a kiss. I made Katy jump, squealing in surprised delight when I kissed her little butt cheek, as I also reached through her legs to flick her clit gently with my finger, laughing as she leaped almost straight up in the air.

After we calmed down from our fit of laughing, we grabbed our clothes, and headed for the shower. Since the time was a little short, we didn't indulge in our usual fondling and caressing, sticking to getting clean, dry and dressed. When we were finished, Mary hugged me and then Katy, giving us each a kiss, and then was out the door to pick up her load of folks. Katy and I sat on the couch, with her on my lap, watching a little TV until it was time for us to go. We jumped into the Mustang, and soon arrived at the church, and as I pulled up I was surprised at all the cars in the lot. I got an even bigger surprise, though, when Katy and I walked in the church.

Chapter 29

When Katy and I walked in the church, there was a small mob of people, many of whom I knew but hadn't seen in years, and I was surprised that they were here for the rehearsal, which in my mind would only involve the people in the wedding party. Katy ran on ahead seeing a couple of her friends, namely Amber and Beth, and when Mary heard Katy speaking to them, looked around, and when she saw me walked over to give me a hug, and smiling as she noticed the slightly confused look on my face.

"Wondering why there's so many people here, Lover?" Mary asked, a twinkle in her eyes as her surprise for me was revealed.

"Um, yeah ... kinda. Are ALL these people part of the wedding party?" I asked.

"Yep! We need usher's and escorts, and others, and all of these folks have a least a small role to perform. I told you I wanted a big wedding, and that's what we're going to have!" Mary answered, with a big grin on her face, adding "I tracked down as many of your old friends as I could to have them join us, and I hope you're pleased with that. When I got in touch with them, they all jumped at the chance to hook back up with you, and be a part of our wedding. You have more friends Kev, than you realize, you know ... they all told me that they've missed you, and your goofy wit."

As Mary and I were having our brief little chat, many of the people who I had known years ago but had lost touch with had gathered around us, hanging back a little to give us space, waiting patiently to greet me. When Mary stepped back, I was mobbed by my old friends, getting a lot of hugs and back slaps, and a few kisses - both on my cheeks, and in a couple of cases full on the lips from my gal pals - and I started to get overwhelmed with emotion as the tears formed in my eyes. There were others whose eyes were a little misty too, as we all tried to talk at once. The Pastor finally had to yell loudly to get our attention, and we broke up our group to begin the rehearsal. 

I won't bore you with the details, but we did have a lot of fun and there was much laughter as we goofed up a few times, and then when we finally got it right, we were done. 

When we finished with the rehearsal, we all left the church in a big caravan of various vehicles back to our home for the dinner, and a good time was had by all. The food was delicious, the company first rate, and I spent most of my time catching up with the friends I hadn't seen in so long, exchanging phone numbers and e-mail addresses, and promises to keep in touch (with a few “Or else’s!” thrown in for good measure). 

The dinner finally broke up around midnight, and as Mary, Katy and I stood by the door saying good bye to our guests, getting hand shakes, hugs and kisses, I noticed one woman was hanging back, waiting for everyone else to leave before she stepped forward. I also noticed that Amber and Beth were with her, and I started to get a little nervous. As the last of the other guests finally made their way out the door, the woman stepped forward, hugging Mary and Katy warmly, kissing them both on the lips, and then she stepped in front of me, with a small smile on her face, looking me up and down before she spoke.

"My name is June, and I'm Beth's Mother, and Amber's aunt. Obviously you're Kevin, and I've heard a lot about you, and am pleased to finally meet you." June said as she extended her hand to me. Let me take a moment to describe June. She stands about 5' 7", has long very dark, almost black hair, very pale and almost translucent skin, and the most striking deep blue eyes that I have ever seen. She's slender without being skinny, with fairly large breasts, a narrow waist leading to nicely flaring hips, and since she was wearing a fairly short dress, was showing a lot of luscious legs, leading down to well formed feet which she had obviously had recently had pedicured. To sum it up, she was gorgeous! 

I was getting a little more nervous when I heard her speak as I shook her hand, which Mary was quick to notice, and Mary hooked her arm in mine as she leaned up to whisper in my ear, "Relax, Lover. She's a very good friend of mine, and knows and approves of our 'life style'. It was June who I first contacted about hooking you up with Amber and Beth, and when she gave the go ahead, I called them, OK? So, relax!" As Mary was saying this - loud enough for June to hear - June smiled at me to show she wasn't 'out to get me', and I started to relax.

"Kevin, ever since I first heard about you, I've wanted to meet you, to see just who this splendid lover really was ... both out of curiosity, and a little bit of envy, too I must admit." June said to me, and then turning to Mary continued, "We need to talk later about this Mary, but if at some time in the future, if you're willing and will allow it, I think I'd like to try him on for size myself! When the girls told me of his, shall we say, expertise ... well, let's just say I wanted some of that, too. Don't give me your answer yet, but think about it, and when you get back from your honeymoon give me a ring so we can get together, OK?"

I was more than a little flabbergasted by this, and was also more than just a little intrigued at the possibility, slim though it may be, and wondered what Mary's reaction to June's expressed desire would be. As I gaped in surprise, looking from June to Mary, I noticed one thing about both women. I knew that Mary wasn't wearing a bra, and it was evident that June wasn't either, as both women's nipples were now poking the front of their dresses out, June obviously semi-aroused by her proposal, and it looked like Mary was also becoming aroused at the thought. When they both saw the look on my face, the tension brought about by the sexual nature of our chat was broken when they both cracked up.

"Hmmmmm! I think he likes that idea, June!" Mary commented laughingly, adding "I promise to think about it, and I'll either give you my answer Saturday after the wedding, or when we get back, OK? No other promises other than that, though, as I want to discuss this with this 'expert', first."

"That's good enough for me, Mary." June replied, a smile on her face, and then she turned to Amber and Beth saying, "C'mon girls. Say good night so we can go home, and let these three get to bed."

Amber and Beth then came forward, and after hugging and kissing Mary and Katy, they each took their turn to hug and kiss me good night, too, making my cock swell in the process. Both Amber and Beth gave me hot, tongue deep in my mouth kisses, and as they hugged me tightly rubbed their mounds against my groin, and I could feel their hard nipples poking me hotly in the chest. When those two were finished, giving me hot, lusty looks as we broke our embraces, I got a huge surprise when June then moved into my arms and did the same thing! The only difference was, her kiss left me almost totally breathless from it's intensity. Wow, could that woman kiss, and where I wasn't fully erect yet, I certainly was after that! 

June broke the kiss, and smiled at Mary saying, "Mmmmmm, good kisser! I really am jealous, now, Mary. I think I just gave you a present, too!" and as she laughed a little, looked pointedly at the obvious tent in my crotch.

"Oh, boy! Thank you - I LOVE presents!" Mary said as she stared at my crotch too, as she giggled.

"You're welcome, deary. Girls, we better leave now before I can't help myself, and jump his bones right here!" June answered with a husky laugh, and then headed out the door with a wave, Amber and Beth following, blowing kisses at me as they did. I was stunned, and rooted to the spot, and when I didn't make a move to close the door, Mary did. After she closed the door, she grabbed my hand and pulled me toward the elevator. I followed stumblingly behind, more than a little dazed by what had just transpired, and both Mary and Katy were giggling at the expression on my face as we rode up to the top floor.

Chapter 30

As we arrived on the top floor, Katy dashed ahead of us, which was good, as I wanted to talk to Mary briefly before we hit the sack. I pulled Mary aside, took her in my arms, and planted a hot kiss on her lips, cramming my tongue as far into her mouth as it could reach, and pressed my groin against hers. Mary melted in my arms, sighing deeply, as she began to grind her mound against me.

"Mary, there's something we need to talk about ..." I started to say, stopping when Mary interrupted me, as I broke our kiss.

"Wow, that was SOME kiss, Lover! Is it about June?" she said as she gasped from the intensity of my kiss.

"No, not that, but we can later. It's about Katy ... she's beginning to feel left out ..." I answered, again being interrupted by Mary.

"Yeah, I know, and I feel a little guilty about that ... do you have something in mind? Would you like to be alone with Katy tonight? I can sleep in her bed if you like. I don't mind, Dear ..." Mary replied, trailing off to hear my answer.

"Yes, I do have something in mind, and it involves you too, so no, I don't want you to sleep in Katy's bed. What I think we should do is focus all of our attention on her tonight, and just go with the flow from there, letting her decide what she wants from us. Does that sound OK with you?" I answered, getting a big grin and a nod for my answer.

When we finally made it into the sitting area, Katy was sitting on the couch watching TV, still wide awake from the excitement of the evenings activities, and surprisingly enough was still dressed! This was good, though, as it would give us the chance to undress her, as we gave her our full attention tonight. Katy looked up as we walked in, smiling briefly at us, and returning her attention to the TV which was tuned to MTV. 

Mary and I sat on either side of Katy, and as I sat down I grabbed the remote, turning the TV off, getting a rise out of Katy as she started to whine in protest at what I had done. I cut her off before she could actually say anything, enveloping her in my arms, and kissing her deeply and pushing my tongue into her mouth, flicking it against hers. As the intensity of my kiss grew, Katy melted into my arms, cooing softly as she began to move her tongue against mine. The cooing then turned to soft moans as Katy felt Mary begin to softly caress her from behind, slipping her hands between us to stroke and fondle Katy's tits through her blouse.

"Oh, Daddy ... Mommy ... this is nice" Katy softly murmured when I broke the lip lock I had on her, as I started to trail little kisses over her face to her ears, sucking on her ear lobes, and then making my way down her neck. I watched out of the corner of my eye as Mary moved one hand to begin unbuttoning Katy's blouse, while still massaging one tit with her other, as she slowly began to undress her daughter, with Katy softly moaning and cooing as we worked on arousing her pre-teen body.

As Mary got her blouse undone, I pulled it open so I could kiss and lick my way down to the top of her chest, as I worked on her exposed flesh. Katy had lifted her hands to my head and was running her fingers slowly through my hair as she enjoyed what I was doing. When Mary had her blouse completely unbuttoned, she slowly slid it down Katy's arms, helping Katy pull her arms from the sleeves, pulling it from her skirt and then dropping it to the floor. When Katy's blouse was completely off, I was a little surprised to see that she had a bra on, but that too was soon on the floor as Mary unhooked it and pulled it from Katy's body, returning her hands to massage Katy's now exposed tits, getting more moans from Katy, as Mary ran her palms over her nipples which rapidly sprang up hard as they responded to the stimulation.

I continued to cover Katy's exposed skin with little kisses, licks and nibbles, working my way over her upper body. As I neared Katy's right tit, Mary moved her hand from the front of it, and cupping it, held it up for me allowing me access to Katy’s engorged, sensitive nipple. I took my time getting to it, licking and sucking on Katy's tit, circling around and around her nipple, teasing Katy in the process until she grabbed my head and pulled my mouth to her nipple. Smiling as I took the hint, I flicked my tongue rapidly over her hard rubbery nipple, feeling it bend back and forth, and then finally sucked it into my mouth, still using my tongue to caress it. After working on this nipple for a while, getting sighs and moans of pleasure from Katy, I moved to her left tit and repeated the process, as Mary again cupped Katy's tit, holding it for me.

As I left laving Katy's tits and began working my way further down her torso, Mary moved from behind Katy gently pulling her down to lay on the couch, and kneeling on the floor, quickly removed Katy's shoes, caressing her calves as she did. Once she had Katy's shoes off, she started to kiss and lick Katy's feet and toes, sucking each toe into her mouth. When Mary started licking the sole of Katy's foot, Katy jerked and giggled a bit from being tickled, but was soon moaning and sighing again as the delicious feelings coursing through her twelve year old body began to intensify.

As Mary was loving Katy's feet and lower legs, I reached to Katy's hips to find the button on her skirt, and after finding and undoing that, pulled the zipper down, and started to pull her skirt down over her hips. When Katy felt that, she lifted her tush off the couch to allow me to pull her skirt off, and as it passed her hips, Mary reached up to pull it the rest of the way off as I let go. I then returned to kissing and licking at Katy's exposed flesh, working my way down her abdomen, getting another little giggle from Katy when I stuck my tongue in her navel, tickling her again. I got another small surprise from seeing that Katy had on a pair of little panties on, too, but didn't mind. As her panties came into view as we slid her skirt down and off, I saw that we were succeeding in getting Katy aroused, as there was a wet spot on her panties over her little pussy, and as I watched I could see it get bigger as Katy's pussy oozed more and more fluids as she became more aroused.

Meanwhile, Mary was working her way up Katy's legs, caressing and kissing and licking as she went, as we moved closer together working in concert to get Katy as aroused as we could. Katy was now laying part way on, and part way off the couch at an angle, with her upper torso and hips on the couch, and her legs hanging off, her feet resting on the floor. She had her eyes closed, and was smiling open mouthed as she let the feelings from what Mary and I were doing to her wash over her, emitting soft sighs and moans as we continued to give her pleasure.

As Mary and I came to Katy's groin, I inhaled deeply savoring the smell of her now very aroused pussy, and could see that the wet spot was almost covering the entire crotch area of her panties. When I was done, for the moment, inhaling the heady aroma of Katy's wet, aroused pussy, I moved out of the way so Mary could also enjoy her daughter's aroma. Mary quickly moved her head over Katy's wet little girl pussy, and inhaled deeply, closing her eyes as the sweet smell of Katy's pussy bloomed in her nose. Then Mary bent her head and kissed Katy's pussy through her soaked panties, making Katy gasp and push her hips up in response to this new feeling.

When Katy lifted her hips up, I took the opportunity to slip my fingers in the waistband of her panties and pulled them down over her hips, before Katy could settle back down on the couch. Once I had them past her hips, Mary took over and slid them the rest of the way down her legs and over Katy's feet, dropping them on the floor to join the rest of Katy's clothes, caressing Katy's legs softly as she pulled her panties off.

Katy had kept her hips up off the couch as she felt us pulling her soaked panties off, and then settled back on the couch once they were completely off. As Mary pulled them down, I went back to kissing and licking at Katy's exposed skin, working my way down and across her lower abdomen and mound, moving down to the upper crease of her thigh and hip, staying away from her pussy for now. As I did this, Katy began to undulate her hips, trying to move her pussy under my mouth, cooing and sighing as she felt my tongue and lips move over her now totally naked body, and then groaning in frustration as she felt me move away from her pussy.

When I moved down to start licking Katy's thigh, Mary moved back up and copied what I had done, licking and kissing across her mound to the crease between her thigh and hip, also avoiding her pussy for now, as Katy began to move her body more, writhing and twisting as we continued to tease her orally. Mary and I began to work our way down Katy's legs, licking, kissing and caressing her as we went.

As I got to Katy's knee, I lifted her leg so I could get to the sensitive area at the back of her knee, and when Mary saw what I was doing, copied my actions, and we were now both licking and kissing the backs of both of Katy's knees, making Katy’s moans and sighs get louder as her senses were beginning to become a little overloaded, her arousal building higher and higher.

When Mary and I finished working over the backs of Katy's knees and lowered her legs again, I continued down over her calf moving towards her foot, while Mary moved up Katy's body trailing little kisses, licks and sucks, working her way to Katy's tits. When I reached Katy's foot, I began kissing and licking all over the top moving my way to her pretty little toes, and sucking each toe into my mouth when I got there. As I started to lick the bottom of her foot, Katy jerked a little as I tickled her foot, relaxing again when I moved to her other foot, repeating my actions, and then starting up her other leg.

As Mary was working over Katy's mid-section, she would occasionally look back at me to see my progress, and when she saw me start to move back up Katy's leg, she began to work her way closer to Katy's tits, licking and kissing her way closer and closer, as I worked my way up Katy's leg. As we slowly made our way to Katy's most sensitive body parts, she was writhing and beginning to hump her hips, moaning and hissing as she became more and more aroused.

When I finally arrived at the top of Katy's thigh, Katy spread her legs wide, moving one leg to the top of the back of the couch, leaving the other on the floor, opening herself fully in anticipation of what I would soon be doing. As she moved her legs apart, I began kissing my way down the upper part of the inside of her thigh, licking up the pussy juice that had been smeared there, savoring the sweet taste, quickly moving to the other leg to repeat the process. When Mary saw me doing this, she began to lick and kiss the rounded bottoms of each of Katy's tits, slowly working her way up to, but avoiding Katy's engorged nipples as she circled around them and then moving on to do the same to Katy's other tit.

Meanwhile, I was working my way closer to her sopping wet little pussy, the slit pulsing open and closed as Katy's arousal grew. The closer I got, the more Katy undulated her hips as she tried to get my mouth on to her hot pussy, as she sought relief and release, groaning in frustration as I kept moving away, still teasing her. I licked the area between her thigh and sopping wet slit, moving up to the top of her mound, and then down the other side, still keeping away from direct contact on her drooling slit. When I reached bottom, I licked across her perineum for a little bit, and then much to Katy's relief and enjoyment, slowly started dragging my tongue up her drenched and drooling slit, but stopping just shy of her clit, dipping my head back down to repeat the process.

When I started to lick slowly up Katy's sopping wet slit, savoring the taste of her abundant flow, Katy gasped loudly as her hips bucked upwards, and reached down to grab my head as she tried to pull me tighter to her highly aroused, very wet little girl pussy. When she reached down to grab my head her arms pushed her tits together, making it very convenient for Mary, who when she saw me now licking Katy's pussy, began to lick, suck and nibble on Katy's very sensitive and very engorged nipples, which made Katy arch her back pressing her tits more firmly to her Mother's hot, sucking mouth, crying out in pleasure.

As Mary went back and forth, working on each of Katy's engorged nipples, I began licking deeper into Katy's drooling slit, lapping up her pussy juices, continuing to go from the bottom of her clasping slit to the top, still avoiding her clit for the moment. After doing this several times, I started to thrust my tongue deeper into her pussy, feeling the walls of her pussy ripple and clamp down on my tongue, with Katy now beginning to hump her hips up at me faster, as she kept trying to get my mouth on her clit, moaning and panting louder and louder.

I finally decided to have mercy on Katy and stopped teasing her, moving up to softly lick across her engorged, protruding clit which was now pulsing in time with Katy's heart beat, making Katy buck her hips as she felt my tongue finally make direct contact to her very sensitive, highly aroused clit. As I continued to softly flick my tongue oh so lightly over her clit, Katy began to moan and squeal as the now stronger sensations coursed through her body. When Mary noted the change to Katy's reactions, she looked down and saw that I was now attacking Katy's protruding clit, and began to suck harder on Katy's nipples, gently biting on each turgid nub. Between the two of us, we were driving Katy wild, and we could tell that her orgasm was beginning to build.

As I was licking and now gently sucking on Katy's clit, I looked up to watch Mary lavish her attention on Katy's nipples, and caught a glimpse of Katy's face and upper torso when Mary moved from one tit to the other, and saw that Katy was flushed a deep rosy color, letting me know that Katy was very close to orgasm. Lifting my head briefly from Katy's clit, getting a mournful groan from Katy when I did, Mary looked back at me - which I hoped she would - to see what was going on.

As our eyes met, I softly said "It's time. Let's push her over, OK?", getting a smile and a nod from Mary in agreement. I quickly dropped my head back down to Katy's sopping wet pussy, and after licking up and down her slit a few times, getting loud moans of pleasure from Katy in response, I moved up to her clit and clamped my lips over it, and began to suck hard, pulling her clit into my mouth as I lashed it with my tongue. As I did that, Mary squeezed Katy's tits together so her nipples were touching, and clamped her mouth over both nipples, also sucking hard.

As Katy felt her two most sensitive body parts being sucked hard, she began to keen very loudly and buck and writhe more and more, as her orgasm began to build, rushing to the peak, as lightning bolt like sensations ripped through her body. When Mary and I heard the familiar prelude to Katy cumming, we each bit down on the respective body part in our mouths, and pulled away from Katy's body, pushing her over the edge into a shattering orgasm.

As Katy reached her peak, her keening wail cut off, and she arched her back and hips upwards as her body started to go into convulsions, jerking and bucking wildly as her orgasm washed over her twelve year old body, overwhelming her senses. As she reached the very peak and her body went completely rigid, I released my grip on her clit, moving my face down to her spasming pussy slit, knowing what was next, and held my mouth open, waiting for the flood of pussy juice I knew was soon to follow. I didn't have long to wait either, and as I watched her pussy lips begin to pulse, her pussy juices suddenly rocketed from deep within as she ejaculated, spurting several times, soaking my face as I tried to swallow as much as I could.

When Mary felt Katy begin to go rigid, she too released her grip on Katy's nipples, and quickly moved to my side, wanting to share in Katy's abundant juices. After Katy had squirted several times, filling my mouth with her hot spend, I moved out of the way to allow Mary to get her share. As soon as I moved, Mary clamped her open mouth directly over Katy's still pulsing pussy lips, and as I watched, Mary's mouth was soon filled to overflowing, some of Katy's juices drooling from the corner of Mary's sucking, swallowing mouth, dribbling down her chin. As Katy began to relax and slump back down to the couch, Mary released her lip lock on Katy's now twitching pussy, and began to lick all over Katy's groin area cleaning her juices from her trembling little body, with me joining in to help.

When we finished cleaning Katy off, we turned to each other and taking turns, licked Katy's juices off each other faces, Mary moaning the whole time, her own arousal evident. When we finished cleaning each others faces, we hugged each other, kissing hotly, our tongues wetly dueling with our passions growing ever higher. As we kissed, Mary started fumbling with the buttons on my shirt, and when she became frustrated at not being able to unbutton it, grabbed the edges of my shirt and pulled hard, popping the buttons as she literally ripped my shirt off.

As soon as she had my shirt open, she ripped it down and off my arms, flinging it behind her as she reached for my belt. Mary had better success at that, and soon had my pants off, frantically pulling them down as I kicked off my shoes to make it easier for her. I wasn't wearing a t-shirt, but did have underwear on, and as she pulled my pants down, she also had a hold of my shorts, pulling them down at the same time. As she got them to my hips, I lifted up so she could pull them past, settling back down as she yanked my pants and shorts off my legs, my hard as a rock cock popping up in the process, making me sigh in relief.

When Mary had stripped me completely naked, I stood up and pulled her to her feet, and began to undress her, starting with her blouse. I was very careful undoing her buttons, as I knew that this was one of her favorite tops, and as I worked down the row of buttons, I began to kiss her upper torso as more skin was revealed. As I reached the last button, I pulled the blouse from her skirt, pushing it off her shoulders and down her arms, letting it fall to the floor. As I got her blouse off, I began to suck on her nipples, getting sighs of pleasure and appreciation from Mary as my reward, and I felt her hold the back of my head to her tit as I sucked.

As I was doing that, I fumbled around until I found the button and zipper of her skirt, and when I had those undone, the skirt feel around Mary's feet. When she felt that, she stepped out of her skirt with one foot, and with the other kicked it to the side, and she was now standing before me wearing an ultra small thong panty and her strappy sandals. I stopped sucking on her nipples to kneel down, kissing my way down her body, briefly dipping my tongue into her navel making her belly lurch. When I was on my knees, I bent down to undo the straps on her sandals, and as I lifted her foot to remove it, Mary reached down to hold my shoulder for balance. 

When I got each sandal off, I kissed and licked each of her feet in turn, sucking each of her toes into my mouth, hearing sighs and soft cooing sounds of pleasure from Mary, with occasional little gasps when I sucked a toe into my mouth. When I had both of her sandals off, and had finished licking, kissing, and sucking her feet and toes, I started working my way up her legs, running my hands softly over her sleek, flawless skin, planting little kisses here and there, as I neared her very aroused pussy.

When I finally was eye level with her pussy again, I grabbed Mary by the hips and pushed my nose into her crotch, inhaling deeply the rich musky aroma from her sopping wet pussy, the entire front panel of her miniscule thong panty completely soaked, letting me know just how aroused Mary really was. After taking several deep breaths, which made Mary gasp as she felt the air move across her pussy, I kissed and licked at her pussy through her panties, and felt Mary move her hips against my face, trying to increase the contact.

After a few licks and kisses, I grabbed the waistband of her tiny little thong in my teeth and started to pull it down. As I did that, I reached behind and stuck my finger under the little string of a strap, sliding my finger down the crack of her ass as I pulled the strap out, making Mary gasp and moan as she felt my finger stroke softly through her ass crack. I had to pull that teeny little thong a long way down her thighs, to just above her knees, before it would fall the rest of the way to the floor because it was sooooo small - it BARELY reached high enough in front to cover Mary's clit, it was that miniscule! - and when I let go of it, I moved my head back up and kissed Mary's very engorged, pulsing clit, hearing her suck in her breath, and feeling her press my head against her with her hands as she moaned in pleasure.

Mary's moan of pleasure didn't last too long, however, as I stood up, took her in my arms as I kissed her hotly on the mouth, plunging my tongue deeply into her mouth. We tongue-dueled for a few moments, grinding our pelvis's together, as we caressed each other, our passions mounting, until I broke the kiss, and leaned back to look Mary in the eyes.

"Let's move Katy to the bed, and continue where we left off as soon as she recovers, OK? You know I'd love to keep this up with you, Babe, but this is her night, right?" I said quietly, gazing hotly into Mary's eyes, seeing hers blazing in heat and lust right back.

"Ohhhh, Lover ... I was loving what you were doing so much, too ... I've never had anyone take my panties off with their teeth before, and watching you do that was sooooo hot! But, you're right ... it is Katy's night, so let's get her to the bed. Can you carry her yourself, or do you need my help?" Mary reluctantly agreed, smiling at me.

"Yeah, I can do it." I replied, and with that said we broke our embrace, and I picked Katy up to carry her to the bed. When I picked her up, her eyes opened and when she saw it was me, smiled widely and reached around my neck, pulling me down for a kiss. A very nice one, too, as she oh so softly and oh so gently touched her lips to mine, barely making contact, as I walked to the bed. Katy broke the kiss, and the grip around my neck as I leaned over, and gently laid her on the bed, Mary and I crawling up to lay down on either side of her to cuddle and kiss her, to help her recover from the first orgasm, and get ready for who knew how many more this night.

Chapter 31

"Thank you, Mommy and Daddy. That was really nice ... I feel sooooo good right now ... that was a very nice cum. But ... but what about you guys? Don't you want to cum, too?" Katy asked, smiling at us as we cuddled with her, softly stroking and caressing her body, leaving little kisses here and there.

"Sweetie, this is your night ... we want to make you feel special, to let you know that we love you very much. I'm sorry that I ... we ... made you feel left out. We didn't mean to do that at all, sweetie ... it's just that I wanted some time ..." Mary started to explain, with Katy softly cutting her off.

"That's OK, Mommy, I know ... Daddy and I talked about it, and I know you want to make a baby ... Mommy?" Katy said.

"What, sweetheart?" Mary replied.

"Mommy ... I hope you and Daddy do make a baby! At first, I was all excited ... and then ... well, I got ... a little scared ... scared that you wouldn't be able to love me when you did make a baby ..." Katy said, but got interrupted by Mary.

"Oh, Honey! No ... we couldn't stop loving you ..." Mary said with her emotions rising, pulling Katy into an embrace.

"I know that now, Mommy, 'cause Daddy explained it all to me. He told me that love grows bigger to fit in a new baby, and that you don't stop loving one person so you can love another person. After I thought about that, I knew Daddy was right, and now I really do hope you and Daddy do make a baby!" Katy said, as Mary looked over at me with wonder in her eyes, making me smile.

"Yep, I did!" I said in answer to the unspoken question in Mary's eyes, and then continued directing my next comments to Katy, "What your Mom said is true, too. This is your night, sweetheart. We want to do whatever you want us to do, with you as the center of attention. We want to give YOU pleasure tonight, so ... what would you like us to do to make you feel good, hmmmmm?"

"Daddy, you and Mommy already made me feel good ... you want to do it again?" Katy said, with a questioning look on her face, and when I smiled and nodded, she added "Cool! Well ... can you kiss me and rub me some more, and then ... would you make love to me please, Daddy? I think I'd like it if you put your penis in me ... in my pussy, Daddy. Would you like that, Daddy?"

"Mmmmmm, Babydoll, that's sounds wonderful ... yes, I would like to make love to you and put my penis in your sweet little pussy ... after we get you ready by kissing you and rubbing you all over. Does that sound like a good idea to you, Mommy-Bear?" I answered Katy, and then turned to Mary.

"Oh, yeah ... I'd like that ... I love watching you put your hot, hard cock ... inside Katy's tight, hot, wet little pussy ... it really turns me on ... so much so that I have to do this!" Mary answered, moving down to start licking Katy's pussy slit, still wet from her earlier cum, getting an excited little squeal from Katy as she felt her Mother begin to lick and nibble on her pussy, spreading her legs wide to give her Mother more access.

As Mary began to do that, I leaned over to kiss Katy, pushing my tongue into her mouth, flicking at hers until she returned my caress, as we began to tongue-duel. As we kissed, I started to caress Katy's tits, rubbing the palm of my hand over her rubbery nipples, feeling them become hard almost immediately, and causing Katy to moan into my mouth, and push her chest up into my hand to increase the contact with my hand. I cupped and kneaded her tits, occasionally tweaking her nipples, getting little sighs and squeals from Katy.

Mary had started licking just the outside of Katy's still wet little pussy, and up and down the creases of her thighs. As Katy's pussy began to produce her fluids again, Mary used her tongue to separate Katy's distended pussy lips, delving deeper as she continued to slowly lick up and down, moaning quietly as she began to taste more and more of Katy's sweet fluids, lapping and swallowing, caressing Katy's legs from her ankle's to the tops of her thighs. As Mary's tongue went deeper, Katy began to move her hips, trying to get her Mother's tongue even deeper into her rapidly heating pussy, her arousal beginning to grow more as we again orally pleasured her.

I moved from kissing Katy's hot, wet mouth, moving to kiss and lick at her neck and ears, trailing my tongue along the contours of her face, neck and ears, occasionally dipping my tongue inside her ears, getting quiet little gasps and sighs for my efforts. When I finished there, I slowly worked my way down one arm to her hand, kissing and lightly licking as I went, sucking each of her fingers into my mouth, and licking the inside of her wrist, moving up and across to her other arm to give it the same treatment. Katy was beginning to writhe now as she felt the pleasant sensations coursing through her sweet little girl body, and ran her hands through my hair, and over her tits as her arousal continued to build.

Mary had started to push her tongue deeper into Katy's now dripping pussy, licking at and sucking on her fat labia, making lewd slurping noises as she wetly pulled her mouth from Katy's engorged pussy lips. Each time Mary did that, Katy lurched, her hips bucking a little, with her belly muscles fluttering a little as her pussy lips snapped back, gasping and cooing at the feelings building. After doing that for a while, Mary then began to heat things up as she started plunging her tongue deeper and deeper into Katy's very juicy little pussy, tongue fucking her daughter, and getting Katy to start humping her hips in time with Mary's tongue thrusts.

When I was finished with Katy's arms, I moved across her upper chest, tracing her collar bones with my tongue and then worked farther down to the tops of her little girl tits, following her chest motions as Katy began to breath deeper and a little faster as her arousal continued to build. As I moved lower, Katy took my head into her hands and tried to move me lower urging me to get to her tits, lifting her chest to my face at the same time. I took the hint, and began licking and kissing my way to her luscious tits, licking and kissing at the sides, working my way slowly up to her nipples as I circled around each tit in turn, not missing a spot. As we continued our oral assault on Katy, we were making her moan, coo, hiss, and sigh more and more as her pleasure built.

Mary sped up the pace of her tongue thrusts into Katy's now sopping wet, dripping pussy, sucking up some of her juices as she did. Then she replaced her tongue with two fingers, working them in and out of Katy's hot little pussy, and moved her mouth up to Katy's protruding, engorged, and now highly aroused clit, flicking her tongue softly across and around it, making Katy squeal louder as she bucked her hips hard up to her Mother's mouth.

As I was making my way to Katy's rubbery nipples that were standing up with arousal from her now heaving tits, I saw that the flush had returned to Katy's face and was already starting to spread across her neck and the upper part of her shoulders, letting me know that Katy was becoming very aroused now and it would soon be time for me to penetrate her tight twelve year old little girl pussy with my cock. When I closed my lips over her nipple, Katy arched her back pushing her tit firmly against my mouth, while grabbing my head at the same time to pull me against her. I flicked my tongue rapidly back and forth over her rubbery nub, feeling it bend and snap back upright with the motion of my tongue, as I also sucked at it, drawing it further into my mouth. After giving this nipple a good work out, I switched to the other nipple to do the same, leaving them both shining in the light from my saliva.

Katy was really getting very worked up by this time, writhing on the bed, and moving her hips in time with Mary's fingers as she finger fucked Katy and sucked on her huge clit, while I was working over her tits, and Katy was moaning louder and louder.

"OHhhhhh, Mommy ... Daddy! OH, this feels SOOOO GOOOOD!!!! OH, YEAH!!!!!! MMmmmmmmmmmm, yeah ... suck my tits ... finger fuck me ... suck my CLIT AHHH, YEAH ... ooooooooooooh ... just like that, yeah! Ohhh ... ahhh ... soooo goooood ... unnnngh ... oh, Daddy ... Daddy ... let me ... ooooooooh, MOMMY! ... Daddy, let me suck ... mmmmmmmmmyeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaaahhhh, MOMMY ... Daddy, give me your cock ... let me suck it ... mmmmmm ... oh, yes ... RAM your fingers ... in my PUSSY MOMMY OOOOOOOOOOHHHHHHHHH ... ahhh ... Daddy ... please? ... I want ... to ... ooooooooooooooooohmmmmmmmmmmmmm oh yeah ... suck it ... I want it ... in my ... oh, Mommy, yessss ... unnngh ahhh ... I want it in my ... ooohhhhhh, yeah, right there Mommy ... in  my mouth, Daddy ... ooooooooohhhhhhhh ... please, Daddy, PLEASEEEAAAAAAHHH, MOMMY!!!" Katy panted, gasped and moaned loudly, as she asked me to put my cock in her mouth.

I quickly moved to straddle Katy's chest, keeping most of my weight on my knees, pushing my cock close to her face. As Katy lifted her head and opened her mouth to get my cock in her mouth, I pulled a couple of pillows over behind her head to give her some support, and then pushed the head of my cock into her eagerly waiting hot, wet little mouth. As soon as I pushed forward, Katy closed her lips around my cock head and started flicking her tongue rapidly over and around it, and as I slowly pushed forward, she reached behind me to grab my ass cheeks to pull me further into her hot, wet, sucking little mouth.

Mary was still sucking and nibbling on Katy's engorged clit, not trying to push her over the top but to maintain her arousal level, as she continued to finger fuck Katy's very wet pussy, feeling Katy's muscles ripple around her fingers. Mary had also started to frig her own pussy with three fingers, slapping the palm of her hand hard against her own clit as her own arousal was rapidly building. As the palm of her hand smacked wetly into her clit, she was grunting into Katy's clit, sending delightful vibrations through Katy.

Meanwhile, I had set a nice steady tempo, mouth fucking Katy, keeping my thrusts shallow so as  not to choke her. As I thrust into her hot little mouth, she swirled her tongue over my shaft, and as I pulled back out she would suck hard, all the time smiling around my cock as she looked up at me keeping eye contact with me as I gazed down, watching my cock slide in and out. After doing this for a while, Katy moved her hands to the front of my groin and pushed me back gently, pulling my cock from her mouth. As my cock moved out, she sucked really hard, making her cheeks hollow, and when the head of my cock popped from her lips, it made a wet slurping noise. 

"Mmmmmm, Daddy ... I love having your ... oh, yeah, Mommy, more ... more, yeah! ... cock in my ... unnnngh ... mouth ... ahhhooooooohyeah ... but now ... OH! AHH! ...
now I want ... mmmmmmm, Mommy, ooooooooh ... I want it in  ... oohhhhahhhh, yeah Mommy soooo gooood! ... in my pussy ... oh fuck yeah, Mommy ... please, Daddy? ... mmmmmahhhhoooooooohyeahUNNNGH!!" Katy gasped out as her Mother was still working on her clit and pussy.

"OK, Babydoll! Your wish is my command!" I answered, getting a big smile from Katy.

I moved off of Katy's chest, grabbing a pillow from behind her head as I did, so I could put it under her hips. When Mary felt the bed move, she looked up and saw me smiling at her as I waited for her to move from between Katy's legs, and Mary quickly lifted her head from Katy's clit and pulled her fingers from her pussy, getting a groan from the loss of sensation from Katy, and as I moved in closer, Mary grabbed my face in her hands and pulled me into a very hot, toe curling kiss, shoving her tongue deep into my mouth, letting me taste Katy's juices on her tongue. Breaking the kiss, Mary moved out of the way, and I got into position between Katy's legs. I pushed my arm under Katy to lift her up, and slid the pillow under her hips, giving me a slightly better angle to push my cock into her hot, dripping wet, tight little pussy.

As I positioned myself, Mary reached out to grasp my cock in her hands, and started rubbing my cock head up and down Katy's sopping wet little pussy slit, coating the head with her abundant juices, while placing her other hand in the small of my back. When she had my head centered in the opening to Katy's sweet little pussy, Mary pushed on my back, and stared intently at my cock as it pushed into Katy's pussy.

"Oh, fuck yeah ... look at it ... look at your cock ... it's going in her little pussy! Oh, fuck that's SO hot!!! I love watching you fuck Katy ... oh, yesss! Push it in ... all the way! Oh, yeah ... fuck our little girl with your hard COCK! Shove it deep in her PUSSY, and FUCK HER!" Mary said as she pushed me hard making my cock sink all the way inside Katy's tightly clasping hot, wet little girl pussy, making both Katy and me moan as I entered her.

When I bottomed out in Katy's little pussy, with my cock head nudging her cervix, I pulled back out until only my cock head was still in her pussy and then plunged back in fully burying my cock to the hilt, quickly setting up a steady tempo. As I did, Mary again planted her lips on mine, one arm wrapped around me, while she moved her other hand down to rub and lightly pinch Katy's clit, making Katy squeal in pleasure with the added stimulation.

"OOOOOOOOhhhhhhhh, Daddy ... oh, it feels soooo good ... ahhh ... unnngh ... fuck me, Daddy ... pump your hard cock in my pussy, Daddy ... oooooh, yeah just like that ... mmmmmmmmMMMMM, YESSS!!!!!!!! Rub my clit, Mommy ... mmmmmyeah ... oh, so good, so good ... my Daddy's fucking my pussy again ... oh, it feels so good, Daddy ..." Katy moaned as I was sliding my cock in and out of her hot, sopping wet pussy, making lewd squelching noises.

Mary finally broke our hot kiss, and dropped her head down to Katy's abdomen and started to flick her tongue over Katy's highly aroused clit, and over my cock shaft when I pulled back, making all of us moan almost in unison. I was holding on to Katy at the top of her ass as I was thrusting deeply and steadily in and out of her pussy, feeling her pussy walls ripple and flex around my shaft, gripping as I pulled out and then releasing as I pushed back in, hunching her hips up at me matching me thrust for thrust.

When I started to increase my tempo, plunging harder and faster into Katy's pussy which was now starting to spasm a little, Mary moved up Katy's body - after getting slapped in the face by my midsection a couple of times - and began to kiss, nibble and suck on Katy's nipples, moving back and forth from one to the other. Then she squeezed Katy's nice large tits together with her hands, forcing Katy's nipples together, and sucked them both into her mouth at the same time, making Katy squeal with pleasure.

I kept pumping my cock harder and faster into Katy's sucking, dripping wet pussy, pulling her clit down to rub against my cock shaft as I plunged in, heightening the sensations she was feeling as I fucked her sweet little bald pussy, moaning loudly with each inward thrust, babbling incoherently now as her orgasm started to build. As I looked up over Mary, I saw that Katy's face was now bright red, sweat beading on her brow, as she thrashed her head from side to side, her eyes closed in ecstasy, gasping and panting for breath through her open mouth. Suddenly, her eyes flew open and she was staring hotly at Mary as she reached for her.

"Mommy! Get up here now ... I want to eat your pussy while Daddy fucks me! Please, Mommy? Let me eat your pussy ... I have to taste you, Mommy!" Katy said intently her eyes blazing with lust as she pulled at her Mother.

Mary smiled broadly, and after giving Katy's nipples one last lick and suck, moved up to straddle Katy's head, making sure to face me so she could watch me fuck Katy's pussy. As soon as she was settled, Katy grabbed her hips to pull her down, and when Mary's sopping wet pussy was in range, Katy immediately plunged her tongue as far as she could up into Mary's waiting pussy, making Mary moan loudly, as she too moaned deep in her throat as she started to tongue fuck her Mother. After the initial feeling zoomed through her body at the first contact of Katy's tongue in her pussy, Mary leaned forward, placing her hands on the bed at Katy's side, which placed our faces very close together.

As Mary leaned forward, I did too and planted my lips on hers, shoving my tongue deep in her mouth, feeling the passion behind the deep in her throat moan that she made, as she felt her daughters tongue deep in her pussy, and mine deep in her mouth. It was kind of a rocky kiss, which we didn't hold for very long, as I was thrusting pretty hard and fast in and out of Katy's hot, wet little pussy, which was beginning to spasm more and more as Katy's arousal built higher and higher. Soon the only sounds we were making were moans and groans, while wet, slurping, squelching noises were being made as we moved together.

The more I fucked my cock in and out of Katy's pussy, the more juice she produced, and I could soon feel the juice dripping down to and then off my balls, and up onto my groin as our pelvic regions smacked wetly together. As I fucked Katy, I was watching her tongue fuck Mary and could see Mary's juices were also flowing hot and heavy, and had coated Katy's chin and neck and upper chest. I also saw that both of my lover's were very flushed, with Katy's now having moved about half way down her tit's, and Mary's was almost as far, having reached the tops of her tit's, indicating that they were both climbing higher and higher to their respective climax's.

My own arousal was very high by this time, as I felt the sweat running of me from my exertions, and I could feel the tingling in my balls getting stronger by the minute as I kept plowing harder and faster in Katy's rippling and spasming, sloppy wet little hairless pussy. As I felt my balls begin to tighten up against my body, I knew that I wasn't going to last too much longer, and wanting Katy to cum first I reached down with one hand to start pinching and pulling at her extremely engorged clit, getting a muffled squeal of approval from Katy when I did, which then caused Mary to moan loudly as she felt the extra sensation fly through her pussy from the vibrations made by Katy's squeal.

As an added enticement, I began to talk and chant at Katy, trying to send her over the edge, saying "Suck your Mother's clit hard, Katy and make her cum! Feel my cock ramming in your pussy Katy? I know it feels good to you, and I know you want to cum, too. Cum for me Katy, CUM! Think about my cock sliding in and out of your tight little pussy ... and think about all the sperm I'm going to shoot in you soon ... doesn't that make you want to CUM, Katy? Cum for Daddy, sweetheart, CUM for me. Daddy likes to make his little girl CUM by FUCKING her ... CUM for me, Babydoll ... CUM for Daddy! CUM, KATY, CUM! ... CUM! ... CUM! ... CUM!!!!"

As I was saying that to Katy, I could hear her breathing speed way up as she gasped in between slurps at her Mother's pussy, and felt her pussy begin to spasm wildly around my cock shaft. I knew that she was right at the edge, and it wouldn't take much more to send her flying over that edge, so I reached down and grabbed her clit, mashing it hard between my fingers, pulling it away from her body as I continued to pound into her pussy. When I had her clit pulled as far away from her body as it would go, I let it slip wetly from my fingers, squeezing it like a watermelon seed, and when it snapped back, Katy began to go into convulsions as her orgasm suddenly swept over her, screaming into her Mother's pussy.

As Katy's orgasm began, her pussy muscles began to wildly spasm around my cock, squeezing and releasing me rapidly, triggering my orgasm, and as I felt the first load of sperm jet up my cock, I slammed deep into Katy, holding my cock firmly in her spasming pussy as she bucked and heaved under me, her pussy gushing around my cock shaft, splashing wetly against my lower body.

As my orgasm hit, I saw that Mary too had gone over the edge into her own orgasm, screaming a silent scream, her mouth wide open and her eyes shut tightly, apparently triggered by Katy's scream, as well as what I said to Katy I found out later. Mary was grinding her pussy energetically over Katy's face, while pulling on one of her nipples with one hand, and one of Katy's nipples with the other. As I pulsed my cum deep into Katy's spasming pussy, I could feel her legs clamped to my sides, holding me in place with an iron grip. Even if I wanted to, I couldn't move because of how hard she was gripping me.

As Mary reached her peak, she let go of her tit, and Katy's tit, and slumped forward, her upper body crashing into mine and almost knocking the wind out of me. I quickly wrapped my arms around her, and held her to me, kissing all over her face as she gasped for breath. As her breathing slowly started to return to normal, I kissed her deeply and lovingly, getting a soft sigh from Mary as she became aware that I was holding and kissing her, as her senses came back to her. She wrapped one arm around me, while putting her other hand back on the bed for support, while lifting off of Katy.

Katy was simply laying on the bed, drenched in sweat and pussy juice, with her eyes closed and was panting through her open mouth feeling little after shocks jolt through her body, making her jump occasionally, my cock still buried deep in her sloppy wet pussy. As I began to soften, I would flex my muscles, making my cock move in her sweet little pussy. When she felt that, Katy would squeeze back with her pussy muscles, cooing softly each time.

Mary and I finally broke our kiss and embrace, and Mary moved shakily off of Katy and laid down next to her, and then began to softly caress and kiss Katy, cuddling her as they both basked in the sweet after glow of their orgasms. Eventually, my cock lost all of its' rigidity, and when Katy squeezed down one last time, she pushed me wetly out of her pussy, mewling a little as I slipped out. I moved up then, and laid down next to Katy, and cuddled up to her, kissing her on the mouth when she turned her head to me. She broke our sweet kiss, and yawned deeply as her eye lids began to flutter, exhaustion over taking her.

"Mmmmmmm, Mommy ... Daddy ... thank you SO much ... you made me feel SO good ... I'm sleepy now though ... I think I'm ..." Katy said, yawning one last time, and before she could finish her sentence was fast asleep. As she fell asleep, I leaned over and kissed her softly on the forehead, and looking across Katy, saw that Mary too was sound asleep, a small satisfied smile on her face. I realized that I was pretty much done for the day too, and reaching over I took Mary's hand in mine, both our arms draped over Katy, and soon dropped off into a very deep sleep myself.

Chapter 32

When I finally opened my eyes Friday morning, I found that I was alone in my bed, and after struggling to untangle myself from the sheets - I've always wondered how that happens, you know? - I got up and headed for the bathroom to take care of my full bladder, and do the rest of my morning routine, wondering where the girls were. I didn't put too much thought into that, figuring that they were probably somewhere in the house, and my main concern at that particular moment was relieving the pressure on my bladder - which made me miss the note taped to the mirror.

After I was finished, and stepped to the sink to wash my hands and brush my teeth, I noticed the note, and saw that it was from Mary, and it said:

'Good morning Darling,

Katy and I have some errands to do this morning, and had to leave early. We didn't wake you up to let you know, as you were sleeping so peacefully, and we didn't want to disturb you - you need your rest, sweetheart!

We'll be back some time this afternoon, so have fun and enjoy the surprise I've arranged for you, which will arrive at 10 this morning.

Katy said to say 'Thank you' for last night, and that it was very special. 

We both love you very much, my Darling.

See you later!

Mary

P.S. I almost forgot - make sure you take your medicine! :) '

"Well, that explains why I woke up by myself this morning.' I thought, wondering what errands they had to run, and what time it was. After I finished brushing my teeth, I went out to see what time it was before I jumped in the shower, and was startled to see that it was a quarter to ten already! Yikes! I only had 15 minutes to shower and get ready for whatever the surprise was that Mary said was going to arrive, so I quickly jumped in the shower.

I was just finishing up shaving, and hadn't had a chance to get dressed when the front door chime sounded. Quickly grabbing my robe, I let whoever it was know that I was on my way down, without finding out who it was. I threw on the robe and jumped in the elevator and got a huge surprise when I answered the door and found June standing there, a smile on her face.

"June! How nice to see you again. What brings you to my humble abode on this beautiful morning?" I greeted her and invited her in with a sweep of my arm, adding "Please excuse my attire. I just woke up and didn't get a chance to get dressed after my shower."

"Good morning, Kevin. No apologies necessary." June said as she entered, going on to say "Mary called me this morning, and suggested that I come over to keep you company while she and Katy ran some errands with Beth and Amber, asking me to keep you 'entertained', shall we say?" finishing with a sly, sultry smile, which made me wonder just what she meant, remembering our brief conversation from before.

"Well, how thoughtful. Please, come in. By the way, you look tremendous!" I said, leading her to the elevator. I really meant what I said, too, as she did look tremendous! June was wearing a dark blue tube top that contrasted nicely with her pale skin, and that was barely sufficient to cover her nice breasts, revealing a nice wide expanse of her midsection, and a matching blue micro-mini that was made of some type of stretchy material, molding itself to her curves. I gaped a little, as the micro-mini was just that - micro! - with the waist being only about an inch or two above where I imagined her pubes would be, and ended just below her crotch, showing off almost all of her luscious legs. On her feet she wore a pair of open toed sandals, with 4" heels, making her calves look exceptionally nice, as well as making her seem a little taller than me. All in all, she was a knock out, and I could feel 'Mr. Stiffy' beginning to stir.

As we walked to the elevator, June was a little in front, so I stole a glance at her firm, tight ass as her hips swiveled while she walked. With the tube top, I knew she wasn't wearing a bra, and as I gazed at her tight ass encased in that form fitting micro, I couldn't detect any sign of a panty line - not even a thong! - and 'Mr. Stiffy' was liking the view more and more, starting to make a tent in the front of my robe. I tried to suppress my thoughts, not wanting to get embarrassed, as we entered the elevator and rode up to the top floor.

Neither one of us spoke on the short ride up, but June was looking at me through partially slitted eyes, with a seductive smile on her face, gazing at me with her startling blue eyes. As we reached the top floor and the elevator doors opened, she surprised me a bit when she hooked her arm in mine, and pressed her hip into me as we walked into the sitting area. I could also feel her breast pressing into my arm as we walked, and felt her hardening nipple rub against me as we approached the couch.

"Please, have a seat. Can I get you something to drink, perhaps, or something to eat?" I asked, still not sure about why she was here, although I did have my suspicions, knowing from before what kind of 'surprises' Mary could come up with. As June sat on the couch, she made no effort at modesty, as I caught a brief glimpse between her creamy white thighs and finding out that she was not wearing any panties, and that she too was shaved bare! Wow! When June noted where my eyes had been as I quickly looked back up at her face, she only smiled more, as I stood rooted to the spot in front of her.

"Before I answer that let me explain something first, as it seems that you may still be a little confused as to why I'm here. As I said, Mary called me this morning and asked me to stop by to keep you company, and to entertain you while she and Katy are out. She told me that this was a surprise for you, and to be honest, I was a little surprised myself, but pleasantly so. Remember our conversation last night? Well ... Mary gave me the go ahead on my request, and I'm here to see just how I can entertain you. Can you think of a way I could do that?" June said as she leaned forward on the couch, putting her face mere inches from my crotch, adding "And as far as something to eat and drink goes, yes I would like that, and this is what I want to eat, and I'm sure that I'll get something to drink very soon!"

As June said the last part, she reached forward and untied my robe, pulling it open, and placing her hands on my hips to pull me forward, quickly sucked my rapidly expanding cock into her mouth, flicking and swirling her tongue over my cock head, moaning quietly in her throat as she felt my cock expand fully in her mouth as she sucked, looking me in the eyes. As her lips closed around the head of my cock, I gasped at the feelings racing through me as I gazed down at this beautiful woman who had just engulfed me in her mouth!

June moved her mouth slowly down my cock, swirling her tongue over the bottom of my shaft, eventually burying her nose in my pubes. I could feel my cock head right at the entrance to her throat, and when she swallowed, my hips lurched forward from the sensation lodging my cock head in her throat. Not wanting to choke her, I tried to pull back to let her breathe, but June wouldn't let me, holding on to my hips tightly and pulling, as she swallowed a few more times making me groan out loud.

Then she began to slowly pull back, sucking hard the whole way, her cheeks hollowing as she did. As she reached the head of my cock, she paused for a moment to lash her tongue over it, concentrating on the sensitive 'V' at the base, and still sucking hard, pulled her lips off my cock with a wet, slurping sound. June then licked all around my head, and moved down my shaft to lick and suck at my ball sack, and then trailed her tongue slowly back up the shaft.

"Mmmmmmm, you taste good ... I'm going to enjoy 'eating' your cock a lot! I like men with smaller penises, in case you're wondering ... I like having the whole cock in my mouth ... but I don't like jaw ache from having too large of a cock in my mouth ... Mary was right ... you are just the right size! Did you like that, Kev? Do you want me to do that some more? I hope so ... I want you to cum in my mouth ... so I can have my 'drink', too ... I want to taste your sperm, Kev ... to find out if Mary was right about that, too. Would you like to cum in my hot, wet mouth, Kev?" June asked, and when my cock jerked in response, she giggled and added "Oooooh, I think I just got my answer!"

Without waiting for a verbal response from me, June took me deep in her mouth again, swallowing me deep in her mouth, and still keeping eye contact with me began to bob her head up and down, swirling her tongue all over my shaft as she sucked, and gently cupping my balls in her hand, rolling them softly in my sack. Groaning from the exquisite sensations beginning to flow from my cock to my brain, I watched as this gorgeous woman moved her mouth up and down on my cock, smiling at the reactions she was getting from me, her eyes twinkling in delight.

As I looked down at June's bobbing head, I saw that her nipples had hardened considerably, and were pushing out against the material of her tube top. Not wanting to be a passive participant, I reached down to her top and rolled it down to expose her tits, gasping at their beauty and symmetry. As I exposed her tits, June moaned around my cock shaft and arched her back a little, inviting me to do more with her tits than just look. When I got her tube top pulled down beneath her tits, I cupped her tits in my hand and began to knead them, sliding the palms of my hands over her distended nipples, feeling the rubbery nubs bend back and forth, making June moan louder around my cock, sending wonderful vibrations through me.

As June continued to bob her head up and down, sliding her hot lips over my shaft as she bathed me in her now drooling saliva, I began to gently pinch and pull on her hot nipples, getting an enthusiastic response from her from what I was doing. I then noticed that June had spread her legs wide as she sat on the couch in front of me, pulling the hem of her micro-mini up almost to her waist, exposing her gorgeous, hairless pussy to my gaze for a moment, until she dropped her hand to her crotch to begin frigging herself, blocking my view somewhat as she slid first one, and then a second finger into her already very wet pussy.

As June's very talented mouth was moving more and more rapidly up and down on my cock, her lips pressed tightly around my shaft as they moved wetly on me, I began shallow thrusts, matching her motions, and getting a muffled squeal from June in response, which I took as encouragement to keep doing that. I was still fondling her lovely tits, pulling and pinching at her nipples, occasionally bending them sideways and pushing them into her tit flesh, getting louder moans from June as I did. Then June stopped sucking my cock for a brief moment, popping me out of her mouth.

"Oh, yeah. I love what you're doing to my nipples ... pinch my nipples harder ... harder! Yeah, like that ... ooooooooh, yessss ... I like that ... more!" June said, and then popped me back in her mouth, sucking harder and moving faster, as I began to pinch her nipples harder as she requested.

June was now moving faster and faster, bobbing her head up and down rapidly, and was stroking my cock shaft with one hand as she continued to frig her pussy with the other, as I started to pinch and pull at her nipples harder, reveling in the feeling of my cock in this drop dead gorgeous woman's mouth, while I had her nipples between my fingers. As I watched her head bob up and down, and her fingers going faster and deeper in her pussy, I couldn't help feel amazement at the situation - no steady pussy for so long, and then seemingly out of the blue, I had almost more pussy than I could handle! - and I felt the familiar tingle start in balls, and I knew that it wouldn't be long before I would be spewing my load.

"Oh, FUCK you suck cock good, June! Suck it harder ... oh, fuck yeah ... like that ... keep sucking me ... I'm getting closer ... ahhhh ... ahhh ... FUCK YEAH ... OH, SHIT I'm almost there ... keep sucking me ... I'm gonna cum soon ... oh fuck oh fuck ahhh ahhh yeah yeah ... more ... more ... OH SHIT HERE IT CUMS!!!!!!!" I gasped and moaned out, as I felt my balls retract against me, and felt the first pulse as my cum raced up my cock as I spewed my load into June's powerfully sucking mouth, as she almost frantically was bobbing her head faster and faster. When June heard that I was close to cumming, she stopped stroking my shaft and reached down to squeeze my balls, sending me over the edge.

As I shot my first jet of cum in her mouth, June plunged her mouth all the way down to the root of my cock, sending the first blast straight down her throat. When I felt her swallow, it made my hips lurch lodging my cock head more firmly in her throat, and my second and third spurts quickly followed the first. After quickly swallowing, June the moved her head back until just the head of my cock was still in her mouth as I continued to shoot jet after jet of hot, thick cum into her waiting mouth, and I could feel it as she let it pool in her mouth. 

As my orgasm peaked and then began to wane, the power of my spurts lessened until the last of my cum was only oozing from my cock, and I felt June suck very hard, getting every last drop of my cum from my now wilting cock. As my cock finally softened entirely, June let it slip wetly from her mouth, and when she caught my eye, she opened her mouth showing me the cum inside, and then as she closed her eyes, she closed her mouth and swallowed, humming as my sperm slid down her throat. After she swallowed, she opened her eyes again, and then her mouth, showing me that she had swallowed it all as she smiled broadly up at me, sending fresh tingles coursing through me at her lewd display.

After she did her little performance, I knelt down in front of her, shucking my robe as I did, and tried to catch my breath. I looked in her eyes with gratitude as I smiled at her, and then looking down I saw that she still had her fingers in her pussy, but wasn't moving them. I reached down to her hand and pulled it to my face, and keeping eye contact with her, sucked her two soaking wet fingers into my mouth, licking and sucking her pussy juices from them. As I did this, June moaned deep in her throat, and when I pulled her fingers from my mouth, she leaned forward to kiss me hotly on the lips, shoving her tongue deep in my mouth. I could taste the saltiness of the remnants of my cum still in her mouth, but I didn't mind.

"Mmmmmmmm, your cum does taste good! I'll have to be sure and thank Mary for this ... did you like my blow job, Kev? Did you like blowing your load in my how, wet mouth, and then watch me swallow your sperm?" June asked, breaking our kiss.

"Damn right I did - that was fucking HOT! You're an excellent cock sucker, June. Thank you ... but, what about you? You didn't cum ... would you like a little help with that?" I answered her.

"Mmmmmm, I thought you'd never ask. Is there somewhere that has a little more room, though?" June answered, looking hotly at me, licking her lips in anticipation.

Without saying a word, I stood up, pulling June to her feet. After wrapping her in my arms and kissing her hotly, we walked over to my bed. June started to get on the bed, but I stopped her, and had her stand at the side of the bed so I could undress her. I kneeled down to first remove her shoes, caressing and kissing each foot as I did, as June steadied herself by placing her hands on my shoulders.

As I removed each shoe, I held her foot in my hands bringing it to my mouth, where I kissed and licked all over her foot, licking in between her pretty toes, sucking each toe into my mouth, getting soft sighs and cooing sounds from June. When I finished with her first foot, I repeated the treatment on her other, gently placing her feet on the floor when I finished.

Then I gently stroked my hands over her calves, kissing and licking as I made my way up her gorgeous legs, turning her, so I could get at the backs of her knees. When I began to lick and kiss the backs of her knees, June moaned loudly as her knees buckled, making me reach up to keep her from falling, as apparently she had very sensitive knees. I smiled at that and filed it away for future reference.

After finishing the treatment to her knees, I turned her back around to face me, and began trailing little licks and kisses up the fronts of both her thighs. When I noticed little rivulets of pussy juice trailing down the inside of her thighs, I pushed her legs farther apart and began licking her juices up, savoring the musky taste. As I was licking up her juices, I was rubbing my hands up and down feeling the silky smoothness of her legs, marveling at the smoothness of her skin and the firmness of her calf and thigh muscles. As I was doing this, I felt June softly take my head in her hands, gently pressing my face to her legs, cooing at the feelings I was giving her.

When I finished licking up her pussy juices for the moment - as I kept licking, more kept flowing and I determined to come back to this later - I reached up to the waist band of her micro-mini searching for a zipper. When I didn't find one, I simply started to pull down on the stretchy material, struggling a bit to get it to slide over her hips. June giggled a bit at that, and started to wiggle her hips, helping me get the material over her hips.

When I finally got her skirt over her hips, first her mound came into view, then the top of her pussy slit, and then finally all of her pussy was revealed to my gaze, making me gasp at the sublime beauty presented before my eyes. When I gasped, her musky aroma wafted into my nostrils, causing my cock to begin to stir again. There is just nothing like a woman's pussy, especially one that is aroused and producing her lubrication, and the pheromones associated with that fluid, and June's pussy was no exception. I love pussy, the sight, the feel, the musky aroma, the taste, everything! And for me, the less hair the better - I'm very orally inclined, and hate gagging on any loose hairs, OK? - and June's pussy was completely bald, almost as if she didn't even have any pubic hair at all! 

As I got her skirt past her hips, I had to slide it a ways down her legs as it was so tight, but I was finally able to let go, letting it drop to the floor, and pulled it to the side as June stepped out of it. When the skirt was out of the way, I returned my hands to her hips, sliding them around to cup and squeeze her ass cheeks. I again placed my face directly in front of her pussy, just looking at her nice plump lips which were slightly parted and glistening with her fluids, and at her clit which was just starting to peek out from under it's hood, making my mouth water.

I leaned my head in closer to her pussy inhaling deeply, drawing her musky scent deep into my lungs, closing my eyes at the heady aroma. It was certainly different than Mary or Katy's aroma, but was still an intoxicating scent. I heard June gasp as my nose made contact with her mound just above her clit, and then moan in pleasure as I pulled her towards me as I extended my tongue, lightly brushing it against her swollen pussy lips, tasting her directly from the source. She was a little more tangy than either Mary or Katy, but was still delicious and I moved my tongue from the bottom of her dripping wet pussy slit to the top, stopping just short of her clit, getting another nice moan from June.

I licked up and down her juicy pussy slit a few times, still avoiding direct contact with her clit for now, intending to return shortly, and then began to move up her body tracing my tongue through the creases of her thighs at her hips, and up to her lower belly to her navel. When I reached her navel, her belly did a little lurch and I heard a little giggle from June, as I stuck my tongue inside for a moment. I continued up her stomach for a ways, and then turned her around again, so I could get at her tight, round ass. I was pleasantly surprised when she turned around to find that, although she is in between my and Mary's ages, being somewhere in her thirties, she obviously worked at keeping her figure toned, as her ass was nice and rounded, sitting high and was very firm. I was even more delighted to see the two shallow dimples at the top of her ass cheeks - don't ask me why, but that really revs my motor!

When she was fully turned around, her ass directly in front of me, I began to run my hands over her ass, squeezing it firmly and spreading her ass cheeks to see her pretty pink, very tight looking, anal orifice. While I was doing that, I looked up to see June looking down at me over her shoulder, her mouth open as she breathed, watching me as I gave my full attention to her tight ass. I smiled at the look of arousal in her eyes, and started to kiss and lick all over her ass. When I ran my tongue through the crack of her ass, June groaned deep in her throat and thrust her hips back at me to increase the contact with my tongue.

I ran my tongue up and down her crack several times, as I held her cheeks apart, skipping over her anus for now, making June gasp and coo as she felt me licking her ass crack. After I got her ass crack slick with my saliva, I began to move in on her pretty pink pucker, watching as it flexed as June anticipated feeling me lick her there, and when I finally did, she bent over at the waist pushing back at me more, and moaned deep in her throat.

"Ohhhhh ... what you're doing to me ... it feels so good!!! Oh, yes, lick my asshole ... mmmmmmmmm, I love that ... oh, fuck yes ... oh, wow ... Mary told me you were good orally, but ... mmmmmmm ... I didn't know you ... oh, YEAH, deeper! ... ooooooooooh ... you were THIS good ... oh, yeah ... lick my ass ... fuck you're good at this! I LOVE it ... ahhh ... ooooooooooooh, yeah ... keep licking me ... lick my asshole ... yeah, mmmmmmmm ... oh, fuck that's good ..." June moaned and hissed at me as I started to push my tongue a little ways into her tight pucker with my tongue.

I kept up the pressure, letting my saliva drool off my tongue for lubrication, and soon I felt June begin to relax her sphincter letting more of my tongue penetrate her anal orifice. As I kept working at her asshole with my tongue, I was soon able to slide my tongue further and further into her tight asshole, and I started to tongue fuck this beautiful woman's ass, to June's delight. 

"OHHHHHH, YEAH! Stick your tongue in my ASS! Tongue fuck me! DEEPER ... as DEEP as you can! OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOH, YESSSS, I LOVE getting rimmed! MORE ... tongue fuck my ASS MORE ... ohhhh ... unngh, yeah ... tongue fuck me ... fuck my ass ... oooooooh ... with your tongue ... mmmmmmm ... ahhhh ... yeah, fuck it ... fuck it with your hot tongue ... ooohhhhhh, FUCK, I love this! Baby, I haven't been rimmed in a while ... oooooooooooh, ohhh ahh ... so nice ... and never THIS GOOD! KEEP GOING!!!" June exclaimed loudly as I continued shoving my tongue as deep as I could, as she pressed her hips back at me harder, gyrating against me trying to get more of my tongue in her ass.

As I continued to tongue fuck her anal orifice, June kept bending over more and more shoving her ass harder against my face, and when I ran my hands up her back, I could tell that she was bracing herself with her hands on the bed, giving her the balance she needed to push and undulate her hips at me. I moved my hands all over her back and ass, and then moving one hand to the front of her body to rub on her clit, I pushed the other hand between her legs and shoved two fingers into her sopping wet pussy, making June squeal loudly as she felt me penetrate her hot pussy with my fingers.

As my fingers entered her pussy, while I rubbed at her now totally exposed clit, I could feel her pussy muscles clenching around my fingers as I pushed them in to the hilt. As I continued to tongue fuck her asshole, moving my tongue a little faster and harder, I started to stroke my fingers slowly in and out of her very wet pussy, building quickly to a rapid pace, thrusting all the way in each time. Soon June was humping back at me, matching my thrusts as her hips jerked and undulated against my face and hands, as she panted and gasped as her arousal continued to build.

As I was shoving my fingers in and out of her dripping wet pussy, I decided that it was time to up the intensity, and slid a third finger into her pussy, and I got another squeal of pleasure from June as I extended my little finger so it was grazing the bottom of her clit, while I was rubbing the top with my other hand. I kept up the tongue action on her asshole while I was thrusting my fingers in her pussy, and then I felt the angle of June's body change as she laid her upper torso on the bed, her arms apparently no longer able to support her, and this gave me an idea to up the intensity even further.

I had been finger fucking her pussy with my hand on edge, but when she laid on the bed more, I changed my hand position, flattening it out and thereby spreading her pussy lips farther apart with my three fingers, which got another squeal from June. I finger fucked her in this way for several minutes, as I could sense her orgasm beginning to build, and then changed what I was doing to her again by curling my fingers to the roof of her pussy, rubbing against her G-spot.

As soon as I did that, I had to move my head out of the way as she bucked her hips violently at this new intensity, screaming loudly as she suddenly went over the edge, her body trembling hard, and then as she reached her peak, she went into convulsions, jerking and jumping all over the place, her legs giving out letting her lower body fall onto the bed.

As June went into her orgasm, I kept thrusting my fingers into her pussy and rubbing her G-spot, and felt her pussy walls spasming wildly around my fingers, as her pussy juice streamed out of her - no, she didn't ejaculate, but she did produce a very heavy flow nonetheless! - coating my hand and wrist with her flow. When she collapsed on the bed, my hand was trapped beneath her and I couldn't thrust into her any more, as she convulsed in orgasm, so I simply continued my gentle massage of her G-spot, slowing down as her orgasm progressed, and then finally stopping to let her ease back down. As her orgasm finally ran out of steam, I gently pulled my fingers from her still twitching pussy, managing to give her a small 'after-shock' when I did.

After I licked my hand clean, I got up on the bed next to June and rolled her over on her back. Her eyes were open, but were glazed over as she basked in the after-glow of her cum, her mouth open and slack as she panted from her exertions. I softly and gently caressed her face and arms as June recovered, and planted little kisses over her face and neck. As she began to recover, I helped her get all the way on the bed, and leaned down to kiss her on the mouth. I got a little surprise when she reached her arms around me and pulled me hard to her body, and began kissing me back fiercely, her hot wet tongue pushing deeply into my mouth.

"Oh, my god! What did you DO? I haven't cum THAT hard in ... in ... I can't even remember WHEN the last time I came that hard was! WHAT did you DO? It felt WONDERFUL!" June gasped, breaking our kiss, as she looked at me in amazement, making me smile hearing that I had done such a masterful job at making her cum, and then she added "I REALLY LOVE getting rimmed, and I can cum just from that sometimes, but when you changed the position of your hand in my pussy ... I just went into orbit! Tell me what you did, please!?"

Taking her hand in mine, folding her fingers so that her index and middle fingers were extended, I moved her hand to her pussy, and said "Put your fingers in your pussy - if you're not too sensitive, that is - with your palm flat on your mound." and as I said this, she inserted her fingers in her pussy, gasping as she did so, and then I continued "Now, curl your fingers so they're touching the top of your pussy, and move them around until you feel a slightly differently textured area." 

June followed my directions, moving her fingers over the roof of her pussy, and then suddenly stopping, flinching and gasping loudly, and her eyes opening wide as her fingers came across her G-spot, and I said "Don't move your fingers away from that spot. That's your G-spot, which is a very sensitive bundle of nerves, just like your clit, but even more sensitive. Now, very softly, move your fingers around to determine it's size and exact location." and I watched as she did, the look of wonder growing in her eyes. When she was done exploring, making herself flinch and gasp a couple of times, she finally pulled her fingers from her pussy. I grabbed her hand, and sucked her fingers into my mouth, licking her clean, and then kissing her hand as I finished.

"Wow! I've heard about the G-spot, of course - what woman hasn't these days! - but had never been able to find it before ... I could still feel sensations coming from it this time, though, which made it easy to find! Thank you! Thank you VERY much!" June said with a huge smile on her face, then adding a little ruefully, "Now, when I'm all alone I can at least get myself off easier!" making me chuckle a little, which June cut off as she drew me into another hot kiss.

Breaking the kiss, I looked at her with a little amazement in my eyes, and said "Such a beautiful woman, alone? No way! You probably have to beat the guys off with a stick! I know that if I wasn't involved with Mary, I'd certainly try to get in your pants ... if, that is, you'd even give me the time of day ..."

"Yes, alone! There are a lot of lonely nights for me, and the last part of what you just said is part of the reason!" June said, lifting up on one elbow to look at me a little crossly, and then continuing "OK, I admit that I know I'm good looking, after all I do have mirrors at home, and people think that good looking women have their pick of men 'flocking around them', but that just really isn't always the case! I find that most men I meet seem to be intimidated by how I look, and like you, feel that maybe they aren't good enough or something.

"Yes, women ARE attracted to 'Mr. Tall, Dark and Handsome', but those kind of guys are really few and far between, with many of the guys that fit that stereotype being stuck on themselves, thinking they're God's gift to women! Women hate arrogance in men, and also don't like it when men pant and drool all over themselves when they see a good looking woman. We want guys to be themselves, and be real, and honest, and not try to be something they're not.

"Women are really attracted to a genuine man, a gentle man, who knows who he is and has confidence in himself. I can't speak beyond that for other women, but for myself Kevin, if I had seen you on the street or in a coffee shop, I'd be interested in meeting you ..." and then June put her hand over my mouth when I started to speak, the disbelief apparently obvious on my face, continuing with "No, I mean that. I really do! My husband wasn't some Adonis, with rippling muscles and a 'six-pack', he was a guy similar to you - a nice, gentle guy that was funny, and very bright and caring, confident in himself - a guy very much like what I sense in you. 

"That's what attracted me, the fact that he was real. He was also very shy, and it took me a while to convince him that I really did want to get to know him better, and when I finally broke through that shell, he totally swept me off my feet - without really even trying! I fell head over heels in love with him, and at first he didn't believe it, reacting like you at first. He told me later that he had a hard time believing that - and these are his words, not mine - such a beautiful woman could love him, as if he wasn't worthy enough ... but he was more than worthy, Kev, and I miss him very, very much. 

"Kev, you really do remind me of my late husband, and I am attracted to you, and am jealous of Mary for finding you first. This time with you is a very special gift from my very special friend, and it will probably be our only time together this way. To end my little speech, Kev, please don't think that just because you don't fit the 'Mr. Tall, Dark and Handsome' stereotype that you aren't worthy of the right woman, because you are, OK? And although I am jealous of Mary, you have found the right woman for you." June finished, her eyes glittering a little, as she gently caressed the side of my face.

I was more than a little stunned at what she had said, as well as a little curious about her husband, and said "June ... thanks. I appreciate what you've said. Just so you know where I'm at, in the past whenever I've seen a beautiful woman like you, I've yearned to be able to attract her attention, but always held back, feeling that she was very 'OOML', and wouldn't even look at me, let alone talk to me. Do you mind if I ask you a question about your husband?" and then stopped as June giggled a little, scrunching her nose up delightfully.

"OOML?" she asked, giggling some more, "What in the world is 'OOML'?"

"Out of my league" I answered, making her chuckle.

"Oh, wow! I'll have to remember that one! 'Out of my league' indeed!" she exclaimed, beginning to laugh a little harder, and then stopped as a wistful, slightly sad look came to her face as she continued, "My husband, who gave me my beautiful Beth, died six years ago from bone marrow cancer. The doctors tried everything to save his life, but in the end, it was futile. The cancer spread to his pancreas and his brain, and was inoperable ... he didn't suffer for too long, thankfully, and died in my arms. He made me promise not to stay alone, to find someone to marry again and be happy ... I just haven't found that someone yet ..." and then trailed off, tears slowly streaming down her cheeks.

I pulled June into my arms to hold and comfort her, and myself too as I was affected strongly by what she had to go through, and as I wrapped June in my arms, she pressed her face into my chest and began to softly weep, her body wracked by her sobs as she clung, almost desperately, to me. We lay there on my bed, holding each other for quite some time as June grieved again for her late husband. Finally she quieted down, and pulling back from me, she gazed into my eyes, and then softly leaned in to kiss me gently on the lips as a way of saying thank you.

"Um ... maybe I should go now. Thank you Kev, for the wonderful time, and for being here for me ..." June started to say as she also started to pull away from me, only stopping because I pulled her back tightly to me, kissing her deeply, as she melted in my arms again.

"June, I don't want you to leave yet. Please stay for a little while longer ... we don't have to do anything more if you don't want to, but I would really like it if you would stay here for just a while more ... please?" I implored her, feeling a close bond with her along with the physical attraction.

June looked deeply into my eyes, and said "I'll stay, but only if you kiss me like that again.", and then she was leaning her head back to mine, closing her eyes as our lips touched, igniting the fires in us both as we kissed deeply and with mounting passions, our bodies pressed tightly together.

As our kiss heated up, we were mutually caressing each other, arousing each other more and more. When June felt my cock get hard, and press against her belly, she reached her hand down to softly stroke me, rubbing the palm of her hand over my cock head, causing me to lurch each time she did from the intense feelings. As she did that, I broke our kiss, and started trailing kisses and licks down her face and neck, moving to suckle on her earlobe briefly and getting quiet little purrs of pleasure as my reward.

After I finished with her ear, I moved down to her upper chest, tracing her collar bones with my tongue, steadily working my way down to her breasts, her hands caressing my head, urging me lower as she moaned quietly. I started kissing the upper part of her breasts, moving back and forth between them, and in a circular path, gradually worked my way to her once again hard nipples. June gasped as I began to flick my tongue over her nipples, going back and forth to give them equal treatment, and then as I sucked a nipple into my mouth, gently nibbling, June moaned louder and pushed her breast firmly to my mouth as she held my face to her. I moved from the first nipple to the other and gave it the same treatment. As I finished, June pulled me back up to kiss me hotly, rolling on her back and spreading her legs, and pulling me on top.

"Oh, Kev ..." June sighed, looking me deeply in the eyes, "That feels so good ... I have very sensitive nipples and like having them licked and sucked, but ..."

"But what, my sweet?" I asked, gazing back at her.

"I can't wait anymore ... I need to feel you inside me. Please, Kev ... please make love to me ... as if I was your only lover ... slow and gentle ... please?" June implored, need shining deeply from her eyes.

"But of course, my dear. Your wish is my wish as well." I said smiling softly at her, and as I positioned myself between her wide spread legs, I leaned down and very softly began to kiss her, as June reached down to guide me into her center, gasping as I entered her. We made long, slow, gentle but very passionate love for a very long time, as June closed her eyes, and I surmised, pretending that I was her late husband, tears slowly coursing down her cheeks as we moved together to climax. I didn't mind being a surrogate for her at all, desiring only to bring her some measure of happiness and an easing of her loneliness.

When we were finished, we lay together for a while, softly cuddling together just enjoying being close, and then June got up to take a shower, after which she quietly got dressed. When she finished dressing, she softly kissed me, and after quietly thanking me, left, telling me she could find her own way out. As she left, my heart ached for her, and I vowed that I would see what I could do to change things for her for the better, figuring who better to do it than someone who knew what it was like to be lonely, as I had been. As I thought about this, I headed for the shower, and after dressing, headed out for a walk - a long walk - so I could think. I thought about how my life had changed dramatically, and how truly fortunate I was, and tried to figure out what could be done for June, who although I had only just recently met, I felt a close bond with. I finally came up with a plan, and feeling better, returned home to see if my girls had arrived yet - I had to talk to Mary, and get her on board with my plan for June!

Chapter 33 

When I arrived home, I was still deep in thought as I rode the elevator upstairs heading for my office, and missed the fact that Mary and Katy were home - at first, anyway. I got startled when I was grabbed from behind, and went into 'fight mode' as I broke free of the embrace, and spun around with my fist raised, ready to throw a punch until I saw that it was Mary. She was standing there, eyes wide in fright, and her mouth agape.

"Oh, my God! I'm so sorry! You scared the crap out of me, and I thought someone had broken in and was going to hurt me!" I exclaimed, immediately relaxing my posture, my heart pounding in my chest. I moved towards Mary with my arms out, and after hesitating a moment, she came to me and we embraced. We were both trembling a little from the adrenaline flowing through our systems, and Mary held me tightly.

"What was that all about? I'm sorry I scared you ... you scared me, too, Honey!" Mary exclaimed quietly as she looked me in the eye with concern.

"I'm sorry ... I didn't know you were home, my Love, and I was deep in thought about something from earlier today, which we need to talk about. Are you busy right now with anything? Would this be a good time, sweetheart?" I replied, feeling remorse for frightening the woman I loved so very much.

"I'm not doing anything right now, except finding out what's going on with you, so yes this would be a good time. Is it something about June? Did things not work out between you two today, Darling?" Mary answered.

"Let's go in my office and talk ... oh, wait, where's Katy? I want her there, too." I said, remembering my promise to include Katy in as much as possible.

"She's watching the tube. You go to the office, and I'll go get her." Mary answered, and as I went to the office, she fetched Katy.

"OK, first things first. Katy, sweetie, your Mom and I have something somewhat serious to talk about, but I wanted you here, because maybe you can help us too." I said to Katy who looked slightly perplexed, while Mary looked on with some concern, as we all gathered in my office. "Mary, I want to thank you for the surprise earlier today. It was a wonderful experience being with June, but." I said with a small smile as I tried to formulate in my mind how I was going to properly convey what I wanted to.

"You're welcome ... what's behind the 'but'? What's wrong?" Mary answered.

"Nothing's wrong with me, or with what you did, trust me on that. Believe me, I was delighted by your gift! The problem is with June. She's very lonely, not being in any relationship right now, and still grieves for her late husband, and has been since he passed away six years ago. That's way too long, and I think we need to help her get over the loss of her husband. Don't misunderstand me - I don't want her to forget him, just get on with her life, OK? 

"I have the beginning of an idea, but I need your input as to whether you think it'll work. You know June, and I hope you'll know how she'll react. Before I get into what my idea is, let me preface it with this. June and I had a long talk about what women want from men, and what they want in a man, and she told me that's she's jealous of you, and said she almost wishes she had met me first ..." I had to hold up my hand to keep Mary from saying something she might regret, as I saw a little flare of anger flash across her face.

"Hold on, Honey, hold on. There's no reason to get mad, OK? June isn't going to try anything with me without your explicit go ahead, like this morning, OK? When she said that she was jealous of you, it was because she is very happy for you, and just wishes she could meet - and these are her words, not mine - someone just like me. She's actually looking for someone just like her husband, in reality, but apparently he and I were very much alike. Now, are you still angry?" I said, trying to explain to Mary what June had really meant. I saw Mary visibly relax, as a sad expression momentarily flitted across her face, and then a determined look replaced that, and she gazed at me intently, as I sensed she was coming on board already.

"OK, what can we do?" Mary asked.

"The short answer is, hook her up with a nice guy. Play 'matchmaker'. But, I need to know a couple of things. First, do you know anyone that she might possibly find attractive - and I mean beyond physical appearance. The second is, how do you think she'll react when she realizes what we're up to? She's a very bright, perceptive woman, and I'm sure she'll figure it out fast. How will she react? Would that piss her off, or what?" I replied.

"Hmmmm ... to answer you last question, I'm not really sure how she'll react. She's kind of complex, and is sometimes hard to read ... I think your idea is right, though, about hooking her up with a nice guy, and if we do it right, I don't think she would get mad. As to your first question, I had to put an ad in the paper, remember? That should answer that!" Mary answered thoughtfully, smiling a little ruefully at the end.

"OK. So, we agree on the idea of hooking her up?" I asked, and when I got a nod from Mary, went on "You don't know anyone that might be right for her ... hmmmmm. I might, but he's extremely shy, especially around extremely attractive women such as June. He gets all tongue-tied, and tends to babble a bit, and then gets embarrassed and flees the scene. He's intimidated by good looking women, and can't ... well, has a hard time anyway, functioning around them. He's really a nice guy, though. The type that will literally give you the shirt off his back."

"Have I met him yet?" Mary asked.

"Not face to face, but if you got in touch with everyone on my list ..." I started to say.

"Yes, I did." Mary said, interrupting me.

"OK, then you've been in contact with him, either through e-mail or on the phone. If I tell you his name, will you remember how you contacted him?" I asked.

"Not off the top of my head, but it's on the computer. Let me pull up the list." Mary replied, and turning to the computer, she quickly had the list of invitees displayed, ready to scroll to the name.

"OK, his name is David, or Dave, Williams." I said, and watched as she scrolled down the list to the 'W's', hi-lighting Dave's name.

"I spoke directly to him. I remember him, too. He was very shy on the phone when I talked to him, and I really couldn't figure out why. Is it because I'm a woman, Kev?" Mary said, a look of surprise showing in her expression, making me chuckle, already knowing what Dave probably went through when he heard Mary's sultry, sexy voice.

"I forgot to mention one other little 'problem' Dave has around women. He springs a hard on really easily and gets embarrassed by that, and he's another small guy like me, and is self conscious about that, too - especially when he's sporting a hard on! He probably got one just hearing your voice, Mary!" I laughed, getting a smile from Mary and Katy.

"No way! Really?" Mary asked incredulously, adding "Just from hearing my voice? Oh, c'mon ... that can't be true. Really?" and then she laughed a little in disbelief, and wonder, as she saw my expression.

"Mary, I almost got a hard on the first time I heard your voice, and I'm a little more ... with it? ... than Dave is." I stated with a smile, and then chuckled as Mary blushed a little as she also chuckled at my confession.

"As far as I know, I think Dave is, or might be, still a virgin. A 40-something year old one at that! In all the years I've known him, he has not once ever mentioned a single sexual relationship. None. All I've heard from Dave regarding sex is his constant lament that he isn't getting any. Hey! I just realized something here! To use an old phrase, we'd be 'killing two birds with one stone'!" I said, sitting back on my chair when that thought hit me.

"Yeah!" Mary exclaimed, picking up immediately what I was inferring, "We get your friend Dave, a possible virgin, hooked up with June to, if nothing else, get him laid, and we get my friend June hooked up with a nice guy, hope for some sparks to fly, solving her loneliness issue. Oh, wait ... how's Dave with kids? Specifically teenaged girls?"

"That's the funny part about Dave. He's perfectly comfortable around younger girls, including teens, no matter what they look like - short, tall, skinny, fat, zits or no zits - it doesn't matter. It's when they get past 18 or 20 years old that he starts to have problems ... I think it's because he knows they're 'legal', and are fair game, if only he could get over his shyness, that is." I answered with a small shake of my head in wonder at my friends odd quirk.

"Really? Well, that's good because of Beth. If those two do get hooked up, she's going to be part of the deal, just like Katy is with us. OK ... now how do we get them together?" Mary responded.

"Simple! June is part of the wedding party, right?" I asked, going on when Mary nodded, "Was there anyone on my side of the wedding party that seemed, maybe, a little reluctant to participate?"

"Um, yeah, as a matter of fact there was - Jim. He said that he would do it, but wasn't comfortable standing in front of everyone, and asked me that if I could, to find a replacement for him ... would Dave do it?" Mary asked, getting a little excited as the plans details were starting to form.

"Not sure, but he might. Let me call him." I replied, reaching for the phone and asking, "By any chance, were June and Jim matched up?", smiling when Mary nodded her head with a sly grin on her face. I called Dave, catching him at home - which wasn't any big surprise - and after identifying myself, we caught up for a bit, and then I dropped the 'bombshell' question on him. Dave hemmed and hawed, as I knew he would, but finally agreed after I turned on my persuasive charm, telling him that he would be doing me a huge favor, etc., etc., etc. 

Hanging up, I turned to Mary with a huge grin and triumphantly said "He's in! All we have to do is tell him what to do tomorrow, and 'hold his hand' when he first meets June, and hope he doesn't swoon when he finds out he's going to be marching down the aisle with a total babe!" as I cracked up, with Mary and Katy joining me in laughter.

"I better call June, then - to warn her!" Mary said, still giggling, as she reached for the phone, and adding "I wonder ... would she take this as a challenge? After all, it's not every day you get to de-flower a virgin ... should I tell her that, if he really is one, that is?"

"As long as you also explain that he's extremely shy, too. We don't want to give her the impression that he's a total loser, eh? Because he's not. As a matter of fact, why don't I call her, since I know Dave?" I replied.

Mary handed me the phone and dialed June's number for me, and after only the first ring, it was picked up and I heard June's voice.

"Hi, June, this is Kev. Do you have a minute?" I asked.

"Hey there ... sorry about earlier. I feel a little silly, dumping on you like that." June responded a little quietly.

"Hey, that's OK, you don't have to apologize for anything. I feel very honored that you felt able to open up to me that way, but that's not why I called. There's a slight change of plans for tomorrow that involves you." I replied softly, trying to ease any worries she might have.

"Oh ... and what would those be? You're not kicking me off 'the team' are you?" June responded, trying to make a little joke.

"Oh, heck no! Not at all, but there is a change to 'the team'. You'll have a different escort tomorrow by the name of Dave, and you need to know something about him before you meet him." I answered with a brief chuckle.

"And that is?" June asked, and I told her all about Dave and his shyness, and was able to convince her that he wasn't a total geek that we were trying to foist off on her, and then I dropped the 'bombshell' on her.

"There's something else you might be interested to know about him, and that is that he's possibly a virgin, and is going to be highly attracted to you, but somewhat intimidated at the same time. With that bit of information, if you feel at all interested in him, would you take it as a challenge to find out if he is one, and if so, what would you do about it?" I said with a dare in my voice.

"Hmmmmm! Really nice guy, like you in many regards, but very shy and maybe a virgin, and what would I do about that? That sounds intriguing ... wait a second here! Are you trying to hook us up, by any chance? Does Mary know what you're up to?" June responded with a bit of a 'distrustful' laugh. I put the phone on speaker, then and turned to look at Mary.

"Yes, June - can you hear me OK?" I started, and when June acknowledged that she could hear fine, I continued "Mary is here, and yes she knows what this conversation is about."

"MARY! How could you? Do I seem that hard up?" June asked with exasperation.

"Yes, you do. June, you're my friend and I just want to see you happy, is all. Kev does too, and he has a very good friend that he thinks you'll like that he wants to see find some happiness in his life, too. What can it hurt? Give this a chance, OK? If worse comes to worse, you'll only have to put up with Dave tomorrow, and that's that. We're not trying to force you into anything. Just meet Dave, and go from there, OK?" Mary said in answer to June.

"Well ... I suppose, but only because you two are my friends. If I don't like this Dave guy, then that's it, and I don't want you to play 'matchmaker' again, you got that?" June said, reluctantly giving in, adding "Oh, and Beth has to like him, too!"

"Kev and I agree to those conditions June, and wouldn't have it any other way. We both love you, and only wish the best for you, OK? Oh yeah, last but not least before we let you go - thanks for being my surprise for Kev. He says it was a smashing success!" Mary said.

"You're welcome ... and Kev? Thank you. You are a true gentleman, and will always have a special place in my heart. I have to go now. See you two tomorrow!" June answered, and then hung up, the emotion evident in her voice, causing Mary and I to look at each other.

"Well! I guess the plan is in motion, eh?" I said, a little misgiving creeping in.

"Yeah ... looks like it. I hope it works, too, for June's sake ... I know how I felt before I met you, Darling, and I imagine she feels worse after suffering her loss ... I'm so glad to have found you, Lover ... I really, really am." Mary said quietly as she moved into my lap for a hug.

As Mary settled on my lap, I wrapped my arms around her and kissed the top of her head after she nestled her head to my chest, and then looked over to Katy, who had remained silent the whole time, listening as we worked through this set up. I held out one arm, and beckoned her to come close, and when Katy did, I wrapped my arm around her, and gave her a kiss.

"Hi, sweetie. I missed my morning kiss from both of you today, you bad girls you!" I said with mock sternness, getting a giggle from Katy.

"Hi, Daddy. Sorry about that, but you were still asleep, and we didn't want to wake you up ..." Katy started to say, but I interrupted her.

"From now on, if you have to go somewhere, or if I do, early in the morning, I want a good morning kiss from both of you, even if it means waking any of us up, OK? You got that?" I said, smiling to show I that I had a point, but wasn't mad.

Katy nodded her head, while Mary lifted hers and bringing her hands to my face, pulled me into a very soft, gentle lover's kiss that lasted for a nice long time. At first it started out as just a kiss between two people who loved each other, but soon began to heat up into a passionate kiss, one of two people who were in lust with each other, as our tongues came in to play, dueling in each others mouths, our breathing deepening as our passions grew.

Mary broke the kiss and our embrace as she got to her feet, taking my hand in hers to pull me up as well, looking at me with smoldering eyes. As I got to my feet, Katy came to me, wanting a kiss of her own, melting into me as I wrapped my arms around her, and began to kiss her. As our tongues met in our lovers duel, I felt Mary's hands caressing both Katy and I, and as Katy and I continued our kiss, my cock started stirring in my pants.

I broke the kiss with Katy, and wrapped my arms around my two lovers and started out of the office. We all started to giggle when we couldn't get through the door until we turned sideways, and then headed for the bedroom. As we approached Katy's room, I stopped our progress and turned to Katy.

"Katy, sweetheart, there are going to be a lot of people here tomorrow ..." I started to say, stopping when a look of disappointment crept over Katy's face, quickly adding "No, wait sweetie ... hear me out, OK? What I want you to do is mess up your bed, and then come join us. We'll have to set the alarm for early tomorrow morning, so you can jump in, so it looks like you slept there all night, OK? Val will be here pretty early tomorrow, and we don't want her to catch you in bed with your Mom and me, right?"

"OK, Daddy." Katy said with relief, adding as she dashed into her room flinging herself on her bed, "But don't start without me, please?"

"We'll wait for you, won't we Babe?" I answered.

"Only for a little while, so hurry up!" Mary answered over her shoulder as we continued on to our bedroom.

Chapter 34

"Where's the video camera?" I asked, as Mary and I entered our bedroom.

"It's on the shelf in the closet, and the tripod is in the corner. Are you going to do what I think you're going to do, Lover?" Mary replied, as she started to undress.

"Yep. It's time to make our own porno flick, starring two of the most beautiful women I know!" I said from the closet, as I grabbed the camera and tripod and began setting it up. Just then Katy came running in, stark naked and very excited.

"Oh, cool! Are we going to make a movie, Daddy? Am I going to be in it, too?" Katy asked, bouncing on her toes in excitement, her full tits jiggling enticingly, eyes wide as she watched me finish setting up the camera and extra lights.

"Yes and yes!" I answered, chuckling at how animated Katy was, adding "As a matter of fact, you're going to be the first on screen. Do me a favor, and jump up on the bed for me, please? I want to check the lighting and view."

"OK!" Katy exclaimed, jumping into the middle of the bed, then asking "What do you want me to do, Daddy?"

"Hang on a sec ..." I said as I peered through the viewfinder, and then started to give Katy some directions "OK, the lighting is good. Katy, lay back for me please ... good. Now, turn over on your stomach and show Daddy your pretty little tush ... great ... look at me and smile ... very nice. Now, get on your hands and knees and face away from the camera ... spread your legs a bit more, sweetie ... more ... good ... arch your back for me, please? Daddy wants to see your sweet little pussy ... oh, yeah that's nice. Now wiggle your hips a little ... yeah, just like that. OK, lay on your back again, and spread your legs for Daddy ... oh, very nice."

Katy was doing everything I asked, smiling at the camera the whole time, and it seemed as if she had been doing this for a long time - she was a natural! Meanwhile, as I continued to have her move to different positions, Mary had finished stripping and had come over to me, and was undoing my clothes as I filmed Katy in action. Soon, I was as naked as the girls, and felt the wonderful sensation of Mary's warm body as she hugged me from behind, her tits pressed firmly to my back, her hand sliding down to begin softly stroking me cock as she kissed my shoulders and neck, watching Katy as I filmed.

"OK, sweetie, let's see some real action now." I said, making Katy's eyes light up, as I went on "Show Daddy what you do to make yourself hot. Tell Daddy what do you do when you masturbate, please?" I asked, watching as Katy went into action.

"Well ... first I start playing with my titties, like this, Daddy." Katy said as she started to fondle her tits, cupping them and then rubbing her hands all over, letting her palms rub over her nipples, making them harden quickly.

"Then I lick my nipples, and suck on them ... it feels so good, Daddy." Katy said, leaning her head down as she extended her tongue as she lifted first one tit and then the other, licking and then sucking her nipples, making loud slurping noises, leaving both of her nipples glistening with her saliva, and making little 'mmmmmm' sounds as she began to arouse herself.

"After I get my nipples all slippery, I start pinching them, letting them slip between my fingers like this." Katy continued, demonstrating her technique. As she began to pinch her nipples, she closed her eyes and began to breath a little heavier as her arousal climbed another notch. Meanwhile, Mary was still slowly stroking my cock with one hand, and began to rub my back and down to my ass, as she watched her twelve year old daughter put on a show for the camera, her own arousal starting from watching the lewd performance in front of her.

"That's pretty hot, sweetie, watching you play with your big titties and nipples. What else do you do?" I encouraged.

"Mmmmm, oh this is making me hot, Daddy ... doing this while you watch and get it on tape ... unngh, yeah ..." Katy panted as she continued fondling her tits and nipples, and then as she started moving one hand down across her belly towards her pussy, she went on "When I do this, Daddy, it makes my pussy start to tingle and itch ... so I have to scratch the itch ... so I start rubbing my pussy, Daddy ... ooooooh, mmmmmm ... so good."

As Katy moved her hand over her pussy, she began to slowly rub up and down over her slit, pressing on her clit and spreading her now glistening lips to dip her fingers in a little, coating them with her juices. She did this several times, spreading her juices all over the outside of her pussy making her crotch shine in the light. Once she had her pussy and mound wet, she started to move her hand up and down over her pussy, moving faster, and started to hump her hips into her hand.

"Oh, Daddy ... I'm getting really hot now ... oooooooh, yeah ... knowing you're getting this on tape ... mmmmmm, yeah ... makes me feel ... ahhhh ... so naughty ... oh, Daddy ... feels so ... ohhhh ... so good ..." Katy said between pants and moans as she continued to arouse herself, adding after a brief pause "Mmmmmm ... my pussy is so hot ... oh, yessss ... when I get feeling this good ... ahhhunnngh ... I just have to ... ooooooh, YEAH! ... to stick my fingers in ... like this, Daddy"

As Katy was saying that, she first spread her pussy lips wide apart showing her hole, and then slid two fingers slowly into her now very wet pussy and moaning as her fingers entered. I zoomed in on her pussy, getting a great close up, as Katy began a slow in and out motion with her hand, sinking her fingers deep into her pussy and pressing her palm against her clit moving her hand in little circles, and then slowly pulling her fingers out, only to repeat the action.

"Oh shit, this is soooooo hot, Lover ... watching Katy fingerfuck herself while you get it on tape ... I'm loving this ... my pussy is dripping wet ... I can feel my pussy juices running down my legs ... fuck, I'm hot Baby!" Mary cooed softly in my ear, sticking her tongue in, and then moving down to suck gently on my earlobe, still stroking my cock. Mary then reached with her other hand between my legs to start rubbing my balls, making me groan quietly from the sensations she was creating.

As I continued to watch through the view finder, Katy had sped up her hand motions, fingerfucking herself faster now, slapping her palm a little harder against her clit, as she moaned and writhed on the bed, her hips undulating more lifting off the bed a little now as her arousal continued to build. My own arousal was also building as I watched Katy in action, and felt Mary caressing my balls and stroke my cock, rubbing her tits across my back to stimulate her hard, engorged nipples.

"Oooooooh, Daddy ... I'm sooooooo hot! Oh, yeah ... oh, mmmmmm ... ahhhh ... sometimes ... ooooooh ... sometimes, Daddy I like ... yeah, oh ... ahhhunngh ... I like to do this, too ..." Katy panted, and as I watched she moved her other hand down under her tight little ass, and lifting her hip started to rub her finger over her pretty pink little pucker, slick with the copious juices from her pussy that had already seeped down through her ass crack. Katy had pulled her feet back towards her ass, flat on the bed, and lifted her hips as she gained leverage, making it easier for her to reach her anal orifice, moaning louder as she stimulated her little rosebud.

"Oh, YEAH! ... ahhh ... I love touching my asshole, Daddy ... it makes me so HOT ... mmmmmm, yessss ... doing something ... ohhh ... ahhh ... so nasty ... oh this is good ... mmmmmmahhhhhyeah ... do you like watching me, Daddy? ... ooooooh ohhhhh ... I hope so ... mmmmmm, yeah ... it makes me really HOT, Daddy ... oh, fuck yeah! ... ohhh ... ahhh ... knowing you're watching me ... oooooooh ... play with my pussy, Daddy ..." Katy gasped out, moving her fingers faster and harder in her pussy and rubbing harder against her hairless pink pucker, pressing harder against it as she rubbed.

"Oh, yeah Babydoll ... oh, shit Mary that's good ... Daddy LOVES watching his little girl ... oh, yeah like that ... good ... more ... get herself off ... keep doing it, Babydoll, make yourself cum for Daddy! I want to get that on tape, OK?" I moaned out answering Katy, Mary sending ripples of pleasure through me, making it little difficult to concentrate now as she continued to stroke my cock. Then Mary moved around to squat in front of me, sucking my cock into her hot, wet mouth making me moan louder.

Mary had her feet close together with her knees spread wide, and as she took me into her mouth, she had one hand holding the base of my shaft, and as I looked down I saw her other hand busy between her legs as she began to rub her hand over her pussy, much like Katy had when she first started. Mary had just the head of my cock in her mouth and was flicking her tongue across and around it, cooing as she administered to my cock.

As Mary moved to start sucking on my cock, Katy was still fingerfucking her pussy with three fingers now, pushing them deep inside, and I could hear lewd squelching sounds as her fingers moved through her abundant pussy juices. Her other hand was also busy, and when she squealed loudly bringing my attention back to her, I saw that she had inserted the tips of two fingers into her ass, so I zoomed back in for a close up of that fucking hot action.

Now, here's the scene I saw through the view finder. Katy was totally naked, laying on the bed, with her legs spread about as far as she could get them and her hips raised off the bed, with three fingers of one hand buried in her sweet looking hairless twelve year old little girl pussy, and two fingers of her other hand buried in her ass! She was pumping her fingers in and out of her pussy and ass, alternating hand strokes - when one went in, the other pulled out - and moaning, "Oh, Daddy ... it feels SO GOOD! Yeah, just like that! Fuck my pussy, Daddy! FUCK my ASS, Daddy! Harder! Ohhhhh ... Daddy, make me cum! Do me, Daddy!!!" and I was getting all of it on tape!

Mary continued to suck my cock, now slowly bobbing her head up and down taking me all the way in, and as I was filming Katy fingering both her pussy and asshole, I saw that she was already flushed a deep rosy pink, sweating profusely, her chest heaving with heavy pants and gasps as she began to moan continuously now, her hips beginning to gyrate wildly, as she was obviously getting closer to cumming. 

I decided to encourage her to cum for me and the camera, and said "Oh, fuck Katy, you're so hot looking! Daddy loves what you're doing, Babydoll! Fuck your pussy harder for me, sweetie ... fuck your asshole harder, too. Make yourself cum, Babydoll ... show Daddy what you look like when you CUM! Cum for the camera, Katy ... that's it, harder ... yeah, like that ... make yourself cum ... cum for Daddy now ... CUM, Katy ... CUM for Daddy! You can do it! You're almost there! FASTER, BABY, DO IT! CUM FOR ME! CUM, KATY CUM!!!" As I was saying this, Katy was now pummeling her sopping wet pussy with one hand, and had two fingers on her other hand going deeply in and out of her ass, her flush now reaching down almost to her nipples, thrashing her head violently back and forth as she keened louder and louder as she rose ever higher.

"OHHHH DADDIIIEEEE, DAADDDIIIIEEEEE ... OHHH ... OHHH ... AHHH ... I'M GONNA CUM DAADDDIIIIEEEEEAAAAAAAAAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!" Katy shrieked, her body going rigid as her orgasm exploded through her body, the combination of her fingers pounding both her pussy and asshole hard and fast, knowing that I was getting this on tape, and hearing my words encouraging her to cum, finally overwhelmed her senses, sending her crashing into an intensely powerful orgasm.

I watched as her ass cheeks clenched tightly, trapping her fingers in her ass, her body rigid with her hips about two feet off the mattress, as her orgasm swept over her. As she hit her peak, her scream was cut off as she sucked in a huge gasp of air, and then her body began to convulse, her hips bucking hard, pulling her fingers from her gaping pussy. I got a huge rush at what happened next, knowing it was being preserved on tape, as I watched her pussy lips begin to pulse wildly as she began to squirt pussy juice into the air. I marveled as I watched her first squirt reach about a foot above her pussy, splashing wetly back down over her groin and dripping down to the bed, as she continued to squirt a few more times. As Katy's massive orgasm began to wane, her body relaxed, collapsing back down on the bed as she moaned deep in her throat, and panted hard from her exertions.

When Katy had started to make her familiar keening sound indicating she was close to cumming, Mary had stopped sucking my cock so she could turn around to watch Katy cum, and was now sitting in front of me with her legs spread far apart, frantically shoving three of her fingers in and out of her sopping wet pussy, while using her other hand to furiously rub her engorged, protruding clit. When I saw that, I quickly removed the camera from the tripod, moving to get a front view of Mary, and aimed it at her, getting her whole body in the frame.

"Oh fuck, oh fuck, oh fuck, OH FUCK OHFUCKMEEEAAAAHHHIIIIIIIEEEEEEE!!!!" Mary chanted, getting louder and louder as she brought herself to her own orgasm, bucking her hips wildly up to her hands, her head tilted back with her mouth wide open as she reached her peak, her body spasming uncontrollably. Watching first Katy, and then Mary bring themselves off and catching both of their orgasms on tape almost made me cum, too, without me even touching my cock!

Needing release though, I quickly mounted the camera back on the tripod, and aiming it at Mary, I stepped between her legs and began rapidly fisting my cock. As I stepped between her legs, I brushed against Mary's thigh. When she felt that, she lifted her head to look, and I saw her eyes light up when she saw I was masturbating over her.

"Oh, yesss ... CUM on me! Soak me with your SPERM! COVER ME! CUM ALL OVER ME, LOVER! I WANT TO SEE YOU CUM - NOW!!!!" Mary panted out, still frigging herself, as she watched me jacking off over her. As she finished speaking, she leaned forward, tilting her head up and opened her mouth wide, and extended her tongue and wiggling it as it touched the head of my cock, waiting for me give her a facial.

When I felt Mary's tongue touch, and start to wiggle on my cock head, it was too much for me. My balls drew up tight to my body, and I felt the first pulse, as my cum streaked up my shaft, exploding out to spray over Mary's face. The first jet left a streak of cum going over her upper lip and side of her nose to her forehead, with a little glob of cum landing in her hair, and when the second jet flew, I aimed my cock down to her mouth, sending it to the back of her throat and coating her tongue. 

When I started to cum, Mary squealed in delight, closing her eyes as she felt the first blast hit her face, and she began lapping rapidly at my cock head, coaxing more cum from me. When the second gout landed in her mouth, she had another orgasm, moaning loudly. My next few spurts of cum were directed over her face, which I smeared around with the head of my cock. As I felt my orgasm fading, I pushed the head of my cock into Mary's mouth, and she began to suck hard to get as much cum as she could, gurgling happily as her lips closed around my shaft.

I had closed my eyes by that time, relishing the feelings coursing through my body, and when I felt my cock begin to soften while Mary gently suckled, I opened my eyes, just in time to see Katy come over to us on shaky legs, and drop to her knees next to her Mother. When my now flaccid cock slipped wetly from Mary's mouth, Katy grabbed Mary's face, and turning Mary to her, Katy began to lick my cum from Mary's face, cooing and purring as she tasted her Daddy's sperm again. When she had cleaned Mary's face of most of my cum, she planted her lips on Mary's, shoving her tongue and my cum into Mary's mouth. I watched as they swapped my cum back and forth, finally breaking the kiss and swallowing. 

They then both turned to the camera and opened their mouths wide. I could see some remnants of my cum still in their mouths, which they quickly swallowed. I shut off the camera then, and sank down on the floor, gathering my two beautiful lovers in my arms, and kissed each of them deeply in turn, all of us caressing each other as we felt the pleasant after-glow of our orgasms. After a little while, we disentangled ourselves, and stretched out on the bed, cuddling together with me in my now usual place in the middle.

Chapter 35 

"Wow, that was so HOT ladies! You two put on quite a show!" I exclaimed, looking back and forth at Mary and Katy with a big grin on my face.

"Yeah, it was pretty hot." Mary agreed, adding "Knowing that you were filming Katy masturbate got me so aroused, that I just had to play with myself. And, then watching you jerk off over me gave me another nice cum. I really enjoyed watching you do that ... stroking your nice hard cock, and making yourself cum ... on my face ... and in my mouth ... I just love the taste of your sperm, Lover."

"Me too, Daddy!" Katy chimed in, adding "I really liked licking your sperm off of Mommy's face ... it made me hot again! My pussy is tingling, and really wet. Feel how wet I am Daddy." and she grabbed my hand, placing it on her mound, moving it around through the wetness that coated her mound, purring as she felt my hand touching her pussy.

"You sure are wet, Babydoll." I said quietly, as I rubbed my hand over her mound, spreading the juices around. As I continued to rub Katy's hairless little twelve year old pussy, she began to move her hips a little as she enjoyed my caresses, cooing in pleasure. Meanwhile, Mary had begun to softly fondle my cock with her hand, trying to bring life back to it, as she began to nuzzle my neck kissing and licking me softly.

As we started to heat each other up again, with me fondling Katy's sweet little pussy mound and now engaged in a hot tongue duel with her, and Mary fondling my cock and now licking and sucking on my nipples, I decided to disengage for a moment to jump up and put a fresh tape in the video camera to record whatever we were going to be doing, getting smiles from the girls. After putting in the fresh tape, I made sure that the camera was aimed to get the whole bed, and rejoined the girls.

When I got up, Mary moved over to kneel at Katy's side and began to run one hand over Katy's firm titties while with the other, she began to stroke Katy's legs and pussy mound, getting soft little sighs of pleasure from Katy. When Mary saw that I was done setting up the camera, she smiled at the camera and then leaned down to start licking up the juices covering Katy's pussy mound, trying to keep from blocking the view.

I watched the action for a bit, enjoying the look of pleasure on Katy's face, and then moved behind Mary. Leaning down as she was made her ass jut up in the air, exposing both her still sopping wet pussy and asshole to my gaze, and I took a moment to admire my lovers body. The view presented before me soon made my cock respond, and it was quickly back to full hardness.

As Mary finished cleaning Katy's pussy mound of the excess fluids, she began to slowly move up Katy's body licking, kissing and nibbling as she went, eventually reaching Katy's pretty titties. As Mary began to lick and kiss the bottom portion of Katy's tits, Katy began to quietly moan and started to push her chest up to her Mother's mouth.

"Ooooooh Mommy ... I like that ... yes, kiss my titties, Mommy ... mmmmmm, yeah ... oh, yeah ... please suck my nipples too, Mommy ... yesssss ... oh, yeah ... just like that, Mommy ... I like it ... ahhh, yes ..." Katy started to moan out, as Mary began to circle around and then lick at and suck on Katy's hard rubbery nipples, grasping Mary's head in her hands to gently guide her Mother's hot mouth and tongue.

I smiled at Katy's obvious pleasure as I leaned down to start working on Mary. As I took her hips in my hands, and began to kiss and lick over her jutting ass, Mary moaned her approval, wiggling her ass a little as she felt my wet tongue and lips graze softly over her flesh. As I planted little kisses, licks and nibbles all over each cheek, working my way to Mary's glistening pussy lips, Mary began to push her hips back at me, purring in her pleasure as she continued to work on Katy's tits. The wet slurping sounds and soft sighs and moans we were making were not very loud, and I wondered a bit if the sound was being picked up by the camera, but let that thought go to concentrate my attention on my soon to be wife, wanting to give her pleasure.

Before I dove into Mary's dripping wet pussy, I looked over her back to see what she was doing to Katy, and got a nice thrill from what I saw. Mary had cupped both of Katy's tits in her hands, pushing them together, and was now licking and sucking a little harder on Katy's engorged nipples, which were glistening now from Mary's saliva. Katy was beginning to writhe as her pleasure was building, and had her eyes closed as she ran her fingers through her Mother's hair, pressing Mary's face tighter to her tits, and cooing and sighing quietly, a light pink flush already beginning to appear on her face.

After watching this for a few moments, I pushed at the inside of Mary's legs which she spread further apart for me, and I bent my head to my task. Extending my tongue, I began to run just the tip very lightly up and down through the crease of Mary's thighs, moving down to her inner thighs to lick up her juices that had drooled there, and then moved back up to lick the area outside of her pussy lips, getting a moan of pleasure from her as she pressed her hips back to me to get more contact. When I heard Katy squeal, I looked up to see what Mary was doing to make Katy do that.

"OH, YES MOMMY!! Ooooooh, yeah ... bite my nipples ... ahhh ... oh, yeah ... harder Mommy ... OHHHH, YEAH!!!!!! Oh, mmmmmm ... Mommy ... yeah ... yeah, I like that ... unngh ... ahhhyeeaaahhh, Mommy!" Katy squealed loudly as she reacted to Mary biting and sucking harder on her stiffly engorged rubbery nubs, arching her back upward to make firmer contact with her Mother's hot mouth, her pleasure building more and more.

Smiling at what Mary was doing to her daughter, I leaned back down and started licking Mary's thick pussy lips, first one and then the other, hearing Mary's moan of pleasure as I did. Then I extended my tongue, and starting from near her clit, I slowly dragged my tongue up through her soaking wet slit, and then back down again. When I got back to her clit, I rapidly flicked my tongue over the protruding nub of flesh, getting a squeal from Mary as she jerked her hips from the pleasure that suddenly flared through her body. 

When Mary began to move back down Katy's body, getting a little moan of frustration from Katy, she started turning her upper body while trying to keep her lower body in place so I could still get at it, twisting herself into a somewhat uncomfortable position. Not liking that, she raised her head from Katy's body and turned to me, giving me a smoldering look.

"I have an idea that I think we will all enjoy, and should look good on the tape. Kind of a three-way 69. Katy, sweetie, why don't you move up to the head of the bed and stretch yourself out across the bed at an angle, and lay on your side?" Mary said, helping Katy reposition herself, and then turning to me said "Lover, you lay on your side here, so Katy can reach your cock, and I'll lay down here so you can reach my pussy and I can reach Katy's pussy."

"That's a great idea!" I said with a big smile as I moved into position, feeling Katy reach out to grasp my cock as I laid out, my left leg up to give her room to get at my now very hard cock.

"Oh, yeah! I like this, Mommy, 'cause it lets me suck on Daddy's cock which I LOVE doing!" Katie exclaimed hotly just before she took the head of my cock into her mouth, sealing her hot little lips around me, lashing the head with her hot little tongue, making me groan with pleasure.

Mary then laid down with her face at Katy's little crotch, her head laying on Katy's thigh. Before she started in on Katy's sweet little pussy, she looked down to make sure she was in the right place for me to get at her dripping wet pussy, smiling as I laid my head on her thigh as I started to lick her pussy. When Mary was assured that I had full access to her pleasure zone, she turned her attention to Katy's waiting pussy, diving in to lick and suck. Soon, all that could be heard were wet slurping, sucking sounds and muffled moans and sighs of pleasure, as we gave each other oral pleasure.

Katy wrapped her arm around my hip, pulling me closer to her, and started to take more of my cock into her sweet, hot sucking mouth, slowly beginning to bob her head and swirling her tongue along the sides of my shaft, sending waves of pleasure through me. I copied Katy, grabbing Mary's ass cheeks in my hands, and pulled her pussy closer to me, allowing me to start thrusting my tongue between her dripping pussy lips. As I penetrated her pussy with my tongue, Mary groaned low in her throat and jerked her hips at me to get more contact, as she too started to penetrate Katy's sopping wet pussy, tongue fucking her little daughter, making Katy in turn moan around my cock shaft.

As we each intensified our efforts of giving pleasure, this caused us to each moan and groan sending pleasant vibrations through the persons genital areas that we were orally pleasuring, going around and around in circles, as all of us felt our arousal building higher and higher. Wanting to take Mary's arousal to a new plane, I began to softly rub my fingers over her tight pink pucker, getting a squeal of pleasure from Mary, which was soon echoed by Katy as Mary started to do the same to Katy, and it wasn't long before I felt Katy snake a finger to my asshole and begin to gently rub me there. When I felt Katy's finger touch my asshole, I bucked my hips from the pleasure, forcing my cock deeper into her mouth, getting a muffled 'oomph' from Katy as my cock suddenly plunged deeper in her mouth. 

As I relaxed again, getting used to her finger on my asshole, I drew my hips back to slide my cock back out, but Katy gripped my hips stopping me from doing that, mewling in protest, and began to suck harder on my cock. When I pushed back in, she cooed in pleasure, and started to lash her tongue rapidly over my shaft. As my cock head bumped into her throat, she stopped my progress again and started to push me away, until only the head of my cock was still encased by her hot, wet lips. Katy then pulled on me again, so I pushed back into her mouth, stopping when I felt her hand press against my hip. Getting the idea of what she wanted, I started to gently thrust my cock in and out of her hot sucking mouth, getting a purr of contentment from Katy.

I had started to occasionally suck on Mary's clit and flick my tongue rapidly over it, as I continued to rub my fingers over her tight pucker. Each time I sucked on Mary's thick, protruding clit, she would squeal her pleasure and buck her hips, her belly muscles jumping from the sensations I was causing her. As I was rubbing her pretty pink pucker, I began to apply more and more pressure, finally getting the tips of my two fingers to begin penetrating her asshole, making Mary lift her head briefly from Katy's pussy as she gasped loudly.

"OH YES, LOVER! Finger my asshole! Suck my clit! Fuck that's good! Don't stop ... give me more, Baby, do me!" Mary panted loudly, and then dove back into Katy's drenched pussy, plunging her tongue deep into Katy's tight, hot, very wet canal, making Katy moan loudly around my cock shaft, which sent pleasant vibrations through me.

I couldn't get my fingers very far into Mary's asshole due to lack of lubrication, and not wanting to hurt her, I just gently moved my fingers in little circles content to just have the tips barely penetrating her. The more I did this, as I continued to work on her pussy and clit with my lips and tongue, the more I began to want to fuck Mary's ass, even though I was getting a lot of pleasure from what Katy's hot, wet mouth was doing to my cock. I decided after a little while more of our 'daisy chain', that it was my turn to suggest something new, and pulled my head from between Mary's legs, and at the same time pulled my cock from Katy's sweet sucking mouth. As I moved, I got moans of frustration from both Mary and Katy, and they looked at me with quizzical expressions on their faces, wondering what I was doing.

"Katy, could you please get the lube out of the drawer for me?" I asked, and then turning to Mary I said "Honey, I want to fuck your beautiful ass, and I want you on top in the 'reverse cowboy' position, facing the camera. Once I'm inside, I'll do the work, and after a bit, I want Katy to start eating your pussy, while she plays with herself. Does that sound OK to you?"

"Mmmmmm, yeah Lover!" Mary said hotly, her eyes slitted as she looked at me hotly, adding "I love feeling your hard cock in all my holes, and would LOVE to feel you fuck my ass, while Katy eats my pussy! Let's do it!"

"Cool! OK, Babe, get on your hands and knees so we can get you ready." I answered with an excited smile on my face, anticipating the feeling of having my cock up her tight ass. Katy handed me the lube, smiling at me, her own eyes smoldering at the thought of what we were going to do. When I asked her to go get a towel too, she dashed off, and was soon back on the bed, with Mary now on her hands and knees, her ass pointed at the camera.

"OK, Katy, what I'd like you to do is spread your Mom's ass cheeks for me, so I can get her asshole lubed up." I said, as I was getting a large amount of lube on my fingers.

"OK, Daddy." Katy said, gripping her Mother's ass cheeks and pulling them apart, then asking "Is this good, Daddy?"

"Perfect! Hang on a sec ..." I replied, getting off the bed to go to the camera for a minute. I zoomed in on Mary's wide spread cheeks, while speaking to the microphone, saying what we were going to do. I zoomed back out again, and returned to begin lubing Mary's pretty pink pucker. As my fingers first made contact, Mary jerked a little from the coolness of the lube, but quickly relaxed again as I rubbed it in, warming it up.

I continued to apply more lube as I continued to massage Mary's anal opening, until I was finally able to get my finger tips through her sphincter, hearing Mary hiss in pleasure as I penetrated her asshole. I applied more lube directly to her anal orifice, and began working it deeper inside with my fingers.

"Katy, could you squeeze out more lube for me while I loosen her up, please? I'll hold one of her cheeks while you do that, OK?" I asked, handing the lube to Katy.

"Sure Daddy. But how will I know when to put more on?" Katy asked, getting ready to help me get her Mother lubed up.

"Just watch me, and when I nod, squeeze a bunch right on her asshole, OK?" I replied, smiling as Katy's eyes lit up with excitement as she poised the lube over her Mother's asshole, as I continued to slowly work my fingers in and out.

I had worked my two fingers to the last knuckle into Mary's pucker, and when I nodded at Katy, she squirted more lube as I pulled my fingers back. When I pushed back in, I started to spread my fingers, stretching her sphincter open more, and was soon sliding my two fingers easily in and out of her asshole, hearing little moans and gasps from Mary.

When I felt that Mary was relaxed enough, as I pulled my fingers back I spread them farther apart opening Mary's anal ring, and nodding at Katy to apply more lube, I then inserted a third finger, and slowly pushed back in. Mary hissed at this new sensation, and pushed her hips back, making my fingers penetrate her further, and out of the corner of my eye, I noticed that Mary had reached under herself and was playing with her pussy. When I nodded at Katy to apply more lube, I saw that she was also rubbing her pussy, but was able to keep helping me get her Mother ready.

I continued to saw my fingers in and out of Mary's tightly gripping sphincter, occasionally nodding at Katy to apply more lube. As soon as my fingers were moving easily in Mary's asshole, I again began to spread them apart, loosening her anal ring even more. When I had Mary's asshole gaping open, I nodded one last time to Katy, who squeezed a large amount of lube directly into her Mother's opening. I plunged my fingers back inside, spreading the lube as far as I could, and when I pulled my fingers completely from her asshole, I saw that it stayed partially open, as Mary was moaning softly from the sensations I had been causing to flow through her body.

Jumping off the bed again, wiping the lube from my hand, I returned to the camera and zoomed back in on Mary's asshole, recording the fact that she was now ready to have me fuck her in the ass. After I finished describing what was being taped, I zoomed back out and returned to the bed. As I stretched out on the bed, Mary leaned over and began kissing me very hotly, plunging her tongue as deeply into my mouth as she could, and then broke the kiss to start to get into position.

"OK, Katy, could you please lube up my cock, and then hold it straight up to help your Mother get it in her?" I asked Katy as Mary began to straddle my hips. As I saw later when we watched the tape, Mary was looking directly at the camera with a very hot look on her face, licking her lips and smiling as she watched Katy begin to lube up my cock.

"OK, Daddy - this will be fun!" Katy said. Before she put any lube on me, she grasped my cock in her hand and bent down to lick the shaft and planted a little kiss to the head, looking at and smiling for the camera. She applied a generous amount to my cock, running her hands up and down my shaft until I was thoroughly coated with the slimy substance, and then held it straight up and looked at her Mother to signal I was ready for her.

Mary kneeled over my crotch, and as Katy held my cock up, began to lower herself down, Katy pointing my cock at Mary's still slightly gaping asshole. Both Mary and I moaned in unison as my cock head made first contact with Mary's asshole, and as I began to penetrate Mary as she continued to slowly lower herself, I heard Mary hiss as she felt me begin to fill her anal cavity.

"Oh, fuck ... oh, fuck I LOVE this ... your cock is sliding in so hotly ... mmmmmmm, filling me ... my ass, yeah ... I love being fucked in the ass ... ahhh ... with your hot, hard cock ... oooooooooh, yessss ... I feel so full ... ahhhyeeaaahhhh!" Mary moaned lewdly, looking straight at the camera, smiling and licking her lips as she slowly lowered herself until I was buried to the hilt in her tightly gripping anal pucker.

"Look ... look, his lovely hard cock is in me ... in my ASS ... all the way ... oh, fuck this feels so goooooood! My pussy is just dripping wet ... I can feel my juices just pouring out ... running down between my ass cheeks ... and look ... I'm getting my Lover's balls wet too ..." Mary cooed excitedly to the camera, and then I could feel her fingers pressing on my cock as she slid two of them deep in her pussy, then pulling them out to suck her juices off, making a loud slurping noise, and adding "I love the taste of my pussy ... mmmmmmmm, yummy ... and it felt really good ... sticking my fingers ... deep in my hot ... wet ... pussy ... and I could feel his hot ... hard ... COCK in my ASS ... ohhhhhh, I'm so fucking HOT! Fuck me, Lover ... fuck my ASS for the camera ... fuck me now!" and as she finished saying that, Mary lifted up a little to give me room to move.

As Mary had lowered herself, I had to concentrate hard to keep from blowing my load from the intense pleasure coursing through me as I felt her tight pucker slowly descend over my shaft. I was glad when I was fully embedded in her ass, as that gave me a chance to get myself calmed down as Mary talked to the camera. As she started to lift, I reached up to her tits, and began to cup and fondle them, running my thumbs over her engorged nipples, getting another moan from Mary. When I had enough room, I started to slowly work my cock in and out of her asshole in shallow thrusts, setting up a nice relaxed tempo.

As I worked my cock in and out, I moved my hands down to Mary's ass to give her support and to also push and pull her up and down, in time with my thrusts, hearing Mary groan loudly as I began to penetrate her tight ass deeper. As I began to speed up, I could feel Mary's sphincter begin to squeeze my shaft as I pulled out, and then release as I pushed back in, making me moan from the intense pleasure that was giving me.

After about 5 minutes of my steady rhythm, I looked over to Katy and saw that she was masturbating again. After clearing my throat a couple of times, I finally got her attention and said, "OK, sweetie, it's time for you to join the act. Kneel in front of your Mother, and push your ass up in the air with your legs spread, and start eating her pussy, and finger yours." which got a big smile from Katy, and then I added one last instruction "Also, in a little while, I want you to fingerfuck Mommy's pussy, starting with just one finger, working your way up to all of them. I want to see if you can fist her while I buttfuck her, OK?"

"OH FUCK YES!!!!!!!! HURRY KATY, HURRY!!! I want you to FIST ME IF YOU CAN!!! OHHHHHHH SO FUCKING HOT!!!!" Mary loudly squealed out when I suggested that, obviously approving of my idea.

"Oooooooooh, Daddy! That's NASTY!!!" Katy giggled with glee, quickly moving into position, diving into Mary's pussy and licking with gusto, bringing another loud groan from Mary as she felt Katy's tongue plunge deeply into her pussy. As Katy licked and sucked avidly at her Mother's sopping wet pussy, she rammed three fingers into her own pussy with one hand, while rubbing fast and hard over Mary's clit with the other.

When I felt Katy between my legs, I pushed Mary up a little higher and held her firmly in place, and began to thrust harder and faster up into her asshole which was beginning to twitch and spasm around my cock shaft, as Mary was becoming extremely aroused and, as I saw later on the tape, her face and upper torso were already beginning to flush a pretty rosy pink color. Mary had also reached her hands up and was now roughly mauling her own tits, pinching and pulling at her very sensitive tits, moaning and squealing in pleasure as my cock plunged deeply into her anal cavity, while Katy was working over her pussy and very stiff clit.

As I continued to thrust deeply into Mary's spasming asshole, I soon felt Katy's finger enter her pussy, rubbing against my cock through the thin membrane separating the two canals, sending an extra thrill through me. In only a short while I felt Katy insert a second finger, and then a third as she began to pump her fingers vigorously in and out of her Mother's pussy as I continued to fuck her ass. Eventually, Katy was able to work in her fourth finger, and as she worked her fingers in and out of Mary's sopping wet pussy, making loud squelching noises to match those being made by my cock in Mary's ass, Katy extended her thumb so she was hitting Mary's highly aroused clit each time she shoved her fingers forward. 

I could hear Mary grunting almost continuously as Katy and I set up alternating thrusts into her two holes, and by the sounds she was making I knew that she was going to cum soon, which was a good thing as I was beginning to tire now, holding her body up as I fucked into her from below. Then I felt my cock being squeezed as Katy began to work her thumb into Mary's drooling pussy, as she tried to get her fist in her mother, making Mary shriek in pleasure.

"OHMYFUCKINGGODYESSSSSSSSSSKAATTTIIIIIEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!! STICKYOURFISTINMYPUSSIIIEEEEEEOOOOOOOOOHHHHHHHHHHFUCKMEEEEEEEE!!!!!" Mary screamed, forming one long big word as she felt Katy finally get her whole hand into her Mother's now wildly spasming pussy, which I could feel, as I also felt her sphincter begin to clamp and release my cock shaft faster and tighter as Mary neared her orgasm, as I continued to pound up into her ass as hard and fast as I could.

Katy balled her hand into a fist, and began thrusting deeply into Mary's pussy, as I pounded hard into her ass from below, quickly matching my pace as we alternating entering and withdrawing from Mary's respective holes, and it wasn't long before Mary began a very loud keening wail as her body began to tremble violently as she almost leaped over the edge as her orgasm crashed over her, making her hips buck and jerk up and down between Katy and me. 

Suddenly, Mary plunged down hard on my cock burying me to the hilt in her ass, with her sphincter muscle clamping down hard around my shaft as she reached the peak of her orgasm, her whole body going rigid as the intense waves of pleasure flashed like lightning through her brain. This was only intensified further as I felt Katy force her fist deep into Mary's pulsing pussy, bumping into Mary's cervix with her knuckles, which I found out later. 

As Mary's orgasm peaked and then began to wane, she went totally limp, and fell back heavily on top of me, groaning loudly as she did. As she collapsed back on top of me, her sphincter relaxed around my cock, and I was able to pull out of her ass, while Katy pulled her fist from Mary's still spasming pussy. As Mary felt us leave her two holes, she let out a disappointed sounding mewl. 

Little did she know what I had planned for her though, as I hadn't cum yet, and intended to do so in her ass, but in a different position! I gently rolled Mary to the side, and slid out from beneath her, and then rolled her onto her back. Looking at Katy's glazed eyes, I knew that she hadn't cum yet, either, but was very close.

"Katy, go sit on Mommy's face. It won't take long for her to start eating your pussy, once she feels and smells your sweet little pussy, OK? I'm going to fuck her ass 'Missionary style', and want you to hold her legs up for me as I do that, OK?" I said, directing Katy into position, and getting a hot, lusty smile from her as she quickly moved into position.

When Katy was squatting over Mary's head, I pushed Mary's legs up so Katy could grab them for me, which she did just behind Mary's knees. As we did that, Mary's ass was elevated off the bed a little, and I grabbed a couple of pillows to put under her for support. As I was doing that, I was staring at Mary's gaping wide open asshole, and decided to get a close up, quickly running over to the camera to zoom in, describing what was what. 

After I zoomed back out, I returned to the bed kneeling at Mary's upturned ass and positioned my cock at her still wide open anal orifice. I made sure to put one foot flat on the bed to give the camera a good shot of my cock re-entering Mary's ass - just like they do in the porno's - and as I penetrated Mary's asshole again, I heard a muffled groan come from Mary.

"Ooohhhhh ... what are you DOING TO ME??? ... OH FUCK!!!!!!! ... UNnnngggghhhhhhhhh ... my ass ... yeah fuck my ass again ... OOOOOOOOOHHHHHHHHHH!!!!" Mary moaned out as I pushed back into her hot, hot ass sinking deeply into her until I was balls deep. Mary's moans were cut off when Katy lowered her pussy to her Mother's mouth, Mary's moans now replaced by Katy's moans as she felt Mary begin to slowly lap at her soaking wet little pussy.

As I leaned into Mary, sliding my cock deep in her ass again, I reached down to rub gently over her clit, making Mary jump hard. Realizing that she was still too sensitive, I pulled my hand away, and braced myself with both hands on the bed, and began to fuck my lover's ass hard and fast, jarring her with each impact, shoving her mouth hard against Katy's little pussy, while her tits began to jiggle and bounce.

As I continued to ram my cock hard and fast, deep into Mary's spasming asshole, I was looking down at my cock penetrating her, and concentrating on the intense feelings coursing through me, and at first missed what Katy was saying, but when it finally registered that she was talking to me I looked up at her.

"Daddy ... Daddy ... Daddy!" Katy was moaning out, trying to get my attention, and when I finally looked at her, she leaned forward saying "Kiss me Daddy ... kiss me while you fuck Mommy's ass ... please, Daddy ... kiss me!"

I leaned forward, and soon Katy and I were engaged in a hot lip lock, our tongues doing the lover's dance as I continued to slam deep into Mary's ass, sliding my cock harder and harder, feeling the tingling in my balls grow more and more as I came closer and closer to spewing my load, while Katy rode Mary's tongue. As we kissed, I reached up with one hand to grab one of Katy's tits, while with the other I grabbed one of Mary's tits, rubbing my palms over their engorged nipples, and getting gasps and moans from both of them.

When I did that, Katy reached down to grab Mary's other tit, and began to pinch, twist and pull on her nipple, and with her other hand, she grabbed her own tit, and started doing the same to her own nipple. When Katy began pulling and pinching Mary's nipple, Mary squealed loudly in reaction, arching her back up to increase the contact with Katy's and my hands, and as I watched I saw her belly begin to lurch and undulate with the increased sensations we were causing to course through her body.

I was rapidly building to my orgasm, the tingling in my balls growing stronger with each hard stroke into Mary's ass, and I felt my ball sack start to pull up against my body. I could also tell that Mary was also getting close to cumming, as her body was flushed a deep rosy color that was spreading down from her face over her tits, and wanting Mary to cum again, I let go of Katy's tit and reached back down to Mary's clit. As I began to gently rub her clit, I watched for her reaction, and when she moaned loudly from the contact, I began to rub harder, still pounding my cock hard and deep in her ass.

Suddenly, Katy broke our kiss, arching her back and keening loudly as she began her orgasm, humping and jerking her sopping wet pussy rapidly on Mary's face, and when I looked I saw that Mary had reached up and was pinching Katy's clit hard as she pulled on it, sending Katy over the edge. As Katy began to convulse from the bolts of lightning flashing through her body, I began to pinch Mary's clit, trying to send her over the edge too, as I felt my cum begin it's journey up the shaft of my cock.

As Katy reached the peak of her orgasm, she slumped down over Mary's body, letting go of Mary's legs, and landing face first in her Mother's crotch, her body twitching as her pussy pulsed, sending stream after stream of her juices flowing over Mary's face. When Mary felt her legs being let go, she planted her feet on the bed and pushed her hips up in the air as she started her orgasm, triggered by both Katy's splattering her face with pussy juice and having her clit pinched hard by me, and screamed loudly.

"OHFUCKI'MCUMMINGHARDAGAINFUCKMYASSCUMINMYASSFILLMEWITHYOURSPERMOHOHHHHAHHHIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!" Mary screamed out, her words coming close together as she bucked hard against me, her anal ring spasming wildly around my shaft, triggering my own orgasm. As I felt my cum racing up my shaft, I lunged one more time, sinking my cock deep in her ass, as I felt her sphincter clamp and release rapidly around my shaft as I pumped jet after jet of my sperm deep into her anal canal.

When Mary felt my cum spurting into her ass, she bucked up against me, holding herself hard against me, her body going rigid as the intense feelings of her orgasm raced through her body. As I pulsed my cum deep in her ass, I was humping my hips against hers, the muscles of my lower body trying to press my cock even deeper into her anal cavity even though I was as deep as I could go. 

It seemed that our orgasms lasted for hours, but was only about a minute or two in reality, and as I felt the last dribblings of my cum ooze out of my cock, I inhaled deeply, not even realizing that I had been holding my breath as I shot my load into Mary's hot, tight ass. After I took several more panting breaths, trying to alleviate the dizziness I was feeling, I felt my cock rapidly soften, and pulled out of Mary's ass as she slumped back down to the bed. As soon as my cock was completely out of her ass, I laid down next to Mary and planted little kisses on the side of her face and neck, cuddling the love of my life as we enjoyed the sweet after-glow.

As I regained my strength, I gently rolled Katy off of Mary, laying her next to her Mother on her back, and noticed that Katy was sound asleep. I kissed Katy gently on the forehead, and laid back down next to Mary. As I did, Mary turned to me with a dreamy look in her eyes, and clasped my face in her hands and pulled me to her to kiss me softly and lovingly.

I wrapped her in my arms and pulled her close, being careful not to touch her with my soiled cock, caressing her back as we kissed deeply, emotions from both of us being transferred to the other in that kiss. Mary eventually broke the kiss, leaning her head back to gaze into my eyes, a languidly content look in hers.

"Oh, Lover!" She said, "That was so good! You and Katy gave me two wonderful orgasms ... very intense orgasms ... thank you ... I love how you make love to me, and how you feel inside my body. I feel so very close to you when you're inside me. I love you so much, Darling, and can hardly wait for tomorrow to arrive ... to take your name as my own, as we two become one." 

As Mary finished, I saw that she was misting up, her emotions very high, and I pulled her down and kissed her deeply, feeling my own emotions rising as well. Breaking the kiss, I pressed my forehead to hers and gazed deeply into her eyes trying to convey with my look what I felt in my heart. I think I was successful, as Mary got a big smile on her face, and brought her hand up to softly caress my face, and then kissed me again.

"Mary, my love." I began, breaking our kiss, "I love you more than I can really say with mere words ... I will be so happy to become your husband tomorrow, and bond with you ... I truly do love you with all my heart ..." and as I trailed off, Mary crushed herself to me and clamped her lips over mine. I could feel wetness on her face as her tears began to flow, tears that I knew were from happiness and joy.

Just then, I heard a little beep tone from the video camera as the tape ran out, and I reluctantly broke our embrace to get up to take care of, first getting cleaned up and then turning the camera off, intending to take it with us in the morning. Once I was finished with that, I went over and picked Katy up and carried her to her bed. As I laid her on her bed, she sleepily opened her eyes and reached up to hug me tightly and give me a good night kiss.

"Thank you, Daddy ... I had a great time tonight." Katy said sleepily, gazing up to me, and asking "Can't I sleep with you and Mommy?"

"I don't think that would be a good idea tonight, sweetheart. Val is going to be here very early in the morning ..." I started to say, but stopping as Katy looked at me with her 'puppy dog' eyes.

"Oh please, Daddy? Please let me sleep with you and Mommy. We can set the alarm for real early, and I'll get up to come in here. I promise! Please, Daddy, please say yes?" Katy pleaded with me, sensing that I was going to give in, and then smiling broadly when she knew I had.

"Well ... OK, I guess." I said, picking her back up to carry her back to my bedroom, adding in a mock stern voice, "But you better wake up when the alarm goes off, and jump in your own bed, young lady!"

"Oh thank you, thank you, thank you! I will, Daddy, I promise!" Katy said with quiet joy as we entered the bedroom.

As I laid Katy back down on our bed, Mary looked at me quizzically, and then smiled as she saw me set the alarm. I climbed into bed, this time with Mary in the middle, and settled in to get some well earned sleep, feeling exhausted from the exertions of the just completed 'Bedroom Olympics' we had engaged in. As I cuddled up next to Mary, I saw that Katy was nestled next to Mary, with Mary's arm around Katy, and I soon felt Mary wrap her other arm around me pulling me close, and heard her sigh in contentment, having her family close. Very soon, the only sounds we were making were soft snores as we all fell into deep sleep.

Chapter 36 

When the morning of the 'Big Day' arrived, I found myself laying partially on top of Mary with my arm stretched out, and I felt I was holding onto a warm tit, as I slowly came awake. As I slowly gained awareness, three things came to my mind - one, my arm was stretched out too far for this to be Mary's tit; two, so this must be Katy's tit I was holding; and three made the hairs on the back of my neck stand up, as I sensed that there was another presence in the room besides the three of us, which made my eyes pop open as I felt a rush flow through me.

I let go of Katy's tit, and slowly rolled over to look at the clock, and sat straight up in a panic when I saw it was after 8 in the morning! 'HOLY SHIT! We slept through the fucking alarm!' I thought, feeling my heart begin to race. Then I caught movement out of the corner of my eye, and as I snapped my head around to look at what had caused the movement, I almost passed out when I saw Val standing in the open doorway! BUSTED!

Val was leaning against the doorjamb, with one leg crossed over the other, and her arms crossed over her chest, and had a very serious look on her face. When I sat up our eyes locked, and as I felt the blood rush to my face, Val crooked her finger at me. When I started to get up, Val turned and started walking down the hall to my office, pausing in the doorway to wait for me, as I hastily grabbed a pair of shorts to throw on. When I got to the office, Val closed and locked the door behind me and then pointed to the chair.

"Sit down! We have something to discuss, Boss!" Val said sternly, as I sheepishly sat in the chair, not able to look her in the face, my heart thumping wildly in my chest. 

"Um, Val ... it isn't what ..." I started to say.

"SHUT THE FUCK UP! You will listen to me, and keep your mouth shut unless I ask you a direct question, do you hear me?" Val said commandingly, going on when I meekly nodded my head, "What the fuck were you thinking, letting Katy sleep all night - naked - in your bed, huh? It's a DAMN good thing it was ME that found you, and NOT Mike! I know about your video collection, but Mike has no clue and would totally freak if he ever found out! What do you think Mike would do if he was the one to find you this morning, huh? He'd go straight to the cops, that's what! Not only that, but he'd take that camera with him, too! What were you guys doing last night? Making a home porno?" 

I sagged in the chair, reeling under Val's onslaught as she blasted me. I knew beyond a shadow of a doubt that Val was extremely irate, as she rarely if ever used vulgar language, and as she finished her tirade, I looked up at her with a stricken expression, completely missing the fact that she had said nothing about her reporting us to the authorities.

"Val ... I ... I don't know what to say ... what are you going to do?" I asked, not being able to keep the tremor from my voice, being sure that my life was over, and that I was going to spend a very long time in prison.

"Answer my question first, and then I'll tell you what I'm going to do. Were you having sex with Mary and filming it, and was Katy involved in any way?" Val said, looking at me with steel in her eyes, adding "You better tell me the truth, too. Whatever is on that tape will be proof of what went on you know."

"Yes ... we were having sex ... and taping it ..." I said falteringly.

"AND? Was Katy involved? Answer me!" Val said impatiently, leaning close to me to emphasize her demand for the truth.

"Um ... ahhh ... yes, Katy was involved." I stammered out with a very quiet voice.

Then I got the surprise of my life! Val stood up straight, and as she looked down at me with a smirk on her face, she said "What will I do? Nothing, but only if you let me watch it!" as Val finished, I gaped at her in total disbelief, making her chuckle in an almost evil way, and then she continued "Boss, relax. I have a confession to make. All those porno flicks you have with underage girls in them? I've seen them all! They're illegal as hell in this country, and you could go to jail just for having them you know. But have the cops raided this place - ever?"

"Um ... no, they haven't" I replied, still not believing what was happening, and then Val continued.

"You want to know why the cops haven't paid you a visit?" she asked, and when I slowly nodded my head, she went on "It's because I like little girls - and boys - too, and if I called the cops, then I wouldn't be able to watch your movies anymore, now would I? I know about your perverted little secret, and now you know mine. This MUST stay here, within these walls - not even my husband knows, OK? If word EVER gets out, I'll take you down with me. I really like you, and like working for you, and don't want to do that, but if I have to I will. Do I make myself clear, Boss? I haven't said a word about your proclivities, and I give you my word that I never will as long as MY proclivities also remain a secret. Will you give me your word on that? And, will you let me watch that tape?" As Val finished speaking, she looked at me with a small smile as she waited for my response.

I let out the breath I had been holding - which I didn't realize I had been doing - and gave her my answer, "Damn, Val, you scared the living SHIT out of me! I had visions of spending the rest of my life in prison as 'Bubba's' boy toy ... of course I won't ever mention this, you have my word on that! One question though, since I'll have to talk to Mary about letting you see the tape, is it all right if I tell Mary and Katy? I know they won't say anything to anyone, considering what's at stake for them too."

"I suppose so, since they are on the tape, but the same conditions apply to them - if word gets out about me, you all will take the fall too!" Val agreed, although reluctantly, adding "You will let me see the tape, right?"

"Let me edit it first, OK? I'm just a rookie with that camera, and I want to see if there are any goofs. After all, I want you to see a good movie, OK?" I asked, feeling tremendous relief, and smiling a little at Val.

"Oh no, not unless I'm there when you do! You might cut Katy out of the tape, and she's who I really want to see!" Val responded, shaking her finger under my nose.

"OK, deal. But it will have to wait until after today ... we're going to be a little busy, remember?" I said, grinning now as I saw Val smiling broadly when I agreed to let her sit in as I edited the tape.

"Speaking of being busy today, you better get a move on and go talk to Mary and Katy about this. You only have a couple of hours to get your sorry assed, perverted self ready." Val said as she reached to unlock the door. I stood up to go back to my bedroom, and a thought struck me, and I stopped to look at Val.

"Come with me. I want you there when I tell Mary and Katy, so they can see that you're telling the truth." I said as I grasped Val by the arm, leading her to the bedroom. Val started to open her mouth in protest, but closed it, shrugging her shoulders and allowed me to lead her down the hall.

When we got to the bedroom, Mary and Katy were under the covers on the bed, crying quietly and clutching each other, as they too had seen Val standing in the doorway, and watched me, they thought, walk to my certain doom, and feared what would happen to them. When I saw the state they were in, I rushed over to the bed and climbed up, wrapping them in my arms, while Val stood in the doorway waiting patiently.

"Mary! Katy! It's all right! Everything is OK!" I said to them just loud enough for them to hear over their quiet sobs, and when they both finally looked at me, I continued "It's all right - trust me! Val won't say a word, I promise! We're safe, OK?" and then turning to Val I said, "Tell them, Val. Tell them what you told me, please?" As Val stepped further into the room, Mary and Katy clung to me almost desperately as they waited to hear what Val was going to say, as I tried to comfort them.

"Um, OK ... I've known about Kev's little secret, and his movies, for a long time. I haven't said anything to him until today about this, as I have a little secret, too ..." Val started, and then clearing her throat went on, "Um ... my little secret is that I like those movies too ... because ... well, because ... I like little girls and little boys, too ... and ... and ... I've never done anything about that, but ... it's been a fantasy of mine for a long time. You have to promise me that you won't tell anyone else, not even my husband ... and ... and, um ... I'd like to watch the tape you made last night." Val finished, the last part all in a rush, as she started to blush a little, twisting her hands together as she fidgeted a little.

Mary looked at first Val and then me, and then back to Val with a stunned, not quite believing this look on her face. When Val gave her a little smile, Mary turned back to look at me, and saw that I was also smiling, trying to encourage her to believe what Val had said.

"You mean ... did I hear that right?" Mary started to say, relief flooding her face as she started to laugh, managing to gasp out "You mean to tell me that we had the wits scared out of us for nothing? That Val is one of us?", and then Mary flung herself back on the bed, covering her face with her arm and laughed harder and harder until she was gasping for breath.

"Yes, Honey, you could say that Val is one of us, and we don't have to worry about anything. But you need to give her your word that you and Katy won't say a word about this to anyone, OK? Oh, and is it OK if she watches the tape we made last night?" I replied, waiting for her to get herself under control again and answer Val.

"Oh, whew! OK ... OK, I'll answer you Val." Mary said finally catching her breath and sitting up, "Val, I give you my word that neither Katy or I will ever mention this to anyone - unless you give us your permission, that is. I have a lot of friends you may want to meet that think as we do, but I'll leave that up to you. About letting you watch the tape? Hmmmmm, I'm not too sure about that! I don't know if I want anyone seeing me get skewered in the ass!", and saying that Mary laughed again before adding, "Just kidding, just kidding! Yes, you can watch the tape, as long as Kev's OK with that." As Mary said that, she turned to me, and I nodded as I laughed along with her.

"OK, now that we have a deal, you three lovebirds better get a move on! You don't have too much more time left to get ready for the big event today, and make sure you put that tape with the others in your vault, Boss, before Mike gets here and grabs the camera!" Val said with a smile, adding as she started out the door, "Oh, and Mary I do want to talk to you later about meeting your friends. Maybe I can have a fantasy fulfilled?" 

"Depends on what it is, but if I can do it for you, I will!" Mary called to Val's retreating back, as Val left to continue with what she had to do in preparation for today. Mary then sat back up, and grabbed me in a 'Mommy-Bear' hug, and just held me tight for a while.

"Oh my God, I thought everything was over when I saw Val looking at us!" Mary said softly as she hugged me, adding "I'm still a little shook up, and I can tell by the sound of your heartbeat that you are too!"

Then Mary turned from me to look at Katy who was curled up in a ball, still not really having any idea what just happened, and what was going to happen, having a stricken and confused look on her face. Mary pulled Katy up in her arms and began to gently rock Katy while she caressed her, softly cooing that everything was OK into Katy's ear. I moved over behind Katy and wrapped my arms around both of my girls, kissing Katy softly on the top of her head, throwing my two cents in to also try to ease Katy's mind. Eventually Katy began to relax, and her body stopped trembling as we held her between us, trying to make Katy feel safe and reassured. 

When I looked over Mary's shoulder at the clock and saw what time it was, I disengaged myself from our group hug, saying with a smile "Hey you two, we need to get a move on and get ready. We don't want to be late to our own wedding, eh?", getting a chuckle from Mary and a very quiet little giggle from Katy, letting me know that she was feeling better and returning to her usual bubbly self. I felt another surge of relief at that, as well as from knowing that things were going to happen today as intended. I made a promise to myself that Val was going to see an even bigger raise than I originally had planned, locking the thought in my mind to call my accountant on Monday.

As the girls untangled themselves and got off the bed, I took the tape out of the camera and slipped it in my pocket, and grabbing the camera and as much of the associated stuff, quickly moved all of it down to my office. After making one more trip, I made sure that there were fresh batteries ready, and figuring Mike was here, got on the house intercom to let him know where the camera was. After Mike answered with a cheery good morning, he let me know that he'd take care of it, and I went back to the bedroom to start to get ready. As I walked back to the bedroom, Katy flashed by, still naked, and I took a moment to enjoy the sight of her bobbling titties, and then her jouncing ass cheeks as she ran into her room, hearing her giggle as she ran past.

When I got back to our bedroom, I saw that Mary was heading for the shower, so I quickly shucked my shorts and joined her. After we took care of the preliminaries, we got in the shower and spent a semi-leisurely time washing each other, enjoying our time together. I tried to be as careful as I could when I washed over her still tender asshole, only making her wince once, and after we were finished and drying each other off, I took even more care when I dried that part of her anatomy, this time not making her wince at all. 

After getting dried, Mary shooed me out of the bathroom, telling me to go get dressed, and saying that she had to prepare herself for today, and that I couldn't be there - the groom not supposed to see the bride until she walks down the aisle routine - so after giving her a quick kiss, I left to get dressed, leaving her to her tasks. After I got dressed, I went to find Mike to get his status report, and being satisfied went in search of Val.

I found Val in the kitchen giving instructions to the early arrivers of the catering crew as they were setting up their stuff. I watched for a moment, not wanting to interrupt Val, and when I saw that she was concentrating on her list after the crew walked outside to bring in more stuff, I quietly snuck up on Val and grabbed her around the waist, making her shriek in total surprise.

Laughing, I leaned around and planted a sloppy wet kiss in her cheek and said, "Payback's a bitch, isn't it!", and then turned her to face me, still holding her in my arms, seeing a shaky smile on her lips. I gazed at Val for a moment, and then leaned in and planted a soft, closed mouth, kiss on her lips, and then said "Thank you, Val."

Val softly placed her hands on my chest, but made no effort to push away from me, and looking quizzically at me, asked "For what?"

"For not telling on us, for one thing, and for another, trusting us. That took a lot of nerves on your part, I'm sure. Last but not least, for the wonderful person you are, and all of the things you have done for me over these past few years. I'm glad you're a part of my life. That's what the thank you is for." I said, smiling at her gently. As we heard the crew returning, I reluctantly let her slip out of my arms, and saw that she was blushing a little - I think both from my compliment and our intimate embrace - and was also a little flustered. As the crew walked in, I went over what Val was doing, and after telling her she was doing a great job, headed down to the garage, and was soon on my way to the church. As I drove, I chuckled a little, wondering what kind of reaction I was going to see from Dave when he met June. I was sure it was going to be amusing!

Chapter 37

When I arrived at the church and parked, I took a look around at the cars that were there, to see if I recognized any of them, and I saw a few that were familiar. I walked in and was mobbed by some of my old friends, and then was quickly ushered to the room where I was to wait, along with my groomsmen, and ran into Dave, who was looking just a tad nervous.

"Dave! Good to see you. C'mon over here - we need to talk for a bit." I said in greeting, wrapping my arm around his neck, and dragging him off to a far corner of the room, adding as we got there, "So, how are you feeling? OK, I hope?"

"Um ... yeah, I guess. I've never done this before, and I'm a little nervous ... I don't know what I'm supposed to do." Dave said with a little smile, adding "Man, I'm really happy for you, getting married and all ... just wish I could find someone too, you know?"

"Thanks, dude! As far as what you're supposed to do goes, you'll be second in line, and all you have to do is escort a lady by the name of June down the aisle, and then when you get to the front of the church, you and June will split off with you going to the right and standing next to my best man. After the ceremony is over, and Mary and I go back down the aisle, you'll escort June again. Easy, eh?" I replied.

"Yeah, that is. I think I can handle that!" Dave said, smiling a little easier, and then asking "So, how do I know who June is? I don't think I've ever met her, have I?"

"Nope, you haven't. Let me tell you about June, and then we'll go see if we can find her, and I'll introduce you to her, OK?" and when he nodded, I went on "June is a very nice person, a very lovely gal, with dark hair and blue eyes, and has a great figure - in other words, a babe! Now don't get all weirded out on me, man. She doesn't bite, and she's looking forward to meeting you, OK? No pressure! You don't have to be perfect, so don't worry about whether you'll be acceptable to her or not. This isn't a 'dating situation', so just chill. C'mon, let's go find her." 

Dave was starting to look more nervous now, doing his usual thing, and he hadn't even seen her yet, and I started to chuckle a little at his distress. Grabbing Dave firmly by the arm - so he couldn't run away! - we went in search of June. As we entered the hallway, I happened to see Beth down at the other end, and called out to her.

"Hey, Beth! Is your Mom around?" I half yelled to her.

"Oh, hi Kev! Happy day today! Yes, she is. Do you need to speak to her?" Beth answered, smiling brightly when she saw me, and started to come towards us. Beth looked stunning in her formal dress, and had her hair done, and was wearing a little make up.

"Yes, I do. Could you ask her to come out here for a minute, please? I want to introduce her to Dave ... oh, duh! Beth, this Dave. Dave, this is Beth, June's daughter!" I answered, introducing them. After they were done shaking hands, Beth leaned in to give me a little peck in the cheek, and then turned to go get June.

"I'll go get Mom. Nice to meet you Dave!" Beth said over her shoulder, as she went to get June. 

"Wow, she's gorgeous! She'll be turning a lot of heads when she gets older!" Dave said to me softly, as we waited for June.

"Dude, she's turning heads now! And get this - she's only thirteen years old!" I told him, getting a groan of semi-disbelief from Dave.

"Are you shitting me? Thirteen?! She looks at least sixteen ... are you sure? Wow!" Dave said incredulously, and before I could answer, as I saw June walking towards us, I felt Dave stiffen as he saw June for the first time. June was absolutely jaw dropping, knee buckling in her resplendent beauty. Her gown shimmered as she walked, hugging her womanly figure, the front being somewhat low cut, but not too much, showing just a little of her impressive cleavage. I firmed up my grip on Dave's arm and looked at him out of the corner of my eye, and saw that he was starting to flush a little, and had a few beads of sweat popping out on his face, almost making me crack up at his reaction.

"June, you look beautiful, absolutely beautiful! I'd like you to meet your escort for today. June, my good friend Dave. Dave, this is my good friend June." I exclaimed as she walked up to us, and then made the introductions. June was smiling brightly, blushing just a little at my compliment, and after they shook hands, she turned to me and gave me a brief peck on the lips.

"Thank you, Kev. You look pretty studly yourself in your tux." she said to me, and then smiling softly as she turned to Dave, she went on "I'm glad to finally meet you Dave. Kev has told me a lot about you. We have a little time yet before the wedding starts ... would you like to chat with me for a little while? I'd like to get to know my escort a little better, if that's OK with you Kev."

Looking at Dave, I had a real hard time keeping from busting up laughing, as I saw near panic showing in his eyes. Turning to June with a big grin, I said "I have no problem with that. Just make sure he's at the appointed place at the appointed time, OK?" and then I turned to Dave, whispering in his ear "Relax, Dave! All she wants to do is talk. Just go with her, man, and try not to spazz out. Take a deep breath, tell her you'd like that, and smile!"

"Um ... um ... ah ... ye ... yeah, OK." Dave said haltingly, very flustered by June's beauty, but surprising me a little by actually having the balls to go with June, making me smile at my friend. June stepped up to Dave, and hooked her arm in his, and as they walked off, she looked over her shoulder at me, giving me a huge smile that made her nose scrunch a little, and waved at me. I winked at her and waved back, and went back to the waiting room.

About 5 minutes until 'show time', Dave came rushing back into the waiting room, and came over grabbing me by the arm and dragging me away from the conversation I was having with the other guys. Dave had a huge smile on his face, and his eyes were dancing, and as we got to a far corner he grabbed me by both arms, his excitement clearly evident.

"DUDE! I ... I ... WOW, I don't know how to thank you and Mary for inviting me to be in the wedding! Oh man, she's incredible! We had the nicest talk, and ... and ... oh, wow, man! I ... I think ... oh, dude, I think I'm in love! Either that, or I've died and gone to Heaven!" Dave whispered loudly in excitement, jerking me as he babbled on.

"Whoa, whoa, man! Calm down, OK? Tell me what happened ... oh, crap. No time right now. Tell me later at the reception, though, OK?" I answered, as the intro music started to play, and Mike poked his head in the door to tell us it was time.

"OK, OK I will, but I HAVE to tell you this - she KISSED me, Kev! Full on the LIPS! I almost fainted!" Dave said excitedly, making me laugh out loud as we walked out to our places. I didn't reply, just slapped him on the back and pushed him into line.

I peeked around the corner as we got into place, Mary's brides maids across the entry from us, and was astonished at how full the church was. I didn't realize just how many people had arrived, and saw that both sides of the aisle were completely full. As the music changed, giving me my cue, I strode up to the altar, followed by the rest of the wedding party. When I arrived at the altar, I turned to look back down the aisle, sweeping my eyes across those who were in attendance, smiling at those I knew.

When the 'Wedding March' began to play, the usual hush fell over the crowd as we all waited expectantly for Mary to appear, and I felt a small case of nerves hit me. When Mary appeared, I gasped at how radiantly beautiful she was, and felt chills run down my spine. I also got a very nice surprise when I saw that Mike was the man who would be giving her away, which I had wondered about. When he and I made eye contact, he smiled broadly and winked at me. I nodded my head at him as a way to say thanks, and returned my gaze to Mary, and she became my total focus.

Without going into too many details, the wedding went off without a hitch. We said the traditional vows, and when the pastor pronounced us man and wife and told me I could kiss my new bride, I felt tears come to my eyes, and saw that Mary also had tears in hers. Our kiss was oh so soft, and oh so gentle, and filled with so much emotion, indescribable emotion. 

When we broke the kiss, and the pastor presented us to those attending, they rose as one and gave us a standing ovation, as we paraded back down the aisle, as husband and wife, stopping at the door to greet people as they filed out, getting hugs and kisses, and firm hand shakes and back slaps. When everyone was outside, we stepped out into a blizzard of rice, and made our way to the Escalade, which of course was all decked out with the usual stuff, festooned with balloons and streamers, shoes and cans tied to the back bumper.

After we settled in, we were joined by Mike as the driver, and Val who had taken over the camera work from Mike so he could escort Mary, and a little surprisingly - by order of Val, I found out later - by June, Beth and Dave, with Katy filling out the passenger list. As we drove off, people were waving and clapping, yelling happily at us, soon disappearing behind us as we made our way back to our home.

The reception also went off without a hitch - well, Mary did smear some of the cake on my face, giggling like a school girl as she did, with me trying but failing to retaliate in kind, making everyone laugh hard - and we all had a great time. Both Mary and I noticed that Dave was constantly with June and Beth, and we smiled at each other when June grabbed Dave's hand, holding it tightly, their fingers intertwined, as she looked at him with happiness in her eyes, concentrating almost all of her attention on Dave.

As things wound down, Mary and I again stood together as the last reception line was formed, getting warm wishes and congratulations from all of our friends as they slowly made their way out the door. I noticed that Dave and June were hanging back, waiting for all the other guests to leave before making their way to us, still holding hands. 

Finally, all the other guests had departed, leaving just Dave and June. As they approached, it was obvious to both Mary and I that the two of them had hit it off, and I was especially pleased to note that Dave was being himself, and wasn't flustered or tongued tied in any way. After they each gave us a hug, both kissing Mary, and me getting a kiss from June and a hearty hand shake from Dave, June and Mary stepped away to chat for a little bit, and Dave took the opportunity to drag me off, too.

"OK, spill, man. Tell me all about what has been happening with you and June." I said to Dave as we strolled.

"Wow, Kev. I don't hardly believe this, but ... well, for the first time in my life, I feel relaxed in the company of a beautiful woman! After my initial case of the usuals, when I first met her, somehow ... somehow, everything just felt right, you know what I mean? I felt ... well, comfortable." Dave said with wonder in his voice, and then adding "I'm SO glad that you guys included me in the wedding ... and introduced me to June ... Kev, I think I really am in love with June already ... am I goofy? I mean, I just met her, but ... I feel as if I've known her all my life!"

"No, I don't think you're goofy for feeling that way. I knew immediately, deep down, that Mary was the one for me when I first laid eyes on her, so no ... although you are a goof just on general principals!" I said, laughing as I gave him a little jab on the shoulder, and then asked "So, what about the kiss? How did that happen?"

"Oh thanks, asshole!" Dave said, smiling as he responded to my jibe, and then after taking a moment to ponder, he went on "I really don't know what led up to her kissing me, to be honest. We were just talking, getting to know each other and ... kind of out of the blue, she just leaned in and kissed me! Open mouthed, too! Dude, when I felt her tongue in my mouth, I got an instant hard on, and when that happened I tried to pull away, but she ... well, she pushed herself against me and sighed! When I heard that, I almost came in my shorts! It was incredible ... and I want to ... I want ... well ..."

"Dave, I know exactly how you feel, so you don't have to say anything more. June is a wonderful woman, and I wish you all the best. Just keep in mind that she does have a daughter, though ..." I responded, and then was cut off by Dave.

"Oh, yeah, I know, I know! Beth is a total sweetheart - I was able to get to know her a little during the reception - and they both invited me over for dinner tomorrow! It was Beth's idea, which June ... eagerly, maybe? ... jumped on, practically begging me to come. I was surprised, but said yes, and you know what? They both hugged me! I was like, wow, again ... you know?"

"Oh, yeah I do know. Enjoy, man, enjoy." I said, smiling at my friend, happy that he was so happy, and really glad that Mary and I had hooked them up. As Dave and I finished our chat, Mary, June and Beth walked up to us, with Mary saying that June and Beth had to go, and Dave quickly chimed in that he should be off as well, and we walked our friends to the door and said our good byes. As Mary and I stood arm in arm, we watched as first June, and then Beth put their arms around Dave's waist as they walked out, with June looking at us over her shoulder to blow us a kiss, a radiant smile on her face. We smiled back, and then closing the door looked at each other with satisfied, knowing smiles.

"Lover, I think we done good!" Mary said, smiling at me, gazing into my eyes as she came into my arms, planting a wifely kiss on my lips.

"Yeah, I think so too. The wedding was a total success, and it looks like we just made a pair - no wait - a trio of love birds!" I replied, getting a giggle from Mary.

"You got that right! You know that June and I had a little chat, right?" Mary asked, and when I nodded she went on, "Well ... June told me all about her time with Dave. Did you know that she kissed him?"

"Yep, Dave told me all about his time with her. He thinks he's in love with her already, too." I answered, getting a gasp of delight from Mary.

"Oh, my! Guess what June confessed? First, she told me she got wet the moment she laid eyes on him! Then, when their time was running out, and she knew she might not get another chance today to get him alone, she hugged and kissed him, saying that he got hard which made her even wetter, and she pressed her mound hard against him - I guess to make sure he didn't forget her, eh? - and then last but not least, she confessed that she is already falling for him! Isn't that great?" Mary exclaimed excitedly, a big smile on her face, her eyes glittering.

"Way cool! I KNEW she's like him, and that if he could get over his shyness that he'd like her, too!" I answered, beaming in pleasure, and then adding "Let's invite them out, after a few days of course, and see where they are, OK?"

"Great idea! Now ... do you have anything in mind for us to do right now?" Mary asked, her eyes turning dusky as she looked at me. Just then, before I could answer, Mike and Val walked up to offer their congratulations, and said they were going home, Val adding with a smirk for us to have fun as they made their way out the door. Mary and I cracked up at that, and then quietly shut the door, and headed upstairs.

As we made our way down the hall to our bedroom, we passed Katy's darkened bedroom, and I noticed that Katy wasn't there, and was surprised to find that she wasn't in our bedroom either, and turned to Mary with a questioning look.

"Honey, where's Katy?" I asked.

"She's spending the next couple of nights - and days - with Sandy and Amber. Sandy is Amber's Mom, remember her? The willowy blonde in the blue dress? The one I saw you checking out, Buster?" Mary answered with a sly grin, giggling as I turned a little red in the face from being busted by my wife.

"Um ... er ... ahem ..." I spluttered, making Mary laugh out loud.

"It's OK, Lover. She's quite attractive isn't she?" Mary said taking me into her arms, adding "Sandy thinks you're a 'hotty' too, and told me I landed a good one, so I don't mind if you ogle my friend, just as long as you don't ogle her too much!" giggling again as she pinched my ass, making my jump.

"Ow! Yeah, OK I do remember her." I said, rubbing my ass, adding "That was really nice of her to do that for us. How did Katy feel about it?"

"Well, at first she wanted to be here when we consummated our marriage, but after I explained that this was a special time for us, and told her that we would make it up to her, she was OK with it. I promised her that we would do something very special very soon." Mary replied, an impish smile on her face, making me know there was more to her story.

"OK, give. What did you promise? That we would take her to Disneyland, or something?" I asked, smirking at Mary.

"No, silly. I promised that we would consummate her adoption!" Mary said, and then asking "By the way, have you heard anything on that?"

"I'm supposed to call them on Monday. The paperwork should be just about ready by then, I think, and if it is, all we have to do is see the judge and sign the papers." I said, then went on "I think that's a wonderful idea, consummating her adoption. You are such a smart woman, and that is one of the many reason why I love you so much, Mrs. Smith!"

"And I love you too, Mr. Smith. My beloved husband ... my lover and soul mate ... soon to be Daddy to my daughter ... the man I want to grow old with and make babies with ... the man who has made me so very, very happy. The man I'd like to show how happy he's made me, right now. Darling, please ... please make love with me, and let me show you how much I truly love you." Mary answered softly, melting into my arms and kissing me as she finished speaking, softly at first, but soon turning passionate as her arousal flared, as mine also grew.

Soon we were stripped of our clothing, each slowly undressing the other as we let our passions grow as we caressed and kissed deeply, moving as one. We made slow passionate love, proclaiming our love to each other both verbally and physically, and then falling into an exhausted sleep, worn out from the days activities. We woke a couple of times during the night, making love each time, eventually falling into a deep blissful sleep. We spent all day Sunday coupled together, seeming as if we couldn't get enough of being close to one another, falling asleep Sunday night, sated and blissfully happy in our new life as husband and wife. As we fell asleep Sunday night, we did so with the knowledge that Monday was going to be eventful, with good news we hoped.

Chapter 38 

When I woke Monday morning, I was blissfully happy, and wrapped in the arms of my gorgeous wife. What woke me up, was Mary tracing lines with her finger tips on my chest, as she nestled her head on my shoulder. I laid there for a while to enjoy the simple pleasure of feeling my wife - and savoring that concept! - being close to me, as she cuddled me.

"Good morning, Lover." Mary quietly said, lifting her head to give me a soft peck on the cheek, and then adding "I could tell you were awake by the change in your heartbeat and breathing ... I love listening to your heart ... it makes me feel good to know that I have a place in there, as you have a place in mine."

"Good morning, Mrs. Smith!" I said, kissing the top of her head and caressing the smooth skin of Mary's back, adding "I love you, Babe!"

"I love you too, sweetheart, and I like being called that, Lover. Thank you." Mary replied, smiling as she looked at me lovingly, and then lowering her lips to mine for our first kiss of the day. When we broke the kiss, Mary started to get up, pulling me with her, and said "C'mon, we need to get ready for the day. You need to talk to our attorney, and I need to go see my doctor."

We went into the bathroom to do our morning routine, and spent some time leisurely washing each other in the shower, giving each other lots of kisses and caresses - not to arouse each other, as we didn't have time right then, but just being intimate with each other - and continued doing that as we dried each other off. When we were finished with our shower, we helped each other get dressed, taking and receiving pleasure in this simple task. The whole process just seemed magical, and I was reluctant to have this feeling end, but we did have things to do.

After we were dressed, I made a quick call to our attorney, and he asked me to come down if it was convenient, and to also bring Katy if I could. Just as I was starting to say that she wasn't home, I got the wind practically knocked out of me, as an excited, quivering ball of energetic bundle of little girl flesh launched herself into my lap, and I found myself wrapped in another super tight Katy-Bear hug, with little kisses being rained all over my face, accompanied by excited little squeals.

"DADDY, DADDY, DADDY!" Katy squealed loudly, interspersed with wet smacks from her kisses, as she hugged me tight. Laughing at her excitement, as well as being happy to see my little angel, I pulled one of her arms from around me to free up one of my arms, so I could pick up the phone again, having dropped it when Katy landed on me. 

"You still there?" I asked, hoping he hadn't hung up.

"Yep! I take it someone is happy to see you?" He answered, chuckling lightly. 

I answered in the affirmative, letting him know that Katy had been staying at a friends house for a couple of days and had just returned home. We chatted for a few more minutes, and then after he put me on hold briefly to call the judge to check his schedule, we set a time for Katy and I to come down to fill out the rest of the paperwork, and then said our good byes, as Katy straddled my lap looking at me with excitement as she waited for me to finish my call. Just before we hung up, Joe reminded me to bring my financial statements, saying that I would need them.

When I hung up the phone, I grabbed Katy in my own fierce hug, pulling her close so I could blow a 'raspberry' on her neck, getting a delighted giggly shriek from Katy as my reward as she squirmed in my grasp. I pulled my head back from her neck and pulled her face to mine and gave her a long kiss, feeling her melt in my arms, sighing in pleasure. When I broke our kiss, I gave her a light swat on her tight little buns, making Katy yelp.

"Daddy!! Don't do that!" Katy said with a mock pout on her face, making me chuckle, and then said "Who was that you were talking to? I'm sorry, Daddy, I didn't mean to interrupt, but I was just so excited to be home again and I couldn't help it."

"Hmmmmm ... that was kind of naughty, and I'll have to think of some way to make you make up for being naughty, but later. I'm glad to see you, sweet cheeks, and your timing is perfect! That was the attorney, and he wants us to come to his office to fill out the last bits of the paperwork for your adoption! How do you like that, huh?" I answered her with a smile.

"YIPPEE!!" Katy yelled out, all excited, and then asking "When do we leave, Daddy?"

"Very soon, sweetie, and after we fill out the paperwork we get to go see the judge. What's really great about this is, after we get done at the attorney's office, we'll pick Mommy up at her doctor's, so we'll all be there to see the judge. Just so you know, he's going to be asking you some questions too, sweetie." I replied, enjoying the feel of Katy being close to me.

"Wha ... what kind of questions, Daddy?" Katy asked, now somewhat worried.

"Don't worry sweetie, nothing you can't answer truthfully. The questions will be something like, do you want to be adopted by me, and how do you feel about that, and things like that, OK?" I said, seeing that I was successful in reassuring Katy as she let out the breath she had been holding, and then I continued, "OK, sweetheart, let Daddy up. We need to go get Mommy to take her to the doctor, and then we're off to the attorney."

Katy hopped off my lap, but not before rubbing her groin on top of mine and giggling at my reaction, and then after I grabbed my bank statements, we were off to gather Mary to head out. When we caught up to Mary, she was just starting to get in the car, stopping to give Katy a big hug and kiss.

"Hon, we're going to take you to the doctor, and will pick you up when you're done, OK? While you're at the doctor's, we’re going over to the attorney's office to fill out the last of the paperwork, and after we pick you up, we are all going to the judge's office. If he likes what he hears, the adoption will be finalized today!" I said with a big smile, taking the car keys from Mary. When I finished talking, Mary let out a little whoop and jumped in my arms, hugging me almost as hard as Katy did earlier, giggling when she heard me grunt.

"Oh, Darling, that's WONDERFUL! But we need to hurry so I'm there on time, OK?" Mary exclaimed happily.

After we disengaged, we all piled in the Escalade, and were off. We dropped Mary off at the doctor's, with Mary promising to call if her appointment ran longer than she expected, with me promising the same if Katy and I were delayed, and Katy and I were soon on our way. As we drove, Katy told me about her stay at Sandy and Amber's house, relating to me how Amber had told her about the fun Amber and Beth and I had enjoyed, adding that she and Amber had some fun too, getting a little stir from my cock which I had to suppress. Soon we were parking at the attorney's office, and we walked inside hand in hand for our meeting.

As we entered his outer office, Joe came out to greet us, his hand thrust out to shake mine, saying "How's my favorite client? And is this Katy?" as he turned to her, extending his hand to Katy who shyly shook it, as he added "Hi, Katy. My name is Joe and I'm very glad to finally meet you. I've heard a lot about you, and I can tell just by looking at you that you're a very special young lady." smiling as he said that, and I smiled too as I saw Katy begin to blush at Joe's compliment.

"Let's go in my office so we can get the paperwork out of the way." Joe said as he ushered us into his office, looking over his shoulder at his secretary and adding, "Angela, could you bring us some coffee please, and ... what would you like, Katy? We have soda or fruit juice, or plain old cold water?"

"Fruit juice, please? Katy answered politely, looking at Angela, who smiled in return as she went to bring the refreshments.

We chatted about this and that as we waited for Angela to bring the refreshments in, and after she did, we settled in and started to work on the myriad forms that we had to fill out, as Joe explained what each form was for and what was needed. I was a little nonplussed at the almost half inch thick stack of papers we had to sign, but since I was also determined that Katy was going to become my daughter, I worked doggedly at my task, and eventually we had everything finished. I was happy that Katy didn't have to fill out too much, because by the time I was done I had a severe case of writer's cramp! Ouch!

After we were done, Joe took the stack of paper and made two copies of everything - one to stay in his files, and one for us to keep - telling us that we had to give the originals to the judge, who in turn would send them on to the state. When that was done, Joe double checked all the places he had flagged for Mary's signatures, flagging the copies as well. When he finished, we all trooped out of his office as Katy and I prepared to leave.

As we got close to the door, Katy let go of my hand to run over to Angela, and as she hugged her said "Thank you for the juice. That was very nice of you.", and then Katy pecked Angela on the cheek before running back to me.

Angela blushed a little, and smiled broadly at Katy and said, "You're very welcome! Come back and see us again, OK?" getting a smile from Katy with that.

"Thanks, Joe, for all your help, and for getting this taken care of so quickly! I know that if I went through an adoption agency it would have taken 'forever'!" I gratefully said as I shook Joe's hand.

"Hey, no sweat pal. Like I said before, you're my favorite client - you pay your bill on time!" Joe said, laughing as we started out the door, adding "Oh, congratulations too! The wedding was superb! Have fun on your honeymoon, and make sure you tell me all about it when you get back. Call me, and we'll have lunch, OK?"

Laughing at Joe's little joke, I replied "Thanks - again. Yeah, I'll give you a call when we get back. See you in about a month or so!", and then Katy and I were on our way to pick up Mary. Just before I put the Escalade in motion, my phone rang, and when I saw it was Mary I got a little worried, as I answered.

"Hi gorgeous! What's up? Are you going to be a little while yet?" I asked.

"Nope! I was just calling to see where you were. Are you all done yet?" Mary answered, quiet excitement evident in her voice.

"We're on our way right now, and should be there shortly, OK?" I replied.

"OK, Darling. I'll see you when you get here. I love you. Bye." Mary responded.

"Love you too, Babe. See ya in a few." I answered as we ended the call. I put the rig in gear, and we were soon pulling up to the doctor's office, seeing Mary waiting for us outside. When I saw the look on Mary's face, I started to get excited, as she was smiling when we pulled up, and her smile got even bigger when she saw us. As Mary climbed in, I could see the excited glitter in her eyes, and felt positive what the news was when she leaned over to give me a very passionate kiss.

"OK, give! I think I already know, but I want to hear the news!" I said as we broke the kiss.

Mary looked at me with amazement and wonder in her eyes, a huge smile plastered on her face, and then spoke up, saying "You get a double dip today, Darling! The tests all came back positive, and I am definitely pregnant! And ... get this! Although they can't tell for sure yet, they think I'm carrying twins! If that's true, it makes it a triple dip for you!"

"WOW!" I said, sitting back in my seat a little stunned, adding "Oh my God, I'm going to be a for real Dad ... wow ... I can hardly believe this!"

"You better get used to it, Lover, 'cause it's really real! One other thing, too. By what the doctor said about when I got pregnant, it did happen during that special night we had. I just knew it! I just knew that you made me pregnant that night!" Mary exclaimed as she leaned over to kiss me again. As we kissed, Katy who had been quiet up to now, leaned over the seats to kiss her Mother on the cheek.

"Oh Mommy, that's so cool! When are you going to have your baby?" Katy asked, smiling at Mary.

"About nine months from now, sweetie." I answered for Mary, adding "You keep amazing me woman, but I love it! We need to get going, though, so everyone needs to buckle up, OK?"

When I heard the two clicks, we were on our way to see the judge, all of us quiet but very excited. I couldn't stop smiling, and looking at Mary I could see that she couldn't either. I reached out and took Mary's hand in mine for a moment, giving it a squeeze and getting one in return. As I let go, Mary started to giggle, giddy with happiness, and I soon joined in.

By the time we parked at the court house, we were all laughing with joy. We had to sit in the rig for a few minutes to compose ourselves, which we were only partially successful at, and soon made our way up to the judge's chambers. After his clerk had seated us in the reception area, I gave the papers to Mary and showed her where she needed to sign, and just as she finished, the clerk ushered us in to see the judge. The clerk then sat off to the side, preparing to record the proceedings.

"Welcome, welcome. Please, have a seat. It's good to see you all again." the judge said as he greeted us, adding "Before we begin, I have one question for you, Mary. Now that you've been married for a few day, are you going to keep him?", making us all crack up relieving our tension, which was his intent I think.

"Yes, Judge, I am. I kind of have to now - he got me pregnant!" Mary answered with a little giggle, which made the judge laugh again.

"Wonderful! That was quick!" he replied with a grin, and then went on "OK, let's get down to business, shall we? Let me have the paperwork, and I'll look it over as we go. This won't take very long, depending on the answers you give me. I have to swear everybody in, so here we go. Everyone ready? OK, raise your right hands - you too Katy" and he proceeded to swear us in, and he began with the questions, starting with Mary first.

"Mary, are you in agreement with the proceedings today, of your own free will?"

"Yes, your Honor, I am."

"Have you been coerced to do this by anyone, in any way?"

"No, your Honor, I have not."

"Good. Last question, and although I already know, I have to ask it anyway. Without being coerced into this, and being in agreement of your own free will, do you give your permission to let your husband Kevin adopt Katy, making her his daughter, and giving her his name?"

"Yes, your Honor, without a shadow of a doubt."

"Great, Thank you, Mary. OK, Katy it's your turn now." the judge said, looking at Katy with a kindly smile of reassurance.

"Katy, do you agree to be adopted by Kevin, your step-father, and take his name as your own?"

"Yes, Sir!" Katy answered emphatically, making the judge smile.

"How do you feel about Kevin?"

"I love him very much, Sir, and already feel like he's my Daddy."

"Do you think he loves you?"

"No Sir! I KNOW he loves me!" Katy said, getting a brief stir from all of us when she first spoke, but we all relaxed as she finished.

"OK ... you had me going for a second there young lady, but I like your answer. Just one more question now. Do you give Kevin your permission to be adopted by him, becoming his daughter?"

"OH, YES SIR!" Katy exclaimed loudly, almost reminding me of Shirley Temple from the way she answered. Hearing the answers from Mary and Katy made my heart fill with joy, and I had a hard time controlling the tremor in my voice when it was my turn to answer the judge's questions.

"That's very good, Katy, thank you. I can tell that you're being honest by the way you've expressed yourself, and we judge's always like it when people are honest with us, and tell the truth." he said to Katy with a smile, giving her a wink. Then he turned to me.

"Kevin, both Mary and Katy have sworn that they agree to these proceedings, and are doing so by their own free will. Do you agree to these proceedings, of your own free will, adopting Katy as your daughter, and giving her your name?"

"Yes, your Honor, with pride and delight."

"Do you love Katy?"

"Yes Sir, with all my heart."

"Do you solemnly swear to care for her, providing for her every need, and see that she gets a proper education?"

"Yes, your Honor, I so swear."

"Last question, Kevin. I already know the answer, but have to ask for the record. Are you financially able to provide for Katy's welfare, and if so, please state your current financial state."

"Yes, your Honor, I am able to financially see to Katy's welfare. I am independently wealthy, having won the state lottery, and have extensive holdings, as these documents attest to." I answered, handing them to the judge, who looked at them briefly, then handed them to the clerk who added them to the court documents file. I was very glad Joe had informed me earlier to bring these, telling me I would get asked.

The judge sat back in his chair to look at the three of us in turn, making me a little nervous wondering what he was going to say. I didn't have to wait long, fortunately! He sat forward in his chair, and retrieving a document, quickly signed it and handed it to the clerk to add to the other paperwork. Smiling, he then turned back to us.

"By the power invested in me by the State of Washington, I hereby decree that from this day forward, Katy Jones will henceforth be known as Katy Smith, being adopted this day by Kevin Smith to be his daughter. These proceedings are now closed." and then rapped his gavel once. Standing from his desk, he reached out to shake our hands, as we hastily rose to our feet.

"Congratulations on first your wedding - I wish you much happiness - and now on adopting Katy, Kevin. You be good to this sweet young lady! If I hear anything other than that, you'll be in a world of hurt, you hear?" the judge said with a smile on his face, letting me know that he was only half joking. I knew, though, that he was telling me the truth, and if I ever did anything to harm Katy, he would come after me with a vengeance.

"Thanks, your Honor. I promise to be a good boy, and take care of Katy." I answered with a smile.

"You’d better - but I know you will. I'm sorry to have to push you out of here, but I have a rather busy schedule. Take a seat in the outer office, while my clerk makes copies of everything for you. You'll get your original statements back, and we'll keep a copy here. Again, congratulations on getting married, and becoming a father twice over!" he said, as he ushered us out of his office to get on to his other tasks.

We didn't have to wait long for the clerk to get us our copies of the documents, and we were soon on our way. Since it was lunchtime, we stopped off to get something to eat, and while we were there, I got another call.

"Boss? What's the news?" I heard Val ask.

"Everything is a go, and I mean everything!" I answered, getting a quizzical look from my new wife and my new, for real daughter.

"ALL RIGHT! That's GREAT news! Give me an ETA for getting back here so I can make sure everything's ready, OK?" Val shouted happily.

"Um ..." I started, looking at my watch, and then asking "Would a half hour be OK?"

"Perfect! See you when you get here." Val answered as she hung up.

Unbeknownst to the girls, I had a pre-planned surprise waiting for them when we got home, making arrangements with Val to invite a bunch of our close friends over for a celebration. As I hung up, and calmly put my phone away, trying not to smile as I anticipated Mary and Katy's reaction when we got home, Mary looked at me with a question in her eyes.

"Who was that, Honey? What's up?" Mary asked.

"Oh, just Val checking in." I said, fighting hard to keep a smug smile from forming on my face, relishing the thought of being able to surprise Mary - for once! - and then adding, "Hey, let's go for a drive. It's such a nice day today, and I'd like to take in some views. Does that sound like a plan?" trying to divert Mary's curiosity, but saw I was only partially successful, as her look turned to one of guarded suspicion.

"That's OK, with me Daddy!" Katy said, not realizing the little undercurrent developing between Mary and I.

"Hmmmmm ... I suppose. Something tells me that you're Up To Something, Buster, but I guess I'll give you the benefit of the doubt - for now." Mary said with a sly smile.

We got up, and after I paid the bill, we headed out for our drive. We went to the Magnolia bluffs overlooking Puget Sound, got a great clear view of Mt. Rainier in all it's glory, and watched the ferries cross. Then we went over to Alki, and drove along the beach, with me checking my watch periodically keeping track of the time. I tried to do this without Mary catching me, but I knew she did by the smile on her face. She definitely knew I was Up To Something, but didn't know what, and didn't ask either. 

Soon it was time to head back, and I maneuvered through the usual bad traffic heading for our home. As we headed back, I couldn't help smiling - heck, I couldn't STOP smiling! - thinking about how fortunate I was. I now had a beautiful, loving wife and soul mate, and topping that off, I was officially a father at least twice, and maybe three times over! It didn't seem that life could get any better than this, you know?

Chapter 39 

When we got home, we piled out of the Escalade and made our way to the elevator. As we got in, Mary pushed the button for the top floor thinking that's where we were headed, and was surprised when I punched the button for the first floor.

"We need to make a quick stop, before we go upstairs. Won't take but a moment, OK?" I said, trying to keep my anticipation from showing.

"Hmmmm ..." was all that Mary said, looking at me dubiously at first, then smiling at me, unaware of what was to come, but knowing I was Up To Something nonetheless.

When the elevator doors opened on the first floor, Mary got her answer when our guests all yelled "SURPRISE!!" at the top of their lungs, mobbing us as we exited from the elevator. Mike had strung a huge banner in the entry hall congratulating us for getting married, and for adopting Katy, AND for Mary being pregnant, and there were a lot of multi-colored streamers and balloons festooned everywhere, with a huge cake festively decorated, off to the side.

As we were group hugged, I saw that June, Beth and Dave were there, along with Sandy and Amber, Mike and his lovely wife Marjorie, and finally Val standing with a young boy that I vaguely remembered, but wasn't quite sure who he was. I caught Val's eye and motioning to the young boy, raised my eyebrows in question, getting a big smile from Val as she threaded her way closer, pulling the boy forward with her.

"Boss, you remember my nephew Tommy, don't you? Tommy, this is Kev, my boss." Val said, making the introductions, as I shook Tommy's hand.

"Oh, yes! I remember you, Tommy. Let's see ... you were here a couple of years ago, right? Man, you've grown!" I said, leaning down, getting a little blush and small smile from him, adding "It's good to see you again. Welcome to my humble abode."

"I'm taking care of Tommy for a few days, while my sister and brother-in-law take a break. If it's OK with you, we'll be staying here, as hubby is also out of town this whole week. I figured we could find something to amuse and entertain him with, if you know what I mean." Val said with a hidden meaning to her words. When I looked at her, I saw her eyes blaze briefly with lust, and then Val went on, "Tommy is my favorite nephew, and we have a 'special' relationship now.", with emphasis on the word 'special'.

Taking her meaning in immediately, I quickly answered "Of course! We have plenty of room here, and can put him in ..."

"Oh, he can stay with me. I have plenty of space, if you know what I mean." Val said, interrupting me, and conveying that she intended that Tommy sleep with her in her king sized bed. I just smiled and nodded, giving Val a quick wink before turning to my other guests.

As Val introduced Tommy to Mary and Katy, I saw Katy get a gleam in her eye as she sized Tommy up. I smiled, knowing that Tommy was really going to have some fun over the next few days, as he and Katy trotted off. Just then Mike and his wife Marjorie walked up, and I soon found myself in the arms of the lovely Marjorie, as she hugged me and gave me a kiss on the cheek, and saying congratulations. I gave her a little squeeze as I thanked her, and then after shaking hands with Mike, I started to turn to greet the others.

"Boss, sorry to run off so soon, but we're booked on a flight out, and have to leave. We just wanted to let you know how happy we are for you guys before we took off." Mike said.

"Hey, no problem. I'm glad you guys were here. Marjorie is ALWAYS welcome here - she's a hell of a lot more pleasant to look at than your ugly mug is!" I kidded with Mike, hearing Marjorie giggle as I teased her husband.

"Thanks for the compliment ... he may be ugly, but he's my ugly, and I kinda like him." Marjorie said, hooking an arm around Mike and kissing him on the cheek, still giggling.

"Oh, thanks loads you two!" Mike said mock gruffly, continuing, "C'mon, woman, we need to go or we'll miss our flight. I'll let you know where we are when we get there Boss. See you later."

I waved them off with a big smile, wishing them a good time as they first said their good byes to everyone, and then beat feet out the door. I strolled over to where everyone had grouped, sneaking up behind June to wrap her in my arms from behind, lifting her off her feet as I pecked her on the neck. When I grabbed and lifted her, June squealed out in laughter, yelling for me to put her down, and when I did, she turned in my arms and gave me a deep kiss on the mouth, sending a thrill through me, and getting a reaction from my cock.

"Well, how's it feel to not only be a newly wed, but a Daddy, too?" June said, gazing happily into my eyes, her arms now around my neck. Before I answered, I pulled back from June's embrace, seeing Dave hovering to the side. I didn't want to piss him off, eh?

"I'm so happy right now, June, that I think I'm going to burst!" I answered happily, not realizing that my pants were tented out now.

"Hmmmmm, yes, I see!" June said with a giggle as she stared at my crotch. I blushed a little when I looked down and realized the state I was in, and then June continued "Looks like you need a little relief, Kev, but I'll leave that up to Mary ..." and then leaning in close to whisper in my ear "... or Katy!"

I laughed lightly at that remark as I disengaged from June's embrace - getting a little mock pout from June - to go over to Mary and Sandy and Amber to say hello, hearing a low chuckle from Dave as I tried to readjust myself. When I got to the three gals, Sandy made to embrace me, but stopped and looked at Mary with raised eyebrows.

"May I?" Sandy asked Mary.

"Oh, don't be silly - go ahead! I know for a fact HE won't mind!" Mary replied, laughing lightly as she looked at me and waggled her eyebrows, making me chuckle.

Sandy came to me and wrapped her arms around me, pressing herself full length against my body, whispering her congratulations in my ear. As her mound make contact with my still partially engorged cock, I got another surprise as she wiggled her hips, grinding against me, bringing renewed vigor to my cock as I felt it expanding again. I just couldn't help it, as I felt Sandy's willowy body press up against me. Sandy is a very attractive gal, with long blond hair that reaches almost to her tight ass, and has medium sized tits, which were pressed firmly to my chest and I could feel her nipples harden as they poked into me, and has legs that seem to just go 'forever'! In all, a very nice package.

Sandy laid a soft kiss on my lips, and then looking down as she pulled away, said with a giggle "Oooooh, Mary! Either somebody's really happy now, or is looking forward to later!", making me blush again as there was a definite tenting to the front of my pants.

Now, this little soiree was intended as a surprise for my wife, which I think was successful, but it was apparently now my turn to be surprised by my wife, and my jaw almost hit the floor when I heard what Mary had to say next.

"Well ... I think he's happy now AND anticipating having some fun latter, too, because we plan on consummating Katy's adoption tonight!" Mary said with a wide grin that only got bigger when she saw the expression on my face.

"Oooooh, that sounds like FUN! Wish I could be there!" Sandy exclaimed, smiling at Mary and then starting to giggle as she saw the even more surprised look on my face, soon turning to hard laughter at the look of total disbelief that came over my face as Mary replied.

"Not tonight, sweetness, as this is reserved for family only, but there's always tomorrow night if you're not too busy? And I'm sure Kev wouldn't mind if you brought Amber, too." Mary said with a sly grin as she turned to me, knowing she had again turned the tables on me as she started to laugh at my reaction. I couldn't believe what I was hearing! First, Mary tells Sandy that we're going to consummate Katy's adoption, the meaning of which Sandy picked up on immediately, and then she invites Sandy AND Amber over for fun and games!

"Oh, cool! Tomorrow would be perfect, as Amber and I don't have any other plans. Would six o'clock be OK?" Sandy exclaimed with some excitement as she again hugged me tight, adding as she looked at me "Ever since Mary first told me about you, I've been hoping for a chance to get to know you better. I hear you know your way around a woman's anatomy." and as she said that, she started to grind her mound against me again, and leaned in to kiss me, darting her tongue quickly into my mouth before pulling away again, adding "I look forward to finding out if that's true."

After having two women come on to me - in the presence of my new wife no less - I was in quite a state, but Mary rescued me by sending me off to get more refreshments for our guests. As I was getting the drinks, I was able to calm down and felt relieved at that. A guy can stand only so much, you know? I returned with the drinks, and mingled with our friends, and was both happy and a little disappointed that none of the women repeated their actions from earlier. Little did I know what was in store for me later, though!

All too soon it came time for everyone to say their good byes as the evening wound down, and as the party broke up, Mary and I stood by the door to say goodnight. First to go were Sandy and Amber, and after hugging Mary, Sandy embraced me as she said her goodnight. As Sandy embraced me, she again pressed herself full length to my body, kissing me deeply as she did, and as she kissed me, I felt her run her hand up my thigh and into my crotch to rub over my cock. Of course, my cock liked what it was feeling, and quickly rose to full rigidity, and I heard Sandy sigh softly as she broke the embrace. Next was Amber, who did basically the same thing as her Mother, giggling as I softly moaned as I remembered her soft little body.

As Sandy and Amber left, I looked at Mary to see her reaction, and I saw that she was looking at me with a sultry smile, her eyes half lidded, indicating that she was getting aroused, enjoying watching her friends excite me. Next in line was Dave, June and Beth, and after Dave shook my hand - telling me he was NOT going to hug me, getting a laugh from all of us - June moved into my arms.

June also pressed herself full length against me, taking my face in her hands as she leaned in to whisper in my ear to tell me to have fun tonight, and then she sent a thrill through me as she stuck her tongue in my ear, as she ground her mound hard against my stiff cock, moaning low in her throat. She then kissed me, snaking her tongue deeply into my mouth briefly, looking at me hotly as she pulled away to make room for Beth. 

I could feel a flush rising in my face as my arousal kept growing as these women said their good byes, and then it was Beth's turn to raise the ante in this little game. As Beth hugged me, she immediately shoved her tongue deep in my mouth in a very hot kiss, and grabbed my ass in her hands pulling me tight against her tight, lithe little body, moaning deep in her throat as she humped lewdly against me. I had a difficult time keeping from cumming in my pants right then and there, as I was reminding of our time together, and was relieved as she broke away from me! Whew! I again looked at Mary, and saw that her faced was beginning to flush, and knew that I was in for a wild night tonight!

But the biggest surprise was yet to come, as Dave, June and Beth made their way out the door, when Val came up to me. I had seen out of the corner of my eye that she had a brief, whispered conversation with Mary, which brought a wicked smile to Mary's face as she nodded at what Val had said, and after waiting for the other three to finish saying good night, Val came to me and wrapped her arms around me, and began to kiss me deeply, shoving her tongue far into my mouth, as she too ground her mound hard against my fully erect cock. To say I was shocked would be a huge understatement, but what I heard next almost made me faint!

"Mmmmmm, Boss ... you're a good kisser!" Val said huskily as she broke the kiss, and then adding "I wish I could be a part of what you'll be doing tonight, but that's OK since I understand about family time ... but I'll be having my own fun tonight. Tomorrow, though is another story ... Mary says that tomorrow is play time, and I look forward to that. I can hardly wait to make my film debut ... in your bedroom ... with you ... and Mary ... and Katy ... and Tommy. Mmmmmm, I can hardly wait!" and then she kissed me very hotly again, and snaked her hand under the waist band of my pants, taking my cock in her cool fingers, stroking the length of my hard cock a few times, and moaning deep in her throat. I really did almost cum from that, as I was fighting to keep from fainting at the same time, totally blown away from what Val had said and was doing! Never in my wildest dreams had I ever imagined that Val and I would ever get together!

Val reluctantly broke off the kiss, and removed her hand from my pants, and as she stepped away looked hotly at me. I watched as she walked to the intercom, her hips swaying seductively, to call Tommy to meet her at her room. When she was finished doing that, as she entered the elevator to go upstairs, she looked back at Mary and me, licked her lips in a lewd manner, and as the doors closed blew us - me? - a kiss.

"Holy SHIT!" I exclaimed loudly, turning as Mary came into my arms, kissing me very hotly, as she too ground her mound against my raging hard on.

"Mmmmmm, Lover." Mary moaned as she broke the kiss, continuing "That was a nice surprise, seeing our closest friends ... all of whom, by the way, know what we're going to do tonight with Katy. All of them said they wished they could be there, too ... does that make you hot, Lover? Knowing that all of our friends want to be with us tonight? Hmmmm? What do you think of my little surprises for you tomorrow? Do you like?"

"Holy SHIT!" I said again, starting to sound like a broken record, adding "Everyone knows? Mary ... don't you think that's a little risky? I mean ... what if someone talks?"

"No one will talk, Lover ...  because they all want to have fun with us at some point, with Katy included in the fun ... so don't worry." Mary said, only partly reassuring me, but also getting me hotter the more I thought about it. Then Mary added, "Let's call Katy, and tell her to meet us upstairs, shall we? I'm wet - very wet - and I need to have you in me, and soon!"

After Mary finished, we called Katy and headed for the elevator to head upstairs. Katy finally responded, and let us know she was waiting for us, and for us to hurry up, making Mary and I chuckle at her eagerness. As we waited for the elevator, we kissed deeply and hotly, caressing each other, stoking the flames of desire we each felt, and when the elevator arrived, we continued our embrace as we rode up. When we reached the top floor, we were both already half naked, and by the time we reached our bedroom - seeing Katy in bed, totally naked, slowly rubbing her hairless, little girl pussy as she waited for us - we had removed the last of our clothes, and quickly joined Katy.

Chapter 40 

As Mary and I walked to the bed, Katy was slowly rubbing her sweet, bald, little girl pussy and staring hotly at me, her eyes half lidded and a small smile of anticipation on her face, already breathing a little deeper in arousal.

"How does it feel, Princess, to really be my daughter now?" I asked, as Mary and I slid onto the bed to join Katy.

"I'm SO happy right now, Daddy, because you really ARE my Daddy now!" Katy said in response, adding huskily "And your little girl's pussy is happy too, and wants to show my Daddy how much! It's all wet ... and hot ... and waiting for you ... for your tongue ... and especially for your COCK. Will you let your little girl's pussy show you how happy it is, Daddy? Please, Daddy?"

Before I could answer, Mary said "Mommy is VERY happy too, sweetie, because we're a real family now ... and Mommy wants to show her little girl how happy she is. Will you let Mommy show you, Baby?"

"Oh, yes, Mommy, I will! I love BOTH of you very much, and want to prove it!" Katy breathed out, as Mary and I laid out on either side of Katy.

As we settled in next to Katy, Mary and I took turns kissing Katy deeply, shoving ours tongues into her mouth as we began caressing her adorable little body, bringing goose bumps to her arms, as Katy shivered in pleasure, sighing softly. As Mary was kissing Katy deeply, I began working down the side of Katy's face over to her ears, planting little kisses, licks and nibbles, sucking her earlobe gently into my mouth as I lightly flicked my tongue over it, hearing a soft moan escape from Katy.

As I continued down Katy's neck, Mary began working her way down the other side of Katy's face, emulating my actions, causing Katy to sigh and coo softly as we brought her pleasure, knowing she was the center of attention. Leaving Katy’s ear, I worked my way down the side of her neck, placing feather light kisses and licks to her skin as I went, watching Mary's progress and slowing down to let Mary catch up with me.

When Mary caught up, I moved farther down, tracing Katy's collar bone to her shoulder and began working my way down her arm to her hand and fingers, taking each of her fingers into my mouth, gently sucking and licking each one, and watching Mary do the same, as she watched me. Katy had closed her eyes, basking in what we were doing to her, and softly cooing and sighing in happy bliss.

Mary and I both began to work our way back up Katy's arms, now kissing and licking the inside, spending a little time on the sensitive inside part of Katy's wrists, getting a quiet moan of appreciation from Katy. Mary and I kept checking each others progress as we moved farther up Katy's arms, and as we reached the inside of Katy's elbows, she giggled a little from being tickled by our lips and tongues. As we arrived at the very sensitive, soft skin of Katy's armpits, she twitched and giggled a little louder from being tickled there as well.

Mary and I then moved to Katy's sides, and began working our way down to her hips, with our hands busy caressing over the areas of Katy's body that we had been kissing and licking, making Katy squirm with pleasure. As Mary and I released Katy's hands and arms, Katy cradled our heads, trying to steer us to her more sensitive areas, and moaning a little in frustration when we didn't go where she wanted us to - we were going to get there, but not yet - as Katy's arousal was slowly rising.

"Mmmmmm, Mommy ... Daddy ... this feels so good ... you're making me hot ... and wet ... please ... please touch my nipples ... lick them ... suck on them ... please ... they're tingling so much ..." Katy quietly moaned, voicing her desire as Mary and I were working slowly back and forth over her tummy and lower rib cage, urging us to go faster, her little body beginning to undulate from the feelings we were bringing to her.

As Mary and I moved to the center of Katy's body, we paused for a moment to kiss deeply, and I could feel the hot breath from Mary brushing softly across my cheek, letting me know that Mary was becoming more aroused herself as we worked to arouse Katy. As we kissed, Katy moaned at the loss of contact, and arched her back to lift her body to our faces, and Mary and I broke our kiss when we felt Katy bump into us, chuckling a bit at Katy's impatience.

We started working our way further up Katy's body again, and when we reached the under side of Katy's tits, we each began kissing, licking and nibbling the hot, soft flesh, feeling Katy trying to pull us up as she arched her back to increase the contact to her tits. When I looked at Katy's nipple, it seemed as if it was quivering in anticipation, begging for attention, very hard and engorged.

Mary and I began to softly caress the hot flesh of Katy's tits, cupping them, and making her nipples stand even taller as we lightly squeezed. We slowly trailed our tongues and lips over her hot tit flesh, hearing Katy moan louder now, circling around the firms orbs, working our way closer to Katy's hot, hard, fully engorged nipples. As we got closer and closer to Katy's nipples, she began to pant as her breathing quickened in anticipation, mewling with impatience as she pulled harder at us trying to get us to hurry.

Mary and I paused to look at each other briefly, and when I nodded that it was time, we each began to work on Katy's nipples, taking them lightly between our lips to nibble and gently suck, as our tongues flicked over Katy's very sensitive nipples. As we started working on her nipples, Katy pulled hard on our heads as she arched her back up, trying to increase the pressure, and moaning loudly.

"Oh, YES! OHHHH ... suck them ... lick my nipples ... ooooooh, yeah ... oh, I like that ... mmmmmmm, yeah ... like that ... oh, so goooood, so good." Katy moaned in pleasure as Mary and I worked over her very sensitive nipples, her body writhing under us as we kissed, licked and sucked, our hands gently caressing her gorgeous mounds of flesh.

Mary and I worked on her nipples for a while, hearing Katy moan and sigh and occasionally squeal as we nipped softly at her nipples with our teeth, squirming and writhing in pleasure. As I watched Katy enjoy what Mary and I were doing to her, I saw that Katy's face was already flushed a pretty pink, beads of sweat forming on her forehead, and she was beginning to toss her head gently back and forth, her eyes closed and her mouth open and panting, as her arousal continued to build.

Mary was the first to stop laving Katy's nipples, and began to work her way back down Katy's undulating body, and when I noticed that I followed suit, hearing Katy's little moan at the loss of sensation on her tits. As Mary and I worked farther down her body, I saw Katy reach up to cup and knead her tits, squeezing and pulling on her nipples, taking over from us.

Mary had now started going down the outside of Katy's thigh, slowing momentarily to wait for me to catch up, and when I did, we proceeded down her legs, working back and forth over her thighs, kissing and licking as we went, our hands following our progress, stroking over Katy's hot flesh, feeling Katy begin to tremble as we continued to build her arousal, the aroma from her hot, very wet pussy becoming very strong.

Soon Mary and I had worked our way down Katy's firm thighs, past her knees to her calves, working our way to Katy's pretty, dainty feet. As we reached her feet, we pulled Katy's legs a little farther apart, opening her sopping wet pussy lips a little, and I watched as her lips pulsed with Katy's quickened heart beat, seeing her juices slowly oozing out of her engorged slit to drip down into the crack of her ass, making a small puddle on the bed.

Mary and I began planting little kisses and nibbles to Katy's adorable little feet, sucking each individual toe into our mouths, slipping out tongues between Katy's toes, getting a little giggle, and occasional twitch from Katy as we mildly tickled her feet. I lifted Katy's foot to my mouth after I finished with her toes, and slowly and softly traced my tongue over the sole of her foot, from her heel to her toes and back again, making Katy jerk a little, as she was cooing and sighing and softly moaning from what Mary and I were doing.

When Mary and I finished with Katy's feet, we urged her to roll over on her stomach, and when Katy did, Mary and I started working our way up the backs of Katy's legs, pausing briefly to kiss and lick the sensitive skin of the backs of her knees, hearing Katy moan low in her throat. When we finished doing that, and began to work up the backs of Katy's thighs, Katy spread her legs farther apart to allow us better access. As we neared the tops of her thighs, Katy pushed her hips in the air, trying to get at least one of us to go for her dripping wet pussy, moaning in frustration as we each licked at her inner thighs but avoided contact with her pussy.

Mary and I continued working our way up Katy's body, sliding our lips and tongues up over the tight, plump orbs of her ass. As we reached her ass cheeks, Mary and I began to gently knead and squeeze them, following the progress of our lips and tongues with our hands, hearing Katy moan and coo louder as she writhed under us, slowly humping her hips at us as she felt the pleasure coursing through her little twelve year old body.

My own arousal was very high, as I pleasured my little daughter, and as I kept looking at Mary I could see that she too was highly aroused, as her face and upper shoulders were flushed a pretty rosy pink color, and she had also begun to coo and moan, sighing heavily through her nose as her breathing deepened. Reaching over to my wife, I made her squeal and flinch a bit when I grasped one of her nipples between my fingers and gave it a light tug. After the initial flinch of surprise, Mary soon pressed her chest to my hand, filling my palm with the ripe, full firmness of her tit, and I saw her smile as she glanced at me out of the corner of her eye, softly cooing in appreciation.

When Mary and I finished working over Katy's sweet, tight little ass cheeks, we began to work our way up Katy's back, continuing to kiss, lick and nibble at her flesh, caressing and kneading her body as we went. When we eventually reached her shoulders, I moved my mouth close to her ear so I could ask Katy what she was feeling, and what she wanted us to do now.

"Katy, sweetheart ... how do you feel? Are you really hot now, sweetie? Did you like what we were doing, hmmmm? What would you like to do now, Babydoll. Tell Daddy, Honey." I whispered softly in Katy's ear.

"Mmmmmm, Daddy ... I feel so warm ... so HOT now ... that felt SO good ... thank you Daddy ... thank you Mommy ... my pussy is so wet Daddy ... and empty ... can you fill it Daddy? With your hard cock ... please, Daddy? I'd really like that ... and oh mmmmmm ... Mommy ... let me lick your pussy too ... I want to taste you ... please Mommy?" Katy moaned out dreamily as she felt both very relaxed and highly aroused, and then adding "Daddy ... I'd like to do it 'Doggy' style, please ... I want to feel you deep in my hot ... wet ... little pussy ... with you under me, Mommy, so I can lick you ... is that OK with you?"

"Oh, you bet sweetheart!" I readily agreed, and I moved out of the way so Katy could get in position.

"Oh, yeah sweetie, I like that." Mary said in agreement, adding "I want to lick you too ... that way I can watch Daddy ... put his hard COCK in you ... in your little pussy ... and fuck you ... oh, yeah this is going to be good!"

Katy smiled broadly hearing us agree to her desires, and quickly moved to get on her hands and knees, sliding farther down the bed to make room for her Mother to lay underneath her. Just as I was moving into position, Katy stopped me with another request.

"Daddy ... before you put your cock in my pussy, can I ... can I suck it for a minute first ... please, Daddy?" Katy asked, looking at me hotly over her shoulder, licking her lips lewdly.

I liked that idea, and without saying a word but smiling broadly, I shuffled on my knees to get close to her face, as Mary too was moving, sliding in under Katy. As I got close enough, Katy softly grasped my hard cock in her hand and leaned her head down, moaning low in her throat. Extending her tongue, Katy licked over the head of my cock, lapping up the pre-cum that had gathered there, and savored the taste for a moment. 

Keeping her eyes locked on mine, she soon sucked the head of my cock into her hot, wet little mouth, suckling on it gently, sending waves of pleasure through me, as I felt her swirl her tongue over the head of my cock. As Katy saw the look of pleasure flow across my face, she smiled around my cock, and then slowly started to push her mouth farther down my shaft, stopping about half way. As she started to pull back again, she started to suck hard, making her cheeks hollow from the suction, her eyes glittering as she made me groan out loud.

When she reached the head of my cock, and started back down my shaft, she squealed as Mary started to lick Katy's sopping wet slit, sending wonderful vibrations through my cock, making me moan in response. Katy continued to push farther down my shaft, only stopping when the head of my cock nudged the entrance to her throat, and then began to pull back again. Katy did this a few mores times, sucking hard each time she pulled back, and then let my cock slip wetly from hers lips, and smiled up at me.

"Mmmmmm, Daddy ... you taste so good, I almost don't want to stop ... I love feeling your hard cock in my hot ... little mouth ... I almost want to taste your sperm, but ... I want to feel you in my wet pussy ... did you like that, Daddy? I sure did." Katy said hotly, her eyes blazing with lust, and then moaning as Mary began to thrust her tongue between Katy's hot little pussy lips, closing her eyes as she leaned her head back in pleasure.

"Yes, Honey, I loved that ... your little mouth feels so good on my cock. I almost want you to suck me off too, so I can shoot my cum in your mouth and watch you swallow it, but I want to feel your pussy wrapped around my cock right now. Do you want Daddy to fuck your sweet little pussy now, Babydoll?" I replied, watching Katy begin to undulate her hips on Mary's hot sucking mouth.

"Mmmm hmmm.", was all the response I got from Katy, as she dropped back down to her hands and lowered her head to Mary's highly aroused, very wet waiting pussy, and dove right in, making Mary squeal her pleasure into Katy's sweet, tight little pussy.

Moving behind Katy again, I quickly got into position, putting my hands on Katy's hips as I pointed my cock at her dripping pussy. I felt Mary reach up and grasp my cock shaft, and as I pushed my hips forward, Mary guided me into Katy's pussy. As I first entered her sopping wet pussy, Katy and I both moaned at the sensations, Katy's moan continuing and getting louder the farther I penetrated her.

As I bottomed out, my cock fully embedded in Katy's pulsing wet pussy, I felt Mary lick across my ball sack, and caress my inner thighs with her hands, I paused briefly to savor the feeling of having my cock buried to the hilt in my daughters hot, wet, tight, pulsing twelve year old pussy, gasping at the pleasure I was feeling. The inside of Katy's pussy was silky smooth and soft, and I could feel her inner muscles already rippling around my shaft, milking me, an indication just how aroused Katy was.

Katy was moaning almost constantly now, and was ready for more. When she humped back at me, I pulled back until only the head of my cock was still inside, feeling Mary's tongue slide against my shaft as I did. When I pushed back into Katy, Mary moved her tongue to Katy's hot, protruding clit, lashing her tongue rapidly over the engorged nub of flesh, exciting the bundle of nerves.

As I began to fuck my cock in and out of my little daughters hairless, tight little pussy, both Katy and Mary were moaning louder - Katy from feeling me sliding my hard cock in and out of her clutching little pussy, and feeling Mary's tongue lash her clit, and Mary from Katy's busy little mouth and tongue on her highly aroused pussy. I saw that Katy's flush had already worked down over her shoulders and was partway down her back, and I knew it wouldn't be long before she reached her peak, so I sped up and increased the force of my thrusts, plunging deeply into Katy's pussy. As I began to pound in and out of Katy's pussy, I was pulling her back to me at the same time, holding her hips firmly in my hands, my hips slapping loudly against her ass.

"OHHHH, YEAH!!! Fuck me HARDER, Daddy, HARDER!!!!! Pound my little pussy, Daddy ... unh ... unh ... ahh ... ohh ... ohh ... YEAH, LIKE THAT!!!! OOOOOOOH, MOMMY!!! Suck it, Mommy ... mmmmmmmm, yesssssss ... harder, Mommy ... suck my clit ... ahh, YES!!! BITE ME ... OHHHHHHHH, FUCK YES ... OH FUCK OH FUCK YEAH HARDER DADDY OOOMPHH AHHHYEEAAAHHHHOOHHHHFUCKME ... FUCK ... FUCK ... FUCKFUCKFUCKMEEEAAAAIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEE DAADDDIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!" Katy screamed out, lifting her head from Mary's pussy, as her orgasm suddenly swept over her, her pussy going into rapid spasms around my deeply thrusting cock, her hips bucking wildly.

Mary, sensing Katy begin her rapid climb to orgasm, sent her over the top when she bit somewhat hard on Katy's clit, and pulled her head back stretching Katy's pulsing nub of flesh away from her body. As Katy began to convulse, Mary quickly let Katy's clit slip from her mouth, squeezing it with her lips, and then reached up and began rubbing it furiously. As Mary began to do this, Katy's scream was cut of in her throat as her body went completely rigid briefly, and then Katy bucked her hips back at me as her pussy spasmed around my shaft, forcing a huge amount of her pussy juice to squirt out around my still embedded cock, splashing wetly against my groin, and dripping down on her Mother's face.

I was a little surprised at how quickly Katy had orgasmed, as I felt her pussy spasm wildly around my shaft, figuring that we had aroused her more that we realized with our little trip 'around the world'. Soon, Katy began coming down from the peak of her climax, and as she started to go limp and slump forward, my cock was pulled wetly from her sweet, tight little pussy. Katy fell on top of her Mother, and then rolled to the side, panting heavily from the exertions of her powerful orgasm, laying slightly curled up on her side with her eyes closed, her body covered in sweat.

Mary and I moved to lay down next to Katy to cuddle her as she basked in the after-glow of her orgasm, feeling Katy twitch every now and then as little after shocks zipped through her body. Soon Katy's breathing slowed to a deep, even pace and we knew that she had fallen asleep, her body completely sexually sated. When Katy fell asleep, I leaned over her body and started to lick Mary's face, cleaning up the pussy juices smeared on her face. As I did that, Mary closed her eyes, and cooing softly, she smiled in pleasure.

When I finished cleaning her up, Mary grabbed my head in her hands and pulled me into a hot, passionate kiss, her tongue delving deeply into my mouth, dueling hotly with my tongue. Neither of us had cum yet, and we were both still highly aroused, and we soon moved away from Katy into a tight embrace. Mary then broke the kiss, moving her mouth close to my ear to whisper hotly.

"Oh, Lover ... I'm SO fucking HOT right now! Watching you consummate Katy becoming your - our - daughter was a huge turn on ... fuck me, Darling ... fuck me with your hot ... hard cock ... and cum in my pussy ... please, Baby, do it now ... I can't wait any longer ... I have to have you IN me! Fuck me NOW!" Mary moaned quietly in my ear, her body writhing against mine, her hands moving everywhere over my body as she pressed her mound hard against my raging cock.

Without waiting for a response from me, Mary grasped me tightly in her arms, and rolling onto her back with her legs spread wide, pulled my on top of her as she kissed me deeply, moaning into my mouth. As I rolled on top, sliding into the saddle of her hips and thighs, Mary reached down to grasp my cock, and almost frantically pulled me forward, nestling the head of my cock into the entrance of her drenched pussy. 

As I felt the head of my cock slip between her engorged, sopping wet pussy lips, I lunged forward burying my cock to the hilt, making Mary moan loudly with pleasure as she felt me penetrate her completely. As my hips met hers, I felt the head of my cock bump into her cervix which made Mary grunt as she felt the impact. As I bottomed out, I gasped in pleasure as I felt Mary begin to massage my cock with her pussy muscles, and I paused to enjoy that feeling.

I didn't get to pause for very long, though, because as soon as I bottomed out, Mary started humping her hips at me, urging me to begin fucking her, mewling as she felt her need flow through her. I pulled almost all the way out of her pussy, leaving just the head of my cock nestled between her pulsing, wet pussy lips, and then plunged back in and soon had a steady, powerful pace established, pounding forcefully into Mary's pussy.

Mary quickly matched my pace, meeting me thrust for thrust, her feet planted firmly on the bed so she could push her pelvis up to mine. As our bodies slapped wetly together, Mary's protruding clit was being pinched between our pubic bones, increasing her level of arousal steadily. As our bodies slapped wetly together, both of us were grunting and panting, sweat streaming from us both as we worked toward our orgasms.

Mary's flush was now a deep rose red color, extending down almost to the nipples on her tits, and as we continued to thrust hard against each other, she began to moan loudly as her orgasm quickly began to build, saying "Yes, fuck me hard you Mother fucker ... pound my pussy ... harder ... faster ... deeper ... make me cum! Ahhhh, yes just like that ... oh FUCK, YEAH ... HARDER!! ... UNGH ... UNGH ... DO ME, BABY ... FUCK MY PUSSY!!! MAKE ME CUM ON YOUR COCK!!!! CUM IN ME ... FILL ME WITH YOUR HOT, THICK SPERM!!! OHHHH FUCK!!!!!!!! FUCK ME ... FUCK ME ... OH, SHIT ... OH, SHIT YEAH ... I'M GONNA CUM SOON ... CUM WITH ME, BABY!!! FILL ME ... FILL ME WITH YOUR CUM ... GIVE IT TO ME!!! I WANT IT NOW!!! CUM IN MEEEEEEEAAAAAAAAAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!" Mary wailed out loudly as she started her orgasm.

As she was talking, urging me on, I was slamming my cock into her as hard as I could, feeling the tingle in my balls suddenly swell, as my ball sack rapidly tightened against my body, and as Mary began her orgasm, her pussy began to ripple and spasm wildly around my shaft, milking me, trying to suck the cum from my cock, I too went over the edge, feeling the first blast of cum spurt deeply into her pussy. As Mary felt my hot cum splash wetly into her pussy, she screamed loudly, bucking her hips hard into mine, planting my cock as far in her pussy as she could as her body began to convulse.

As Mary and I were both enjoying our mutual release, I leaned down and kissed her deeply, muffling the sounds she was making. Although her body was wracked by a very powerful orgasm, she was still able to grasp my head in her hands to pull my face hard to hers, as she crushed her lips against mine, our tongues dueling fiercely in each others mouth’s. 

As I felt the last spurt of cum flow through my cock, I felt Mary begin to relax, and she lowered her hips back to the bed. As her hips touched the bed, she wrapped her legs around the backs of my thighs, caressing me with her legs, while she wrapped her arms around my body holding me close as we continued to kiss, but more gently now as we entered the bliss of after-glow. Mary then broke the kiss, and pulled my head to her shoulder, caressing my back with one hand while caressing the back of my head with the other.

"Oh, Lover ... that was SO good ... please don't move yet ... lay here and let me hold you in my arms ... mmmmmmm, your body feels so good close to mine ... I love you SO much ... hold me, Darling, please? Oh, yes ... thank you ... thank you ..." Mary whispered lovingly, cooing softly in my ear, kissing me softly as her hands continued to gently caress me, slowing as she slowly drifted into sleep, a satisfied smile on her face as she felt the warmth of her man, her lover, holding her close and making her feel safe and loved.

I softly kissed the side of her face, and up over her cheeks to her now closed eyes, kissing her eye lids, as I gently held her in my arms, my softening cock still held inside her warm, wet pussy. As Mary drifted off to sleep, I quietly whispered that I loved her very much in her ear, and let her know I wasn't going to move, getting a final contented sigh just before sleep overtook her. As I lay there in my wife's loving arms, gazing at her beautiful face with her satisfied, happy expression still on her face, feeling her breathe evenly and deeply, I was overwhelmed with emotion, feeling the tears well up in my eyes to slowly fall on the pillow next to her head, as I contemplated how my life had changed so very much, and how much I truly loved my wife and daughter. 

As I laid my head on the pillow next to Mary's and quietly wept, I felt her hold me tighter in her arms, and turn her lips to my ear to kiss me softly as she woke briefly when she felt my body tremble, shushing me as she comforted me, somehow knowing what emotions I was feeling. As Mary continued to hold me tighter, I eventually drifted off to sleep. When Mary felt my body relax, she allowed herself to fall back asleep again, and we woke the next morning still in the same position.

Chapter 41

As I slowly woke up, still in my lover's arms, I could feel Mary softly stroking my back with her hands. I didn't move at first, enjoying the feeling of being so close to the woman of my dreams, and kept my eyes closed, trying to make it appear as if I was still asleep, but Mary knew I was awake. 

"Mmmmmm, good morning, Lover." Mary said as she kissed me on the cheek, adding "I know you're awake, so don't try faking that you're asleep, silly boy. As much as I love feeling you close like this, could you please get off me? I have to use the bathroom."

"Oh, yeah ... sure, no problem." I said as I rolled off, still not quite all the way awake yet. As I rolled off, I realized that I had to go too, and as Mary stretched and then sat up to get off the bed, I joined her, adding a simple "Me too.", which got a little giggle from Mary.

As we both got off the bed, Katy began to stir, slowly opening her eyes and yawning as she stretched languidly. As I looked at her with a big smile, Katy smiled back and then said, "Good morning, Mommy and Daddy. Ooooh, I feel so good this morning! Thank you for last night."

"You're welcome sweetheart!" I replied, reaching down to scoop her up in my arms getting a whoop from Katy as I did, kissing her quickly, as I made my way to the bathroom.

We did our usual morning routine, and then jumped in the shower to perform our family tradition, softly caressing each other. When we were finished, and had dried off, we put on some casual light clothes and headed downstairs for breakfast. When we arrived at the kitchen, Val and Tommy were there preparing breakfast for themselves. 

"Good morning, folks!" Val said brightly as we walked in, continuing "I was just getting something ready for Tommy and me for breakfast. Have a seat, and I'll fix you something too. What would you like?"

"Something with lots of protein - we're going to need lots of energy for the fun we have planned for today!" Mary answered with a big smile as she looked at Tommy, who smiled as he blushed, getting chuckles from us adults.

"Big doses of protein coming up!" Val responded, also looking at Tommy with a big smile which only made the poor little guy blush even more.

Tommy is a good looking young man, with dark hair and a slender build just starting to fill out. He has broad shoulders and the beginnings of muscle definition which, if he worked out as he got older, would probably look very nice to the girls. As I looked at Tommy, I came to the conclusion that his body lines were those of a swimmer - long and lean, but strong - and as I sat down, I began to chat with him to try to get to know him a little better.

"So Tommy, did you have a good time last night?" I asked, looking into his grayish green eyes - something else the girls would 'swoon' over as he got older. As our eyes locked, Tommy again started to blush, and he broke eye contact with me as he looked down at his lap before answering.

"Um ... ah ... well ..." was all Tommy could stammer out, so I let him off the hook.

"At the party last night, dude! Did you have a good time at the party?" I said, winking at him as he looked back up at me.

"Um, yeah ... it was OK, I guess.",  he replied.

"You seemed to be having a good time with me last night!" Katy chimed in, giggling as Tommy blushed again, and then asking "Didn't you like being with me, Tommy?"

Tommy sat for a moment, now totally embarrassed and blushing deeply, squirming as we gave him the 'third degree'. I gave Katy a mock glare, to which her response was to stick her tongue out at me and then giggling - she knew I wasn't serious after all - and I couldn't resist, sticking my tongue out at her as I made a funny face, getting a nice peal of delighted laughter from Katy.

"Daddy, you're funny!" Katy said, and then continued "Tommy and I went up to play video games on the computer last night. He's pretty good, Daddy - better than you!" and she giggled again, adding "We made a bet, too Daddy, about who could win the most times."

"Oh? And what was the bet, hmmmm?" I asked, seeing Tommy blush even more, and really beginning to fidget now, with a rather mortified look on his face. Mary was sitting next to Tommy, and seeing his discomfort, hugged him and ruffled his hair, as Katy impishly smiled at him.

"The bet was, whoever lost had to do whatever the winner told them to do." Katy said, eyes all a twinkle, watching Tommy turn his face into Mary's shoulder trying to hide his embarrassment.

"So ... who lost, and what did they have to do, hmmmm?" I asked, getting into this little game at Tommy's expense, but keeping my voice light to let him know we were just teasing.

"We-ellll ..." Katy said, drawing out the word for dramatic effect, continuing "I was able to beat him, but just barely - he's really pretty good, Daddy! - and I made him kiss me, Daddy - with tongues too!"

Tommy moaned out loud in total mortification, sinking his head farther into Mary as we all cracked up. Tommy was saved from further interrogation right then as Val started bringing breakfast over, and then joining us. As we ate, we chatted about mundane things, and I watched Tommy relax as he ate, joining in the conversation eventually. I also noticed that every now and then he would look at either Katy or Val with a hungry look in his eyes. 

Although I didn't say anything, I did get a kick out of watching him, remembering when I was his age, as the hormones blasted through my body making amazing changes in me. The most amazing change of course, was that girls suddenly became very interesting, where before they had always seemed to be ... well, just there, acting weird and being annoying pests as I hung out with my buddies. Then ZAP! All of a sudden, things changed, and were never the same again. I imagine that girls go through that same change in attitude, too, and boys quit being 'yucky'. My attention was brought back to the present as I heard Val say something to Katy.

"Before I forget, I want to thank you for something Katy." Val said, a sly grin coming to her face as she looked at Tommy.

"What's that Auntie Val?" Katy asked innocently.

"You're a good teacher! A good kissing teacher to be exact." Val said looking hotly at Tommy, and we all watched as Tommy began to blush again, and then she added "I wouldn't have minded having to teach him that myself last night, but I was glad to not have to. When I asked Tommy where he learned how to kiss so well, he mentioned your name. So I wanted to say thank you."

"Oh, you're very welcome! It wasn't hard to do - Tommy learned real fast - and it was fun, too. Right, Tommy? You did have fun last night, didn't you? At least it seemed like a part of you was having fun, anyway!" Katy answered as she looked at Tommy, and smiled at him, making him blush a bright red and causing the rest of us to chuckle.

"I think he did have fun with you Katy!" Mary piped up, looking down at Tommy's lap and smiling, her eyes glittering. From where I was sitting I couldn't see what she was looking at, but I could sure guess, knowing that look she had so well.

"And he sure had fun later, too, let me tell you!" Val added, her eyes starting to smolder with recollections of what they did.

"Hey folks, since it looks like we're finished with breakfast, why don't we all head upstairs and see if there isn't something we can do for entertainment?" I said as I stood, trying to get the girl's focus off of poor Tommy - at least for a bit, anyway.

Everyone agreed with my proposal, and after we cleared up our dishes, we headed off to the elevator to go upstairs. As we walked to the elevator, I grabbed Tommy around the shoulder to hold him back for a minute to let the girl's walk ahead, and leaned down to whisper in his ear.

"No need to feel embarrassed, Tommy. We're all family here, and we were just teasing you, OK? I'm sure that what we're going to do will be fun. Did Val mention anything about today?" I said, whispering so the girl's couldn't hear me.

"Uh-uh, she didn't ... do you guys all know what we did last night?" He whispered back, his eyes big as he looked at me with a worried look on his face.

"Well, we don't know the details, but yeah, we know. It's OK, Tommy, as long as you don't tell anyone about anything we do here, OK? You have to promise that you won't say anything to anyone, or we could all get in trouble, understand?" I asked as we walked up to the girl's to wait for the elevator.

"I promise. Aunt Val and I talked about that last night, too, and she explained why.", Tommy solemnly answered, and then asked "Are we going to do what I think we're going to do?", looking at me with growing excitement in his eyes - and in his shorts, which he vainly tried to hide.

"Not sure what you're thinking, but I'd have to guess that yes, we are Tommy!" I said with a big smile, just as the elevator arrived, seeing his eyes get REAL big!

We all crowded into the elevator, and as we did, Tommy somehow got in the middle of the girl's - don't know that happened exactly, but Val and Mary were beside Tommy, with Katy behind him, and I saw her reach around to hug him from behind and snake her hand down to his crotch to rub his cock briefly - and I couldn't help smiling as Tommy blushed again as the girl's pressed their bodies against his, all smiling wicked smiles.

When we arrived at the top floor and filed out, and started walking down the hall, Val reached out to get my attention, and when I turned to look at her, I saw lust blazing hotly in her eyes, and noticed that her nipples were poking out the front of her top.

"Kev ... can I ask a favor?" Val breathily asked.

"Anything, Val, you know that." I answered, seeing a lusty grin come to her face.

"Do you have any blank tapes left?" She asked coyly.

"Tons! I take it you want me to set up the camera for this?" I smiled as I responded, the thought of taping our fun and games making my cock begin to stir.

"Oh, yesss ... I'm so fucking hot right now just thinking about what we're going to do, and I'd like to have this on tape to watch later." Val said as she lewdly licked her lips, her eyes heavy lidded, and a slight flush coming to her cheeks. I just smiled and nodded as we neared the bedroom door. As we all filed in, I went to get the camera set up, getting little yips of excitement from Mary and Katy.

"Daddy, are we going to make another home movie?" Katy asked with mounting excitement, and when I smiled at her as I made the final adjustments, she added "COOL! Hey, Tommy! We're going to be movie stars!"

"Mmmmmmm, I like that idea, Lover. Do you think Tommy will make a good star?" Mary said as she came up behind me to wrap her arms around me, and kiss me on the side of my face. As she hugged me tight, I could feel her already hard nipples poking me in the back through the two layers of our T-shirts, making the front of my thin running shorts tent, as my cock began to become fully erect. Then Mary added in a whisper, "Why don't we show Val and Tommy the one where you're fucking my ass? I think that might get things going, don't you?"

"Whoa, Babe ... that's a good idea! I think it's a good time to 'educate' Tommy a little more, and let him see some new possibilities. Just hope it doesn't make him cum in his shorts!" I whispered back, chuckling a little.

"So what if he does? He's young, and shouldn't have any problem 'rising to the occasion' quickly. Besides, I'm sure one of us gals would be happy to clean up any messes he might make. I'm not sure about Val, but I know two cum sluts who wouldn't mind at all!" Mary whispered back hotly, running her tongue through my ear, and snaking her hand down the front of my shorts to fondle my fully erect cock, making me groan with pleasure. Looking out the corner of my eye, I saw Tommy had his eyes glued to what he was seeing Mary do, his eyes big, and his shorts tented.

"Hey folks, why don't we watch a movie? It's a home movie, but I think you'll like it" I asked everyone in general, as Mary broke her embrace and pulling her hand out of my shorts, giving my cock a last squeeze as she did. When I got everyone's OK - Tommy looked a little dubious, but nodded his head anyway - I pulled out the tape Mary had mentioned, and put in the VCR.

We all settled on the couch, which was kind of a tight squeeze, with Val at one end, me next, then Mary, then Tommy, and Katy at the other end. As I reached for the remote, and started the movie, I saw Katy reach her arm around Tommy's shoulder and pull him against her, rubbing her left tit against his arm, making his cock jump at the contact.

I won't go into the details of the movie (see above, eh?), but will let you know that as we watched, Val started to squirm and rub her thighs together, sighing quietly next to me, while Katy and Mary were paying more attention to Tommy than the movie. Katy had started kissing Tommy on the cheek, while rubbing her hand on his right thigh, and Mary was rubbing his left thigh. Tommy had his eyes glued to the TV, with his face beet red as he watched the action, occasionally looking over at me in wonder and amazement.

When the scene came to the part where I was fucking Mary in the ass, Tommy sat straight up, got a glazed look in his eyes, and began trembling, his hips making little jerking motions, suddenly becoming rigid and making a low moan as he shot his load in his pants from the lewd scene he was watching. As he began to cum, a wet spot formed on the front of his shorts that, as I watched, kept getting bigger and bigger the more I watched! I was amazed! Then, I turned my head away when I heard a low moan from Val, and when I looked at her, she was trembling as she too was having an orgasm, her hand frantically rubbing her spasming pussy as she gasped loudly! "Way cool!' I thought.

As the movie ended, both Val and Tommy were slumped back on the couch, Val smiling with a flushed face, while Tommy was again beet red, embarrassed at the obvious problem he had - not to mention that both Mary and Katy were kissing both sides of his face and cooing and murmuring in his ears as they stroked his head and chest. As I was watching my girl's attend to Tommy, I suddenly felt Val's hand slide up and down my leg, getting closer and closer to my crotch. When I turned back to look at her, Val leaned in and kissed me deeply, shoving her tongue far into my mouth for a few strokes, and then pulled back, looking at me with blazing lust filled eyes.

"Oh, shit that was hot Kev! I couldn't help myself ... I had to rub my pussy ... does Mary really like it up the ass? ... I've never tried that, but ... damn, that sure looked like fun!" Val breathed huskily, still very aroused.

"Oh, yeah ... we both enjoy that, Val. Do you think you'd like to try it? You could start with Tommy first if you want." I answered, and watched as Val closed her eyes getting a dreamy expression on her face, smiling broadly at the thought of having her nephew butt fuck her, moaning softly as she sat back.

"Oh, look Mommy! Tommy's pants are all wet. I bet that isn't very comfortable for him. Would it be OK if Tommy took his shorts off, Mommy?" Katy asked coyly, running her hand over Tommy's leg, close to but not over the very large wet spot on his shorts.

"Mmmmmm, yes I think you're probably right, sweetheart ... it probably is uncomfortable. Tommy, sweetie? Why don't you take your shorts off so you feel better, OK? Here let me help, sweetie." Mary said huskily, reaching to undo Tommy's shorts, with Katy helping. When they had his snap and zipper undone, Mary added, "Lift up Tommy, so we can get these off of you sweetie."

Up to that point, Tommy was still a little out of it, but when he heard Mary ask him to lift up, he kind of snapped back in focus, hesitating a little. When he saw Mary looking at him gently, nodding her head in encouragement, he finally lifted his butt so Mary and Katy could slip his shorts off. Katy slid to the floor, and when Tommy's shorts got past his hips, she pulled them the rest of the way off, taking his shoes and socks off at the same time. As Tommy's lower body was bared, Mary grabbed his shirt and pulled that up and off as well, leaving Tommy sitting buck naked.

"Might as well take this off too." Mary said as she took his shirt off, adding "There, isn't that better? Oh my, I see we have a little mess to clean up ... here, let Katy and I clean you up sweetie." As she finished saying that, Mary and Katy both leaned in to Tommy's crotch and began licking up the cum that was spread through his groin, with Mary moaning deep in her throat as she felt her tongue sliding over Tommy's still hairless crotch. As Mary and Katy began to lick his cum up, Tommy groaned as his head fell against the back of the couch, his cock quickly becoming fully erect. I was a little jealous when it did, seeing that his cock wasn't much smaller than mine standing about 5" in length, and I guess I must have frowned a little, because the next thing I knew, Val had her hand in my shorts, stroking over my hard cock.

"Don't worry Kev, what I'm feeling right now is more than adequate, and I'll be more than happy to take care of this for you." Val panted into my ear, kissing and licking my ear as she did, and then adding a little louder for everyone to hear, "I think it's time we all became a little more comfortable, and move things to the bed. I don't know about anyone else, but I want to be as comfortable as Tommy looks!" and having said that, Val stood, pulling me up with her and began to undress me - which didn't take long, as all I had on was a T-shirt and shorts - and as she stripped me, Mary and Katy pulled Tommy to his feet and led him to the bed, and had him undress them.

As Val pulled my shorts off, she kneeled down and as my cock popped free, she smiled at it and leaned in to give the head of my cock a little lick and then a kiss. When she had pulled my shorts off my feet, she stood up and looked at me expectantly. Needing no urging at all, I quickly pulled her top off, watching as Val's tits bobbled as her top brushed across them, and then I knelt down to pull off her shorts. As I lowered them, expecting to see her small tuft, I was pleasantly surprised to see that she had shaved her already dripping wet pussy. I leaned in to give her pussy lips a quick swipe with my tongue, and when I reached the top of her slit, I kissed her still sensitive clit, making her jump a little.

"You like?" Val said with a big smile, indicating her shaved pussy.

"Hell, yes!" I replied with a big smile, adding "You have a lovely pussy, Val, and I'm glad it's not hidden from view."

"You can thank Mary for this. I asked her about hers, and she told me she likes it that way, and it is more sensitive for her, so I decided, what the heck? Hubby likes it too!" Val explained, giggling as she finished.

I took Val in my arms and gave her a hard kiss, shoving my tongue deep in her mouth, feeling her melt against me as we kissed. I rubbed my hands over and down her back, eventually reaching her still firm ass, giving it a squeeze, and getting a moan of pleasure from Val. As I squeezed her firm ass cheeks, Val started moving her mound against my cock, rubbing me across the top of her slit over her aroused clit, sighing as she felt the pleasurable friction. I broke the kiss, took her by the hand and led her to the bed so we could join Mary, Katy and Tommy.

As Val and I laid on the bed, I suddenly felt a pang of guilt, and wondering about all of this I looked at her and asked, "Val ... what about your husband?"

"It's OK ... he knows. We had a long talk this morning, and he's OK with this - a little jealous that he's not here, too - so don't worry ... just let me give you pleasure, and let me get pleasure from you, OK?" Val said as she pulled me into her arms and began kissing me again, pressing her body hard to mine. Hearing what Val had to say made me relax, and I decided to just go with the flow, returning her kiss and beginning a tongue duel with her.

As Val and I were kissing, caressing each other's bodies, I could hear moans and sighs of pleasure coming from Mary, Katy and Tommy next to us, and being curious as to what was happening, I broke the kiss with Val to watch for a moment, and motioned for Val to watch as well, while I continued to caress Val to keep her arousal stoked. As we watched, Tommy was laying flat on his back with his legs slightly spread, his stiff cock standing almost straight up, with Mary and Katy kissing and caressing all over Tommy's little body, making him squirm and moan with pleasure.

Katy was working the upper half of Tommy's body, licking and kissing all over his face, neck, chest and arms, occasionally sucking on his nipples, while Mary was working the lower half of his body. Val and I watched as Mary worked from his feet upward, kissing, licking and sucking on his toes and legs, stroking her hands up and down his thighs, slowly working her way up to his groin. Every time Mary's hands came close to Tommy's groin, he would lift his hips to try and get her to touch his cock, groaning as Mary would move her hand away, teasing the poor boy almost unmercifully, as they worked to increase his arousal - which they were definitely succeeding in doing!

"Please lick my pussy, Tommy, and stick your finger in me." Katy said as she moved to straddle his face, lowering herself down and sighing in pleasure as we saw his tongue reach out, tentatively at first, and then almost eagerly as Tommy tasted Katy's sweet juices.

Our gaze then switched back to what Mary was doing when we heard Tommy moan loudly with pleasure. Mary had finally reached her objective and was fondling Tommy's hairless ball sack, while she used her tongue to lick in broad strokes up and down Tommy's very hard cock. Mary kept this up for a few moments, getting his cock slick with her saliva, moaning herself with pleasure as she felt his hot, throbbing flesh against her tongue, smiling as Tommy's hips began little up and down movements.

As Val and I watched what was happening, I was stroking, cupping and kneading Val's firm tits, rubbing my palms over her excited nipples, hearing Val purr and softly sigh in pleasure as she arched her back to my hands to increase the pressure against her. Leaning down, while still keeping my eye on the other three, I began to softly kiss, lick and nibble on Val's nipples, moving back and forth to give each nipple equal treatment, feeling Val pull me tighter to her with her hand, and hearing little mewls and sighs of pleasure from her.

As I worked to orally pleasure Val's tits, I moved one hand down to her smooth, bald mound rubbing the flat of my hand over her pussy, feeling the hot wetness of her sex. As I rubbed her pussy, Val started to undulate her hips against my hand, pressing upwards and trying to keep her clit under my hand, moaning each time I rubbed across it, as she was also beginning to pant a little as her arousal built more and more, both from what I was doing, and what she was watching.

As I was doing this, we watched as Mary continued to lick and fondle Tommy's cock and balls, while Tommy was licking and fingering Katy's sweet little hairless pussy, all three of them moaning and sighing in pleasure. I watched as Mary sucked Tommy's balls into her mouth, gently swirling her tongue over each in turn, licking up his shaft when she released his balls. Tommy let out a loud moan as Mary reached the head of his cock and slipped her lips over it, taking him in her hot, wet mouth, and slowly lowered her mouth all the way down, taking his cock fully in her mouth, sucking hard as she swirled her tongue around his shaft as she went. 

When Mary's nose touched Tommy's hairless groin as she reached the base of his cock, she paused there and sucked very hard, making Tommy arch his hips in pleasure. When Tommy arched his hips, Mary smiled around the cock shaft in her mouth, knowing that she was sending thrills through Tommy, and after pausing for a moment, she began to slowly bob her head up and down on Tommy's cock, while fondling his balls. As Val and I watched this, seeing Mary kneeling at Tommy's hips as she gave him a blow job, her ass and pussy pointed right at us, I got an idea.

"Val, want to have a little fun with Mary?" I asked lifting my head from her engorged nipple, adding "Do you like to lick pussy?"

"I've ... I've never tried that, but ... sure, I'm game ... oooooh, your hand feels so good on my pussy though ... what would you like me to do?" Val reluctantly panted, her hips still undulating under my hand as I continued to rub her pussy.

"I want you to kneel behind Mary, just like she's kneeling, and lick her pussy, and finger her. While you're doing that, I want to lick your pussy! How does that sound?" I asked. As I finished, I saw Val's eyes light up with anticipation, and then close as she felt me rub over her excited, protruding clit a couple more times.

"Mmmmmmm, oh that's sooooo nice ... yeah, I'll do it ... I want to taste Mary ... yeah, that sounds like fun." Val softly sighed as she felt me stimulating her clit.

I moved out of the way as Val sat up to get into position behind Mary. As Val kneeled behind Mary, she looked at me over her shoulder smiling broadly as she wiggled her hips at me enticingly before lowering her head to begin to lick Mary's dripping wet pussy. As Val did that, I pressed against the insides of her thighs to get her to spread her legs a little farther apart, and then leaned down to start in on her pussy.

As I extended my tongue to touch Val's wet slit, she must have timed it just right, as I heard two moans of pleasure - one from Val, and the other from Mary - as I first made contact with Val's soaking wet slit, running my tongue from near her clit up towards her ass. As I got there, I paused for a moment to look at what Mary's reaction was, looking over Val's back. Mary was pushing her pelvis back at Val, and moving her hips in little circles as she felt Val's tongue licking her sopping wet pussy, and was moaning in pleasure as she continued to bob her head up and down Tommy's stiff cock.

Before I went back to work on Val's sweet tasting pussy, I looked at Katy to see how she was doing. Katy must have been feeling very good as I saw that she was flushed a pretty rose color from her face down to the tops of her tits, indicating that Tommy must be doing a good job. As I watched, I saw Katy undulating her hips across Tommy's face, pressing her engorged clit to his lips and tongue, as Tommy was busy shoving two of his fingers in and out of her drenched pussy, making Katy moan and hiss as her arousal kept building higher and higher. My attention was drawn back to Mary then, as I heard her begin to talk to Tommy.

"Yeah, Tommy, do it! Lick her pussy ... finger fuck her harder ... faster! Yeah, like that ... make her cum, Tommy, while I suck your sweet cock ... do you like having your cock sucked, Tommy? Does it make you hot, and want to shoot your sperm, feeling me suck it, hmmmm? I bet it does ... I can feel your balls getting tight now, Tommy. Are you going to cum soon, sweetie? Would you like to cum in my mouth, Baby? I'd like that ... I like feeling a hot cock sliding in and out of my hot, wet mouth ... and then feel it shoot ... deep in my mouth ... sending all that hot ... creamy ... sperm ... over my tongue ... and down my throat ... c'mon Tommy, give me your sperm ... I want to feel it fill my mouth ... so I can swallow it ... cum for me Tommy ... CUM in my mouth ... CUM, Tommy ... CUM NOW!" Mary mouthed lewdly, licking Tommy's shaft wetly while gently squeezing on his balls, and then as she finished, Mary dropped her mouth back over his cock head and licked at it furiously while pumping his shaft with her hand, trying to coax his cum into her mouth.

As I watched and listened to this, I had started to finger Val's pussy, not wanting to neglect her, but kept my eye on Tommy. As Mary clamped her lips around his cock head and jacked his shaft, Tommy groaned loudly into Katy's pussy as he arched his hips upward as he began to spurt his cum into Mary's waiting mouth, overwhelmed by the sensations he was feeling, and by the words Mary had spoken. As Tommy began to cum, Mary squealed in delight as she felt the first jets of little boy sperm flood her mouth, and she began to suck even harder, wanting to get every last drop, swallowing frantically as her mouth filled, moaning deep in her throat with pleasure.

Meanwhile, as Tommy was cumming, he still had the presence of mind to keep pleasuring Katy, and now had three fingers shoved deep in her pussy, and was sucking hard on her extremely aroused clit, trying to comply with Katy's demands.

"YES, TOMMY, YES!!! FUCK MY PUSSY WITH YOUR FINGERS ... SUCK MY CLIT ... BITE IT!!! BITE MY CLIT, TOMMY ... AHHHH YEAH, HARDER!!! OH FUCK, I'M GONNA CUM ... AH AH AH OHHYEAHFUCKBITEMEEEEEAAAAAAAAAAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII I'MCUMMMMMMMMMMIIIIIIINNNNNNNNGGGGGGGGGGGG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" Katy squealed loudly, as Tommy pushed her over the edge, her body wildly convulsing over his face, as Tommy did what she asked and bit down on her protruding clit. As Katy began to convulse, Tommy let her clit slip from his mouth as he jammed a fourth finger into her wildly spasming pussy, pushing her even higher and causing her to begin squirting her sweet pussy juices over Tommy's face and upper torso, finally slumping off to the side, her little body jerking and twitching as little after shocks jolted through her body.

When all the excitement was finished for the moment, I returned my attention to Val's pussy with gusto, plunging my tongue deep into her pussy, feeling the velvety smoothness of her inner walls, getting a squeal of pleasure from Val, which sent pleasant vibrations through Mary as Val continued to lick and suck her pussy. As I tongue fucked Val's now dripping wet pussy, she began to push her hips back at me, moving her pussy back and forth on my tongue, moaning and gasping as she slurped just as vigorously at Mary's sopping wet pussy.

"OH, FUCK YES!!!! VAL!!!!!! Oh, fuck that feels SO GOOD!!!!!!!! Stick your fingers in me, too ... fuck my pussy with your fingers Val ... ahhhh, shit yeah, like that ... ohh, fuck that's good ... oooooooooooh, YESSS!!!!!!! SUCK MY CLIT!!!!!! FUCK ME WITH YOUR FINGERS ... OH, VAL!!!!!! YEAH ... MMMMMMM YESSSSSSSSS ... SO FUCKING GOOD ... UNGH ... AHH ... YEAH ... SO GOOOD!!!!!!" Mary panted and moaned loudly as Val worked feverishly on her dripping wet pussy, getting closer and closer to her orgasm.

Hearing this, I knew it wouldn't be too much longer before Mary went over the edge, and wanting to see my wife have her orgasm, I moved from behind Val and slid under Mary to add my tongue to the action on her extremely aroused pussy, grabbing her tits as I did, to pinch and pull on her nipples. When Val saw me under Mary, she began to tongue fuck Mary rapidly, while shoving two fingers into Mary as well, as I began to lick and suck on Mary's clit.

"Val ... curl your fingers ... rub against the top of her pussy ... feel for a spongy mass ... that's her G-spot ... find it? Good ... now rub it hard and fast." I said in between sucks on Mary's clit. I knew when Val found Mary's G-spot, as Mary bucked her hips hard, and squealed very loudly. As soon as Val started rubbing Mary's G-spot, I began to nip on her clit, lashing my tongue as quickly as I could over the very sensitive nub. As I felt Mary's body begin to tremble more and more, I knew that she was almost there, and started to bite a little harder on her fat clit, pulling my head back to stretch it from her body, which proved to be too much for Mary.

"OOOOOOOOHHHHHHHHHHFUUUUCCCCCKKKKKKMEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!! BITE MY CLIT HARD!!!!!!!! AHAHAHHHHYEEEAAAAHHHHHHAAAAIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEE!!! OHHHHHHHH I'MCUMMMIIIIIIIIINNNNNNNNNNGGGGGGGGGGGIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!" Mary shrieked loudly, her body bucking and heaving violently as her orgasm swept over her, sending her into convulsions. As she began to buck and jerk, her clit was pulled from my mouth, snapping back against her body. As Mary felt that, her body went completely rigid for a moment, and then her hips bucked rhythmically as she began to ejaculate - something she hadn't been doing lately, which I was kind of curious about - squirting her copious pussy juices all over Val's face, hand and arm, making Val jerk backwards in surprise.

When Mary finished spurting, she went totally limp, slumping down on top of me, her pussy directly above my mouth. As Mary's still pulsing pussy made contact with my mouth, I gently began to lick around her engorged, spasming lips and up and down her slit, making Mary jerk and twitch as I sent pleasant after shocks through her still trembling body. As I did this, I first felt Mary's hot breath on my cock as she panted heavily from her exertions, and then I felt the wet warmth of her mouth as she slipped the head of my cock into her mouth as she began to gently suckle my cock for a short time.

As Mary started to come down from her powerful climax, enjoying the after glow as she gently suckled my cock, I looked up to see Val wiping her face with her hands, licking Mary's pussy juice off, smiling broadly at what she had done the first time licking a woman's pussy. As she did this, I saw that her other hand was also busy, as Val was rubbing her hand over her pussy, occasionally dipping a couple fingers in her slit, quietly sighing with pleasure as she savored Mary's taste. Watching Val, I was determined to see that she too had an orgasm, and coaxed Mary to roll off of me, getting a pouty look from Mary as she let my cock slip from her mouth as she complied.

"Your turn, now Val. I'm going to make you cum like you've never cum before. I'm going to fuck you until your eyes roll up in your head and you beg me to stop. I'm going to shove my hard cock first in your mouth and make you suck me ... then in your pussy ... and then ... then I'm going to take your last cherry, and fuck that sweet ass of yours, and fill it with my cum." I said firmly to Val, watching as her eyes first got big, and then closed, a look of ecstasy washing over her face as she shivered at hearing my words, moaning with anticipation.

Chapter 42 

After Tommy, Katy and Mary had all orgasmed, and as I told Val what I was going to do to her, Katy and Tommy had moved to lay next to each other to cuddle, kiss and caress as they recovered, building up their strength for another go around as they watched what was to unfold. I glanced quickly at the three of them and saw smiles on their faces, their eyes glittering as they waited. I also noticed that Tommy's cock was already hard again from Katy's hand stroking softly and slowly up and down it's length. 'Ah, youth ... able to bounce back so soon. Must be nice!' I thought, as I turned my attention back to Val.

"Suck my cock now, slut. Show me what you can do with your mouth!" I said, talking dirty to Val, wondering how she would react. I got my answer pretty quick as I kneeled in front of her, holding my cock in my hand offering it to her. When I called her a slut, she groaned deep in her throat and literally tackled me, knocking me flat on my back as she frantically gobbled my cock into her hot, drooling mouth and immediately began to bob her head up and down on my shaft, taking me deep in her mouth, humming and mewling as she sucked my cock. As I moaned in pleasure when I felt Val's lips close around my shaft, I heard Mary get into the act, as she urged Val on.

"Yeah, slut! Suck my husbands cock! Fondle his balls, too! Show us how much of a real slut you are! Show us that you're a cock hungry slut, and suck it hard! Suck it, slut! Faster! Take it all the way down, and deep throat him! Make him feel good, you cock sucking slut!" Mary exclaimed hotly as she watched Val obey her commands, whimpering as she increased the speed of her bobbing head, taking me as deep in her mouth as she could. As she sucked hard on my cock, she started to rub her pussy with her one hand as she fondled my balls with the other, but stopped when Mary shouted at her.

"Stop touching your pussy, slut! Did I say you could do that? You can't cum until we let you cum, slut! Keep sucking his cock. Fondle his balls with one hand, and stroke his shaft with the other, you cock hungry slut!" Mary commanded, getting a mewl of frustration from Val as she reluctantly removed her hand from her very hot pussy to do what Mary told her.

I was amazed at this, never knowing that Val was a submissive, and not having seen this side of Mary before either, really, but I wasn't complaining! Val was almost frantic as she sucked my cock, making lewd slurping noises as she sucked me in and out of her drooling mouth, her saliva running down my shaft and over my balls. As she brought her hand up to stroke my shaft, Val moved her mouth up to the head of my cock, swirling her tongue rapidly around me, as she began a shallow bob, sucking hard as she did. As she started to do this, I could feel the tingle beginning to build, and since I wanted to cum in her ass, I pushed her head off my cock. As I pushed her head off, my cock popped wetly from Val's hot sucking mouth, and she tried to get me back in her mouth, mewling and huffing and puffing as she did, not wanting to stop sucking my cock.

"That's enough for now, slut. I might let you suck me more later, but now I want to fuck your pussy. Lay on your back, slut, and spread your legs, and use your fingers to open your pussy for me. You want me to fuck your pussy, don't you slut? Well then, get on your back!" I ordered Val, who quickly moved to obey, her mouth open as she panted and whimpered, spreading her legs and using her fingers to open her pussy, looking at me pleadingly as I moved into position.

As I moved between Val's legs, Mary crawled over and began to talk to Val, saying "That's it, slut, hold your pussy open for my husbands hard cock. You want my husband to fuck your pussy, slut? You want him to make you cum?" and when Val nodded her head as she waited for me to penetrate her, Mary continued, "If you're a good little slut, we might let you cum ... but you have to prove you're a good little cock hungry slut, and I'm not sure you can do that. Show us how goood you can fuck, slut, and we'll see if you deserve to cum. Oh, look ... just like every other slut, showing her true slutty self ... your slut pussy is soooooo wet ... want my husband to put his cock in your slut pussy, slut? Hmmmmm?" Mary finished, as she grasped my cock in her hand and started to rub the head of my cock through Val's drenched pussy slit, as Val whimpered and panted, staring down at my cock, licking her lips, as sweat beaded on her forehead matting some of her hair as she waited, nodding her head vigorously in answer to Mary's questions.

Seeing Val's reaction and condition, Mary smiled lewdly up at me, and as she positioned the head of my cock at the entrance to Val's pussy, said "Mmmmm, Lover ... looks like our little fuck slut can't wait any more to feel your cock in her slutty little pussy ... should we let her have what she so desperately wants, hmmmm? Do you want to fuck this little cock hungry slut, Lover, and shove your hot, hard cock in her sopping wet pussy? I know you do ... I can see it in your eyes ... and feel it in your hot cock. Why don't you go ahead then, Baby ... fuck this little slut ... hard and deep ... but don't make her cum yet, OK? Wait until you fuck her tight, virgin ass! He IS going to fuck your ass, slut ... all sluts deserve to get butt fucked, just to prove that they really are sluts ... I should know ... I'm a slut, too, and love being fucked up the ass! Do you want him to fuck your ass, slut? Tell me ... beg me to let him fuck your pussy and then your ass, slut!"

"Oh, please ... fuck my pussy ... please ... yes, oh, yes fuck my ass too ... I NEED to be fucked hard ... I'm such a slut and need it bad ... please let him fuck me now!" Val moaned plaintively, looking at Mary, seeking Mary's permission as she begged to be fucked. When Val finished, Mary was satisfied at her begging, and looking at me she nodded, and using her other hand pushed on my hips as she steered my cock into Val's hot, soaking wet, clasping pussy.

As I slowly penetrated Val's pulsing and spasming pussy lips, we both groaned at the sensations coursing through my body, and I was pleasantly surprised to feel how tight Val's pussy still was as I sank completely into her velvety, rippling depths until I was buried to the hilt in her pussy. I paused to savor the feeling as I bottomed out, and took a moment to look around the room to see what Tommy and Katy were doing, as well as watching my wife move up to Val's head to straddle her face.

Katy and Tommy were masturbating each other and occasionally kissing, as they watched the scene being played out in front of their eyes, each getting more excited by the moment. Katy was slowly stroking Tommy's hard cock, every now and then running her hand down to rub his hairless ball sack, while Tommy had two fingers moving slowly in and out of her dripping wet, hairless little girl pussy. As they slowly masturbated each other, I saw their eyes half way closed, with smiles on their faces as they gave and received pleasure. My attention was brought back to Mary, when I heard her give more orders to Val as she lowered her hot pussy down to Val's face.

"I liked what you did earlier, slut, and want to feel your tongue and fingers in my pussy again, so start sucking me slut! I want to watch my husband fuck your slut pussy while you eat me. Get busy, slut!" Mary commanded, and then added as she looked at me, "Fuck this sluts pussy, Baby. Fuck it hard and fast, like a slut should be fucked. Oooooh, yeah, slut ... just like that ... oh, what a good slut you are ... we might let you cum after all ... mmmmmmm, ahhhhhhh yeah ... use your fingers slut ... fuck my hot pussy just like that ... yeah, ohhhh ..."

Mary's wishes being my desires too, I began to fuck Val's pussy, pulling all the way out until just the head of my cock was still between her sucking pussy lips, and then slamming forward hard, driving deep into her pussy, getting a yelp as I mashed her clit between our pubic bones. I began a steady in and out rhythm, pulling almost all the way out, and then slamming forward again, occasionally bumping into Val's cervix, making her grunt with each deep penetration.

As I began to pick up speed, Mary leaned forward, and taking the back of my head in her hand, pulled me forward and we began to tongue fuck each others mouths in a super hot kiss. Mary was moaning into my mouth with each inward stroke I made, as I slammed into Val transferring my energy through Val to Mary's hot pussy. Val was also sending nice vibrations through Mary as she moaned almost continuously as I pounded fast and hard in and out of her sopping wet pussy. As my hips impacted hers, wet smacking sounds could be heard, as both Val and I were now soaked with her pussy juices as she kept getting more and more aroused.

I was soon pounding very hard and very fast into Val's now wildly rippling and spasming pussy, making Mary and I break our kiss. As our lips parted, Mary said hotly to me "I think we should let our little fuck toy slut cum, Lover ... she's being a good slut and licking and fingering my pussy very well ... ooooooh, yeah, suck my clit slut! Shall we let her cum, Baby? I want to taste her, and lick her clit while you fuck her slut pussy ... is that OK with you? Would you like to feel our slut's pussy cum on your hot, hard cock, Lover?"

I couldn't answer, as I was panting too hard from my workout, so just nodded my OK to her suggestion. As soon as I nodded my head, Mary dropped her head down, and as I made my penetrations a little less deep to give her room, Mary locked her lips around Val's clit and began to suck and nibble, making Val squeal loudly into Mary's pussy and buck and jerk her hips at the new sensation she felt. I kept fucking her hot pussy, slapping my lower belly against Mary's forehead in the process, and soon felt Val's pussy begin to convulse around my cock, clasping and releasing my shaft rapidly as she began her orgasm.

As Val began to keen loudly as her orgasm swept over her, she suddenly let out a loud shriek as Mary reached her hand around and pushed her index finger a little ways into Val's ass. As Mary's finger pushed in to Val's asshole to the first knuckle, Val lifted her hips up, pressing hard against me, mashing her clit between us, her whole body trembling violently as she reached the peak of her tremendous orgasm, her pussy muscles clamping hard around my shaft in a vice like grip, preventing me from moving, screaming her pleasure directly into Mary's pussy, almost pushing Mary over the edge as well.

As Val began to relax, lowering her hips back down to the bed, Mary quickly moved off of Val's face to get the lube, telling me "I don't know what position you want to use to do her ass, but get there fast while she's still relaxed. I'll get both of you lubed up, and help you take her anal cherry, OK Baby?"

"Sounds like a plan. I want to do her 'Doggy' style ... got the lube? OK, help me roll her over ... yeah, like that. Thanks, Hon!" I said as Mary quickly grabbed the lube, and then helped me roll Val over, who was very relaxed and limp, not resisting us at all. At first, we couldn't get Val to stay up on her knees because she was so relaxed, but we finally got her ass up in the air by sliding her thighs under her body.

As soon as we had Val in position, Mary quickly coated my cock thickly with lube, and as I held Val's ass cheeks apart, Mary began to apply lube to Val's asshole, gently rubbing it in, as she applied gentle pressure. As Mary was doing this Val was sighing and cooing quietly, partially muffled with her face against the bed, then getting louder as Mary began pushing her fingers into Val's asshole, coating the inside walls, getting her ready for my cock. Eventually Mary was able to work three fingers easily in and out of Val's ass, spreading her fingers apart to loosen Val's tight sphincter. When she pulled her fingers out, and saw Val's asshole remain partially open, she looked at me with a smile.

"Our fuck toy slut's ass is ready for your nice hard cock, Baby. Here, let me help you get inside." Mary said, grasping my cock shaft in her gooey hand, leading me to Val's primed asshole. As my cock head touched Val's anal opening, Val moaned loudly in anticipation of losing her anal virginity. As I pressed forward, with the help of Mary pushing my hip with her other hand, I could feel a little resistance as Val tightened up, preventing me from entering her anus.

"Relax, Val, or I'm never going to get in ... here, maybe this will help." I softly said, reaching around to start rubbing her clit with my hand as I backed off the pressure I was applying to her asshole.

As Val felt me rub her clit and ease off, she lifted her hips a little to give me better access to her clit, and as I rubbed a little harder, I felt her relax and started pressing forward again. As I pushed forward, I also started to caress her ass cheek and lower back with my other hand, trying to get her to relax. Seeing Val resist a little, Mary moved up to whisper in Val's ear, after wiping her hand off. I don't know what Mary said to Val, as I couldn't hear her, but soon Val began to relax more and more.

As I felt Val relax, I pressed harder against her anus, and suddenly the head of my cock popped through the tight circle of muscle, and after about an inch and a half of my shaft penetrated her asshole, I stopped to let her get used to the sensation, still softly rubbing her engorged clit.

"OHHHHHHHH!!!!!! It feels so BIG!!! Wait ... wait, please ... ohhh ... are you all the way in, Kev?" Val moaned out as I first penetrated her tight anal orifice.

"Not yet, sweetie ... when you're ready for more, let me know. I'll go slow and easy, and let you set the pace, OK?" I answered.

"Oh, fuck there's MORE?" Val panted in amazement, continuing "Fuck! I feel so full already, and you're not in me all the way? Ohhhh, wow ... oh ... ahhh ... OK, I think I'm ready for more ... but go slow, please? If I ask you to stop, will you?"

"All right Val, nice and easy ... if you want me to stop, just say so and I promise I will. I don't want to hurt you ... just want you to enjoy this." I answered, and started to slowly push more of my cock into her very tight ass, stopping whenever I felt her tighten up, and continuing when she relaxed again, Mary still softly encouraging her, and caressing her head and back as I eased my way in little by little until I was balls deep in her ass.

"Oh, stop, please! Oh, fuck ... oh, fuck ... I'm so full ... are you in all the way now?" Val panted, her body trembling a little as she felt a cock in her ass for the first time.

"Yes, Val. I'm all the way in. My balls are touching your pussy ... can you feel that?" I answered, flexing my hips a bit to press my balls a little more firmly against her drooling pussy.

"Oh, yeah ... wow ... I can't believe this ... I have a cock in my ASS!! I think ... I think I like this ... it hurt a little at first, but now I'm ... it feels so different ... and starting to feel good now, too. OK, Kev ... I think I'm ready now ... oh, fuck ... yeah, go ahead and start moving in me ... ooohhhh, ahhhh yeah ... good ... oh, fuck this is fucking incredible ... I can feel every ridge and vein in your cock ... oh, yeah ... fuck me ... fuck my ass!" Val softly moaned out, feeling intense pleasure now, as I started to slowly move my cock out, leaving just the head of my cock encased in her hot anal cavity.

As I started to slowly push back in, Val pushed her hips back to me, pulling my cock deep in her ass, the muscles in her anal canal rippling around my shaft, sending exquisite thrills up my shaft to my brain, making me groan in pleasure. As I again buried myself completely in her ass. Val lifted her head and looked back at me.

"Go ahead and fuck me faster, Kev. Your cock in my ass feels fantastic! I wish I had tried this a long time ago ... oh, yeah, Baby ... fuck me ... fuck my ass ... shove that hard cock of yours deep in my ass ... faster ... yeah, ohhhhhh, yeah ... harder, Baby ... ooooooooh, fuck me ... fuck my ass ... oh this is soooo gooood! I can hardly wait to watch this on tape ... and see myself get buttfucked! OH, YEAH! FUCK ME ... FUCK MY ASS!!! HARDER!!!!" Val said, panting and moaning between words as I started to pick up my pace.

As I started to fuck Val's ass in earnest, she lifted herself up on her hands, raising her hips up until she was in the classic 'Doggy' position, and began to hump her hips back at me, really getting into having her ass fucked for the first time, moaning and cooing in pleasure. As Val lifted up on all fours, Mary slipped beneath Val and started to lick and suck on Val's pussy, making Val squeal in pleasure. 

As I continued to fuck my cock deeply in and out of Val's hot, buttery smooth ass, I looked over to Katy and Tommy, and almost busted up laughing at his expression. Tommy's eyes were bugged out of his head, his mouth wide open as he watched me fuck his Aunt in the ass. He kept looking back and forth from my cock going in and out of Val's ass to her face, amazed at her reaction to what was happening to her. He got an even bigger surprise when he heard what Val asked next.

"Tommy! Tommy, come over here ... in front of me ... I want to suck your sweet cock, sweetie ... while I get my ass fucked ... oh, fuck THIS IS SO GOOD!!!! Quick, Tommy ... let Auntie Val suck your cock ... PLEASE? I want to taste your sperm again, Baby, like last night ... oh, yeah ... pound my ass, Kev, harder damn it! Fuck it! Fuck it harder! Shove that cock up my ass harder, please!" Val moaned out, looking hotly at Tommy, and licking her lips, as I started moving a little faster and harder in and out of her now no longer virgin ass.

When Tommy hesitated, Katy grabbed him by the cock and pulled, forcing Tommy into action. As soon as Tommy got up, Katy let go of his cock and grabbed his hand to pull him in front of Val, taking hold of his cock again to point it at her ovalled mouth, and pushing his hips forward with her other hand, sliding Tommy's cock into his Aunts hot, wet, waiting mouth. As Tommy's cock passed her lips, Val moaned deep in her throat, and began to bob her head greedily up and down his smooth boy cock, slurping loudly as she sucked hard, making Tommy moan loudly as he threw his head back in pleasure.

I was loving this! Here I was fucking my long time assistant in her firm, tight ass, with my wife licking and sucking her pussy from below, while her nephew had his cock stuffed in her mouth while she avidly sucked, bobbing her head rapidly up and down his hairless shaft. Not to be left out, Katy was rubbing Tommy's ass and reaching between his legs to fondle his balls with one hand while she finger fucked her Mother's pussy with the other, and kissing Tommy hotly on the mouth, their tongues dueling hotly in each other's mouth - and it was all being caught on tape!

As I dwelled on this hot scene, I felt the tingling come back to my balls, with my balls beginning to tighten up a little against my body, and I knew I wouldn't be lasting much longer, so I again picked up the pace, pounding my cock hard, fast and deep into Val's hot, tight asshole, saying to Val "I'm getting close, Val ... I'm gonna shoot my cum deep in your ass soon, Baby. Fuck your ass is SO TIGHT ... so FUCKING HOT ... I love fucking your ass ... hell yeah ... oh, fuck ... oh fuck ... I'm ... I'm gonna ... I'm almost there, Val ... cum with me, Baby ... OH FUCK, VAL, CUM WITH ME ... OH ... OH ... HERE IT CUMMMMMMMMSSSSSSSSS!!!!!!!!!!!!!" 

I shouted as I felt the first jet of cum blast up the shaft of my cock. As my cum rocketed up and out, I rammed my cock as deep in her ass as I could, spurting pulse after pulse of hot sperm deep in her ass. As I started to cum, and shoved my cock deep in her ass, Val shrieked around Tommy's cock in her mouth, as she too started to cum, her body trembling and bucking against me, her anus clamping down tightly around my shaft. Her shriek of pleasure was soon cut off, however, as Tommy filled her mouth with his cum, sperm dribbling out of the corners of Val's mouth from the large amount he spewed.

As I found out later from Mary, and from Katy, what sent Val and Tommy over the edge when I did, was this - when Mary heard me say that I was getting close, Mary shoved three fingers in Val's pussy, and curled them to rub over Val's G-spot, while at the same time she sucked Val's clit hard into her mouth, lashing her tongue very fast over the super sensitive nub of nerve endings, sending Val over the edge. Meanwhile, Katy also hearing that I was going to cum, made Tommy shoot his load into Val's mouth by shoving her finger in Tommy's ass and rubbing the tip of her finger over his prostrate, which accounted for the large amount of semen he ejaculated into Val's waiting mouth.

I had thrown my head back, closing my eyes tightly as I began to cum, pressing my hips hard against Val. As I felt my cum shooting out, Mary had reached up with her other hand to gently squeeze my balls, prolonging my orgasm, and almost making me pass out. Finally, I felt the last of my spasms, my cum now slowly oozing out, as my cock began to deflate, with Val still trembling as her orgasm began to wane as well. As she was coming down from her peak, her asshole twitched one last time and pushed my cock out of her ass, making a wet slurping sound. As my cock was pushed from Val's still gaping ass, as I sat back on my heels in exhaustion, I watched some of my cum begin to ooze from her asshole, and moved to the side so that could be caught on tape.

As I did that, I saw that Tommy was slumped back at the head of the bed and panting hard from his orgasm, and that Katy was licking up the dribbles of his cum from Val's face, then giving Val a deep tongue kiss, sharing the remnants of Tommy's cum still in Val's mouth. I moaned from the lewd sight, as Katy then broke the kiss with Val, and began to clean Tommy up with her tongue, gently sucking his very sensitive cock into her mouth to suck out the last drops of cum from his shaft. As Katy took his cock in her hot little mouth, Tommy gasped and squirmed from the feeling, finally relaxing as Katy finished up.

As I caught my breath, I saw that Mary had moved from under Val and was now cuddling Val, caressing her as Val recovered from her second powerful orgasm in the last 45 minutes, kissing Val gently on her cheeks while cooing softly to her, helping Val come gently back to earth. As I watched this, I had to smile at the expression on Val's face - it was one of a truly well fucked woman, fully and completed sexually satisfied - as she lay there with a Mona Lisa like smile. As I was looking at this, I was a little startled, as Katy began to wash my cock with a wet, soapy wash cloth - shit, I didn't even see her leave!

"Here, Daddy, let me clean you up a little, OK?" Katy said, smiling at me as she lovingly washed the musk off of my spent cock.

"Why thank you, sweetie ... that's very sweet of you!" I said as I leaned down to kiss the top of her head, adding "You didn't have to do that, since we all need to take a shower anyway, but thank you."

"Oh, I know, Daddy ... I just wanted to, because I love you Daddy." Katy said, smiling brightly up at me as she finished her self appointed task. I had a hard time keeping back the tears when I heard that, and swept her into my arms and hugged her sweet, naked twelve year old body to mine, nuzzling her neck as I murmured quiet 'thank you's, and I love you too' in her ear, getting a hug from her in return.

As I held Katy, Val sat up having recovered finally, and speaking to all of us said, "Thank you all, that was a wonderful experience that I hope I can enjoy again. Mary, Kev thank you for showing me how much pleasure there can be from anal sex - that it doesn't have to hurt if done properly, and oh boy, was it EVER done properly! I can feel your cum dripping out of my ass still, Kev, and I like how that feels ... speaking of cum, all good things 'cum' to an 'end' and Tommy and I need to get going. We both need a shower, and I promised him we'd go out for some other type of fun today, so ... thanks so much you guys, we had a blast." 

As Val got up, she reached for Tommy, and after we said our good byes, they picked up their clothes and headed down to Val's room to clean up and change. As they left, Katy, Mary and I headed for our shower to clean up, knowing that Sandy and Amber were going to be here soon. We lovingly washed and dried each other, paying particular attention to the sensitive parts of each other's bodies, and after we were finished, went down to grab a bite to eat. When we were satisfied, again having a high protein meal, we went back upstairs to rest and wait for our next pair of guests to arrive, cuddling on the couch to watch TV. Before I got to sit down, though, Mary had me swap out the tapes in the video camera to get ready for the next round.

Chapter 43 

While relaxing with my girls as we waited for Sandy and Amber to arrive, I couldn't help but think about all the things we had just recently finished, especially the new side of my wife that I didn't know about, and the fact that Val allowed herself to be dominated like that - even if it was only a little bit - and being curious, I decided to find out how Mary knew that Val would go for that.

"Honey, I'm curious about something." I asked, turning to smile at Mary.

"What's that, Lover?" she replied.

"How did you know that Val would allow, and be so turned on by, us calling her a slut?" I asked.

"Well ... hmmmm, let me see ... in her work, she's a 'servant type', and I just guessed that she might carry that over to sex, is all. I called her that to just see what her reaction would be, and when she responded the way she did, I just went for it. Just so you know, I don't think of her as a slut, really ... it was just a game, which I think she knew, and let us 'play'. Does that make sense?" Mary answered.

"Seems logical to me ... we may have to talk to her about that angle, in case she got offended." I answered.

"If you feel that's necessary, I'll talk to her, OK?" Mary suggested. 

Before I could answer, the front door chime went off, and as I got up to go to the intercom, I looked at Mary and smiled and nodded. When I answered the intercom, I was pleased that it was Sandy and Amber, and after asking them to just come upstairs I buzzed them in, and went to send the elevator down for them, and waited for them to come up.

When the elevator doors opened and Sandy and Amber stepped out, I was dazzled by their appearance and couldn't help staring for a moment. They were both wearing white stretchy material tube tops, with very tight and very short, blue shorts showing off their ample assets to good effect, with open toed strappy sandals on their feet. As I let my eyes wander up and down their bodies, I could see that they were either already excited by what we were going to do today, or cold, as their nipples were showing prominently, and the front seam of their shorts were pulled tightly into their pussy slits. Because their shorts were so tight, and looked as if they were painted on, I could tell that neither one was wearing panties, and as they were so short, I got a good eyeful of a lot of leg. Needless to say, as I looked at these two delectable specimens of the female form, my cock began to respond, slightly tenting out the thin pair of shorts I had on.

"Ladies, welcome to my home. You both look absolutely delicious - definitely good enough to eat!" I said, greeting them with a big smile, adding "Please, join us in our sitting room." As I said that, I bowed slightly while sweeping my arm towards the hall leading to the bedroom and sitting room.

"My, how gallant!" Sandy giggled, "And I think he really is happy to see us, Amber." she continued, looking pointedly at my crotch.

"I think you're right Mom!" Amber said, also giggling while looking at my crotch.

Both then came up to me to give me a quick hug and kiss, Amber surprising me a little by being a little more aggressive than she had been the first time, sticking her tongue deep in my mouth, and rubbing her mound against my rapidly stiffening cock for a brief moment. When we broke our brief embrace, I ushered them down the hall to the sitting room. As I trailed behind them, my cock came to full hardness as I saw that their shorts were almost thong like, riding deep in the cracks of their tight asses, with a lot of cheek being on display. I also noted that they both were swaying their hips a lot as they walked, which I thoroughly enjoyed!

As we all entered the sitting room area, Mary and Katy jumped up and greeted Sandy and Amber, and soon all the gals were happily chatting away. As they were catching up, I decided to make myself useful and went down to get some snacks and drinks, and got a very nice surprise when I walked into the kitchen. I found a note from Val saying that she had fixed some things for us, and the stuff was in the fridge. I quickly got everything out and went back upstairs.

"Hey ladies, I've got munchies, if anyone is hungry - I know I am!" I announced as I returned. My announcement was greeted by happy responses, and we were all soon munching on the delicious snacks that Val had prepared for us, chatting about this and that. When we were done, I took all the dishes and leftovers back downstairs, and when I got back, I got a delightful surprise. 

All four gals had put some music on and were dancing in the sitting room, and as I walked in, Mary took my hand and led me to the recliner, smiling hotly at me as she made me sit down. As I sat, the four of them lined up in front of me with Mary on the left, Amber next, followed by Sandy, with Katy on the right, all swaying their hips erotically - as only women can do - smiling broadly at me, their eyes all having the look of lust shining from them. 

As I sat and watched, Mary and Katy stepped back a pace or two, while Sandy and Amber stepped forward, swaying their hips in time with the beat of the music. As they came closer they began to spread their legs apart, and while doing a hot bump and grind, they began to lower in a squat while running their hands all over their bodies, caressing their tits, making their nipples poke out farther, and then drawing their hands over their thighs to their crotches, and lewdly licking their lips.

As they stood back up, Sandy approached me first and straddled my legs, rubbing her hands over my chest and down my torso, as she began to do a lap dance for me. I tried to caress her as she was doing this, but she grabbed my hands and put them at my sides while shaking her head at me.

"Don't touch ... just watch and enjoy." Sandy quietly told me as she began to rub her mound lightly over my groin, smiling as I pouted.

Sandy rubbed herself over me for a few moments, and after leaning down to kiss me softly on the lips, she backed off to dance next to Amber. As soon as she was out of the way, Amber slowly moved forward, repeating the moves her Mom made, slipping her tongue briefly into my mouth again when she kissed me, and then she backed off. As Amber reached her Mom, both Sandy and Amber moved back while Mary and Katy moved forward to 'perform' for me, both moving their bodies very suggestively. 

As Mary and Katy moved forward, they ramped up the show a bit. Instead of approaching me one at a time, they both came forward and each straddled one of my legs, and began humping their mounds on my knees while grasping my upper thighs in their hands. After humping my knees for a few moments they both slid up and down my shins a few times, then as they got down to my feet one more time, they each removed one of my shoes, tossing them aside and moving back up.

When they stood up, they turned their backs to me and bent over, wiggling their hips at me as they slid their hands up the backs of their legs, and over their ass cheeks, squeezing them for a bit as they looked at me over their shoulders, before moving away again. As Mary and Katy moved away, Sandy and Amber stepped forward again, approaching me together, their hips undulating suggestively as they neared. I was definitely enjoying this little production of theirs, and as my arousal level built, I could feel my cock throbbing in my shorts.

Sandy and Amber both straddled a leg, also rubbing their pussy mounds firmly on my knees, and together they started to unbutton my shirt, and quickly drew it off my arms, with Sandy tossing it aside. Once I was bare chested they began to stroke and caress my chest, and then both of them leaned in to kiss, lick, and suck on my nipples, making my nipples stand up too. I again tried to caress them, but was stopped by both of them grabbing a hand and putting them to my sides again, both shaking their heads at me, smiling at my frustration, and then moving away again, also doing the bend over routine in front of me, drawing their shorts even tighter into their crotches.

As they rejoined Mary and Katy, they all then moved forward, still swaying their hips erotically and caressing themselves as they moved towards me. When they were all standing around me, Sandy and Amber took care of undoing my shorts, and then all four started to pull them down and off, with me lifting up so they could get my shorts past my hips and butt, with Sandy and Amber holding the waistband, while Mary and Katy grabbed the legs. Very quickly, I was left sitting in my recliner buck naked, my cock sticking almost straight up, pulsing with my heart beat.

After they had me stripped, they began to caress my body, staying away from direct contact with my cock, no matter how much I squirmed trying to get someone to make contact with me, and groaning in frustration. After a few moments of caressing me, they each took turns to straddle my legs and kiss me hotly, each driving their tongues deep into my mouth, starting with Amber, then Katy, followed by Sandy, with Mary being last - but definitely not least! - each rubbing their firm tits across my chest, letting me feel their stiff nipples. This was very hot indeed, but I was really getting frustrated because they STILL wouldn't let me touch them, damn it!

Finally, they all backed off of me, and I noticed for the first time that the camera had been pointed at me, and this whole routine had been taped. As they moved back, Mary and Sandy took me by the hand and pulled me to my feet to lead me to the bed. As I got up on the bed, I saw Katy rotating the camera to follow me, pointing it at the bed as I was gently made to lay down, with pillows being placed behind me so I could sit up to watch what they were going to do next. I didn't have to wait long, either!

After I was made comfortable, the gals paired up - Mary with Sandy, and Katy with Amber - and they started to slow dance together as the music changed, holding each other close, and starting to caress each other while they kissed hotly, pressing tits to tits, and mounds to mounds, undulating together. As they continued to slow dance, they began to slowly undress each other, sliding tops up and off, baring four sets of gorgeous tits, and then Mary and Katy shimmied their way down Sandy and Amber, slowly - and with a little difficulty - pulling shorts down, and sandals off, as they lowered themselves. After Sandy and Amber were divested of their shorts, each standing nude, they repeated the action, pulling Mary and Katy's shorts off, so we were all totally naked now.

I was very pleased to note that as Mary pulled Sandy's shorts down, only bare skin appeared as her pussy was revealed, not a single hair in sight. I really only got a brief glimpse though, because as soon as they were all buck naked, they resumed their slow dance. As they came back together, I watched as thighs were pressed between thighs, coming in contact with already wet pussy's and protruding clits, and hard nipples were pressed and rubbed against hard nipples, all four gals sighing with pleasure as they kissed each other deeply. After a few moments, they switched pairs - Amber with Mary, and Katy and Sandy together - and continued on with their highly arousing slow dance.

I couldn't help reaching down and taking my cock in my hand to softly stroke myself as I watched this, but as I started to do this, the music stopped and the girls all came over to get on the bed. As they climbed on, Mary grabbed my hand pulling it off my cock, and again shook her head no, making me groan in frustration again, getting smiles and soft giggles from the girls, and remarks from Mary.

"Oh, poor Baby! Is your poor cock feeling neglected, Lover?" Mary said huskily, smiling as she moved my hand to the side, adding "Have patience, Darling ... we'll take care of you soon ... you're just not hard enough yet for us ... and we all want you as hard as you can get ... so, just relax, sit back and enjoy."

Taken a little aback by what she said about my cock not being hard enough - to me, it felt like a rod of steel! - I started to protest, but stopped when Mary put her fingers on my lips to shush me. When I settled back again, still holding my hand, Mary began to kiss, lick and suck my fingers, running her tongue up and down between my fingers, staring at me hotly. As Mary started this, Sandy took my other hand and proceeded to copy what Mary was doing, while Amber and Katy started to kiss, lick and suck on my feet and toes, all four women looking at me to watch my reactions.

As they continued to work their way over my arms and legs, I decided to just go with the flow and enjoy this, and leaned my head back against the pillows, and closed my eyes. Feeling four women kissing, licking, sucking and caressing various parts of my body was extremely sensual and arousing, and I started to moan and sigh deeply as I felt nothing but pleasure as I was being attended to.

As Katy and Amber worked their way up my calves to my thighs, they each straddled my legs and began to rub their now very wet pussy's against me, leaving slick trails of pussy juice coating my shins. Then I felt Katy move back again as she lifted her mound off my leg, and with my eyes closed I wondered what she was going to do next, finding out fast as I felt hot wetness envelope my big toe, as she lowered her pussy down on it, lightly fucking her pussy up and down, making little moaning sounds as she did. I guess Amber had seen what Katy had done, as I felt hot wetness on my other big toe, as she too began to fuck her pussy slowly up and down on me. As they did, I started to wiggle my toes, and heard soft squeals of pleasant surprise from both of them.

Meanwhile, as Katy and Amber were doing that, Mary and Sandy had progressed to my upper body after finishing with my arms, and they each moved up to kiss and nuzzle my neck, the sides of my face, and my ears, each of them licking the inside of my ears and softly suckling on my earlobes. I was really getting very aroused by all of this, my cock pulsing in time with my increased heart beat, with my breathing becoming deeper, as the girls worked me over slowly, teasing me mercilessly.

Mary and Sandy then each gave me a hot, deep tongue kiss, all of us moaning as our tongues dueled, and then they began to move down my chest, stopping to swirl their tongues around and over my nipples, moving their hands constantly over my upper body, as they worked their way down my body. As they did this, Katy and Amber pulled off of my big toes, and started to work their way up my thighs, pulling my legs farther apart to reach my inner thighs.

Soon, all four of them had converged to the middle of my body, getting close to my cock but still not touching it, making me gasp and groan as I began to arch my hips, trying to get someone, anyone, to do SOMETHING with my cock, but to no avail. Then they all stopped, sitting back on their haunches, and when I opened my eyes to see what was what, I saw that Mary had something in her hand and was moving up towards my head, smiling that wicked little smile of hers when she was Up To Something.

"Lover, we want to do something for you - and for us - but we don't want you to see just yet, so I'm going to put this blindfold on, OK?" Mary said with a mischievous glint in her eye, and then adding "No fair peeking, now. Promise me you won't look? Don't worry, I think you'll like what we're going to do."

"Hmmmmm ... woman, you're being devious again ... but, since I've liked all of your previous surprises so far, I guess I'll go along with this one, too. I promise I won't peek." I responded, wondering just what in the world they were up to. 

When I gave the go ahead, Mary smiled delightedly, and covered my eyes with the blindfold, securing it behind my head. This was a good one, as all light was completely blocked out, effectively blinding me.

"OK Babe, I can't see a thing. Go ahead and do your worst." I quipped, getting giggles from all four ladies.

Without saying a word between them, I soon felt them moving around the bed, and although I couldn't tell who, or exactly how many, I knew that at least two of them had gotten off the bed. As I lay there patiently waiting for what, I didn't know, I felt the pillows being removed from behind my head, as one of the gals supported me and then urged me to lay down, and as I did, I then felt two sets of hands on my hips urging me to lift up, and as I did, I felt pillows being slid under my hips, raising my pelvis in the air. As soon as the pillows were in place, I felt two sets of hands pull my legs further apart. 'Hmmmm, interesting. Wonder what they're going to do?' I thought to myself.

As I was being moved around, I heard water running in the bathroom, and a quiet clatter as things were moved around in there, making me even more curious to know what was going on. I didn't have long to wait, as soon I felt the bed shifting around me as whoever had left returned, and then I felt someone lean down close to my ear, their breath hot against my cheek.

"Sweetheart, we want to tie your hands and feet to the bedposts, as we don't want you to move, OK? We promise that we won't do anything you won't like, and when we're done, we'll untie you, OK?" I heard Sandy breath quietly in my ear, and getting a nice thrill as she softly licked my ear when she finished talking as a reward for me nodding my head in agreement.

I then felt four pairs of hands take my hands and feet, spreading them until I was spread eagle on the bed, and then soft ropes were used to tie me to the bedposts. When that was done, I felt soft kisses and quick licks on my hands and feet, and then felt a hot wet cloth being placed on my groin. As it would cool, someone would take it off to dip it in more hot water and then replace it on my groin again, this process being repeated several times.

The next thing I felt was the cloth being removed, as two hands began to apply something warm all over my groin, slowly stroking over my balls and the base of my shaft, working whatever it was all over me. I wasn't sure exactly what is was, but had an idea which was soon confirmed - they had applied shaving cream! - as I felt the first gentle stroke of the razor being pulled across my groin. 'They're shaving ME!' I thought, making my cock strain even harder, as I began to tremble a little in excitement - and a small amount of fear as I felt the razor working closer to my ball sack!

"Relax, Lover, relax ... we're very experienced at this, and won't cut anything off - we have plans for everything there!" Mary breathed softly in my ear in reassurance, and then kissing me softly on the mouth. As we kissed, I could feel her smiling at her last remark, and I couldn't help smiling too. I relaxed then, knowing that she was right, as they all shaved their pubic areas constantly, so did have a lot of experience being careful.

Soon I felt a hand gently lifting my balls so they could get to the under side, and as they worked down, they even shaved around my asshole - wow! I didn't realize how erotic this would be, but I vowed that I would let Mary - or Sandy - keep me clean shaved from now on! As the last of my pubic hair was removed, I felt another how, wet cloth wipe across me, cleaning off the remnants of shaving cream, and then felt some kind of soothing lotion being applied, taking away the few minor stings I felt - I got nicked just a couple of times, which was my own fault for tensing up - and as the lotion was applied, I moaned from the sensuous feeling of having more than one hand rubbing my pubic region.

I felt the bed move again as one of the gals removed the shaving gear, and then quickly return. I thought that now that they were done, they would untie me and take off the blindfold, but I was wrong. I felt four naked female bodies press up against me, tits with hard nipples pressing against my stomach and upper legs, and then four tongues began swirling around my freshly shaven lower body, making me moan with pleasure as I heard quiet purrs and coos of approval at their handiwork, as the pillows were pulled from under my hips.

Soon I felt two of the girls move up to my face again, as the other two started to kiss and lap at my now hairless ball sack. As I felt them shifting around, I was soon straddled by one of the two who had moved up, and felt a pair of very hot, very wet set of pussy lips gently graze over my lips and chin, leaving an aromatic wet trail of pussy juice. By the sweet freshness of the aroma, I guessed it was either Katy or Amber - never having smelled Sandy's pussy yet, with Mary having a deeper muskier scent - and when I extended my tongue, I determined that it was Amber, as I heard her sigh as my tongue slid wetly through her pussy slit. I was only able to get a few licks in before Amber moved off, and the other gal settled over me. As soon as I tasted this new pussy, my cock lurched as I realized that it was Sandy, and I plunged my tongue as deep as I could between her sopping wet pussy lips, hearing her moan as she ground herself down on my face, humping my tongue for a few moments.

As Amber and Sandy allowed me to taste their pussy's, alternating back and forth, Mary and Katy were busy working on my balls and cock shaft, licking and kissing all over, gently sucking my balls into their mouths, taking turns as they orally gave me pleasure. Then making me groan with pleasure, one of them slipped their lips over the head of my cock, slowly sliding their mouth down my shaft, and then pulling back up. I couldn't tell who it was this time, as both Mary and Katy have very similar techniques when it comes to sucking my cock, but I really didn't care because someone was FINALLY doing something with my cock!

After a few rounds of the girls taking turns, I felt them shifting around again, changing places so that Mary and Katy were now lowering their pussy's for me to lick, while Sandy and Amber were taking turns sucking my cock. As this went on, I began to feel the tingle in my balls begin as my ball sack tightened against my body, and I knew I was going to soon blow my load, and I started to hump my hips up, pushing my cock deeper with each thrust into whosever mouth it was that was sucking my cock, and heard and felt her softly moaning as I thrust upwards, apparently enjoying me mouth fucking her.

As I felt my orgasm fast approaching, I started moaning louder and longer, panting hard as I felt my cock being sucked more vigorously, slick wet lips moving faster and faster up and down my shaft, her tongue swirling madly against the bottom of my shaft, and hearing little squeals of anticipation from Sandy, I had guessed from hearing her vocalizations, as she worked to make me cum in her mouth - she didn't have to wait long, either!

I felt Mary and Katy settle to each side of me, with Amber kneeling next to my hip, all watching Sandy mouth fuck my raging hard cock, waiting for me to cum. As Sandy bobbed her head rapidly up and down my shaft while she sucked hard, I felt her reach down to gently squeeze my balls, and that was all I could take, erupting into her greedily sucking mouth, my cock pulsing sending jet after jet of hot cum into her mouth and down her throat. As each jet of cum shot out into her hot sucking mouth, I grunted loudly, as I shoved my cock deeper into her mouth. I was surprised at the amount of cum I produced, considering what had happened earlier, and felt my cum dribbling down my shaft to coat my hairless groin and balls, as Sandy couldn't keep up with the flow.

As the last of my cum flowed from my cock, Sandy went all the way down my shaft, and as she pulled her head up, she sucked very hard trying to get every last drop of cum she could get, using her thumb to push up my shaft as she went. I was surprised that what she did kept me hard, as I usually go soft soon after I cum, but not this time! As Sandy let the head of my cock slip wetly from her mouth, I felt Amber lean down to lap up the cum from my body that Sandy had missed, making me groan again from the new sensation of having my now hairless balls and base of my cock being licked.

When I was completely cleaned off, I felt Amber's small hand begin to stroke my cock, keeping me hard, as I heard wet sloppy kissing sounds, as she shared a kiss with her Mom, sharing my cum between them.

"Oh, wow that was hot! You were right Mary - he does taste good!" Sandy remarked, adding "And I LOVED sucking his cock now that he has no more hair! I'm so fucking turned on right now, I can hardly stand it!"

"Told ya!" Mary answered with a giggle, and then adding "If you're so hot, girl, hop on! He's still hard, and I'm SURE he won't mind! Go ahead, Sandy, try him on for size ... slide that sweet wet pussy of yours over his hot ... hard ... cock ... and fuck him, Baby! You're the only one here who hasn't felt his cock filling their pussy, so ... what are you waiting for? I know you want to ... I know you want to feel him deep inside ... his cock sliding in ... and out ... and in again ... pushing up in your hot ... wet ... tight ... pussy."

"Oh, fuck yeah, Mary I do!" Sandy panted with arousal, as she swung a leg over my hips, grasping my cock in her hand to guide it to her drenched pussy, as she quickly impaled herself, pushing her pussy all the way down in one stroke, both of us moaning as my cock penetrated her fully, the bottom of her ass coming to rest on my balls. Sandy paused for a moment, squeezing and releasing my cock shaft with her pussy muscles, making me moan again as the pleasure shot through me.

Sandy's pussy was very tight, and although her lips and clit didn't protrude as much as Mary and Katy's did, her pussy was very talented, as I felt her muscles ripple and pulse around my shaft as she paused for that brief moment. Then Sandy began to rock her hips against me, rubbing her clit against the base of my shaft, cooing in pleasure as she did. After doing that for a few moments, she began to raise up pulling her pussy up to the head of my cock, rotating her hips in a wonderful way, making my shaft rub against all of her inner surfaces as she did, and then dropping back down, burying my cock to the hilt in her very hot, very wet pussy.

When she bottomed out, she again lifted back up and soon had a steady pace going, fucking her pussy up and down on my cock, cooing and purring as she continued to move on me

“Oh, yeah! I love feeling your cock in my pussy ... mmmmmm, yes ... so hot ... so hard ... oooooh, yeah, Baby, fuck me back ... push it up my pussy ... oh, yeah ... yeah, just like that ... let Momma ride you, sweetie ... mmmmmm, so goooood ... OHHHHH, YES, AMBER HONEY!! SUCK MOMMY'S TITS!!!!! OOOOOOOOOOH, YES!!!" Sandy panted out in excitement as she rode my cock, squealing in pleasure as Amber apparently began sucking on her tits. I still had the blindfold on, and couldn't see, but that was soon taken care of.

"Oh, fuck this is soooo gooood! Somebody ... somebody ... please ... take his blindfold off ... I want to look in his eyes while I fuck his ... oooooooooh ... his hard cock ... oh, please ... ahhh, ungh ... thank you ... oh, shit yeah ..." Sandy moaned out pleadingly, and as my eyes were uncovered, she added "Look at me! Watch me fuck your cock, Kev! OH FUCK THIS IS SOOOOO NICE!!!!! OH, AHHhhhhooooo yeah ... fuck me, Baby ... fuck that cock in my hot pussy ... make me cum .. I wanna cum ... all over this nice hard cock ... OHHHH YEAH ... OH YESSS! ... HARDER!!!! YEAH, BABY, YEAH!! FUCK ME ... FUCK ME ... FUCKMEFUCKMEFUCKMEBABY!!!! ... OH OH OH AHHH AHHHH ... I'M ... I'M ... OHFUCKFUCKFUCKMEI'MCUMMIIINNNNGGGGGGGG AHHHHHHHHIIIIIIIIEEEEEEEEEEEYEEAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!" Sandy squealed out loudly, as I thrust hard and fast up into her pussy, while she rocked her hips rapidly grinding her clit hard against me, sending her over the edge.

As Sandy started her orgasm, Amber added to the intensity by grabbing both of Sandy's nipples and pinching them hard between her fingers, and cutting her Mom's shriek off by kissing her hard on the mouth, driving her tongue deep, still pinching and twisting Sandy's nipples as she did. Sandy broke the kiss, throwing her head back, her mouth wide open in a silent scream of pleasure as her body shook and jerked above me as her orgasm exploded through her body. I felt her pussy muscles wildly pulse around my shaft as she slammed down on me one last time, driving my cock as far as it would go in her spasming pussy. As she crested, and began the journey down the other side of her peak, she slumped forward, kissing me deep and hard, her pussy still milking at my cock, as her body trembled from the effects of her orgasm.

As Sandy slowly came down, she rolled off to the side of me, pulling my cock from her slick wet pussy, making a loud slurping sound as it left the warm confines, wobbling upright again. As soon as my cock pulled out of Sandy's pussy, Amber plunged her sweet, hot little mouth over it, slavering her tongue all over, licking up her Mom's pussy juices greedily, humming happily as she tasted her Mom on my cock. As Amber was cleaning me off, this kept me hard, which made me happy as I wanted to keep going for as long as I could, you know? I had three more naked females to try to satisfy, and I was determined to try my best to do just that!

"Can we untie him, now?" Amber said as she wetly released my cock from her hot sucking mouth, and then continuing "I want Kev to fuck me 'Doggy' style - that's my favorite way - but he can't being tied up. Please?" 

Mary and Katy, who had been locked in a hot embrace, fingering each other's pussy's as Sandy was fucking me, broke their embrace to smile at Amber, and quickly moved to untie me - which made me happy! - pausing briefly to each give me a hot kiss before undoing the ropes holding my hands. Meanwhile, Amber and Sandy were undoing the ropes holding my legs, and I soon regained my mobility.

As soon as I was free, I moved down to Sandy, took her in my arms and kissed her hard, and then cupped her tits in my hands to knead her firm orbs. Then I broke the kiss and leaned down to take each of her nipples in my mouth in turn, and sucked and kissed them briefly, feeling Sandy run her hands through my hair as she softly sighed.

"Damn, you have a nice pussy, Sandy. And I love your tits, too. Keep that pussy primed for me, Baby, 'cause I want another shot at it later, OK?" I said lustily, as I reluctantly broke the embrace to turn my attention to her thirteen year old daughter, Amber.

"Mmmmmm, and I loved having your cock in my pussy! I look forward to feeling it fill me again ... I might even let you try out my asshole, but right now my little girl needs your attention." Sandy answered, giving me a smile and a quick peck on the lips, pushing me to Amber.

Chapter 44 

When I turned to Amber, I held out my arms to her, and she quickly pressed herself to me, her firm nipples boring hotly into my chest as we kissed deeply, our tongues flicking back and forth in each other's mouths. As we kissed, I ran my hands all over Amber's back, sliding them down to cup her firm little ass cheeks, squeezing and kneading them, causing Amber to moan hotly into my mouth. As I was doing that, Amber reached down between us to gently fondle my balls and slide her hand up and down my still hard shaft. As her hand reached the head of my cock, she rubbed her palm over the top making me moan from the sensations that coursed through me.

As Amber and I were locked in our hot embrace, I felt the bed move as Mary, Katy and Sandy shifted around to have some fun of their own. I broke the kiss with Amber, urging her to lay down, and as she was doing that I took a quick look to see what the other gals were doing, taking in a ragged breath as I saw that they had positioned themselves in a three person 'daisy chain', laying on their sides with their heads in each other's crotches to kiss, lick and suck each other's pussy's - damn that was fucking hot looking! - making wet slurping sounds as tongues lapped at wet pussy lips and protruding clits, eliciting soft sighs and moans of pleasure.

As I laid Amber back, she was half turned towards me with her right leg bent at the knee, leaving her pussy open to both my gaze and touch. I leaned down to kiss her briefly on the mouth again, and then moved to kiss down the side of her face to her neck, hearing quiet sighs of pleasure from her, as she caressed my head with her hand. As I was kissing my way down her body, moving to her firm tits, I was stroking my hand down her side to her hip, continuing on to her tight, firm ass feeling her clench her muscle as she felt me caress her.

I continued down from her neck to her shoulder, licking and nibbling at her flesh as I went, steadily moving closer to her tits. I moved across her collar bone, tracing it with my tongue, while at the same time I moved my hand lower to probe at her very hot, very wet pussy, slipping the tips of my fingers into her slit, and getting a moan from Amber as her body writhed under me, her eyes closed as she concentrated on the feelings I was producing from my caresses and kisses and licks.

As I continued to work my way down to her tits, I gently pushed her to her back, pulling my hand back over her ass cheek and hip to gently push her leg farther to the side, sliding my hand up and down her inner thigh. I kissed, licked and softly sucked down across the tops of her tits to the curve of the underside of each firm orb, tracing their marvelous shape with my tongue, while at the same time I moved my hand to the juncture of her thighs, cupping her mound and rubbing over her clit with my palm. As I did this, Amber was beginning to moan a little louder, arching first her back to press her tits to my mouth, and then her hips to press her mound harder against my hand.

While I was working on increasing Amber's arousal, I was hearing louder moans interspersed with pants and gasps, as Mary, Sandy and Katy were mutually pleasuring each other, and as I glanced up to take another quick glimpse of the action, I saw that they all had fingers in pussy's now, thrusting deep into very hot and sopping wet pussy's, bodies undulating from the pleasure being received.

I turned my attention back to Amber, moving to begin kissing and licking closer and closer, circling my way to her hard, excited nipples, feeling Amber grab my head to try to pull me to her nipples faster, arching her back more and moaning louder. I finally relented, enclosing one of her hard, rubbery nubs with my lips and began to gently suck as I flicked my tongue back and forth, hearing Amber suck in a deep breath as she clamped my head to her tit, pressing hard against the back of my head.

"Oh, yes ... suck my nipples ... lick them ... oh, fuck yes ... suck harder ... I love having my nipples sucked ... oooooooh, yeah ... harder ..." Amber cooed softly as I worked on first one nipple, then moved to the other, cupping her tits in my hand making her nipples stand up more.

As I was working over her tits, I was busy with my other hand on her pussy mound, firmly rubbing the palm of my hand over her slit and across her highly aroused clit, feeling Amber undulating under my hand, pressing her mound firmly against my palm. Amber's pussy was extremely wet, coating the palm of my hand with her juices as I kept rubbing my hand over her slit. Soon her mound was slick from the juices I spread, my hand sliding wetly across her sweet little girl pussy mound. I decided to amp up the pleasure I was giving her, and as I moved my hand back down over her pussy slit, I slid two fingers into her tight, hot thirteen year old pussy, getting a mewling squeal of pleasure from Amber as she bucked her hips up as I penetrated her.

As I began to slowly piston my fingers in and out of her sopping wet pussy, I began to nip at her nipples lightly with my teeth, pulling my head back a little ways to stretch her nipple away from her body, and then letting it snap back as I released it, only to repeat the treatment to her other nipple, hearing Amber moan and hiss in pleasure as she started to move her hips in time with my finger thrusts. I looked up to Amber's face, and saw that her face and neck were flushed a bright pink, letting me know that she was very aroused. She had her eyes closed, and her mouth open with her lips curled in a small smile of pleasure, gasping and moaning louder now, as her arousal continued to build. 

There is just nothing to compare to the look of a very hot, extremely aroused woman, and I was delighted at the sight before me. However, I felt it was time to move on from what we were doing, lifting my head from her tits, and pulling my fingers from her pussy, hearing a frustrated groan from Amber at the loss of sensation, as she opened her eyes to look at me, pouting a little as she tried to pull my head back to her tits.

"Amber, honey ... turn over for me, and get up on your hands and knees, please?" I asked, getting a smile from Amber as I moved off her body to let her move.

"Oh, that was feeling soooooo gooooooood, but I want you in me! I want you to fuck my hot little pussy!" Amber replied as she eagerly moved into position, getting on all fours and spreading her legs, while she looked hotly at me over her shoulder.

"Oh, I fully intend to fuck your sweet little pussy, Honey, but first things first. I want to taste you first. Would you like me to eat your pussy, Baby?" I answered with a lusty smile as I moved behind Amber, running my hands over her back and ass, and down the insides of her thighs.

"Oooooooh, yes, please! Please lick my pussy ... I love feeling your tongue in my hot little pussy!" Amber hissed, her hips wiggling in anticipation.

"OK, Baby! While I do that, why don't you watch what Mary, Katy and your Mom are doing?" I said as I lowered my head close to her drooling pussy, seeing her juices flowing from her lips to drip down to the bed, making my mouth water in anticipation of tasting her sweet nectar.

Amber did as I suggested, and looked up at the other three gals, gasping at the lewd scene we both saw. Mary had her head buried in Sandy's crotch licking madly at her clit, while she had three fingers of one hand buried in Sandy's hot pussy, and was pumping two fingers of her other hand in and out of Sandy's tight anal orifice, while Sandy was doing the same to Katy. Meanwhile, Katy was sucking very hard on Mary's fat, protruding clit as she plunged four of her fingers rapidly in and out of Mary's soaking wet pussy. All three of them were moaning and groaning very loudly as they were building to what would be very powerful orgasms, their bodies bucking and jerking wildly in pleasure.

"Oh fuck, that's SO HOT! Oh, I need to feel your tongue on my pussy NOW. I'm on FIRE!!! Hurry ... please hurry ... lick me ... suck my clit ... PLEASE!!!!" Amber whined, pushing her hips back at me, urging me to start eating her sweet little thirteen year old hairless pussy, her body trembling now as her lust flared hotter from watching the other three.

Not wanting to make her wait any longer, I started to lick up and down her sopping wet pussy slit, hearing Amber hiss in pleasure, as I slid my tongue up and down her entire slit. As I reached her clit, I flicked my tongue across it making Amber buck her hips from the sensation, and then drew my tongue up her slit collecting her pussy juice, then up over her perineum to her pretty pink, tight little pucker, coating it with the pussy juices I had gathered. I moved back down again to lightly nibble on her hot little clit with my lips briefly, and then slid my tongue through her slit to her asshole again, repeating this several times, hearing moans and sighs from Amber.

After repeating that several times, I began to now push my tongue between her engorged pussy lips, delving deeper to suck up more of her copious flow, swallowing her sweet juices that I collected, reveling in the heady aroma and sweet taste of this young teen aged girl, marveling at how much juice she was producing. There was so much juice flowing from her hot little pussy, that I couldn't keep up and felt the excess flowing down my chin to drip off down to the bed. Amber was moaning very loudly now and humping her hips back at me in time with my tongue thrusts, her arousal building higher and higher.

I tongue fucked Amber deeply, thrusting my tongue as deep into her sweet little hairless pussy as I could, feeling her muscles rippling and spasming around my tongue as if she was trying to pull my tongue deeper into her sopping wet pussy. As I was tongue fucking Amber, I was squeezing and kneading her firm little girl ass cheeks with my hand and pulling them apart, occasionally running my hands up and down her back, and down the backs of her thighs, hearing Amber's moans and groans of pleasure getting even louder now.

Not wanting her to cum just yet, I stopped plunging my tongue into her pussy, and went back to licking up and down her slit, occasionally flicking her clit when I reached it, allowing Amber's arousal to stabilize at a high level, but not enough to push her over the edge. As I slid my tongue through her drooling pussy slit, I collected as much of her juices as I could, swiping my tongue up and over her tight little anal pucker, hearing Amber hiss as my tongue contacted her little rosebud, and making her push her ass at me to try to increase the contact.

When I felt I had coated her asshole with enough of her abundant flow, I began to concentrate my attention on her asshole, spreading her ass cheeks apart to get better access, swirling my tongue in little circles as I applied more and more pleasure.

"Oooooooh, YES!!! Lick my ass ... tongue fuck me ... shove your tongue in ... oooohhhhhh, aaaahhhhhh yessssssss ... ungh ... LICK IT, YEAH!!!!!!!!" Amber moaned loudly as I began to push my tongue harder against her anal opening, bucking her hips up and back against my face.

As I started to apply more and more pressure to her tight little pink pucker, I felt her sphincter begin to relax, allowing me to insert the tip of my tongue in. As soon as I felt that, I let the saliva in my mouth drool down my tongue, increasing the natural lubrication as much as I could, and I was soon able to start tongue fucking her asshole in earnest, hearing Amber begin a keening wail as she felt my tongue penetrating her tight pucker.

As I started this, my attention was drawn back to the other gals by a loud shriek from Sandy as she was finally pushed over the edge into a huge orgasm. As I watched, I saw Sandy begin to violently tremble as her body began to convulse, and then she clamped her thighs around Mary's head, throwing her own head back as she arched her back, before rolling onto her back, her body jerking as her orgasm flashed through her. As Sandy rolled away from Mary, Mary pulled her fingers from Sandy's pussy and ass, and then curled down to pull Katy's lower body to her ravenous mouth to begin sucking and licking at Katy's pussy and clit.

I kept watching for a little while longer as I continued to tongue fuck Amber's tight little asshole, knowing that either Mary or Katy were going to be next to have an orgasm, as each was highly flushed with arousal, and both were making their very familiar sounds indicating that their orgasms were very close to exploding. As I watched, I was shoving my tongue rapidly in and out of Amber's tangy tasting asshole, hearing her moaning louder and louder as I was making her arousal build higher again, bringing her closer to the edge.

Again, not wanting her to cum just yet, I slowed down, and eventually stopped tongue fucking her tight little pink pucker, lifting my head to watch Mary and Katy. As I kneeled behind Amber, getting into position to fuck this little nymph's tight, hot, and very wet pussy, I leaned over her back to whisper in her ear.

"Keep watching Amber ... watch as Mary and Katy make each other cum, while I fuck my hard cock in your tight little girl pussy ... I'm going to make you cum hard, sweetie ... do you want to cum, Baby?" I whispered quietly in Amber's ear, only getting a loud groan from her in reply, and feeling her ass wiggling back at me as she yearned to feel my cock slide into her waiting pussy.

As I got into position, I grabbed my cock and started to slide the head of my cock up and down her drooling wet pussy slit, coating the head with her juices. I made a couple of little lunges, making Amber think I was going to enter her and when I didn't, I heard her groan in frustration, as she pushed her hips back at me. When I felt I had teased her enough, I centered my cock at her tight entrance and with one powerful thrust, buried my cock to the hilt in her tight little pussy, making Amber squeal loudly as she felt me penetrate her, and then grunt as the head of my cock bumped into her cervix. I paused for a moment to savor the feeling of her velvety smooth pussy walls gripping my cock shaft in a hot, wet embrace, feeling her muscles ripple and pulse as they adjusted to the hard shaft now deep within.

As I paused, I watched Mary and Katy, my attention drawn back to them from the high pitched keening wail coming from Mary as she raced up to, and then over the edge, a very intense orgasm crashing through her body. Mary started to tremble and buck, her body jerking with her orgasmic convulsions, her legs clamped tightly around Katy's head. Even though her orgasm was very intense, Mary still had enough presence of mind to shove four fingers of one hand deep into Katy's pussy, and three fingers of her other hand into Katy's ass, sending Katy over the edge as well. 

As both of them were bucking and heaving against each other in the throes of their mutual orgasms, moaning and screaming loudly, I began to thrust hard and fast into Amber's pussy, reaching around to grab her tits, pinching her nipples hard between my fingers, getting a shriek of pleasure from Amber. I kept watching Mary and Katy as they continued to go through their intense orgasms, wondering if either or both of them were going to ejaculate, and I didn't have long to wait. I leaned down to Amber's ear again, as I continued to fuck her sweet, tight little pussy hard and fast, slamming my hips against hers, hearing little grunts coming from Amber with each impact.

"Watch, Amber ... I think they're going to squirt ... right about ... NOW!" I whispered hoarsely into Amber's ear, holding her chin in my hand.

As I spoke, I saw both Mary and Katy's bodies suddenly go stiff, and then their hips began to buck rhythmically, their pussy's pulsing as they both began to ejaculate, spurting pussy juice over each other's faces as their orgasms obviously peaked. As they spurted, Amber began to buck and heave against me, her pussy walls wildly spasming around my shaft, holding my cock in a vise like grip, as she too went over the edge in a hard orgasm, squealing as the intense sensations from what she had watched, and the feeling of my cock buried deep in her little girl pussy overwhelmed her.

As I pressed my cock deep in Amber's wildly spasming pussy, she began to convulse, bucking and heaving under me as her orgasm rocked her world, her squeal being cut off as she took in a deep, deep breath. As she finished inhaling, she held her breath as her body went totally rigid, and I felt her pussy beginning to pulse around my shaft, and then felt my entire groin get thoroughly soaked as Amber began to spurt and squirt, as her orgasm peaked. After squirting several times, she let out the breath she had been holding, making a loud whooshing sound, and then collapsed onto the bed, pulling my cock from her pussy.

Still not having cum yet, and still wanting to fuck, when Amber slumped to the bed after her wild orgasm had peaked, I moved over to where Sandy was sprawled out on her back, her legs spread wide, and without pause, plunged my cock deep into her still twitching pussy, making her squeal from the sudden sensation of my hard cock penetrating her pussy.

I immediately began to fuck my cock hard and fast into Sandy's dripping pussy, watching as her luscious tits bobbled and wobbled as I slammed into her body, fully intending to cum in her pussy as soon as I could to relieve the pressure that had been building for some time now, but changing my mind when I heard Sandy speak up.

"Oh, fuck ... please, Kev, stop ... I can't take it right now ... oohhhhhhh, fuck ... as much as I love your cock in my pussy ... ahhh ... I'm way too sensitive right now ... oh, please stop ..." Sandy mewled trying to stop my rapid thrusts by placing her hands on my hips, then almost yelling as I continued to pound into her pussy "Kev, STOP, please!"

Finally realizing what Sandy was saying - and feeling like a total asshole! - I stopped thrusting and quickly pulled my cock from her pussy, hearing a sigh of relief from Sandy.

"Oh ... thanks ... I just can't take it in my pussy right now ... I take it you haven't cum yet?" Sandy asked, looking at me with a small smile to let me know it was all right, and when I shook my head not trusting myself to speak, she continued "Oh, poor Baby ... do you want to cum, sweetie? There's one place you haven't tried with me yet, that I think you'd like ... would you like to shoot your cum in my third hole? In my ass, Honey? I know I'd like that ... having you stick that hot, hard cock deep in my ass ... fucking me ... until you shoot your thick ... hot ... cum ... filling my ass full ... do you want to fuck my ass, Baby? C'mon baby ... fuck Momma's ass for her ... cum in my ass, please? Here, let me make it easy for you to shove that lovely cock in Momma's ass, sweetie. Fuck me now ... buttfuck my ass like a good boy ... shove it deep, and cum in my ass."

As Sandy was saying this, she pulled her legs up, holding the backs of her knees, rolling her pelvis up to expose her still slightly gaping asshole to my gaze, her pussy juices still oozing and running down the crack of her ass to drip in her anal opening. With my head back together, I knew that her pussy juices wouldn't be enough lubricant, so I quickly reached over to the bedside table and dug out the lube. As I started to lube up my fingers to apply it to her asshole, Sandy started to pant with anticipation as she watched.

"Yeah, Baby get me ready. Lube my ass ... lube your cock for me ... and then stick that cock in Momma's ass ... hurry, Baby, please hurry ... I want to feel that cock in my ass!" Sandy hissed out, her excitement evident, as I started to apply the large glob of lube to her still slightly open asshole, and as I slid my fingers in to coat her anal passage, she added with a hiss of pleasure "Oh, FUCK THAT FEELS GOOOOOD!!!!!! LUBE ME BABY, YEAH!!!!!!!!!"

I applied another large glob to her asshole, looking at her eyes, and seeing them blazing with lust as she watched me getting her ready, her body twitching a little in anticipation as I sawed my fingers in and out, coating her insides with the lube. When I felt she was coated with enough lube, I began to slather my cock, coating it with a thick layer of lube until it glistened in the light.

"Oh oh oh, yeah ... hurry, Honey, hurry ... please ... fuck me now, Baby ... stick it in my ass now! Fuck me ... fuck my ASS, NOW!! I can't wait any more ... PLEASE, FUCK MY ASS!!!" Sandy mewled and whined, her body shaking now as her lust blazed through her, begging me to fuck her ass. As I moved into position, getting ready to push my cock in Sandy's ass, I was startled when Mary pressed up against my back and moved my hand off my cock to replace it with her own.

"Let me help, Lover ... let my guide that sweet hard cock of yours into her ass, OK? I want to watch you fuck her ... in her hot little asshole ... until you cum ... deep inside." Mary softly cooed in my ear, as she pressed me forward with her body, her hand guiding the head of my cock to Sandy's waiting asshole. I moaned both in anticipation of buttfucking Sandy, and from the feeling of Mary's gorgeous body pressed to mine, her hot, hard nipples boring into my back, as she guided my cock to her friends waiting orifice.

As the head of my cock pressed up against Sandy's fairly relaxed sphincter and began to push slowly in, all three of us moaned - Sandy and I from the feeling, and Mary from watching the lewd scene of her husband's cock entering her friends asshole - and then, when the head of my cock popped through the ring of muscle, Sandy hissed in pleasure as she felt me penetrate her tight asshole, my cock sinking deeper as Mary continued to push me forward until I was buried balls deep in her ass. 

"Is that nice, Lover? Does it feel good to have your cock buried in Sandy's sweet little asshole?" Mary said as she leaned over my shoulder still, then asking Sandy, "How does that feel, Babe? Do you like having his hard cock stuffed up your ass? Do you want him to start fucking you now?"

"Oh, FUCK I LOVE IT! I feel so full ... oh, yeah ... fuck me ... fuck my ass, Kev ... shove it in me, and fuck me hard!" Sandy moaned in response to Mary's question, and then I felt her flex her anal ring muscles around the base of my cock, and heard her moan as she did that.

Needing no further urging, I began to withdraw my cock from the buttery smooth depths of her ass until the head of my cock reached the underside of her anal ring, pausing to enjoy the look of pleasure on Sandy's face, and then pushing back in as Mary pressed me forward again, savoring the feeling of my cock sliding effortlessly into Sandy's ass, until I was again buried to the hilt.

"Oooooh, that looks SO HOT, Lover! Fuck her for me, Baby ... fuck her ass ... hard and fast ... let me know when you're going to cum, OK, Baby?" Mary hissed hotly as I started to move in and out of Sandy's tightly gripping asshole, still pressing against my back and watching over my shoulder.

As I steadily increased my speed, I saw out of the corner of my eye that Katy and Amber had both recovered and were watching me intently, as I started to slam my cock harder and harder into Sandy's hot, tight asshole, my cock making nasty lewd squelching sounds as I slid in and out. As I picked up speed, pounding my cock hard into Sandy's twitching asshole, Sandy was grunting and moaning loudly as my hips slammed into her ass, and I felt Mary reach down to cup and squeeze my balls gently in her hand, moving her arm in tempo with my thrusts.

"Fuck, your balls feel heavy, Lover ... they must really be full of sperm ... I love the feeling of your sperm spurting from your balls when you cum ... if they slip out of my hands, tell me when you're going to cum so I can feel it, OK? Please? I want to feel your balls pulse ... when you shoot your sperm ... in her hot, tight ass ... oh, fuck I'm getting SO HOT, Lover watching you buttfuck her ass ... ooooooooh, mmmmmmmm ... I wish it was my ass ... feeling your cock slide deep ... in and out ... faster and harder ... until you cum ... spurting your cum ... in my ass ... filling me with your sperm ... but this is almost as good ... watching ... fuck her ass hard, Lover ... make her cum on your cock ..." Mary breathed hotly into my ear, making me moan as she made my arousal soar with her words.

As Mary finished talking, she began to kiss and lick my ear, and suck on my earlobe, still gently squeezing my balls, as I continued to pound harder and faster in and out of Sandy's now spasming asshole, sweat dripping profusely from my face from my exertions. I had been staring down at my cock, watching it slide in and out of Sandy's ass, but looked up when I heard her squeal loudly, as she let go of her legs to plant her feet on the bed so she could buck her hips up at me, which wasn't the only reason she let go. 

The other reason being Katy and Amber had both latched their lips around Sandy's hard nipples, and were sucking for all their worth, intensifying the sensations flowing through Sandy's body, with Sandy firmly holding their heads tight to her tits. When Mary and I saw that, we both groaned at the lascivious sight of these two nymph's actively participating in trying to push Sandy over the edge, while I was buttfucking her ass hard and fast.

Seeing this, and feeling Mary behind me pushing and pulling on me while holding my balls, and feeling Sandy's anal ring squeezing and releasing my cock shaft, and her inner buttery smooth walls beginning to spasm around my shaft, soon made my balls begin to tingle, letting me know I was soon going to cum - finally!

"Oh, fuck I love your ass, Sandy! It's so fucking tight around my cock ... I'm gonna cum soon, Babe, and I want you to cum too ... cum for me Sandy ... feel my cock slamming your ass ... your nipples sucked ... think about how it will feel when I cum in your ass ... cum for me, Baby! CUM!" I panted out, urging Sandy to let go, and then adding "Katy ... help me make Sandy cum, sweetie ... stick your fingers in her pussy and rub her G-spot."

Katy quickly moved down to comply with my wish, at first having a hard time getting her hand on Sandy's pussy from the wild undulations Sandy was doing, but soon found her mark, slipping her fingers in and curling them up to find Sandy's G-spot, while I was still slamming in and out of Sandy's ass, feeling Katy's fingers through the thin membrane, as she felt around in Sandy's drooling wet pussy. As Katy inserted her fingers, Sandy squealed loudly from the new sensation, as Katy moved her fingers around until she finally located the spongy mass in Sandy's pussy and began to rub, sending Sandy into a frenzy.

As Katy rubbed over Sandy's G-spot, Sandy shrieked very loudly, making a high pitched keening single syllable sound, only stopping to inhale and then beginning her wail again as she was shoved hard over the edge, her body spasming, bucking, jerking and heaving all over the place, making it difficult for me to hang on, let alone keep fucking her ass. That little problem was soon solved, though, when her asshole clamped down HARD around my cock shaft, locking me in place, deep in her ass as her body was wracked by an extremely powerful orgasm.

"OH, FUCK I'M CUMMING!" I yelled over my shoulder at Mary, as watching Sandy go through her orgasm, and feeling her anal ring grab my cock, while her inner muscles spasmed wildly around my shaft was too much, sending me over the edge too. The tingle in my balls turned into almost an electric shock, and my balls slammed up against my body, with Mary squeezing, as my cum began to jet up my shaft, only to be stopped cold by Sandy's anal ring, still clamped around my shaft. As my balls pulsed, releasing more cum, I was almost in agony as the pressure built up, my cum trapped with nowhere to go.

Just as I thought my cock was going to explode like an over inflated balloon, Sandy passed out, her body going completely limp and falling back on the bed, pulling me down with her. As I landed on top of her, I felt her anal ring relax it's grip, letting my cum shoot in an almost solid stream deep in her anal cavity, making me groan really loud with relief. Over the course of time that had elapsed from the last time I climaxed, I must have built up quite the load, because it seemed to just flow and flow and flow. There was so much in fact, that I felt some of my cum beginning to ooze out of Sandy's totally relaxed asshole from around my shaft, slowly making it's way to the bed.

As my orgasm ebbed, I slumped down on top of Sandy, exhausted from all the exertions of the day, my now rapidly softening cock slipping out of Sandy's ass with a wet slurp. Just as I was closing my eyes, I heard another loud shriek, and turning my head I saw Mary cumming with the help of Amber and Katy. Amber was sucking one nipple, and pulling the other hard, while Katy had her whole hand up Mary's pussy, fisting her Mother to another incredible orgasm. As I turned my head, I was just in time to see Mary ejaculate - again! - coating Katy's arm with her spurting juice, and even getting splashed with a little bit myself. 

As Mary went through her huge orgasm, I rolled off Sandy onto my back, trying to catch my breath, and saw Mary slump sideways onto her back, pulling Katy's hand from her pussy as she did. When Katy's hand came free, I groaned as I saw Amber grab Katy's arm and begin to lick and suck up all of Mary's pussy juice coating Katy's arm, making Katy giggle, while Amber moaned. As soon as Amber was finished, Katy pushed her down, and dove into Amber's sweet pussy, licking and slurping away as my eyes began to close. I was totally wasted, and just couldn't keep my eyes open any longer, and soon drifted off to sleep, Amber's moans fading in the background.

Chapter 45 

"Lover ... Honey? Time to wake up, Darling." I heard Mary say softly, as I began to wake. I didn't know how long I was out, but when I finally opened my eyes, I saw that Sandy and Amber were gone. When I sat up, Mary also sat up and kissed me softly, smiling lovingly at me, and then I felt Katy kiss my cheek.

"Wow ... how long was I asleep? Where's Sandy and Amber? What time is it?" I groggily asked as I tried to get my act together, hearing Mary and Katy both giggle.

"About an hour. They went home - and by the way, they said to say thank you for the wonderful time - and it's a little after six in the evening." Mary said with an impish smile, adding "It's time for a shower, lover boy, and then we're going out to eat. So, let's hop to it."

I struggled a bit getting off the bed from still being a little groggy, getting a helping hand from my two beautiful ladies, and we headed for the shower. We spent a leisurely time, lovingly washing each other, giving each other soft kisses and gentle caresses, enjoying our time together. After drying each other off, we got ready to go out to dinner, Mary and Katy wearing nice dresses and a little make up - looking absolutely stunning, of course - and Mary made me wear slacks and a sport coat, and we were on our way to a great steak house in downtown Seattle, where we had a wonderful meal. 

During the meal we made plans for our honeymoon, nailing down details of where we wanted to go, and when, deciding that we would call my travel agent in the morning to set everything up. Our trip was going to last six weeks - at least - with our planned return in time for Katy to start school. When that was mentioned, Mary and I had a good chuckle at the rolled eyes and groan from Katy. Our trip destinations included Hawaii, Fiji, Tahiti and Australia, and we were all excited at the prospects of taking in the sun and sights of the Pacific.

Feeling mellow from the fine dinner we had, but all of us not wanting the evening out to end, we decided to take a trip out to Snoqualmie Falls to see the water lit up, and were soon on our way. As we drove out there wasn't a lot of conversation among us, and I was soon lost in thought reliving the events of the last few of weeks, still amazed at all of the things that had transpired in my life in that brief span of time. As I thought, one thing came to mind that I had been curious about, which was the fact that at certain times when Mary had an orgasm, she ejaculated, and at other times she didn't - even though her orgasms seemed to be just as intense. The more I thought about it, the more curious I became, and I decided to ask her about that.

After a short time, we arrived at the falls, and walked over to the vantage point to watch the enormous flow of water - we had a lot of rain this past fall, winter and spring, with a heavy snow pack in the mountains, so there was plenty of run off this year - lit up brightly on this clear, balmy night. We all commented about how awesome it was as we stood there.

I was standing behind Mary, with my arms wrapped around her, with Mary similarly holding Katy in front of her as we stood watching the flow of water, and checking out the night sky with it's profusion of bright stars, feeling a warm breeze waft gently over us - very romantic, you know? As I gently nuzzled Mary's neck, the flow of water reminded me of the question I wanted to ask.

"Sweetheart? There's something I've been meaning to ask you about, and watching the water fall reminded me." I said softly, kissing her on the side of the face.

"Hmmm? What's that, Lover?" Mary responded dreamily, a contented smile on her face, happy to be in the arms of her man.

"Well ... um ... you know how when you climax, you ... um ... squirt?" I stammered a little, now getting a little embarrassed.

"Yes, and sometimes I don't?" Mary said, turning her head to look at me with a smile, knowing somehow where I was going with this, surprising me again - I should have been used to that by now, but noooooo!

"Yeah! I've noticed lately that you don't always do that, even though your orgasms seem to be about the same intensity. What do you do, turn a valve on and off, or something?" I asked jokingly, smiling back at her with a quizzical look.

"No, silly boy, there's no valve. You goof," Mary answered with a quick laugh, continuing "To a certain degree, I can control it a little. Have you noticed that when you and I are making love, I don't squirt?"

"Yeah, I have ... that's what made me curious, because at other times you do ..." I replied, trailing off at the end.

"Well, when you and I are together, even though we've already made a baby - babies, maybe - I want to keep as much of your sperm in me as I can, and when I'm with someone else, I can let myself go because there isn't any sperm to wash out. I love knowing that I'm filled with your sperm, Lover ... I feel closer to you, knowing that I have your seed in me." Mary said very softly, as she gazed in my eyes so very lovingly, her emotions flowing to and through me.

"Oh, I see ... you never fail to amaze me woman, which is one of the bazillion reasons why I love you!" I replied as I leaned down to kiss her, as my own emotions came over me, filling me with warmth and contentment, tears momentarily welling in my eyes. As we kissed, I got another surprise when my cock began to stir, my body pressed up to Mary's back, her firm ass in full contact with my groin. As my cock hardened, Mary began to grind herself back against me as she felt my cock thicken, purring in her throat as she moved.

"Let's go home, Darling ... I want to have some private time with my lover, OK?" Mary quietly asked, breaking our kiss.

"Yeah, Daddy, can we go home now? I'm tired." Katy piped up, stifling a yawn, as Mary and I broke our embrace, and then she added "Can you carry me, Daddy? I'm so tired, I don't think I can walk back to the car ..."

"Sure, Princess. Come here." I answered, reaching to lift Katy, seeing that yes indeed she really was tired. As I picked her up, she wrapped her arms around my neck, and her legs around my waist, and leaned her head in for a brief kiss, after which she laid her head on my shoulder, yawning again as she snuggled to me. Looking at Mary, we exchanged smiles, and then she hooked her arm in my elbow as we made our way back to the Escalade to go home. I gently pried Katy from me as we arrived at the Escalade, placing her in her seat and making sure she was buckled in, since she couldn't do it herself, having already zoned.

During the drive back, Mary and I held hands, with Mary occasionally lifting my hand to kiss it softly. As we got closer to home, she started to lick my wrist and palm, every now and then sucking one of my fingers into her mouth, making little moans as she flicked her tongue around my finger, getting us both aroused. As we got back into town, she again grabbed my hand, and started sucking on my middle finger, bobbing her head slowly up and down, looking at me hotly as she did that. By this time, my cock was as hard as a rock, and when she started to bob her head, I groaned out loud, and when I looked at her, I saw her smiling at my reaction, a sultry look in her eyes.

Much to my relief, we soon arrived back home, and after parking I carried Katy upstairs to put her to bed. After Mary and I undressed Katy, and got her snuggled under her covers, each of us giving her a good night kiss, we walked hand in hand to our room. When we arrived in our bedroom, we slowly began to undress each other, deeply kissing as we did, our passions which were already burning, flared to new heights, each of us softly moaning and sighing with pleasure and anticipation.

Although we were in no real hurry, we were both soon stripped of our clothing, allowing us to feel each other's naked flesh as we embraced in a very passionate kiss, our tongues delving deeply, twisting and darting in a lover's duel, our hands moving over each other, softly caressing and kneading, our desire for each other soon reaching a fever pitch. Wordlessly, we broke the embrace to lay on the bed, moving together again as we lay on our sides, resuming our kiss and caresses.

"Oh, Lover ... how I love you ... please, Darling ... make love to me now ... I need to feel my man, my love, my life in me ... please don't make me wait any longer." Mary softly cooed as she rolled on to her back, pulling me over her as she spread her legs for me, urging me to penetrate her, yearning to feel me inside, her arousal evident in her face by the deep flush which had already crept down her chest.

As I moved over Mary, mounting the saddle created by her wide spread legs, she reached down to grasp my hard cock to guide me to her already sopping wet, drooling pussy, her lips gaping open, ready for me. As she placed the head of my cock to her ready entrance, she let go to wrap her arms around me, and hooked her legs behind mine, pulling me in as I pressed forward, slowly filling her with my cock until I was completely sheathed within her, both of us sighing with pleasure I as penetrated her hot, velvety smooth depths.

"Ooooooh, Lover ... so nice ... so hard ... please don't move yet ... I want to enjoy feeling us being so close for a moment." Mary softly panted in my ear as she held me tightly for a moment, turning her face to kiss me deeply, both of us reveling in the wondrous feeling of our coupling, our bodies pressed tightly together. As I felt her inner muscles begin to squeeze and release my shaft, I let out a soft groan of pleasure, flexing my hips in response, grinding my pubic bone over her clit, hearing and feeling Mary inhale deeply from the sensations I was causing to flow through her highly aroused body.

After a nice long period, Mary relaxed her grip on me and moved her hips beneath me, indicating that she was ready to begin the dance of love. We began to move as one, slowly thrusting together as we gazed lovingly into each other's eyes, both of us sighing and moaning in pleasure, delighting in each other. We made love for what seemed like hours, each of us not wanting this session to end too quickly, eventually quickening our pace as our passions overtook our conscious minds, climaxing together, our orgasms exploding in raw heat, me filling the love of my life with my cum, as she bucked and convulsed beneath me, crying her love for me in a primal scream as she did. As our orgasms waned, slipping into the sweet after-glow, we each slowly drifted blissfully into sleep, my cock still embedded deep within my wife, each of us with our arms wrapped around the other.

Chapter 46

When we awoke the next morning from Katy bouncing on to the bed, we were still wrapped in each others arms. As we both opened our eyes, we smiled and kissed each other deeply, and after I rolled off of Mary, we each in turn kissed Katy good morning, all of us extremely happy, knowing that we were truly a family. We all got up and did our usual morning routine, and after our shower and breakfast, we started making some phone calls.

As I was making our travel plans with the travel agent, Mary called her doctor from another part of the house, and I could hear her squealing in excited glee, and as I finished my call, she came running into my office to tell me her news.

"DARLING, DARLING, DARLING!! You'll never guess what I just found out!!!!!" Mary yelled excitedly as she jumped in my lap, almost knocking us both over, wrapping her arms around me and breathlessly planting dozens of kisses all over my face, making me laugh at her excitement.

"What? Sweetheart, what?" I laughed as I grabbed her face in my hands to pull her head back so I could look in her eyes. I saw her eyes glittering, tears of happiness and joy beginning to form, and a huge smile on her face. As I looked in Mary's eyes, out of the corner of my eye, I saw Katy rush into the room from hearing her Mother's excited yells, wanting to know what all the fuss was about.

"I just spoke to my doctor!" Mary said, pausing to take a deep breath, her eyes dancing with joy.

"And? What did she tell you?" I prompted, smiling broadly as Mary's happiness infected me as well. I felt Katy's arm wrap around mine as she stood close to us.

"Yeah, Mommy! What did she say?" Katy chimed in, also beginning to become excited.

"Well ... not only am I DEFINITELY pregnant, but I'm carrying TWINS! I can hardly BELIEVE IT! I'm SO HAPPY, Darling! She also confirmed the date, too. You did make me pregnant that night, just as I thought!" Mary exclaimed, her joy and happiness radiating from her face - and yes, it is true, pregnant women DO glow, as I had the proof of that sitting in my lap!

Almost simultaneously, Katy and I both shouted, me with a "WONDERFUL!", and Katy yelling her almost standard "YIPPEE!", as we both hugged Mary tightly, this time managing to dump us from the chair, all of us laughing with surprise as we tumbled to the floor and landing in a tangled heap. I ended up on the bottom - naturally! - and momentarily had the wind knocked out of me as I cushioned Mary's fall by letting her land heavily on top of me - nice of me to do that, eh? As we lay on the floor, laughing giddily, many kisses and hugs were exchanged between the three of us, as we shared the good news.

"I've got good news, too ladies." I finally managed to say with some difficulty, as both Mary and Katy had me pinned as they each lay on top of me, and then I added "But it would be easier to tell you if I could breathe!", making Mary and Katy giggle loudly before they each slid to the side, letting me take a deep breath.

"What, Daddy, what?" Katy asked with excitement, her little body quivering with youthful enthusiasm, as Mary looked at me with raised eyebrows, wordlessly echoing Katy's question.

"Whew ... hang on a sec ..." I said as I got my breath back, continuing "Ah, that's better ... OK, kids, here's the news. Our trip is all planned, and after we get our passports and visa's - passports today, and visa's by the end of this week - we leave next Monday for Hawaii and points West! Our return is scheduled for the week before school starts, so we'll have time to get Katy ready."

Mary and I both got a kick out of Katy's reaction at the mention of school as she groaned and rolled on her back, covering her face with her hands. Her reaction made me remember how I felt about having to go back to school when I was her age, dreading the day that summer would be over - as I'm sure all of you also remember, right? 

At any rate, we all got up and got ready to go to the federal building downtown to get our passports, and jumped in the Escalade. After we got downtown, we stopped in a photo shop to get our pictures taken, and then proceeded to the federal building to fill out the paperwork for our passports, standing in line for what seemed like forever. After being told to wait while our paperwork was processed, after only a brief time we were soon presented with our new passports, which really quite surprised me! The last time I had done this, back in 1980 when I went to Australia, I had to wait almost three weeks for my passport to arrive in the mail. Obviously, with the advent of new technology, things had definitely changed for the better, and I was quite happy with that!

With passports in hand, and instructions from the folks in the federal building, we applied via the internet for the visa's that we needed, and got confirmation that they were approved and would be sent immediately - ah, the wonders of the internet! - and would arrive within three business days, meaning that we would be departing on schedule. After we made our way back to the Escalade, all of us giddy with excitement, we went shopping ... goody ... sigh ... just what I wanted to do, you know? Oh, well I guess.

We spent hours wandering through various shops in the mall, me acting as a mule carrying all of the things that Mary and Katy just had to have for the trip. After making several trips to put all of the new items - dresses, shorts and tops, new bikini's for both, which were modeled for me, which was nice, plus various and sundry other things - in the Escalade, the girls grabbed me by the arms and dragged me back in the mall, telling me it was my turn now to get new stuff. After another hour, Mary and Katy were finally satisfied that I was properly outfitted, including not one, but TWO Speedo's for me - ME? In a SPEEDO? Hmmmm. Well, if that's what they want, that's what they get, I guess - we piled all of my new stuff in the Escalade, and we were off to celebrate.

The rest of the week was a whirlwind of activity as we made our plans and got in touch with a bunch of folks to let them know when and where we were going. We got a lot of well-wishes from our friends, with many of them stopping by to 'see us off', either not able, or not wanting to go to the airport with all of the new security procedures in place. We were fine with that, as we really weren't exactly looking forward to that ourselves, but accepting it as a 'necessary evil' knowing that our government was doing it's best to protect us in these troubled times.

The day the visa's arrived, we also heard from Val and Mike, and they let us know that they would return during our absence and make sure everything was running smoothly at the house. After we all chatted with them, and said our good byes with Val and Mike wishing us a good trip, we began the laborious task of packing for the trip. I knew that we were going to have to pay extra for the excess baggage, from all the stuff we were taking with us, but I really didn't mind, although I looked at the number of bags that Mary and Katy packed, wondering what all they were bringing.

The weekend finally arrived, and we spent the whole time together, never getting dressed during those two days, making love in pairs and threesomes as the whim struck us, but making sure we got to bed early Sunday night, knowing we had to get up early Monday morning to make our flight. When Monday morning arrived, we had to get up at the ungodly hour of five o'clock to get ready. We dragged all of our bags downstairs, and after we showered, I called for the shuttle to take us to the airport, and then we ate a good breakfast, chatting about the adventure we were going to soon embark on as we waited for the shuttle to arrive. When the shuttle arrived, we piled in and were on our way on our honeymoon, having a wonderful time over the six weeks, seeing the sights of Hawaii, Tahiti, Fiji and Australia, arriving home tanned, tired and very happy.

Epilog

After we returned from our trip, we settled into a happy routine, Mary's belly expanding as the twins grew inside her, a boy and a girl - who we named Michael and Valerie after Mike and Val - finally entering the world. Katy returned to school, making exceptional grades and being moved up twice, graduating from high school at 16, as the twins grew and entered school themselves, with Katy entering the University of Washington to pursue a degree in computer science with a minor in mathematics, graduating in three years!

As time went by, Katy and I had sex only infrequently as she became more interested in the young men she met at high school and college and eventually met a very fine young man by the name of Kyle who she eventually married and started a family of her own. I was fine with that as she soon made Mary and I grandparents by giving birth to the cutest little boy, and although I did miss the feeling of her tight body, Mary more than made up for my 'loss', as we had a very active sex life, producing two more children over time. 

As our family grew, we soon ran out of room and had to purchase a new home which we had custom built on 10 acres in the foothills of the Cascades, building a second home on the property for Katy and Kyle and their brood - they eventually also had four kids - so they could live close to us and our brood of four kids, and we eventually sold the house in Seattle. Katy and Kyle eventually started their own computer consulting business, raking in money by the wheel barrow full as the tech industry took off again doing ten times better than during the nineties, and they were soon able to 'retire' from their business.

As we all grew older, our children and grand children went off to college, we traveled extensively throughout the world, the threat of terrorism having been for the most part finally eliminated, seeing the parts of the world that had attained their freedom, with Katy and Kyle often joining us on our trips, thoroughly enjoying our golden years. Every now and then, we'd pull out one of the home movies we had made so many years before, and although we weren't quite as energetic as we had been, Mary and I still enjoyed our times together.

Each day of the rest of my life, I thought back on that one day, forever grateful that I had that spur of the moment whim to pick up that local paper, as my world was turned completely upside down - most definitely for the better! - and my lonely, solitary life came to an end when the love of my life entered my life, bringing me joy and happiness I never knew could exist, which continues to this day.

Dave and June married soon after we introduced them, and had a couple more kids, and along with Beth and her husband John are frequent visitors. Sandy eventually met a great guy named Art, and they are also frequent visitors, as are Amber and Brent and their brood of five rambunctious kids, three boys and two girls. Mike finally retired from my employ, but he and Marjorie also drop by often, and Val and her husband? Well, unfortunately this is the one sour note to our happy group, as Val's husband died of a massive heart attack. But as time has gone on, we all smile about that, as he died 'in the saddle', making mad passionate love to his beloved Val, impregnating her with his last dying act, giving her a son  - Robert, or Bobby to us - to remember him by, and he's the spittin' image of his old man. Val is still with us, living in the attached 'mother-in-law' apartment we had built for her, and Val is our 'mother hen', watching over us, and running the household. Every year when we all get together on our wedding anniversary, Val keeps herself busy making sure that the reunion runs perfectly. All in all, I don't think any of us could wish for a better life!

Author's note - 

I hope you enjoyed my fantasy life, and got the occasional chuckle as well. Feedback would be appreciated, of course. Let me know what you did, or didn't like. I'm not the perfect writer by any means, and will welcome constructive feedback, which will be answered as I have time. Flames, however, will be cheerfully ignored and deleted - my ego is easily bruised, OK?

Please keep in mind a couple of things though. This is a total fantasy, and I have never, and will never, have sex with under aged girls. Although in my story, the sex with the young girls was always consensual, in real life little girls should be hugged and loved, and protected from the predators of this world, of which there are sadly enough, far too many. The other thing is, in these days of sexually transmitted diseases - most of them fatal, by the way - you should always use a condom, whether you have sex with a single partner, unless you know for a fact that you and your partner are completely monogamous and want to produce children, and always, always, always with multiple partners, for your protection as well as theirs! If you're unsure, get yourself tested.

Later!

